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PREFACE

The T992 International Conference on Plasma Physics is held as a joint
conference of the 9m Kiev International Conference on Plasma Theory and the
91“ International Congress on Waves and lnstabllities in Plasmas with the 19m EPS
Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics in Innsbruck, Austria, from
29 June to 3 July l992. The conference is organized by the Institute of Ion Physics
of the University of Innsbruck.
The programme, format and schedule of the Conference were determined by
the International Programme Committee, which also selected the plenary and

topical invited lectures based on suggestions from the International Advisory
Committee of the iCPP and from other members of the scientific community,
Some topical invited lectures were selected from among the contributed
papers. The programme included 12 plenary, 35 topical invited lectures
presented orally, and 532 poster contributions.

Innsbruck, May l992 The Editors
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EDGE MEASUREMENTS IN THE DIVERTOR REGION IN HIGH DENSITY
DISCHARGES AT JET

S Clement, S K Erents*, N Gottardi, P I Harbour, H Jaeckel.G Janeschitz,

L de Kock, A Loarte, C Lowry, G Saibene, D Summers, J A Tagle, G Vlases
JETJoint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 3EA, UK.

*AEA Technology, Cullzam, Abingdori, OXON, 0X14 3EA, UK.

Introduction During the 1991-1992 experimental campaign JET has operated routinely in

single null magnetic divertor configurations, using either the upper C target plates (single null

upper, SNU), or the lower Be target plates (SNL). The edge parameters have been measured in

high density discharges in a variety of operating conditions. This paper studies the behaviour of the

scrapeoff layer (SOL) parameters in the divertor region, for a series of operating scenarios in

which a high density and/or a highly radiative divertor was pursued. These conditions in which a

density limit can occur, are important for the future pumped divertor of JET. Differences are

observed between the operation in the two targets. On the C target, strong gas fuelling during

ohmic or low power additional heating discharges results in non-disruptive density limits of the

same nature as those observed in limiter configuration [1,2], with the appearance of a MARFE and

a pulsating behaviour of the edge density; with higher power additional heating, strong gas puffing

during the high confinement mode phase (H mode) causes the appearance of ELMs and, at higher

rates, the loss of the improved confinement regime [3]. On the Be target, with ohmic and low

additional heating, strong gas fuelling causes in some cases the complete detachment of the inner

strike zone, with the outer strike zone parameters remaining unaffected. With higher input power

and strong gas fuelling, a gas divertor is obtained, where all the power in the SOL is radiated close

to the X-point and the plasma completely detaches from the two sides of the target. This

configuration can be maintained in a stable way as long as there is additional heating, but, in this

situation, the transition to the H mode does not occur.

Experimental Two poloidal arrays of single Langmuir probes mounted in the upper and

lower protection tiles are used to obtain the electron temperature and density profiles in the

divertor region, and a fast reciprocating probe has been used in the main SOL region [4]. The

profiles obtained in the divertor region are fitted with Gaussians, which have been shown to

correspond to exponential profiles in the main SOL [5]. Bolometry and VUV spectroscopy

measurements are also used, and CCD cameras have been used to identify the MARFE events.

M Density limits are often obtained when the additional heating is stepped down while

densities are high (and these are often disruptive), but we will limit the study to the cases where

the density limit is reached by increasing the density at constant input power.

Operation on the C target (SNU)

On the C target, in a series of ohmic discharges, a non disruptive density limit is observed when

the total radiated power exeeds about 65% of the input power (about 55% is radiated in the
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divertor region), where MARFEs appear [figs.1 and 2]. In general, the power deposition between
the inner and outer strike zones is asymmetric, and the density limit is determined by the density of
the inner scrapebff layer, where the breakdown of the local power balance happens first. As the
density builds up in the divertor region, the electron temperature observed at the magnetic
separatrixes decreases to values below IOeV, with and inverted profile; a collapse of the divertor
density is then observed in the inner strike zone, and simultaneously in the outer strike zone, but
to a lesser extent [fig 3]; the radiated power increases then in the inner wall region. In this case
carbon is the main radiating impurity; a slow movement of the CH peak is observed along the inner
wall during the pulsation. After a while the edge parameters recover their initial values, and the
whole process can be repeated.
With additional heating, a transition into H mode takes place at low or medium central densities.
With gas fuelling after the transition, the discharge develops elms and can maintain a "steady" H
mode; if the fuelling increases, a flattening of the density profiles is observed which brings back
the scrape-off lengths to L mode values [4], and the discharge eventually loses the high
confinement regime [3]. Neither a highly radiating divertor nor a full gas target plasma have been
attempted in SNU with strong D gas fuelling, but in double null operation long elmy H modes and
no gas target have been obtained with this procedure. In a series of experiments performed in SNU
with 4He with typically 10MW of additional heating, a Ne gas puff together with continuous 4He
gas fuelling has been succesful in increasing the radiation up to 100% of the input power. The
plasma then disrupts, and no H modes have been obtained in this case. Langmuir probe
measurements are only available in the inner strike region, and show that detachment occurs when
the radiated power reaches a value around 70% of the input power.
Operation on the Be target

In addition to the flattening of the density and temperature profiles with increasing gas fuelling
observed in both SNU and SNL [4], the response of the SOL parameters to high gas fuelling on
the Be plates shows some differences with that observed on the C target, mainly in the fact that on
the Be target, a situation of detachment of one or both strike zones can be maintained in a stable
way. In a series of discharges with fuelling from the X—point (with 7 1021 D atoms 5'1 for 4 5
approx), the Langmuir probes show that the plasma completely detaches from the inner strike zone
during the ohmic phase whereas in the outer strike zone the high density is maintained unchanged;
the further addition of beam heating does not cause the reconnection of the inner strike zone, all
the power going to the outer one [fig.4], This experiment was performed when the Be targets were
new and a strong pumping was observed.
High power discharges (up to 20 MW additional heating) have been performed with very strong
gas fuelling to protect the Be target plates from melting. With 10 MW of input power, a gas target
has been sustained for 45 in steady state [6], with a fuelling rate around 1022 atoms 5'1 for 7 s,
and a total maximum radiated power around 70% of the input power according to the bolometers.
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In this case, the target probes show a detachment in both strike zones, starting in the inner side

when the radiated power fraction reaches 50—60%. Temperatures below SeV are measured close to

the magnetic separatrix before the plama detaches and virtually no power reaches the target plates.

A stable MARFE is formed in the X point region, which deteriorates the purity of the plasma [6].

The discrepancy in the power balance between bolometric and Langmuir probe measuments can be

due to radiation losses not seen by the bolometers (recycling , and Be in low charge states), as it

has been observed in limiter configuration [7].

In a further experiment, an attempt has been made to combine a highly radiating divertor with an H

mode by allowing the transition to occur at medium densities, and men fuelling the discharge. Only

very short H-mode phases have been obtained, when at all, before the plasma reverts to the L

mode and detaches at least in the inner stike zone. The Langmuir probe data show that the

transition to 1-1 mode has occurred only when the additional heating succeeds in increasing the

electron temperature in the inner strike zone above 10eV, the H mode thus being incompatible with

a semi—detached configuration.

Conclusions ‘

Detached plasmas can be sustained on the Be target but not on the C target; this difference is not

related to the position and shape of the plasma (many magnetic configurations have been used on

each target) but to differences in the main radiating species and in the recycling.

-On the C target, the results are consistent with a SOL model of the density limit, as it has been

also found for JET limiter discharges [8]. The onset of the MARFE coincides with the maximum

in the electron density, and the density exibits the pulsating behaviour that the model predicts when

the gas throughput remains approximately constant during that period. This is also the case on the

Be target, it" the plasma does not detach completely.

-The observed broadening of the profiles of density, temperature and radiation near the density

limit could affect the formation of the pedestal and impede the transition to H—mode.

~"lhe apparent incompatibility between an H mode and a gas target has implications for the design

of divertors.
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High Power Operation with a Radiative Divertor in JET
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, U.K.

111mm
The control of the power flow conducted to the divertor target tiles is one of the major problems
to be solved in present day divertor designs. This concern assumes still greater importance for
the pumped divertor phase of JET or for ITER, where the power conducted to the divertor has

to be distributed onto a large surface area in order to prevent excessive heat loads onto the target
tiles. A possible solution, which is also being pursued in recent concepts for ITER, is a
radiative divertor (divertor marfe, gas target divertor).

Experiments to investigate such radiative divertor concepts have been performed at JET as well
as on DIII~D [I]. In this paper we report on steady state radiative divertor experiments at JET

during the 1991/92 campaign.

Experiments:
All radiative divertor experiments were performed in 3 MA SN X—point discharges using the Be
tiles with the ion grad B drift pointing away from the target. The reversed ion grad B drift
provides a more even distribution of the conducted power between inner and outer strike zone
and so enables stable operation with a gas target divertor. The discharges were heated by a
combination of ICRH (10 MW) and NBI (2 to 12 MW). The Be target was designed such [2]

that the maximum heat load occurs on sloped areas of the target tiles which hide exposed edges
due to tile misalignment. The most important diagnostic used to assess the quality of a gas target
(protection of the Be tiles from excessive heat loads) is a CCD camera monitoring the sloped
areas of the Be target through a O I filter (844.5 nm). Since very little oxygen is present in
Beryllated JET discharges the signal so obtained represents the thermal radiation emitted from
the target and thus is a measure of the tile temperature. In some early gas target discharges the
CCD camera was equipped with a 1 mm filter, again aimed at measuring the tile temperature.
However, a break through of light from the wings of a Paschen hydrogen line (1004.6 nm)
made reliable tile temperature measurements impossible. These measurements were nevertheless
quite important because they revealed the geometric structure of the divertor marfe, which is
shown in Fig. l.
G . . l _ I EE‘

In an initial set of experiments, the pre-programmed gas puff, which is required to produce a
radiative divertor, was applied at the beginning of the additional heating pulse and was stepped
up with increasing power. The consequent detachment of the plasma from the divertor target
always starts at the inner strike zone [3,4] and a marfe like structure (cold radiating plasma
cloud) very quickly fills the inner scrape off layer from the target up to the X—point (Fig. l).
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When increasing the gas puff even further at this stage the growth of the inner divertor marfe
stops and a marfe starts to develop at the edge of the outer strike zone (Fig. 1b). This outer
divertor marfe grows slowly towards the separatrix when increasing the gas puffing rate until it
fills the outer divertor scrape off layer (Fig. la). Once this situation is established, the power
conducted to the target (calculated from the tile temperature rise) drops below one MW
regardless of the additional heating power applied. At this stage a stable divertor marfe can be
maintained practically indefinitely by reducing the gas puff rate slowly to a level where itjust
replaces the particle losses due to wall pumping. Steady state operation (up to 3.5 sec) with
these gas target divertors was demonstrated for various power levels of up to 22 MW of
combined ICRH + NBI heating (Fig. 2). The operational window for a radiative divertor when
applying a particular heating power is limited at the lower end by the gas puffing rate necessary
to fully develop the divertor marfe at both strike zones and at the upper end by the gas puffing
rate at which the inner divertor marfe becomes unstable. In the latter case, the murfe at the inner
strike zone leaves the divertor area, moves up and down along the inner wall (main plasma
marfe) and eventually results in a normal density limit disruption.
The amount of gas puffing rate necessary to establish a gas target divertor increases roughly
proportional to the heating power. In our experiments, fully developed gas targets at l2 MW
and 22 MW of additional heating required puffing rates of 1.1022 at/sec and 2.1022 at/sec,
respectively (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). The width of the above mentioned operational window in terms of
gas puffing rate is in the order of several 1021 at/sec.

Fig. 2 shows the radiative divertor discharge with the highest heating power applied (22 MW).
The three curves in the top section represent the power balance by comparing the total input
power (full line) with the total radiated power (dotted line) and with the power conducted to the
target (dashed line), which is only in the order of 0.5 MW. The total radiated power is the sum
of bulk radiation (8 MW) and divertor radiation (8 MW). Thus up to 6 MW of power is not
accounted for in the 2 sec period with 22 MW additional heating. Calculations (EDGEID)
indicate that approximately 1.5 MW of power loss can be attributed to neutral particles in the
divertor which would not be detected by the bolometer. Another possible effect reducing the
amount of divertor radiation seen by the bolonteters is the optical thickness of such a divertor
marfe to the hydrogen Lyman series radiation (121.5 nm etc). This effect would shift the
hydrogen radiation to the longer wavelength (above 400 nm) Balmer or higher series, where the
bolometers are insensitive. The magnitude of power missed by the bolometer due to optical
thickness is very difficult to estimate with the information available. An effort to calculate this
effect, which should be present in partly ionised plasmas such as marfes is under way
(modifying EDGElD. —2D).
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that all important plasma parameters such as left, the central line
integrated electron density and the energy content in the plasma as well as the target tile
temperature, attain steady state shortly after the start of the high power phase. However, the
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Be-II intensity (not shown in Fig. 2) originating from the divertor marfe displays a continues

rise during the high power phase suggesting a slow accumulation of Be in the marfe. The slight
increase in the total radiation (Fig. 2) during this phase can be probably attributed to this rising
Be radiation. An important disadvantage of all these discharges is that they do not display
H-mode confinement. This can be seen from the relatively low plasma energy content (bottom

section of Fig. 2), which is comparable to the energy content of a limiter discharge with similar

heating power and plasma parameters [2].
. . I 'l I ll 1 _

In order to get better operational control of the gas puffing rate, when producing radiative
divertors, a simple tile temperature feedback system was introduced. It consists of a fiberscope
aimed at one of the sloped areas at the outer strike zone of the Be target, which usually sees the

highest power deposition. The fiber was coupled through an O 1 filter, identical to the one used

for the CCD camera, to a photomultiplier. The temperature signal so obtained was then

transformed by a simple algorithm into a pseudo density signal and fed into the standard
density feedback system.
Npseudo = G ( T0 - Tmeasured) + Offset
(G... gain, TO... requested temperature, Tmeasured... measured temperature)
The aim of this second set of radiative divertor experiments was to achieve H—mode together
with a gas target and to test the simple tile temperature feedback system. H-modes could be
achieved when the feed forward gas puff was delayed by about 0.5 sec. This allowed the H—
mode transition to occur before the gas target was established. It turned out that the tile

temperature feedback system, when given full control over the gas modules, did exactly the

same (T0 = 1000 0C). These discharges (Fig. 3) displayed an initial ELM free H-mode phase
and made a transition into an ELMy H—mode once the gas target was established. The relatively
high ELM frequency deteriorated the energy confinement considerably, resulting in only 1.4
times Lvmode confinement. As can be seen from Fig. 3, all plasma parameters are in steady
state for several seconds after the onset of the ELM‘s as also observed in long pulse H-mode
experiments [5] where similar gas puffing techniques were used.

mum
- Stable radiative divertor discharges were produced at various power levels.
- The energy confinement is either L—mode or ELMy H-mode (1.4 time L—mode).
- Divertor physics experiments at JET [4] as well as results from the PISCES device [6]

suggest that the impurity retention of the divenor is strongly deteriorated when a divertor
marfe extends close to the main plasma (X—point).

- Many of the above disadvantages will disappear when introducing effective baffling for
neutrals in the divertor together with a long connection length. In this case the divertor marfe
would be achieved at lower main plasma density and could be kept further away from the
closed flux surfaces.
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ENERGY EXHAUST THROUGH NEUTRALS IN A TOKAMAK DIVERTOR

M. L. Watkins and P-H. Rebut
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK.

Introduction
The interaction of neutrals and plasma in the scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor region of a
tokamnk is essentially two-dimensional and requires, in general, a full 2—D plasma-neutral

transport code [1,2] to study, for example, the complex plasma flow generated by ionisation

and energy losses by chargeiexchange. For the JET pumped divertor, these effects are

expected to lead to a more even heat load distribution on the divertor target plates and the
retention of target-produced impurities in the divertor region with friction overcoming

thermoelectric forces [3,4]. However, in the interesting regime of high density and low

temperature, the application of such a 2—D model becomes increasingly difficult. A new

formulation of the 2—D plasma—neutral interaction is presented for an idealised SOL/divertor

geometry. It contains the essential elements of plasma transpon along the magnetic field and
neutral transport orthogonal to the magnetic field and is reduced to a 1~D problem by a

suitable transformation of coordinates. Solutions at the target of the JET pumped divertor are

obtained and the condition to extinguish the SOL plasma before reaching the target is derived

Formulation of the model
The SOL is represented by an infinite two—dimensional plasma comprising ions, hot neutrals

and cold neutrals of mass, m. The ion/hot neutral mixture is assumed to be in collisional

equilibrium (due to ion-neutral collisions, such as charge—exchange) at a temperature, T
density, n and speed, V. The cold neutrals with density, nO and speed, VO have little effect on

the momentum or energy balance equations. Electrons maintain charge neutrality, contribute

to the plasma pressure, p, the conductive heat flux, q, the electron thermal energy, E and the

radiated power loss, Pr. The conservation laws for particles, momentum and energy are:

Ions/hot neutrals

V~IzV : S—R+C
Cold neutrals

V-nOV0 =—S+R—C
Momentum

mnV - VV + Vp = 0

Energy
V - (q + (s + Vzmi/Z + e)nV) = —P,

S, R and C are sources/sinks due to ionisation, recombination and ion—neutral collisions.
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Consider the flow, nVy, of ions/hot neutrals along the open magnetic field lines which define
the y-direction (Fig. 1). At y=oo, the plasma pressure is pm, there is a heat source, qy=-qm but
no pardcle flux ((nVy),,,=0). At y=-eo, ions/hot neutrals leave the SOL to be returned in the x-

direction, orthogonal to y, as cold neutrals with constant speed, V0. We consider the

interaction of the plasma and neutral flows and look for solutions with qy=O. We make the

transformation to the coordinate Y=y~x/Tan0t, where O. is the inclination to the y-axis of lines

of constant plasma and neutral parameters. With this coordinate, the plasma and neutral

transport equations in conservative form are:
Ions/hot neutrals

' BnVy
W = S — R + C

Momentum

3817(a: + p) = 0

Energy

ail/(q, + (l + yzmvf + e)nv,) = —P,
Cold Neutrals

#M = S — R + C
Tana BY

The first three of these equations are identical to those normally used to study 1-D transport
along the magnetic field in the SOL [5]. On the other hand, the penetration of cold neutrals
into the plasma is enhanced by the factor l/Tana, and hence the ion—neutral losses are
increased and the range of impurity retention by plasma flows is extended.
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Solutions to the equations

Given the boundary conditions at yzw, the above equations can be integrated to give:

11V ,fl
Y

= 0
Tana

([3 + 1)”m = pm

(SI? + l)‘/3ay2Vy = —[qw —J‘P,dY] E —(q,, —9i)
Y

where [5 : p/ nml’,2 : l / M2 (M is the Mach number of the flow) and q). and E are assumed

small in comparison with the other temis in the energy balance. The solutions then become:

_ P: (513 +1)2 1

HDVD _ P: Sfl + 1
fi _ in... ~9t)i'[2m([3+1)2]

Application of the model to the JET pumped divertor
We calculate the conditions at the target of the JET pumped divertor for a plasma pressure,

pm26xlO3P (corresponding to Ti=500eV, Tc=250eV and n=5x1019nr3 at the mid—plane of
the SOL) and qm=530llrtr2 (corresponding to a total input power, Pin=40MW, a major
radius, R:3m, a SOL thickness, A=0.0lm and a ratio of toroidal to poloidal magnetic field,

BT/Bp25). Assuming [3:0 and total radiated power, so, the above solutions give:

Vy = — 1.77,\*1()5mS']; n = 5.8x1019m'3; tiOVO/Tana = — 1.02x1025m'25’1;

It should be noted that compatibility between momentum and energy balance is ensured

provided that ions/hot neutrals leave the SOL with a minimum speed, corresponding to an

energy, Emm : yhnvf, which, in this case for a deuterium plasma, is 326eV. For a given

input power and a limit on the plasma pressttre at the mid-plane of the SOL (inorder to allow
reasonable plasma conditions in the centre of the tokamak), Emin can be reduced only by

radiation and rapid equipartition between electrons and ions. Furthermore, if ions leave the
SOL with Emm, the energy will be concentrated in a SOL thickness. If, however, chtuge

exchange first occurs, the hot neutrals could spread Emin over a larger target area.
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Condition to extinguish the SOL plasma
The condition to extinguish the SOL plasma before the target plates are reached is most
readily seen as a geometrical condition on the angle, OL‘ in the poloidal projection (Fig. 2). If
I? is the projected length of the magnetic field onto the poloidal plane and A is the SOL
thickness (or N2 if cold neutrals are incident from outside the SOL as well as from the private
flux zone), the SOL plasma is extinguished before the target plates are reached if:

Tana' > A/l

Using the solutions for Vy and tiOVO/Tanot derived above, and noting that with the
transformations: oc'=OLBT/Bp; Y'=YBp/BT; (nVy)’:(nVy)Bp/BT; qy‘=qp/BT; etc. the
equations and solutions in the poloidal projection are identical to those along the magnetic
field, the condition to extinguish the SOL plasma can also be written:

2 x 2 7!: R 8 no VoEmin > (Pin — Prad)

That is, the power transmitted by a particle flux, noV0 at an energy, Emin across two
surfaces, each of area ZNRZ, must exceed the net input power. It is assumed that the layer is
opaque to the incident cold neutrals and that [i=0. For the JET pumped divertor conditions
above (Pin=40MW, Emgn=326eV) and f=0.5m the SOL plasma can be extinguished with:

0t=4x10‘3 :> n0=1.3.‘3x1019n‘r3 for Vo=3kms‘1

Conclusions
We have derived the condition to extinguish the SOL plasma before the divertor target plates
are reached and have shown that this condition is satisfied for 4OMW into the SOL of the JET
pumped divertor at the relatively high density of 5x1019m‘3. Even then, the minimum energy
of the hot neutral exhaust at the targets, set by ensuring compatibility between momentum and
energy balance, is 326eV. This energy could be reduced by radiation and rapid cquipartition
between electrons and ions, although radiative losses could be low if impurity control was
highly effective. Of course, more precise estimates should be obtained by solving the above
equations with a full l-D code (such as that described in [5]) and including impurity retention
and radiation, ion—neutral and electron»ion collisions and re-ionisation outside the SOL.
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ABSTRACT. A scrape-0H layer based interpretation of the density limit in beryllated JET limiter
discharges is given. In these discharges JET edge parameters Show a complicated time evolution as the
density limit is approached. and the limit is manifested as a non—disruptive density maximum which
cannot be exceeded by enhanced gas pulling, The occurrence of marries. the manner of density control
and details of recycling are essential elements of the interpretation. Scalings for the maximum density
are derived and compared with the JET database.

1. INTRODUCTION

A series of density limit (DL) discharges run on the beryllium belt limiter with a
beryllium evaporation coating on the walls showed the. occurrance of a DL7 manifested
as a resistance to further density increase. irrespective of the strength of gas-puffing
(refuelling limit) The limit always coincided with the appearance of a marfe [l]. A
distinguishing feature of these discharges was that they were almost never disruptive,
and in many cases the marfc would extinguish, after which the density would recover
to its prcimarfe value, and the entire cycle would be repeated one or more times. It
was further shown that the DL was associated with the edge density rather than the
line averaged density [1] In the present paper a SOL based analysis is applied to this
limit. The study is based on a. series of forty JET pulses which form a database for
density limit studies carried out using the solid beryllium belt limiter and beryllium
evaporation [1]. Extensive use is made of data from Langmuir probes located in the.
belt limiter facing towards the inboard SOL.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SOL MODEL
The twofpoint analytical SOL model of Ref. [2], originally formulated for ASDEX~

type divertor configurations, has been extended to limiter cases by (1) assuming L : L3
(L: total connection length. L3: connection length to the X—point), (2) extending the
model to allow for arbitrary poloidal distributions of the power flux across the separatrix
and (3) appropriately modifying the recycling model. The model basically relies on the
momentum and energy balance equations in the SOL. which. Within the framework of
a 1—D treatment, can be integrated to give a set of four algebraic equations for the
six variables 715, T5 (density, temperature at the stagnation point)‘ up, TD (density,
temperature at the sheath), A (temperature decay length) and (1t (mean power flux
across the 'separatrix), which can be supplemented by the definition equations of derived
quantities Generally. fixing of two variables determines a solution

An important derived parameter is the gas throughput as given by
N = QWRDFDAPEM (1)

where RD is the plate/limiter radius. PD is the particle flux into the sheath and PM].
is the exhaust probability of a recycling neutral.
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In the present SOL model recycling is completely described by Put- A slab model
for fast. and slow neutrals which includes pumping by the wall (characterized by the
wall sticking probability 5”,) and diffusion of neutrals into the bulk plasma. provides an
explicit expression for PH}!

1 1+p sf ~l+6pl'[f/1;JIS,~AHUPM : i + e 2- —%
s“, 1 + ‘2)! 355r 1 + 2)) In”

where 5, and Se: are the ionization and charge exchange rates. respectively; V0“ and I'D]
are the mean velocities of slow and fast neutrals; p : 1 + ASmD/I'Oa.

The present analysis refers to the inboard SOL. which determines the DL [2]. As-
sumptions have to be made on the relation between global quantities Pi“ (net power
to the total SOL) and NW (total gas rate) and the corresponding quantities tun)“ and
NM. referring to the SOL channel considered. Vv'ith these assumptions P,” and NW are
conveniently used instead of qrm, and NW.

3. BULK RADIATION

\Vithin the SOL model as and Pm are independent parameters. Actually P)” :
PM“ ~ Prad, the time evolution of PM“ being explicitly prescribed, while Fwd evolves
self—Consistently. Under quasi~steady~state conditions PM“, is mainly a function of den-
sity. This relation between density and P,” provides an additional constraint for the
SOL solution spare A widely used model assumption for the power radiated under
quasi-steady—state conditions from the bull: plasma layer is Pmd -x (sf — 1mg. It is
also frequently observed that (Zcff — 1) 1’ 1/775, corresponding to an approximately
constant impurity content. In that case

Pm; Z Cum/I75; (3)

where Crud is in general discharge dependent. Equation (3) is a relatively crude ap~
proximation which is used for illustrative purpose.

4. EMPIRICAL DATABASE AND MODEL \I’ALIDATION

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of edge and related parameters for a typical JET
limiter discharge in the vicinity of the DL. In the interval (f : S .5 to t : 0.5 .5) where
the edge density reaches its first maximum. the following observations can he made:
(1) The radiated power increases monotonically at nearly constant heating power.

Hence the net input power Pm into the SOL decreases monotonically
(2) After the onset of marting (at t : 48.8 s) the gas throughput stays approximately

constant.
(3) The plasma temperature at the limiter decreases continuously.
(4 The plasma density at the limiter runs through a maximum (at i' : 48.8 s).

Figure 1 also includes a comparison with modelling results. Probe data for TD and
up (A in Figs 1 (a) and (b)) were used to calmilate PH”) (using; the measured Hm”)
and the gas rate NW (+ in Figs 1 (c) and ((1)). There is good agreement between
experiment. and modelling.
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FIG. 1. Time evolution 0/ relevant
parameters close to the densxty limit
of shot 230845. Discharge paramctcrs

:TI: arc: NU] [tEt' :1] i‘lli’, qC : 2.22
.E' and BI : 2.59 T. + denotes values of

Fwd and N calculated with mcasurcd
values (A) of nu and TD.
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12 . . .
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10 _ Pheat : COTlSt . 8 4 X1031 (If/S
‘- 60x1031ai/5
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I . 8 —
E _

m“72 6 '
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0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Pm [MW]
FIG. 2. Illustration of tlze mechanism leading to a niarimmn density {shot £70845). Thin solid curves:
curves of constant gas throughput NM. Dotted curves: bulk radiation constraint according to Eq. (9)
for constant healing powers PM“ : 3.0 MW’ (healing power “1 PI) and PM.“ : 30 MW (heating
power in P3). Thick solid curve: trajectory of shot 20845. a are the points consulercd In Fig. I.

5. DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we consider 715 as a. function of Pi" and NM (715 : 715(P,-,,7 Nu): )). Various
calculated NM : const curves7 the bulk radiation constraint according to Eq. (3) and
the trajectory of shot 20845 are plotted in the Its-PI" plane.

During the density ramp-up phase, when quasiesteadystate conditions prevail‘ one
moves along the bulk radiation constraint. In Fig 2 the radiation constraint is given
for fixed values of PM“. Actually it differs from this simple straight line form, since
P115“ increases somewhat during the discharge.

When marfing starts (t : 49 s), Pmd continues to increase and hence Pm continues
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33113 in \31111'11 dcnsil3 C(111t11111s 1111011111311. HC111'e aftr'1 1111 1.1111111 (11 inaifinfj 111113 1111131'
along the \ — (01151 1'1111'1' in Fig.2 . \31111'11 is (10111111111 33' 1111' _\ 3'1111113 pimziiling at this
moment. 11nd 115- (11f131ens1's.

Thus the 110115113'11111Xinnun s1111111111'111111'id1? with t111'1,111.set 11fn1111'1'13s'. 11s is net111'1113'
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immense of the f111'l11110 11110. This is e\'p1: 1in1entz1113' 111m 1"3111 11nd has heen (11:51'1'i111'd as
refuclliiig limit [3].

The {1111,13'C pirtiirc 1111111 Offers 21 qualitative exphinatim] of the (,‘_\'L‘111‘ behaviour of
the edge pni'anietei's. The rapid decay 111' 1111' edge dcnsit3' after the onset of the 111111113
1,11t1111211013' reduces 1111»? density at thr,‘ niarfe radius 1101031' the threshold for the onset
of 1111111175. Once the extra radiation of the 11111110, disnppcars. P,” illt'I‘PflSCS 21nd 119 (“1111
recover. It is indCCd 1'01111'1'1111'111)3' ("\'1)(‘1'1111(111 t1111t 111111'11'1'3 periodic '1113 dis11pp11111'11111
that the Unsct 1'011tinlies to C1)in1,'i(,11'\\'ilh thcedge (11"11sit3 11111311118 [1].

G. SC‘ALIXGS
F111 1J12l('111"81El])l)11(‘1’1110115111(‘1'915 2111('(-'11f(11 simplc scaling t3'pe1'1'1ziti1111sf111 11'5"“

111 t1,'1n1s 01 ghilml (1is1'111'11'g1'11111'11111011—'>1s ((1.1? .B,, 11) and the 1:111 inpiit power P,,,.
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terms (it those \'111'ik11)11's The 11111111'111'111 results 111'1: 33'1111 dostlilu'd 1)3'111e sealing
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where 1151”” is in 101” (17173 Q1 : ”gmfi in 1111/11; B,i11T and P111111 Ofmin'so
the coefficient in Eq. (4) depends 1111 1111'1,1111fin'11111ti11n Finni'z' 3 1111111151115 JET results
\xith model predictions.
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1. Introduction.

The recent TEXTOR experimentsfl] have shown a high efficiency of the exhaust of injected helium

by the ALT-ll pump limiter from discharges with auxiliary heated plasmas of high densities and with strong

edge cooling by neon radiation. A minimum value of the effective (ii-particle confinement time T“. of 3501115

was obtained with an energy confinement time TE of 35-40 ms. According to Ref.[2], in order to sustain steady

thermonuclear burning in a reactor, the ratio of T; to T5 must be smaller than 15.

Various processes in the limiter scoop channel, i.e. interactions of charged and neutral particles during

ionization, dissociation, excitation, chargwexchange, nonlocality ofthe energy transport due to large mean free

path lengths between Coulomb collisions essentially determine the efficiency of the pump limiter operation.
in the present paper we extend the model of Ref.[3] for the hydrogen neutrals and ions in the limiter

scoop to include a more realistic spectrum of neutral particles, take into account the energy transfer and the

transport of helium atoms and ions. As the most decisive parameter the "transformation factor" - the ratio of

the neutral density in the limiter chamber to the ion density at the scoop entrance - is computed. The results are

compared with calculations by the EIRINE Monte-Carlo codeH] and with recent TEXTOR data.

2. Neutral tramport.

Deuterium and helium atoms arise during the charged particle recombination on the neutralizing plate
and enter the limiter chamber - Fig.1. They acquire the wall temperature Tw, and deuterium atoms recombine

into molecules. Usually the probability for neutrals to be pumped out is smaller than 1 and so they return partly

back into the plasma layer, where they are dissociated and ionized by electron Collisions and charge<exchange

with ions. For helium atoms, ionization is the most important process.
In a narrow scoop channel (54 L) neutrals collide with the walls many times before they are ionized

or escape into the scrape-off |ayer(SOL) ofthe limiter. As a result, their distribution functions are randomized

and the flow velocity Ux along the channel is much smaller than the sound speed UH=(Tn/mn)% ('1‘n and m" are

the temperature and mass of the neutrals). [n such a case a hydrodynamic approximation is appropriate to

describe the neutral transport. The continuity equation and the x-component of the equation of motion, averaged

over the scoop width, are the following:

_d(l:"ru‘) = sn—sw, ~__d(Z”xT") =1”,l —F,., (1)

WV describe respectively the change ofneutral particlewhere Nn is the density of neutrals; the terms Sn w and F

density and momentum during collisions with electrons and ions (subscript n) and with the scoop walls (subscript
w); in the case of helium atoms

fie N U (I -R,)a VTS"=—;\f- It I“ E
NHeni Stt‘ :0! Fl) 2 Srte [IX ‘ Fw = 45

Where killc is the constant of ionization, n is the plasma density, VT:(8THe/m“Hc-)% is the thermal velocity
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and Ul is the mean velocity after a collision with the wall. For diffusive reflections one has R,=0.
From Eqs.(1)c(2) we obtain the diffusion equation for Nm:

t] dNHe He__ 7D __ =—k. N (3)(II H: d): ) I II H:

where

H:k 116DH€=IvTfi(l—R,+ ‘ )’l
2 VT

As a boundary condition of Eq.(3) at x=0 we equate the atom flux, -SS]DHedNHe/dx, to the difference of the

He ion flux to the neutralizing plate and the number of pumped atoms, NHcScff' Where Sst and Sen- are the scoop

cross-section and the effective pumping speed. At x=L the particles escape into the SOL with the sound velocity

so that ‘DHcHu/dx : NHcUst

3. Transport of charged particles and energy.

For the experimental conditions in question the mean free path A». of charged particles between

Coulomb collisions is smaller than the scoop length L. Hence we treat the transfer of the main ions - deuterons —

and their momentum along x—axis in a hydrodynamic approximationfl]. The behaviour of helium ions, arising

in the scoop during the atom ioniution. is modelled by the equation of motion for a test particle in the

background plasma

a ' e‘
mmdj :IHHE‘T—lflli +ZeE‘l +FT (4)

H: d

where V” is the flow velocity of deuterons and vii H” is the speed of the test helium ion,

7,,” d:3/16[(c+mu)la/F/tnd]V‘TyZ/A/Zz/t34m is tlic time between coulomb collisions of ions, 2 is the
He ion charge, E It :rl/(en)-d(Tcn)/dx70i7 lc/l is the electric field,F1-= 0.7 1 sTe/dx +(l.22zz-o.27)dT,/ilx
is the thermal force, Tc‘; are the electron and ion temperatures.

Calculations have shown that a helium ion is carried by the friction force with deuterons (the first term in r.h.s.

of Eq.(4)) at a distance from its origin point much smaller than L. Hence VHHC+ zV" is a good approximation.

In the present paper the plasma components have the same temperature TETe=Ti and its change along

the scoop is computed from the energy balance equation:

M“ — Q (5)W
Here the heat flux density q” is the sum ofa convective, SnVIIT, and a conductive, qcond, part.

According to Ref,[6] qmndqEwEdT/dx with the Spitzer heat conductivity xc == 1020'1‘5/2(cm‘ls‘l, eV) when

XL, is smaller then ~ l/40rdx/d(|nT); in the opposite case Cit-and is limited by the value qzanveT, where

vc:(T/me)v‘ and (120.09 in the case of hydrogen plasma. To take this into account we use the formula:

(Ix qmax

qx +llnmx
The bounda conditions of the Iasma trans ort et nations at the neutralizing plate are: V 2V E(2Tlm-)V‘ <ry P p l u s .

qcand =

Lethe ion sound velocity — and q" =ynVST with -y=7.5. At the scoop entrance, the plasma density nsc and
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temperature T“. are given; they are determined by transport processes in the SOL.

4. Numerical results and comparison with experiment.

The calculations have been performed for the conditions of TEXTOR SOL plasmas in discharges high

ct‘itgctl densities of 5.5 10'3cm‘3 and auxiliary heating by neutral injection with a total power of ZMW. The

limiter characteristics correspond to the ALT“: L=30 cm, 45:2.7 cm, 351:600 cm, Serf:5200 Us.

With edge cooling by neon pulling the radiated part of the power increases from 20% up to 90% and

the SOL plasma parameters are changed substantially: Tic from 8—10 to 4-5 eV, "5; from 7 to 5-1012cm‘3. This

affects on the transport of neutrals and ions in the scoop. Fig.2 demonstrates for two magnitudes of n“ the Tsa-

dependences of the probabilities MD and aim for D and He neutrals to escape front the scoop into the SOL

plasma. Evidently an increase "fwtie when T5: decreases results in a reduction of the pumping probability. On

ilk; other hand. a simultaneous decrease of «JD implies that the deuteron flux changes more weakly along the

scoop. With constant n)c this means an increase in the mass velocity - see Fig.3 where the calculated profiles

of tho Mach number M=V ll IVS are shown for two sets ofparatncters. An increase of V” results in an increase

of the He ion flux to the neutralizing plate, which compensates partly the reduction of cum.

Globally the efficiency of the pump limiter operation can be characterized by the "transformation

factor" g, which is equal to the ratio of the atomic density in the limiter chamber to the ion density at the scoop

entrance. The calculated dependences of g on TSC are presented for different n5c in Fig.4. An experimental

estimate mfg can be made by using the information on the effective and usual confinement times oforparticles
tTu and 1p“. Assuming an exponential decay of the density in the SOL with the distance from the last closed

magnetic surface (LCMS) one obtains

T l = TH —E L35 S” (5)
P Eta/[gift Ls Sq)“

where Sp is the LCMS area, cm“:[cxp(~h/6n)-exp(-(h +6)/5n)] is the collection efficiency, 5“, Ls are the decay

connection lengths, Vsois the ion sound velocity calculated for a plasma temperature TS at the LCMSY £=0.56.

According to the tneasurementsI 1] Tu. =300 ms, 5w“ z0.35 in discharges without noon and 10' =360

ms, cwuzOJB with a radiation level of90%. Calculationsl7| give Ts and 7p“ magnitudes of 40 eV, [Sims and

10 eV, 22 ms, respectively. For the TEXTOR geometry , Sp:32 n12, LS:22 tn . we obtain from Eq.(6) gm

magnitudes of45 and 25, respectively, which are in good agreement with the results ofour calculation - Fig.4.
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NIARFE DETECTION BY RADIATION MONITORING AND CONTROL
OF DENSITY LIMIT DISRUPTIONS

IisH. Stcuer, W. Junker, H. Rohr, K. Biichl, l'V. Engelhardt, O. Grubcr, M. Kaufmanm
\v', Mertcns, J. Ncuhauscr, A. Stabler, H. Zohm, ASDEX, ASDEX Upgrade teams
(Max—Planck-lnstitut flir Plasmaphysik - ELIRATOAJ Ass, 804G Garching, Germany)

Introduction

In future reactor size fusion devices like ITER it is necessary to keep the temperature
in front of the divertor plates sulliciently low to avoid excessive erosion of wall material.
This requires operation at high plasma densities, in the so called high recycling mode.
This regime, however, is constrained by the occurrence of density limit disruptions. In
principle, disruptions can be avoided by applying certain measures like reduction of gas
puffing or increase of additional heating power. It is therefore desirable 1) to have an
early warning system indicating imminent disruptions and 2) to develop suitable control
scenarii to prevent disruptions. In ASDEX (and other tokamaks) so-called Marfes are
precursors to density limit disruptions except for the lowest (la-values [1,2]. Maries show
up as a poloidally asymmetric radiating zone at the high field side of the torus. They are
produced as a consequence of a radiation driven instability at the inboard edge of the
plasma leading to a low temperature and, because of p : const. along field lines, high
density plasma region [3].'1‘l1e poloidally asymmetric increase of plasma resistivity due
to the Marfe cooling leads to a global contraction of the current. profile. The gradient
of j(r) will be steepened and destabilization of the m : ‘2 mode ocurring at the q = '2
surface triggers the disruption. Marfe detection should therefore be a powerful tool to
monitor arising disruptions.

Marfe Detection

A particular sensitive diagnostic for Marfes is the measurement of bremsstrahlung con-
tinuum profiles in the near infrared. This signal is proportional to nEZeH/JTE and is
therefore especially high in regions of cold dense plasmas like in Marfes. Fig. 1 shows
the experimental setup of the bremsstrahlung measurement at ASDEX-Upgrade which
is similar to the ASDEX system [It]. The viewing optics and the detection system of the.
Nd:Yr‘\G scattering device are used to detect the bremsstrahlung along 16 chords in 4
different wavelength hands between 800 - 1000 nm with a time resolution of up to 50/15.
To identify lincfree spectral regions for the continuum measurements (primarily used
for 2c]! determination), the emission spectrum in the near infrared has independently
been measured. Fig. ‘2 shows a typical spectrum observed in AUG helium discharges.
The indicated linefree regions are used for the continuum measurements, a set of spec—
tral channels containing the dominant Helldine (A = 1012.3 am) can simultaneously
be used as a spectrometer for HCII»radiation. Additionally a wide angle CCD camera
looking radially in the midplane of the torus is used to image the whole plasma ring
contour in the visible part of the spectrum. The exposure time is ‘20 ms, the spatial
resolution is about 0.5 cm.
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Marfe Observation in ASDEX-Upgrade

A typical Marie as observed in ASDEX-Upgrade is shown in Fig. 3 (continuum radiatii -
on) and Fig. -'1 (CCD camera). It is a Single Null He discharge with fig 2 2.9 X 1019 771—3
and qCl : 8. A bright zone of continuum light develops in the lower X~point region just
after the establishment of the Single Null configuration. The continuum signals which
are sampled with 10 kHz show that the Marie is moving upwards with a velocity of
100771/5. The position of the bright moving Zone is marked in Fig.1 on the last closed
flux surface in intervals 012 ms. The CCD camera pictures clearly Show that the marfe
is toroidally symmetric. Shortly after the occurence of the Marie the plasma tends to
detach as the current density is not high enough to sustain heating in the outer region of
the plasma. The radiated power as measured by bolometers is dominated by poloidally
symmetric edge radiation which, at that time, is nearly equal to the ohmic power. The
CCD camera shows that due to the detachment the plasma is disconnected from the
divertor (i : 0.8 5).
At lower densities (77: z 1.5 X 10‘9 m'“) Marfes are much less pronounced and there is
no indication for detachment. In these cases the radiated power is equal to about 60%
of the ohmic input.

ASDEX results

A more detailed study of marfe behaviour in density limit shots has been performed on
ASDEX using a similar continuum measurement system [4] In deuterium plasmas with
high (1 values (q > 3) strong ltlarfes are. observed already 100 ms before the discharge
disrupts. The starting point of these Marfes is preferentially close to the active X»point.
The time from the onset of the Marie to the disruption increases with increasing qa.
This might be due to the increasing distance of the q : 2 surface from the plasma
edge: in order to trigger the disruption, the current profile contraction introduced by
the Marfe has to propagate to the q = 2 surface.
With decreasing q (3 > qa > 2.4) the period during which Mar-fes are observed shortens
to about 10 ms, the radiation enhancement is lower and continuum radiation is the
only signal indicating that marfes are present.
In clean helium discharges on ASDEX no clear Marfes have. been seen in contrast to
the findings on ASDEX-Upgrade, even at the highest qa values. Continuum radiation
signals as well as bolomcter channels indicate just before reaching the density limit
an tip/down symmetric increase in radiation from an area of a few centimeters inside
the separatrix. These observations can be explained with the development of a strongly
radiating shell. The analysis of the spectral channels of the continuum radiation system
which contain the Hell - line (of. Fig. 1) shows that the increase in radiation is mainly
due to helium line radiation.

Prevention 01' Density Limit Disruptions

Fig. 5 presents two ASDEX ohmic density limit shots (IT, : 320 1.7/1. Bl : 2.17 T, (In :
3.3). Fig. 5a shows the sequence as described above: At t. : 1.5 s. a Marfe develops,
leading to a disruption at l : 1.52 s. Fig. 5b shows a shot in which, after the occurrence
of the Marie. Ni (1.9 MIvV) was applied. Here the start of the N1 was triggered ()neline
by a combination of saddle loops detecting the locked mode occurring together with the
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Marie [5]. For future applications this trigger will be given by the onset of the Marie
(eg. from bremsstrahlung). In this case, the additional heating stabilizes the thermal
instability of the edge plasma and no disruption occurs. In addition, the density drops
during this sequence and the shot recovers. The second Marfe in Fig. 5b occurs during
the current ramp down (there is no control of density during ramp down). This scenario
might provide a. possibility to avoid density limit disruptions.

Conclusions

Investigations on ASDEX and ASDEXAUpgrade show that Marfes are a reliable indi-
cator of imminent high density disruptions. Monitoring of bremsstrahlung in the near
infrared is particulary suited to detect even weak Marfes. This provides, therefore, an
efficient early warning system giving enough time to apply control measures to avoid
high density disruptions. It has been shown that an increase in additional heating
power can successfully suppress disruptions in ASDEX.
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Introduction
For future. fusion experiments like l’l‘lER the plasma edge and divertor region is of crucial
importance with regards to power and particle control. impurity transport and helium removal.
To understand the underlying physics appropriate models have to be developed and must be
validated using experiments in tokamaks like ASDEX~ Upgrade. These models then can also

be used to predict the behaviour of future fusion devices or to optimize their design. but

also to simulate different installations in present machines, in order to optimize them before

installation in the machine. In this paper we present first calculations with the BZ-EIRENE
code package for the design of a divertor baffle for the ASDEX-Upgrade toltamak. This baffle
will be. installed to enhance the neutral gas pressure in the pumping duct for increased pumping
capability.

BZ-EIRENE code package
For modelling calculations of the edge plasma and divertor region we use version B2788 of the
two-dimensional multi-species fluid code of B, Braamsll]. For a kinetic description of neutral
atoms and molecules the threediinensional linear Montetlarlo code. EIRENE of I). Reilerl‘Z] is
chosen (It is used. however, only in a two-dimensional manner). These two codes are coupled
such that in each iteration ElRENE calculates the source terms for the fluid equations and
gives them back to B2. iterating this procedure in a fully automatic manner results in a self-
consistent description of mutual ell‘ects of charged particles and neutrals in the whole edge and
(livertor region.

The correct simulation of the plasma edge requires a numerical grid that is based on the
correct equilibrium flux surfaces. “1th a newly developed grid generator results from the
DIVA equilibrium code can be implemented easily into the B2—EIRENE code packagelfl].

For the treatment of oblique target plates or ballles penetrating into the computational region,
the numerical grid has to be distorted, i.e. it is not orthogonal close to these structures.
This introduces a. small error in the cross~lield transport[3]. However, near targets the radial
transport is dominated by neutrals which are treated correctly anyway. The B2 code has
also been modified to avoid the artificial isolating barrier in the XApoint region which resulted
previously from the mapping procedure.

h/Iodelling results
First we discuss a specilic run for the existing geometry as it is Shown in figure 1a.. The. divertor
chamber is open. only a vertical plate partially prevents backstrealning of neutrals into the main
chamber. Optimized plasmas, however, are larger (mainly wider in radial direction) than this
theoretical plasma equilibrium and therefore they are closer to this plate and to the ICRIl
antena visible between the two passive stabilising coils.

We assume a. saturated wall that does not pump, and only the pumping port pumps with a
sticking coefficient of 1 % which matches roughly the total external pumping speed of about
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2 x 10‘ 1/5. A total input power of 4 MW into the scrape-oillayer is imposed, and the density
is close to the density limit[3]. Contour plots of particle densities and of the temperatures are
shown in Figure 3.

A vertical baffle has been added in this configuration to increase the pressure in the divertor
chamber in order to increase the pumped flux for a given pumping speed, and we discuss two
diil‘erent versions of it. As mentioned before, optimized plasmas are closer to the divertor
chamber, and therefore for version A the horizontal plate was extended, and a detailed View
of this baffle is shown in figure ii). For comparison, version B of the baffle is a vertical plate
which is much furtlier’away from the plasma, at the position indicated by an arrow in figure
1a. For both of the baflle versions a converged solution with the coupled codes was calculated
for a baffle reaching about half way into the divertor.

Then for both of the versions the length of the battle was varied in EIRENE standalone runs,
and in figure 2 the gross fluxes into the divertor chamber and the net fluxes (which are identical
to the net pumping fluxes) are shown as a function of the baffle length. As the height of the
divertor opening is different at the two positions7 the baffle lengths have been normalized to
this height.

Figure 2 can be explained with a simple model. The source of neutrals extends over a small
region on the target plate and for these parameters this area has a radial width of about
5 cm. The emission, however is not isotropic, but. it is larger at small angles because here
transparency of the edge plasma is higher, and decreases toward the plama resulting in a
club like distribution directed outward, towards the divertor chamber. For a baffle that is
radially close to this source, the neutrals entering the divertor chamber are hardly affected
by a short baffle, but the retention of backstreaming neutrals (which fill the divertor chamber
homogenuously) is proportional to the baffle length.

Therefore the neutral density in the divertor chamber and the pumping flux (which is pro
portional to it) increase with baffle length. As soon as the baflle starts to reach into the main
stream of neutrals, the flux into the chamber decreases so rapidly that the pump flux (as the
density) decreases.

The situation is different for the baffle B which is far away from the source of neutrals. There
is already a region of homogenuous particle density in front of the baffle, and therefore for
short baffles the flux into the divertor chamber is about proportional to the open width. As
this is a staionary system, the particle density in the chamber is identical with the density in
front of the baffle, and therefore independent of the baflle length, as can be seen in the figure
2. Only for very long baffles, when the opening becomes small and the conductance of the
divertor opening plays a role, the flux is so strongly decreased that the density in the chamber
decreases resulting in a decreasing pump flux.

Conclusion
First modelling calculations using the improved B2—EIRENE code package and real equilibrium
surfaces for ASDEX—Upgrade show an improvement in pumping efficiency as result of a divertor
baffle. The influence of this baffle can be understood with a very simple model, but more
detailed calculations will have to be done for optimization of the baffle.

[1] B. J. Braams. A multi—fluid code for simulation of the edge plasma in tokamaks. NET
Report No. 68, January 1987 (EUR—FU/XIl-SO/ST/GS).

[2] D. Reiter. Randschicht Konfiguration Von Tokamaks, Entwicldung und Anwendung
stochastischer Modelle zur Beschreibung des Nentralgastransports.
Technical Report Jul-1947, KFA Jiilich, Germany, 1984.
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[3] R. Schneider. D. Reiter, H. P. Zehrfeld, B. Braams, M. Baelmans, J. Geiger, II, Kastelewicz,
J. Nouhauser, and R. Wunderlich. BQ-EIRENE simulation ofASDEX and ASDEX-Upgrade
scrape-Off layer plasmas. to be published in Journal of Nuclear Materials.

Figure la) View of the ASDEX»UpgTade model with the numerical grid and installations in
the vessel. lb) shows the divertor region with baffle version A in detail, with some neutral
particle histories.
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Figure 3) Comparison of the plasma solution without any ballle. In the temperature plots the
increment is 10 eV, for the Mach number it is 0.05. The electron density increment is 1 X ll)19
m‘3, but helium is a trace element and only the spatial distributions of the helium species are
of interest. Dashed contour lines correspond to a value of four times the increment.
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Modeling the Dlll-D Plasma Boundary With the LEDGE Code‘
C. D. Porter, M. E. Rensink, T. D. Rognlien, R. A. Jong, D. N. Hill

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

1. In r i n
We report here the results of a determination of the radial transport coefficients in the
boundary plasma of the DIII-D tokamak. We define the boundary plasma to be the
plasma in the region immediately outside the last closed flux surface of a diverted
plasma configuration. We obtain values of the electron thermal diffusivity, Xe, the
particle diffusivity, Di, and the radial convective velocity, vL, by comparison

between experimental data and a 2—D fluid model. The data are obtained from neutral
beam heated ELMing H-mode discharges with 5.0 S Pbeam 5 ll .0 MW, and

1.0 g Ip £1.75 MA. We find the diffusion coefficients lie in the range

0.03 S Di 5 0.251112/5, and 0.2 S Xe s 0.5 mz/s. We find the convective velocity to be
zero for all data discussed in this report.

We describe the 2-D fluid code and the data used for determination of the transport
coefficients in Section 2. The results of our analysis are described in Section 3, and
conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2.D r" f lin T h'

2.1 Boundary Plasma Diagnostics
The boundary diagnostics which are available in the DIII—D tokamak have been
described elsewherel. The radial profiles of electron density and temperature are
determined with a Thomson scattering system near the plasma midplane, an
insertable Langmuir probe near the midplane, and an array of Langmuir probes on
the divertor floor. The radial profile of the power deposited on the divertor floor is
determined with an absolutely calibrated infrared TV system which views the
divertor floor from the top of the device. Additional diagnostics for the boundary
plasma are available, but we have not used the data in the study reported here.

In addition to diagnosis of the boundary plasma, we require information about the
magnetic geometry and the power input to the boundary. The magnetic geometry is
obtained from equilibrium analysis of the data obtained from magnetic probes
around the plasma periphery, using the code EFIT. We allow finite plasma current at
the last closed flux surface. The power input to the boundary plasma is determined by
measurements of the input neutral beam power, and bolometric measurements of the
power radiated from the plasma.
2.2 Code Description
We determine the anomalous radial transport coefficients in the boundary plasma by
simulating the plasma with the 2—D fluid code LEDGE. This fully implicit code solves

' Work performed under auspices of USDOE by LLNL under Contract W-7405-ENG—48.
lHill, D. N., et.al., Plasma Diagnostics for the DMD Divertor Upgrade, Rev. Sci. lnstrum.61(il),
November, 1990.
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the continuity equations for heat, particles, and momentum given the anomalous
radial transport coefficients Xi;ez Di, and viz. We assume transport along the
magnetic field lines outside the last closed flux surface is determined by classicalprocesses in a collisional plasma. A single group diffusion model for neutral transportin the divertor region is included to better simulate the target plate recycling whichdominates the behavior of the boundary plasma.
2.3 Technique Used
We apply the LEDCE code to simulate the radial profiles of the boundary plasmameasured in a series of experiments in which the beam power and plasma current onDill-D were varied The code is run with fixed density and temperature at the 99%flux surface, i.e. just inside the last closed flux surface. In addition, we assume a fixedelectron temperature (2 eV) and a zero density gradient at the outer flux surface in theboundary. Typically, the outer surface is chosen to correspond to the surface whichintersects a radial limiter in DUI-D. Finally, we assume the recycling coefficient at thedivertor floor is 95%. This means that 95% of the ion flux which strikes the divertorfloor is recycled as neutrals with a mean energy of 5 eV.

Specifically, we vary the thermal diffusivity, X9 and particle diffusivity, Di, until the
simulated midplane profiles of the electron density and temperature are consistentwith that determined experimentally, using the Thomson scattering diagnostic. In allcases we are able to fit the measured profiles without invoking an anomalousconvective velocity. We have not completed analysis of existing ion temperature datain the boundary plasma. Hence we do not have the information required to determine
Xi We assume Xi=Xe for simplicity here.

3. Results
3.1 Profile Fits
We compare a typical simulated radial profile of electron density and temperaturewith that measured with the Thomson diagnostic in Figure 1. These data are taken fora shot with 6.2 MW neutral beam power, and 1.3 MA of plasma current. We use the
normalized poloidal flux, ‘PN for the abscissa of this figure. This parameter is
proportional to the total poloidal flux, and is defined to be zero on the magnetic axis,
and unity at the separatrix. The parameters DJ_ = 0.06 mz/s, and Xe : 0.3 m2/s
provide good agreement between the calculated and measured profiles for this shot.

Having obtained the boundary transport coefficients by matching to the density andtemperature profiles, we determine consistency by comparing the calculated andmeasured radial profiles of power density at the divertor floor. We use the power perunit area normal to the magnetic field lines to simplify comparison between
calculation and measurement, i.e. Pi = Pirtv/ I r/i-B/Bl. The power density profile for
the shot shown in Figure l is shown in Figure 2.

2Rognlien, T. D., et.al., presented at 1992 PSI Conference.
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Figure 1 Calculated and measured profile of the
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We see there is reasonable
agreement between the
calculated and measured
profiles at the outer strike
point, but poor agreement at
the inner strike point. In
addition, there is poor
agreement for the total power.
We note, however, that the
measured divertor power only
accounts for approximately
20% of the power across the
separatrix. Hence we have poor
power accountability on the
experiment for this operation.
We are exploring the origins of
this discrepancy.

3.2 Scaling of Transport
Coefficients
The consistency between the

measured and calculated profiles is shown in Figures 1 and 2. We have obtained these
fits over a range of beam power and plasma current The scaling of the diffusion
coefficients in the boundary layer with these plasma parameters is shown in Figure 3.
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We see the particle diffusivity
decreases with increasing
plasma current, and increases
by approximately a factor of
four when the heating power
is doubled. The electron
thermal conductivity, on the
other hand behaves less
systematically. It increases
with increasing plasma
current, up to 1.5 MA, but
decreases beyond that. The
thermal conductivity
approximately doubles when
the heating power is doubled.
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4. Summary and
. . . . mO 03 J 4 .1

A 0D 5 We have determined the
g 0 5 —_— ' \ ya €- behavior of the particle and

NE - + '19 - E electron thermal diffusivity in
Z 0'4 __ ; the boundary plasma of an
E 03 __ ' ELMing Hemode plasma. in
g / contrast to previous studies3,
E 02 ,v/ 1 —: we find no need to invoke an
U E anomalous particle

0‘ .3_fl¥_{k “:— convective velocity to
0 i _ l . .‘ Iiilifif’rf-pi 2 adequately match calculated

and measured electron0.8 1 1 .2 1.4 1 .6 1 .8 density profiles. A possible
ll, (MA) source of the difference

between this analysis and
previous result is the
variation in the neutral gas
model used in the 2-D fluid
code. We use a single group
diffusion model which yields

a gas density profile which is much more tightly peaked near the divertor floor than
the earlier neutral model used in the BIZ code. In addition to the different neutral
model used, the previous determination of the thermal diffusivity was obtained
during an ELM-free H-mode plasma, and the simulation was fit to only the power
profile data since there was no Thomson measurement in the boundary plasma.

Figure 3 Scaling of particle diffusivity (O), and
electron thermal conductivity (+) with
plasma current for 5 MW (solid line) and
10 MW (chain dash line) neutral beam
heating.

Earlier studies of the electron thermal diffusivity during ELM—free H—mode obtained
values owe-:10 mZ/s. The values we report here are significantly smaller. In some
cases, the value reported here is a lower limit. In particular, we have used the value
which provides the best fit to the electron temperature profile measured near the
plasma midplane with the Thomson scattering system. This choice of thermal
diffusivity sometimes produces a calculated power profile which 15 narrower than
that measured with the IRTV system (most notably at l.7 MA, and 5 MW) In these
cases, we are unable to simulate the electron temperature profiles and the power
profile at the divertor floor simultaneously. We believe this discrepancy may be
attributed, in part, to uncertainties in the exact location of the separatrix. Movement of
the separatrix location by as little as 1 cm, the estimated uncertainty in the EFIT
determined location, can be significant.

We have obtained initial estimates of the scaling of the radial diffusion coefficients in
the boundary plasma of an ELMing H— mode plasma. We tind the diffusivity increases
with 1ncreasing auxiliary heating power The measured diffusivity reported here 15
smaller than previously calculated. This raises concern about the already difficult task
of designing a divertor for ITER.

3Rensink, M. E, etal, Fluid Model Simulation of the SCrapeOffeLayer in DllleD SinglesNull Divertor
Plasma, Bull. APS, Division Plasma Physics, 1990.
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2.D EDGE MODELLING: CONVERGENCE AND RESULTS FOR NEXT STEP DEVICES
IN THE HIGH RECYCLING REGIME

H. D. Pachcr, W. D. D'hacsclccr and G. W. Pacher
The NET Team, e/o Max-Planck-Instirut fur Plasmaphysik, D-8046 Garehing, Germany

Introduction

In the present work, we apply the Braams B—Z code [I] to a next step device, with
particular emphasis on convergence of the solutions and on the scaling of the peak power load per
unit area on tlte (ll\ ertor plate f, on the electron temperature T at the point of peak power load.
complementing scaling results given in [2_3]. A double null geometry is chosen (ITER as defined
in [it], 22 MA, 6 m) The input power P to one outer divertor is 0 4 of the total power to the SOL
and 005 of the fusion power, and f is given without safety and peaking factors. Recycling is
treated bv an analvtical mode] [5] including atoms and molecules. The model is appropriate for the
high retooling regime down to TB.'17~5 10 eV as long as impurity radiation can be neglected, but
not be} and since sideways neutral motion is not included. DT ionization and radiation losses are
included. Only D T ions are treated, but collision frequencies are corrected for impurities. Radial
transport coefficients are unifomi in space, with 152 1112/5 and D=xi=1cl3=const, for most of the
cases but Bohni-like scaling is also investigated.

Convergence characteristics of the 32 code

In the course of iteration of the B-2 code [I] the residuals R at the end of a time step
are the input for the correction equation ME—R from which the updated variable one“. (eg, it or
T) is obtained as ‘l’old + rE where E is an approximation to E r < 1 is the relaxation factor, and
M is the (plasma--state dependent) coefficient matri\. E is found v1a an incomplete LU
decomposition of M [I] The error in the correction AE= E - rE is then (I — rU lL'lM) E. When
the plasma approaches a final state, the expression in brackets becomes constant and independent
of; Therefore an exponential behaviour is expected. The time constant in the course of the
iteration depends on r and on the plasma state via the difference between M and LU, and is
insensitive to the time step used. The same exponential behavior is expected in the particle and
power balances, since their change near the final state is a linear combination of the corrections.
Especially the power balance is a reliable convergence diagnostic.

Therefore, convergence to a final state is only accepted if, after an initial transient, the
corrections decrease rigorously exponentially. in particular, when oscillations of critical plasma
parameters (such as T6 or F at the plate) occur we have found that the apparently final, but
incorrect state can be macroscopically different from the correct final state obtained alter
adjustment of the time step and exponential convergence. Higher recycling generally requires a
smaller time step.

In Figs 1 and 2, the evolution towards convergence with 104 steps of 40 1.15 is shown for
the stand case; T remains basically unchanged (Fig I) from the start of the rigorous
e\ponential decrease of the power balance (Fig.2). While the additional run time beyond 0 2 5
appears superfluous to determine the final plasma state, it is mandatory to establish convergence,
as is strikingl) demonstrated by the transition case also shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Here, the solution
hesitates around T ~20 eV, and the power balance initially decays but not quite exponentially.
Although the power balance reaches 21:10" the solution subsequently readjusts to T pclose to
10 eV with e\poncntial convergence Using these diagnostic tools to evaluate convergence and
adjust the time step, we have reached convergence over a wide input parameter range.

Scaling as a function of electron temperature at the divertor plate

Modelling of the plasma edge of ITER [4] showed three classes of operation: a) high Te.p
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resulting from high power, low density operation and leading to high and probably unacceptable
erosion and contamination, b) medium Tc‘p (2 15 eV, standard physics ignition scenario) leading
to high but probably tolerable power loads and erosion levels and e) low Te. scenarios. The latter
were not chosen as the standard scenarios because analysis of experiments at the time showed [6]
a strong correlation between low-temperature divertor operation and density limit disruptions, More
recent experiments [7,8] now indicate that operational scenarios can be found at low Te which do
not result in a disruption. We therefore examine the modelling results as a function of Tip, the
temperature at the point y k of peak power load on the divertor plate,

Extensive scaling studies for the high recycling regime have been performed, varying both
plasma input parameters (power, upstream density its at the intersection of separatrix and midplane,
transport coefficients) as well as geometry (size, pitch, divertor depth). In these studies [2,3], two
regimes of operation are identified. They exhibit different power law scalings and are classified
according to To. into a high»temperature regime (Te‘p>30 eV ), and a low-temperature regime
having even higher recycling. These two regimes are clearly distinguished in Fig. 3 ( as,
curves), where both 115 and input power P are varied From Fig. 3, it is clear that, for the density
regime examined and for the standard distance d from X-point to divertor strike point, d=l.38 n1,
for lTER [4], converged solutions are obtained for To, as low as 5 eV. The peak power per unit
area fp (Fig. 4, 1mm, curves) varies strongly with P and n5. However, when the normalized peak
power per unit area, fPfP, is plotted as a function of Tc_P in Fig. 5 (lower curves marked as, ;
curves marked 130“", are discussed later), a universal curve independent of P results, for which
fP/P ~TC'PU3 below Tc.p=30 eV. (Note that DT radiation is not very important, varying from 2 MW
at the lowest ns to 5 MW at the highest n5).

Therefore, it is seen from these 2-D modelling results that the effective power scrapeoff
width, characterized by the inverse of fP/P, does not depend separately on ns and P, but only on
the resulting Tc at the divertor plate, i.e. the problem is dominated by the strong temperature
dependence of the parallel heat conduction. Since this broadening of the profile leads to a
significant improvement in f as T6. is reduced (Fig, 5), low temperature operation is desirable
from the point of view of both peak power load and erosion.

Divertor depth variation

The improvement off with reduction of Tc observed above is maintained when the X-
point-to-strike-point distance dais changed. The poloidal angle is varied simultaneously to keep the
angle between Blm and the plate constant. As d is increased from 0.9 m to 1.38 in, f decreases
by 30% at constant ns (circled points in Fig, 6). However, f decreases by only 13% at constant
Tc‘p if n5 is adjusted to a higher value (Fig. 6, see also [3]) during this depth change.

For the shortest divertor examined here, d=0.66 in, a low-temperature and a high-
temperature branch is found as nS is varied, linked by an unstable intermediate region (Fig, 7), All
these cases are well-converged; in fact, the transition case of Figs. 1 and 2 transits from the high-
tempcrature to the low-temperature branch during its iteration procedure. Despite the existence of
the intermediate region, the set of results for the shortest divertor follows the same pattern as the
other three sets, i.e. similar functional dependence of fp on Te]: (Fig. 6), with a somewhat
narrower profile and higher _fp at constant TC‘P.

Bohm-likc scaling

All of the parameter variations discussed to this point were performed for uniform radial
transport coefficients. This value and dependence, chosen in [4] as representative of results then
available from experiments, probably still represents the best compromise. However, since some
experimental evidence now exists that thc transport coefficients may vary with edge temperature
(indicative m [9], dependence proportional to Ted 6 but independent of NE in [10]), we have
investigated the effect that the spatial variation 0 Bohm~likc transport would have on the
modelling predictions. We use a scaling of D,7_i,and 1,, with Tc/B locally (the B variation is
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relatively unimportant), but keep the same values at the intersection of separatrix and midplane as

quoted in the introduction,
Despite the fact that the spatially varying transport coefficients lead to a different form of

the profiles both radially and along the field than the uniform ones, the functional variation of Tc,
with nS (Fig. 3) and of the peak power per unit area f with IIS (Fig. 4) is very similar to the as,
cases, In particular, fp/P (Fig, 5) again follows a universal curve with P, but the XBohm cases he
35% higher at the same Te, (effective profile width 73% of the x60“, cases). From this result and
by comparing the values 0 P for almost identical curves for the Bohm and constant cases in Figs.
3 and 4, it is seen that the power-handling capacity is significantly reduced if XBohm is assumed
rather than ast- To obtain the same f : at constant TE.P , P must be reduced to 73%; and at
constant ns , P must be reduced to 67");~ To obtain the same Tap : at given n5, P must be reduced
to 62%.

Conclusions

The present results, applicable to the high recycling regime of next step devices, show
clearly that, in the absence of impurity radiation, the power load on the divertor plates can be

reduced by operating at lower electron temperature at the divertor plate, provided that density limit
disruptions can be avoided and the resulting density profiles are compatible with those required for
the main plasma. Convergence of the 2-D results from the 82 code is demonstrated and a
prescription to dctemiine convergence is given. Bohm-like transport scaling would reduce the
power handling capability for the same conditions to 60% - 70% of the value for constant
transport coefficients, when the values at the midplanc are kept the same.
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MODELLING 0F TEXTOR EDGE PLASMA IN DISCHARGES
WITH AUXILIARY HEATING AND NEON PUFFING

M.Z.Tokar', U.Samm

Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich, Ass. EURATOM-KFA, Germany.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of hot plasma interaction with the material walls is one of the burning

questions, the solution of which is essential for the creation of a viable thermonuclear
reactor. One of the ways to reduce the temperature of the plasma in contact with the wall

elements and the heat loads on them is an increase of impurity radiation from the

discharge. However, the source of radiation should be localized in the peripheral region and
impurities should not contribute significantly to the energy balance of the central plasma

and hinder its heating up to thermonuclear temperatures. The light impurities - from boron
to neon — satisfy these requirements since they are ionized up to the heliumalike states in

a relatively thin layer at the discharge edge. The TEXTOR experiments[1] have shown. that
in discharges with auxiliary heating more than 95% of the power can be radiated by neon
puffing without the onset of Marfe or detachment and with the source of radiation staying
in the vicinity of the last closed magnetic surface (LCMS). touching the limiter. It is
remarkable that this state is compatible with a good exhaust of injected helium by the
pump limiter ALT-ll.

In the present paper we elaborate the model proposed in Ref.[2] of the edge plasma
particle and energy balances for the case of discharges with auxiliary heating and neon
puffing and compare the results of calculations with experimental data from TEXTOR.
2. THE EQUATIONS OF PARTICLE AND HEAT BALANCES.

The transport equations for neutral and charged particles and energy in the
peripheral plasma, averaged over the magnetic surfaces, have the following form:
the continuity equations

deuterium atoms

%(v;'2n;2) =—(/<,.”+kc)nn;'2 (1a)

dn' .0%(‘05 d:)=-k,-anna+kcn(n;+n3) (1b)

impurity atoms

%lvono)=-k,9nno (2)

deuterons

dr .~Txi—kf’n(na+n;+n§i l3)
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impurity ions

drZ -1
— dxl = k; n 1724 — kf n n1 (4)

the plasma heat balance

d .—£:-k,€‘n(na +n;+n§)E5— 2 nnzLZ (5)
dX iszs

Here x is the distance from the LCMS in the direction to the discharge centre, hall" are

the densities of Franck-Condon, reflected and charge-exchanged deuterium atoms, no is
the density of impurity atoms, vfll'2
plasma density and temperature, n2 is the density of the impurity ions with the charge 2,
zLi is the charge of the lithium-like ions; Fi=DLdn/dx, I'lDLa/dx,

,vO are the velocities of neutral particles; n, T are the

qi :KLdT/dx+al'iT are the densities of the particle and heat fluxes in the direction from
the discharge centre to the LCMS, E3 is the energy loss by electrons on the ionization and

excitation of deuterium atoms; the diffusivity of deuterium atoms in the plasma due to
their chargeeexchange is given by the formulal3]

0,, = __ZT—
m, ( kia + kc ) n

where kC is the constant of charge-exchange.
The charged particle diffusivity and the plasma heat conductivity are assumed in the form:

A ADi = _D+AD, Kl =——D+AK
n 8,,

The fist terms in Di, KL correspond to the Alcator scaling, which describes well enough

TEXTOR ohmic discharges by AD=1017cm’1s‘1 and £K=O.4; the second terms describe

the transport change by auxiliary heating. For AK we use the formula obtained in Ref.[4]:

3
2 1m:wr- dx a

where 0A is a numerical factor, c5 =(Te/mi)” is the ion sound velocity, wi =eB/(mic) is the

AK=UA

ion Larmor frequency.

A preliminary analysis has shown that for the TEXTOR discharges in question AD

can be modelled by the Bohm diffusivity DB :cT/(i GeB). in order to avoid an unrealistically

strong increase of Di to the discharge centre the magnitude of AD is restricted by the DE

value at T: 100 eV.
The cooling rates L2 of impurity ions are computed according to the approximative

formulas, derived in Ref.[2].
The boundary conditions of the system H HS) are posed at the LCMS (x=0l and

at the conventional border between the peripheral region and the central part of the

discharge(x=x0). The latter is determined such that with xzxo the atoms of deuterium
and impurity and the impurity ions with ZSZLl are practically absent. At the LCMS we
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assume the total recycling of deuterium particles and the continuity of particle and heat

fluxes; at x=xo the electron density nb, the neon concentration CNS and the density of the
heat flux do are given.

3.THE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISON WITH TEXTOR DATA.
The calculation has been done with go = 5.5W/cm2, which corresponds to the total

heat flux to the peripheral region of 1.8 MW; besides neon, carbon atoms are released into

the plasma with an erosion coefficient of 0.03 and a velocity of 5-105cm/s; in the formula
(22) 0A =2.5.

Fig.1 shows how the radiation level pr - the radiated part of the total power -

depends on neon concentration CNS. The different curves correspond to different
magnitudes of nb. The heat flux into the SOL decreases with increase in cNB owing to

diminution both of the plasma temperature at the LCMS Ts and of the charged particle flux

into the SOL. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 and 3, where the dependences of Ts and of

the deuterium particle confinement time rp on pr are presented for different nb.
In order to interpret the results of experiments on the helium pumping from the

discharges with strong radiative edge cooling we have calculated also the confinement
time of a—particles 7p”. The results are shown in Fig.4. One can see with increase of the
radiation level up to 80% TD" grows not more than by 1.4. Consequently the flux of 0-
particles also does not change essentially. This may be a one of the reasons, why the
pumping efficiency of ALT-ll does not deteriorate with increase of the edge radiation.

In TEXTOR radiation of 90% of the net power is attainable with a neon
concentration in the discharge of 0.5%. According to Fig. 1 (curve 3) the calculations give
a similar value of 0.75%. A magnitude of r , estimated from the spectroscopic
measurements, is of 13 ms for a mean plasma density of 5.5 1013cm'3 and without neon.
With increase of pr up to 90% TD grows by 1.8—2 times in agreement with Fig.3. The
absolute value of 7"," has not yet been determined experimentally. Relative measurements
show in agreement with calculations a weaker dependence of rp" on p,, than for rp: with
the increase of p, from 0.2 up to 0.9 TD” changes less than by 1.5 times.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS.
Fig.1 - Radiation level pr in TEXTOR auxiliary heated discharges as a function of neon
concentration CNS: 1 - nb : 4.4-1013cm'3, 2 - nb = 5'10130m'3, 3 - nb = 5.6-10‘30m‘3.
Fig.2 - Dependences of the plasma temperature at the LCMS on the radiation level:
1- nb = 4.4-10130m'3, 2 - nb = 5-1013cm'3, 3 , nb : 5.6-10130m‘3.
Fig.3 — Dependences of the deuterium ion confinement time on the radiation level:
1- nb = 4.4~1013cm‘3, 2 - nh = 5-1013cm'3, 3 - nb = 5.e~1ol3cm'3.
Fig/Jr - Dependences of the a-partlcle confinement time on the radiation level:
1- nb = 4.4-1013tzm’3,2 —nb = 5‘10130m"3, 3 - nb : 5.6-10‘3cm‘3.
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A Study of the SOL Density Profile Behavior in ASDEX

K. McCormick, J. Schweinzer, and Z.A. Pietrzyk"
Max-Planck-lnstitut f-‘Jr Plasmaphysik, 8046 Garching, Germany

"CRPP, Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction: Scrape—off layer (SOL) density profiles measured in the outer mldplane of ASDEX by

the lithium beam probe diagnostic have been presented in the past /1-8/. This work places these re—
sults on a common basis for OH and Nl-heated discharges (L-mode), and suggests a scaling for the par-
ticle diffusion coefficient D which is derived using kn. the exponential fall-off length in the SOL near
the separatrix. Density profiles for the H-mode have now also been extended to inside the separatrix.

Characterization of the SOL Density Profife: Only data from the steady-state phase of double-
null (DN), diverted discharges fueled by gas putting are discussed in detail. While no systematic evalu-
ation of the single-null (SN) configuration has been carried out to date, the indications are there is little
difference between DN and SN. Pellet-fueled discharges, as well as discharges exhibiting improved
Ohmic Confinement (lOC) /6.7/ influence the separatrix density nes, but An is essentially not affected.

Fig, 1 depicts kn Values vs. electron temperature slightly inside the separatrix T5 /B/ for dataset A
(divertor configuration DV || /7/, both divertor bypasses open /7/, carbonized walls; H“. D+; OH; 5613:
0.8-5.5x1013cm"3, I =150-420kA, Byers-2.5m /e/. For TS>40eV, the points scatter about a line
roughly given by An" .Qcm, but for TS<4OeV there is a dramatic increase in A” with decreasing Ts_ This
is in the regime (low TS, q325) favorable to the formation of MARFES. Early An-scalings for ASDEX in»
dicated a qa-dependence /4/, but for dataset A as an entity this approach was not appropriate [6/ due
to the presence of the two different regimes, The behavior of A” as a function of qa for a small density
window, fie1S=1.5—1.75, is illustrated in fig. 2: As qa is increased through variation of | and at! the
power flow Psol into the SOL falls with l , as does the edge temperature TS and density ”es /7/. (Note,
the high colinearity of T5 with ID, and thus qa, makes it impossible to derive any scaling involving both
Ts and q3 for this subset - in marked contrast to the entire dataset.) Of interest is that D (discussed
below) initially falls with qa and then increases for qa25_ directly mirroring the behavior of Ts and qa.

The dynamic evolution of An ,TS and nes as a MARFE is provoked by ramping fie until disruption occurs
(at t~2.45 s) is displayed in fig. 3: has drops by 30% and then stabilizes on a time scale correlated with
the establishment of the MARFE - while He continues to climb. (Here, PRAD div is the best indicator of
the reduced power flow to the outer divertor, signaling the presence of a lVlAFiFE) The pronounced
temporal increase in 1" from 3%5Cm follows the development of TS. Note, the MARFE influence on the
outer SOL is indirect: the MARFE-related, reduced power flow to the SOL leads to lower tem-
peratures. causing in turn larger in and tower has.

An scaling laws for datasets A and B [/3,6/: DV | /7/, stainless steel walls: D+, Hegf; OH, NI (HDADJ'.
He2+) PM=0.4-1.7MW; fie=1-5xioi3cm-3_ l :270-420kA (for He, only 420 kA), Bt=2.17T] are pre-
sented in fig. 4. and summarized in table 1. Eor A. An(H)~}tn(D) /8/. Regressions are given in terms of
the quantities A, TS and qa - which lead to a more unifying description of An - and in terms of the ma—
chine parameters fia, lp, Bt and P50]. In both cases A and B, the exponents of Ts and q are at least
similar. If B is restricted to OH points, the scaling becomes An(D,He)~AO-21TSO‘1Ba-g, i.e. almost
identical to that of A. On the other hand, the global scalings do not reveal a common basis, The ac-
companying regression for T5 makes it clear that the global expression represents a hidden fit to the
relevant parameter TS. in the regime Ts<40eV of A, in may be described as qal-QBJ—“O-16 580-66i0-09
(R=O.93), where the fife-dependence is probably a hidden Te-dependence in the sense Tyne;1 /7/;
Ts itself is not well determined for Te<40eV,

Noteworthy is that for both datasets An varies only over the range 1.6-2.7cm, for TS>4OeV. The experi-
mental systematic uncertainty associated with An is about itmm, corresponding closely to the vertical
spread of points in fig. 4.
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Diffusion Coefficients: An estimate of the diffusion coefficient may be attained from DD: AnZVH/Lc
=2.”ZfHCs/Lc=7~n2f|l(eTs(7i+ZiYe)/mi)D‘s/Le: predicating a source-free SOL, no inward drift, no influence
of electric fields, Te=Ti, only one ion species with charge Zi, and a global streaming velocity v”=f“CS
(averaged over the midplane/divertor plate distance of Lc=qaLo; LO=3.33m) where C5 is the sound
speed. Below, yi=ya:t is taken.

From the approximate relationship ln~qa0.5TSO.25 of table 1, D would be expected to soale as T5.
This is confirmed in fig. 5, where D If“ is plotted vs. T5. showing a uniformily linear increase of D If”
for both datasets. (DP/f” is taken, Since 1‘” may contain dependencies. intermingling with those of B 'to give the regressions in table 1.) In A the scaling is Dp/f“~qa'°-18Tsl-°°, and for B we have D /f"~A0-19TS1‘02qa058Psolo-22. In both cases, TS is the predominant factor as expected from fig. 5, but
the qa exponents are substantially different. One might speculate that this represents different ill-re-
gressions coming about as a result of NI, or simply that some aspect of the model is not being fulfilled.

The Te-dependence of D f“ is reminiscent of Bohm diffusion since DBohm=Ten BBL Code calculations
carried out over a wide range of ASDEX conditions (not qa) and calibrated against experimentally ob-
servable quantities gave f"=0.3 as a good description /9/. Assuming fH=O.3 for these datasets yields
Dp~1/3 - 1/2 DBohm for the range Ts>40eV.

H-Mode Density Profiles: The behavior of the SOL ne(r) profile during the H-mode has been ad-
dressed previously /1,5/, but now the data have been extended to inside the separatrix by virtue of an
improved algorithm for reconstructing the density profile from the lithium beam probe data /10,11/. Fig.
6(a) illustrates that the steep density gradient typical of the H-phase continues for a few mm inside the
magnetically-determined separatrix, and only then makes the transition into a much flatter shoulder. Fig.
6b depicts the relaxation of the density profile after an ELM. Important is that the density gradient tran-
sition region is again within the separatrix. and has fully restablished itself while the SOL density pertur-
bation associated with the ELM is still relaxing. More on the temporal processes during the L-H transi-
tion is contained in /12/,

Discussion and Conclusions: An has been shown to vary about as T50‘25q50-5 for OH discharges,
when Ts>40eV. This is in accordance with that expected from connection length arguments within the
framework of a simple 1-D SOL model where D scales as T5. The emergence of a stronger qa-scaling,
along with a weak Psol-scaling for the Nl-heated dataset B might be a direct consequence of variations
of f" with these parameters. Presently, there is no indication that D exhibits a toroidal field component,
and hence is not Bohm-Iike even though Dp”DBohmr Nevertheless, the possibility cannot be excluded,
until further code work has been performed, that f“ scales such as to nullify an explicit B‘ dependence
of Dp/f“. Then again, the fact that Dp(D+) varies in a more—or~less continuous fashion from one dataset to
another, where the divertor configuration and wall conditioning techniques were changed, indirectly
supports the code result /9/ that f“ does not underlie strong modifications,

The implied scaling of Dp with Ts is not meant to be taken locally; rather, Ts is to be regarded as a tem-
perature which characterizes the entire SOL. A local variation of D with T8 would lead to profile forms
inconsistent with those observed. in particular, for Ft-RS>2cm a shoulder in the ne(r) profile often
appears /5,6.8/, suggesting an augmentation of Dp (if f“=const.) instead of a reduction as would be
predicted by a Dp~Te(r) scaling (since Te decreases strongly with r). Phenomenologically, the density
profile behavior for Ft-Fis>2cm bears resemblance to the region T5<4Oev of fig.1, leading one to
speculate if the underlying physics is of the same nature.

For the H-mode the transition region from a steep to a flat gradient is found to be slightly within the
separatrix for a very early divenor configuration of ASDEX. Analysis of discharges taken in the last
month of ASDEX operation (not shown here) actually determines the break point to lie a few mm to the
outside. Considering that experiments to localize the separatrix position (albeit at a toroidal position
different from that of the Li-beam) consistently show the true separatrix to lie about one cm outside the
separatrix derived by magnetics, it is probable that the density gradient transition point occurs within the
separatrix in all cases.
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regression coefficient. Blank spaces indicate that the parameter was not included in the regression.
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POWER FLUX WIDTHS IN THE ASDEX DIVERTOR

W*,E.Kakoulidis*,N.Tsois*,K.McCormick,J.Neuhauser
Max Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik,Euratom Association,

D-8046 Garching,BRD.

I.Introducti0n

The reciprocating Langmuir probe on ASDEX is located in the upper outer divertor
(Fig. 1) and is capable of delivering a maximum of four radial profiles of plasma parameters

during a discharge.The power flux profiles
allow a direct evaluation of t he effective
power channel width which apart from
offering a direct estimate of target plate
power loading, it is also fundamental in
understanding SOL transport processes.
The evolution of powerflux profiles and

systematic trends of the corresponding
widths for ohmically and NI heated
discharges are presented for parametric
scans in its, IP, Bt and injected neutral

Fig;1: Langmuir probe location in ASDEX power.Langmuir probe data are compared
divertor. and correlated with 'data from the Lithium

beam probe which delivers density profiles in the outer midplane and the YAG Thomson
scattering system which yields density and temperature near the separatrix at the lower
plasma.

II.Experimental Results

Power flux profiles in the. ASDEX divertor evaluated with the triple probe technique,are
described in terms of a peak value and their width.Normally widths are conveniently
documented in terms of radial decay lengths or FWHM values. On ASDEX attempts to
produce meaningful scalings with the above quantities have in general failed due to
irregularities in the profile shapes. In particular it is observed that the profiles change their
form in a two-dimensional: fashion whereby the steep slopes on either side of the peak
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change only niarginully‘with the appetuance of a shoulder dominating profile variation.
Fig 2.a demonstrates a typical power flux profile evolution of a density limit series in l-lC

where qa was scanned by varying 1p and Bt- A parallel development is also evidenced in
density profiles in the midplane with the Li~beam /l/.

Use of an equivalent width defined as the ratio of the area under the profile to its peak

value considerably reduces scatter and permits identification of systematic trends.The
inadequacies of FWH M values due to profile shape Changes are also repoitcd elsewhere /2/.
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Fig 2 b shows the resulting variation of AP with qa which is also found to be in agreement

with the qq dependence of AP (exponential decay length) if the latter is evaluated over the

entire width of the profile (Fig.2.b right).

Figure 3.21 illustrates how typical power flux profiles develop dining a discharge series

of ohmically heated plasmas with different current levels (1p 2 280320420 kA)‘ Both sets

of data demonstrate that the power widths exhibit a significant change with ‘la which 15 at

least linear in the range Cla = 2 - 6. Based on evidence from a N1 power scan series in D2

(P501 S 1.8 MW) that the power widths exhibit essentially no dependence on P501 (Fig.3.b)

the decrease of AP with Ip may be interpreted as a q£1 or Te dependence (Figs 4ra,4.b) since

decreases power input to the SOL and hence Te- A comparison of Figs 4a andlower lp

Lb
)Fig. ; (a) AP vs (la from an OH current scan series in D2 (Ip=280,320 and 420kA),

(b) Ap vs P501 from a N1 power scan series in D2 (Inc=2-3.5x1019m'3)

Figt4: Power flux widths vs divertor temperature. Ted is varied via a ”evl scan in Dg-(a)

and an OH, qa scan in He ~ (b).
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4.b shows that despite the similar relative variations of AP with Ted absolute differences in
AP at a given Ted exist which are attributed to an inherent (in-dependence. No isotope
dependence of AP (or A“ 'the e-folding length evaluated from midplane density profiles /l/)
is found in any of the data sets Considered.

A regression on tlte combined sets of Fig.4 yields the scaling AP ~ qaanB where or =
0.45, [3 :086 with it regression coefficient R : 0.93.A similar behaviour of AP with TS,the
electron temperature near the separatrix in the outer midplane is also observed and agrees
well with trends of An vs TS ,

III.Discussion

The observed Psol - independence of AP /3/ allows a classical heat-conductivity SOL
model which adequately describes ASDEX SOL behaviour up to the density limit to predict
the experimental scalings of edge density with P501 in the Nliheated power scan series of
Fig.3b /l/. So far as the sealings of the density limit in this model are concerned, the high
colinearity of qa and Ted yield an effective linear qa dependence of AP ,which enables this
simple model to describe the density limit in ASDEX, The derived scaling exponents a and
[3 of AP are found very close to those predicted for the power channel width by an analytical
heat-flow model by Harrison /5/.'l‘he emerging Tm dependence of AP is significant in
interpretations of transport coefficients and 2D SOL model validation studies /6/, a subject of
ongoing study.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CARBON IONS AND ION TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

IN THE PLASMA EDGE OF TEXTOR USING EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

G. Telesca, H.A. CIaaBen, E. Graffmann, G. Van Oost1

Institut for Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich,

Association EURATOM-KFA, Germany

1Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas - Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica - Association

"Euratom—Etat belge" - Associatie "Euratom-Belgische Staat" Ecole Royale Militaire -

' 8-1040 Brussels - Koninklijke Militaire School

I. Introduction

In this paper we present experimental data of the plasma edge ion temperature on

TEXTOFI [l]. The spontaneous radiation emitted in the UV range by three carbon ions

allows the determination of their radial position and temperature.

The toroidal belt limiter ALT—II strongly affects the poloidal distribution of the impurity

concentration of the lower ionization states. This is illustrated and discussed in section

2 together with the problem of thermalization between impurities and deuterons. In

section 3 the edge Ti is given for ohmic and NBI-heated plasmas and compared with the

central Ti and with the electron temperature profile. Section 4 contains a comment on

the analogies between 7-9" and the edge temperatures.

2. Radial position and temperature of carbon ions

The maximum of the emissivity of three spectral lines of carbon (CIII at 2296 A, CIV at

2530 A, CV at 2271 A) is determined by Abel inversion of line integrated signals. In

fig. 1 is shown the poloidal cross section of the plasma and the experimental set-up for

the plasma scanning and for the Doppler broadening measurements. By tilting mirror M1

the whole plasma cross section is scanned from the low field side (LFS) to the high field

side (HFS) and vice versa resulting In the line integrated signals as illustrated in fig.2.

The most striking feature of these signals is the difference between Clll and CIV on the

one hand and CV on the other hand. The strong poloidal asymmetry of the Gill and CIV

signals indicate their higher concentration in the neighborhood of the limiter. Indeed, the

time for double and triple ionization of carbon flowing from the limiter into the plasma

is shorter than the time for the carbon ions to be poloidally homogeneously distributed.

On TEXTOR Ta(al is, in fact, of the same order as the ionization potential of CIII and
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CIV. The situation changes drastically for CV ions, whose ionization potential
(~ 400 eV) is much higher than Tela). Therefore, the maximum of the emission of the
CV line is more inside in the plasma and the distribution is poloidally uniform. Neglecting
the signals from LFS the Abel inversion of the Gill and CIV is still meaningful, if
sufficiently far from the limiter the ions are homogeneously poloidally distributed.
Considering the parallel flow as the main transport mechanism and using the results
given in ref. [2] the Gill and CIV density distribution can be assumed to be poloidally
homogeneous in the HFS.
ln fig.3 an example of the Abel inverted emissivities is shown for the three carbon ions.
Details of the inversion procedure can be found in ref. [3] and [4]. The radial position of
the maximum of the emissivity is a function of electron temperature and density profiles
and consequently depends on the plasma conditions. For the discharges examined the
CV emissivity maximum is located between 37 and 40 cm, ClV between 44 and
45.5 cm and Clll between 46.5 and 48 cm compared to the limiter position of 46 cm.
The radial position of the maximum emissivity of CV has been compared to the position
of the maximum of the C4+ ion density as derived from the Lithium Charge Exchange
Spectroscopy (Li-CXS) [5]. The emissivity maximum is shifted 2-3 cm towards the
plasma center with respect to the ion density maximum due to the electron temperature
and density gradients.
The Doppler broadening measurement is performed by keeping the mirror M1 in such a
position that the line of sight crosses the plasma center. In the UV range the Zeemann
splitting is very small and can be included in the instrumental function.
The impurity ions are in thermal equilibrium with deuterons (hence the edge Ti can be
constructed) if the energy equipartition time between impurities and deuterons is smaller
than the impurity ion confinement time. The equipartition time for C2+ ions is the
longest one out of the three charges under consideration and amounts to 0.2—0.3 ms.
The calculated edge impurity confinement time of 1-2 ms guarantees thermalization of
the impurities [6].

3. Results for ohmic and NBl~heated discharges

The edge ion temperature profile derived by using the procedure outlined in the
preceding section has been compared with the edge Ti from Li-CXS [6], showing very
good agreement (fig.5). in fig. 4 temperatures for Clll, CIV and CV are shown in a
density scan for OH, co—NBI and cnt-NBI. The data refer to many series of similar
discharges (IF) = 350 kA, ET = 2.25 T, boronized walls, H° —» 0*) at NBI power level
of 1.6 MW both for co and counter injection. The relative increase of the edge ion
temperature for co-NBl is lower than the relative increase of the central Ti, which
reaches a factor of 2 [7]. The limited cnt»NBl data base shows a stronger increase of the
edge Ti, especially at low density. The diamagnetic and equilibrium energies and
TRANSP simulations [7] indicate, that the central Ti is lower for counter Injection than
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for co injection, resulting in a flattening of the Ti profile. The Thomson scattering Te~

profile is similar for co and counter injection at the edge, but slightly higher in the center

for co injection. Both for 0H and NBI the edge Ta is lower than the edge Ti approaching

T6(a) = 1/2 Tila).

All these experimental results clearly indicate a difference in the power deposition

profile, which is centrally peaked for co injection and broader for counter injection with

a possible modification of the viscous edge heating for the two heating methods.

4. Zeff and edge temperature

In fig.6 the line integrated visible continuum 23" is plotted versus density for OH, co and

counter injection at 1.6 MW. The strong similarities with the edge ion temperatures

(fig.4)
suggest the existence of a tight relationship .between impurity production and the

plasma temperature at the Iimiter.This relationship appears not to be affected by the

heating method, so that the interaction of the thermal plasma with the limiter seems to

be the main impurity source.
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BY THE DOPPLER SHIFT OF A BII—LINE
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1, Introduction

Local measurements of the poloidal rotation of the plasma near the boundary
layer of a tokamak gain more and more interest because the poloidal shear, produced by
a differential rotation in the plasma boundary can decorrelate radial turbulence /1/. The

analysis of this problem showed a bifurcation like behavior of the plasma boundary
pointing to an impact of the boundary condition on the capability of energy confinement

in the bulk of a tokamak plasma. Establishing a radial electric field in the boundary artifi-

cially by introducing an electrode into the plasma enforced a poloidal rotation /2/ and

allowed a successful study of the interdependence of L- and H-mode energy

confinement and local poloidal rotation.
In several divertor experiments /3,4/ a natural radial electrical field and an

associated poloidal plasma rotation has been observed, which was in its magnitude
related to the occurrence of L- or H-mode energy-confinement. From Alcator-C quite
large poloidal velocities of 5 km/s in the region of the emission of highly ionized oxygen
during ohmic heating have been reported /5/.

TEXTOR is the largest experiment in which the influence of artificially introduced
radial electric fields on a plasma heated by neutral beams and by ICRH is studied. A first
evidence of the poloidal plasma rotation in TEXTOR has been reported in /6,7,8/. A more

direct access to the rotation velocity offers the Doppler effect, which causes a
wavelength shift of the spectral lines emitted by atoms and ions in the rotating layer.
Spatial resolution, often a problem in spectroscopy, can be achieved by choosing a
stage of ionization existing in a thin layer only. Near the plasma boundary this is the
case if the ionization energy increases weakly for subsequent stages only. A B H line at
494.0 nm proved to be particularly suitable. The ionization energies for boron are: 8.3
eV, 25.1 eV, 37.9 eV, etc. Boron is present in the plasma boundary of TEXTOR due to
the boronization of the plasma facing components. Initially only changes of the rotation
velocity have been measured /9/. Due to the lack of an unshifted reference line a
measurement of the absolute value of the poloidal rotation velocity was not possible.
However, a reference line is not necessary if the radiation of the moving atoms or ions
is observed from opposite directions, resulting in both a blue and a red shifted spectral
line. By recording both spectra with the same instrument one has the advantageous side
effect that the line shift is doubled. The realization of this concept is described in
reference I1 0/.
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2. Experimental Conditions

All plasma facing components have been boronized by diborane dissociated in a
glow discharge /11/ prior to an experimental campaign.

Usually, the plasma current was 350 kA and the toroidal magnetic field
amounted to 2.25 T. In some cases BT was varied between 1.7 T and 2.25 T, in order
to study its influence on the plasma rotation. The plasma was heated by balanced
injection of 2 neutral beams each of 1.5 MW power and 52 keV energy turned on
sequentially: first the co—injector fired 0.8 s after the start up and 0.4 5 later the
counter—injector. The balanced injection lasted 10 s typically.

During this time electron density and temperature in the plasma core remained
constant, i.e. without saw teeth oscillations and had values of 2 - 3 x 1019 m‘3 and 1.5
- 1.2 keV respectively. Concerning confinement the plasma was in the i-mode /12/ i.e.
energy confinement was equal or better than the one of a tokamak plasma in the elmy-
H-mode according to the ITEFi scaling.

During the whole discharge the plasma limb rested on the 8 pumped blades of
ALT-ll, one of the toroidal belt limiters of TEXTOR, which is positioned at a = 46 but
45“ underneath the mid plane. The rotation was measured in the mid plane at
45 cm s r s 46 cm. Here the electron temperature exceeded 80 eV always, and the
electron density had values of 8 x 10”3 m3. Measurements of T, and dTI/dr by the
Doppler broadening of C VI lines, generated by charge exchange with a 20 keV — Lithium
beam, delivered values of up to 70 eV and 2.5 keV/m respectively.

Details of these measurements togehter with a description of the spectrometer
are given in reference /10/. The spectrometer has been developed especially for these
measurements. Blue- and red-shifted lines out of the same volume outboard in the
midplane of the plasma are recorded simultaneously. Because of the outstanding resolu-
tion of the spectrometer even minute changes in the rotation velocity can be measured
with an absolute accuracy of i 75 m/s.

3. Range of Confidence to attribute the measured Doppler-Shift to radial electric
Fields in the Limb

First it has to be checked, whether the observed Dopplereshift might be caused
by the gyromotion of the B ll - ions, since the gradients of electron temperature and
density are steep. However, the product of the life time of the upper level for the said
transition times the cyclotron frequency of B+ is much smaller than unity, i.e. the shifts
due to gyromotions are symmetric and produce no net shift of the line.

The next problem is the locus of emission and the space resolution, which
addresses the question of rate coefficients and momentum transfer. Neither Saha nor
Corona equilibria are relevant. The picture is that Boron is liberated from the limiter by
sputtering and that the momentum distribution of the sputtered Boron in space is highly
anisotropic: No momenta are directed outboard and the vector sum of all momenta is
directed inboard and determined by the grazing incidence of deuterons striking the ALT”
blades. A calculation of the rate coefficient for ionization delivers a radial mean free path
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of 1 cm. Since the velocity vector of the Boron is not changed significantly during the
impact the movement of B H is determined by its velocity prior to ionization and by the

magnetic field. The same holds for further ionization which occurs within another

Centimeter inward. All these amounts to an emission of the Eli line in a thin skin of 1-2

centimeters. The center of gravity for the emission is within the last closed flux surface.

There is little integration of B H — emission along the line of sight, Le. a defolding of the

signals is not necessary.
The plasma drift due to pressure gradients, the diamagnetic drift, has to be

addressed as well. With the measured values of temperature, density and their gradients

in 45 cm s r s 46 cm i.e. in the range of B H — emission, the diamagnetic drift is about

1 km/s. All values much higher e.g. 5-10 km/s could be attributed to the existence of

radial electric fields.

4. Results

a) Enforcing a positive potential across the plasma limb by an electrode /7/ delivered

a poloidal plasma velocity of 12 km/s. Here the plasma current was reduced to

200 kA and the heating power (co—injection only) to 150 kW.

b) Adding in normal discharges counter-injection to the co—injection dropped the

toroidal velocity from 100 km/s to a few km/s and increased the poloidal velocity

from 5 km/s to 7 km/s into the ion direction, i.e. the observed poloidal velocity
is not the poloidal fraction of a toroidal bulk motion of the plasma but a result of
a radial electric field. The plasma potential is positive.

c) For all cases investigated the density peaking factor is proportional to the

. . , N 0
observed polordal rotation, i.e. Y/EV—(y) = A - Vpo, + c, The slope A depends

6‘

on the central density and on the potential across the limb. The slope is small for
large central densities and largest for an external potential enforced across the
plasma limb by an electrode.

d) The radial gradient of the poloidal velocity is steep and at least 100 km/s - m as
obtained from an enforced shift of the limb across the locus of observation.

e) The poloidal velocity seems to increase, when a rational magnetic surface
touches the limiter. For the q = 3 - surface the increase was 2 km/s. But this
issue is subjected of further investigations.

5. Conclusions

a) In the vicinity of the last closed surface determined by the limiter position, the
plasma boundary looses electrons and becomes electro positive, a common
situation for a plasma in contact with surfaces. However, this radial potential
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extends poloidally and forces the skin of the plasma to rotate poloidally into the
ion direction. Most likely, enhanced losses at the magnetic islands in the vicinity
of the rational surfaces increase this potential as seen by the enhanced poloidal
rotation.

b) The potential is changing rapidly in the radial direction as deduced from the
observed steep gradients in velocity.

0) The increase of the enhancement factor of the electron density points to on
improvement in local confinement. The fact, that this factor is direct proportional
to the poloidal velocity suggest the conclusion, that radial transport is reduced by
poloidal shear, which is proportional to the gradient of the poloidal velocity at
45 cm S r s 46 cm. And this gradient itself is proportional to the poloidal
velocity, since the latter must be zero at r = 46, the position of the limiter. if
this conclusion is valid, shear perpendicular to the magnetic field becomes
significant as well. In the literature parallel shear has been taken into account to
explain decorrelation of radial turbulence of divertor—H-modeedischarges, having
a free boundary at the last closed flux surface. in a tokamak with a full toroidal
limiter perpendicular shear is generated at small poloidal velocities already. This
could explain the lack of any threshold power in obtaining the i-mode, the good
mode of energy confinement of limiter tokamaks obtained with balanced injection
of neutral beams or by a combination of neutral beams with lCRH /13/.
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Introduction Direct. ion losses to the target plate in divertor plasmas may occur fromK
a region up to a distance about twice the ion poloidal larmor radius, 9.5, inside the Last

Closed Flux Surface (LCFS). Since during intense additional treating the ion temperature

near the edge may reach a magnitude of a. few liV [l]7 strong collisionless ion losses can

induce electric fields. These fields may play a role in reducing turbulence in the boundary

[2‘3] and in the L-ll transition [‘2]. However7 the response of last ion losses to the magni-

tude of the electric field has not yet been analysed in detail.

In the present work a. particle following code has been developed to assess the loss

region of escaping ions in velocity space and its transformation in the presence of a ra-

dial electric field. The code uses the guiding centre approximation to calculate ion orbits

and the electric potential is included as a quadratic polynomial function of the poloidal

magnetic flux. Orbits of deuterium ions launched from a region corresponding to a few

poloidal Larmor radii inside the midplanc plasma edge in the magnetic configuration of

JET single-null diverted discharges, have been studied

Orbits in the absence of electric field Taking a given radius inside the LCFS at the

midplanc it is possible to show that there is a minimum energy at which ions may be lost.

For the specific case of Ar = 1cm and a JET discharge with BT : 2.3 T, I}, : 3.1MA,

the threshold energy for zero electric field 50 : 600eV. At this energy there is a unique

angle of attack 6) : 44" (defined as arctg ”ll/U) at which an ion may be lost. The orbit

of such an ion is shown in Fig. l a, curve 1, (ion grad-B drift is directed upwards)

As the ion energy is increased the range of angles over which losses can occur

increases. For the above example the loss region is shown in fig. 2a. It consists of a long

"nose”7 with A0 2 10° and broad region AG) : 55° for E; > 4.5 keV. The threshold energy

50 was found to be proportional to A79, so the xeaxis in fig. 2a is 5,-/ [Ar(cm)]2_ Using the
integrals of motion our numerical results can be extrapolated to other discharge/machine
parameters, with the only restriction that the ratio of major radii of midplane LCFS
position to x-point position is kept the same as in our calculations, (equal to 1.6.) We
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obtain:

50(155V) : 2.13 [ar(cm)B,,(T)]2 (1)
While most of the orbits inside the 7’nose” terminate at the inner (ion) side of target plate
(Curve 1 in fig. 1 a), all orbits at high energies strike the outer (electron) side of the plate
(curve 2 in fig. 1 a). With the gradiB drift directed away from the XepOiDt the orbit from
the ”tip" of the "nose" is shown in fig, 1b (curve 1). It terminates at the outer strike
zone, which is now the ion side, with the orbits of high energy ions again striking the
electron side, which is now the inner side (curve 2).

Modest collisionality will prevent the loss of ions from the "nose” because of the
very narrow loss-cone angle. We can arbitrarily define the effective energy 5F at which
significant losses occur as that at which the loss cone width is 20°, since it represents
fairly well the position of a sharp transition in A0 between the ”nose" and broad loss
region. Most of the power deposited on the target is associated with orbits from the
broad loss region, (6, > 5;), and orbits terminating at the electron side. As the edge ion
temperature goes up during additional heating, losses from the "nose” at positions deeper
in the plasma, where it is collisionless, are able to create localized hot spots on the ion
strike zone of the target plate, close to separatrix position. Hot spots have been observed
experimentally at JET [5] and modelled by orbit [6] and Monte Carlo calculations [7].

The effect of electric field The effect of increasing the negative electric potential at
the launching point of the ions is shown in figures 2a»d. With the increase of the poten7
tial the ”nose” tends to become narrower and finally disappears. The effective loss energy
5p goes down and reaches a minimum at AQ/Ea z 1.7, and then goes up because of the
strong energy barrier, imposed by the potential. The surprising effect of decreasing 5;:
at modest Atb is attributed to the resonant interaction of poloidal ion velocity vlp/B,
with the GET/Bf drift. Because of this interaction the ion spends more time around the
X—point where the AB-drift direction is favourable for it to escape to the target. The
dependence oft-:1: on A‘I) is shown in fig. 3, for both parabolic profiles @011) with Er I
O at LCFS (curve 1) and linear potential profiles, at (IE/dip : const (curve 2). As the
general features of both curves are the same, the effect of radial electric field on fast ion
losses is basically independent of the exact profile of the potential.

To identify the region inside the LCFS, from which we expect high fastvion losses,
we have to assume a specific ion temperature profile at the edge. Fig. 4 represents the
simplest case of constant T,(r) at the edge. The intersection of gT,(r) and 50(r) defines
the radial zone inside the LCFS from which we would expect high fast-ion losses, if there
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In; no collisions. Substituting 50 : %Ti in equation (1) we can find the radial width of

this who. It is more convenient to calculate the poloidal larmor radius and represent Ar

loss in terms of 959. We find: Arm, m 1.89”, where gig = y/Tg/mg/w‘g.

Due to the Effect of collisions the effective Zone of fasteion losses shrinks to the re,

gion ’a’ indicated in fig. 4, provided the effective collisionality 11:5” in this zone is below

1. Thc effect of E‘— is shown as an extension of the losseorbit zone due to the reduction

in 50, So we get the loss zone (a + b). It is noted that the bvzone is widest for AQ/so

: 1,7 when a parabolic potential profile is assumed.

The rate of build up of potential in the Ar layer is readily Calculated by taking

the dielectric constant of the plasma (about 1000 in the above example). Taking typical

parameters 71; = 10197714, TL. 2 0.5keV and Ar = 0.01m we find that a potential of 1 keV

is reached after the loss of a few percent of the ions in the layer. Estimates of the loss

rate indicate a typical time for this potential to build up of ~ ms.

Summary and Conclusions

Edge heating results in an increase in fashion losses and in turn causes the plasma

potential to become more negative. The numerical calculations described show that the

decrease in plasma potential rather surprisingly causes the collisionless ion loss rate to

increase. This effect is ascribed to increased vertical drift near the X point. The effect

continues until the plasma potential reaches a critical value A® z 1750, above which the

electrostatic potential makes it more difficult for the ions to escape. The non-monotonic

dependence of collisionless fasteion losses on the magnitude of negative potential provides

a new possibility of modelling the LAH transition. Since the initial increase in the fast

ion losses is caused by the radial extension of the loss zone inside the LCFS, the L-H

transition is likely to be related to the fast increase in ion losses due to newly formed loss

orbits, as the potential ”wave” propagates inside the plasma.
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Measurements of density, potential and temperature fluctuations in Wendelstein
7—AS stellaratOr (W7~AS) and ASDEX tokamak have been carried out. The properties
of plasma fluctuations in a tokamak and stellarator can then be compared.

A reciprocating Langmuir probe with an array of 19 graphite tips has been
used to measure the radial profiles offluctuations in the ion saturation current and
floating potential in W7—AS and ASDEX. in both devices. a reversal in radial electric
field and an associated velocity shear layer at the plasma boundary have been
observed and in both cases the normalised ion saturation current fluctuation level
decreases monotonically moving towards the plasma centre and through the shear
layer. At the radial position where the phase velocity in the poloidal direction of the
fluctuations goes to zero, the normalised ion saturation current fluctuation level of 0.25
are similar for edge plasma parameters of similar temperatures and densities. A spatial
crosscorrelation between fluctuations in floating potential and ion saturation current
has been observed in both machines.

2 RADIAL PRQFILE§
A radial scan of the reciprocating Langmuir probe through 100m in iSOms

provides the radial profiles of the mean and RMS values of the floating potential
and ion saturation current. In W7»AS, discharges with ZOOkW ECRH power with
50:1.e and ne=ixiol9 and ne=2xio'9 and in ASDEX, Ohmic discharges with
80:2.l7T and ne=ixioi9 dnd ne=29xiOw were studied.

The radial profiles of electron temperature and density for the discharges at
the higher density are shown in Fig, l. The radial profile of the floating potential with
reference to the limiter or separatrix radius is shown in Fig. 2. In both machines the
sharp clip in the floating potential at the limiter or separatrix position and the
decrease in plasma temperature with minor radius leads to a plasma potential
profile witha maximum in the vicinity of r/a=l. In the experiments on W7—AS one of
the two limiters was stepped inwards to clearly demonstrate that the limiter
determines the spatial location of this clip in floating potential.

The normalised value of the ion saturation current fluctuation, ism/gm decreases
with decreasing normalised radius in both machines, with a typical value of 0.25 at

r/a=i. The normalised value of the floating potential tluctuation.‘pfl/Te. also
decreases with decreasing minor radius also with a typical value of 0.25 at r/a=l in
both machines.
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W
The peaking of the plasma potential in the vicinity of r/a:l leads to a reversal

in the radial electric field at this pasition and an inversion of the poloidal
propagation direction of the fluctuations ll] Shown in Fig. 8 is the radial profile of
the poloidal phase velocity of the floating potential fluctuations in W7-AS and
ASDEX.

The poloidal phase velocity of fluctuations in ASDEX was found to be strongly
dependent on the plasma density, The poloidal phase velocity of H“ fluctuations,
with emission from a region ~2cm outside the separatrix. decreased from SOOm/s at
a density of 2.0x l019m’3 to zero at the density limit of 5.0x i019 m‘3. Preliminary
studies in W7-AS from Ha fluctuations suggest that the density dependence is much
weaker. while at 2.50T the poloidal velocity is typically a factor of 5 slower. Phase
velocities of the fluctuations measured with the Langmuir probe in W7-AS are
therefore significantly greater than those in ASDEX in this case as they have been
taken at the lower magnetic field.

These experiments are relevant to the investigations of velocity shear
suppression of edge turbulence (2). As in previous experiments a decrease in
coherency and an increase in the outocorrelotlon function of the fluctuations in the
laboratory frame are found, The Langmuir probe array allows such calculations to
be made in the rotating plasma frame [3) and a comparison of results from both
machines will be presented. Moving towards the plasma centre, the normalised ion
saturation current fluctuation level decreases monotonically as the velocity shear
layer is crossed With the low coherence of the fluctuations in the shear layer it is
not possible to show that particle transport is reduced in the shear layer.

REL
in Fig. 4 the cross correlation found between floating potential and ion saturation

current as a function of poloidal separation in both machines can be explained in
terms of a turbulent eddy model. A local potential hill induces an EXB drift that
pushes plasma of higher (lower) density onto tips in front (behind) of the potential
maximum. The crosscorrelation maximum (minimum) is then found on the dominant
spatial scale of the turbulent eddies, In Fig. Al the poloidal propagation of the
fluctuations is superimposed on this simple picture and causes the correlation
maxima to be skewed. The details of this process are discussed in more detail in
an accompanying paper

W
Theneed to measure temperature fluctuation levels to quantify their role in edge

plasma transport is the motivation for the development of techniques to obtain
reliable estimates of this parameter. Estimates of the temperature fluctuation level
from one triple probe suffer from the justification of the assumption that spatial gradients
of the fluctuating quantities are negligible. Using two or more triple probes can remove
this problem ( 4 J. This technique was employed on ASDEX and a normalised
temperature fluctuation of 0.48. significantly greater than the normalised density
fluctuation of 0.27. was found. A double probe swept at l0 kHz also provides a
measurement althe magnitude ofthe temperature fluctuation [5). in this experimenta
normalised temperature fluctuation level of Oi. significantly less than the normalised
density fluctuation level of 0.3. was found.
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Both techniques cannot be readily used in W7-AS as the array of probe tips are not

exactly on the same flux surface. and hence are at slightly different plasma
potential. This difficulty can be removed by monitoring the l-V characterisic of a
single tip on Cl fast time scale [6). The Langmuir probe characteristic in W7—AS was
obtained by sweeping the applied voltage at 400 kHz and digitising at 10 MHz.

Transformer coupling of the amplifier and balancing the cable capacitance
allowed capaci‘rve currents to be reduced to 2mA, The limiting factor in these
measurements is the necessity of the temperature fluctuation level to be greater

than the level set by the fitting procedure on a finite number of points in the
characteristic. A normalised temperature fluctuation level of 0.2 at the limiter radius

was determinedwhile the mean in the relative temperature fit error was below 0.1.
This temperature fluctuation value is then comparable to the normalised ion

saturation current fluctuation level in this discharge, while the normalised density
fluctuation level from the swept probe technique yields a value of 0.2. The Langmuir
probe characteristics taken at lower sweep frequencies show however that the
mean temperature increases with decreasing sweep frequency. This feature is
consistent with local plasma heating by the probe since electron saturation
currents up to 0.5A are drawn. At a sweep frequency of iOOkHz the temperature
decreases from 409V to 33eV and at a sweep frequency of AOOkHz the temperature

decreases from 29eV to 25eV, as the seep amplitude is reduced from 150V to

80V. Ahigh sweep frequency and the smallest time available for plasma heating is
necessary to achieve an unperturbed measurement.

(1) ChPRitz. R.D.Bengston. S.J.Levinson and E.J.Powers. Phys. Fluids,2_7,2956, 1984.
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(3] H.Niedermeyer et. al.

18th EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics (Berlin), IV 30], 1991.
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(5) H.Lin. R.D.Bengston and Ch.P.Ritz, Phys. Fluids B 1.2027. i989.
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ATTEMPT TO MODEL THE EDGE TURBULENCE OF A
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Introduction

Turbulence is considered to be the most likely orittin ot‘ the anomalous transport in tokamaks.

Although the main interest is t'ocusscd on the bulk plasma. transport in the scrape-off layer is very
important for reactor design, For this reason extensive experimental investigations of the edge

turbulence were performed on the ASl)EX diver'tor tokamak.

Langmuir probe arrays were used in the floating potential mode and iii the ion satttration mode to
measure the poloidal distribution of density and plasma potential fluctuations neglecting temperature

fluclulions, Density fluctuations integrated radially over the boundary layer were derived from Ha-

rrreasurements. Data from up to 16 channels were sampled with a frequency of l MHZ during time
windows of I s. Ol'teu otre parameter like the plasma density or the radial probe position were scanned
during this interval.

The well known statistical functions like probability distributions ol‘ amplitudes. correlation functions
and spectra were computed from blocks ol' tvpically 20000 data points per channel. Recently a bi-
spectral lreqrtency analysis 01 single channels was perlormed. 'lhe bi spectrum is defined as
<F(u)l)F((03))13 (m1+o)1)> where F is the Fourier transtorm oi the signal. It is a measure of the

coherence and the average phase shill bctueen the component measured at a trequency c01+cu2 and
the result of a ticlive quadratic mixing ol‘tlre two components at frequencies (01 and (oz.

it is impossible to derive physical mechanisms directly from these statistice observations. We draw
general conclusions about the physics involved from the entity of observations and propose a set of
basic ellecls to include in a theoretical model. Being still unable to solve the complex nonlinear
problem ot the hilly developed turbulence exactly we attempt to describe the turbulence with a simple
non-seltlconsistent statistical model. This allows to derive plausible physical interpretations of several
features of the statistical functions and may be used as a guide-line tor the development of a
manageable theoretical model.

Experimental description of the edge turbulence

From the fluctuations of the ion saturation current arid the floating potential measured with probes one
derives density fluctuations with a relativelevcl fi/n up to 50 (7c and potential fluctuations with rnrs
values ot typically 5 V. respectively. Reliable measurements of temperature fluctuations are not
available. There are, however. indications that the relative level of temperature fluctuations is in the
same order of magnitude as that of density fluctuations. Mainly potential fluctuation measurements
may therefore be disturbed by temperature fluctuations,

The fluctuations show a lluterlike (2~d .LB') structure. Correlation lengths are typically 1 cm J. l3; and
several ll) in along field lines. l’oioidal propagation velocities outside the separatrix are a few 100 tit/S
in the ion diamagnctic drill direction during ohmic medium density discharges. With beam injection
the velocity is higher and is influenced by l)oppler'»shil't due to the toroidal plasma rotation. in ohtrric
high density discharges the velocity goes to zero or even changes sign. ltrsidc the separatrix the
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fluctuations always propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, In the so-called shear layer at
the separatrix (typical width i cut) there is a steep velocity gradient, In double-null discharges the
scrapeiol’f layer is divided in two pttrts by the two stagnation points. Fluctuations appear only in the
low-field part,

Details about experimental statistical functions can be fotrnd in earlier papers [1-4]. We present here a
few examples. Fig. la shows a timeispace correlation furtction of the plasma potential measured
during a high density discharge where the fluctuations did not propagate. The time-space cross-
correlalion between density and potential from the satire sltot is shown in fig. 2a. Eddies around
potential ntaxinta or minima due to lixB-drift explain the structure of this correlation function. A
time-averaged k-spectrurn of the potential llttctuations from another shot is shown in fig. 3a. The only
scale length which can be derived from this spectrum is the inverse of the k at the transition front the
flat part to the decay. It corresponds to the width of the scrape-off layer.

When the fluctuations propagate (i. e, in the normal case), space»time correlation functions and
frequency-wavetrurttber spectra both show a skewed structure. In the model described in the following
section this trivial effect is not included. For easier comparison we present here examples front special
discharges with v = 0. Generally one shottld compare only invariant parameters and properties.

Density correlation functions show a typical undersboot to negative correlations up to 20% . The half
width or the zero-correlation poirtt allow to define an invariant correlation length. To define a
correlation time one has to trace the spatial maximum of the correlation for each time point. This
invariant terrtporal correlation function can be approximated by an exponential defining an invariant
correlation time. torn-spectra at different radii and the variation of correlation parameters and of the
propagation velocity with the plasma current and density can be found in [4].

The frequency bi-spectrum is a function of two variables, the wavenumberifrequency hi—speetrum
would be a function of four variables. With reasonable CPU time it was only possible to compute
frequency bi~spectra. which also contain spatial information due to the Doppler~shifL Biieoherence
values are above noise level only at low frequencies tip to about IOU kHz. The most prominent
observation are the different bi»phases from potential and density fluctuations. Bi<phases are rather
constant in the range of significant bi-coherence. For potential lluctuau’ons they are always around rt,
for density fluctuations around ~rr/3. This means that the “typical waveform" of potential signals is
symmetric. that of density signals tends to a sawtooth with steep leading edge.

Components of a physical model

In the serape--otl-l ayer all field lines intersect the target plates. The physics or the sheath and of the
pre sheath determine the averaue electrostatic potential alongB and the energy balance on flux
bundles. The correlation length along the magnetic lield is much longer than the connection length
between the target plates. There will be a relatively short gradient zone in front of the target plates.
For this reason a 2d ntodel should be adeqtrate. Similar considerations can be found in [5,6].
Algebraic equations are good approximations to describe the physics at the target plate, i. e. the
relation of variables like Te. “c- (D between the target plates and the plateau zone. 2-d differential
equations neglecting inertia seem to be adequate to describe the rather slow drift motion ofthe plasma
perpendicular to the magnetic field, An electrostatic fluid model should be sufficient. There is no
indication that kinetic effects are important in this collision-dominated plasma nor that
electromagnetic effects are significant.

(1) is determined by the sheath potential (including a resistive part), the thermoelectric force, the
parallel electron pressure gradient and a resistive voltage drop due to the parallel current density. In a
non-uniform plasma currents II E are generally necessary to compensate the divergence of the
dianragnetic current density. in the turbulenttstrtte the plasma parameters vary in space on a short scale
length Consequently the electrostatic potential varies LB causing a random EXB drill motion with a
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nonzero average poloidal cotttponcttt in the ion ditnnagnetic drift direction (due to the strong average

inward Te gradient).

ing classical transport ilj etiergy attd panlcles on llux bundles are lost to the region near the

Atomic physics processes are important for the particle balance and energy loss. For the

also the tinite parallel heat conductivity arid the energy transfer to the target plate, which

)11151'1111 pat ameters and on the parallel current density, are important.

Neglect
[mgut plate.
Cncrgy 1055

depends on 1

The curvature of the magnetic field could be an explanation for the in-out asymmetry of fluctuations.

Individual terms may be negligible at least in parts of the full parameter range. For example the

electrical resistivity of the sheath may be negligible in the high-density low—temperature range where

the resistivity of the plasma is large and vice-versa.

Ad -hoc model as a zero-order description of the turbulence

As an aid for the interpretation of statistical functions and as a guide—line to the development 01' the
self—consistent nonlinear model as outlined above we try to model zeroeorder effects of the turbulence

by a simple random superposition of eddies in a 1d space with a given non-uniform density

distribution. The eddies are generated by spontaneous rotationally symmetric “potential events" with

given radial profile and temporal waveform (cosine—bell and l/cosh, respectively). The diameter of the
Events is random with a given probability distribution, their life time is statistically coupled to the

diameter. the spatial and temporal distributions are uniform. Density fluctuations evolve due to the
ExB-rotaliou of the nonfunit'orm initial density. The density perturbation is assumed to be damped

with a little constattt proportional to the life-time of the potential perturbation. For the figures shown

(1h, 2b. 3b) the radius ofthe eddies varies between 2 111111 and 2 cm. Zero time shill of the maximum
correlation between density and potential perturbations as measured (see fig 2a) is only obtained ite

potential amplitude is chosen such that the eddies perform a half-turn in the average. An inverse
pendulum with strong viscous damping would perform a motion of this kind. In the plasma damping

ofthe rotation could be caused by interaction with smaller eddies. The density decay is a crude model
for a diffusive decay (also due to the interaction with smaller eddies) and losses to the target plate. It
was found that the shape of contours of the statistical functions and other features are better modeled
ifwe assume double eddies, i. e. two equal potential “events" witlt opposite sign at a distance of the
radius of one event. Time constants and diameters were chosen to give reasonable agreement with
measurements, but a full optimization was not performed. '[lte best choice for the time constant is
proportional to the square of the size. i. e. a diffusive time constant. In order to obtain a size-
independent density in tittte and space the probability distribution has to be inversely proportional to
the fourth power of the size.

Conclusions

Rather sophisticated measurements and evaluations were performed on the edge turbulence of
ASDEX. Many features of the measured statistical fttnctions may have a rather simple interpretation.
The steep probability distribution of the size of eddies necessary in this ntodel indicates some
problems to be expected when attempting to obtain a relevant numerical solution of the physical
model.
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Figs. la (lel‘t) and lb (right). Time-space correlation function of plasma potential fluctuations
computed from measured (left) and simulated data. For easier comparison with the simulation a
discharge with zero propagation velocity was chosen. Dark means negative correlation, light
means positive correlation. The zero contour is indicated by a solid line.
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Figs. 20 (left) and 2b (right). Time-space crossicorrelation function of density and potential
fluctuations from measured (left) and simulated data. Same discharge and simulation, respecti—
vely as for fig. 1.These plots show that a positive potential is correlated with high density on one
side and low density on the othcrside consistent with an ExB-motion causing inllux ofthin plas-
ma on one side and outflux of dense plasma on the other side of the potential “event".
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Figs. 3a (lel't) and 3h (right), Time-averaged waventnnher»spectra ol‘ potential fluctuations from
measured (lcl't) and simulated data. Dil'l'erent discharge but same simulation as for figs. 1 and 2.
The spectra decay ac k“ and k'”, respectively. leveling-oft at high k due to aliasing.
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MECHANISMS INDUCING CHANGES ON THE EDGE
TURBULENCE IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAK

M,A. Pedrosa, I. Garcia-Cortes, R. Balbt’n, C. Hidalgo, M.A. Ochando, M. Liniers

Asociacion EURATOM-CIEMAT, 28040 Madrid, SPAIN

I,- Introduction
In spite of the theoretical and experimental efforts made during the last two decades,

transport mechanisms in tokamaks and stellarators are still not well understood. Electrostatic

fluctuations are probably the major cause of the edge anomalous transport. Many mechanisms

have been proposed to explain edge turbulence in magnetically confined plasmas. Atomic

physics processes, such as radiation, ionization and charge-exchange, should be considered as

candidates to explain fluctuations levels in the plasma edge [1]. In order to determine the role of

radiative instabilities on edge turbulence, a comparative study of density and temperature

fluctuations has been perfomied in the plasma edge region ofthe TJ-I tokamak.

The problem of the influence of electric fields on turbulence and confinement has become

prominent during the last few years. Two different approaches are being used to understand
the influence of electric fields on plasma properties in the TH tokamak. First, the role of the

naturally occurring radial electric fields on edge turbulence has been investigated. Second, in

order to study the possibility of externally controlling edge turbulence and plasma edge

properties, experiments using biased electrodes are being performed in TJ-I.

11,- Experimental

A square array of four Langmuir probes was inserted at the outer side of the equatorial

plane of the TJ—l tokamak (R : 30 cm, a : 9,5 cm) to measure the ion saturation current,

floating potential, their fluctuations and temperature. Additionally, probe-current and
temperature fluctuations have been determined using a fast swept Langmuir probe technique

[2]. A broad-band (1 MHz) 75 watts amplifier was used to supply the swept voltage (= 150 V)

to a single Langmuir probe at 300 kHz. The current-voltage characteristic has been fitted by the
expression,

1=lsll~CXPlC(V-Vf)/1<Tel}
where IS is the ion saturation current, Te is the electron temperature and Vf is the floating

potential. Using a nonlinear least-squares fitting routine, we have determined Te,Vf and IS in a
time scale (= 2 us) which is smaller than the relevant times of the turbulence (= 10 us).

Capacitance to ground has been minimized to reduce parasitic capacitive currents to less than 3
mA (rms). Radiation profiles have been characterized by means of a bolometer array.

Radial electric fields were externally applied by means of a biased electrode located at the
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top of the vacuum chamber and in a poloidal section 1200 away front the Langmuir probes

system. The elecode used was a stainless steel cylinder (05 cm radius and 1 cm length).

Measurements were carried out in plasmas with chord average density fic=(172)1013 cm‘3,
plastna current 1p : (20 — 40) kA, and toroidal magnetic field Bl = (0.8 — 1.4)T. Data were

digitized at 5 MHz, using a 12 bit CAMAC digitizer.

III.- Density and Temperature Fluctuations near the Shear Layer Location

In T.l~l, as in other devices the poloidal phase velocity of the fluctuations computed from
the S(k,o)) ftinction using two floating potential signals, vphzZmMm/k)S(k,0))/ES(k,0J), has

been observed to change sign (velocity shear) in tlte vicinity of the limiter radius (as); {Or r<as _

fluctuations propagate in the electron diamagnctic drift direction (vPh z 2 105 cm 5'1) and for

r>a5, the fluctuations propagate in the ion diamagnetic direction .

Density (ne : lsTc'l/z) and temperature profiles are rather flat in the scrape-off layer

region whereas they are muclt steeper in the bulk plasma side of the velocity shear location

(Fig.1), suggesting that the shear layer acts as a demarcation line of the plasma edge of TJ-I

tokamak. Fluctuation levels of the ion saturation current (ls/IS) are about 30% at the shear

layer location and decrease when moving radially inwards.

There was good agreement between the measured ion saturation currents obtained from

the fast swept probe method and from the fixed bias probe.

The fitting errors of the I-V characteristic, obtained by means of the fast swept probe, are

in the range of 10% for the ion saturation current and about 15% for the electron temperature.

However, the measured current and temperature fluctuation levels are well above the maximum

uncertainties. Figure 2 shows the ion saturation current, density and temperature fluctuations in

the plasma bulk side ol~ the velocity shear location (F/fishear < l) plotted versus the local

electron density (that can be considered as a monitor ofthe probe position). Fluctuations in the

ion saturation current decrease when tltc probe tnoves radially inwards. However, whereas
ls/15,Te/Te and tic/ac are comparable near the shear location, lS/ls is smaller than both ne/ne

and ”Te/[‘5 in the plasma bulk region. Taking into account that the ion saturation current is

proportional to the local electron density and to the square root of the electron temperature (15 z

ncTel/z), the present results imply that density and temperature are fluctuating in phase close to

opposition These results suggest the possible role of radiation in driving edge fluctuations

The relevant parameter for the impurity condensation drive is hill, where n1 is the

impurity concentration. Thus, the existence of radiation (present in all devices) and some kind

of coupling mechanism between density and temperature fluctuations are the only required

conditions for the condensation drive. The condensation drive could partially explain edge

turbulence features in TJ—I, A systematic study of the correlation between edge fluctuation

levels and radiation levels is in progress.
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IV.- Influence of Electric Fields on Turbulence

The question of the influence of electric field on turbulence has raised during the latest

years [3]. In the plasma region where dEr/dr is high (the velocity shear layer) any fluid element

is strained by the differential velocity, resulting in a decorrelation time mm“ = (dv/dr)‘1. This

mechanism could account for the reduction (in the plasma frame) ofthe auto-correlation times

at the shear location in TJ-I [4] and in TEXT [5].

In Til, the strength of the shear layer (dv/dt') appears to be sensitive to the plasma

conditions. Typically the strength of the shear increases with increasing the magnetic field.

However, no causal relationship between dv/dr and BI has been established. So far, and within

our experimental error, the fluctuation levels in the ion saturation current near the shear location

are not related with the strength of the shear (dv/dr). Modifications in dv/dr by changing the

plasma conditions have also been observed in ATP.

Positive and negative radial electric fields have been induced in the plasma edge

(0.8<r/a<l.0) of TH by means of a biased electrode. Potentials applied to the electrode were

typically in the range i700 V. Preliminary results show a modification in the global plasma

behaviour when biasing is applied to the electrode Fig.3.a shows the increase in the chord

average density and the simultaneous decrease of the edge density with increasing biasing; thus

density profiles are modified by the externally applied radial electric field. The influence of

biasing on the poloidal phase velocity of the fluctuations (vph), measured in the plasma bulk

side of the shear location, is shown in Fig.3.b.
When positive biasing is applied to the electrode in low density shots, fluctuations of high

frequency (200—300 kHz) with low edge poloidal wave number and of possibly magnetic
origin have been observed in different diagnostic signals (Ha, Mirnov coils and pyroelectric)

as well as in the probe-current measured by Langmuir probes (Fig. 4). As shown in Fig.5 the

spectra of probe-current fluctuations show an increase in the power for frequencies above 200
kHz with increasing positive biasing. Further experiments, including the study of the
correlation between electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations need to be done to Clarify the origin

of this high frequency fluctuations.
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m = 1 Activity Prior to the Onset of Sawtoothing on Tokoloshe Tokamak.
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1. Introduction: In this paper we present experimental results that show a unique

high amplitude burst of oscillations which occur prior to the onset of sawtoothing on

Tokoloshe. The data show that the burst of oscillations is due to a large in : 1,71 : 1

mode which is present. early during the discharge at a time when the soft Xaray intensity

profile is peaking and the radius of inversion is increasing. Despite its large size the mode

does not seem to play a direct role in causing the sawtooth crash and this fact may have
interesting implications for sawtooth theory.

2. Observations: The observations were made on ohmically heated Tokoloshe dis—

charges (R/a = O.5‘3m/0.'Z4m;[p : l40k/1;Bd, : 0.6T). The minor cross-section is
viewed by two single scanning soft X»ray diodes and an eight diode array separated by
180“ in toroidal angle. On many shots the sawtooth oscillations rise smoothly from the
background (initial relative amplitude A/l/A 2 0). For these shots we observe (on a
diode viewing the plasma at r 2 4 cm ) that the first small amplitude sawtooth oscilla-
tion starts off inverted and evolves into normal sawtooth oscillations. showing that the
radius of inversion originates close to the plasma centre and then moves out rapidly (on
a timescale oil to ‘2 ms) to r = 7.5 cm where it remains for the duration of the discharge
. The sawtooth crash time is 2 60 its which is 2 6X faster than the Kadomtsev time
[I] [or Tokoloshe parameters when the normal radius of inversion is 7.5 cm. An in : l

is present on all sawteeth before and after the crash. ‘lv

For some shots a single burst of in : l oscillations is observed immediately prior to
the onset of normal sawtooth oscillations. In Fig. l traces (a) and (b) show the X~ray
intensities on two diodes during the burst phase. Radii indicated are measured from the
centre of the normal radius of inversion. A growing large amplitude m. = 1,11 = 1 mode
is seen with a resulting centre diode signal that resembles a slow sawtooth crash with
them : 1‘ n : 1 oscillation superimposed on it. The amplitude of the m : 1 mode and
the magnitude of the apparent slow “crash” varies from Shot to shot.

intensity profile data show that the profile is monotonically peaking during the pre-burst
phase (ti a [.2 in Fig. 1). During this phase a small constant amplitude oscillation
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is seen on the centre diode signal only. This mode grows without discontinuities in
amplitude or phase. At time t; an m : 1 oscillation starts to grow in amplitude on
both diode signals. On the centre signal, frequency doubling is seen as can be expected
for the case of precise central alignment of the observation chord and a rotating m = 1
structure.

During the time interval (t3 7 1.1) the m = 1 mode amplitude decreases slowly until
the first sawtooth crash occurs at 2 1.4. Hard X~ray spikes accompany the first few
sawtooth crashes (Fig.1 (c)), decreasing with each crash, probably due to a net loss of
runaway electrons to the limiter at each crash. During the burst phase no hard X—ray
spikes are observed. After time 13, when the m = 1 is still present at relatively large
amplitude the first characteristic hard Xiray spike signals the onset of the first sawtooth
crash apparently independent of the m = l amplitude. The mode amplitude remains
relatively unchanged after the first fast crash.

Fig. 2 shows the soft X-ray profile development for <1 different times during the m =
1 burst, immediately after the first sawtooth crash and directly prior to the second
sawtooth crash. All the profiles were taken for the same phase of the m = 1 oscillations.
The results show that the hot spot (maximum intensity) of the m : 1 mode moves out
from the centre during the burst phase. This results in a decrease in average intensity
on a centre diode. When the hot spot is approximately at the normal radius of inversion
(r = 7.5 cm) the first sawtooth crash occurs as indicated by the hard X-ray spike. As a
result of the crash the hot spot moves back in towards the centre. During the heating
phase of the next sawtooth the hot spot shifts out towards the radius of inversion again.
The effect on the m : 1 signal at r : 7.1 cm, seen directly after the crash in Fig. 2,
is due to the change in position of the hot spot and is not due to a change in m = 1
amplitude.

Discussion: The results show interesting behaviour of sawtooth activity, during a time

when a large saturated m : 1 mode is present, and may have implications for sawtooth
theory. It the observed m = 1 mode is a tearing mode, thereby implying qo < 1, the
results indicate that such a mode can saturate (Fig. 1). The results of Fig. 1 further
imply that this mode is not the direct cause of the sawtooth crash unlike the predictions
of the Kadomtsev [1] model. On the other hand, if (10 is greater than 1 the observed
m = 1 mode can be attributed to a saturated kink mode. However, then the sawtooth

crash occurs during a time when a large saturated or = 1 kink mode is present, implying

that conditions are not favourable for the onset of the quasiAinterchange mode suggested
by Wesson [2].
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ROLE OF EDGE PLASMA IN A HIGH [3 VERY LOW q TOKAMAK REGIME

l-l. KlYAMA and S. KIYAMA
Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tsukuba-shi, lbaraki-ken, Japan

1. Introduction
In this paper, the role of edge plasma related to dynamic motion of the plasma and to three

kinds of edge fluctuations (10~400kHz) in a high [3 very low q tokamak plasma (sl,q,<2)
is investigated. The edge plasma has a sharp density profile and stops the dynamic motion.

The local edge fluctuations do not cause large energy loss. These experimental phenomena
are investigated in the dynamic process in the TPE-2 experiment.

2, Features of the experimental conditions '
TPE-2 is a toroidal screw pinch device with an elongated cross section and a conducting

shell/1,2,3/- High [3 very low (I tokamak plasmas (sl ,l .2<q,<3) are produced by fast and/or

slow pulsed discharges, and by ramping up of the toroidal and poloidal fields simultaneously
with sustaining q, constant, and then, they are stable confined (Tu ,> lmsec). The duration of

the toroidal magnetic field is about linsec. The initial implosion heated plasma (sl) has
peaked density and pressure profiles, which relax to broad profiles in 5~50ttsec. At the

transition, the density decreases by 30~50% in the case of He conditioning surface (Recycling

rate; R~0.3), while by 10~20% in the case of D2, lrl2 conditioning surface (R~O.7)/4/. As gas

puff is not used, the recycling rate sustains in the low level. The global density decay time
is lmsec in low q (q,<2) plasma and 1.5msec in high q (2<q,<4) plasma in the case of R~O.3.

The specific lengths of edge density and temperature are Xfi~5mm, Mglfimm. The particle
confinement time is shorter as the core plasma density increases and q, decreases. Helium
discharge cleaning just before every screw pinch discharge was effective to produce low q,

high density and reproducible plasmas and to improve the energy confinement. Helium
cleaning dissociates D, H particles from the alumina ceramic surface precoated with titanium
and provides the active surface. Therefore, in this short discharge duration, the particles
which diffuse to the wall are absorbed on it 350 . . . . . . . . . .

and are not reflected. So, it is effective to
observe the dynamic motion. 300 ~ - ' —
3. Three kinds of fluctuations

The fluctuations of the saturation current of 250 -
the edge static double—probe are observed, -
whose frequencies are shown against 1/, in 3::‘200-
Fig.1. The frequencies increase with r”
decreasing of 1],. There are three kinds of the 150-
fluctuations, which are marked by O, A, 0,
respectively. (I) The relaxation oscillation, 100*
which has the lowest frequency and the period
is about a half of the relaxation. This may be 50 -
small sawteeth, and has a pulsed change of (1
profile, but q(0) is more than 1. (2) The 0
magnetic edge deformation, whose frequency q
is in the middle range, 30~100klelz. This is , ‘, _ I ,-
localized near outside of the torus. (3) The F'g'l Frequencies Of the edge density
electrostatic edge density fluctuation, whose fluctuations measured by electrostatic

double probe against (h.
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frequency is in the highest range, 40~300kl-lz, and inversely proportional to q,, consequently,
to the density gradient. The intensity is huge at the edge, When k“ ~ Err/9t“ is assumed, the
. . .. kT d: , , . . . , .frequency is roughly t ; 27f»); k5-—(—1:. lheretore, this fluctuation may be estimated to be

9 II

a kind of drift waves from the frequency.
4. Dynamic motion of the plasma

The energy minimum state of high [3 very low (1 tokamak plasma has the broad current
and pressure profiles/5,6/. The r] and density profiles inrthe TPE-Z relax in 5~50ttsec
simultaneously to a specific (I profile that has a uniform current density, and to a broad
electron density profile, respectively. The density profile broadens with decreasing of (1,,
When (,1, increases by ramping down the plasma current, the density profile becomes steep,
The shape of the electron temperature profile does not depend on (1,, which suggests the
profile consistency. Consequently, the pressure of the high [3 very low q plasma has steep
boundary near the wall (540mm), and then, provides the global nee—classical like energy
confinement when the fluctuations are reduced. That is similar to the li mode structure.
These relaxation phenomena mean that when the profile deviates from the specific (1 profile,
whose deviation originates in energy loss or excess energy input, it relaxes to the profile
always. The period of it is 50~200ttsec in low q plasma or more than lmsec in high (1
plasma. We denote it as relaxation oscillation. The density profile, :1 profile and the edge
density profile, near the relaxation transition are shown in Fig.2(a),(b),(c), respectively. The
(1 profile changes quickly and returns to the specific one, and one turn voltage, V“ and soft
Xray have large spikes. Usually, the change is toroidal axi—symmetric. The rapid
macroscopic plasma motion or the density profile change is observed in the relaxation. The

C11 =27 Relaxeditote . v. 50

Transition 40
5.0 \ . . ' i _ Relaxed,»

Relaxed ~ - L ’- » . . * so ‘40 fig ' A ~ -_
' SiOiE ,, " 3

033'0 iii) 320 ‘1, K ‘ ransttion
E 2'0 Relaxed

1.0 7/. to
o ,/ ' --013 o 0.13 0

Wall Mm) Wall (C1) 0 0W5 ‘0

.. (b).0 <c>
35' Fig.2 Time variations of the density and q
3 profiles near the relaxation. (3) Density

profile. (b) (1 profile. (c) Edge density
profiles, 7, , at the relaxed state and the
relaxation transition are shown by open
circles and solid triangles respectively.

l Shell
Tube wall
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eaked profile becomes broad rapidly and it changes into peaked one in a few psec,

Sometimes without particle loss. The particle motion is stopped at the sharp boundary near

the wall surface. The energy and the particles are-lost from the outward edge of the torus.

These graphs show the SiILlClLll'C is formed dynamically. The quick dynamic motton needs

an inward drift force. The conducting shell may have a role to balance the molten, that is,

the ion diamagnetic drift may cause the inward drift and may balance the motion.

5. Rotation of the magnetic deformation . _

The edge poloidal magnetic fluctuations 5p are measured at 42 p0101dal and torordal

positions. which are shown in Fig.3[a). The edge magnetic flux. surface deforms. The

deformation rotates in the toroidal direction. It is a wave packet With 3-4 damping waves.

The frequency of the damping wave is shown in Fig.1 by A . This magnetic deformation

affects on the edge density slightly. The rotating speed of the mode decreases with

increasing of (1,, as show in Fig.3(b). it also decreases with increasing of the core dcnsrty.

Therefore, the defomiation disappears during discharge in high density plasma. The speed
of the rotation is lO~25 km/sec, and becomes fast, when the sharp edge density gradient is

produced. This deformation is caused by the relaxation process. The initial plasma is

sometimes not in the complete relaxed state and has not a toroidal symmetry. Then it relaxes

so as to be a toroidal symmetric plasma in 5—50ttsec. The toroidal rotating direction 18 the

ion diamagnetic drift. The mode seems to be a kind of ballooning mode because the

deviation occurs at the magnetic bad curvature and it is very small at the good curvature. The

toroidal mode number is about 7. Usually only 3—4 wave trains are seen. The intensity of

the mode is very small inside of the torus, that is, at the 2/3 parts of the poloidal

circumference. The low energy soft Xray and CV radiations at the edge plasma apparently
increase when the defomiation is passing near the observation point. However, this edge

(a) (b)
t=INi WKL
;.:i.,tt:m I= 0.8 . . .

r0

TMMIWMV‘F'“ m1 — Relaxation _/
him” ”‘MM‘ 0 7 _ I/ _elN'L’ZZ: . ..:::: g - q 165 7.;
O ‘MWWK A l= - “
WWWWvlrn g 0.6 _ ,r‘fi

:irrwrmwfl” e E wNA Wflim _. ,
WNW/kMW“ e; _ = A01m We.» a igoo . fq[ 1.4

MM 2"" 'J,
elm—m—hw ———~ I};
ptw—Rr—flwfiflmra _. _. 0,4 ,WWW/\Vo—N‘Nw _ g 4*-
fix Mvfl

l:| -v«»A—r~A v 03 l L I

atE‘W w»“cflu o 1.0 2.0 3,0 4.0
o .mmmw Hm Toroidol direction, Weir)

rawvww W “i ‘
MN wr—S‘n: Fig.3 (3) Edge 3, at the polordal and the
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CD 0 [gmfi%l O venical lines. (b) The propagation of the
i t: gee”:— %€€ wave packet in the toroidal direction. The

0.35 Relax. Relax. 0.76 relaxation occurs toward the toroidal
Time (msecl direction simultaneously.
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deformation affects slightly on (1 profile or one turn voltage and then the radiation llux or
thermal flow does not increase by the deformation. One of cattses of the edge deformation
is the nonuniformity of the magnetic surface against the tube wall. Tlte mode of 1126] may
be cattsed by shell ctrt of 6 sections. When button limiters were fixed on the wall surface,
the period was short and continuous. The confinement was 2-3 times improved by taking off
the button limiters and smoothing the tube surface.
6. Relaxation oscillation

The relaxation oscillation with the q profile change is observed with the toroidal rotating
deformations. it can be distinguished frotrr the magnetic deformations by the difference of
the propagating speed. V5 has the large spikes at the relaxation transitiott, which is shown in
Fig.3(a) by the vertical lines. lt occurs every 1~3 turn, as shown in Fig.3(b). The
relaxation occurs simultaneously over the U3 of full torus. At first, the q relaxation, that is,
the magnetic flux reconnection, occurs at a certain point of the toroidal direction and the flux
change propagates along the magnetic field line by Alfven time (~lttsec). When the deviation
is not so large, the magnetic flux change may not be necessary to occur over the fttll toms.
When 1/, decreases, the period of the relaxation becomes shorter, but the energy loss power
at each relaxation is almost the same, and then the global energy confinement deteriorates.
Near the low (1 limit, the period becotnes one rotating time of the toroidal direction, the edge
magnetic deformation is frottt the wave packet to small continuous pulses. As the exhaust
energy is roughly same in every pulse, the threshold energy of the relaxation may be the same
and the plasma may be in the high [3 limit. These phenomena may be recognized to be a kind
of ELMs. 1n the case that q profile is carefully controlled to be the relaxed state, the
relaxation oscillation disappears. and consequently, the plasma without particle loss and with
a slight energy loss is obtained and then good confinement is established, in spite of that the
magnetic edge deformation still exists and is rotating and the density fluctuations exist near
the edge region.
7. Conclusion

The edge density profile of the high [3 very low q plasma has a sharp boundary near the
edge when t], decreases. The frequencies of the edge fluctuations are related to the edge
density gradient. The edge magnetic deformation, which resembles a ballooning mode and
is a wave pocket caused by a relaxation process, propagates irt the toroidal ion diamagnetic
direction. The magnetic deformation does not cause so large energy and particle losses,
because one turn voltage or thermal flux does not increase. However, the high [3 very low
q plasma has a specific q and density profiles whose current density and the electron density
profile are broad. The plasma relaxes to the state always. The relaxation process causes the
energy and particle losses. At the process, the 1/ profile changes quickly and the density
profile changes dynamically. The conducting shell may balance the dynamic motion.
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FLUCTUATIONS AND TRANSPORT IN A TOKAMAK WITH HIGH

MHD ACTIVITY

Maria \‘ittoria _-\.l’. Heller. Raul .\l. (i'astro. there i... (‘aldas~
iuy P. da Silva. Zoezer .‘~\. Brasilio. 'l'Bltl Team

institute of Physics. University 0 7 IO Paulo
til". 3t)-‘316.[H~198 sac Paulo, SP” Brazil

”the purpose of our inyestigation is to characterize the local statist‘ l space/time

PropCl‘iiC‘i ot' the turbulence} observed in the plasma edge of TBtt-l. a small tokainalx'
“ml high MH D activity and turbulence. and to estimate directly the Cliect of turbte

lei‘H‘ (in particle transport. The edge potential and density fluctuations were measured

“vittt Langmuir probes and the edge magnetic fluctuations with magnetic probes. Ra-

didl prntiles of teniperaturt.‘ and density were measured with a triple probe [1]. ”the

particle tlux is outward and occurs mainly in the frequencies typical 0t uiacrc‘iscopic

i\llll) oscillations. thus. there is an unusual superposition between the .\‘lirno\' and

turbulent tlucluatiou spectra. that may contribute to elucidate any possible inlluence

of lilfltfllt‘tit' oscillations on the electrostatic transport observed at plasma edge.

’[ Bil-t is an ohmically heated tokamak (minor radius a 2 S cm. [1’ = 30 cm). For

the V'Llilul'lied experiments. the machine was operated with a central electron tempera—
3 SI) l;.«\.ture 71(0) ‘3 "200 e\" . central density ”(0] ”E 6.10": cm”. plasma current Ir 7

toroidal held 3, .
ay ol' tour single Langmuir probes, separated both toroidally and

“4—).0.4 T tcm‘respouding to a safety factor qtri) : r)
.\ square arr

puloidally by ‘2 mm. was located at the top of the tolramalr. along the plasma ceir

lei-line and was used to measure (tensity and potential fluctuations ii]. The ell‘ect ol'

tz-nipcrattire tluct nations is neglected. the poloidal and radial components utiiiagiietic
risiillalions were measured. near the Langmuir probes, by a set of tour coils radially
ci‘parated (two for poloidal components and the others for radial components [3]), The
signals were digitized at. 1 MHz. The data presented (averaged over four consecutive
thrust were obtained for driving intervals ol‘ approximately 2.0 ms ; digital spectral
analysis: based on a correlation technique developed by Powers and ci'illaborators. was

used to reduce the information contained in the time, series of vitI). git/J, [30(1) and

Btu).
The edge rleiisity and temperature are in the range tI § [1.5 7 5.0 X IO11 cm‘ 3‘

T: E 5 7 vii] eV’ and Ti E fl'l'c. tn the interval 0.87 r/a < 1.1 the density scale
leuglu is L” S 1.] cm. whereas the temperature scale lcnght is [,y-L : 1.0 cm. Fluc-
tuation proliles were estimated from probe measurements of {I/(H) and (cf/167} (space
potential was computed from floating potential) their I'UUL»INCHIPSQUHIC’ lluctuations
levels are higher than those observed in other l0l§illltéil{.\', Fig. l. The different radial
rlepcndt.‘nt:e of these variables indicates that the linearized Boltzmann relation is not
satisl

the radial induced particle tinx T was estiiilated from the correlation between it
and g [‘3] A particle llux l~ results from (My), where 1",. is the fluctuating radial
\elocity given by hit/H, 7- it'iij/l3,;,. Fig. '3 shows the radial prolilc ol' tluctuatious
induced [)(Il‘ticlc' tlu.\: with a maximum at the location where it and T3 are inaximuiri.
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From the St late) function computed with the two point correlation technique using
two floating potential signals [2,4]. we determine the poloidal velocity of the lluctua
timis. Fig. 3 shows the measured radial profile ofrpoloidal velocity for ‘77 fluctuations.
As it has been reported [5] the values of up}, are of the same order of magnitude than
the diamaguetic drift velocity and the same direction of the ion diamagnetic drift
velocity in the edge plasma.

The poloitlal Ell/rite) spectra are broad and asymmetric about the In; : 0 axis [2]
The fluctuation power is contined to frequencies psi/'2? < L50 KHZ and waveinunibers
0 < lt'g < 3.5 cm'l. r\s usually |'t"1)t)t't(:‘(l\ also the poloidal spectra are broader than the
toroidal ones. Fig. st shows typical frequency spectra for fly and 8,. at (“/11 : Lib. rThe
spectra of Ba and Br observed in the scrapeeolf layer are similar for different radial
positions except for the lower relative level of high frequency components nearer the
wall.

The relationship between Langmuir and magnetic probes measurements was inves~
tigated by computing the crossrcorrelation and coherence between signals measured
by two probes radially separated by 2.3 cm . In fig. 5 we see the coherence between [3,,
and ii at various positions of the electrostatic probe, together with the correspondent
resolved particle fluxes for the same positions. In these figures the coherence is not
high. but seems to be better for values that correspond to typical Miruov oscillation
frequencies (values around 50 KHZ) observed in TBR-l [6]; this is observed even with
the Langmuir probe beyond the limiter.

In conclusion, measurements of broadband density, potential. and magnetic: fluc—
tuations at the plasma edge presented in this paper illustrate some distinguishing
features under ohmic conditions and high MHD activity, typical of 'lV‘BRel tokamak
discharges. 'lihe strenght of the turbulence in TBR—l is higher than in other tokamaks.
'f'lie [3’9 and Br spectra are similar but the radial profiles of their amplitudes are differ,
out and seem to be determined by Mirnov oscillations. The particle flux resulting from
fl and 1: is outward. limited to frequency lower than 100 KHZ. in our results there is a
partial superposition of the [3,; and ii spectra at the Mirnov frequencies and this could
influence the fr;- phase difference at these frequencies and, consequently. increase the
transport in these frequency range. The high MHD activity in our discharges creates
a stochastic magnetic field in the plasma edge and propagation along this stochastic
field could contribute to particle field line transport.
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Kinetic Instabilities in a Plasma in E X E Fields

M Shougj, P. Bertrand], A. Ghizzol, G. Knorr2

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique
Varennes, Quebec, Canada, BX 151

1 Introduction

Anomalous particle and energy transport at the plasma edge of a tokamak 15 caused by turbo»

lent fluctuations The physical nature of these low frequency fluctuations need to be identified
for a self-consistent transport theory to be developed. These low frequency fluctuations are

thought to be generated by instabilities due to E X B drift. In this work we study surface

waves at the plasma edge 111 E X B fields and the problem of the 1on- temperature-gradient

instability (ITG) 1n a quasi-n-eutral plasma.

2 Unstable Surface Waves

Surface waves [1] exist at a plasma edge. We use the gyro averaged Vlasov equation to study

the problem of the linear stability of surface waves at the edge of plasmas 111 E X B fields.
A similar problem has been previously studied using fluid equations [2] The gyro- averaged
Vlasov equation is written as follows [3]:

6F 0A V e Afi+v.(u”b++JauExB)F—;a—v”m.w.e _ 0 (1)
F (If, v“, obi) is the gyrophase-independent part of the distribution function, 17ExB = c

A
(/1; XtVB, b is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field. Jo is a linear operator
which carries out the gyro-averaging of the field:

DJ. 1 f2” ikliJ-CUSDV — : — (19 “a
J° (Maud) 2r 0 e (2)

Vztp : v41re(7'z.' 7 n...) ; fl,- = /dii JDF (3)

Similar equations hold for the electrons with the finite gyroradius being neglected. Sub-
scripts (H) and (l) denote the direction parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. We
consider the case where the magnetic field is in the z-direction and is uniform, with a uniform
neutral plasma filling the half-space x < 0, vacuum in the region I > 0 and an interface at
:1: = 0. (See Ref. [4] for the case with a linear variation in density). The equilibrium solution
for Eq.(l) for a: < 0 has (,0 : 0, with the distribution function F given by a Maxwellian:

mF = f°(z,vz) meg-m ”1/” (4)

The linearization of Eq. (1) with a perturbation e‘lwwikflflkvy leads for the perturbed
distribution functions of the ions:

lPhysique théorique, Université de Nancy, France
2Dept. of Physics, University of lowa, Iowa City, Iowa. U.S.A.
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i V _.22 C Bfol , 6 4:22. (9n
6 1: ————— —1k 6 l‘vpi/z—é .— — riot—6 e Mn ——
fl -—w + 1;s l y H (PL 0.; "111,- (PL 011:

p. is the ions gvro- radius. We have a similar equation for the electrons, where the index 1' is
replaced by 6 pg fl 0 and the last term on the right of Eq (5 ) has a + Sign in front of it.

Poisson equation for the perturbedayotential 61,91. 15 written after substitution for 6n and
6115, and neglecting terms of 0rdc1 p12—a

(-5)

dvz afai
7w + A311: am

325991:
(9132 will?" _ ”‘s : film {477.26% e"*‘§fl?/

7 ky__/ dv~ 012m}
PCB w + k: U_ ()1;

7 :;k{zl1r€2 kze’k59?/ dvz gfi

Tm —w + k: 1:: Bug

47reekz (in; 0]“.
+ m6 / —w + lczvz c911: } (6)

For the uniform plasma in the region a: < 0, we assume a Maxwellian distribution in a
uniform plasma:

Tn [/2
I'. —m 12 ‘fai.e = no“. (T111) e “dz/'27,; (7)

A solution of Eq. (6) for 1‘ < 0 is given by:

5w : AW": 1‘ < 0 (8)

(1)) (9)
W2

with It? : k3 +k? +——§‘ N5”- (1 + CiZ(C ))
127 i

um : TE/nu'c and Law? is the plasma frequency and CL: : w/fikzviyc
For I > 0, the solution is given by:

652k : Be“\/k§+k§? (10)
The boundary conditions at :r : 0 consist in the continuity of the potential <5k, and the

discontinuity in the derivative of 699k at x = 0 is calculated from Eq. (6) and is given by:

()6 .121” neck nm 77 _. - , _ cl; 71mg 71' _aft] =—6¢i{43¢57£e ‘3‘??q 1 —-” [2(9) (11)B_fi we k; ‘ 0

Equations (10) and (11) leads to the dispersion relation

- i2 ‘2_ , 217“” La‘fie4:??12 Z ”LC/‘3, EFL/fig * 12‘/1.z+iy It irrflfiv k: (CHMB—fim __ (Ce) ()
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We assume Icy >> kl. Also with Ti z TEV we have 115 >> m. We can find the approximate
solution for the real part to, and imaginary part M of the frequency w, under the condition
Cc << 1 and C.- >> 1. We consider the case when wpi/wc; ~ 1. Then cups/w“ w W.
This, together with Icy >> k; and Fwy?! > 1 leads to a root of Eq. (12):

Ni 1 —k" 2
a O ' — z — e y”. 13’ ' first WT ‘ )

We have also assumed Icz/ky << ups/wee. The condition C, << 1 and C; >> 1 satisfied by
the solution in Eq. (13), provided the finite ion gyro-radius effect with kyp; ~ 1 is included.
Thus the inclusion of the ion gyro-radius p; allows unstable surface modes to exist when the
wavenumber 19; along the external magnetic field is different from zero.

to

3 ITG Instability in Inhomogeneous Quasi-Neutral Plasmas

This instability is usually calculated solving the local dispersion relation of the driftekinetic

Vlasov equation in an inhomogeneous neutral plasma. However, experimental results indicate
the presence oiinhomogeneous equilibrium electric fields at the plasma edge. it is the purpose

of the present work to derive the local dispersion relation of these ion-temperature-gradient

modes in a quasiineutral plasmas in the presence of equilibrium electric fields [5].
Equation (1) admits equilibrium solutions function of one space variable; as indicated in

Eq.(4). The electric field associated with this equilibrium is given by

6E0; (I)
09:

We neglect the ion gyroracliusr It is easy to verify that Eq. (14) gives a self~consistent
equilibrium solution for Eq. (1). We assume fan. to be given by a local Maxwellian:

= 47rc(n;(m) 7 ne(1:)) ; H.341?) : I: fi,e ($.02) (11); (14)

1/2
t = . ”live —Y71._=L‘Z/2T.'5(I)

fun-mix 1’2) "mil“ <27rTmiiti) e (15)

The electron distribution function perturbations 6 f“ are given by:

6m : i [c afom e_E_ Wm] (16)
—w+kzvz —kcM/B 7 (92: mg‘e (9vZ

The local dispersion relation is derived by imposing the quasi—neutrality condition:

6”,? = 5m , Le. /6f,dvz = ffifedvz (17)
We get the following local dispersion relation:

1 + [Ci—Cd (1—? + nit-2)] 2(a) — mm;

73111 _ _ » Tl_e 2 r . . .
- Te mi 1+i Ce_Q-e (l- 2 + nefiaflflui—mtmo} (18)
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_ w+k cr/H . w-(e
Where i: : —y——’_ i -ie : —“‘ i La I Lnx' e L’ ‘i‘ e 19

C ' fikzvglu Q ' filer-1);; T] ‘ / 1 ' ( )

(3T;E 1 l 011gE l l 1'31):“‘5 = ' If Lm‘e ; : —' ; = A 'w ' (630 y/ ) Lni,2 nee OI Ln. T1,.» (/1: (20)
Eq. (18) is the local dispersion relation usually derived for inhomogeneous neutral plasma

(EUI = U) [6] It is also valid for a nonneutral plasma (E0; ;£ 0), provided {.35 contains the
term cky EM (fl/B. For T; ~ Te7 we have vE >> vi. We restrict ourselves to the case when
(E << 1. There is a marginal stability limit I]; 2 2 for the solution of Eq. (18). If we denote
by an and w,- the imaginary and real part of the frequency w, we get for C1 << 1:

M £7, fl (I);~") ; wr 2: —ck-y EDT/B (21)
fikz U; 4 ._

the unstable mode has a phase velocity equal to the local E X E drift. For C; >> 1, we have:

Tn.k . 3 (I) z .i (l_ ) e e r.wr + yr!” /13 w 2 1 Tint” (22)

Tens
. Tin;

The imaginary part in Eq. (23) is exponentially small. One can substitute for C.‘ in Eq.
(23) as a first approximation from the solution in Eq. (22). An unstable solution exists for

w; . ,v . .m ~ —7FL.2€C‘Il1—t-i77i<il <23)

i Te :11-CzeT1;C;=1-C3Jl£(ii—1>'i<l (24)2 Tin,-

which can be easily satisfied since usually TE > Ti. nE > 11,-, provided I]; > 2. In this case:

2 2 r '2 2 2Ni .2 Th Tens) [.2 (771' ) [ant ] ‘2 ("1' ) T5 "‘6m , — 7 ‘ .' ‘A — l — X — ‘ "‘ — 1 ,firm ”9“ (2 1) (am i" '7 2 Tm.- 1 e‘” *‘ 2 ”13713
The above equation is exponentially small. However, for those parameters for which:

_ 1]; Tmfln. _ _ ~ ‘21 25
Q (2 1) In); 0 3 ( )

the growth rate can be made finite.
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Coherent Vertical Structures in Two-Dimensional Plasma
Turbulence

J.P. Lynov, AH. Nielsen. H.L. I’écseli' and .l. .Juul Rasmussen
.rlssociution EURA TOrll-li'iso National Laboratory.

Optics and Fluid Dynamics Dept, Risa. Div—4000 Roskilde, Denmark

Low-frequency, fiute~type electrostatic plasma fluctuations propagating across a. strong,
honmgeneous magnetic field are studied experimentally and numerically. In particular the

formation and dynamics of coherent vortex~like structures appearing in the background of

wide-band turbulent fluctuations are investigated
The experimental investigations were performed in the Rise Q-machine. The fluctuations

were generated by the Kelvinsllelrnholtz instability due to a strongly sheared azimuthal flow

in the residual plasma (the scrapeeofl' layer) surrounding the main plasma column /l—3/. The

radially varying dc-electric field EU(r) was controlled by the bias on a limmiting aperture

inserted perpendicularly to the plasma column near the plasma source (i.e. the hot plate).

The fluctuations in the floating potential and density were measured by small l mm diam.
platinum probes. Fluctuating electric field components were measured by taking the potential

difference between two closely spaced probes. The fluctuations were characterized by a. broad

frequency spectrum for a weak radial electric field E0. whereas narrow peaks appeared for
strong. localized radial electric fields /'2.3/.

We demonstrated the presence of relatively longelived coherent vertical structures by
employing a. conditional sampling technique /3/. The basic idea of this technique, which can
reveal the averaged properties of large structures appearing in the turbulence‘ is described
in Ref. 4. For the present investigations we recorded simultaneously two time series of ‘200

ms duration obtained with a. sampling rate of 12:3 kHz and an 8—bit resolution. One of the

series, the reference‘ came from the azimuthal electric field component. E, the other from
the potential fluctuations, (f), measured by a. movable probe. Such pair of time series were
obtained for positions in a grid of f) X 13 points with a 3 mm spatial resolution in the. plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The conditional averaging was subsequently performed
numerically for each probe position. The space-time evolution of the conditional averaged
potential is shown in Fig. 1 for typical plasma parameters with a relatively strong radial
electric field. The formation, propagation and beginning decay of a large monopole-like
structure is clearly noticable. The propagation velocity is approximately 250 m/s, which is
compatible with the averaged plasma E0 >< Bo/Bg-velocity in the scrape-off layer. Coherent
vortical structures have been observed for varying plasma parameters /3/ Depending on the
parameters the dominant structures can appear as monopole or dipole vortices. Monopoles
with negative potential, i.e. they have a rotation in the same direction as the bulk plasma
rotation in the scrape—oil'layer. tend to dominate in the cases with strong radial electric fields.

The properties (such as growth or damping) of the averaged vortical structures obtained
by the conditional sampling method need not reflect the properties of the vortices in individual
realizations. Thus, an apparent damping of the averaged structures may simply be caused by
a "smearing-out” due to a spread in the velocities of the individual structures. This problem
was resolved by performing a coincidence counting of the occurrence of local extrema in the
fluctuating potential signals at two points in space separated by a distance, L, in the direction
of propagation In Fig. 2 we. Show the distribution of time delays A! between local minima
occurring at two probes (with L:1‘1.5 mm), subject to the condition that the minimum at

lPermanent address: institute of Physics, University of Oslo, Blindern, N~0311i Oslo 3, Norway
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Figure l: Space-time evolution of the conditional averaged potential. The imposed condition was
that E should exceed the value E. = 1.517 and that 6.13 > 0. Positive potentials are given with
full lines, negative ones with dashes lines. The contour inteval is 0.025 V. The heavy semi-circle
in the panel for t : 0;:5 indicates the projection of the aperture opening. Plasma conditions were
no(r =_ 0) = 2~1015m‘3 and B0 = 0.35 T.

the first probe is smaller than 4). = 70,7150 or #20 , respectively. Here (7 denotes the
RMS value of the fluctuations. Subsequently the signal from the other probe is searched in a
suitably chosen time interval for the deepest minimum, which defines At. The distributions
obtained for the three values of (in are essentially identical giving an averaged value of the
velocity corresponding to 300 m/s. From results as those shown in Fig. 2 we have derived
velocity distributions, and we observed that the potential wells, corresponding to the vertical
structures, propagate with a moderate spread in velocity (for the case in Fig. 2 AV z 30
m/s). Thus, it may be argued that the evolution of the conditionally averaged structures of
negative potential reflect the properties ofindividual structures, and is not just a consequence
of a spread in their velocities. For these plasma parameters, where monopolar vortices with
negative potential were found to dominate, a similar analysis of the occurrences of local
maxima gave a different result. Although a peak in the distribution of time delays could be
discriminated, it was not significantly above the background level, and it was not possible to
assign a velocity distribution for potential humps.

The formation of the large scale vortical structures is believed to be accomplished by
an inverse spectral cascade, which is characteristic for two-dimensional turbulence and was
studied previously for our experimental conditions/2L The saturated turbulent spectrum
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Figure 2: Distribution of time delays At between occurence of local potential minima at two probes

separated azimnthally by L : 14 mm, The curves are normalized by the peak value, indicated by a

circle. Plasma conditions were n0(r : U) 3 7 , 101-11114Y Bu 2 0.285 1,.

will thus be dominated by the large scale structures, and it contain little information about

the linear instability, which is driving the fluctuations. The observations of the formation

of large scale structures is supported by a numerical study of the nonlinear evolution of

the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on an annulus, modelling the edge rigion of the Qimachine

plasma.
These investigations are based on the flute—mode equations for low-frequency electrostatic

fluctuations (i.e. the frequencies are much smaller than the ion cyclotron frequency), which

is equivalent to the Navier-Stokes equations for twodimensional incompressible flows:

wt+(§x\7¢>)-Vw:uV2w, (1)

where the normalized potential, ct, takes the role of the streamlunction with the velocity

given as = z X Vd), 5 is the unit vector in the direction of B0, and the vorticity, w : V%,
is equivalent to the charge density. Equation 1 is solved numerically in an annular geometry
employing a fully de-aliased, spectral scheme /5/. The viscosity on the rigth hand side is
introduced to suppress, in a controlled manner, the short wavelength ringing that is otherwise
produced due. to the finite spatial resolution. This viscosity may be thought of as representing
damping due to finite Larnor radius effects. As initial condition we have set up a vorticity
(charge) distribution corresponding to the averaged distribution in the experiments. This
distribution corresponds to an azimuthal velocity with a jet~like radial profile, and a radial
potential profile increasing from the inner bc undary. The potential was kept at a constant,
prescribed, value on the boundaries resulting in free slip boundary conditions, is. the radial
velocity component vanished on the boundaries. The vorticity was set equal to zero on
the boundaries. In Fig. 3 we show an example of the evolution of the potential. The flow
quikly develops a growing short wave instability in correspondence with predictions from
a linear stability analysis. However, this high mode-number instability evolves nonlinearly,
demonstrating the inverse cascade behavior. This cascade is mediated by coalescence of
like-signed vortices and the instability saturates when the energy is collected in large scale
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Figure 3: Space—time evolution oflhe perturbed potential, 45. for an initial unstable potential profile.
The equilibrium profile :p'o ~ Inr has been subtracted. Positive 45-values are shown with full lines,
negative iii—values with dashed lines

structures. Note that for the present profile the m : 1 mode is linearly stable, while the m : ‘2
mode is only weakly unstable. Thus the saturated state is far from what would have been
predicted by a quasi-linear analysis. This behavior agree qualitatively with our experimental
observations, noting the obvious differences between the experiments and the simulations. In
the experiments the fluctuations can be considered as constantly pumped by the instability
at the high mode-numbers. In the simulations, on the other hand, we considered an initial
value problem and the fluctuation level was slowly decaying due to the viscosity while the
potential profile relaxed toward the equilibrium profile with (:10 ~ [711 resulting 111 a stable
velocity profile ll ~ —.
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1_ Introduction

The main function of an ICRF heating antenna is to launch a fast wave which propagates

into and heats the plasma interior. However, the antenna may also generate wave modes

which propagate only in the plasma edge region. in this paper, we describe observations of

Alfven wave modes which propagate, in the form of a narrow beam, along magnetic field

lines in the plasma edge. Several types of beam were observed, including beams composed of

(a) fast Alfven surface modes, (b) propagating shear waves, (c) evanescent shear waves and

(d) ion—ion hybrid modes. For all of these modes, the group velocity vector is essentially

parallel to the steady B field.

2. Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.1. A very small antenna was used to delib-

erately excite a broad spectrum of modes, and the edge wave fields were measured with a

poloidal array 01 8 magnetic probes enclosed in a quartz tube surrounding the plasma at

r = 11cm, just outside the limiter radius (10.5cm). A complete 360° poloidal profile of the ()9
wave magnetic field component was obtained by moving the probe array between successive

discharges.

poloidal array —-

Figure 1: Schematic experimental arrangement showing beam paths from the antenna to
the poloidal array

The wave frequency was varied from llMHz to 19MHZ to span a range of frequencies 0.8 <
9 < 3.5, where Q = w/wc; and Lung is the ion cyclotron frequency. The antenna consisted
of an 8mm diameter, 4—turn coil located in a. 10mm OD quartz tube inserted vertically
into the plasma to 1‘ = 11cm. The axis of the coil was aligned parallel to B ((22 antenna)
or perpendicular to B (by antenna). Several such tubes were inserted to the plasma edge
at different toroidal locations so that the wave phase and amplitude could be measured at
different distances from the poloidal probe array. The antenna. was driven at low power,
about 2kW, with an antenna current of about 30A. The probes were fed to hybrid combiners
to eliminate electric field pickup and then to balanced mixers to monitor the wave field
amplitude and phase.
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All results below were obtained in pure hydrogen plasmas or in hydrogen/deuterium gas
mixtures with typical discharge conditions B¢ z 0.8T, [p z 25kA, 726 z ‘2 X 10mm”3 and
7‘8 x lSOeV. Since the wave field amplitude near the plasma edge is sensitive to the iniout
plasma position, special efforts were made to keep the position constant during each discharge
and from one discharge to the next.

3. Results at Q s 1 in Hydrogen

In order to assist the interpretation of results obtained in l'l/D mixtures, experiments were
conducted in pure hydrogen plasmas near (2 : 1, where the shear wave is propagating if
Q < l and evanescent if S) > I. The shear wave propagates as a narrow, guided beam if it is
generated by a small, poloidally localised antenna [1], and is essentially transverse magnetic
when it < 1. Results at 13Mllz are shown in Fig. 2. The toroidal field decreases by about
20% during the discharge, with the result that Q < 1 early in the discharge and (2 > 1 late in
the discharge. The amplitude of the ()9 component in the beam does not change significantly
during the discharge for a bg antenna. However, for a b; antenna, the amplitude of the (20
Component decreases significantly when 9 > J, as shown in Fig.2.

There is no phase variation of by in the poloidal or toroidal directions, or with time, when
52 > 1, but the beam amplitude decreases with distance from the antenna as shown in Fig 3.
Consequently, the beam at S! > 1 is a transverse magnetic, evanescent shear wave beam, as
observed previously [‘2] under conditions where (2 > 2. The beam at Q < 1, observed early
in the discharge, is most likely to be a propagating shear wave beam, but it is not transverse
magnetic. There is a small variation of phase with time and position in the beam when Q < 1,
but not as much as one would expect for a wave near resonance. The results at Q < l are
therefore surprising, and we can offer no simple explanation, but significant phase mixing of
the many modes which comprise the beam is to be expected.
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Figure 2: Beam behaviour at Q m 1. Figure 3: Evanescent beam profile at two
(a) by phase (b) 115 antenna launch. toroidal locations (221.3,112 plasma
(c) bZ antenna launch
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4 Results at Q > 1 in Hydrogen

Results obtained at a wave frequency of 19MHz (f2 : 1.8) in a pure hydrogen plasma are

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For these results, the antenna was located at r 2 11cm, 0 = 135°,

Where the 0 coordinate is defined to be 0° on the high field side, 90° at the top of the plasma,

and 180“ on the low field side. A be antenna was used to generate a. strong beam signal, the

beam being essentially transverse magnetic. The antenna was located 45° toroidally from the

probe array.

Small. relatively broad peaks in the b9 waveforms correspond to m. = +1 fast wave eigen»

modeS. where m is the poloidal mode number. As described previously [2], m > +1 modes

are predicted theoretically but are not observed experimentally, presumably because these

modes are heavily damped. In addition to eigenmodes, which are observed at all loeations in

the plasma edge, we also observe a narrow beam which is observed only on steady magnetic

field lines passing through the antenna.

Under some conditions, we also observe a second beam, as shown in Fig. 4, which emerges

from the antenna at a slight angle to the first beam. The amplitude of the second beam

is largest when the two beams are guided towards the outer or inner vertical walls of the

vacuum vessel. The amplitude of the second beam is very sensitive to density fluctuations

in the plasma edge, with the result that the be waveform is noisy, containing many large

amplitude spikes, as shown in Fig 5. Each spike is directly correlated with a local increase

in electron density near the antenna, as measured with a Langmuir probe near the antenna.

The poloidal profile of the b9 amplitude in Fig. 4 was therefore obtained by taking a time

average amplitude over a 0.2ms period. The wave phase, with respect to the antenna current,

is plotted as a function of poloidal angle in Fig. 4a, for conditions where the amplitude of the

second beam is large and there is no interference from eigenmodes. There is essentially no

phase variation across the first beam, the phase does not vary with time, and the phase does

not vary along the beam (in the toroidal direction). The amplitude of the first beam decreases

with distance from the antenna. Consequently, the first beam is toroidally evanescent, with

kl < O, and is therefore Alfven resonant. The polarisation of the beam is consistent with

that expected for an evanescent shear wave beam.

The phase of the second beam varies with poloidal angle, with a slope equivalent to that of

an m : +6 mode. Since the beam is quite narrow in the poloidal direction, it must contain
a. broad spectrum of integer m components, and not just an m = +6 component. indeed,
it is possible to synthesise the phase and amplitude structure of the beam by summing a
large number of integer m > 0 modes, up to say m = 20, with an appropriate amplitude
weighting factor for each mode. If a finite kl is assumed for each mode, then the position
of the peak in the beam profile shifts in the positive 0 direction as 2 increases, as observed
experimentally. Consequently, the second beam can be interpreted as a superposition of
m > 0, Finite k2 modes. These modes propagate as surface waves, and are therefore sensitive
to density fluctuations in the plasma edge. The second beam is strongly attenuated, and is
not observed at relatively large distances from the antenna, nor is it observed at the top or
bottom of the plasma. The plasma is well separated from the top and bottom walls, whereas
the wave fields in the region between the plasma edge and the vertical walls are enhanced by
flux compression.
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profile for conditions where a second beam at three poloidal positions in the beams

appears. shown in fig 4.

5. Results at 0 > 1 in H/D plasmas

Results obtained in deuterium1 with hydrogen as a minority species. were very similar to

those obtained in pure hydrogen plasmas. We were unable to reproduce the result obtained

in Ref.[2] where it was observed that the evanescent shear wave beam is strongly attenuated

at Q : 2 in a pure deuterium plasma. The minimum hydrogen concentration Could not be

reduced below 10% in the current series of experiments. As a result, there is a third type of

beam which can propagate toroidally, at frequencies near 0 = ‘2, due to the ions-ion hybrid

wave [1], and which is easily identified by its strong phase variation with time and position.

Typical b9 amplitude and phase waveforms at Q s '2 are shown in Fig. 6.
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MEASUREMENT OF SPUTTERING YIELDS AT THE JET BERYILTUM AND CARBON
X~POIN'I‘TILES _

M F Stamp and P R Thomas

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxoni, UK

1. Introduction

Vigible spectroscopy of the X-Point tiles in JET has been used to measure the effective

impurity sputtering yields from the tiles. An understanding of these yields is essential for a

realistic description of impurity effects in edge modelling codes leg. l2].

An analytic model has been developed in order to gain insight into the physical processes that

are important in determining the sputtering yields. The model tracks ion orbits through the

sheath calculating the angles at which they strike the surface, and the consequent sputtering

yields. The model illustrates that the ion temperature has a significant effect on the angle of

incidence at the surface, and on the sputtering yield

2. Experimental

Spectral lines of deuterium (Du, Dy), carbon (CH 6578, 6582A) and beryllium (Be I 4407A

and Be 11 436] A) are routinely monitored with a l»m Czerny Turner spectrometer equipped

with a linear diode array detector [3]. Plasma light emitted from in front ofthe upper (carbon)

and lower (beryllium) outer X»point strike zones is collected by achromatic lenses and fed into

the spectrometer via a quartz optic fibre The spectrally resolved data is analysed with a

multigaussian line fitting routine, to give spectral line intensities, positions and widths [4].

When the edge plasma is strongly ionising, the influx of impurity i, H, is related to the

impurity spectral line intensity Ii, by l} : -’t (S/Xli) 1;, where (S/XB) is the photon efficiency

for the spectral line measured. The photon efficiencies are electron temperature (TC) dependent,

and values of TC have been taken from the JET edge database of Tagle [5].

The effective sputtering yield, cn, is given by We” : Fi/I‘D where TD is the measured

deuterium influx.

3. Experimental Results

Figs. 1 and 2 show the measured carbon and beryllium effective sputtering yields as a function

of the edge electron temperature, Tea. for a series of RMA X-point discharges with different
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volttme average electron density <nL.>. Data were taken only during the ohmic phases of
discharges with less than about 20‘}? carbon contamination of beryllium XApoint tiles or legs
than 20% beryllium contamination of carbon tiles.

The carbon yield varies from 27 NW for Tm: 30- ItltleV, and the beryllittm yield from 0.4 o
15% for Ted = 20—SUeV. These yields show a steadily increasing trend with increasing edge
temperature, which is not expected lrom simple sputtering models because normal incidenCc
sputtering yields decrease at high energies,

In these discharges, the edge ion temperature was measured from the Doppler width of the
"warm" D0L component H L The beryllium Nel’oint shots showed Tid ~ 2 x Tm, whilst for
carbon X-points, Tm ~ 1.5 xTN. Within the error bars (i 25%) there was no diseernable
variation of Thy/Tm \villt <nc>i Section 5 discusses these results in conjunction with the
analytic model presented in the next section,

4. Sputtering Model
The motion of ions in the plasma edge through the sheath onto a surface has been simulated by
solving the equations of motion subject to a few simplifying assumptions. We firstly note that,
at least for JET edge plasmas, the ion liannor radius is always larger than the sheath thicknesg
and that the drift speed is always greater than the thermal speed (See table l). Therefore ions
do not make complete g'trations about their guiding centre motion when they are in the Sheath.
The model also assumes that ions come in at glancing angles to the sheath, and that the sheath
electric Field only increases the ion velocity perpendicular to the suiface,

To T,‘ NC tl p i lE/B v i
(eV) (CV) (m'3) (in) (m) (m/s) (m/s)
50 5,0 1018 2.(l\li)"l 4,2x10‘4 ratio—i 0.7x105
50 it) 101" (tosltl'i nun-4 5.1x105 0.7x105
50 250 it)“ icon-4 won?4 2.0.‘(105 1,5x105
20 2t) ' it)!” mum 2i7xlil'4 3‘2xl05 0.4x105

Table 1. Values of the sheath thickness td)‘ ion [.armor raditts (pidrift velocity in the
average sheath electric field (E/Bt and the ion thermal velocity (vi) for values of edge
temperature and density corresponding to the extremes found in JET.

The gyratory motion of ions along glancing tic-Id lines means that the range of angles onto the
sheath is constrained between two values determined by the angle of the field line, and the
parallel and perpendicular ion velocities. Since 'l‘. detennines the size of the parallel velocity
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d T determines the Slicillll11CCClCl'ttliOlHlltt‘ sheath potential is approximately 3T0), it is clettr
an L‘ . . . . ¥ _

d it the HUD Ti/Tc is important in LiClEI'IllllllllL’ the impact angle of the ion on the surface.
it t r ~

This impact angle is used with the sputtering yields of Roth [6] ttnd the angular dependency of

Bohdansky
yield is then given by

<Yet'1'> = 11411 <Yoi > / t1 . n<\’n'> -(1-n)<Yn>)

[71, to calculate the distribution a\erage‘spunering yicld <Y>. The effective

sputtering

\ivher611151hc fraction of impurity that returnes promptly to the surface with a reduced self-

sputtering yield of <Y1]'>, and the fraction (141) reaches the plasma core and returns to the

surface with yidd <YI|>-

5 Model Results and Discussion

Figures 1 and 2 Show the results from the model calculations for four cases:

a) Tidfl‘cd, 71205.
b) 71 = 0.5, with cxperimentnl values maid/11.”; 2 for beryllium, 1.5 for carbon.

5) Same as (h), but witlrdoubled ion lempcratutcx.

d) Same {in (b), but with T1 = 0.2 for carbon. ‘1 : 0‘) for beryllium.

ie figures Show that inereasinn ’1" /'l‘ii increases‘ the stuttering ield at all T , and that.. a rd M l e y Cd

increasing r1 reduces the yield. It can also be seen that changes in n have a larger effect than

changes in Titl/Ted-

The curves ([1) — (d) are too flttt to be it good lit to the experimental data, but with a screened

fraction T1 = 0.2 to 0.4, the model is a good 1‘11 to the measured experimental Sputtering yields

of carbon and beryllium on the JET hell limiierx’ [X]. In the X-Point configuration screening is

expected to be higher, especially at high edge densities and low edge temperatures [1,2]. The

difference between the experimental (lnttt and modelled curves could therefore be explained by a

density and temperature dependent n, with n varying from about 0.3 to 0.6 for carbon, and 1

from about 0.5 to 0.98 for beryllium.
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Radial Carbon Flux Profiles
in the upper Divertor in JET at high Target Load.

H.J. Jacket, 8. Clement, M. Lesourd, J. Lingertat ‘,
G.F. Maggi, G.F. Matthews, D.D.R. Summers, HP. Summers

JET Join! Ulzc'lermkmg. Abingdon, 0x021 0X/4’3E4, UK.
{llax Planck Institut flir Plasmap/iysi'k, Gare/ling, Germany

|ntroduction1 High performance plasma parameters have been achieved in JET/1/

in discharges with a closed magnetic separatrix inside the vacuum vessel,
operating with one or two open divertors on top and/or bottom of the plasma

cross—section. The upper divertor target material is graphite. the lower is
beryllium. For the preliminary tritium experiments (PTE)/2/, carried out in

november 1991, a magnetic single null (SN) configuration with an upper X-point
was chosen. in preparation of the PTEs a series of hot ion mode discharges were
carried out, which achieved high ion
temperatures and good confinement, but

were terminated in many cases by high
carbon influxes from the divertor, due to
high power load onto the target tiles
and/or the breakdown of the retention
properties of the divertor. A strong
correlation can be observed between the

total heating power Pm“ or respectively,
the power conducted to the divertor

tafgd. Ptarqe! : Price! — Prad _ Wp. and the
intensity of the carbon fluxes. Figure 1

shows the development of the total

divertor carbon flux versus Ema. for six
discharges in the time window from about
one second before the carbon bloom
(=high avalanche—like carbon influx) till
0.2 seconds into the bloom. E,a,ge,(ta) is
the integrated power into the
scrapeff-layer (SOL) from the time of
the onset of the X—point configuration, 1‘”,
to the current time to, multiplied by an
exponential decay function. which
roughly takes into account the conductive
and radiative heat losses of the target:

"0 t—to
Ptargetu) ' exp( T

X!)
“Stargelulo.J : J ) dt

1

In figure 1 r = 0.5 sis assumed. At Pm, :
(fig.1a) of the carbon flux corresponds
PSOL : 8 MW, causing a subsequent rise
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Fig. 1: Development of ram/a}, Zw
[b/ and W1, (0) at increasing Ems, (see
text) for a series of discharges before
and during the carbon bloom.

15 MW. as used in the PTEs, the take—off
to a power into the scrape-off-layer
of 2,,” (fig.1b) and a stagnation and

eventually a decay of the stored energy, Wp (fig.1c).
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Experimental: The temporal evolution of the carbon fluxes and their spatial
distribution can be assessed by two spectrocopic diagnostics: two duo chrome
scanning VUV spectrometers and three CCD cameras, equipped with different
interference filters. An array of 12 Langmuir probes in the divertor target plates
provide local electron temperature and density. The VUV spectrometers scan
across the divertor region using rotating mirrors at a minimum repetition time of
0.1 s and a sweep time of :2 ms. Each spectrometer measures two spectral lines
at a time. The spectral wavelength range is 100 (3 AA) if 2000. The instruments are
not absolutely calibrated. Relative intensities of the carbon fluxes are mainly
deduced from ClI—emission (687.491). deuterium fluxes from DI (1025.4A). The
CCD-cameras use mainly Cllafilters (5145 A) for the estimate of carbon fluxes and
Diffilters for the deuterium fluxes. A time frame can be acquired every 20 ms. The
cameras are calibrated and supply absolute photon fluxes. In norma|
divertor—plasma conditions (ie plasma not "detached”) ‘the local electron
temperature. T”... and density. new, derived from the Langmuir probes are taken
to calculate the particle fluxes, using the respective excitation and ionisation rate
coefficients/Bl. In cases where T“... and new are not available. the photon fluxes
are used to get a qualitative picture of the divertor particle fluxes. At low to
moderate target load the CCD and VUV-spectrometer measurements agree
qualitatively. At high target load the CCD images are often blurred by thermal
radiation due to a thermal break—through of the interference filters,
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Resuns: The carbon and deuterium fluxes typically show two prominent maxima
in the divertor on either side of the private region near the seperatrix strike

oints/4/. The positions of the maxima are about where, on the basis of measured
midplane SOL—profiles and the actual magnetic divertor topology, calculated
erpendicular particle fluxes have their maxima/Sl. At normal discharge

conditions, when the target load is low to moderate, the carbon and deuterium
maxima almost coincide (fig.2), indicating, that deuterium sputtering and
Se”.5puttering is the dominant mechanism for carbon release from the graphite

tarQEL ’
Figure 3 shows the positive feedback between the bulk plasma confinement and the
divertor fluxes for a moderately heated discharge with an H-mode regime from 15
to 17.5 s. The change in the confinement properties during the H-mode, marked

by the dotted vertical lines, cause a strong increase of Emma. mainly through the

change of WP, and an increase of the deuterium divertor flux, 1—0“, The growing

Elm, and 1.5“ cause a significant rise in the carbon diver‘tor flux, FEW. The total
divertOF carbon yield, Yam = RUN/row, is enhanced due to self-sputtering.
Eventually the increase in Zen and the corresponding growth of the radiation losses

limits Ema; At higher heating power this scenario would very likely have led to a
carbon bloomt The process seems to be initiated by a gradually rising influx of

impurities: the edge radiation, PE: 5 as well as Ewe, start rising before the marked
timer
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original ones (pulse 36036). third one can be identified close to [he

boundary oft/19 bulk plasma (rap).
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in high performance discharges avalanche-like carbon (or beryllium) influxEs
(bloom) can occur, if the target load exceeds a certain threshold (fig. 1), The bl00m
is often preceeded by a gradual increase of the divertor deuterium and carbon
fluxes, but is observed also without a distinct precursor. coinciding e.g. with a giant
ELM, The onset of a bloom is marked not only by a significant increase of carbon
line radiation in the divertor. also the local radiative power dissipation, measured
by bolometers. increases strongly and reaches values of about 10 MW and above.
The two distinct maxima in the Cite and Dl-emission which generally are observed,
are often blurred by a third one. when a bloom occurrs (fig.4), With the two \/U\/
spectrometers the radiation maxima can be localised in the immediate vicinity of
the target (figs, bottom). in the case of a bloom. the two radiation peaks move
away from the target along the SOL. A third maxima can be identified at about the
tip of the confined plasma (tig.5, top). As reliable Langmuir data are not available
during the bloom. one can only conclude from the positions of the Cll-maxima that,
due to the intense radiative power loss in the divertor. its retention properties
break down: Tcw becomes so low, that the ionization length 2., increases to the
distance of the Xepomt t0 the target and high neutral particle fluxes can cross the
seperatrix.

Conclusions:

0 Carbon and deuterium emission show distinct maxima on either side of the
private region which are observed with CCDecameras as well as with spatially
scanning VUV—spectrometers

0 The CCDecameras are absolutely calibrated and divertor particle fluxes can be
estimated by using local electron density and temperature provided by
Langmuir probes in the divertor target. In H-mode discharges, at moderate
PM“. the divertor fluxes are typically 2 to 4 times above the wall fluxes.

0 CCD and VUV-measurements agree with each other qualitatively. as long as
the target load is not to high.

0 A threshold for the power conducted to the target can experimentally be
identified. above which a carbon bloom can occur. In many cases the bloom is
preceeded by increasing divertor fluxes of deuterium and carbon, but it can be
triggered also e.g_ by giant ELM’s. When PW.” is above a certain threshold
value. which depends on PM. a small additional incremental target load

provided e.g. by W0, can obviously initiate the bloom due to a strong positive
feedback via W3.

‘ Strong intluxes of carbon into the bulk plasma during the bloom are very likely
caused by a breakdown of the retention properties of the divertor, due to
intense radiative cooling and recycling losses and hence an increase of the
respective ionisation lengths to the amount of the divertor—target distance,
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CHEMICAL IMPURITY PRODUCTION UNDER BORONIZED WALL CONDITIONS IN

TEXTOR

V.Philipps, E.Vietzke, M.Erdweg .

Institut fiir Plasmaphysik,Forschungszentrum Jijlich,Association Euratom—KFA,5170Jiilich,FRG

ABSTRACT: The TEXTOR SNIFFER probe has been used to analyse the chemical impurity
production under various plasma and boronized wall conditions. Methane formation has been

observed to 0.671 x 10— CH4/H at room temperaturedncreasing slightly with increasing density in

the SOL. The hydrocarbon formation yields increase from RT. to the maximum at about 500°C by
a factor of 1.5-2.5. Increasing the impact energy by biasing the graphite plate lead to a decrease of

the hydrocarbon yield at room temperature but to an increase at 500°C. Chemical CO formation

due interaction of oxygen impurities with the graphite reaches ratios between 0.5 and 3 x 10'
CO/H.D increasing with increasing distance to the limiter edge.

I. INTRODUCTION: Carbon walls together with horonisation are now widely used as plasma

facing materials. The main benefit of the use of boron is a significant reduction of the oxygen

impurities in the plasma. Under fully carbon wall conditions the ratio of chemical CO formation to
the incoming hydrogen flux in the SOL of TEXTOR has been measured with the SNIFFER probe to
4-12x10“ .depending on the actual oxygen impurity situation and the radial position in the SOL
(1/. Similar values have been observed spectroscopically for the carbon to hydrogen flux-ratio

emitted from the limiters and walls /2/. The carbon release from the walls in tokamaks under fully

carbon wall conditions (and no additional gettering by boron or beryllium) is largely determined by
chemical CO formation of the oxygen impurities with the walls,in particular at low plasma edge
temperanires /3,4/.

The hydrocarbon formation at pure graphite measured either in low energy beam /5 /,in plasma
simulation experiments /6/ and in TEXTOR with the SNIFFER probe, show a consistent behaviour:
the characteristic temperature dgpendencc of the yields observed at higher impact energies
(> lkeV) and lower flux ( 10l H/cmzs) levels off with no energy treshold at low energies. From
RT to the maximum at about 500°C the yields increase only by a factor of about 2-3. With
decreasing impact energy the C2- hydrocarbon formation become increasingly important.
Within this work CO and hydrocarbon formation has been observed during the interaction of the
TEXTOR scrapevoft‘ plasma with a carbon target under boronized wall conditions. The conditions
are characterized by incoming hydrogen flux densities between 10 4018 H,D/cm s,
hydrogen(deuterium) impact energies between 20 and 250cV and simultaneous impact of carbon,
boron and oxygen impurities. The boron to carbon impurity flux ratio in the SOL of TEXTOR
depends on the history of the boronisation procedures and extends to values typically between
about 0.05 and 0.25 /7 /. The interaction of these particle fluxes with the target leads under most
of the conditions to the formation of a redeposited carbon/boron layer. Thus,the formation of
volatile reaction products has been observed here under the condition of the formation of a fresh
redeposited hydrogen containing carbon/boron layer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL: The SNIFFER probe acts in principal as a small pump limiter. Ions flowing
along the magnetic field lines pass the aperture (4mm broad and 10mm high) of the SNIFFER tube
and interact with a graphite plate in the middle of the tube which can be heated by direct current
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up to about 2000“C. Recycled hydrogen and any volatile reaction products are detected at the
end of the tube by a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The vacuum conductance of the tube is about
ten times that of the aperture. The vacuum time constant is about 350ms for D2 molecules.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
3.1. HYDROCARBON FORMATION:Fig 1 shows as an example the evolution of the recycled
particle fluxes of deuterium and the formed methane (CD4) 2cm in the limiter shadow
(RS=48cm,RLim=46cm) for two subsequent ohmic heated discharges (ne=3x1013cm'3) where
the temperature of the graphite plate was changed from 50°C to 500°C. The signals correspond
directly to the measured pressure rises at the QMS and include thus the vacuum time delay. To
evaluate absolute median formation yields the contribution of the hydrogen minority fluxes in the
SOL must be included. Hydrogen minority fluxes (evaluated from the HD flux) under deuterium
fueled discharges extend typically to ratios of 008-02 of the deuterium flux. This leads to
significant formation of CD3H (massl9) and some C2D2H2 (masslB). It has been observed that
the isotope mixing of the Crtype hydrocarbons( CD4,CD3H ,CDZHZ) is governed by the
deuterium and hydrogen flux ratios,cD and cH, according to a process of 4 order as (cD+cH)4.
A hydrogen minority flux ratio of 0.2 leads thus to the formation of about equal amounts of CD3H
and CD4. In the following the methan formation will be referred to as CD4 and CH4 but contain
all Cl-hydrocarbons.
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Fig 1: Evolution oftbe deuterium flux and the formed Fig 2:Radial dependence of the deuterium flux,the
methane for to subsequent shots where the graphite formed methane and the methane formation yield
temperature was changed from 50°C to 500°C. for ohmic discharges with constant central densityi

Fig 2 shows a radial scan of the deuterium flux (H+D), the formed methane and the methane
formation yield for RT target temperature for a serie of ohmic discharges with ne=3x10 cm’3.
The hydro enic flux extends from 2x10“5 to 1x1018 H+D/cmzs. The methane formation yield is
0.7«1x10' CD4/D,with a slight tendency to increase at lower fluxes at increasing radius.
Fig 3 shows the methane formation yields at RT and 500°C target temperature as a function of
the negative bias voltage on the target for ohmic discharges at a central density of
ne=3.3x1013cm'3. The yields decrease at RT from 0.9x10'2 to 0.5x10'2 CD4/D but increase at L
500°C from 1.4 to 1.9 x10'2 CD4/D. At this central density the hydrogenic impact energy on the
target under floating conditions at R:48cm (measured by a calorimetric technique within the V
SNlFFER probe IBI) is about 20-30 eV. Thus,the methane formation yield changes mainly in the
energy range from zero to about lOOeV. The figure demonstrate again the general behaviour: at
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ntial (impact energy about 20—30eV) the yields increase only from 0.9 to 1.4 x10'2

RT to 500°C.which is only a factor of about 1.5 but at 200 eV bias (impact

) the yields increase from 0.5 to 1.9x10'2 CD4/D which is a factor of about 4.

ample of the temperature dependence of the methane formation (in this case for

ty at floating potential» measured at R=480m for ohmic discharges at

floating p0“?
CD4/D from
energy 225eV
Fig 4 shows an ex
hydrogen ‘45 mflorine=3x1013cm
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Fig 3: Methane formation yields at T=50°C Fig 4:Methane fomlation yield as a function of the

and at T=500°C as a function of the negat. graphite temperature for ohmic discharges with n3:

bias voltage for ohmic discharges. 2.5x1013/cm (R=48cm).

with nc=3. 1K1013/cm3(R=48cm)

Formation of higher hydrocarbons shows a similar behaviour with respect to the energy and

temperature dependence. The dominant Cz—type hydrocarbon is C2H2 followed by C2144 and a

minor contribution of C2H6' C2H4 formation is roughly 0.3 of the methane formation and CZHZ

between 0.5 and l of the methane yield. To evaluate the total carbon atom emission in form of

hydrocarbons the contribution of the C2-hydrocarbons is at least as strong as the methane

formation but exceeds it in most of the cases. Thus, the total carbon release by hydrocarbon

formation is about 1.0-2 x10”2 at RT target temperature and increases by a factor of 1.525

(depending on the hydrogen impact energy and thus on the plasma edge temperature) at 500°C .
Details of the higher hydrocarbon formation will be published in a forthcoming contribution.
The results show that the hydrocarbon formation observed here is very similar as observed in
TEXTOR under fully carbon wall conditions/1 /. However,we have to note that no direct
experimental comparison is possible presently in TEXTOR with and without the boronized wall and
we have to compare the present data with mass-spectroscopic data from 1988. However,the
hydrocarbon formation yields do not change after fresh boronization of TEXTOR which change the
boron to carbon flux ratio in the SOL of TEXTOR typically by factors up to 3 (from 0.15 to 0.5).
We can state that the decrease of the hydrocarbon formation by boronization under the flux amd
energy conditions in the plasma edge is weak (<50%). This is in contrast to beam experiments
which show a significant decrease of the hydrocarbon formation of boron—doped carbon materials
/9/ but is in line with plasma simulation experiments which show also only a minor reduction of
hydrocarbon formation of boron-doped carbon materials /7 /.
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3.2. CO FORMATION: CO formation has been evaluated from the mass 28 signal and a
simultaneous measurement of a sourrounding hydrocarbon. In deuterium plasmas about 1/3 of
the‘ mass 28 signal originates from hydrocarbons. However,a detailed correction of the signal With
respect to hydrocarbons remains often difficult due to the complex structure of the C2-
hydrocarbon spectrum in particular if significant hydrogen/deuterium minority fluxes are present,
Fig5 shows the radial dependence of the CO formation ,the deuterium flux and the ratio of CO to
the im inging deuterium flux for the same serie of discharges as shown in fig 1. The ratio is about
1x10- near the limiter edge increasing to 3x10'2 deeper in the SOL. Fig 6 shows the evolution of
the CO/D ratio at r=48 cm for two subsequent operation days including ohmic and N1 heated
discharges at different densities where a fresh boronization has been performed in between. As
can be seen,the CO ratio has decreased by roughly a factor of two. A similar tendency is observed
spectroscopically /10/. CO formation ratios have been decreased by a factor of about 3-5 under
boronized wall compared to fully carbon wall conditions in TEXTOR.
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DlVERTOR RETENTION FOFl RECYCLING lMPURITIES

K. Krieger. J. Roth. G. Fussmann

Max-Planck-lnstitut ftir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association.
8046 Garchingt Germany

INTRODUCTION
As an important issue for fusion devices with divertor configurations the retention capability for

both recycling and non-recycling impurities receives increasing interest. In the case of recycling.

gaseous, impurities the retention capability is usually investigated by means of short impurity
gas puffs into the plasma vessel and the analysts of the time dependence of the observed line

radiationU—S]. The detailed understanding of the impurity transport processes related to the

retention capability of a certain divertor structure will require modelling of the experimental results

with 2D or 3D transport code simulations. However. for the comparison of the global behavior

of different configurations a much simpler description of the divertor retention in terms of global
time constants may be sufficient.

We wiLl give a summary of experimental results from ASDEX for the dependence of the retention
capability on parameters like divertor plasma density and temperature and the distance along field

lines between main plasma and divertor. In addition we will compare some of these results with

similar experiments on DIIID [5].

TWO CHAMBER MODEL

The results from experiments with short impurity gas puffs show a time behavior which is clearly
characterized by two different time constants (Fig. 1). This can be explained by a global model
of the particle balance between the confined plasma in the main chamber and the plasma in the
divertor region [1. 5].

The confined plasma with a total number of impurity ions N+ looses a flux of ions into the
divertor chamber with a rate —N+/r,.. Although the loss rate is actually obtained by integrating
the outgoing flux density over the plasma surface (separatrix). it appears in this global treatment
as a volume averaged sink term with 1-,, being the mean confinement time for an impurity density
distribution as obtained under steady state conditions. The outfiowing ions are neutralized at the
divertor plates and set up a neutral density in the divertor chamber with a total particle number N“.
These particles produce a refuelling flux out of the divertor back into the main plasma chamber
providing there a particle source NO/TD in the edge region. TD can be understood as the mean
residence time of a particle in the divertor without external pumping. However. in order to be
consistent with the sink term this edge source is to be multiplied by a factor 7 < l to convert it
into an equivalent core source (i.e. postulating the same radial particle distribution for the sink and
the source term). In smaller devices like ASDEX, where external pumping takes place on a time
scale comparable to the discharge times. we have to take into account an additional flux of neutral
particles out of the divertor region with a corresponding loss rate — JVU/ rpmp. This term has been
omitted in earlier analytical evaluations of Ar and Ne pulse experiments [1, 2] but proves to be
important as rpm], is. at least for ASDEX and Dill-D. of the same order of magnitude as m/7.
Taking all terms into account one obtains two coupled differential equations

(M; _ N+ + - N“ to _ N+ . N0 N0_ ]_ _and — — , (l)([1 T7] TD rlt r11 TD rpm",
The solution is a sum of two decaying exponentials with characteristic time constants mm”,
Tim.l5 corresponding to the experimental observations. 7......” and rlrmg are connected to the model
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parameters by

Khan TlnritY
Tplll‘l‘p : — (2)

7'r)
TD 7 Tshnnnqng'fpump (3)

7 (Tpllfllp _ Tsliur't )( Tiang _ Tputnp)

r), is. within certain limits. known from other experiments. while 7 can be determined approximately
by transport code simulations. From that it should be possible to determine TD and rmup directly
from the measured time constants. However. r,” is often not precisely known and close to 21.0”.
In this case rpm“P will be close to rlmg because of eq. (2) and the extraction of T]; will be highly
uncertain due to the factor mung 7 rPumP in the denominator of (3).

To avoid this problem. TD was determined by simulations of the measured impurity line intensities
in the main plasma using the fully time dependent ID impurity transport code ZEDIFF. Input
parameters into the code are the experimentally determined n.(r) and EU) profiles. the cross
field diffusion coefficient. Di, the inward drift velocity. vi“. the mean energy of the neutral source
atoms. [21). and the time constant r“ for losses parallel to the magnetic field lines outside the
separadix. Main output parameters are the traces of selected line intensities and the impurity
density in the main plasma, Fitting parameters to experimental data are the divertor retention time
constant. 77). and the pumping time constant. mum.

SCALING LAWS FOR TU
For the dependence of m on divertor plasma parameters (iii. 1;) as well as on the impurity
species some qualitative predictions can be made. If neutral gas flow from the divertor to the main
plasma is the dominant recycling path. the time constant rm“, wrll depend on the ionization length
Aim. 2 rrn/npfi'inniTfi) of recycling impurities in relation to the dimensions of the divertor plasma,
where 1‘“ is the thermal velocity of the recycling gas. and .53.... is the ionization rate coefficient
for impurity atoms. Evidently. recycling by neutral backfiow will get less probable. ie. m will
get longer. as electron density and temperature in the divertor increase and as the impurity mass.
which determines no. increases. For low divertor temperatures and long ionization lengths the
divertor retention time constant is ultimately equal to the vacuum time constant of the divertor
entrance slits[lJ.
For high divertor temperatures. where the ionization length gets so small that neutral backflow is
no longer of importance. the retention of impurity ions has to be consrdered, The characteristic
decay length. A”. of the impurity density along ficldlines is given by the ratio of the diffusion
coefficient along field lines. I)”. to the velocity of the background plasma. ll”. which streams
towards the divertor plates [6]

him) : fl : lei—F“ ' 10'“ 712‘“"'l . (4)
I‘ll (1+ %) lri .‘\ i‘llzgle] 21,-(m’3‘)

This characteristic length has to be compared to the connection length. Lll' of the field lines front
the divertor plates to the X-point resulting in a residence probability

P 1 , shit/"rt (5)

for impurities in the nrain plasma. In reality. further parameters eg. thermal drag forces which
depend on the gradient of T,. have to be taken into account This simplified consideration
.may. however. help to understand the importance of divertor ion temperature and density. The
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dependence of A“ on 'I', and it, shows that for high ion temperature and consequently low density.

me retention for ionized impurities may break down, Thus. a minimum divertor temperature is

require-‘31 for the retention of neutral atoms whereas a maitimum Idiveitor temperature extsts for the

retention of ions. Additionally, the retention of ions depends critically on the ion charge state Z.

In the following. we will compare some of these predictions with experimental observations mainly

from ASDEX.

DEPENDENCE ON SAFETY FACTOR q

ln ASDEX the divertor retention has been investigated extensively for inert gases like Argon. Fig. 1

shows the temporal decay of an Ar XVI line after Ar injection into the ohmic phase of discharges

With various safety factors (1 (1p : const.). Clearly. two exponential decay times are seen as

predicted by the two-chamber model. The fast decay shows the outflux from the plasma into the

divertor until equilibrium is established. The slow decay shows mainly the effect of Ar pumping
through the divertor chambers by external pumps. The pumping time constant was obtained to
Tpump 3 ls from fits of the data to the analytical model.

For the determination of 7-,) the data have been fitted using the impurity transport code ZEDIFF.

The results are given in table 1 together with the values of 13., These parameters were used to

calculate the respective time dependence from the analytical model as shown in fig. 1 (dashed

lines). As can be seen the calculated traces are in very good agreement to the experimental data.
The values given in table 1 show an increase of 7,. and decrease of 1‘1) with decreasing q. The

increase of r]. is in accordance to earlier investigations of impurity transport on ASDEX [7. 8].
The decrease of T1] with decreasing q can be understood by the increase of the connection length.
L“. along field lines from the divertor plates to the X-point. indicating that ionic impurity transport
dominates in this operational regime. 1.” increases front 1.3 m at r/ : 2.2 to 2.8 m at q : -l.2.
However. taking the typical divertor parameters. i.e. ’1‘... : l3 9V and ii. : l ~1019ni‘3 independent
of (1- T, 2 'I} and M : 0.l,a much stronger dependence on (1 would be expected from eq. (5).
Assuming lower Mach numbers (.l] : 0.02) a weaker dependence on q ie. a better agreement

with the experimental data is obtained.

DEPENDENCE 0N AUXILIARY HEATING POWER (NBI)

For additional heating, a decrease of the divertor retention has been observed in ASDEX [2]. Dlll—D

[5] and JET [4]. The dependence of To on NBI—power is given in table 2 together with the divertor
plasma parameters n. and T._. Fig. 2 shows the data from table 2 as a function of NBl-power
together with similar data from Dlll—D. Also introduced are normalized values for n) as expected
from eq. (4) and (5) taking a connection length of L of 2 m. an ion charge state Z : ‘2. a Mach—
number of 0,1 and assuming n, : HE and T,» : T... It is evident that with these assumptions a much
stronger decrease of Ti.) would he expected. If. however. a Mach number of only 0.0l5 is used.
a reasonable good scaling can be obtained. This low Mach number agrees very well to the value
obtained for the q—dependence. Fig. 2 shows clearly that for OH or moderate NBl the diveitor
temperatures are low and friction with the streaming background plasma retains the impurity ions
to the divertor. rU-values considerably higher than the vacuum time constant for neutral gas [1]
are obtained. As the temperature increases “\ll gets larger with '1‘."1 and eventually the plasma pumps
ionized impurities more efficiently along field lines than neutral gas streams through the divertor
throat. Therefore. the high temperature limit of 7-,) is only a fraction of the vacuum time constant.
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Table 1 Values of T], (ms)
and TD (ms) in ohmic
ASDEX divertor discharges
for different safety factors q
with rpump = ls.

(In 7p TD

4.2 65 700

3.3 95 650

2.5 130 550

2.16 150 300

Table 2 Values of TD (ms)
vs. NBI-pnwcr for ASDEX
divertor discharges (71. in
101911143. TE in eV, PM
in MW). The value for
PM : 3.4 MW is from [2]
with rpump = 00.

PNI "e 73 TL)
0. 320

0.3 1.3 11 320

0.6 1.65 16 220

1.2 1.65 19 130

1.8 1.7 21.5 90

3.4 1.5 20 20

—834

Fusion 30, 2392 (1990). ‘
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PAR-lilCLE lNFLUX AND llVlPURlTY BEHAVlOUR lN
THE ASDEX UPGRADE TOKAh/lAK

DEM C. Fuchs, G, Fussmann7 F. .lenichen, RF. Mast. HM. Mayer,
U. Schumacher and the ASDEX Upgrade Team

illax-Planckslnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATORI Association.
13—8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

1 Introduction ‘

We have investigated the impurity behaviour in the ASDEK Upgrade toliamalc using
a 40.channel bolometer array, 2). fixedelrequency Bragg spectrometer (C+O monitor)7 a
VUV-survey spectrometer (SPEED) and a multichordal visible spectrometer. Fig. 1
shows the arrangement of the diagnostics. All discharges discussed in the following were
ohmically heated and helium was used as working gas. No special wall conditioning has

been applied to ASDEX Upgrade so far.

The main emphasis in this paper is placed
._ CO-M on the measurement of impurity fluxes

from the inner wall (limiter). The flux
contributions of all major species occur
ring in the plasma (He, H, C, 0) were
obtained. Owing to the so far low cur-
rent density (lpz 350 kA), the radiative
losses are high and amount to about 60 %
of the heating power. As soon as temper?
ature and density profiles are available,
Zeff and the plasma composition will be
determined.

‘1 Figure 1 Viewing lines of various diag-
nostics projected into one poloidal plane.

2 Experimental results

The SP RED spectrometer gives an overview on the impurity influxes (Z S 3) and contents
(Z Z 6). It is equipped with two detectors based on linear Reticon arrays (2048 pixel)
intensified by microchannel plates. A typical spectrum obtained during a divertor phase
is shown in Fig. ‘3. The absence of metallic lines indicates the dominance of loweZ
impurities.

The temporal developments of the O” influx, Ow” density and total radiated power
versus the plasma current and heating power are shown in Fig. 3 for a typical inner-limiter
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discharge. The radiated power (z 60 % Pay) is evaluated from the 4D line-integrating
bolometer chords on the assumption of constant emission on elliptical, unshifted flux
surfaces. During the flat-top phase, a gradual reduction of the oxygen influx OCCUIS,
accompanied by a reduction of the oxygen content and, consequently, of the loop VOItage
and the radiated poweri
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Figure 2 VUV overview spectrum taken by the SPRED spectrometer during an upper
single null divertor phase.
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Ecs— wavelength ground / meta? %2.3 partial flux est. total flux
stable state [1020 77f2 -s"1l [1020 3'1]

Hg” 667.82 nm ls2 1S (g) 200 4.5
Heo 587.56 mm 1525 38 (0.5) (0.08)‘ 32
Hg+ 468.57 nm ls 2S (g) 75 5 35

H0 656.28 mm Is 28 (g) 15 0.5 3.5
03+ 464.74 mm 252p 3P 3 0.2
02+ 569.59 mm 252 1s (g) 200 ~01 2.1
0+ 374.95 nm 2322p3 45 (g) 40 0.09
O+ 397.33 mm 2525p3 2P 33 0.075
01" 441.49 um 2525p3 2D 24 0.095 1.8

Table 1: Particle fluxes from the inner heat shield (limiter) obtained spectroscopically
for typical experimental conditions (1,, = 0.35 MA, fie = 2 ~ 1019 7114). The eflrective
limiter surface is about 7 m2, the partial flux densities given are average values over
the full height of the heat shield. The flux calculation of the two metastable levels of
0+ includes corrections for overlapping excitation pathwaysz. The uncertainty of the
absolute calibration is 25 %. The S/XB values are subject to uncertainties in the rate
coeficients (m a factor of two for oxygen and carbonz) as well as to an unknown energy
distribution of the neutral particles. which affects the penetration depth.

The good optical access of the multichordal visible spectrometer system1 to the inner
limiter allows one to determine the total influx of different particle species simply by
multiplying the measured photon fluxes by the number of ionizations per emitted photon,
S/XB. The fluxes shown in Table l are obtained from poloidal profiles on the assumption
of toroidal symmetry. It was found to be necessary to take into account full poloidal
profiles, since even near the midplane spatial variations of the local flux within a factor
of three are observed owing to slight changes in the plasma. shape and position.
After transition to the divertor or outer-limiter configuration, the fluxes on the observed
transitions decrease by a factor of 3 (see Ref. 5).

3 Discussion
Physical sputtering by helium atoms is expected to be the production mechanism of the
observed carbon flux“. The fluxes shown in Table 1 give a sputtering yield of 10 %. in
agreement with results obtained on JETa. The ratio FH/I‘o is about 2. The oxygen and
hydrogen influx is assumed to originate from H20.
The atomic database for the calculation of the S/XB values suffers from considerable
uncertainties in the excitation and ionization rate coefficients. Furthermore, the mech-
anism which produces the neutral particles at the wall, and consequently their energy
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gy of the neutrals leads to uncertainties in the penetration depth and thus to the local
temperature for which S/XB has to be evaluated.
To reduce these impairments of the particle flux measurements, additional informatioH
can be taken from highly resolved spectral line profiles. The spatial positions of emission
can be calculated from the resolved Zeernan splitting of line profiles. The Width of the
line profile of the neutrals yields information about their energy distribution.

distribution, is not well~known. The resulting lack of information concerning the ener.

The influx of helium in the metastable triplet state is shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding
photon flux is emitted directly at the limiter surface, with the emission maxima. lying!»
near the upper and lower edges of the limiter. From the narrow line profile an upper
limit of the ’tempcrature’ of the neutrals, To < 0.5 eV, for the main fraction of particles ‘
is obtained. The mechanism which leads to emission at the limiter surface instead of at; l
the plasma boundary, where an appropriate electron temperature for excitation exists, l
is not yet understood. Therefore, the validity of the corona approximation used for the l
conversion of the photon to the particle flux is also questionable in this particular case.
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Figure 4‘ Spatial positions of spectral line emission and intensity distribution of

tive to that shown in Fig. 1. Positions are determined from the Zeeman splitting and the
known radial dependence of the magnetic field. The line Width is essentially determined
by the apparatus broadening (m 0.03 nm), except a small feature systematically occuring
on the blue wing (see arrow) which is attributed to the Doppler shifted cr—light ofneutrals
leaving the wall with To z 10 eV { Ip : 0.35M’A, EC 2 8 -101'3 m‘a, B"; = 2.0 T). 1
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REDUCTION IN SOL ¢p INCREASES AND IMPURITY GENERATION
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FARADAY SHIELD LIMITERS IN THE PHAEDRUS-T TOKAMAK
AND BY ELIMINATION OF FARADAY SHIELDS
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D. Brouchous, R. Fonck, T. Intrator, G. McKee and P. Probert
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Introduction

Many past tokamak rf experiments have been plagued by uncontrolled increases in
impurity generation during rf. One solution, which worked in the JET tokamak rf heating
experiments /1/, is to employ 180° antenna phasing, align the Faraday shield bars with the
local magnetic field, and coat both Faraday shield and walls with Be. Other experiments have

found that B wall coatings were effective /2/. Coating with Be or B reduces impurity
generation by lowering sputtering rates, by providing some gettering and also by providing a
low Z wall material.

It is now thought that much rf impurity generation is due to the antenna near field
BB/at which, via Faraday's law, generates rf sheath voltages at the Faraday shield and nearby
grounded, conducting limiters /3/. As a consequence, the time-average plasma potential ¢p

increases (self-biases) in the scrape-off layer (SOL) to limit electron losses. Ions are

accelerated in the resulting large sheath potentials at the Faraday shield and limiters, with an
' attendant increase in sputtering. Operation with 180' phasing of adjacent current straps

approximately cancels out the net near field aB/a: /4/ and thus reduces the r‘f—induced SOL
potential increase. However, phasing at other than 180” is often required. Tokamak current
drive experiments require smaller antenna phase intervals (90° or less) to obtain a directional
wave launch. These phasings produce a net BB/at and potential increases in the SOL. This
effect is emphasized in medium-size tokamaks where the plasma loading resistance is often
lower in comparison to large machines, necessitating higher antenna currents (and higher
(BB/3t ) for a given coupled power.

Experiments on the Phaedrus-T tokamak have demonstrated that the problem of
uncontrolled increases in impurity flux during rf can be solved by employing "thick"
insulating Faraday shield limiters in place of the usual grounded conducting limiters. With
insulating limiters, the potential drop induced by the changing magnetic flux can take place in
the limiter rather than the SOL. Here we present experimental results which show that the
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presence of insulating limiters can result in satisfactory operation without SOL op increases

and without significant increases in impurity flux, even when no Faraday shield is present.

Phaedrus-T Tokamak
Phaedrus»T is a medium—sized tokamak with a circular plasma (R 2 0.92 In, a =

0.26 m, B S 1 T, n ~2 x 1019 m3, Ti, Te ~ 500 - 800 eV, Ip S 120 kA, 0.2 s discharge).

The goal of present experiments is to study ICRF current drive. The vacuum chamber is

stainless steel and a full poloidal carbon limiter is employed. All experiments now talce

advantage of boronization with trimethyl boron (approximately once each week). Helium

glow discharges are employed between each plasma discharge. The ICRF is exited by two

parallel poloidal current straps, 60° in extent, 4 cm wide, separated by 17 cm. Satisfactory

operation with arbitrary current phasing has been achieved by employing a novel approach /5/

to cancel out the strap mutual inductance. Initial ICRF experiments have been at 1.596; (with

H), 29d (with D) and 0.79m (with 11). Powers of up to 250 kW have been coupled. SOL

data presented here were taken with triple probes while impurity radiation was monitored with

a VUV spectrometer (SPRED).

Experimental Results

Our initial experiments were carried out with an open stainless steel Faraday shield

with no Faraday shield limiters. Both uncontrolled impurity flux and increased SOL plasma

potential ¢p were identified as problems. The impurity flux was improved by weekly

boronization and He glow discharge cleaning. The installation of insulating (boron nitride)

Faraday shield side limiters further reduced the impurity flux and also reduced the SOL

increases. Only a small iron influx from the Faraday shield remained. Last, the Faraday

shield was removed, the current straps were covered with boron nitride tiles and the

insulating side limiters were left in place. The residual iron influx was further reduced and

the dependence of iron influx on rf power became weak or nonexistent. Bare strap

experiments differ from those on TEXTOR /6/ in that the straps are protected by boron nitride

(insulting) surrounds.

Data for iron impurity influx vs input power for 0”, 90“ and 180‘ phasing are given in

Fig.1. Data labelled 5.5. were taken without insulating edge limiters. They show that 0° and

90' have similar effects and that impurity emission associated with 180" phasing is

significantly reduced. Data labelled in the presence of insulating limiters at 0" fall slightly

below the best 180” data. Measurements made with the unshielded, insulated antenna phased

at 90“ are seen to be well below those obtained in the presence of the Faraday shield.

It is apparent that the impurity influx is reduced as we go from 0" to 180° phasing and

that 0° and 90° phasing are comparable. Data are given for boronized Faraday shields, for

boronized Faraday shields with insulating limiters and for unshielded antenna with insulating

surround. Note that the impurity generation for the worst case with insulating Faraday shield
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limiters (i.e. 0°) is better than the best case for conducting Faraday shields with no limiters
(i.e. 180“).

Triple probe data provided the SOL electron temperature TC and floating potential of.

SOL plasma potential (pp was calculated using op = ¢f + [3.3 + % ln(m',/mH)] Tc, where m and

mH are the ion mass and proton mass respectively. Plasma potential increases were generally
confined to those regions of the SOL which map to the Faraday shield with largest increases
seen by probes which map to the strap current feeder locations. Plasma potential increases
were approximately linear with strap current.

The measured SOL plasma potential (measured at the same position) with and without
the insulating Faraday Shield limiters for 0' phasing are compared in Fig.2. In the absence of
the insulating limiters, op increases by more than 100 V for an increase in antenna current of
50 A. In the presence of the insulating limiters, ¢p does not appear to increase at all.

An additional feature was that the antenna loading dropped by approximately a factor
of two when the insulating limiters were installed and toroidal eigenmodes became apparent in
the loading data. Bare strap experiments have found that the loading was virtually unchanged
when the shield was removed and that the loading was not power dependent. The highest
operating voltages (25 kV) were sustained without a shield.
Discussion and Conclusions

Experimental measurements of plasma potential ¢p in the SOL and impurity generation
demonstrate that ¢p and impurities are reduced to below the level previously achieved with
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180° operation with grounded limiters through the use of insulating guard limiters. Best

power handling and least impurity influx has been achieved by removing the Faraday shield,

employing insulating antenna limiters, and covering the antenna straps with insulating tiles.
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PLASMA INDUCED MATERIAL TRANSPORT ON LIMITER PROBES IN

THE BOUNDARY PLASMA OF FUSION EXPERIMENTS
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D 8046 Garching bei Mfinchen, Germany

The limited magnetic confinement of a hot plasma such as
investigated in controlled thermonuclear fusion research
causes large fluxes of energetic ions to impinge on the
halls of the vacuum vessel, predominantly on the limiters
and divertor plates. The atoms eroded at these areas by
sputtering enter the SOL plasma and partly the central
plasma. A, major fraction diffuses back to the limiters,
divertor plates and the vessel wall and may cause further
sputtering and/or will be redeposited. This material
transport along the vessel walls by erosion and redeposition
is investigated with the computer simulation program ERO for
a limiter probe exposed in the SOL plasma of JET during
single discharges.

MODEL

The idea of the investigations is to expose a carbon

limiter probe in the SOL with the surface at an angle a

relativ to the magnetic flux
— , . //LCFS

surfaces (Fig.1). The probe is wfime /
, . fl l V .. NV 7 ' .._Zimplanted Wlth a depth marker i:k:;£wmfm§H‘ 99”“955i=

_ l . .013) . .
and evaporated Wlth a well ,H ,,

defined surface deposit of Si ”7//mp) mmm

which has a differt sputtering pmfhi‘fl

yield and ionization probabil— iWk"

ity in the SOL plasma. Fig 1: Schematic of the probe

Most of the atoms sputtered by plasma and impurity ions

leave the probe surface as neutrals and travel on

approximately straight trajectories until they become

ionized. Subsequently they gyrate around the magnetic field

lines where they have been ionized according to their
velocity component V: and they move along the magnetic field

lines with their initial velocity component Vi. They may be

additionally accelerated by the hydrogen plasma flow toward

the probe limiter. Before reaching the surface of the probe
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limiter they will further be accelerated in the sheath

potential and they will impinge on the surface with an

energy EsmIVfi/2+3Téq. They may be implanted or reflected and

cause sputtering.

For a limiter probe with surface area LYiLV, exposed in

the SOL plasma, the change of surface ”concentration of

atomic species I, an:(X,y,t)/6t [cm725_1]. with time t at

the point (x,y) is given by

an:(x,y,t)F l—— = In; y,c> )-E1"i(:,<,y )1:*Y1.T(E,Q,ns)+
at A'“

LXL’ax dy'l a2 31’, I I
+ifT irim- not; (E,Q,E',Q',n'))*£ dE'dQ‘A , , s

0 o i ‘70 GE (1)EIQI

Here Ti (X, y, t) is the plasma ion flux of species (i) to the

probe; Yi,I(E’Q’ns) are the sputtering yields of probe

species (I) at bombardment with iOn species (i);

agri T/éQ'aE' represents the energy and angular distribu—

tionsAof sputtered particles (I), which depend on the

incident energy E‘and the angle of incidence Q=(6,¢) of the

ions, R; is the particle reflection coefficient and AS=dxdy

denotes the irradiated surface area.

The coefficient E is a geometry factor which is determined

by the mean ionization length kiz= (ZE'/m1)1/2/(ne*<avfl

(with m being the mass of ions (1)), the angle 6‘, the
I

azimuthal angle ¢ and by the angle a between the surface of

the probe and the magnetic field lines with:

5:1 for (x'—x)2+(y'-y)2=X:Z(E,rLCFS)*(a2+b2-2abcos(lBOO-¢‘ ))
(with a=sin(6‘) and b=cos(6‘)/tan(a)) and 5:0 else.

The rate coefficient for electron impact ionization <av> as

a function of the local plasma temperature T; was taken from

/l/. The fluxes of plasma ions and impurity ions to the

probe limiter and the plasma temperature profile are

assumed to be given by /2/

Fi(x.y,t)= o 5*f,*nLCFS(t)*Cs*exp(-1‘LCFS(x,y)NT)*sin(ot),(2)
_ TLCFS .. 2 _ '1Tam } ,t) e (t)-<e.<p1(/ZILCFS(X,y)MT), (a)

where CS:(( Ti+Y;)/mp) is the ion acoustic speed at the
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, ‘ LC-S r
r 11' m is the mass of plasma ions; n r , l C S are the

LC:5 uld p e e
plasma density and the electron temperature at the LCFS; XF

and A denote the density and temperature e-folding lengths;
T

is the distance to the LCFS. The, use of the
frets
"Concentr

OL move with the plasma ion velocity /3/.
ations" fi in egu. (2) assumes that the impurities

in the S

The motion of atoms which are sputtered at the probe

limiter and subsequently ionized is determined by the

initial velocity components V: and V3 and the acceleration

bv the friction force with the plasma ions. This can be

described by the following differential equation

dvu/dt=ucoll*(VDl—V“), (4)

where V“ is the velOCity of impurity ions and Vpl the

velocity of plasma ions parallel to the field lines; ”coll

denotes the collision frequency /4/. By using (4) we can

also calculate the time of flight until the sputtered atoms

reach the surface and thus their ionization stage q.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the densities, the temperatures and e-folding

lengths as measured for the JET scrape-off layer (1F=l5 mm,

XT=4O mm /5/), eq. (ll has been solved with a computer

program to calculate erosion and redeposition on the probe

surface for a D-plasma with impurity concentrations

fmygm‘Ol and fhaflmn=0.l in the SOL. Only physical

sputtering was considered and the distributions of the

sputtered particles were calculated by the TRIM type Monte

Carlo program IIAM /6/ with the average angles of incidence

taken from /7/.

For Carbon the calculated thickness d=ns/(no*t) of

deposition/erosion per second along the middle line of the

prose F10 mm (Lx=LV=20 mm, 2:5 mm, a=45°, 120:1.13uo22
cm ) are shown in Fig.2 for a range of edge temperatures

and densities and a constant power flux FDNTE3/2*n:CFS of

2-3 kW/cmp. For plasma densities below 1013cm-3 the deposi-

tion behavior is determined by the incoming fluxes of carbon
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3000/E g figmfgiéfiggkééfim “ ions present in the SOL;
a 3 if;%&gmgggji:gmm _ erosion dominates closest
32mm * 914$5mm " to the LCFS and deposition

fl“ : dominates further away.
é lmo : For carbon atoms which are
“ r1“V1fir?1rffiirfgff—fffwfqfi sputtered from the target

E u . . siwmessfip,flfikfifi _ the ionization lengthsm _
Vé ifj;:;:::;;;;:fi+w‘+flfihra~es I become short enough only

. . , .
"mmo 5 10 m 20 for higher plasma densi-

lenglh. x (nun)
Fig 2: Erosion/redeposition

of c along Hm c probe redeposited on the probe.

ties so that they can be

Assuming a deposition of 4*1016 Si atoms/cm2 at an erosion

dominated position x216,y:10 (Fig.2) on a area of 4 mm2

prior to the exposure to the JET plasma the calculated

distribution of Silicon redeposited on the target after 1 s

is shown in Fig.3 (Té=50 eV, n;CFS=1.*1013Cm_3, 20:15 mm, a=

45°). Because of the short

redeposition times which

are of the order of 10‘65,
i.e. because of the Very

fast multistep transport

along the target, rede-

posited Si can only be

found on a deposition

dominated area where it is

co-deposited with C atoms.
Fig 3: Spatial distribution of a Si
deposit at A after 1 s JET discharge
Si which was sputtered in a direction away from the LCFS

Only a small fraction of

(Fig.1) is found to be-redeposited. First experiments with a

limiter probe exposed in the SOL oi JET confirm these

results.
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0DUCTION AND CONTROL OF AN EDGE RADIATING LAYER
PR WITH THE ERGODIC DIVERTOR ON TORE SUPRA l

L.Poutchy, J.C.Vallet,
C DeMicheliS» A.Grosman, W.Hess, M.Mattioli, P.Monier-Garbet.
Association EURATOM-CEA stir la fusion C.E.N. CADARACHE F13108

Saint-Paul-lez-Durance

Whave recently defined on TORE SUPRA a discharge piloting strategy to prevent
. [ions at the density limit, based on the property of the Ergodic Divertor to stabilize

dismP activity. This strategy allows plasma studies close to the density limit without
MHDdons and has been Successfully used on TORE SUPRA oliniicly heated plasmas. The
dlsruIcic D'ivertor allows also the stabilization of detached plasmas which appear
Er oraneously near the density limit. Edge impurities are shown to play a fundamental role
is" {Sis stabilization. Detached plasmas have been thereby controlled during 10 seconds.

l
I) The control of a stable edge radiating layer is a possible alternative to solve the open
Emblem of the divertor plates design for amachine like ITER. Those divertor plates Will

have to withstand a continous peak heat flux in
1.0 ' ' ' ' the range of 15-30 MW/mz, assuming that 50%

° Ohm'c of the thermal exhaust power (ZOOMW) is
0.8 - ° LHCDJWC‘ ‘ radiated. These design values address three

‘5 questions: first what are the conditions needed to
a 0.5 — radiate 50% of the plasma output power on ITER,
\ - second is 50% of radiated power enough
3 o 4 _ compared to the technical possibilities and third,
a— ' if not, will it be possible to radiate more power?

0 2 _ We find on TORE SUPRA that the ratio
' of the radiated power Pmd (measured by an array

0 0 of 16 bolometer located in a poloidal section) to
the total input power Pml (where

‘ Ptot=Pohm+PLHCD+ci) decreases with the total
0 800 input power (fig.l.a) according to the large

0% o . increase of the edge temperature (fig.l.b). So, for

l

a perpendicular heat flux in the range of 0.05 to

at l

0.1MW/m2 at the plasma periphery and an edge
0 o o . .ta denSity of about 1.5 1018m'3 (shots wrth Pm=7~

01% ° 0 BMW) the power ratio Fwd/Pinpulzmo/a is
@ Q9 ' obtained. In this case, the edge electron

temperature measured at (r/a)=0.95 is SOOeV.

t/T
ee

tK
ev

“)
N

A

I
I

0 l E l . l . This high edge temperature does not allow high
0 2 4 6 a radiation rates. We find also that the ratio

Ptot(MW) Prad/Pinpm increases with the density. This is a
figi Relative rammed power and edge reason why high edge densities close to the
inversed electron temperature l/Tee (measured densny 11m” are atU?C11VC- _
aipeolgs) for D2 discharges with additional Recently we found in ohmic heated plasmas that
power. In the range 1<PLOI<2MW Tm decreases the Ergodic Divertor (ED) can be an interesting
since a part of the RF. power is used for [he tool to control the plasma edge temperature[l,2].
currentdrive.
"l

Two effects ofthe ED have been used on TORE SUPRA to elaborate adischarge

L_—i
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piloting strategy to prevent density limit disruptions [3]: first, the ED stabilizes the m:2 n=1
tearing modef4] and second in deuterium discharges it induces a large pump out of plaSma
particles The tearing mode stabilization is not a consequence of the density decrease. It is
also observed in helium discharges in which gas puffing compensate for the density decreasc
induced by the ED.
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fig.?..a Shot 6081. Disruption avoidance in a dirty fig.2.b Shot 6869. Disruption avoidance in a clean
D2 discharge at q=3.8 D2 discharae at (1:36
fig 2.3 and fig 2.b show the plasma current ID; the divertor current km: the average electron density <“c>i the
stored kinetic energy W; the ohmic power Polim and the radiated power Pradi the intcmal inductance It; the
MHD monitor 639; central (Top) and edge (Tee) electron temperature, "central“ OVlll(?t=1,9nm) and
”peripheral" OIV(K:23,8nm) oxygen lines and "central" C1XIV(K=23,7nm) chlorine lines

Our strategy is to trigger the ED and to switch off the gas puff at a well defined
threshold of the m=2 n=l mode amplitude (aBo/BQ =3.lO'3) when the plasma has already
detached (the plasma is detached when a toroidally and poloidally symmetric layer of intense
radiation is observed at the edge). We have checked the efficiency of this strategy on
discharges where the density was ramped tip close to the density limit, for different plasma
conditions as wall conditionning and plasma purity. These experiments have shown that the
ED is able to stabilize both the MHD activity and the detached plasma, and have allowed the
determination of the conditions necessary for the stabilization of the detached plasma.

The data reported in this section concern two series of shots on which the strategy has
been applied. Each series is characterized by a highest value obtained of Mq (M:<ne>R/Bt
being the Murakami parameter and q the safety factor at the edge)which depends on the
impurity contamination of the plasma, In the first series the density limit is encountered at
Mq=7.1019m'2T'1. This rather low value corresponds to “dirty" discharges (carbonized
vessel ), highly contaminated by oxygen due to a small air leak (no/ne=1.4%, nC/ne=O.8%).
In the second series the density limit is reached at Mq=10.1019m'2T‘1 and correspond to
"clean" discharges after boronization,with a very low oxygen rate (tiO/ne:0.l3%, ndne=



041%). In these two series the behavior of
the discharges after the application of the ED

is quite different.‘ _ 4 .
In the "dirty“ series (Zane-2) it 15

observed that the ED stabilizes both the
MHD activity (fig.2.a(d)) and the detached

lasma: in spite of the density decrease the
radiated power is maintained very close to
Pohm (in fact, Pohm—dW/dt, W beihg the
stored kinetic energy) during the application
of the ED(2.55), and even afterwards
(fig.2.a(c)). The edge electrontemperature
Tee measured at r=r/a=.9 (With a=._77m)
drops from 300eV to below ZOOeV in the
" redisruptive phase" of the discharge
receeding the application of the ED

(fig,2ia(c)). With the ED the edge electron
temperature is maintained at this low level
(fig.3.b). It is observed that the perlpheral
lines located in the ergodic layer (like
oxygen line OlV) increase while the more
central lines located in the plasma bulk (like
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fig.4. Shot 5568 .Disruption avoidance in a
dilly 02 discharge at q=3.9

dependence. The shrinking of the radiating layer
observed during the "predisruptive phase" is
stopped and reversed when the ED is turned on
(fig.3ia.). The expansion of the radiating layer
radius is quite slow (5cm/s).

Using the strategy we could produce a
detached plasma during 105 (fig.4.c). The
detachement (t=2.4s) is induced by a strong gas
puff. The electron density is then stabilized 15%
below the density limit(fig.4_b) and we observe
that the plasma does not reattach(fig5). The
cooling of the plasma boundary, the shrinking of
the plasma profiles and the whole set of
predisruptive phenomena (growth of MHD
activity, increase of ii, increase of Prad/Pohm) are
quite slow: the ratio Prad/Pohm which is about .8
when the plasma detaches takes more than 63 to
reach 1 (fig.4.c). The radius of the radiating layer
has then decreased by =15cm. At that time, the
mode amplitude reaches the critical level and the
ED is triggered. In this case too, the inward
motion of the radiating layer is reversed and the
ratio Fwd/Pm,“ stays close to 1. In this discharge
we observed that the ohmic power decreases with
the ED by about 20%, corresponding to the
impurity decrease in the confined plasma.

In the "clean“ series (Zeff=l.2) it is
observed that after the triggering of the ED, the
ratio Pmd/Pohm drops from 1 to .5 corresponding
to the plasma reattachement (fig2.b(c)).
Correlatively the edge electron temperature Tee
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after the "predisruptive phase" recovers a level close to ZOOeV (fig2.b(e)). At this high Cdge
temperature, the 01V emission is below the detection limit. On the other hand, as in cvc
high density shot, chlorine emission is recorded. With the ED, the peripheral lines
brightness do not increase and a drastic decrease of chlorine emission is observed (“CI/n
drops from nCJ/nezo.065% to ncyn320.008%) (fig,2.b(f)). The plasma reattachmem i:
10-4 W.Cm‘2 attributed to the fact that there are not enough

impurities in the plasma to sustain a hi h
radiation rate and a low edge temperature When
the density decreases. In this case the expansiOn
of the radiating layer is faster than in the dirty
series (typically 3050c).

This reattachment allows an additional
observation during the shrinking phase of the

Ti'iitttttti‘i.. ,«littitt
iiiilllllllllttl”11}, 0 plasma: the very cold region between the Wall0,. 8 . ', . ._ . .’30; a 4 d and the radiating layer is filled With neutral

US 0 2 Sect)“ 6 particles corresponding to a partially ioniZed
fig.5 Shot 5568. Radiative layer brightness. The plasma. With the ED the plasma reattaches and
ED is applied at1=83s this cold region is heated tip. The visible light
recorded on a CCD camera looking tangentially at the plasma boundary on the high field
side reveals for the first time structures of magnetic flux tubes in the er_odic la er (fi- ,6)_
Although magnetic surfaces are fully destroyed, modulation ' '
of field line connection lengths reminds the topology of the
magnetic islands induced by the resonant perturbation
created by the ED [6,7]. The poloidal and radial extension of
the structures corresponds to the expected size of the
magnetic perturbation m=18i3 n=6. The visible light
intensity modulation may represetit the density modulation
associated with the modulation of the field lines connection,
When the edge temperature increases neutral particles are
ionized and the structures are no longer visible.
III) Conclusion 10"“

The discharge piloting strategy which allows the {1&6 5m” 6377; Ergodic layer
stabilization of the MHD activity is a powerful tool for the dunng ”“3 Shnnkmg Phase 0‘ the
study of radiating layers stability. Indeed, if the iniptirity Plasma
concentration is sufficient, this strategy allows the stabilization of an edge radiating layer
which dissipates 100% of the input power. ED experiments are planned on Tore Supra to
succeed in stabilizing a radiative layer in a clean discharge, with the help of an extrinsic
impurity injection (N or Ne) at the edge. Experiments with a stable and high density (10 or
15% below the density limit) would also be quite interesting and would allow the
stabilization of an edge radiating layer, without any impurity injection. The ability of the
radiating layer to dissipate a large amount of additional power will also be studied soon.
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EDGE TRANSPORT INDUCED BY THE INTERACTION

OF A STOCHATIC LAYER WITH THE WALL.

Association Euratom—CEA, CE Cadarache, 13108 St Paul lez Durance, Ce’dex, France.

The Ergodic Divertor (ED) implemented in Tore Supra is designed to organize the plasma

wall interaction by creating a soft separatrix between the core plasma (q < 2) and the wall

(q > 3), This soft separatrix is in fact a layer where the flux lines are stochastic and ergodic.

This allows in principle to control the transport through the layer and hence the basic parameters

of the edge plasma [1]. However, between the ergodic layer and the wall the flux lines have a

relatively simple behaviour [2], thus leading to a laminar domain of transport. The experiments

on Tore Supra [3] have demonstrated that both the ergodization and the wall connection pattern

F. Nguyen, Ph. Ghendrih, A. Samain, A. Grosman

l

i

t
i
l

are important, the latter prevailing in the deposition of heat and particles. In the present paper,

we further investigate the heat transport in the laminar boundary and the implications on the heat

deposition. We consider the case where the ED coils are the limiters, so that the wall to wall

connection takes place between the different ED coils. Experimental Ha signals are also analysed

in temts of heat flux inhomogeneity which may occur in the laminar domain.

Magnetic topolouv induced bv the Ergodic Divertor
The Ergodic Divertor of Tore Supra [4] consists of 6 octopolar coils over Atp : 1t / 14

(equally spaced toroidally). The 8 current bars of each coil are localized on the low field side of

the torus over A6 : it / 3 (as sketched on Fig.2). The spectrum of the magnetic perturbation is l

such that the magnetic surfaces are destroyed for q values ranging between 3.5 and 2.5. The

ergodicity of the field lines is characterized by the diffusion of the field lines DFL (~ 10'4 mZ/m)

and the stochasticity by the length LK (~ 1q) which governs the exponential divergence of l

neighbouring flux lines. However this picture is modified if one introduces a wall in this layer.

The field lines are then connected to the wall and thus exhibit a finite wall to wall connection

length. One can readily expect the basic properties of the stochasticity to hold provided the
distance along the field line to the wall, the connection length Lwan, is larger than LK. When

Lwan is smaller than LK, the distance to the wall is too short to allow a stochastic behaviour, this

defines the laminar domain. The width of this domain, Arlamim, can be computed front the

diffusion in the ergodic domain over the length LK, Arlminm = (DFLLKWZ z 5.10’2 m. This

defines the statistical boundary between the laminar and ergodic regions. 1

Let us first consider the statistical properties of the field lines starting from an Ergodic
Divertor coil. The dependence of the radial penetration on the connection length is computed

precisely by the code MASTOC [2]. As the parallel distance is increased, the field lines form
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different classes of flux tubes which either reconnect to the wall or penetrate further towards the
plasma core. The flux tubes only reconnect onto other Ergodic Divertor coils, on inWards
(outwards) perturbation domains if one follows field lines in the co (counter) direction. One thus
finds that the wall to wall connection length is quantizied by two typical scales : a small SCale

21tR/6 which is the parallel distance between two coils and a large scale 21t for a complete
poloidal rotation (including the transit on the high field side). The statistics indicate that 40 % of
the field lines have significant connection lengths. larger or equal to (17t (2 poloidal turns),

fig. 1. As can be expected the short connection lengths are associated to limited radial excursioll
in the edge layer while the largest radial excursion are found for long connection lengths.
Heat deposition on the Ergodic Divertor coils.

Owing to the magnetic topology, one expects the heat deposition to be localised on the
set of ED coils and especially between the current bars where actively cooled neutralizer plates
have been implemented. One can readily assume that the outward heat flow is homogeneous in
the ergodic domain (r < a-Arlamimr). The structure of the heat deposition on the ED coil will

then depend on the heat transport in the laminar domain. For each flux tube impinging the ED
coil a convenient description of the deposited power can be obtained by a combination of the

radial excursion and the associated parallel scale. The relevent parallel scale for the heat transport
is LT, LT ~ LK Log(X// DFL / (XL LK)) [4], such that the heat flux is transported along a

single flux tube. For Tore Supra one finds that LT = 2 LK, which corresponds to a complete
poloidal rotation. One then relates the capability of heat deposition of a given field line to the
maximum radial excursion Armax achieved over the parallel displacement Lmax bounded by 141‘
The three figures of merit Armax, Armax Lmaxl/2 and Arm“ Lmax have been tested and yield
similar results. The values of the figure of merit Armax are displayed on Fig. 2 for a given ED
coil mapped on the 9, tp plane. One finds that the heat deposition pattern is smooth and does not

exhibit hot spots but rather a localized deposition between the current bars. The figure of merit
indicates that 40 % of the heat flux flows between the current bars while the remaining 60 %
are spread on the ED graphite protection tiles, Fig.3. The average radial excursion of the field
lines which channel the heat flux to the wall, Archannel = 0.08 m, is large compared to the e-
folding length of the heat flux in the SOL for limiter plasmas, Kq = 0.01 m. This indicates that

the heat deposition pattern is robust with respect to magnetic misalignements in the poloidal
plane which is usually estimated as a significant fraction of M Tire robustness with respect to a

misalignement of the main magnetic axis in the equatorial plane is further ensured by the radial

spreading between the current bars on the neutralizer plates, Arspread = 0.03 m [2]. The
effective "”111 for the ED which accounts for the robustness of the heat deposition with respect

to misalignements is thus larger than the values achieved in limiter plasmas.
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On a given set of experiments, the ergodic divertor was applied on a detached plasma

[5]. The plasma then reattachcs and over a transient time one observes a structure in the emitted

Hallgm seen with a tangential view of the inner wall. One considers, in a very crude model for

the scenario. that the complex physics involved in this experimental result is governed by the

heat transport along the perturbed flux tubes through the cold detached plasma. The Ha map

men delineates the "hot" tlux tubes where the neutrals are ionized. in the present model, the

points in the r, 9 plane are labelled as hot provided they belong to flux tubes which exhibit

inward radial excursions beyond the radiating layer, r = 0.73 m, over a finite length bounded

by LT- The trace of these hot flux tubes in the poloidal plane (r, 9) is displayed on Fig.4. The

01135565 (circles) form a series of bands which are associated to flux lines connected to the core

in the co (counter) direction. The structure given by these crosses has a poloidal period of

21t/ 16 and a slope dr / d9 governed by the shear which ensures that neighbouring crosses

expcricncc a similar radial excursion. This slope changes sign for the structure in the counter

direction so that the global structure (crosses + circles) has an island like shape with a poloidal

wave number of 0.19 m in close agreement with the measured value of 0.17 m.

g onelusion

The deposition of heat and particle on the wall is governed by a laminar regime of

transport, between the truly stochastic and ergodic layer and the coils, over flux tubes with a

parallel length LT S aR experiencing a radial excursion up to 0.08 m. The heat deposition is

smooth with a marked localisation between the current bars. Moreover, this heat deposition

pattern is robust to magnetic misalignement since the energy is collected over 0.08m radially

inside the plasma (and spred further 0.03m between the current bars). The periodicity observed

in Ha light in some experiments is understood as the signature of hot flux tubes conducting the

heat through the cold detached plasma. The structure then results from superimposed series of

bands with opposit slopes governed by the magnetic shear. The tangential view of such

structures has an island like shape even though no such magnetic structure exists. This

interpretation should be considered in experiments where similar patterns have been reported, in

other experiments using helicoidal coils [6] but also and in pellet injection experiments [7].
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CONTROL OF THE MHD ACTIVITY WITH THE ERGODIC
DIVERTOR ON TORE SUPRA

VALLET. J.C.. EDERY. D.. VAN HOUTTE.D., MOHAMED—BENKADDA. M.S.,
jOFFRIN. E.. LECOUSTEY. P.. PECQUET, A.L..SAMAIN. A.. TALVARD, M.

Association EURATOM-CEA sur la fusion
C.E4N. CADARACHE 1313108 Saint—Paul-lez—Durance

seem;
On TORE SUPRA it has been experimentally found that the ergodization

of magnetic field lines on a thin layer (0.1—0.2m) at the plasma boundary has a
511-011;; stabilizing effect on the m=2 n=l tearing mode. This is observed on a Wide
range of edge safety lactorl2.5<qw(a)<4.5) and of internal inductance (0.8<li<l.6).
This stabilizing effect have been successfully used to prevent both density limit
disruptions and the disruptions triggered by mode locking in fast plasma current

rises. A set of experimental data is reported in this paper.

wJIO—GULUOA
The aim of an Ergodic Divertor (ED) is to destroy the magnetic

surfaces in a thin layer (the Ergodic Layer) at the plasma boundary This is
achieved by creating a radial magnetic field perturbation Sill-ED which is the sum
of resonant components along magnetic field lines, The TORE SUPRA ED is composed
of 6 octopolar coils (equally spaced in the toroidal direction) which ensure

magnetic perturbations 15£m£22 and n=6 resonant for out =m/n localized in the
first twenty centimeters inside the plasma [1], For a perturbation amplitude of the
order of liSBI-ED/Be):10’Z (corresponding to a total current intensity flowing into
the divertor coils of ldivertor:45l<A) the magnetic islands created on resonant
surfaces strongly overlap leading to a stochastic behavior of the magnetic field
lines.

The expected benefits of an ergodic layer at the plasma boundary in
which both particles and energy transport are hugely increased, mainly
concerned the control of the plasma wall interactions: control of impurity
production, screening of the impurities. production of a cold mantle surrounding
the plasma..,[2l. In addition a strong stabilizing effect on the m=2 n=l tearing mode
has been identified A full stabilization or at least a noticeable amplitude reduction
of the MHD activity (when it exists) has been recorded in all standard TORE SUPRA
experiments with 2.5<qty(a)<4.5 and with a minor radius a >.7Sm in which the ED was
applied,

mtabilisation of the m=2 n=l mode bv the ED on standard
steady state TORE SUPRA experiments.

The figl shows a typical example of ”1,2 nil mode stabilization in the
helium discharge n“5179 "at qwia):2,5. TORE SUPRA ohmic discharges with qwla)<3.
always shows a saturated m=2 n=l tearing mode activity. The MHD activity amplitude
monitored by the positive envelope of a Mirnov coil signal reaches the noise level
when the ED is turned on (Fig.l.C), The signal recorded on the locked mode detector
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(composed of four saddle loops measuring
the n=l radial field perturbation near the
wall inside of the vacuum Vessel] remains at
the noise fluctuation level which

corresponds to SBr/Dg =10"1 (Figlc). The
analysis of the Mirnoy signals recorded on
an array of 16 poloidal field pic}; up coils
shOWs that the 5B6 amplitude of the meZ n=l
tearing mode vanishes and that as usually
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observed the decrease of the mode amplitude ‘ b i
is accompanied by a slight increase of the Si]; iiif i
mode frequency as long as the m=2 mode is A02 (\raim 'i it' 1 ‘2;- i

detectable i.e. BBQ/BOZIO'SWig 2.1)642cl A E J ‘ KL? 1

limited scan in divertor current intensity 00 "Inga/fight?“ J 4- l i
Idiv made on shots similar to n"Sl79, has n hLJ‘MfiW” col i

shown that the full mode stabilization ET'S‘ttiVF/‘rlar MW" J
requires ldivzl8kA; at Idiy-l3kA a mode (219

amplitude reduction of the order of 50% is :05

obtained. To explain the stabilization one :1
may first-envisage thermal effects around 2 2 77———n—7 6 7
the q=2 surface [3] The large variation of its!
the radiated power behaviour observed in Figl MHD Stabililfllifln With 1116 ED 1

stabilization experiments leads to consider 511015179 1191111111 discharge 211 Cl=2l5

rather direct effects on the current density profile. Following the A' theory. the j

stabilization is interpreted as a modification of the edge current density gradients,
A part of the initial current flowing a1 1

A115 the plasma edge is forced to flow deeper
j _ n (a) in the confined plasma: the resistivity is j

:0’1’03 a“ indeed enhanced inside the ergodic layer ‘l
.a w because of the finite connection lengths

:05_ E of the ergodic magnetic field lines with

E ‘ an” the wall [41. This interpretation is

' .. n... amnnfl . . . . supported by a systematic increase of the
t“ ”HHHHHHH internal inductance observed when the
'O 3 _E mung mm (b) _ I i . '
._ E, El El ED is turned on. An analytical A analySis

g2 - m demonstrates that the shrinking of the a
CB 1 ' current density profile imposed by the ED

53 ' E! E1 DD could explain the mode stabilization [4].

‘3 ,__.._._i.__i__i_.e__i_l:l_z__ 'l'he stabilizing effect associated with the

- (C) density decrease produced by the ED in

1,7 ' maria deuterium discharges has been used to

N l 6 _ define a strategy forupreyenting density j

‘ an tau 1: lim1t disruptions [5] ihe strategy conSists

xl,5‘ EEBDEEE of both in stopping the gaz puff and
l 4 . I . I . I . I triggering the ED at a given MllD activity

[4,48 4150 4,52 4,54 4,56 threshold: {BBQ/B913 1073i So far the

s . efficiency of this strategy is 100% on a
F1612 SHOT 517g 'lIMEis) database of 20 D2 shots in which the
(aldiyertor current: (b) m=Z mode d _. I, . eased u to the limit .

amplitude SEQ/BO;iC) nirZ frequency 6115113 '5 incr ‘ p ' ' 1

An analysis of the discharge behaviours following the turning on of

the ED is given in [6i
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current rise
ex grimeflts

The success obtained on density limit disruption avoidance by the

cofllf

the 0‘
EXP .

of I11 rise.

01 of the m=2 n=l tearing mode address the question of the effect of the ED on

her disruptive limits for which low in Ml-lD modes are involved. A new series
eriments has been devoted to locked mode disruptions triggered by fast

plasma curre
It is observed on TORE SUPRA

as on other Tokamaks that the Mirnov
actiViW produced when rational surfaces
are expelled from the plasma. increases
with the current rate d/dt. On many

deviceSfOF-5$d1D/d151MA/S the amplitude
of the MHD activity at qla)=4. is so large
that the modes lock. leading either to
disruption or to poor discharge
performances [7]. The experimental

results are summarized on lig.3. Two
current rises Without ED are shown :first a

fully stable current rise at dip/di=0,4MA/S.
which is the standard current rise used on
TORE SUPRA, and secondly a current rise
at d/dt=0 EMA/s which disrupts. On this
discharge we observed the Mirnov activity

and the mode locking at qwfaitrl, The

locked mode induces a strong perturbation
on the plasma current such as the

determination of the poloidal mode

number is quite difficult.
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On the sameFig.3 current rises,
with the ED. at d/dt=0.8,
l.2&|.5MA/s are shown. With the
ED neither Mirnov activity nor
mode locking are detected. The
dlp/dt=l.5MA/s shot disrupts
because the ED is too early
switched off. nevertheless
qtyla):4 is crossed without
producing a locked mode. One may
admit that the stability of the
current rise is governed by the
trajectory of the discharge in the
li(a).q\y(a) diagram. in which at
low li a semieempirical stability
limit corresponding theoritically
to surface kink modes can be
defined [8’]. The limit applicable to
TORE SUPRA is shown on fig-i
(broken line). Examples of
trajectory and Mirnov activity
are also shown on fig4 for

dlp/dtr—OAMA/s and l ZMA/s respectively with and without ED.
Two behaviours corresponding to favourable actions of the ED on the

plasma stability can be observed on fig/l: first at low dlp/dt=0.4MA/s the
trajectory of the discharge with ED exhibits a positive drift compared tel-the
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trajectory Without ED. The drift starts at about qurfalzi and increases as qwla)
approaches the ED resonant value i.e,q\i1(a):3.2; secondly at high d/dtzl.2MA/s
the txvo trajectories With and without 13D cross the instable domain. At qw(a)z4
without ED. Mirnov activity is produced and a disruption occurs While, with the 1313‘
the discharge is fully stable. It appears that with the ED the stability at (ill/(3)34
remains at “2.8 while it requires liZl without. The first effect observed at
d/dtL‘OAMA/s reflects the statement given above that the ED increases the plasma
boundary resistivity and thus the plasma current diffusion and the value of 1]"
Even when this effect is attenuated by a larger current rise rate d/dt=l.2MA/s a
stabilizing effect remains. it is plausible in such a case that current density
gradients are canceled at the very plasma edge and that this is sufficient to insui-e
the stability of the surface kink mode occuring \vhen qwla) cross the value 4. The
stability limit shown in find corresponding to the standard shape or Current
density profile is lowered with the ED, lioxvever it has been found that for lower 11
value i.e li£.7 disruptions with the ED on are also triggered. Independently of the
achieved performances these new experiments have demonstrated the Capability
of an ED to control the Mirnov activity and to prevent mode locking.
1) Disruptions induced by the ED.

In the current rise experiments described above it appears interesting
to increase the ED perturbation level to control discharge at very low ii. in contrast
with TEXTOR [9] the available maximum perturbation level on TORE SUPRA is Well
below the disrupting limit: for standard steady state TORE SUPRA experiments
performed at a2.73m the ED does not produce disruptions even at the maximum
perturbation level. The only way on T5 to reach the disrupting level vby increasing
the relative penetration depth of the perturbation? is to reduce the plasma minor
radius. because of the strong localization of the ED perturbation the actual BBI- 0n
the q:2 surface can be largely increased by a small variation of its position toward
the ED coils, it is found that there exists a very sharp transition: for plasma minor
radius a $.7lim. disruptions are produced at half the maximum perturbation level.
in this case the disruption is interpreted as resulting from an enhancement of the
current density gradient inside the q surface.
5! Conclusion: Experiments made on TORE SUPRA have demonstrated that the
Ergodic Divertor is a powerfull tool to stabilize the Ml—lD activity. The stabilizing
effect is attributed to a modification of edge current density gradients resulting
from the finite connection lenght of the ergodic magnetic field lines with the
wall. Analytical studies of current density profile showing the stabilization effect
is reported in the paper given in referencelé]. in previous experiments the ED has
been successfully used to preVent density limit disruptionsliol. In a new series of
preliminary experiments the ED has been used both to stabilize Mirnov activity and
to prevent mode locking during the fast plasma current rises. These new results
reinforced the assumption of the direct effect of the ED on the current density
profile as being the origin of the stabilization mechanism, It is envisaged in future
experiments to study the influence of the ED on the £122 limit.
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PLASMA EDGE STRUCTURE OF A TOKAMAK
WITH ERGODIC MAGNETIC LIMITER

S.Takamura, Y.Oda and S.Sakurai

Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

Nagoya University, Nagoya A6A~01, Japan

lfljfifllflflglllfll: Stochastic Magnetic Fields have been found to

have potential effects on the plasma transport at the edge of

toroidal confinement devices. We have been studying on the

modification of plasma density and temperature, electric

field, and impurity transport at the tokamak edge by the

ergodic magnetic limiter (EML) [T~r4].

Here we would like to report on the structure of tokamak

edge observed by fiveschannels computed tomography on a

poloidal plane, which gives images of visible light emission

and has shown an enhancement of Fourier—components with some

poloidal mode numbers corresponding to supposed chain of

magnetic islands. The relation, between the magnetic field

structure and the impurity transport is discussed.

EXPERIllENTSI The EML experiments have been carried out on

a small research tokamak, HYBTOK—H . The major radius is 0.4m,

and the minor radii of the wall and the limiter are T2.8cm and

11cm, respectively. The discharge conditions are as follows:

The plasma current nTSkA, the line—averaged electron density

n gT.SHlO‘“m 3, the toroidal magnetic field Bt;0.4T, and the

discharge duration r;lOms. An array of eight local helical

coils with m/n26/2 for EML magnetic configuration is

inSLalled[l].
The CT system with an array of five CCD detectors is

installed on a poloidal plane of the tokamak machine[5]. The

present system with a slit—hole imaging arrangements improves

the sensitivity as well as the spatial resolution in a great

deal compared with 'the old three—port version witt1 a pin—

hole[4,6]. The CCD has a sensitivity over the wavelength range

from 420 through 870nm, in which the Fe, Ti, C and 0 atomic

and ionic spectral lines together with hydrogen Balmer series
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are contained. The contribution of HA line to the total light

is less than l0% so that the emission detected with the

present CCD sensors may come from impurities in tokamak

plasma.
Figure l is a typical example of modification of emission

profile reconstructed by ART algorithm] under the resonance

condition, qLa)-4. Relative changes With respect to the

unperturbed profile are shown in the insert of Fig.2 for both

polarity of local, helical coil current. We can distinguish

some undulation of light intensity in the poloidal direction,

especially in the outer side of the torus. Such an periodic

islandelike chain changes its phase by a if the direction of

current flow of helical coils is reversed. The light increment

integrated in a radial width is Fourieredecomposed over the

poloidal mode numbers up to about l0, and shown in Fig.2. The

ratio of Fourier components with high polOidal mode numbers

(m=4~—7) to those with low mode numbers (m:O~a3) is plotted in

Fig.3 under the various conditions Open marks show the data

integrated in the edge region (r:8~rllcm), while the solid

ones are those in the inner region lrz5-8cm). The helical

magnetic field in (b) is relatively stronger than that in (3).

Therefore, it seems that the modification with high poloidal

mode numbers reaches the inner region. In the non—resonant

condition shown in Fig.3{c) all Fourier components are

insensitive to the presence of helical perturbation.

Qi§£11§§ddlfl§fi The preCise correspondence between the total

light intensity and the magnetic field structure will be

difficult. However, it is thought that the impurity ions stay

longer around the ”0” point of magnetic island than near ”X"

point or in the fully stochastic region [7]. POincaré mapping

of magnetic field line on the poloidal plane of CT observation

under the experimental condition for lh:+SOOA is shown in

Fig.4. It seems that the magnetic islands of mode number of 5

is responsible to the change of emission profile. But more

detailed analySis is needed to determine the relation.

Qgiflitfl§iilfl= A poloidal modulation of light intensity with

the mode numbers of 5 through 7 is observed with CT technique
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the application of external helical perturbation {m/n:6/2).

the information on the impurity transport in the EML

Conijgnration in which the magnetic islands With the inode

of E and 6 are distinguished inside the stochastic
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Fig.1 Modification of visible light emissionprofile on the

poloidal plane. lp=15kA and Bt:U.AT.
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.4 Poincare mapping of magnetic field

lines on the poloidal plane of CT

observation. Ip=lSkA, Bt=0.hT, m/n=6/2,

l\=0.36. Parabolic distribution for

current density is assumed.
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Stochastic Broadening of the Scrapeoff Layer of a
Single-Null Divertor Tokamak
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Hampton University, Hampton, VA 23668,.USA

and
A. Boozer

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185, USA and
Max—Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, D8046 Garching, GERMANY

Abstract

Magnetic perturbations cause the region near the separatrix of
a magnetic divertor to become stochastic. The last magnetic
surface to provide magnetic confinement passes inside the X-
point a distance that is proportional to the square root of
the applied perturbation. Particles that diffuse across the
last confining surface can follow open magnetic lines to the
divertor plates. The strike points of these field lines on the
divertor plates lie in helical discrete stripes. The
properties of these stripes is important for determining if
one can control the heat loads on divertor plates as well as
assessing the effects of natural perturbations, such as MHD
activity, on divertor designs.

Introduction

The prediction and
preferably the control of the
width of the scrapeoff layer
of a divertor is a central
issue in the design of
ignition tokamaks such as
ITER. Divertor simulations
generally assume that the
plasma is bounded by a sharp
separatrix, which is correct
only if the toroidal symmetry
is perfect. Toroidal
asymmetries in the magnetic
field cause the last
confining magnetic surface to
lie inside the ideal
separatrix and create a layer
of open magnetic field lines
that lies between the last
confining magnetic surface
and the ideal separatrix. The
width of this layer, which we
call stochastic layer, is
approximately proportional to
the square root of the
toroidally asymmetric

perturbation near the X-
point.1 It is important to
know the effects of naturally
occurring perturbations, such
as toroidal ripple or MHD
modes, on the design of
divertors. The introduction
of magnetic perturbations may
allow an optimization of the
width of the divertor
scrapeoff layer and control
of the heat deposition on the
divertor plates.

In the simulations that
assume a sharp separatrix,
the width of the scrapeoff
layer is determined by the
a SSllnled d if fu si.on
coefficient, which is usually
of order 1 nF/s. The field
lines of scrapeoff layer
strike the divertor plates in
a stripe with a width that is
simply determined by
axisymmetric magnetics.
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If the magnetic
pe1:turlaati_ons are
sufficiently large, the
scrapeoff layer will be
dominated by the stochastic
layer. The field lines of the
stochastic layer strike the
divertor plate in a stripe
that is in proportion much
narrower (about a factor of
6) than is the divertor
stripe filled by the field
lines of an axisymmetric
scrapeoff layer. The greater
width of the scrapeoff layer
in comparison to the divertor
stripe has important
implications for the design
of divertors.

Methodology

The basic features of
magnetic field line motion
near a separatrix are generic
and can be efficiently
investigated using an area
preserving map. Pomphrey and
Reiman have made related
calculations2 using wires to
m o<ie l a d iv eirt or
configuration instead of a
map. The simplest divertor
map has a single positive
parameter k,

xn+1 = xn _ k yn (1—yn)
: yn + k XM‘I’

an 0-point at x=O, y=0, and
an X—point at x=0, y=1. The
map provides a good
representation of the
magnetic field lines of a
single—null tokamak divertor.
Toroidal asymmetries can be
simulated using k or by
additional terms.3 Here,
toroidal asymmetries will be
simulated using k, but the
results are not qualitatively
c h axig e d b y o t hear
representations. The smaller
k, the closer the last

confining magnetic surface

I1—864

passes to the X-point. For
k=0.6, the closest approach
is x=0, y=0.997, Fig. (la,b);
for k=0.9, the closest
approach is x=0, y=0.854.
Each iteration of the map
corresponds to a toroidal
angular advance (0. Near the
0-point the rotational
transform of the field lines
per iteration l/q1 is

sin(21r/q1) = k (1—k2/4)“2.

One obtains a transform of
roughly unity near the axis
if 10 iterations of the map
constitute a single toroidal
circuit, CD=2N/10.

The width of the stripe
on the divertor plates is
uniquely determined by the
stripe formed by field lines
as they cross the plane y=1,
which passes through the X—
point. The toroidal location
I at which field lines cross
X-C plane is determined using
a continuous analogue to the
discrete map. Letting ¢=C/Cm
OS¢Sl, the (area preserving)
continuous analogue is

x(q>) = xn — k yn (l'Yn) <12
y(¢) : yn + k X(¢) <15-

The behavior of field
line trajectories that cross
the last confining surface at
a random point can be
assessed by adding a small
area—expanding step to each
iteration of the discrete
map, Xmm=(l+R6)xdd’ with R a
random number between 0 and 1
and 6 the expansion
coefficient. For k=0.6, we
find that for .s<<1o"3 the
strike points form helical
stripes that are independent
of 6, Figs. (2a,b). For
larger values of 6 the strike
points form a single stripe,
Fig. (3-4), which has a width
that scales as M’K



Discussion of Results

Particles that diffuse
across the last confining
surface of a tokamak with a
divertor can follow open
magnetic field lines to the
divertor plates. The strike
points of these field lines
on the divertor plates lie in
discrete stripes. The region
between the last confining
magnetic surface and the
separatrix of the ideal
divertor is called the
stochastic layer. The open
magnetic field lines of the
stochastic layer enter the
region from one divertor
plate and leave striking
another divertor plate after
an integer number of complete
poloidal Circuits N . The
discrete stripes on the
divertor plates correspond to
the number of poloidal
circuits made by open field
lines. The area of the
stripes scales as l/Nz. The
open field lines that
approach the last confining
surface make many poloidal
circuits before striking a
divertor plate in a stripe
that is much narrower than
the stochastic layer (315%)
but nonetheless of non-zero
width. An open field line
that makes many poloidal
circuits in going from one
divertor plate to another in
essence densely fills the
stochastic layer except for
the regions in the stochastic
layer that are occupied by
magnetic islands.

11-865

The complicated filling
of the stochastic region by
the open field lines gives an
associated complexity to the
ambipolar electric potential
that exists along any open
magnetic field line that is
embedded in a plasma.
Although we have not
calculated the particle
transport from the EXB drifts
associated with the ambipolar
potential, we expect a
diffusive effect that would
smear the stripe structures.
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Fig. la Phase portrait for
the simple single—null
tokamak divertor map when map
parameter k=0.6. Initial
conditions are XD=0,a:y0=.25,
b:yo=.5, c:y0=.75, dzyD=.997.

Fig. 2a Foot—print of the
strike points on the divertor
plate when the expansion
coefficient 6:0. Trajectories
start in the stochastic
scrapeoff layer at >%=0 and
O.997<y0<l.
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Fig. 3 Fodt-print of the
strike points when 6:104R
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Fig. 1b Reverse video of
the phase portrait near X—
point. Abscissa goes from —
0.001 to 0.001, and ordinate
goes from 0.997 to 1.
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Fig. 2b When the foot—print
for 6:0 is unfolded in the ¢
direction, we get a sharply
defined, narrow, helical
stripe.
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Fig. 4 Foot-print when
6:1047. Now the foot-print is
a continuum, whose width
scales as 6”&
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ON STATIONARY FLOW IN THE BOUNDARY REGION
OF TOROIDAL SYSTEMS

Horst VVobig
Max—Plancklnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, IPP~EURATOM Association

“7—8046 Garching bei Alfinchen, Germany

Abstract—A oneAfluid model with ion—neutral interaction is presented which is ap»
propriate to describe a collision-dominated plasma in the region between wall and last

magnetic surface. The model yields a nonlinear elliptic system for temperature, pressure
and electric potential. Boundary conditions at the material walls can be imposed. An
essential feature is the non-uniqueness of the solutions, therefore bifurcation phenomena
and convective solutions have to be expected. Only in the case of large dissipative effects
and small source terms can uniqueness be proved. Some applications of the model to
the scrapeeofi‘ layer of tokamaks and stellarators are discussed.

Introduction. The boundary region of stellarators and tokamaks is characterized
by a last Closed magnetic surface surrounded by a domain of open surfaces, stochastic
regions and magnetic islands. The plasma in this region is collision dominated and
interacts with material walls. The recycling neutral gas is ionized and provides a sink
for energy and momentum of the plasma. The effect of neutrals on the plasma has

already been studied by S. Yoshikawa [1]; further investigations were made by Wobig
[2y 3]. Friction between the plasma and neutrals via charge exchange is a stabilizing
factor and it fullyr determines the stationary flow if its effect is strong enough. Typical
values of the charge exchange rate are < (71! >u= 2—4r10‘B cm3 /s and the frequency of
momentum transfer becomes 11,-“ x 2—4 kHz (density of neutrals 710 = 10“ col—3). This

must be compared with viscous dissipation. Of the 5 terms of the Braginskii viscosity
only the bulk viscosity is large enough to compete with plasma neutral interaction. In
the following7 however7 we neglect viscous terms and inertial forces and consider the one-
fluid model with friction between ions and neutrals. The friction introduces a feedback
of the plasma. flow on the momentum balance and therefore Ohm’s law, the equation
of continuity7 and the energy and momentum balance have to be solved together. An
iteration scheme is discussed and some applications to the boundary regions of tolcamaks
and stellarators are presented.

The model. Let us consider a domain Q, which is bounded by the last closed
magnetic surface (791 and by the wall of the vacuum tube, limiters or divertor target
plates 09;. The basic equations of the one — fluid model are

0=—Vp+i—av (1)

—V<1>+v : nj (2)
V-j=0 , V-nv=S , pz2nkT (3)

5 .V‘lq'l‘3PV)=V‘I"J+Q (4)
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5 Jq=qe+qz--3p; ; qe+qi: ~xiVT-xuVuT (5)

Here. electron and ion temperature are equal and d = mmno < an >0; is the ion .
neutral friction coeflicient. 5' and Q are the source terms of density and energy, in this
context they are given terms. The macroscopic velocity of the neutrals has been set to
zero, in principle, an equation could be added which calculates the data of the neutrals,
Here, we consider the neutrals as given. Xl and MI are the sum of ion and electron
thermal conductivities.

The advantage of this approximation is that the velocity and the current (v and j)
can be eliminated from eqs. (1) and (2)

1
' — —V @— 11V <1)- #V B
J 32:0 i H Eli-m] px (6)

_ _’L_. ,1 _;v _ BLHWVLP aVuP B2+QUV®>< B (7)

The first two terms of the plasma velocity V are the classical perpendicular diffusion
and a parallel diifusion resulting from the interaction with neutrals. The last term is
the convective velocity. Inserting these results into eqs. (3) and (4) yields 3 equations
for the unknowns p, ‘1’ and T:

i 1
#V' {B——2ianViQ-l' 717VHQ} : V{mVpXB} (8)

p 17 fl _ /_ p 1
2nkTB2+miv+avllp} V V {277‘kTB2+a7}V<I>XB}+S (9)

Eqs. (4),(S) and (9) are quasilinear elliptic equations for T3? and p. Solving these
equations requires boundary conditions of the Dirichlet type, Neurnann type or mixed
type.

Boundary conditions. On the last magnetic surface we may assume Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions for T,p and ii). T.p are constant on 802; the potential (11 varies on the
last magnetic surface and has to continuous across 601. The choice of the boundary
conditions on 092 depends on the physics in front of the material walls. In case of a con-
ducting wall the potential is given by the potential drop 6<§(n, T) across the Langmuir
sheath. In general this value is not constant and has to be calculated self-consistently.
If the Wall is an insulator the condition of zero current j" : 0 yields a Neumann-type
boundary condition for (I). The Bohm criterion U” o< 115(T) provides another boundary
condition for the pressure gradient: (1/o)V“p = 1:5(T). Furthermore, the parallel heat
flux q” into the Langmuir sheath is correlated to the density and temperature in the
sheath: q” : (51 kT + eion)n x/kt/ll’ffi‘ye + 7i) [4]. In summary7 we are faced with a set
of nonlinear boundary conditions of mixed type.

Existence and uniqueness of solutions. The problem contains several iterative loops
which only converge if some additional conditions are met. Eqs. (4), (S) and (9) can be
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solVC'd with a given magnetic field B E H, where H is an appropriately defined Banach
space”. The solution yields the plasma current j and from j : V X B,V - B = 0 a
new magnetic field is calculated. The fixed point of the map B —> B is the desired
Self—consistent magnetic field. The pressure is another quantity which has to be calcu-
lated iteratively. We consider the temperature in eqs. (8) and (9) as given and solve
theSC equations for p and (in In ref.[3]this problem has been studied assuming constant
tenipcl‘ilflll'ci an existence theorem has been established. Here, also the temperature
equation must be solved iteratively. It is not yet known under What conditions the

iteration converges.
Another important issue is the uniqueness of the solutions As it is well-known

from the theory of Rayleigh—Bénard convection, convective solutions may exist besides

the solution of the stratified layer. The uniqueness of the solutions is destroyed by the
convective terms pv in eq. (4) and the V4) x B term in eq. (9). However, if these terms
are sufficiently small, only one solution of eqs. (-1) and (’9) exists. Therefore, the main

problem is to find an a priori estimate of the solution v and j. Such estimates can be

found from the entropy equation which is written in the form

51nT. qc+qg
V'{s77,v#§ eJ T}:

i{ VT2+,(VT2}I1'2+EZIQ 3‘Tzut L) ,\n u) TTJ TVTT—t U: 1
ml

cu
V

5 : ln TS/‘Z/n is the entropy density. Using constant boundary conditions T, 71,1), (13 :
const., it can be shown that the entropy production

1 2 . 2 0‘ 2 ’7 -2 3/{fi{h(vyTi +,\”(V”T) }+ fv + F }d w _. 0 (11)
(2

if the source terms Q, S —> 0 . In other words, this relation says that VT, Vp,v andj
are uniformly bounded by constants depending only on the source terms, the dissipative
coefficients r}, a, X and the domain 9. Therefore, uniqueness of the nonlinear boundary

value problem (4),(8) and (9) can only be expected if dissipation is sufficiently large and
source terms are sufficiently small.

Tokarnak scrape—off layer. As an example we consider the boundary region of

a divertor tokamak outside the separatrix. The magnetic field B 2 Bf + B1) =
J(L[))V<,o + V7]; X V59 is axisymrnetric. The field lines in this regions are bounded by the
divertor plates. To calculate an axisyinrnetric solution of eqs. (ALMS) and (9) would be
straightforward and would yield a scrape—off layer with very small radial decay lengths,
since perpendicular to the magnetic field only classical transport processes are involved.
Of more interest are non—axisymmetric solutions where (15,1) and T are periodic functions
of the toroidal angle so. Such solutions with large convective velocity vc oc VCP X B lead
to much larger radial transport and therefore to a broadening of the scrapebtf layer.
The key to understanding these solutions is the feedback of the pressure gradient p’(go)
in eq. (8) on the electric potential. In a tokaniak this equation is

a l
5117‘?) A ._. [O \_

/a 1 1 , 2
—V~ {mviq’ + EVHQ} : (VET X VP) ' B: ‘r 13,; PAW)
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In case of non-axisymmetry the. last term on the right hand side is the important. one;
any p’ # 0 will lead to <I>’ 9’: 0 and a radial convective velocity Vi‘ X B will arise. This
convective velocity feeds back on the temperature and pressure in eqs. (4) and (9) and
thus enhances the toroidal variation of T and p. The dissipative processes saturate
the amplitude of the convection in a similar way as viscosity and thermal conductivity

saturate the Rayleigh—Bénard convection. The role of the gravity is played by the

gradient of the magnetic field fifi; its sign determines whether convection arises or
not. In the outer boundary layer of a divertor tokarnal: the sign of this term is mainly

positive, which favours convective solutions. The mechanism is the same which excites
interchange instabilities in regions of unfavourable field line curvature.

Boundary region in stellarators. In a stellarator there is no ignorable coordinate
and therefore all solutions will depend on the toroidal coordinate 89- Since magnetic
coordinates do not exist outside the last magnetic surface We will utilize the Clebsch

representation B = V113 X Vx to define a coordinate system {11'} x, l}, where Z is the
length along; the field line. Locally this coordinate system always exists. To simplify the
analysis we approximate the magnetic field in the boundary region by the vacuum field
and retain only the convective velocity vc o< V<I> x B in the energy balance equations_

After these approximations the equations are

n 1 _ '2 @i 1 flgi
_V' {B2 +mIVLP +7lv||¢17 B {OX 013’(B'2)_ 0"r/"BV(B2

ll (13)

_ .r "L : u 2933:1533:
V l+onVLp+ avVnp} 1 B {By 011‘n 011', aX(BQ)}+S (14)

' (9(1) 0 . p 0C1) 0D

~V- {\LLVLT+X”V“T} = —B —-——(7)_ P .
__7 ®‘

2 axes J32 aired )}+V- HQ (15)B2

Conclusions. The frictional model of the boundary region allows one to calculate
plasma parameters in any magnetic field, the existence of magnetic surfaces is not

required. Furthermore, boundary conditions on T7 1) and <19 can be imposed. The physics
of the Langmuir sheath in front of material walls indicates that boundary conditions
in general are inhomogeneous and nonlinear. Since in realistic situations dissipative
effects are small, we have. to expect that multiple solutions exist. Solutions with large
convective velocities will lead to enhanced radial transport and to a broadening of the
scrape-off layer.
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Sheath Potential at a Target with Almost Parallel Magnetic Field

R. Chodura
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D6046 Garching, Fed. Rep. Germany

Abstract

The sheath of a plasma in contact along magnetic field lines with an absorbing target
exhibits a double structure on two length scales. the ion gyroradius and the Debye
length [1]. For moderate incidence angles of the magnetic field on the target plate the
potential in the sheath falls monotonically on both length scales. For grazing incidence
of the magnetic field on the other hand the potential profile in the sheath becomes non
monotonically: it falls to a minimum of the order of TE/c on the ion gyro scale and rises
again on the Dehye length scale. The critical angle for the occurrence of this double

sheath structure is of the order of the square root of the mass ratio of electrons and

ions, i.e. about 1° for hydrogen ions.
The reason for the potential rise at the target is the larger mobility perpendicular to the
magnetic field of ions as compared to electrons for grazing incidence. The potential rise
is enhanced with increasing ion temperatures. The overall potential difference between
plasma and target for grazing incidence of the magnetic field is smaller than the usual
N 3TC/c. l

Introduction

In most plasma arrangements parts of the plasma are connected along magnetic field
lines with material walls or targets, e.g. the scrape-off layer of confinement devices
like tokamalcs or stellerators. A very simplified version of this situation is indicated in
Fig. 1: A plasma slab of extension 2L interspersed with an oblique magnetic field B is
confined by two particle absorbing walls. Since the walls are plasma absorbing sinks one
has to assume some kind of plasma source in order to achieve a steady state situation.
Thus a plasma flow from the source region to the walls arises. This flow is driven by
the pressure gradient of the plasma, which is directed along x. But the magnetic field
forces the plasma to flow mainly parallel to its lines of force, i.e. at an angle it oblique
to x. Only in a small sheath in the vicinity of the walls the flow of plasma ions deviates
appreciably from the direction of the magnetic field.
The main function of the sheath is to reflect most of the incoming electrons in order
to maintain quasineutrality of ions and electrons in the plasma upstream of the sheath.
This is achieved by a potential drop in the sheath of the order of the electron temperature
nearly independent of the magnetic field TEs at the sheath edge. The electric field
connected with this potential drop is directed perpendicularly to the wall and thus, in
general7 obliquely to the magnetic field. It bonds the ion flow direction toward the wall
on a length scale Am 2 Casimlv/wcg along X, with C3 = (ZTc5/7'715)1/2 the ion acoustic
speed and we; the ion gyro frequency [1]. Electrons, due to their larger Lorentz force,
continue to follow the magnetic field lines. In general Am is much larger than the Debye
length AD,/\m > AD. Therefore, this part of the total sheath (“magnetic sheath”) is
quasineutral. Closer to the wall7 within a distance of the order of some Debye lengths,
the restriction of quasineutrality does no longer hold and electron and ions can move
more independently (“Debye sheath”). In a strong magnetic field such that UJL-e >> Lupe



electrons follow magnetic field lines also in the Debye sheath. Ion orbits are bent still
more to the wall.

2. Sheath Structure for u" 4r 90"

For moderate angles 2.1" the electric field in the whole sheath is directed to the wall
and the potential hills monotonically towards the wall. This is due to the fact that
without the electric sheath field electrons would flow faster to the wall than ions. But
the electron flow velocity along the magnetic field is limited. It cannot exceed their
thermal speed V S on : (TU/mg”? Thus the electron flow velocity component to
the wall is limited to

liver rs llteco'flr‘iy

and approztches zero as if: a 90". On the other hand. the X-Coniponeut of the ion flow
velocity in the Debye sheath is at least of the order of their thermal velocity u“,

V2,: 2 Uli-

Thus for angles 11) above it critical Vulue if)“. with

L'U‘S‘i‘ri‘m' : Uzi/Ute

ions in the Debye sheath flow faster to the wall than electrons and the potential rises.
Above the critical angle ibu- the total sheath develops a double sheath structure. It is
charged positive (but quasiiieutral) in the magnetic sheath and negative in the Debye
sheath part.
The case 1,!” : 90" is singular in the sense that no connection along field lines exist any-
more between the upstream plasma and the wall. There is7 therefore, no need anymore
for :1 negative sheath potential to confine electrons electrostatically. The sheath becomes
negatively charged clue to ion losses to the wall and the potential rises monotonically
on the Debye scale length.

3. Simulation

A 1d particle code was used to study the electric field structure of the sheuth under
coditions of grazing incidence of the magnetic field. Ions and electrons are fed into the
system at equal rates at O S :r < SAD and absorbed at the right boundary at L : 480M).
The symmetry plane at .r : 0 is particle reflecting. Ions have hydrogen mass. Collisions
are neglected and Luce >> ww.
Fig. 2 shows the electric field ET and the potential (PT at the target (at s) for
different angles of the magnetic field Ili. For increasing 1/; the electric field ET decreases.
It goes through zero at a critical angle 1/)” ~ 89" which is (litter-exit. from 90” by an angle
according to the square root of the mass ratio (7715/771.)1/2£1.3“. Potential profiles at a
subcritical angle 11: : 80” and a supercritical angle z/v = 89.80 for two ion teniperntnrcs
Tia/Th, about 1 and 2.5 are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. It can be seen that the depth of the
potential well at the wall depends on the ion temperature as is to be expected from the
considerations mentioned above,

J
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Conclusions

For grazing incidence angles of the magnetic field the sheath potential develops a

double structure with a minimum of ~ —3Te. Ions traversing the sheath experience a
smaller potential difference between plasma and target and will gain less enetgy than

the “51131 ~ 3T6 for steeper incidence angles. This may reduge the ion sputtering yield

at the target.
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR. THE MOMENTUM AND ENERGY FLUX OF
IONS AT THE PLASMA-SHEATII INTERFACE

K. Gunther
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W For the fluid—theory description of the parallel flow of particles, momentum,

and energy towards a target plate in a scrape-off plasma to yield unambiguous solutions, bound-

ary conditions at the sheath edge are needed. Particularly problematic are the boundary Iluxes

associated with the ion component: Rather arbitrary transmission coefficients are in use rev

gerding the ion energy flux, while in place of a momentum flux condition the so-called Bohin

condition l" = C, : i/(Tc + Téflm; for the hydrodynamic flow velocity V at the sheath edge is

widely used in fluid theory calculations. However, unless T,- : O, neither sheath theory (gen—

cr‘alird Hohrn Criterion) nor the character of the fluid equations (singularity at V : r5 hinges

upon neglecting viscosity) warrants this Mach-one condition.

The approach proposed in the present paper rests on modelling (“guessing”) the parallel ve-

locity distribution function, f,”('v) : N do; 12(5), for the ions at the sheath edge. taking into

account several conditions and restrictions.

EMILE—“WE All absorbing wall implies that f,“(v) E O for 71 < 0, while sufficiently

far away from the wall the ions can approximately be described longitudinally by a shifted

M ax we] li an:
771' 77l' rf : r t . _ i ‘ 7 ‘/r£ 2 '

rid“) llrfiTx‘lln expl —21".”(U l] (1)

Hence, there exists a. transition region. (TR) before the sheath [I] where the distribution is of
intermediate character and where collisions produce the negative-v particles occurring in the

distribution function (I) which virtually defines the edge of the TR designated by an asterisk.

Most important for the construction of an ansatz for f,"(v) is the argument that Very fast

ions will not collide within the TR, i.e. asymptotically (‘2) —> oo)

f;"(v) min = fi‘"(v*)v‘ (11)" $22” : HIE—£712 — eA‘I) (2)

must be true, Where Ad) is the potential drop in the TR. By inserting Eq. (I) and series

expansion for large 0 in the exponent one finds that f,“(v) is asymptotically identical to Aid”)

apart from an additional pre—factor: exp(eA‘I>/T£‘"). Therefore, modelling fillll’l should start

from

. 771‘ 5 u '2 771' iny : ,' I , __ —(3—S ) : I , m = x 1.. (

f‘l'm (\l‘zn'iyn 7’ The“) e ‘ ’ s \lQqv’ S #273” ‘ (3)

where the intrinsic model function r(a) is subject to both the restrictions

r(rr) 2 0 , r(oo):1, 1(0): 0, r'(0) = 0 , (II)

and the veri im orient inte ral condition “as m totic condition”J I7 g Y P

._ :9; D“ 4-2074)? #1 _ (:1:C’lfi/a dar(a)e ] _ fl lam“ ( i5
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obtained by assuming constancy of 7‘s in the TR: £A<D : TF ln(n"/n). Another condition,
which involves (Clcqll‘ is the generalized Bohm criterion following from sheath theory [2.3]:

7v co 7v m —2 . ,—:a"?(a—1)'-’F / (iv‘lgfruiU) 1:. 1 f0 dun 7(a): J
o n ‘

2 — ,—“—“—— < . 6
non Till 25‘2 f6” dartafiph‘zloei)? — i l

The asterisked parameters (TR edge) can be eliminated in the end by making use of the
particle and momentum continuity relations if any sources within the TR are neglected (and
T: : Tc):

n‘li" : n V 11‘(m;lv"‘2 +' f” + TL.) : 11(mgV2 + Till + T5), (7)

where the sheath edge parameters V and T,“ are given by the moments

I 1 m r . mi CC *1l' : 7/ d1! 1? f;”(‘u) and 1;“ : —/ (111(1) * Vl"fi||(”l> (8)n n Tl 0

General Evaluation: Using the distribution function (3) the moments (8) read

V; 2E‘s 5': 9’6, 5‘ f”dannmwsdwolf (9)m; l i A J17 0 l '

,. r x .5‘ 0° . - _:' n- ’1i=2TmCVet edSa—srnoe “ ”i no
and partial integrzttion leads to

to; 7 -v2 7 2_t n _tdmwub(on
5 ’ b (1 + 25”) l * fcix‘rlm'(crle-5'Z(U-1l2 (”l

00:: do 7‘”( a) E._5'2(0_1)2
/:—*,—j. 12/ irwwmuedew (’

t 7]71:” : Ti]ll:17(7li \lfi]

These. expressions together with (3c) allow the evaluation of qs. (7'): TC/Ti‘“ : "3.5"” + y — l ,
so that all quantities including filll‘”) itself can now be expressed in terms of TE and r5" itlolle:

ir/r/n/m; : U : Wis" [l + 27/(25‘7)]/i/25*2 + r » i (13)

Tin/Te : T : [1* (Up X) VI/(Zs’zll/(‘ZSWZ + X - 1,). (14)
In place of S‘ the mean velocity U may be looked upon as the variable parameter that

determines the rest, which implies the astonishing result that in the framework of 21 given
model, i.e. rlo), the longitudinal ion velocity distribution function at the sheath edge depends
on nothing but the sheath edge values of electron temperature ”1‘5 and hydrodynamic velocity
V. However, varyn U requires that the model function ‘I'((T) contain at least one adjustable
parameter because the asymptotic condition (5), i.e.

(25"? + x) lnll -I-n/l2.5"2)l=1nC‘, (15)

must always be satisfied
According to Eqs. (13),(l4), the limiting case 3‘ —- 00 yields longitudinally cold ions, T : 0,

just for l7 : i/TL/mg‘ which means that the Bohm criterion is marginally fulfilled (B : l).
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Ntodt’l” ‘\s 1(a) in the ansatz (3) describes the depletion of low velocity particles near the

1:111 (1131.1111911111 to 11 pure Mas‘x'wellian) it seems to be justified it we confine omselves lo mono-

(Ogdenlh increasing functions 1(0‘) 111 addition to the conditions (11.11 b10advariet1 0! such

1.10111” have been studied‘ distinguishing two types,

Typo I; 110) : [9(111 )” Type 11: r(a) : 9(11") 1: : (7/7. a > I. (16)

“hero 11(111 increases lrorn p — H (as H —> 0) to 9(00 )2 1 and using two diiilerentu models:
A , l A ~11};

Model A: Q(H) : 1%, Model 13: 9(5) : 1115—:l , (17)

With the {our combinations possible the integrals (.5). (b ) (ll) (1‘2) have been calculated 11117

Inericallt 111 dependence 011.9", varying the parameters (1 1‘ and obtaining the parameter ‘1

(the. scelingz factor) in each case as the solution to Eq. (15), It is not selfvevidenl 111t 11 solution

exists {and is unique; however, this proves to be. generally the case except for Type 1. Model A,

which yields solutions only for [3 > 1.5 and a restricted range of U.

mug 191g. 1 demonstrates that the most important result, 7111/71 as :1. [11111111111 of [R is
[-311.111- 1' vnsitive lo the entire modelling it the dotted line. is disregarded because a. step model
[01- 9(fi) is irrelevant from the physical point of View. (A two-step model with the second step at
(7 _. in run even produce Till E 0.) The. upper curve, which is Closely litted by the expression

711.140.1255 + 0.159.: FEW-111w 7 1) + 0.170311; — 1): — 0.0006613 11/ , 113 (18)

has been obtained from several models/types with varying )3 val ues both Chosen to 11121xin1ize
r as long as H g 1. B _ 1 was reached for U < ‘2.3 .This curve is likely to best Approach

reality if ahe. speculation that both the Bohin condition has to be fulfilled marginally (B _ 1)
[4,5, 1) and fi“( u) can be expanded in powers of 11 (i.e. o : integer : '2) should be correct

Fig. '1 whows some examples of the modelled velocity distribution functions characterized by
their mean values (thin vertical lines). Remarkable is the apparently high degree of symmetry.

Fig. 3 and Fig. l are devoted to the intrinsic Objective of the approach 7 the 1,11,)1111dary con—
ditions. 'l he viscous stress 771‘,“ : 11(7'1 7 T4111can be expressed by Tm/V; according to

”in T T_II '11.- , . .-— :J—— - —*” l 7" [LM 1S)1171 TT T;" T ‘/' l“ ( l
where ihe Mach number M : 1'71“??? T017111 has been introduced to demonstrate that 1l1is

l)0!!(liti_1 condition allows both M < l and M Z 1 in dependence on the particular sitrnttion the
fluid model is applied to (sources etc) However, if 71/7; << 1 (cold ions) nothing but H z 1
can resuli in any case. The conducted ion heat flux (““5is given by

.._ (“II 1 1111/2 /‘“’d _ 1 a . , £11 15/0“ _ $115711“-1— 111T _.. Ill/Tho 11(1) l)fIH(v)w T 5( x/T 1111(5 (I 5411(011

1,: ‘1, " (11—3) ’7 +lfi' 1111107117-"WETLTU' . (20):z.s".5‘12s“3+1—1) 2’ 2.5"? 2 1;“ (1.111- (0')c‘b"(”‘11”

This relmon is shown in Fig. 4. For practical puposes one may use the 111.

511111 : 0.11:1[1— crl‘i’lt’mhw). (-211
Finally" the bounrlnry conditions for the total flures of momentum and energy in terms (11

transmission coeliicients can be written down (U : V/1/T,./m;):

ll” 1: 1171.5 Q,“ : TLVTc 6; QLll : 7117),» (1L.

6: 0" .1, r1U1+1 1). = 1.5(T1/T11105 U'~’+ r111) +s,~(U) 6C : 2 711111111171171/1111).
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ENHANCED PERFORMANCE OF NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED HOT-ION
H-MODES ON JET BY CENTRAL ICRF HEATING

M Bures, B Balet, D Campbell, G A Cottrell, T Elevant, L-G Eriksson, I Iacquinot,

N jarvis, T Jones, R Konig, P Lomas, F Marcus, E Righi, G Sadler, D F H Start,

A Tanga, P Van Belle and M von—Hellerman

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 SEA, UK

Introduction. Hot—ion H—mode discharges on JET are produced by high power

Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) into a low density plasma, < nC > = l x 1019 m‘3, in
either Double (DNX) or Single (SNX) Null X-point configuration. The central

particle fuelling combined with mainly ion heating by the N31 results in a
discharge which, in addition to the H—mode enhancement, is found to benefit

from improved central confinement The hot-ion mode discharges can be
optimised by combining, N81 with ICRF heating, depositing the RF power in the
central region where the confinement is enhanced. In this paper, we report on
two sets of experiments.

DNX Configuration. A modest amount of RF power PRF = 1.5 - 3 MW was
coupled into the 3 MA 2.8 T DNX discharges with PNBI = 14 - 16.5 MW. The
configuration is up-down symmetrical and the plasma boundary can be kept
close to the antenna without adversely affecting the H—mode conditions. The
coupling resistance Rc = 2 S2 allowed the coupling of RF power without using
the Rc—plasma position feedback. High values of neutron yield RNT in the range
3.5 x 1016 5'1 were achieved reliably and reproducibly and the performance was
ultimately limited by the influx of impurities, from the upper carbon target
plates, after approximately 1 s of the high power heating. The N81 power could
be exchanged for RF power at the level of few MW whilst maintaining or even
increasing the reactivity. Additional RF power results in an important gain, 20 —
3O %, in the reactivity rate d(RNT)/dt. This is shown in Fig 1 where the D-D
fusion yield (RDD z 2 x RNT) is compared to two similar hot-ion discharges with
NBI heating alone. This feature was observed in a number of discharges and
can be reproduced by the TRANSP simulation of the measured neutron yield
taking into account the increase in Te, in these cases ETCD = 0.5 - 2 keV. The role
of the 2 (0CD acceleration of the N81 particles is studied in the next section for a
discharge with higher RF power.
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SNX Configuration. The best performing discharge on IET (#26087) was run in
the SNX configuration at 3 MA and reversed toroidal field 2.8 T, and was heated

by NBI alone. In this configuration the power flow is more evenly distributed
on the target plates and the impurity influx is slightly delayed. Previously, it
proved to be difficult to couple the RF power into the SNX plasma. The
standard configuration was unsuitable for RF heating; it is poloidally
asymmetric with respect to the plasma midplane and the RF coupling resistance
was close to the resistance in vacuum. A modification of the plasma position
control, which allowed repositioning of the plasma, resulted in a new
configuration suitable for RF heating. The modified configuration was used in a
discharge with combined NBI and ICRH heating, PNBI = 14 MW (PNBIBO = 4
MW, PNBIMO = 10 MW) and PRF = 6 MW. The coupling resistance was 2.5 Q. In

the new configuration, a high performance hot-ion H-mode of duration 09 s
was obtained (Fig 2) with peaked stored energy 11.7 M] and central temperatures
Tio = 20 keV and TCO = 12.7 keV. The H—mode phase was terminated by the onset

of giant ELMs as shown. The maximum neutron yield reached the value RNT :
3.7 x 1016 5‘1 with a rate of increase dRNT/dt = 4.15 x 1016 5'2. Corresponding
numbers for the record yield discharge #26087 are RNT : 4.2 x 1016 5'1 and
dRNT/dt : 2.9 x 1016 5-2,. in this discharge the giant ELM appeared 0.3 5 later. The
evolution of the yield in #26087 was previously reproduced1 by TRANSP
calculations where the thermal-thermal and beam—thermal contributions were
roughly equal. In the RF heated discharge #26625 the Similar TRANSP
simulation of the thermal-thermal and beam-thermal neutrons can account for
only 50 - 60 % of the total. The TRANSP and the PION2 code calculations are
presented in Fig 3. Assuming hydrogen minority concentration nH/nD = 3 %
the total neutron yield 3.4 X 1016 5‘1 is derived. Disregarding the RF heating,
keeping the same background parameters, the total NBI yield becomes 1.51 x
1016, roughly consistent with the TRANSP value. The RF power coupled to the
deuterium by 2 (0CD damping is 3.52 MW; 1.88 MW is coupled to the H minority
and 0.6 MW is absorbed by direct electron damping. Decreasing the H-minority
concentration in the PION code simulation results in a substantially enhanced
neutron yield above the measured value. The calculated RF power deposition
profile is peaked and the central power density is high. In Fig 4 the power
deposition profile (k[ I = 7 m'l), for the power coupled to deuterium, is plotted
together with the total power deposition from the beams. We note that the
central power density for 3.52 MW of RF power exceeds that due to the 14 MW
of NBI. The contribution from the H and electron damping to the central power
density is z 0.4 MW m'3. The relative importance of the effect of Te on the
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slowmg down of the fast beam ions versus 2000) damping can be estimated by

calculating the neutron production by NBI alone (Pm: = 0) and by varying the

background electron temperature. Changing the temperature by 15 %, eg 5T00 i

2 keV, the neutron yield changes by i10 %. Thus it appears than an important

contribution to the neutrons comes from the 2 CDCD damping on the fast beam

ions. The calculated deuterium energy distribution function is plotted in Fig 5.

Summary
Acceleration of deuterium beams by ICRH at 2 (DCD appears to be unattractive

for D-T since the deuterium ions rapidly reach too high energy to make an

effective contribution to the D-T reactivity. In JET this limits the applied RF

power to less than 2 5 MW. TRANSP and PION simulations show that a more

promising use of RF in NBI-created hot-ion mode discharges is to raise the

electron temperature, which, through equipartition, increases Ti and hence the

reactivity. In addition, higher Te increases the (it—particle beta through the

increased slowing down time.

References
[1] The IET Team, IET—P(91)66.

[2] L G Eriksson et al, Proc "Theory of Fus Plasmas", Varenna 1990, p 421.
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RF heating and current drive experiments in TORE SUPRA

(1T. I‘lOfln, G. Agarici, B. Beaumont, A. Bécoulet, G. Berger By, Ph. Bibet, J.P. Bizarro,
flipitain, l. Carrasco,M. Gomche, E. Joffrin, K. Kupfer, H. Kuus, X. Litaudon,

D. Moreau, F. Parlange, Y. Peysson, G. Rey, B. Saoutic, G. Tonon, D. van Houtte.
Deportement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlée, Association Euratom-CEA

Centre d‘Emdes de Cadarache — 13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance- FRANCE.

Introduction: _ . fl .
Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments have been perrormed lll TORE SUFRA

by means of a quasi-continuous 3.7GHZ/ 8MW system using two large multijunction launchers
[1]. A maximum of 6MW LH power has been coupled into the plasma during 3s. Up to central
densities of 1x1030mr3, the 1.6MA plasma current was still partially driven by LH waves
indicating that the LHCD density threshold (0t f3) was not yet reached. Ll-l current ramp-up
assist, without MHD activity, permitted to reduce the resistive flux consumption. A 42 second/
1.3MA quashstationary discharge has been achieved at lute—averaged density fie = 2.6x1019 in"3
while a 3MW / 385 LH pulse was applied. Full current was driven in 0.8MA deuterium
discharges with 2.9MW LH power at fie 22x10” m'3, and at lower density fie =l.5x1019 m"3 )
a recharge of the transformer (negative loop voltage) has been achieved with the same injected
power.
Current drive and electron heating results:

LHCD experiments have been carried out in the typical 1.6MA/3.9T Tore Supra
plasmas, at line-averaged densities between 1.5 — 6x1019 in'3 with a clear signature of
suprathennal electrons from hard X~rays and electron cyclotron emission diagnostics up to the
highest densities. The current drive density limit was not observed and therefore lies above fie =
6x1019 nr3 (central density larger than 9x1019 m'3), as expected at a frequency of 3.7 GHZ.

At relatively high density
(fie = 4x1019 m“3) in a helium plasma.
about half of the plasma current was
driven by the waves. In this case, taking
into account the change of resistivity due
to changes in electron temperature and
Zcff, with 4MW LH power the If driven
current was found to be about 850 kA of
which 15% was estimated to be due to
the residual electric field. Then the
corresponding current drive efficiency,
defined as y : 3.. R Irf/ PLH, is of the
order of 2x1019 Ante/W. At densities of
RC = 1.5)t1019 m'3 the loop voltage I ZEYL, 2
dropped close to zero for
PLH = 4.8 MW while the electric field 3 Oand current profile reached equilibrium. 1
For lower plasma current lp=0.8MA, as 1'
shown in figure 1, full current drive was 2 ]
achieved in a deuterium discharge at fie:
2x‘1019m'3 with 2.9MW LH power. In 1»
this case the current diffusion time is j(0)(MA/m2)about 45 instead of is for the pure OH ' )case due to electron heating. The plasma 00 5 10 [5111116 (Ssurface voltage (VS) was maintained to W
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zero (or negative) during the LH pulse even though the plasma internal inductance (ll) and the
central current density 0(0)) obtained from Faraday rotation measurements reached equilibrium
during the last second before LH switch off. Thus steady-state full current drive was obtained
during one second. During Hi, the j(0) value is less than the OH one (comparison between the
values during and after LH application), whereas li increases from 1.4 to 1.8 when the LH
power is applied. This could suggest that the LH current density gradient is larger than the OH
one, and that the current distribution is flatter in the plasma center. Note that at lower density
(no: 1.5x1019m'3 ), 1.9MW LH power sufficed to fully drive the current, and a transfomier
recharge has been obtained when 2.9MW LH power was applied (Fig. 2). In figure 3, the

relative drop of the plasma resistive loop voltage (AV/V) is plotted versus injected power
normalized to the line»averaged density, the plasma current and the major radius. This figure

illustrates the electric field effect on suprathermal electrons by the non-linear increase of AV/V.
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Combined LHCD and ion cyclotron resonant frequency (2.2 MW, dipole phasing)
hydrogen minority heating (ICRF) experiments have been performed in helium and deuterium
plasmas with an injected power up to of 7.5 MW ( 0.8MW OH, 4.5MW LH, 2.2MW ICRP). In
such experiments where ICRF power was applied during the LHCD phase, a weak drop of
internal inductance parameter, 11, was observed in the combined LILICRF phase over a time
constant longer than the slowing down time of fast ions, which indicates a slight broadening of
the current profile despite the peaking of the OH current component through the peaking of the
electron temperature profile (Fig.4 and Fig. 5). This suggests that the LH power absorption
occured in the outer part of the plasma dun‘ng lCRF power application.

After the resistivity correction, the LH driven current was found to be lower in LHAICRF
phase than the one obtained with the same L141 power aloneThis is in agreement with the
decrease of the residual loop voltage due to electron heating and the decrease of the suprathemtal
electron signal observed through hard Xeray measurements (reduction of the OH-Lll synergy
through acceleration of the fast electrons by the dc electric field).

During LHCD experiments, the bulk electrons were heated by slowing down of
suprathermal electrons. At low densities ( E. = 1.5)t19 m‘3) a strong central electron heating
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was observed. The electron temperature reached 8 keV on axis duringthe application of a 3.6
MW LH pulse which suppressed sawtooth relaxations [2]. The pealting facton'l‘em) / <Te>
increased from 2.2 in the ohmic phase to 3 in the LH one. At hlgher denstttes, ne(O) =
5x10” m'3, the central temperature was raised typically from 2 key to 3 keV with the same
amount of power, the central temperature increase scaled linearly w1th power and the pea
factor was approximately constant. . ‘ .

Global confinement studies w1th rf auxiliary heating have shown a much larger denstty
dependence than the ITER 89—P scaling would predict, and is in fair agreement with the offset
linear Rebut-Lallia scaling. A series of promising experiments have been performed in which an
improved confinement has been obtained for steady-state plasmas where the confinement time
was about 40% higher titan the L»mode prediction while plasma current was peaked by LH
aes 131-
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OH-LH current ramp experiments:

Current ramp—up experiments were characterized by a resistive flux saving efficiency
Eros = 0.25x1013 Wb.m'1/J for PLH 2 lMW and d/ dt = 0.4 MA/s [4]. A MED-stable
domain exists in the (PU-l, d / dt) diagram indicating that, in the mixed Ll-I/OH regime, current
ramp~up rates can be made larger than in the pure ohmic one by driving enough non—inductive
current on axis. Recent experiments have been performed with 2 MW LH power, and the
plasma current was raised from 0.6MA to 2 MA at a rate of 0.160 MA/s, while the primary
voltage was maintained constant . No sign of MHD activity was observed.
During current ramp—down experiments at fie = 2.3x1019 m‘3 in which the voltage on the ohmic
primary coil was held constant and the plasma current stabilized at about 500-600 kA with ZMW
LH power, high plasmas were obtained (:06) with peaked current and temperature profiles
(Te(0)/<Te> = 4- ), leading sometimes to a minor disruption in which the central temperature
dropped by a factor 2. MHD modes were observed prior to this event.

Long ()H-LH discharges:
Thanks to LH primary flux saving, a 42~second-long, 1.3 MA / 355 plateau, OH+LH

quasi~stationary discharge has been achieved at a line—averaged density of 2.6x1019 m“3 with a
BMW/38$ LH pulse. For such a discharge, in order to reduce the resistive flux consumption and
to avoid the MHD activity the current ramp-up assisted by high LH power was operated with the
safety factor, qa, maintained constant. A typical long deuterium discharge is shown in Fig. 6, in
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which a 30s plateau was obtained with 3MW LH power coupled to the plasma during 355 while
global reflection coefficients were constant (S 3%). With a lMWfls ICRF pulse applied during
the LH power application, the total energy injected into the plasma reached 112MJ. During RF
power application, the carbon main impurity (metallic impurities were not observed) stayed at a
level which is two times higher than the OH one and the radiated 1055 power was about 30% of
the total injected power. The global confinement deduced from diamagnetic measurements was
approximately constant (= lOOms).
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Figuzg Q.1.0ng RF discharge (738301)
a) plasma current( 1p), total RF injected power; b) 111 power and global reflection coqfliciems (R)
6) central density; d) plasma internal inductance; e) confinement time

Summary:
A maximum of 6 MW of lower hybrid power have been coupled in TORE SUPRA

through 2 multijunction launchers, i.e. at a power density level in the waveguides which is
relevant for next step fusion devices such as lTER (x 45MW/mz).

Full current drive and also recharge of the transformer have been obtained during ls in
0.8MA plasmas with 2.9MW / 55 LH pulse while steady-state was achieved. Combined LHCD
and ICRF heating experiments have been performed with a total power of up to 7.5MW in
which a strong electron heating occurcd in the center of the plasma. Stable LH current ramprup
assist was achieved with significant resistive flux saving. Thus a 42 second/ 1.3MA quasi-
stationary discharge has been achieved for a 3MW / 385 LH pulse.

Rcfgrengcs:
[l]: X. Litaudon ct al, submitted to Nucl. Fus. (1992).
[2]: D. Moreau and Tore Supra Team, invited paper at the 33rd Annual Meeting of the APS, Tampa (1991), to be
published in Phys. Fluids (1992)
[3]: GT. Hoang et al, paper nO 1/130. this conference.
[4]: D. van Houtte et al, paper It0 5/35, this conference
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ICRF power limitation relation to density limit in ASDEX

F. Ryter, ICRH—group, ASDEX-group

Max—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-IPP Association
D-8046 Garching, FRG

1. Introduction

Launching high ICRF power into ASDEX plasmas required good antennavplasma coupling.
This could be achieved by sufficient electron density in front of the antennas i.e. small antenna-
plasma distance (1—2 cm) and moderate to high line-averaged electron density compared to the
density window in ASDEX. These are conditions eventually close to the density limit. ICRF
treated discharges terminated by plasma disruptions caused by the RF pulse limited the
maximum RF power which can be injected into the plasma. The disruptions occurring in these
cases have clear phenomenological similarities with those observed in density limit discharges.
We show in this paper that the ICRF~power limitation by plasma disruptions in ASDEX was
due to reaching the density limit.

The density limit phenomena in OH and NBI heated discharges of ASDEX were studied in
detail and summarised in [1]. The plasma evolution causing a density limit disruption can be
described as follows. As the line averaged density is linearly increased by gas puffing, the edge
and divertor electron density increases and the electron temperature in these regions decreases.
Above a line averaged density of the order of 3-4 1019 nr3, a poloidal asymmetry of the plasma
edge radiation gradually develops. This asymmetry is seen by the bolometer camera as an up-
down asymmetry and its sign depends on the plasma configuration and on the ion drift
direction. When the divertor temperature reaches 7-5 eV a Marie appears on the side of higher
radiation and moves to the high field equatorial part of the machine. A plasma disruption,
caused by the m=2 mode destabilization, occurs after a time delay depending on the edge q
value. The density limit is interpreted as an edge density limit: the occurrence of the disruption
is determined by the divertor temperature reaching very low values (= 5 eV). Due to the relation
of electron density and temperature with power balance in the separatrix and divertor regions,
the density limit is determined by the edge density and by the power balance.

2. ICRF induced disruptions
The ICRF heated discharges were usually performed with density feedback programmed for
constant density. In most of the discharges no disruption occurred. Under unfavourable
conditions, however, the maximum ICRF power which could be launched into the plasma was
limited by ICRF-induced disruptions. They can be classified into two types: "early disruptions"
occurring within 100 ms after the beginning of the RF pulse and linked to the turn-on of the
RF, “later disruptions“ happening clearly later in the RF-pulse and related to a slow evolution of
the plasma under RF conditions.

2.1 . Early disruptions
Fig.1 a and b show some time traces for one discharge without disruption and one with an early
disruption. The rather old boronisation still reduced the oxygen and metallic impurityconcentrations by a factor of the order of 2 compared with a situation without coating at all.The common features of both discharges are the edge and divertor density increase, the divertorcooling, the quick increase of the edge radiation as well as that of its asymmetry, just after theRF turn-on. In Fig.1.a. the divertor temperature recovers after 100 ms and enters a quasi»stationary phase, in Fig.1.b a disruption occurs Discharge #27984 was a repetition of #27983
except that #27984 was pushed closer to the antenna by 5 mm. This somewhat changed theplasma edge in such a way that the marfe (1.255) which did not frilly develop in #27983 didextend in #27984 and the disruption occurred. The universal feature of the early disruptions is
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the divertor Coolingand the occurrence of a niarfe prior to the disruption: This suggests
Stirrilaritics with denstty limit disruptions [1]. Air early disruption occurs when the perturbations
due to the RF are too large. To reduce tlte effect of the RF turn on the power was generally
ramped as shown in Fig.1 (the power pedestal of 0.2~_O.> MW was necessary for technical
reasons). It was qualitatively observed that early disruptions occurred preferentially under high
recycling conditions, for instancefresli carbonisation, that RF-condrtionrng‘(gradual shot-to-
shot power increase) played an important'positive role and that poor RF absorption was
unfavourable. The best conditions were obtained wrth boronizatiort combining both low
recycling and reduced impurity production.

To interpret these observations we invoke the mechanism assumed for the impurity production

in ASDEX, reviewed in [2] and summarised as follows. In the scrape—oft layer where magnetic
lines hit parts of the machine, ions are accelerated onto these parts by RF fields through sheath

rectification effects. This mechanism is frilly active as soon as the RF is turned on and causes
higher recycling [3] (at least transiently) and impurity production in theses regions immediately
after the RF was turned on. Thus, compared to heat diffusion front the plasma core, the edge

increase of density, radiation and tt is fast and causes the divertor temperature to quickly
decrease. 'Iltese early disruptions are clearly due to the density limit being reached at the
beginning of the RF pulse. In good discharges, as in liig.l.a, the'dcnsity limit is only
transiently approached until the ICRF central heating causes the divertor temperature to
increase, after typically one energy confinement time.
Consequently, the density at the beginning of the RF—pulse must be far enough from the OH
density limit to avoid early disruptions. For example, at q“ = 3, in the best cases, a rtiaxtmum
value of the Murakami parameter of M = 4.3 is tolerable before the RF pulse, compared to M =
5,5 reached at Ohmic density limit with the same parameters and wall conditions. It will be
shOWn in the next section, however, that starting at low density leads to other difficulties. A
very reliable method to avoid the early disruptions was to preheat the plasma with NBI
preventing the divertor temperature reaching very low values when the RF was turned on. This
seenario is discussed in section 2.3.

2.2. Later disruptions
Under certain conditions, the divertor temperature did not stabilise as irr Fig.1.a, bttt slowly
decreased on the time scale of some 100 ms eventually provoking disruptions as illustrated in
Fig. 2 a and b. This evolution depended on the machine conditions and on the density prior to
the RF pulse. For densities slightly under the OH density limit (Fig.2.a), the divertor
temperature remained low during the RF pulse and a small perturbation or a slow increase of the
radiation or density lead to a disruption. When the density prior to the RF-pulse was lower
(Fig.2.b), the density during the RF could not be controlled and increased although the gas
puffing was reduced. This behaviour of the density is not understood and seriously reduced the
experimental density window with lCRF. Both later disruptions illustrated here are clearly due
to the divertor temperature reaching a critical low value and are therefore identified as density
limit phenomena. Thus, this feature is universal to both early and later disruptions. In addition
to these observations in the edge and divertor regions, the cause of the disruptions being a
radiation collapse is excluded by plasma core measurements. In fact, the total radiation power
prior to the marfe reaches at most 70% of the total heating power, and no decrease of the central
electron temperature is observed.

2.3. Limitation of the Combination wit/1N8]
The combination of ICRF with NBl allowed reliable operation due to higher divertor
temperature. It also greatly improved the density control. However, in contradiction to the
expectation, the divertor temperature of the discharge during the steady—state phase decreased
With increasing ICRF power, as shown in Fig. 3. For comparison some points for lCRF not
combined with NET are given. The reasons for this temperature decrease are not clearly
identified btrt are possibly linked with edge and divertor effects (recycling, impurity production
and/or radiation) increasing faster with ICRF power than the heating power flux across the
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separatrix. The favourable influence of shot-to—shot RF conditioning achieved by gradually
increasing the power also appears in Fig. 3. This figure shows the limits of the combination
with NBI: the maximum ICRF power which can be launched without causing a disruption
depends on the N131 power for given machine conditions. For the example of Fig. 3 disruptions
occur when the absorbed ICRF power is only around 50% of the total heating power.

1.5 ,
,3 NEH o PNBIr—IJM“
3' ““80 I PNBI:().6MW
L4

E NBI alone 0 no NB]
0).2 1‘ "
'0 lP” OHaone. #28121

I
33‘ #28123.
(A5 0.5-
5 #28124. ”281170
a Disrpt \
D #28125 9 i #2812k- ”28119

__ #28118
O l l

0 1 2 3
Total heating power [MW]

Fig. 3 CIII intensity in divertor versus total heating power (boronized before #27602). In the
series (#28117 - #28123) ICRF was combined with NBI at two different powers 1.1 MW and
0.6 MW. The ICRF power was launched in steps during each discharge. For each discharge,
identified by its number, a straight line links the values obtained in each of the plateaus
corresponding to the power steps. For the discharges represented with circles (PNBI = 1.1 MW)
the improvement with RF conditioning appears clearly: for a given power, the CIII intensity (v
Te(div)) increased from shot to shot.

3. Conclusion _
Enhanced recycling and impurity production with ICRF cause disruptions due to a decrease of
the divertor temperature down to a critical value, similarly to density limit discharges. Operating
near the density limit with a cold divertor, as probably necessary in a future reactor, will require
an improved control of the edge phenomena with ICRF.
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FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENTS
ON THE Dlll—D TOKAMAK*
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Introduction. One method of radio»frcqucncy heating which shows theoretical promise
for bmd current drive in tokamak plasmas is the direct absorption by electrons
of the fast Alfvén wave (FVV). Electrons can directly absorb fast waves via electron Landau
damping and transit-time magnetic pumping when the resonance condition 0.) v Mme : U is
satisfied.1'2 Since the FVV accelerates electrons traveling in the same toroidal direction as the
wave, plasma current can be generated nonvinductively by launching FW which propagate in

one toroidal direction. Fast wave current drive (FVVCD) is considered an attractive means of

sustaining the plasma current in reactor-grade tokamaks due to the potentially high current
drive efficiency achievable and excellent penetration of the wave power to the high temperature
plasma core.a

Ongoing experiments on the DIIIeD tokamak are aimed at a demonstration of FVVCD

in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF). Using frequencies in the ICRF avoids the
possibility of mode conversion between the fast and slow wave branches which characterized

early tokamak F'WCD experiments in the lower hybrid range of freqiiencies.4'5 Previously on
DIlI—D, efficient direct electron heating by FVV was found using symmetric (non-current drive)
antenna phasing.6 However, high FVVCD efiiciencies are not expected due to the relatively low
electron temperatures (compared to a reactor) in DIlI—D,

Experimental Setup. The FWCD experiments use a four-element toroidally phased
antenna array to launch fast waves at 60 lVH-Iz with a highly directional spectrum The current
straps are 45 cm high and 11 cm wide, and are spaced 22.5 cm apart (center-toccnter). The
Faraday shield consists of two staggered tiers of lnconel rods which are copper plated and have
a TiC/TiN coating. The antenna is fed by a single 2 MW transmitter, thus all phase control
and current amplitude balancing of the antenna array must be accomplished at high power.
The coupled spectrum has a. peak |n,,| m 5 for :i; 90 deg phasing, which requires Te 2 4 keV for
efficient direct electron absorption.

The antenna phasing, power division, and impedance matching necessary for FVVCD
experimmts has been achieved, despite the substantial mutual inductive coupling between the
current straps.7 Figure 1 shows the satisfactory antenna array phasing and voltage amplitude
balance (within 20%) during a counter cur-rentdrive plasma shot. The reflected power at the
transmitter was z 1%. Verification of the antenna phasing was made using additional current and
voltage probes in combination with the calibrated lengths of the tuning stubs and transmission
line as well as directional coupler measurements. The antenna can be switched from comment
to counter-current phasing in one shot. Symmetric antenna phasings can also be done for
comparison.

*Report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contracts DE—ACO3-
BEBE-1151114, DE-ACDB-78ET51013, DE—AC02-76~CHO—3073, and DE—ACOS-84OR21400.
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IPermanent address: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Liverinore, Caliibrnia, U. Sci/L
'Permanent address: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Japan.
°Present address: Stanford University, Stanford, California, U. S.A.
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Analysis Method. To date, FWCD experiments on DIlI—D have not driven all the
plasma current, therefore the level of rf current drive is determined by comparing the plasma
resistance determined from the loop voltage and plasma. current (excluding bootstrap current)
with that calculated from neoclassical resistivity. The rf current drive from this analysis method,
written in terms of plasma loop voltage rather than plasma resistance, is given by

r ._ I
[H : VL—l (Ip — 1b) , (1)

VL

where VL is the experimentally measured loop voltage, V1: is the calculated loop voltage using
neoclassical resistivity (without rf current drive), 1,, is the total plasma cru‘rent, and lb is the
calculated bootstrap current. In the calculation, the measured profiles of 71.3, TE, 7’5, and Zgfi'
are utilized; the plasma current profile is determined from a magnetic topology reconstructicm
using external magnetic measurements, the kinetic profile data, and the location of the q : 1
surface from soil xiray measurements.8 The calculation of the plasma loop voltage assumed
steadyestate conditions and a fully penetrated electric field. The calculation was benchmarked
against ohmic, electromcyclotron heating (ECH), and neutral beam injection (NBI) plasmas,
with a typical discrepancy of i003 V between the calculated and measured loop voltage.

Experimental Results. FWCD experiments have been performed in Dill—D with co-
current and countercurrent phasings at coupled power levels up to 1.1 lVIW. The working
gas was deuterium (z 2% residual hydrogen), and the vacuum vessel was boronized to reduce
the metal influx and plasma density increase during FW injection Substantial electron heat;
ing and decreases in the plasma loop voltage were observed during FWCD at ET 2 1.1 T
(w : 4cm 2 Stan) and Br; 2 2.0 T (w : 2am : 4wD), with and without electron preheating by
60 GHz ECH. The largest fractions of non»inductive current drive were obtained for BT : 1.1 T
and Tic : 1.0 X 1013 cm’a, shown in Fig. 2. The calculated plasma loop voltage, including
bootstrap current (but not rf current drive), is indicated in Fig. 2(b) by the dashed horizontal
lines. From Eq. (1), the rfcurrent drive during the combined ECH and FW phase was 117i27 kA
out of 395 kA of plasma current (30%); the bootstrap current was an additional 44 kA of non-
inductive current drive (11%). The portion of the rf current drive due to electron cyclotron
current drive (ECCD) was calculated to be 29 RA for this case, including the effect of the
residual loop voltage. Tile FWCD was also measured after the ECH pulse, and thus at a lower
electron temperature. For this condition, the loop voltage analysis found 81 j: 22 kA of FWCD,
with an additional 41 kA of bootstrap current.

An xAray spectrometer observed a perpendicular tail in the electron distribution function
dining ECU preheating which was further enhanced by FWCD. For By : 1.1 T operation, the
tail temperature was :4 times greater than the central thermal temperature, and the energetic
electron density was 210% of the central thermal electron density. Fast wave injection by itself
did not produce a perpendicular electron tail at ET : 1.1 T. Co—current phasing was found to
enhance the energetic tail more than counter-current phasing for otherwise similar conditions.

The rf current drive increased with FW power and decreased with plasma density, as shown
in Fig. 3. The faster-thanlinear increase in [If with F‘Fw/T‘Le was probably due to a favorable
Ta dependence in the FWCD efficiency. The rf current drive was larger for ECH combined with
FW compared to FW alone; this can be explained by the higher Tc during ECH preheating plus
some level of ECCD. Experimentally, the FWCD efficiency was found to increase significantly
when the outer gap was increased from 1.2 to 2.5 cm, probably due to reduced wall interaction
and increased spectral filtering. The calculated NBI current drive with a lowepower beam is also
shown in Fig. 3 for comparison. When NBI preheating of the plasma was used in combination
with FWCD, no rf current drive was found outside of the error bars clue to a relatively low TC
and high fie compared to ECH preheating.

Surprisingly, the magnitude and direction of the If current drive was found to be ind8~
pendent of which direction the FW was launched relative to the plasma current. As shown in
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Fig. 4, 1,; was the same for CO—current and counter-current phasing of the antenna (the ECCD
was always in the cocurrent direction). The lack of a clear dependence of the FWCD on the

relaliVE‘ sign of IF and 1%,, is the topic of current theoretical investigation. However, the fact that

comment phasing enhanced the energetic electron tail more than counter-phasing suggests a
synergib‘m between the fast wave and the residual toroidal electric field. This result may also be

related to poor first pass absorption of the FVV, The calculated first pass absorption of the FW
during the combined ECCD and FWCD phase of Fig. 2 was only 10%, and the calculated first

pass current drive using a slab model was only 12 kA.9 Since the measured rf current drive is
an ordfl" of magnitude greater than this, either multiple pass current drive is occurring or the rf

generates an enhanced bootstrap current.

The directivity of the coupled spectrum was evident from the FV’V heating results obtained
at BT : 2.0 T. A manifest difference in the electron heating efficiency and impurity production
between the co-cun‘ent and counter-current phasings was observed, with the counterecurrent

phasing heating better and producing fewer impurities. When the plasma current was reversed,

the effects of the antenna phasing reversed with it, so that the phasing counter to the new In
direction was again superior. The reason for this difference in electron heating is not presently

understood. The FWCD results for ET 2 2.0 T were similar to those at BT : 1.1 T, with
1,, z 100 kA and independent of the antenna phasing. This level of rf current drive was
obtained at twice the plasma density, however, indicating a higher current drive efficiency. For
ET : 2.0 T, an energetic electron tail with The“ 5-: 8 keV was observed during FVVC‘D, even
without ECH preheating The co—current phasing again produced a larger tail than the counter-
current phasing.

Conclusions. Experiments to demonstrate FWCD in the ICRF have been performed
on Dmrh coupled power levels up to 1.1 MW. The antenna phasing, power division,
and impedance matching necessary to launch a directed spectrum with a four—strap antenna
has been achieved. Electron heating and loop voltage drop was observed during FWCD at
HT : 1.1 and 2 T with and without ECH preheating. Although full current drive has not been
achieved yet, a loop voltage analysis shows that up to 135 :i: 25 kA of If current was driven
during combined ECCD and FWCD, and up to 95 i 20 kA was driven during FWCD alone.
The rf-driven current increased with FW power and decreased with plasma density. However,
the rf-driven current was independent of the direction (co— or counter-) of propagation of the
launched FW. A manifest difference in the electron heating efficiency and impurity production
between co—current and counter-current phasing was observed in 2 T discharges, indicating that
the FVV launching was indeed directional. Future FWCD experiments will be performed with
higher ECH power to increase the electron temperature and thus further optimize the first pass
absorption and FWCD efficiency.
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introduction Recent technical improvements[1] to the JET lCRlI system have enabled

the two striplines in each antenna to carry currents with equal amplitude but arbitrary
phasing. As a resultt travelling fast waves can he launched to perform current drive

experiments. This paper describes the effects on sawteeth when such waves are absorbed
at a minority ion fundamental resonance placed tangential to the q=1 surface. The aim
of the experiments was to affect sawtooth stability by using minority ion current
drivt‘lfll to modify the current density and hence. the magnetic shear. Such a scheme
drives current in opposite. directions on either side of the resonance layer to form a
highly localised current density perturbation with a bipolar radial profile. This bipolar
current can then be used to increase or decrease the shear locally at the (121 surface
depending on the direction of propagation of the travelling waves.

Experimental Results The experiments were carried out in ZMA limiter deuterium
plasmas with H—minority It‘RH at a frequeney of 42.7MH2. Toroidal fields of 2.6T and
3.1T were used to place the minority resonance tangential to the q=1 surface on either
the inboard or the outboard side of the magnetic axis, respectively. In a typical
discharge the central electron density, lief“), was 2.7x1019m'3 and the electron
term)cratlirc,Te(0), was 5.5keV. ICRF‘ power levels up to MMW were applied and the
H—minority density was varied from 3% to 43% of the electron density according to
neutral particle analyser measurements. The behaviour of the sawteeth was monitored
by both EOE and soft Xiray emission. The experiments were carried out with 90“ phase
difference between the antenna current straps which gave a parallel wavevector
spectrum centred on ltz = 3.5m'1 with a full width at half maximum of about Sm‘l.
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The directivity of this spectrum was calculated to be 66%. Most of the experiments were
inadewrth the resonance on the high field side of the magnetic axis. in this situation,
applying RF power with +900 phase produced monster s‘awteeth in conditions where
dipole phasing, for example, creates only long sawteeth. The Te profile showed the usual
central peaking characteristic of monster san'teeth despite the Off—axis power deposition.
in complete contrast, reversing the toroidal direction of the wave by using 7900 phasing
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produced a dramatic (lestabilisatiom as shown in fig 1, and created sawtceth of very
short period (turns). In this case the la profile was flattened inside the inversion radius.
With positive phase difference between antenna currents the wave propaoates

antiparallel to the plasma current as shown in fig 2. On the low field side of) the
resonance the wave damps on hydrogen ions travelling in the same direction as the wave
according to the resonance condition to — Q : kzvz, where n) is the wave frequency, Q is

the ion gyrofrequency and the z axis is along the magnetic field line. On the high field
side of the resonance damping takes place on ions travelling towards the wave. Thus for
positive phasing and the resonance at (1:1, the minority current reduces the plasma
current inside the (1:1 surface and increases the plasma current outside the qzi surface.
Two power scans were carried out with rpm-+900 for minority densities of about 3% and
30%. respectively. The data. for the 3% case are shown in fig 3 and plots of maximum
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sawtooth period versus HF power are shown in fig 4. For the 3H; minority, monster
sawteeth were created with only ‘2.Tl\‘IW of power and are maintained for powers up to
BMW. However. above BMW the sawtooth period decreases and is only .3s for powers
exceeding SMW. With 30% concentration twice the power was required to produce
monster sawteeth and no decrease in period was seen up to 6.5MW.
A scan of minority concentration was also made at a constant power level of BMW. The
results are shown in fig 5. The stabilising effect with ta : +900 is lost as the minority
concentration is raised from 16% to 43% but is regained at the highest minority density
by raising the power to 6.5MW. At such high minority concentrations mode conversion
tends to reduce the power absorbed by the minority ions and increase the power damped
directly on the electrons. in the present. experiments the direct electron heating fraction
Pe/l’rr was measured from the change in the electron temperature rate of rise {d’l‘e (it)
as the RF power was switched off. For the 30% minority case. approximately 20% 0 the
input power was found to be damped on the electrons and this represents a significant
correction to any current drive calculations.
Experiments with the resonance touching the (1:1 surface on the outboard side of the
plasma centre were made at a toroidal field of 3.14T. At GMW of RF power. —90°
phasing produced a monster sawtooth, in contrast to the destabillsing effect of this
phasing for the inboard resonance. With +900 phasing7 sawteeth lasting for up to 0.65
were observed. Thus for the outboard resonance position directed waves have only a
minor effect. on the sawtooth stability with the correlation between stability and the sign

of the phase tending to be opposite. to that for the inboard resonance. This sign reversal
is expected since the current driven on the low field side of the resonance is inside the
q=l surface. for the inboard resonance and outside the. (121 surface for the outboard
resonance.
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The stability of sawleeth has also beencoutrolled using second harmpnic lCRH in a
50/50 mixed lI/D plasma. Fne magnetic field was 1.3T and the Rh frequency was
42,7Milz so that the 2.42m resonance touched the q =. 1 surface at the inboard posrtion.
As in the minority lCRlI experiments, +900 phasmg was stabrhsmg whereas —900

phasing was destabilising as shown in. fig 6. Note that With 1350 phase} the sawteeth are
unaffected by a change of wave direction, possibly due to the lower du‘ectiVity.
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Discussion The original theory of minority ion current drive by Fisch[2] was relevant to
plasmas in a uniform magnetic field. For the present experiments using hydrogen
minority in deuterium plasmas this theory predicts zero total current since the return
electron current. completely cancels the ion current. Taking account of electron trapping
and Zm ,i Z; the total current density is given by[3.4]

Jr. = Jn{1-Zh/Zerr + 1-‘16«/E[7:ii/Zerr— «\Zimn/ail.A(Zerr)}-
where the subscripts h and i refer to the hot minority and majority ions, respectively.
and r is the inverse aspect ratio. ezr/R. The function Afzeff) has a value of 1.4 for
Z9”:1.7 which is typical of the present experiments. The parameter ,\ is unity if the
majority ion rotation is undamped and is zero if the rotation is completely dampedlfll.
The minority ion current. density has been calculated using the 2—D Fokkeriflanck code
developed by Cox et allS]. The RF diffusion coefficient is calculated from the
acceleration of each ion as it passes through a 'beam' of RF in front of each antenna.
The width of this beam is determined by the width of the antenna k2 spectrum(8m‘1)
and its angle. of incidence corresponds to the value of kz at peak power(3.5m'l). For
trapped ions which turn at the resonance layer, the usual Airy function form of the
diffusion coefficient is used. The variation of |E*|2 along the beam axis is obtained from
ray tracing calculations[6]. Profiles of current density and power absorption are obtained
by solving the Fokker—Planck equation on each flux surface. The velocity space grid size
was 300x250 in velocity and pitch angle respectively, with the maximum energy at 30Ti.
Total current density profiles, calculated for A20 and ,\:l and for 30% minority
density are shown in fig, 7 as a perturbation to the ohmic current profile. The phasing
was f900‘and the the resonance was at the inboard position. The RF power coupled to
the minority ions was 4.8MW to simulate a monster sawtooth discharge having GMW of
input power of which 1.2MW was damped on the electrons.
From figure 7 it is clear that RF driven current can substantially modify the current
densrty profile and even produce a positive gradient at the q:1 surface. This level of
current perturbation can almost double, or cancel. the local shear produced by the ohmic
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current, depending on the direction of the fast waves. Calculations by Poreelli et ai[7]

show that such changes in shear could accornit for the observed changes in sawtooth

stability, on the basis of the theory of resistive kink modes.
Further current drive calculations are shown in fig 8 for 17% and 30% minority densities

and for an input power level of SMW. These examples correspond to the minority

density scan at constant power (fig 5). The driven current is significantly greater inside

the resonance layer for the 17% case and this might explain the loss of stabilising effect

as the minority density is raised. About 1/3 of the reduction in Current at 30% minority

density is due to the increased direct electron damping with the remaining ‘2/3 due to

decreased current drive efficiency. Calculations are in progress in relation to the scaling

with power (fig ‘1) but are incomplete as yet.
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Summary Phasing the ICRF antennas in current drive mode has been shown to have a

strong effect on sawtooth stability when the minority ion resonance touches the q:1

surface on the inboard side of the magnetic axis. The results are consistent with

modification of the current density profile by minority ion current drive and form the

first evidence for this type of current drive method. So far complete stabilisation has not

been achieved perhaps due to the movement of the q:1 surface as sawtceth get 1011 er.

Nevertheless, by controlling the sawtooth period, and thus the rate of ejection of ast

particles from the plasma centre, this method offers potential for burn control in a

reactor.
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RESISTIVE INTERNAL KlNKS AND ICRF PHASING CURRENT DRIVE

F. Porcclii. V.P. Bhotnagar, P. Bosia, A. Cherubini, J. Jacquinot, D. Start and A, ’l‘aroni
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BEA, UK.

. We present a model for the stability of resistive internal kinks which encompasses both effects of

fast particle pressure and local (q = 1) magnetic shear. Sawtooth stabilization by fast particle pressure is most
effcmive with on‘zutis ICRF heating. With off-3x15 ICRF current drive in low Bp discharges, the modification

of the low! of the shear near (1 = 1 may play the most important role.

Thanks to a recent technical improvement [1], it is now possible to phase the JET lCRlT

antennas in such a way as to produce a RF power spectrum which is non symmetric as a function of the parallel
waveveclor. kn. When a phased ICRF waves is launched into the plasma and the wave frequency “RF is such

that the minority ion cyclotron layer is nearly tangent to. the q = 1 radius on the high field sidensorne very

striking effects on sawteeth are observed. Specifically, With 21 +90' phase, the sawtooth period is significantly

[gntCl‘lCd compared with the observed period in the presence ofa symmetric (Le. dipole) power spectrum, for
the same RF power and plasma parameters. With a phase of -90', the sawtooth period can be dramatically
Shortened (see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Ref. [2], presented at this Conference). With the cyclotron layer tangent to the

= 1 surface on the low field side, the effects of the two phases are interchanged, althouglt these effects are now
less pronounced. No significant difference in the sawtooth behavior between the two phases is observed when

the cyclotron layer passes well inside the‘q‘ = l surface. These recent experimental results contrast with our

previous experience, where sawtooth stabilization was found to be most effective with on-axis ICRF heating,
whiiC no significant sawtooth suppression was observed when ICRF waves with symmetric spectra were
absorbed near Lhc q = l radius [3]. Thus, experiments indicate that two different mechanisms to control
sawtceth while allowing q on axis to drop below unity can be exploited: (i) stabilization by fast particle

pressure; (ii) a reduction of the local (q = 1) magnetic shear. The interplay between these two mechanism is the
theme of the present paper.

I'

: 'li i 'n" . We assume that sawtooth relaxations are triggered by resistive

internal kinks [4]. In this paper we consider the “practical" stability criterion,
[5WMHD+5Whot]/€nl/3 > 0(1) (1)

for stability, where EWMHD is the ideal MHD energy functional for internal kink perturbations (normalised so

that the ideal MHD growth rate YMHD 2 - 03A BWMHD- with (BA = VA/R), who, is the fast particle

perturbed energy and ET] 5 n02512/4fir10)A2 is the inverse magnetic Reynolds’ number, with q(r1) = l and
S] = r1q‘ (r1). The threshold value at the ms of (l) is model-dependent and its exact determination involves

refined considerations, such as diamagnetic effects, ion Larnior radius, electron inertia, viscosity, electron
thcmial conductivity, nee-classical physics etc. We do not discuss these effects here, but simply state that for
the JET discharges of interest, most models converge to give a threshold value close to unity. An example
calculation of the threshold according to the two-fluid model is given in Ref. [5]. Note that diamagnetic effects
are indeed important for JET RF phasing experiments, where typically

mAcnl/Z' ~ 2 —) 5.
”the ideal Ml'lD energy functional has the scaling [6]

2 ii iv 2 2
f“Vii/[ED ~(r1/R) 51 [03pm ) “Bpl ’ (2)

where am is the properly defined [6] poloidal beta within the q = 1 surface and amMHD ~ 0.1 —) 0.3 is the
ideal MHD threshold value for Bp. Let us assume, for a moment, that SWMHD is positive. Then, the basic
observation is that

BVVMHD/EnI/S DC 51‘5/3l (3)

Hence, it is possible to achieve large positive values of the stability parameter, therefore sawtooth
stabilization, by reducing the local (q = i) magnetic shear parameter, Sl~ In fact, when SWMHD is positive, the
instability of the m = 1 mode relies on magnetic reconnection near the q = 1 surface. For 5WNIHD/En1/3
small, the m = 1 mode has the structure of a resistive internal kink, involving macroscopic flows across the
entire q 5 1 region. For 5WMHD/8n 1/3 large, the m = 1 mode structure resembles that of a tearing mode, with
flows which are relatively large only in a small layer near the q = 1 surface. Thus, it becomes possible to
suppress the growth ofan m = 1 tearing mode by consideration of non-ideal effects which can be important near
q = 1. When, on the other hand, 5WMHD is negative, the m = l instability is driven by the macroscopic
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pressure and current density gradients. In this case, reducing the local magnetic shear will do no good. We
conclude that reducing 51 is not an effective means to stabilize sawteeth when Bpl 3 flp‘WMHD.

The fast particle perturbed energy has the scaling [3]

5What " (It ”051 1(1 ‘ q>th (4)
where (l-q)tI is the fast ion pressure-weighted average value of (l—q) and Bph is the properly defined [3] poloida]
beta of the fast particles. Eq. (4) assumes very energetic ions lmDh/fl>*i ~ (Ehffj)(r1/R)>1, with (DDh the fast
ion processional frequency and Eh the fast ion energy] with mostly trapped orbits, which is the relevant
situation with intense ICRF heating. As explained in Ref. [3], the mechanism for sawtooth stabilization by
fast particle pressure is related to the non-MHD constraint of magnetic flux conservation through the
processional drift orbits of the energetic ions. It is concluded in [3] [but, also, inspect Eq. (4)] that this
stabilization mechanism is most effective with on~axis RF heating. Note that Bph becomes small, or even
negative, when the fast ion pressure Plh is peaked near the q = 1 surface. Thus, with off-axis phased lCRF, the
modification of the local magnetic shear appears to play a more important role.

l’n’ngiplrs til ”‘35 mum]: dtiye [7]. As consequence of the non-symmetric ICRF power spectrum, the
typical resonant minority ion on a given flux surface will have a specific sign of the resonant parallel velocity,
"llrcs = (tom: - .QC)/k”. This ion will gain energy from the wave, so that its collisionality may decrease.
Thus, the minority ions drifting in one sense along the toroidal direction will collide less frequently against the
background plasma than the minority ions drifting in the opposite sense. Hence, a net toroidal drifting of the
minority ions may result. In order to conserve the total toroidal momentum, the majority ions acquire a toroidal
drift, Uj, of the opposite sign: miniujmmhnhuh. A relative drift between the two ion species is thus
established. 'lhis is reminiscent of the situation first discussed by Ohkawa in 1970 in connection with beam
driven currents [8].

It must be pointed out that there is an ()lITIiJm RF power to drive current this way. In fact, the
energy gained by a minority ion is roughly proportional to the RF power, and the collisionality is a function of
energy only for E]. g E”, where EC]— is the critical energy where electron and background ion drags are equal,
For RF powers exceeding the optimum value, the minority ions become so energetic that their collisionality
becomes insensitive to their energy, making the ICRF current drive mechanism ineffective.

The electrons will be dragged by the drifting ions along the toroidal direction. Therefore, there will be
a retum current, which, in a homogeneous magnetic field, can be obtained by setting to zero the friction force on
the electrons along the parallel direction, vgt(uj » Ue)“ = O, and by equasineutrality, Xj Zjnj = nc. Using
c o< ZJ-a. the total RF-driven current, lRp = e (XinjUj ~ nCuc)”, can be expressed as IRF : am 11,, where
am : (l - Zh/Zeff) (l-ui/uh). Thus, granted a relative drift, uh-ui, between the two ion species, IR]: is nonzero
provided Zh 7E Zeff- In an inhomogeneous field, particles with trapped orbits will exchange momentum with the
magnetic field. Therefore, these particles will not contribute to the return current. This is accounted for by a
correction Oi(r/R)1/2] to am (see e.g. Ref. 2), which ensures that JR}: remains finite even when Zh : Zeff-

From Fisch's paper [7], assuming optimum RF power density, 5'0 R Fol“, we can estimate the
magnitude of.”l as

To / 5KeV tog: MA
tic/(3x10191113) (0.2 MW/m3) m2

where au- < l is a numerical factor, not contained in [7], which accounts for minority ion trapping. Taking
50 RF/WRFOm ~ aret ~ etu— ~ 0.5, values of JRF — 0.1 MA/m2 appear reasonable for the JET discharges of
interest.

We point out some important features of the ICRF driven minority current density, Jh:
i) For a given kit, the minority ion resonant velocity changes sign across the cyclotron layer. In fact, on the
poloidal midplane, Vitrcs = i(9co/ktt)(T ~ (RF) IR, where rm: is the distance of the layer front the magnetic axis,
We have taken B : B0 [l-(r/R) cos 9] and Qco = ZheBu/mc. The upper (lower) sign corresponds to cyclotron
resonance on the low (high) field side, respectively. Consequently, Jh also changes sign across the layer, as
shown in Fig. la, and it may well be that Jh integrated over the plasma cross-section yields a negligible total
minority current. Nevertheless, a profile of Jh as shown in Fig. 1a with a peak value as estimated by Eq. (5)
can be sufficient to produce a significant modification of the q profile, as shown in Fig. lb; ii) Changing from
positive to negative phasing corresponds to changing the sign of k”. Consequently, also in flips sign. Thus.
for instance, if positive phasing and absorption on the high field side leads to a reduction of the local shear near
q = 1, negative phasing leads to the opposite result of increasing shear. These considerations can account for the

1,, = 08o' tr (5)
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differences in the sawtooth behavior between the two phases; iii) Minority ion trapping is more
obsertlt‘xdh n the RF wave is absorbed on the low-field side, In this case, Jhot x O.” is considerably reduced.
seVCre w C ‘ 5P0“ a pronounced effect on sawteeth only for high-field-side absorption.
Hence. Omflcég features of the minority ion current density have been investigated and confirmed by

. l intcgi’fllion of the relevant Fokker-Planck equation (see Fig. 7 of Ref. 2). The prediction of an
nugfi‘sgfllcmc power is corroborated by experiments, discussed in Ref. 2, where PR]: ltas been scanned.
0P

. _ A numerical scheme has been set up to investigate the effect of ICRF phasing current drive on

‘lit of resistive internal kinks. The scheme involves (i) a JET equilibrium code; (ii) a Fokker Planck
me $13!?! Jy - (iii) a transport code whiclt monitors tlte time evolution of the total current density, Itot = Johm
solver 82)]:fpcrimt‘mfll profiles for temperature and density, interpolated in time; (v) a code to evaluate SW =
Kim: 4, 5Whot‘ based on an aspect ratio expansion. The aim is to compute BW/En1/3 during sawtooth
5 MHITDhis procedure requires the choice of an initial q profile at the bottom of the sawtooth ramp. This is
ramps. 0 steps The first step is to run the transport code with neoclassical current penetration. This yields a
done mllw mm is consistent with the total current and with the experimental T and n profiles. However, no
q pron”: :rc assumed in the simulation. Therefore, the obtained q profile is credible only outside the q = 1
“Etc: The second step is to modify q(r) in the region q 5 1. We conjecture that, after a sawtooth crash, q(r)

:35: low-shear (s~().1)-shoulder of width A around the experimental sawtooth inversion radius, rinv, extending
10 the experimental mixing radius. Further, we assume that the new-q ='1 radius r1 = Tinv, while (to is set to a
value compatible with polarimetric measurements. The sawtooth period is defined In the sitnulation as the time
it takes for 5W/r711/3 to evolve from the initial profiles after a crash, where 5W/ET11/3 >>1, to a value
SW/Enm = 0(1), Clearly, this procedure makes sense provided we obtain roughly the satne simulated period

for several choices ol‘ filo and A varying within realistic bounds (see also Ref. 9).
Fig. 2 shows an example of the evolution of SW/cn”3 with time for a discharge with positive ICRF

phasing on the high field side (discharge # 25652, 1p : ZMA, BT = 2.6T, PR]: = 2.5MW). When JR]: is

switched off in the simulation, we find a sawtooth period ~100ms. With JR]: on, the period is lengthened to a
value ~15. While an accurate quantitative agreement with the experimental periods before and after the launching
ofphascd RF waves is too demanding at this stage, the qualitative trends as well as the order of magnitude of the
simulated periods are in good agreement With the experimental ones. The nonmonotonic behaviour of
BW/Ettm reflects that of 51. The latter is a consequence of the q = 1 radius being initially trapped in the low
shear region mainutined by JRF- Eventually, r1 drifts outside of this region and the resistive kink threshold is
crossed. The evolution ofs], r]/a and [31,1 in time are shown in Fig. 3.

Several examples of this type have been produced, including the shortening of the sawtooth period with
negative ICRF phasing and resonance on the high field side. These examples confirm the possibility of
influencing the sawtooth period by phasing of the ICRF antennas.

mm The formulated model has the following consequences which may be tested experimentally: (i)
Sawtooth stabilization by ICRF phasing alone (ie. with swhoi = 0) is possible only in lowefip discharges.
For tip] > flpflMHD, 5WMHD becomes negative and Eq. (1) can no longer be satisfied for any value of 51; (ii)
It may be possible to prolong the sawtooth-free period by a combination of fast ion pressure on axis (monopole
or dipole on-attis ICRF), which leads to positive Swim, and phased ICRF waves near the q = 1 region on the
high-field side; (iii) Following a sudden switchvoff of the phased ICRF power, the low-shear region decays on
the local resistive diffusion time, In ~ 4n5RF2/Tt1c2 with 8121: the width of RR This should set the time
scale for the delay between the RF switch off time and the following sawtooth crash.

Conclusions. We have introduced in Eq. (1) a "practical" criterion for the onset of resistive internal kinks.
Stability may be achieved by reducing the local (q = 1) magnetic shear, provided BI, is sufficiently low, Phased
lCRF waves absorbed near the q = 1 radius may provide a means to vary s1, Simulations of JET discharges
show that positive phasing on the high field side leads to a reduction of the local shear, hence to a lengthening
of the sawtooth period to ~1 sec. Negative phasing on the high field side has the opposite effect of shortening
the sawtooth period.

We would like to drank E. Springmann for numerical support.
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KINETIC EFFECTS IN FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE

A Bécoulet. G. Giruzzi, K. Kupfer. D. Moreau. B. Saoutic

Association EURATOM—CEA sur la Fusion Controlée
C.E. Cadarache. 13108 SaintePaulAlez-Durance (FRANCE)

In order to evaluate the relative importance of quasilinear effects in Fast Wave

Current Drive (FWCDI experiments in Tokamaks. possibly leading to a tail fomiation tn the
electron distribution function. and to estimate the influence of the radial transport. either
mduced by the wave itself and/or by anomalous mechanisms. the full wave code ALCYON

has been coupled to a 3—D Fokker-Planck code [1].

1. Description of the model
ALCYON is a variational full~wave code that computes the components of the fast

wave field in axisymmetrical Tokamak geometry. including shaped [numerically
calculated] equilibrium. The wave-particle interactions are analyzed through the
hamiitonian formalism. using action(J)-angle(®) variables to describe particle trajectories
[2]. This includes both first and second ion harmonic cyclotron damping as well as direct
resonant coupling to electrons through electron Landau damping (ELD) and transit time

magnetic pumping (’ITMP]. The formalism allows us to take into account the coupling

between the wave poloidal modes in the damping terms. Under these conditions. ALCYON

computes the Fourier components of the radiated field. and especially [fiB//}m.u
[resp.(SE//)m_N). the poloidal(m)-toroidal[N) components of the parallel magnetic [resp.
electric] field. on each magnetic flux surface. This complete set of field components is then

used for computing the quasilinear tensor. in the action space J:
(De.)1] = 4n: 2 MN] lhuid) I2 summon [1)

N

where N=(0. m. N]. wk:d¢k/dt. hn=pt(SB/,)mIN+e(5U)m.N is the Fourier component of the
perturbative Hamiltonian [5U being the wave scalar potential) and w+Nkmk=0 is the
resonance condition in action space. corresponding to the local Landau resonance
condition m+k,,v/,:O. This diffusion tensor is related to the Fokker-Planck equation:

at 1 a a}
n 3310139011 37]] (21

where f = f(J.t) is the electron distribution function, averaged over the angles 45..
Of course. equation (2) can only be considered as a diffusion equation in the phase—

space domain where the phase mt+d>k[t) is ergodic. This ergodieity is considered hereafter
as effective on the whole phase-space. both due to extrinsic decorrelations (collisions.
anomalous radial diffusion] and to intrinsic stochasticity [3]. We will see that this
assumption is not very strong. with regard to the very small computed deformations of the
electron distribution function. Under those conditions, the quasilinear tensor (1) becomes a
diffusion tensor.

The numerical computation of this tensor then requires assumptions concerning
the "resonance broadening" (i.e. the resolution of the 5-function). This broadening is
performed by assuming a local conservation of the absorbed power [4]. preserving. in
velocity space. the local characteristics of the perturbation.

The diffusion tensor is then transformed from the action space to velocity space.
using approximate expressions for the action—angle variables. assuming passing electrons.
Thus. defining the normalized parallel velocity u = V/Nm/Tco. and the normalized time
I=t. where vc is the collision frequency. equation [2) reads:

a} a a} a at 18 .3? 1a[ at
a—I=E(DWE]+%Du,EJ+§((rDWE)+n-a aE) (3]
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where r/a = Wis the normalized minor radius. The Duu coefficient is proportional to D33 +
2 Dru/q + nz/q2 iqir) being the safety factor). Following (1), this confirms that Duu is linked
to the mode combination N+m/q. Le. to the parallel wave vector k”. Moreover, D”. is
proportional to D252 and Dur to D23+D22/q. Finally. one can estimate the relative ordering of
the different terms in i3) [RHSiz relative to Du... the second and the third terms He. the cross
terms] are of the order oft; and the fourth ten'n (radial diffusion] is of the order of 232. where:

a-L“‘cIcO.&_P_cOH& [4)
-' SAW "a a

Aw being the variation of the poloidal flux from the plasma center to the edge. and pm the
electron Larmor radius. in a typical ITER case [Tw=35keV. Art/220%]. F, is of the order of
2.10'4. and in a Tore Supra case (Teozfikev. Art/=1Wb), E = 5.104. This means that the radial
diffusion induced by the interaction is always negligible with respect to the cross-terms. We
will see hereafter that those cross-terms are also weak compared to a typical anomalous
radial diffusion term, and to the collisional drag itself.

The evolution of the electron distribution function is governed by the quasilinear
diiTusion as well as by Coulomb collisions and radial diffusion due to anomalous transport.
Several different mechanisms can be proposed to explain the observed macroscopic
transport coefficients. In the following, we make the assumption that magnetic turbulence
is the dominant fast electron transport mechanism. The two reasons for such a choice are:
i) a strong evidence that magnetic turbulence is a very good candidate for explaining most
tokamak experimental scaling laws [5.6]. and ii] magnetic turbulence is expected to act
more strongly on high—v” electrons (at least in the mildly superthermal energy range
relevant for FWCD) [7]. Thus, assuming that a broadsspecirum turbulent magnetic field is
present in the plasma. an electron transport term can be derived [7.8]. Le.

6; —1|/_\ LA? ~ I Ifaii [—3- fi— 5at (mifr rDT ' DPZNR) VHI ' ‘Br+EE/‘BE‘ ()
b: 8/8 is the ratio of the fluctuating magnetic field to the tokamak magnetic field. which in
the following will be assumed vanishing at the plasma center and increasing as r2 from the
center to the edge. Since the ions are too heavy to interact with the magnetic turbulence. as
the electrons diffuse radially an ambipolar electric field is created which slows them down.
This effect is described by the second term of the L operator, where E is the electron kinetic
energy and EA is the ambipolar field. which can be evaluated by imposing electron density
conservation on each flux surface. Such a transport term has the effect of letting energy and
current diffuse radially while density is conserved. From the kinetic point of view. the
distribution function will be distorted in the Te-gradient region: hot electrons from the
center diffuse to the colder region off—axis. for high enough energies the dtil'usion time is
shorter than the collision time. and an electron tail is created. Such tails have been
experimentally observed even in high density plasmas [8]. These tails are expected to
interact with the RF power and their presence may affect rf current profile and thus the
global efficiency.

The kinetic equation is numerically solved as a mixed initial/boundary value
problem. assuming a Maxwellian distribution as the initial condition and advancing the
solution in time until a kinetic steady—state (i.e.. for fixed density and temperature profiles)
is attained.

IX FWCD simulation for ITER
A FWCD simulation has been performed for the typical lTER plasma (lp=22MA.

80:4.85'1‘. Ro:6m. a:2.15m. Tno=35keV. nc021.5e20m‘3. D(50%)-T[50%)). The fast wave
frequency is 33 MHz. In this situation the wave. launched from the plasma low field side. is
reflected from a cutoiT located on the high field side of the plasma core. Due to the strong
single—pass absorption on electrons. the wave is rapidly damped without filling up the
whole plasma and without up- and down-shifting. The current drive efficiency is optimized
by varying the phasing between the 30 antenna straps. Due to the strong single-pass
absorption (:60%l and antenna directivity, the optimum efficiency ls obtained when the
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maximum power is absorbed in the plasma central region. Under these conditions. a linear

tion of the power deposition profile, driven current profile (figla) and current drive

cstirilac has been made. without including deformations of the electron distribution
emetigny The efficiency is y =1 0.3e20 A/W/mz. Under the same conditions. the WCD

gfifision tensor has been computed and the Fokker—Planck calculation performed. The

results can be summarized as follows: .
_ Without including any radial or cross-term effect, the Fokker-Planck calculation

shows no noticeable deformation of the electron distribution function and thus leads to the
same results as the linear simulation (fig. lb). This can be related to the diffusion coefficient
m velocity space. which remains weaker than the collisional drag. except at high
perpendicular velocities [’i'I‘MP) for which there are no electron.

. Including the radial and crossierm effects due to the wave—particle interaction
does not signflicantly alter the result. as expected because of the very low value of 3;.

. The presence of anomalous radial diffusion broadens the driven current profile

“192). The resulting current drive efficiency increases (b=5.10'5 leads to y=0.45e20 A/W/m2
and 13:10 4 to $0.8e20 A/W/m'l). because current is driven in regions of lower density.

n] Combined Fast Wave - Lower Hybrid Current Drive effects
Fast parallel electrons. produced during LHCD. can interact with the fast wave

resonances. indicating a possible supplementzny current drive effect. The analysis of such a
"synergism" however requires a 2D model in velocity space. because the fast wave diffusion
coefficient D.m (normalized to the collisional drag) has a strong perpendicular velocity
dependence. The main characteristics of this dependence are: Duu = cst and much less than 1
for mam. [ELD region). Duu : 0 for Vi=c~ and Duu proportional to vl“ and of order unity
for Vi>c [’ITMP region). The critical perpendicular velocity vm. is very close to the
thermal velocity [9]. The combination of FWCD and LHCD effects results in a simple

addition of the two diffusion coefficients. The combined situation is thus rather similar to
LHCD alone. except for high perpendicular velocity electrons which experience an enhanced
parallel diffusion. Such electrons are produced during LHCD by pitch-angle scattering from
high parallel energies.

The simulation of such a situation has been performed with our combined full
wave/FP code. The W diffusion coefficient has been computed by ALCYON on a typical Tore
Supra ohmic plasma (lp=l.84MA. BoztiTv Tao:5keV. 11c0=3619nl'3. Deuterium), in a situation
where the direct electron coupling is the only damping mechanism present in the plasma
[f=42MHz). For the chosen FW antenna phasing. 2MW of FW drive 76kA of current. The W
diffusion coefficient has then been computed on the same plasma. for which the 1.84MA
current was futty sustained by 5.5 MW of LHCD. We found that the fast electron distribution
function does not significantly aifect the ALCYON [linear] results. avoiding additional
iterations between ADCYON and the FP code. As expected, the kinetic calculation shows that
the eleCLron distribution function flattens [fig.3) in the high perpendicular velocity region.
The total (FW+LH) driven current is 2.05MA. i.e. larger than the linear superposition of rf
currents. However, due to the distribution function flattening (and to the fact that in this
simulation the LH diffusion coefficient is kept constant]. PL” decreases from 5.5MW to
4.5MW. In a simulation where PL” would remain constant, one should expect a LH
absorption at lower parallel velocities. or non-resonant parasitic absorption at the edge.
Thus. while there is a synergistic effect on FWCD. the resulting efficiency is in this case
smaller than for LHCD alone.

Conclusions
Kinetic effects have been investigated concerning FWCD in Tokamaks. The FW itself

does not induce significant radial transport effects. The FWCD efficiency is improved when
anomalous radial diffusion is taken into account. A synergistic effect in velocity space has
been numerically demonstrated, when NOD is combined with LHCD.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF FAST WAVE PLASMA HEATING
AND CURRENT DRIVE IN TOKAMAKS

P. E. Moroz, N. Hershkowitz, J. A. Tataronis

Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics Department
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706, U.S.A.

Plasma heating via fast magnetosonic waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies
(ICRF) is the one of the most promising methods of plasma heating in tokamaks and
other devices, and has been a subject of intensive theoretical and experimental research
for the last decade. The understanding of ICRF heating physrcs is coming not only from
theory and experiments considered separately, but often from the comparison between
them. However, most theoretical models are based on overly Simplified geometries and
assumptions. In this situation the development of full wave codes able to model an
experiment more realistically has a growmg importance. Although many properties of
fast magnetosonic waves are well known for homogeneous plasmas in homogeneous
magnetic fields, many problems arise when one mes to incorporate realistic properties of
tokamaks such as inhomogeneity, toroidicity, or finite size. The WKB approximation that
is usually used for high frequency waves is not uniformly valid in the ion cyclotron range
of frequencies because the effects of diffraction and wave interference are very
significant. In this report, the theoretical model for consideration of fast wave plasma
heating and current drive is described. It has the following advantages: it) the hot plasma
is considered without introducing any artificial collision frequency to resolve the plasma
resonances, b) the parallel electric field of the fast wave, and electron absorption power
through the Landau damping, 'I'I‘MP, and the cross-tenri effect are considered, c) mode
convened power is included in the analysis, and d) the resonant and nonresonant RF
driven currents are considered.

The main purpose of the following RF current drive analysis is to evaluate a driven
current in an axisymmem'c tokamak geometry. At the same time, because an RF current
appears on the background current, which is a sum of Ohmic and bootstrap current, it is
necessary to include them in the analysis as well. The current, JM , driven due to the
momentum transfer from fast waves to electrons, is calculated through the published]
expressions for the current drive efficiency and electron absorption power determined by
the code. The total steady driven current, In , is evaluated from the electron momentum
equation. The difference, current JA , represents an additional current resulting from the
influence of nonresonant effects such as plasma inhomogeneity or helicity injection. The
bootstrap current is calculated consistently with the poloidal magnetic field.

II FAST WAVE PLA MA HEATIN ‘ IN T KAMAKS
The starting point for the derivation of wave equations for fast waves is Maxwell's
equations, which in the case of non-uniform plasma include an integral operator. An
important simplification of these equations results when the parameters:

. 1 2 2 P' (0* P'kiV‘ '1 —B'VB 0'57H=§kipir Ti’ 3:1‘704 (klilres) =( (i235) (I)
1 I o

are small in comparison with unity. Here, pi is the ion Larnior radius, L is the
characteristic scale length of the spatial inhomogeneity in a tokamak, a)" is a drift
frequency, and 1,CS is a characteristic length along which a gyrating ion experiences a
cyclotron resonance interaction, Under these conditions, the wave equations describing
fast wave penetration and absorption, in standard toroidal coordinates (r3109), can be
written in the formz,
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where dimensionless variables have been introduced, x = kor and R = l + RL C05 13. Here
0

ct] and a; are components of the dielectric tensor, and E=£11— nfi,
“max nmax

2 2
all:el+nit1+zéen, elz=ez+nfla2+ 253,, (3)

n=3 n=3

The factors 81 and 82, describe the fundamental cyclotron absorption, and a1 and (12
describe the finite Lamior radius effects such as second harmonic cyclotron absorption.

The corrections 58“ are introduced to include the effects of high order (n=3 and higher)
cyclotron harmonic resonances. The number nmax corresponds to the maximal cyclotron
harmonic included in calculations. If the frequency is much higher than the ion cyclotron,
a) >> Qi , it may be necessary to include many harmonics and choose nmax be a big

number. The following expression can be used‘for 55“ :
2

58“: Eli 2A 9». Z 1‘ 4iElMn [1(1) (tn) ()
where M corresponds to the fast wave root and Ana.) = exp( —7t ) In( 7t )Dt. Here, In(7t) —
is a modified Bessel function of the first kind. The value of “it? is the fast wave root of
the hot plasma dispersion relation.

The parallel component of fast wave electric field E” is usually small in comparison with
By . However, it can be very important in detemiining the electron absorption or in fast
wave current drive applications. The value of E“ can be found perturbatively through the
calculated Et and Bu components of fast wavez. The direct electron absorption PC can

be divided on three pans: PMp — transit time magnetic pumping, PLD — Landau damping,
and PCR 7 crosstei‘m absorption PC = PMp + PLD + PCR , where7-

*PM}: = 2 yo I B” I 2, PLD =LZG I E" I 2, PCR 3%” 01mm” E“ ) (5)
Y "H

(1)2
Here G = 57% C2 lm 2&3) . Power absorbed by ions at the fundamental and hannonic

713 e
cyclotron resonances can be expressed as

2' nmax _

Pi =i 2 n2 Rama-1m Z(C1n)IE+|2 <6)
Suknvi “:1

The difference between total absorbed power, and the power absorbed by ions, Pi, and
electrons, P5, gives the power, PC, absorbed through the mode conversion process3.
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An RF current appears on‘the background current, which is a sum of Ohmic and
bootstrap current For the estimation of an Ohmic current profile our model uses either of
two different methods: The first one uses the total Ohm1c current, 10, and electron
temperature profile as given. Then, the ttc current profile is found through the plasma
conductivity corrected for the neoclassrcal effects. In the other method, the total Ohmic
current, 10, and the safety factor, qo, at the magnetic axrsare input parameters. The Ohm1c
current profile is then chosen to correspond to the, so-called, "natural current profile",
which is usually observed in tokamak expenments. In our model we use sltghtly modified
version of this natural profile, in comparison with the one proposed in Refs.4—6, to satisfy
the condition J(pp) = 0 at the plasma edge.

An expression for the steady RI: driven current, J“, resulting from the wave—electron
interaction, is obtained by averaging the electron momentum equation over the RF period
of the wave and over the tokamak magnetic surface. The steady driven current, J”, can be
expressed as a sum of two components, J” = 1M + IA . The first component, JM , rs the
current resulting from the wave momentum transfer to the electrons because of the
resonant electron-wave interactions, and the second component, JA, represents additional
current resulting from the influence of nonresonant effects such as plasma inhomogeneity
or helicity injection. The current JA does not include the electron absorption and any
other resonant effects. In that sense, the current IA is similar to the Ohmic current, and is
the result of the electric field action on all electrons, unlike the resonant interaction to =
k” Vt , when the wave field acts only on the resonant group of electrons. This was the
reason why we incorporated the trapped electron effect1'7-11 only for JM current. In this
case, current JM can be written in the form

38.4-1018 T
J =———- 6-< P>. (7)M lnA NE Tl e

where the normalized current drive efficiency, 71 , includes the trapped particle effectl.
An explicit expression for IA can be written, which, if includes the lower order
corrections in ponderomotive effects, reads12 :

e . . imn) *
JA=' < Im [ (VJE_JCV)(EII__e—' Veil) ]> (3)

vcm
The nonresonant current, described by Eq.(8) is absent in two limits, for plane-wave
fluctuations ( ~ eikr ), because Vje — jeV = 0 , and in the cold plasma approximation,

1mm _ .because E” _T v5” = 0 . However, in tokamak geometry and in the case of hot
plasma, this nonresonant current can be significant and comparable with the resonant,
momentum transfer current. The nonresonant current, JA, increases with increasing of
electron temperature faster than the resonant current, JM .

The following figures illustrate our calculations via the FASTWAC code12 for the
Phaedrus-T tokamak. They show distribution of Re(Ex) in the poloidal cross-section of
the tokamak, and radial dependence of non-inductive current which consists of the
momentum transfer current (labeled "M”), additional, nonresonant current ("A"), and
bootstrap current ("B”). The unlabeled curve represents their sum. For fast magnetosonic
waves (FMW) at c) > 9i (Fig. 1), which have I E— I 2 >> [ E+ | 2 and negative helicity
content, the non-resonant current in all cases considered has been in opposite direction to
the momentum-transfer current. In the case of global Alfven waves (GAW) at n) < (21
(Fig. 2), which have I E+ | 2 >> | E | 2 and positive helicity content, the non-resonant
current has been found preferentially in the same direction as the momentum-transfercurrent.
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Influence of Various Physics Phenomena on Fast-Wave
Current Drive in Advanced Tokamaks*
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M
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INTRODUCTION

The need for some type of noninductive current drive in advanced tokamaks has been

recognized for some time. In reactor—grade plasmas, as envisioned in the International

Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER),1 high density and temperature may

limit the penetration of lower hybrid (LH) waves to only the outer layers of the

plasma. Fast waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF), however, can
easily penetrate to the center of such high-density plasmas. \Nith sufficient directivity
in the launched wave spectrum, currents can be driven by combined damping of the fast

waves on resonant electrons through electron Landau damping (ELD) and transit-time
magnetic pumping (TTMP). Experiments to study the feasibility of fast-wave current
drive (FVVCD) have only recently begun, but theoretical predictions look promising.2

In this paper we analyze the influence of the relevant physics phenomena, which are
not necessarily independent, on current drive performance. Such phenomena include

diffraction and other nongeometrical optics processes, k.“ modification, single-pass
absorption, and antenna characteristics, such as poloidal extent and poloidal location.
To do this, we apply a two—and—one—half dimensional (2 1/2-D), fullswave code (PICES)
for modeling ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) and current drive based on the
poloidal mode expansion method and the reduced—order expansion. By 2 1/2-D, we
mean that 3-D wave fields are calculated in axisymmetric geometry (2-D solution
domain ~1',6), while the correct toroidal dependence of the antenna source currents
is obtained from a 2—D (r, 4;) recessed antenna code. The model includes the poloidal
and toroidal structure of the antennas, the modification of the k“ spectrum due to the
poloidal magnetic field, and a nonperturbative solution for E“. A semianalytic model
for current drive, including trapped electron effects, is employed. The code has been
used extensively to model DlIl—D, ITER, SSAT, and other tokamaks.

Ray tracing calculations‘"4 show that the projection of the wave number along the
magnetic field Us”) varies greatly over a ray trajectory, causing a change in the parallel
phase speed and a corresponding change in the current drive efficiency. Ray tracing
calculations include the k“ variation naturally, but neglect large<scale coherent effects
such as diffraction and wave focusing, which are. equally important in determining
current drive efficiency. In these cases, full—wave or global—wave solutions are needed.
Finite difference full—wave codes, such as ORIONS, generally neglect the k.“ variation

>9: Research Sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, US. Department Of Energy, under contract DE
AC05—84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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because to do otherwise leads to the appearance of the differential operator 3/619 in
the argument of the plasma. dispersion function. This problem can be alleviated by

expressing the electric field as a superposition of poloidal modes}7 in which case In” is
purely algebraic:

sin G)
‘H R NT ’

. O
kn’m—nsg—+m (l)

where R is the major radius, 9 is the angle that the magnetic field B makes with
the toroidal direction, and NT is the metric tensor element corresponding to the minor
radius.

FAST-WAVE CURRENT DRIVE IN ITER

The current density J” (p,19) driven by fast waves is directly proportional to the power

absorbed by the electrons LIVE:

JII(Pv19) = CE (P1197 k") ”72(10719)‘ (2)

Ehst and Karneya have provided an algebraic expression for CE (p,19,f€”). In Eq. (2),

k” is the local value in space, ls“ (p, 19). For one such local value k“(p, i9) : Rafi, we sum

over all poloidal and toroidal harmonics Tmn that give kfi when calculating lira. Then

all values of kfi are summed. A useful figure of merit is the normalized current drive

efficiency ”y : fiERDI/Prf X 10'2”, where I/Prf is the ratio of driven current to power

absorbed.

Consider first a proposed low-frequency F‘VVCD scenario9 for ITER with f = 17 MHZ
such that no ion cyclotron resonances appear in the plasma. Parameters are R0 : 6.0 m,

Bo = 4.8 T, aplasma : 2.15 rn, K : 2.0, T..(0) : 11(0) = 33 keV, and neg : 1.1 x
1020 m‘3, with a 50750 mixture of D—T gas, and Zeff : 2.26. Density and temperature
profiles are parabolas raised to the an and (IT powers respectively, with an : 0.5

and aT : 1.0. The antenna current is Gaussian in the poloidal dimension with width

corresponding to a height of ~2 m and centered on the rnidplane. A population of fast
alpha particles is modeled by a Maxwellian velocity distribution with T = 1 MeV =

const. The alpha density is assumed to be 1% of the electron density on the magnetic
5/2

axis with a radial profile proportional to neTa . A Solov’ev10 equilibrium is used.

In Fig. 1, 'y is plotted as a function of toroidal mode number n for the 17 MHz case both
with and without the la“ variation (solid and dashed curves, respectively). The dotted
curve shows the fraction of power absorbed for m : 0 in a single pass. This figure
makes evident the adverse effect that the k” variation has on current drive efficiency

at low frequency. The degradation is almost entirely due to the second term in Eq. (1),
which represents the effect of the poloidal field on In”. This is shown by the chain-

dashed curve, for which the second term in Eq. (1) has been set to zero. Figure 2
shows the sensitivity of this result to the poloidal position and extent of the antenna.

The highest driven currents are obtained with short antennas, between 0.5 and 1.0 m

in height, which are centered at or near the equatorial plane.

An alternative high—frequency (56 MHz) scenario for ITER places the plasma in the gap
between the first and second harmonic resonances of the alphas and deuterium. The
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second harmonic is just behind the antenna, and the first harmonic is at the inboard
edge of the plasma. Thus, the. deuterium and alpha species do not absorb appreciable

amounts of power. Tritium, on the other hand, has its second harmonic resonance
close to the magnetic axis and is therefore a. potentially significant parasitic absorber.

r1"he shorter wavelength in this case reduces the adverse effect of the k” variation by

reducing diffraction and increasing focusing onto the hot central region of the plasma
where trapped particle losses are small. The resulting increase in efficiency is more
than offset by the parasitic ion absorption at the tritium second harmonic. At 56 MHz,
the wavelength is small relative to the minor radius (/Va N 0.058), and an accurate

determination of the fraction of power lost to tritium requires a high degree of numerical
accuracy. Figure 3 shows that more than 300 radial mesh points are required before
the solution converges. The resulting efficiency is only 7 ~ 0.20 A/VV-m2 with 34% of
the power lost to tritium. The result efficiency is reduced even further if a significant
nonlinear high—energy tritium tail develops to enhance the cyclotron absorption.

Figure 4 shows a similar case for SSAT, a machine about one-third the size of ITER.

Here, the parasitic absorption is at the deuterium third harmonic, and the relatively
longer wavelength (A/a ~ 0.178) allows convergence with only oneitliird as many points.
In this Case, about 24% of the power is lost to deuterium. Both Figs. 3 and 4 show

convergence when the number of radial mesh points per wavelength is about 17.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have seen that the current driven by fast waves in a tokamak can be strongly
suppressed at low frequencies because of variations in the k.“ spectrum caused by
the poloidal field. One way to reduce this effect is to work at a higher frequency
where diffraction is reduced and focusing increased. But in ITER, the price paid for
this improvement is a significant loss of power due to parasitic ion absorption at the
tritiiun second harmonic resonance. Adjusting the poloidal location and/or extent of
the antenna array shows that the highest efficiencies are achieved with short antennas
at or near the equatorial plane.
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CURRENT DENSITY PROFILE CONTROL IN REVERSED FIELD PlNCH PLASMA

BY RP CURRENT DRIVE

ling, K. Saito, Atomic Energy Research Institute, Nihon Univ.

Y. Kondoh, H. lshii, Faculty of Technology, Gunma L'niv. Japan

T. Shimada, Y. Hirano, Electro Technical Laboratory, Tsukuba, Japan

1. Introduction
This paper addresses aspects of wave current-drive(CD) in reversed field

Pinch(RFP)plasma. Benefits of CD are steady-state operation where could be used

to provide tailored current profile such that the plasma is in, or close to, a

relaxed(laylor)state, and partial CD to drive only part of the current if this

improves the energy confinement by reducing or eliminating the need for a dynamo

mechanism within the plasma.

\ wide variety of schemes can generate non-inductive currents in a plasma eg,

Landau damping(LD) or Transit Time Magnetic Pumping(TTHP) by various waves, ab-

sorption of travelling cyclotron waves or asymmetric particle injection. Fast

Hagnetosonic (FM) wave has been found to be an useful candidate for CD in high

beta plasma as REP plasma /l/. In this paper, the radial profile of driven curent

density parallel to magnetic line of force by FM wave is theoretically inves—

tigated as function of parallel refraction index.

2. Ray tracing and current generation

he are particularly interested in RF current drive for TPE-RX RFP device under

design study; the plasma parameters are listed in Table 1. Here the plasma is

modeled as cylindrical plasma and the equilibrium state is described by a par-

tially relaxed state model(PRSM) as shown in Fig.1, where the force-free field

is assumed for the poloidal component only, jg=9yB3/u0, X=lo(l-(¢/¢w)5}2,
d is the poloidal flux and ¢w that at the wall. The pressure gradient is given

by dp/dr = -sor322(dq/dr)2/8poq2 and 50:0.4, taking account of the Suydam
criterion (So<l) /2/. The ray path of PM wave( 0)LD>0)>OJDC) is calculated in

three dimensions, The wave is launched near the plasma edge, and the ray path and

wave vector(R) evolution is followed. The wave frequency, the initial parallel

index of refraction(n]Q =cR'E/Bw), and the poloidal index(ng=c—k" Y/co) are

specified at the start, and the ray's progress is calculated thereafter from a

UKB analysis of the spatial variations in the hot plasma dielectric tensor, Elf,

w ;R). Along the ray trajectry the imaginary part of the k vector is determined
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in order to compute wave damping and the resulting plasma heating. Since we typi-

cally choose a wave frequency above the tenth deuterium cyclotron harmonic, ion

damping is usually neglegible. The wave damping becomes strong as beta value in-

creases, indicating the dominant wave damping is due to TTHP. The wave power

flux, P(r), along the ray path is calculated as follows; P(r)=P(rw)exp(—Z.ir(lm

kr) dr), where P(rw) is the injected wave power and in kr the imaginary part of,

kr‘ To calculate the driven current, the power absorbed by electrons over an in-

cremental radius is determined and averaged over the flux surface to obtain the

local absorbed power density, (prf>. We typically terminate the ray tracing once

P/P(rw)=l x 10‘2. The local driven current density parallel to the magnetic line

of force, J” , is then given by jg = 19.2 x 1018/1n1\' Te/ne ' n ' <prf> with Te

in Kev and the other variables in MKS units. Here n is the Fisch~Karney normal-

ized current-drive efficiency/3/ and is given by Us 8U2/(5+Z) + Z +

12(6+Z)/{(5+Z)(3+Z)) + 2D/ZU where U = w/k” ve (V6 is electron thermal

velosity), Z 55 Zeff and D is 3.76 for LD and 8.09 for TTMF. Using TPE-RX

parameters listed in Table l and the following density and temperature profiles:

ne = ne(0)(l-(4)/tpw)5)1/2 and Te I Te(0)(p/P(0)), FM wave has been examined as a

means to drive current within the plasma. it is useful for reactor designs to

convert the local CD efficiency to a global ratio of generated toroidal current,

To, to absorbed wave power, P(rw). in addition, the toroidal stacking effect

leads to a dependence IO/P(rw) CC R51, whereas the current carriers are general-

lyslowed by collisions such that 10 /P(rw) 0C nél. Hence, to lowest order,the

ratio of 752 loficRO/P(rm) is expected to be roughly constant in plasma. This

ratio, 7 , is a figure of merit which must be maximized in order to minimize

capital costs and circulating power for current drive.

3. Profile of driven parallel current density

Typical results are shown in Fig.2, with “Mo = 5.5 and f : 12fi0)(=330 MHZ).

For this wave parameters, the wave power damps over the shortest distance of

about single pass through the plasma. Both the deposited power density, <prf> ,

and the driven parallel current density, j“ , profiles have two local maxima; the

first is at r=0.05 m, which approaches to the axis with decrease of “lo , and the

second corresponds to the location of local beta maximum (see Fig.1). The 2nd

peak value of j“ depends on ne and Te profiles in the outer region since it

scales as Te/n e' The more flat Te and more sharp ne profile enhances the 2nd

peak value. This 2nd peak parallel current leads to the high shear which would

stabilize internal m=l nodes, and provides poloidal current in the outer regions
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to reverse the toroidal field which could eliminate or reduce the need for a

dynamo mechanism within the plasma and thereby reduce fluctuations and losses.

The faster waves, with “"0 < 5.5, penetrate to the central region and drive the

parallel current with a larger driving efficiency, although the wave damping is

weaker slightly than that for n"O =5.5. This scenario using the faster waves

could be used for the steady-state operation of RFP. A global CD ef-

ficiency,IO/P(r"), is about 0.1A/W and a figure of merit, Y, is 0.2 [10 20 m‘3-

HA-m/Hh]. If “No < 2 the electron damping is much weaker, so multiple passes

through the plasma are required to deposite wave energy in the electrons. Thermal

ions kill compete strongly with electrons to absorb wave power. Such parastic ab-

sorption must be avoided to maximize the current driving efficiency.

The slower waves, with nflo > 5.5, have the more shallow penetration as shown
in Fig.3(for “Ho =12.5, f=l40 MHz. The higher is the frequency, the more shallow
is the penetration). The damping is relatively weak and requires about 5 paths
through the plasma. The radial profile of (prf> has two peaks, but j” becomes

maximum at r=a/3 and small at the local beta maximum since the current driving

factor of Te/ne is small there. The location of J“ maximum shifts toward the

outer region with increase of frequency. For f=330 MHz(n"O =12.5), j” becomes
maximum at r= 0.6a corresponding to the local beta maximum. The current driving
efficiency is relatively poor. However, this scenario may still be advantageous
to drive the enough poloidal current in the outer regions to reverse the toroidal
field,thereby to improve the energy confinement. If nuo > 12.5 the resonant
electrons become slower than electron thermal velosity, then can be trapped in a
magnetic well and consequently become incapable of carring currents. Any portion
of the wave power absorbed by these trapped electrons, therefore, will not con-
tribute to the current, resulting in a lower driving efficiency.

4. Conclusion
FM wave is an useful candidate for the current drive in high beta plasma as

RFP plasma, in which the dominant wave damping is due to TTHP having high driv-
ing efficiency. The faster wave with “Mo < 5.5 could be used for the steady-state
operation of RFP since it would control the profile and direction of the current
density everywhere in the plasma. The local beta maximum appropriate to RFP con‘
figuration enhances the driven current and the magnetic shear in the outer
regions, which would stabilize m=l internal modes and eliminate the need for a
dynamo mechanism. A global current driving efficiency and a figure of merit are
about'O.lA/W and 0.2 [IOZOm'B‘HA—m/MH]. The slower waves with “Ho > 5.5 is ad-
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Vantageuos to drive the enough poloidal current in the outer regions to reverse

the toroidal field, which would reduce fluctuations and losses, thereby improve

the energy confinement.
o ‘- YHFSSJHE (*E‘Zl

[ll .
TABLE 1 TPE-RX parameters used for rf ,5.u 4“ ”1

current drive calculation ‘ El[n
40 :LDCALHETA [Ll

Parameter Value ‘ '55”

Major radius, norm 1.5 3.11
Minor radius, alm) 0.3 '- D
Toroidal plasma current, ILWM 1.0 an
Peak toroidal field, llzlllHT') 3.3 2.0 ‘ ....... -
Poloidal flux at wall, u:[a)(,l‘.‘b) 3.40 ' ' 1
Edge density, Ilela'ltlUln/mll 0.18 a
Peak density, nC(U](|020/m3j 1.5 ID =
Edge temperature, TMaHKev‘J 0.48 a
Peak temperature, TQUllLKDV) 4.0 _‘u
Suydum factor‘, SD 0.4 U.0—-——'——4-33—'
Po]oidal beta, E)(0l(2;rup(0l/ll§(a) 0.22 ”0 r3515 1-0
Effective. Charge number, Zcf{ 2 I
F/Er '0.3/l.7 -l.[l

T3207 , ,,
> " NHO:5.5,':I550MHZ

0.1 0.2 dnfl

Fig.2: Radial profile of <prf> and j",

with nu 0:5.5 and f2330 MHZ.

Fig.l: RFP configuration of partially

relaxed state model; rw=0.3 m, Ro=l.5 m

30:0.4, H=5, N=2 and 10:2 MA. Local 3

is defined as t0p(r)/Bz(r).

NI l0: 12.5.1: 140MHz

‘

0-1 0'2 rlml
Fig.3: Radial profile of <prf) and j”,

with nn o=lZ.5 and f=l40 MHz.
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A METHOD OF INCEEASI N6 THE ION BERNSI‘EIN WAVE

EXCI TATI ON EFF‘I CI ENCY I N PLASMAS

A. V. Longi nov, V. A. Lukinov, S. S. Pavlov

KharkOV Institute of Physics and Technology,Kharkov,Ukraine

Introduction. The ion Bernstein wave (IBW) excitation in
the pi asma may be used to sol ve a number of problems: pl asma

heating. (:1), two-component regime of thermonuclear burni ng. Low

efficiency of" IBW excitation is one of the main problems in
using this method. The transformation of the electromagnetic
f l U}; .3»; i t ed by an antenna into t he I EW.’ 1: i net i c fl U}: is

compl i shed due to the plasma inhomogenei ty. However , such aac
t 1- ansfor mati on may be effi ci ent onl y for rel ati vel y weak
pl 351113 densityr gradients in the lower hybrid resonance CLHEJ
regi on r’l Under real conditions the optimal gradients are

often not real i zed and the cont r 01 of edge pl asma densi ty

profile is difficult.
Thi s r opor‘ t suggests the method for i mpr ovi ng t he I BW

exci tati on efficiency i n the frequency range m < nwcu. , where
15:2,3, _ _ _ Tho mot hod consists in introducing into the edge. . . . . ,. . g / .
pl :sma an i on mi : on t); for which the 53nd; Li on macrmz-a: l s

I

fulfilled, where m=1,2, . .i and m<n. Here OJCL and um are the
frequencies corresponding to the cyclotron resonance at the
plasma boundary for bulk and minority ions , respecti vel y. E. g.
for D+T plasma H ions may be used as a mi nori ty in the regime

w‘J Band. or e i ons for m< awci.
Description of the model. Consider the IBW excitation

wi th ky=O in the i nhomogeneous plasma on the numerical
ful l ~wave model /1 The pl asma densi ty and temperature
profiles characteristic for the tokamak wi th the di ver tor are
shown in Fig.1. The actual profiles have been modelled as
fol l ows. I n the confi nement region Cx< a) the densi ty and
temper atur e change i i near ly. and i n the di ver tor l ayer C a< Xx”. b)
t hey decay exponenti al 1 y i n agreement with for mul as 91 ven i n
Fi g. l. The cal cul ati ons have been per-1’ ormed for two
characteristic densityr profiles n1 and n2 , which differ
essential l y from the viewpoint of IBW excitation. The n1
dependenceis characterized by the fact that a3 =0 and in what
follows we’ll relate to this case as the plasma with the
smooth boundary. For the dependence hi a3 =0 and it describes
the plasma with the sharp boundary Illustrate the application
of this method wi th the examples of the loop antenna /2/‘ as
well as of the slot one /3/. The resistance R introduced by
the plasma is the parameter characterizing the efficiency of
the wave excitation for the loop antenna, When using the slot
antenna the‘ IBW is excited due to the coupling with the
surface wave propagating along the plasma boundary. Therefore
the IBW excitation efficiency is characterized by the damping
length of the surface wave 1‘ due to the IBW radiation into
the plasma core. In what follows in all calculations the
following parameters have been used:m:1.85mct,na:3x10 era, the
density gradient in the linear region Vn=4.67*10" crfi" and
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VT=l EOeV/‘cm. For conveni ence we i ntr oduce the vi dths of the

di ver tor l aye-r s=bva and of‘ the vacuum gap d:c-b , where c i s

the coordi nate of the screen in which the slot is made for the

slot antenna or the coordinate of‘ the loop location for the

l oop antenna.
The discdssion of the results. Consider the IBW excitation in

the D—pl asmr bv loop antenna for the; n,I density pr ofi l e wi th

parameters clo e to the Dill—D plasma ones in the H-mode:

, ")e'v’, Tn=ocm, :‘I'Zi i 5cm, c 'cm, d:E1r:m

and B=£fiTi Fig shows the HEX." field disiribution and the RF

power F‘x i'lux in relative units] for the mode with N" =d for

two hydroden concentrations d=r1h/‘rw_e=C) (curves 13 and 0:20.05

C curves 3.x As is seen f’l om FigiE when introducing the

hydrogen minority with cx=CMOEi the considerable C 2 4 times)

increase of the RF power flux into the plasma occurs. This is

due to the fact that the LHR‘ shifts into the denser plasma

region and due to the swelling of the Ex field the IEW

excitation is increased. On growing a this effect is enhanced

but on exceeding some critical concentration of’ the minority n

which is determined by the following formula:

n’ x’l'uZAl/‘AC 2, (£t cnz 03%L3/C wad-m 3' , C13

where A.Z and A22] are mass and charge numbers of bulk and

minority ions. correspondingly, there occurs the cutcoff‘ for

the IBW excitation. The small intensity fast wave will be
F's-4x ale 1' n+ m use n ems r-hro QHA +he msi m Paar“ at” 1:: amnion
. Lu,” zit-loo i . me u. .t. p . . v.4. c a) To any “Mi H pr.“ t oi |\| poms\ aM.
will be absorbed at the plasma edge due to iei collisions

Fig.3 shows the dependence of the resistance E vs the ion

minority concentration a in the case considered. The R maximum

value and, consequently. the IBW excitation efficiency is
’ ‘ and it is approximately f5 times

more than one I" the .3 te that. on increasing d the

sorption in the edge plasma increases due to ivi

lisions. The dependence of the RF pox-Jer Pa absorbed in the
ma related to the total power Po radiated by the

s o: is given in Fig.3 It is seen that this negative

”'omes essential for ion minority concentrations close

achieved in the range

nsider now the IBW excitation by the slot antenna in the

wk mak plasma with ITFP. parameters: a=805cm, s:9cm, d=icm

Analyze first the sharp boundary plasma with

Tia=EiOe\/. Tea:3DeV, Tn=E.3cm and TT=13CnL Fig.4 gives the /Ex/

field distribution in the vacuum gap and in the edge plasma at

d:0. In this case the surface wave with Nll :1 is excited

Because of the weak coupling with IBW it has a large damping

length i=125m what characterizes the low efficiency of IBW

excitation As l>l,y where 1:2na is the exciting system period

along the magnetic field, the Ex field distribution has the

form of a standing wave due to the interference of surface

waves propagating in opposite directions from the exciting

sloti In this case the antenna impedance has a resonant

character M53 that makes difficult its matching and, besides,

1e noticeable part of RF power ($94.) is absorbed due to ohmic

in the antenna elements
gives the similar »"Ex/ field distribution for d=0.0d..

en that even at the relatively low a there occurs thefl:-
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harp di mi nishi ng of the surface wave damping length Cl’=a. 3m)
5 d the wave becomes a travelling wave. Apart from the strong
ancrease in the IBW excitation efficiency this case isiEaracterized by the negligibly small ohmic losses in the

Entenna elements Cilia) by the mainly active input impedance of

the antenna which becomes to be weakly dependent on the vacuum
values and Edge plasma parameters. Then the x’E‘x/ fieldaa . c . . ,.

gmglitude at the Pl asma edge is considerably lowered is:
t i rue-$3 what di mi ni shes the pr obabi l i ty of Appear i my the

unwant ed nonl 1 near phenomena. Fi g. 3 gi ves the l ’ vs d

dE-PE'hdence for this case, it is seen that the a value at which
the cut'off' occurs Cl’» 00) diminishes comparing With the
PreVlQus case. The considerable decrease in l’ is possible for
rathEI low a: 110870.04 and the effect of RF power absorption

due to i—i collisions practically does not. manifest itself.
Analx/Ze now the case of the plasma with the smooth

bL‘UllLic‘.if/‘ profile with the following paramet : Tja=lEtOeV.
TEOZ3OEV‘ Tn:2.5cm. TT=4.5cm. Fig.6 gives the dis ributions of
the I,’Ey,' field, RF power flux Px and of the specific power Di
absorbed by ions for the surface wave mode with Nu =1.0S at 0:30
Ccu ves 13 and d=0.04 Ccurves 22‘. As is seen from the Fig.6
the IBW eXCitation efficiency enhancement is insignificant in
this case. This is explained by the fact that due to the weak
don;ity gradient in the LHR region and the appearance of‘ the

ulol 7-? 4* he r—nvvnl 1' hr: koé urgen { hr: curfaro meme; and, u-Ju vvvkyk .. v cu c.-.-+ "oh" LT, Fling VAA‘I QM‘A i “to "a .c,_,.7 .N“... cl 3 “Hung, Wt
15‘?! is sufficiently good even for OL=O. On introducing the
minority with d=0.04 the absorption due to 1—1 collisions is
enhanced essentially. One should relate to advantageous
effects connected with the minority introduction the Ex field
swelling decrease in the LHR region.

The similar effect of‘ the IBW excitation enhancement may
take place in the region coinage at a-E‘. In these regimes it is
due to the decrease of king for 113‘»? at the plasma edge with
minority introduction, besides, the excitation cut-off effect
at any ion minority concentration is then absent.

Conclusions.l.The introduction of a special ion minority
into the edge plasma allows one to enhance the TBW excitation
efficiency when using loop antennas as well as slot on -‘.

E.Tne stronge t effect is .ici’aiew'ed in regimes with large
density gradients in the edge plasma.

3.The method suggested is also suitable to control the
antenna performance regime, eg. to control the surface wave
damping length when using the slot antenna.

4.1n the plasma with the low ion temperature at the edge,
especially for high concentrations of minority ions the part
of the absorbed RF power due to ioi collisions may become
noticeable.
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THE LOCAL POWER DISSIPATION OF ION BERNSTEIN
WAVES IN A WEAKLY INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA

H. WERTHMANN and M. BRAMBILLA
Max-Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik

Boltzmannstr. 2, D-80116 Garching bci Miinchen, REG.

1 Introduction

We have derived an explicit expression for the power dissipation per unit volume, Pf“,
through particles of the species a by an ion Bernstein wave propagating in a plane
stratified plasma. The expression is also valid when the the ratio of gyroradius t0
wavelength cannot be assumed to be small. Under these conditions the plasma must
he considered as a strongly spatially dispersive medium.

To ensure energy conservation, :5” should equal the rate of change of the kinetic
energy density in the plasma [1]. Starting from this fundamental principle and using
the formal characteristic solution of the linear Vlasov equation, Brambilla and Kriicken
['2] obtained a general expression for the power dissipation

a 2 Z , FaJU(U;£) .354$): mu 1131b Rgdsv WmldrlfiteHIIS) 7 (1)
where

H2 6W” / duress-1 , (2)
with w, the real part of the wave frequency and 1 its imaginary part. Above (3,1)
denotes a trajectory of the undisturbed particle motion parameterized by t', fl(q’,1’)
the electric field of the wave along this trajectory, X the guiding center positioff and
Fa_M(v,X) a non-drifted Maxwellian without parallel gradients. FQ_M(U,X) is the
appropriate equilibrium solution of the linearized Vlasov equation valid to first order
in the drift approximation. Eq.(1) holds in the limit in which the collisional mean free
paths of ions and electrons are much larger than the typical wavelengths of the field.

It is easily seen, that apart from the so called drift terms proportional to density
and temperature gradients, 5,5 is a positive definite quantity. The exact form of the
drift terms is not of interest in the present context, because in investigating the power
deposition by h.f. waves they can be neglected.

Brambilla and Kriicken [2] showed that the expression for 5,5 given above is in
agreement with the time averaged Poynting theorem, and obtained a general expression
for the kinetic correction to the Poynting flux.

2 Power Dissipation in a Slab Geometry
In the following, we define a one-dimensional plasma configuration, i.e. a slab geometry,
through the assumptions of a z—directed static magnetic field Em” and of density,
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temperature and gyrofrequency gradients pointing in the xvdirection. Hence the electric
field can be represented as

_E_(£, t) = e_“"‘e‘-k"” Z eikllzfl(:c; ky, k“) . (3)
"II

The assumption of periodicity in the z—direction restricts the kH-spectrum to a discrete
set of values.

To derive an explicit expression for the local power deposition, valid in the slab,
the trajectory and the velocity space integrations in Eq.(1) must be carried out. This
requires the knowledge of the unperturbed particle trajectories. Here, we investigate
only situations where the guiding-center variable _:J_ is a constant of motion to first
order in the drift approximation, i.e. the VB’m-drift is negligible. In this case the
unperturbed trajectories are known analytically and of a relatively simple form.

To perform the calculations, it is convenient to use a Fourier representation of the
electric field also in the direction,

germ“): Lo dkz selfless“) . (4)

We recall that due to the plasma inhomogeinity the constitutive relation 1 = [(E)
for the linear h.f. plasma current can be written as an integral equation either in real
:rvspace or in kI—Fourier-space [3] With Eq.(4) and the help of the expansion of swam“)
in terms of Bessel functions, we obtain the relation

e‘"w-r)vs,.(z)H = e‘kvyze"=u2/m dkr 6"“ Z —— x (5)
1:” 112—00 w + i“! — kuvn - 7100::(37)

ein—Jm(kz31n(¢) _ kg COS(¢))WQ(U, 11);).L) _ §_1 (11.)) . EUCI, kg, k")

by changing the order of the 15,- and t’~integrations and integrating along the
given particle orbits analytically. In this equation the angle (b is defined by
<15 = atan(vy/vr) E [0,27r]. w E v‘L/vf}I and u E ”II/”toil denote dimensionless veloci-
ties and p is given by p = kivg/Qca. The vector M(u,w;p) is defined through

Kimmy) a finned-wJ;(uw)2Z+ia(/m)é . (6)
Another quantity, which enters Eq.(5), is the rotation matrix EM!) describing a rotation
around the z-axis by an angle 1/) = artan(ky/k,:).

With the help of the identity

. '7 1
l

1331+ w — i7 — kl’lv“ — mflca(a:) w + £7 — kllvll — 110042;)

to flagged

= (7)
7|"

6nm6kukfi lk—“I6 (1)” _
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we derive the following expression for lint,_.0+ 7|l, entering Eq.(1):

' 2 _ inflict)” co dk “:12: 0° dk, —I'k;:r X 8711551“l § we”; L, ‘6 [on “3 (l
f: einw-¢')eiweu(r)(krk£)Bin(d>)6(u _$:($)) x

n=—oo

E—‘(klxi kw kn) 'fillb') ‘ MW, 11); Wit ‘8 £30511); M) -§‘1(¢) ' £09m kw kn) -
Here 9;, denotes the thermal gyroradius and It: is given by 9:: E (Lu — aaVkHUSI.
Bil-(7) means that only resonant particles contribute to the power dissipation.

According to Eq.(1), we still have to integrate over the velocity space. The parallel
velocity integration is trivial and the g5 integration can be carried out by expanding
the Maxwellian in powers of Y:7 i :1: , giving to lowest order in the drift approximation
the result:. P“

absz
W’s-“(fl‘ ) 2mm) X (9)

Zlk— [1: “”c ”hf: dk’ 6"“ ‘“ WE (k; t, kn) aw -
k” H n=—oo

(/°° dw we‘“ [W (mew It )1 ®::(z:,wm>)a ‘(w Eris-1,1: k“),
with Lap“ the plasma frequency. Also perpendicular velocity integrations appearing in
Eq.(9) can be evaluated analytically, so that we finally obtain:

/m dw Ive—m“ mommr ®M(x:,wm) = (10)o

1 —5m M) event) exam/m
a 431m, fl) Tnll‘l“) —iw:D"(u,u') ,

fizzsnm M) name ) ($:)25"(#,#’)
where 1 2 ,2

Snl/‘aI-LI) E 2lfl(%flfll)e*;(u +11 ) ’ (11)

DWMN) E (IIILGW’) —#’1n(%##')) e""““*“”’ (12)
and

n 2712 I + J ,2TULM’) E (W, ’) In(%##)— ,1 2#1,.%/1(#')]e (“2+“) - (13)

3 The Relation between Power Dissipation and Conductivity
Kernel

The constitutive relation of the Fourier transformed current density relevant to the
described slab model can be written in the form

Jun/cm.) = [:dk; gamete/ctkwtn . (14)
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The conductivity kernel a'(k k’ ) in the equation above is given by the integral repre»
sentation .

new =/_: dx” “M” ham") . (15)
Where

_(k k’- :r’)— 1L4“) f: iniwvmzwgi A: firm") . (16)I) I, 0871’2 kllvth($fI)n:vm 2’ :7; 1!! l

Here the tensor £206“ kg; kg, 1:”; 9:”), of which the m”—dependency is due to the space
variation of the plasma parameter, is given in reference [3]. We define the modified
hermitian part of this tensor as

H[g(i~.,k;;...)] 2 é(gawk-g...”[g(k;,kr;...)]i) . (17)
Then the expression for the dissipated power given in Eq.(9) together with Eq.(10) can
be rewritten:

2or wPa 1/on 'kz/m I may:_ — clk e" dkme . x (18)
“b8 87”)c k” lklll —- I —oo

00 ' I '8 I n H '3'Z e'"“““£(k..ky,kn)- i;(k2.kx;ky.ku;z)l new”) -
n=—oo

Finally, the summation over the different species yields the result

PM”: 2130!abs = (19)

«kg/:0 dk am]: cue; "VIE (1." kWh") [g(k;,k.;x)]H-E(k.,ky,kn) .
1!

Moreover, this expression reduces in the limit of a homogeneous plasma to the expres~
sion of P" given by Stix [4].abs

The work of one of the authors (H.\V.) has been financed by the Sehiedel Foundation.
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THE SLOT—IN—RECESS ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR ION BERNSIEZIN WAVE
EXCI TAU ON I N PLASMAS

V. A. Gri bok. A. V. Longi nov, V. A. Luki nov
kov Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov. VUkraine

Khar

W Application of surface waves for excitation

of Slow waves CSWD including ion Bernstein waves CIBWDhas been
discusSed in Ref. [1,2]. Slot antennas for excitation of

surface waves are sufficiently simple, however their radiating

surface may be to large. This report suggests and studies

theoretically a new antenna array of a ”slot in the recess"

type that enables one to decrease the dimensions of the

radiating surface. Fig.1 shows the sketch of such an antenna.

We assume the recesses in the first wall to be periodically

r‘Dsitioned along the Z axis with the period L. A slot is

rlocated at the distance h from the recess center CFig.l:‘.
l‘lutigf); of Maxwell equations for the problem considered are

found by splitting the integration domain in three regions:

the rece 3 region C1), the vacuum gap CED between the plasma

and the first wall and the plasma region C33.
The driVing slot is assumed to be narrow. Therefore the

electric field in the slot region may be considered to be

Potential, the Voltage Uo across the slot being fixed [1]. The

1DP+ m‘ .A m 5:1." Pfimhnhon} :1 ms.— # ha marma+ 1' r“ Pi @114 who: h.— + he
9; cl lo i lei». ~.r_,..n,_.o..c..-, along cm, “Manuela 1. icid in.-.) is cm,

driving oneln this case slow waves are excited in plasma

predomi nantl y and t he fast wa ve excitation i s neglected . I n

regi on C 1 3 one sol ves Maxwel l equati ons i n the for m of the
Fourier decomposition satisf‘yi ng the condi ti on Ex : G at the
later al wal l s of the sl ot . I n the vacuum gap one puts Maxwel 1
equations solutions in the same form. Consider the excitation

of sl ow waves 1 n the semi 7i nfi ni te uni form pl asma i n the
/frequency range Lu \ 2-wc. Electromagnetic fields are taken to

L
be a sum of the slow electromagnetic (SEW) waves and of the

ion Bernstein CIBW) waves.
We use the following boundary conditions. At the

plasma—vacuum boundary the Ez and Hy components are continuous

and the condition Exl 0:0 [3] holds. At the vacuumcrecess
-x:+

br'wundary the E2, Hy components are Continuous for lzl"‘b/2 and
the E2 component vanishes for 121252 and at the recess bottom
the E: component equals {Jo/é for lz]<é/E and E2 component
vanishes for llé/a. Using above boundary conditions one can
obtain the infinite system of linear equations for solving of
Maxwell equations. We employ the reduction method to solve the
system obtained numerically.

On the ground of’ sol Ving this system of equations we
determine the RF“ power flux into we plasma radiated by the

antenna in the form of IBW, P = E Pn where F’n are partial
h = vm

fluxes as C's/ell as the 1radiation directivity D = CP+ —- PJ/‘F‘,

where P+: E Pn. P7 : E Pn together with the electromagnetic
n = 1 n = —w

fields distributions in the recess, vacuum gap and plasma.
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Besides we determine the active and reactive impedances of the

antenna (slot) per unit length (in Yedirectionl

As an example we give the results of numerical calculations

for the IBW excitation near the second harmonic of “ion

cyclotron frequency to = a'LCcd in the plasma with the following
A ‘,n —3 . a. .

parameters: Bo = c. T, Ne = 1.0 cm , TL = Te e :00 eV.

Evmmetric reces .
when the driving slot i

example the recess is TTEIm long, 1 m deep a the vacuum gap

value is 0.25m“. Fig a shows the d stribution oi" the IEr-zi in

the recess_ vacuum gap and the plasma edge region. In contrast

to the antenna of the ”slot in the first wall" type [4] where

the field pattern in the vacuum gap corresponded to surface

waves travelling in oppDSite directions away from the slot,

now the Ex field distribution in the recess has a form of a

standing wave. Such a field pattern is due to the surface wave

reflection from the lateral wall of the recess. However the

main portion of power is radiated from the recess section and

it propagates further in the form of two cones 1,2 travelling

at a small C~10 3 angle to the steady magnetic field in

opposite directions away from the slot.

The RF power flux spectrum is symmetric C i

spectrum maximum corresponds to N” 2 1‘8 . Its broadening is

h

Consider the IBW excitation in plasma

s located at the recess center. In this

due to the finite length of the recess. Suc- a

value for the surface wave is determined by tue r

and it corresponds to the dispersion relation "1.

Long recess. Antenna arrays of the "slot n recess" type

with asymmetric location of the driving slot (relative to the
[\[

i

recess center) are of interest for application in some

r egi mes. E. 9. such arr ays per ml t. one to 1‘ eai i 2e 1' egi mes of

I SW exci t at i on , the I B‘i'v' travel 1 i ng pr e ’ omi nantl y i n one

direction along magnetic field lines. They may be used to

sustain steady current with IBW. As an example consider a long

= 1recess with dimensions: b = 180 m. , s .5 cm. in which the

slot is spaced 1 m at the wall at d = U. 1 cm . The Ex field

patterns are given in Fig. 4 . The recess length in this

example is not very large compared with the damping length of

the slow wave. Therefore in the field pattern the presence of

the reflected waves is essential that is manifested in the

finite amplitude and oscillation of the field near the wall

Cstanding wave effect). However even in this case with a

relatively small recess length sufficiently high directivity

of radiation is achieved: D = 0.8

Fig‘5 shows the RF power flux spectrum versus Nll from which

one sees that the spectrum possesses a strongly pronounced

asymmetry with the maximum at NH 2 2.

"Slot in the resonant recess". Efficient means of‘

considerable reduction of the "slot in the recess" type

antenna array keeping the high directivity of radiation is to

apply array of the "slot in the resonant recess" type. The

basic design principle oi" such an array is as follows: a

driving slot is to be located at the distance ca. n-As/4,

where n = 1,3,5,. .. from the one wall of the recess and at the
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ca. mas/a. where m = O,l,2,... from another one.
is the wavelength of the surface wave in the plasma —

a bottom gap. Obviously. the minimum size of the antenna
regigj 15 equal to As/Li Cn : 1. m : 0).
(”3215441. example consider the calculation results of the "slot

~ GueA-i'esonant recess" antenna for plasma parameters given
in riously and the vacuum gap value d = 0.85 cm. Fig.5 shows
PFEVEEenlts of calculating the radiation directivity Ccurves 1
the versus the recess length for various recess depths. As is

n from picture the radiation directivity maximum isSffaihed for the recess length value close to the one—fourth
:f the vacuum wavelength for a deeper recess and on decreasing
the depth the maximum is shifted to lower values. It is due to
the {act that actual l y the maxi mum of the radi ati on
directi‘v’ity is attained at the recess length that is equal
apprOXitely’ to the one-fourth of the surface wave length

which increases on increasing the recess depth. As is seen
the Fig.6 for deeper recess when 9 >> 02 a rather high

distance

Here X:

—33

from _ , ‘ _ ‘ _
value of the radiation directivi Ly: D : O. 91 is to achieved. AS
is seen from Fig. 6 near the resonance the input impedance is
at maxi mum, its real part exceeding i ts reactive one
consl (Jet ably.

The spectrum of IBW RF power flux into the plasma for the
Case 5 : 7.5 cm and the resonance length of the recess b =
0.23 m 13 given in Fig.7 . As is seen from this Figure the
spectr um maximum corresponds to waves with N" 2 5.

Give the example of another resonant recess. Fig.8 depicts
the |Ex| distribution for the antenna of the "slot in the
resonant recess" type with m 2 1 , n : l ,at d : O. 25 cm. , s :

7, 5 cm. As is seen f‘r om the Fig. 8 the surface waves are
e.‘(-;i ted i n t he vacuum gap outside the recess boundary that.
propagate in opposite directions and are damped due to IBW
radiation into plasma. At the same time, due to the resonant
length of the recess and the resonant location 'of' the slot the
ampl i tudes of these waves are consi der abl y di ffer ent .
The-r ei ore the intensity of IBW (cones J. and 43 excited by
surface waves in plasma would differ considerably. In this
case one attains the high radiation directivity D 2 0.85.

Fig.9 shows the spectrum of‘ IBW RF power flux into plasma
for this case. The maximum of’ the spectrum occurs at the N“ a:

—5. Part of the spectrum with N” > O is determined by the
presence of cones i and 2. .

Conclusion . In conclusion we note that all cases of
applying a recess for IBW excitation may be also achieved if
one uses a current element for excitation instead of a slot
one.Such systems may prove to be simple and especially
efficient in a resonant recess case.
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RF system for plasma production and heating in TJ-I U torsatron

E. Ascasr’bar, F. Castején, L. Rodriguez R., and A. P. Navarro
( Asociacz’o’n Euratom / CIEMAT. Madrid. Spain )

V. E. Dyakov, A. V. Longinov, O. S. Pavlichenko, S. S. Pavlov. and
K. N. Stepanov

(Ktl. Kharkov. Ukraine )

1, Introduction
RF techniques in the frequency range (1) = cucj allow to solve many problems in

stellarators, including plasma production, ion and electron heating, non-inductive current drive
in plasmas, etc. This report outlines the RF program for the TJ-iU torsatron under construction
at CIEMAT [1] . The main objective of this program is to develop a technological basis (antenna
arrays, RF sources, etc.) and to perform analysis of various scenarios of plasma production and
heating suitable for plasma confinement and equilibrium studies in TJ-iU. Another goal is to
explore convenient scenarios for the larger TJ-II heliac device, whose construction is beginning
at CIEMAT [2].

2. RF scenarios
Theoretical studies, including the improvement of numerical existing models and the

development of new ones, have started at CIEMAT and KhFTI. The first results from these
studies have determined the basic scenarios that will be faced in the technological base as well as
in the experimental program.

The main properties of the TJ-IU torsatron concerning the application of RF techniques
in the range (1) = cuci (low magnetic field, small size, strong 3-D nonuniformity of the magnetic
field in the radial direction and along the magnetic field lines) modify considerably the existing
well studied techniques for large devices. It leads, in particular, to a strong FW-SW coupling
outside the conversion zones and also to reduce the effect of opacity zones (at the plasma edge
and near conversion zones) on the propagation of waves. These properties may exert favourable
influences.

Preliminary studies performed with a 1-D model [3] for wave excitation in plasmas as
well as with a ray tracing technique [4] have shown that the following scenarios are the most
interesting for TJ-IU (some of them have been never applied before in RF experiments):

2.1. FW excitation from the low magnetic field side (a) 2 wci)with the resonance layer
inside the plasma column and the FW—SW conversion zone in the neighbourhood of the local
Alfven resonance. This regime (which corresponds to one of the lowest frequencies among the
listed above) is characterized by a strong slowing»down of the excited wave with longitudinal
refractive index Nu=50 « 100. However, due to small plasma dimensions and strong absorption
effects in the Alfven and a) = (Dci resonances, a high efficiency of the technique is predicted, in
spite ofFW cannot propagate in this case. Ion and electron heating are possible in this regime as
well as current drive. This technique can be applied at the plasma production stage.

2.2. FW excitation in hydrogen-deuterium plasma with a high 3He concentration (~
20%). In this case FW-SW (IBW) coupling in the ion-ion hybrid resonance are important. As a
result the predominant absorption by bulk ions (deuterons) and not only by 3He ions, in
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contrast to the minority techniques. is possible. This is an important effect because it weakens
strong tail-growth of the distribution function of resonant ions inherent to the minority
techniques (Fast ions are poorly confined in TJ-IU) and improves the RF heating efficiency.

2.3. FW excitation in hydrogendeutefium plasma with 3He minority Fig.1 gives the
results for this regime obtained by solving Maxwell equations for a separate toroidal mode with
Nu=20 and taking into account finite temperature effects. The FW is excited from the low field

(external) side of TJ-IU (like LFS regime in tokamaks)
with the frequency f=4.2 MHz, in a plasma with
parameters: nHe/nD=5%, nH/nD=50%. THE = TH: TD =
800 eV, T133100 eV. This wave is converted in the short

SW in the region of DH ion—ion hybrid resonance (see
the Pk kinetic flux behaviour and the appearance of
small scale oscillations of the ER field). The SW is
totally absorbed in the ion cyclotron resonance zone for
He. Using SW absorption allows one to perform
powerful experiments with the preferential heating of

l bulk ions and an improved confinement of resonant

l ‘ER | particles (cut off tail effect). Low value of the antenna
quality factor, Q=13, (high value of the plasma
resistance) is one of the main advantages of this
scenario, therefore this method may be the most

51 60 ‘73 R (CM) adequate for attainment of high efficiency of RF power
coupling to plasma.
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2.4. FW excitation in the region a) >> cod with electron Cherenkov absorption

Figure 2
P(o) ’3

This regime will be used in TLIU in the range 30—150 MHz. Fig. 2 gives the calculation

results obtained using a ray tracing technique for a hydrogen plasma with T(0)=1 Kev, N”=10,

f=150 MHZ. As seen from the figure, after multiple reflections and refractions the ray fills the
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plasma cross—section uniformly enough. Strong evolution of NH due to propagation under
conditions of strong 3-D nonuniforrnity is observed The phase velocity vph = (n/k" becomes
comparable with the electron thermal velocity, due to the increasing of N“, and there occurs the
absorption of the FW by thermal electrons. At the same time the power deposition profile is
localized in the region with a < 0.5, where a is the magnetic surface coordinate. This method
may be interesting for studying high-[3 regimes in TJ-IU and for current drive experiments

2.5. Direct SW (Ion Bernstein Wave) excitation in the range a) 5 20)“, 3mg, 4wci. This
scenario is interesting mainly for plasma production. However other interesting regimes are
possible including those with ion heating.

A number of other scenarios, which are not yet deeply studied, may prove promising
under the Tl-IU conditions.

3. RF facility
To accomplish the started program of physical research a RF facility with wide range of

possibilities is being developed:
The RF facility includes (Fig.3) a low frequency generator G1 wifli adjustable frequency

in the range from 220 MHz having a symmetric or asymmetric output (to change the phasing of
antennas). The output power of the generator is P > 0.5 MW with a pulse length of about 40
ms The generator is fed by modulators M1 and M2 based on capacitive accumulators. Both
modulators may be used to feed the low frequency generator in the programmed pulse regime
(such a regime may be required at the plasma production stage) or one of them may feed another
high frequency generator G2 (second phase). This second generator is necessary to accomplish
electron heating scenarios (0.) >> Luci) or scenariOS with IBW excitation at (11> 3 - 40191. Power
delivered by this generator is also P > 0.5 Mw. A phase rotator (PR) designed on an LC chain
basis is switched into the feeder (F1, F2) to adjust smoothly the phase angle in the antennas.
Supply system, feed-through insulator and the displacement system allowing to approach the
plasma are the same for FW and SW antennae (ALAZ).

Figure 3

4. RF antenna
The antenna array includes 2 antennas that are installed in adjacent horizontal ports (Fig.

’4), Which only differ in the parts directly touching the plasma surface and determining the field
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polarization.The FW antenna is constructed according to the "fir-tree" [5] pattern having low
wave resistance with two current layers for a more efficient usage of the port cross-section. The
surface of the electrostatic shield facing the plasma is coated with titanium nitride. Two types of
current layers of the FW antenna are provided: long wavelength and short wavelength current
layer. The latter can be applied only in the high frequency range f: 150 MHz.

Two types of SW antenna are also manufactured: the current one is completely similar to
the W antenna with the shield and the current layer rotated 900, like in [5]. The relatively small
radiating surface and, consequently, the limited power coupled to plasma is a disadvantage of
this antenna.The potential type antenna [6] possesses ten times larger radiating surface
compared with the current type as well as the possibility of some optimization of IBW coupling
to plasma. Therefore the power coupled through the potential type SW antenna will be
considerably higher than the one for the current—type antenna. The broad band (2-150 MHz)
tuners (T1, T2) allow to syntonize antennae with the feeder for both types of antenna. It
includes a set of circuit capacitors, adjustable tuning vacuum capacitors and adjustable
inductance made on a coaxial resonator basis. The design and manufacture of the RF facility are
planned to be finished at the end of 1992 and the program of experiments will start at me
beginning of1993.

A small device like TJ-IU has an easy access and a high versatility which allows to
achieve several heating regimes. This makes this device very interesting for RF heating studies.

Figure 4

FW 01" SW
antenna

Potential type SW antenna
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The separation of Ion Bernstein waves and incoherent Ion Gyroresonant
Ballistic waves in a dispersive, spatially varying medium

Tor FlaI , D. Cook2 , E. Tracy” , and AN. Kauflnann2

Abstract

1m gymresonant ballistic waves are studied in a spatially varying medium by a one dimensional, kinetic
model equation. We solve this equation by a spectral deformation technique in Fourier space and are able
to separate the coherent plasma wave modes from the incoherent gyroballistic waves. Asymptotically in a
region in phase space where the coherent and inmherent modes are only Weakly interacting we show that
coherent plasma wave model: can be expressed in terms of the dominant discrete mode while the incoherent
mode depends on the cumulated history of the coherent plasma model

Introduction

Our aim is to study minority fundamental and majority second harmonic ion gyroresmmnces and how mode
conversion to ballistic modes in a spatially varying medium can lead to heating. This has already been
studied in some detail in H. Ye’s thesis and some other works [1.2,3,-l]v The object here is to extract the
collective Inn Bernstein wave {IBW} modes and the Incoherent Ion Gyroresnnant Ballistic (11GB) modes
and clearil’y how to asymptotitally solve the model equation which ll. Ye derived for a one dimensional slab
model for an incoming magnetosonic wave (MSW). The MSW mode frequency to, match the gyroresonance
condition at r = 0. If we neglect electron inertia effects. spatial variation ofthe resonant species background
dislrilmtiuniand assume a spatial variation in the magnetic field normal to the magnetic field direction, We
ran derive the following model equations for the first harmonic minority resonancetN : it) and second
harmonic majority resonance [N = f2)

‘ a A -i" * mil-[1,2 = F1,2/1[l’Jr,2. (ll
Frellhkl = marital“,

a] 2 o: i? %' . ,, ‘ -~ — 3512 not“; 7 kf') +01” + (1.2“ All),

[dl'Um =

Here 1 and 2 signifies first harmonic minority resonance or second harmonic majority resonance The
definition of Fm,“ 2 and t v are given in [5]. The method of spectral deformation is a tool for analyzing

lIMR. University of Tromsrx 757001 Trurnso‘Norway
2Ll'iL and Department nf Physics University of California. Berkeley Ca 94720. USA
1Physics Department. College of William and Mary, Williamshnrg,\:\ 23185, USA
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phenomena associated with rontiuous spectra and reveal the coherent plasma modes otherwise hidden in

the spectrundb‘l lm us represent our equation as

107‘] : HJ 11”

1 xi
‘Hh'i : 7(1‘7FULiri/ flail).

13 ,‘m

Votive that ‘H is Herinitian with respet't to the indefinite inner produet
< J,J 3):: fii‘dnUV’JciJ'J where i : gJ (rim). The operator in fact happens to he exactly the

same as can he defined for n tilnede-pendent background distribution which is l‘bnriertransfurmed in spnrelii]

and will therefore have the same slrurtnre of quadruple»; of discrele eigenvallleslTLThe Spevtrnl deformation

terhnique assoi'izite the npernlnr (H) with a Ont‘lfiu’illlltler[llllllly1!f0[)(~'l'ilt01‘ti HUM = MHHH'M)" which

depend anniytimlly on the parameter 0. Sinrp we (house the one parann-let group I: to be the group of

\‘elurity spare trnnslntiurrsi il follows thal we have to study Ihv equalinu for the analytically routinued

fifth) whet-<- the inleernllon mnlnnr for [r is Iakeu along a line pamllell to Ihl' real axis. The fellnwingz

eigenfunction expansion in then obtained for null!)

A. dk’wdk’n + / dwi/(mii’fi. k,i~')(:.i'[1(~v:7_n,'[l~' 7 160)). (iii./'(iuki : Zrlj.\ijii‘,kic.rp( ‘/i t
J

Here the discrete (indexed by j) and the continuum eigenfunctions are normalized Mlt‘lt that

/ di'fi'JH‘ilr) : ii NiV

/ ilfhil:"...i.lcl : owls).
>l'

The rtwllii’iunls JJ and (fly) are given by projerlinns of the eieenniotles on the distribution J‘tvulm] prrr

i l-‘ol-r‘l. 'l'he discrete eigenvalues ran he found hv solving the following extendedscribed :LL some wavennmbe
dispersion relation

)l

amt-m : pawl, )ltilklzfltwllloa,
' ()lll’u.‘ '

fa" y[ 2‘. [Cl ’1‘“
my 1' 7 w 711d)

[7 :1 any/nu).

We will ilfisunlt' thnl dd“ can he expanded in the following perturhntion series: where ( is a forum]

ordering parameter signifying; the snmllness of terms ~ (Ne—"7:1

i.)J znatoll]-mu)+i.i.+c“.ufi"), t7]

llnu'ever. only one eigenmode gives the (‘orrml asymptotic dispersion (see lielow) ri-lalinnr for large I: and mu

henceforth index it by J : 1. Far from the modemnvorsiun region we will idenlil‘y .l : di' hy the wherern

modes (MSW and ”5“") and J = J 7 J(gJ : J) by the incoherent inn gyrolmilislir iuotles(llG\\"]. As long

as the coherent lHW mode is only weakly internctingr with the llGW mode il turns out to he musistent In

approximate the coherent IBW mode by

, _ i A
Mk) ~ .Hkuierp(——/ Jfik’MA"), (S)

I » ‘u
_ (1)

Wu _ tor—M,
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lira"! ”it: re \nlt we can infer the absorption: of the coherent wave action into incoherent wave action. A . t
.) k

:1:17 c.rp(:/ Inland/cl) (U)
I, by

1‘ h. tntervslinz to transform the amplitude of the coherent mode’in the asymptotic region to the x reprev

atioa by the method ofstatinnary phase for large x
SPIN

J‘ ~ fie: (—é/k:(r)u71dk'+ik(r).r+ic7~j—L (10)

U : ,
flit) =

llerv ltr) : "[rr) corresponds to a branch of the asymptotir dispersion relation for the coherent mode
pillar) : , Lil/V) = 0- 1'0 is an ilVPragvd Velocity with respect to g (index 1.2 Suppressed). eltl) also
(ointides with the usual result for wave action conservation in the xrrepresenlntion.

Discussion

Siute we are neglecting electron inertia reflects only the part of the kinetic dispersion tensor for the non-
rmunanl species with components perpendicular to the magnetic field need to be taken into account. In
addition we only consider lhe llermitian part. The perpendicular part of the dispersion tensor barring the

rtsnnanl terms, is approximated by

to HL Q:(Ii)+nig(n“). (Hi
I:

n : —k.
u}

Here gnu) givus the temperature dependent second order FtUinite Larmor radius) corrections to the
dispersion tensor.

For the second harmonic majority resonance coupling coefficient F2 in the gyroballistic equation it. will
be toasistent to neglect lhe FLR effects in the dispersion tensor completely for k; close to resonance of lhe
magnetosonic waves and gyroballistic waves and far from IBW resonance. For the first harmonic minority
ruonaure one has to develop the. dispersion tensor to second order in FLR effects since F1 is not a FLR
torrection by itself. However" only the “1511 correction has to he kept because the other terms in lhe
diaper-ion tensor are structurally stable to small corrections. Since we do not want to study the exact
nature ol the lBW resonance‘ we expand to first order in (k,___ 7 Icf).(ln this Work k is used for simplicity
for k1,.) Here 5;] is the wavenumher for which the coupling coefficient is singular indicating gyrnresonance
En phas space

To discuss the ion cyclotron heating for the majority Second harmonic gyroresonance and minority first
harmonic gyrnresonance‘ it is necessary to study the asymptotic properties of the: coupling meflit‘ient timflct
We find that irt both cases the coupling coefficient is singular at some k : :tr’cl and approach a quadratic
function for large k in our local approximation around gyroresonance in phase space 17":(11‘ k) determines
thr- Pigenvalue “II. rot-responding to the dominant asymptotic mode at large Hui/V)- The asymptotic value
of the discrete eigenvalue for large I: and rim is to lowest order

nc(o1“)~ ~ (12)
Imtm?) ~ —-prr(rr]v'g(t‘r).

We find the normalized indefinite ntetric function in the coupling (ovtlicient to be
k u _ .

(flaming + “Li-1.2). _ in)91.2w Lu) — k Arm: I], (U),
'fl—N‘n‘r 't' “trial
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(14)
. (u)

- 7 _;__d “ ‘7 ~)hllm - fIDlD("-§‘i-2)(QYH) ,17 1,-

_ y 1 art”) .ham v ommtnrfl) ,

u
Alums: Z /dl"1'h'||r1,2fr( ),

o 7. , .Ul it‘llan : ZW/dl‘~7h||1rlfr(0)'

xi” = / Manna”),
gt") : e/rl;1]fr(o).

Here 1,501.]? (11" and p are the resonant species background distribution function, the velocity volume element

in guiding center coordinates and the magnetic moment coordinate respectively. Let us consider the mode
conversion at k = —k1 for high field incidence. in this case one finds the approximate relative action fluxes

for transmission of the MSW mode(T), conversion to the 113“] made (C) and absorption through the the

IIGW modes for k # ~00 (A)

T : c:p(72fi|n|2), (15)

(7 = (1wTlcfp(§/:m1m[ifl1)d}ci),

A = (1—1')(17E111(§'/_m1m(w1)11k’),

T+C+A : 1. i 4"
Here —ku < 7k] is some matching point just below the mode conversion point where the asymptotic theory

for the, discrete modes can be used. High field incidence is more complicated because it includes two mode
rnnvnrsion points (In, 7M) and it becomes necessary to use a full wave theory to include phase mixing and
damping, in and between the mode conversion regions. In [1.2.3.4] a free propagation model for the ballistic
waves is used between the mode conversion points to account for phase mixing effects.
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P" i<nn heating and generaLion current drive study in the

I torsatron USeM using ion Bernstein wave

)ajmov v'. E Longinov A. V .
")aIl‘ ' of Physics and T nnology. Kharkov. Ukraine
[\1 '

[l.El have demonzfrated a possibility to use
in ICE? range (Alf/en kinetic or ion Bernstein

for plasma heating in :tellaz‘atorz. However up to
proceSSES of SW propagation and absorption in

:rors are poorly studied not only in experiment but
theory. The main reason is difficulLie: in solving
equation: with the account of D nonuniformity of

Plat”; inherent to Stellar at or 5. At the ame f ime general
piL‘iUY : of SW propagation and abeo‘ption em 1’ lCleifl‘ 13' well

._? xvi +. h l 71') model 3 ma).r be mcdi f‘i eo’ LDI‘ISL der abl v for L he
‘3“; ll fr; Hi i. y 7 ‘ i t h a numoer of l. he

i he 3 ’3 pr opagat i on and ab ‘or pt l r m r ange Wl t h
,anuni 1' ormil y

31 Vi. ng
l’ 3! en

Max -Iel l
lh‘" ‘r:ompl l Shed bv

one with the 1'JDDY 0‘31 Y I‘aCi ng

LELIHU our. kugh a: 1 approarh i used Ior- the
LH re‘ wince regi: n and in Ref [41-] the -3 report
outline the reeulLS oI studiea extending Hm [4] on

the investigation of IEW propagation and absorption in the
UeZ‘M lo; atron. In mantras. to Ref {3.1. the main attention is
devoted to the regi me: in which ion heating is pOSSlblE‘.

Compl l 7 1L ed t opogr aphv‘ of 'r. he magnet i C f i el d i n a
e. ’r " D nonu .i fo1 mi L en; 'ol es one to autompl 1 sh

‘mgs of ion heating that have not been studied previously

":I&.)1‘E‘ below we conSLder the physical pattern of guch
-me: With a qualizlative pi::ture-.Fig.l Shov; the transverse

ELLl‘xle index NL dependence on the parameter mail for
e

Wave in plasma near the rezonanee m : “"31 zone Cn : E . D
C

{on .arlous value; oi Lhe longitudinal refracLive index H”
r. i 2 A _ . i i

A; Irom Fig.1 N—L values Ior lBW : gr ow on increaSing

CE" 9 owth at Lo fixed) as well
, . 2

on i ncr easi ng H” On

incre: St N the rune oi IBW

Dru-4
w ; (“7.) '

Cl
to DeJPPIEI eiier’t Theiei ore at
small MN (for pra- .iC'al pl ‘ Ema

paran’uelel 3 N“ 2 ‘l J the IE“?!

prrzupagation :one is limi ted by the
Zone of conversion into the F‘W and
at larger NH by the zone of Stronq

cycl otr on absor phi on. Such a
pattern of IBW behaviour leads to
the toll owing effect». Let IBW be
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excited from the plasma edge near to 2 no) . with sufficiently
Cl '

low NI Cray 1). This region is the most advantageous for

E'fgiocient IBW exc1tation with external arfi ennas due to small
N-L V in propagating t he wave the plasma inte ior the wave

enter: the :one of" tron 'abs Ll‘pl ion at the
resonance to : hm . for bull: to the decreasec1

tic field modulus [Bl or, mainly, due to the
se of N”. As on increasing N“ the Cherenli abso:pt1cax1

ectrons ennances then, actually. the compe.1tion of two
pr oce w1l l take pl ace: IBW a ition by ions and
el ect rons. The mai n pr Opel‘ t y of such a r egi me i s as fol l ows:
t he abs oi pt inn wi ] 1 occur . fi rst , by bulk i ons , and . set; no .

(L p t. c ‘1 IN I: 1pal Licles With sufficiently

, because the quantity (memo i] is limited bv a :ufiir;.:1enllyC .
large value in the zone for IBW propagation. third. the
absorption occurs for the large kpi parameter C1131 i l), that

swi t ches on L he eff i ci ent mechani sm of Lai l cutti ngcof f1 These
three oi r cumstanoes make thi s scenari o very attr acti Ve for-
powerful regimes of ion heating in stellarator-type traps
bocouao energy loeeoo due to 1"t paz‘tiolae escape along

tor;
of loss cones is weakened the role of which in the

convent 1 onal regime of FW absorpt i on by mi nor i t y i ons may be
catast. rophi c , es peci al l y for smal l and medi um si 2e deVi ces.

milar picture occurs also for a scenario in which
I EIWexci tati on i s e2comp1 i shed near the r L “VJCJ. for Paul ‘1:

r m-swr '13:) 47+ I’m/\h1’1lu monkey-nor! Tn new? {r11o Inch] we JV: vugij noo.\o..oo. 1.1 pg“ oiouiui

oi anot her
2 no“) is ' ted at

lesser who ‘ values than for bulk ones Concentration of such
c1

a minority may be sufficiently high so t_ha+ as is shown in
,. unK‘ef'. [‘3] the mayo r sonrnoe zone is attainable for IBW with

ILL
small H‘ due to the appearance 0! a r:1:1nver»,ion region (seeIt
Fig.1). However due to the increase of Nll on propagating IBW

into the pl asma interior a regime may be real ized, 1n
princi ple, when I BW approaches the region of strong cyclotron
absorption by minor 1 ty ions too. 3 it follows from the
qualitative picture [ray 2, Fig.1). The above advantages are
also inherent to this regime

Illustrate the possibility of realizing such a heating
scenario with two examples of heating a hydrogen plasma in the
U—EM: 1') for IEW e citation neaz m = 3111‘], and absorption at

L. 1

the resonance m = Boch by bulk ions and 2) for IBW exci Lati on

near m = 2m )1 and absorption at the resonance to = Emmi for
c ' L

deuterium minori_ty ions with the following plasma parameter
he = =5 103cm 3, T_ = Ti = lKev. E = ETV
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The L0 5 3oich regime Cf‘ = 85Mhz). Fig.2 shows the ray

Prowsction on the cross—section of the plasma column, N”

dependence on the magnetic surface mark a, ion Pi C'a) and

91 ectron P9561) energy deposition profiles, spectral densities
. . l , e0.; enel‘ cm! a bsorpti on by l ens PC 2 D. and el ectrons PC 2 D ,. .‘ 1 (Jel : Cw-nw .Z‘x'k v . , Z = m/‘k v = v r(ES/v .n Cl || T1 0 II Te H Te

A; i 5 seen from Fig. 2 the ray approaches the central part
of the column where it is absorbed by ions and electrons. This

wher e 3

absorption is localized in a sufficiently narrow region (a 2
0.4) due to a sharp increase of N of N in this region. As. H II
is seen from F‘Czl') the absorption occurs by particles with
,JL‘ner high 2'” due to Doppler effect. In this case in the

a}: . Zane the ratio Lniv/uJ i is than at the start*- r:
p" Lake 80?; and el ectrons take 303’; of all ir_i ected
Erie-1 g/.

The U) S Ewch regime with absorption by deuter ons at m=3mcd
SMhz) . All pl asrna parameters are similar to the pr-ecedi ng
but for the 205”; minority of' deuterium in a Hrpl asma. As

i; seen from Fig. 3' the rev approaches the rogi or: with a :O. 5
“Far-.3 €+ ‘c int—:11” use mr—Har‘l Tn +hi¢ Farah” {be e rr‘vhn.2 .i i is Lily “#3.” we... in ”is .cglo“ mu, am out, H II
increase also takes place. However here the absorption occursamat the resonance 9; : on)cd for minority ions. As in the

preL-reii nu case the absorption takes place b ions with high
v”. Vote that the sign cl‘nanging of N” (Fig.3.) leads to the

asymmetry of absorption by ions as well as by electrons with
the symmetric spectrum of the antenna shifted with respect to
the plane >9 : 0°. This effect is similar to one described in
Ref'.[4] for tokamavks and it may lead to the steady current
generation in a stellarator. In this case this current will be
driven by the spectrum asymmetry effect in absorption by ions
as well as by electrons and it requires a more detailed
consideration of all the ray set describing the total picture
of IBW excitation by a real antenna,
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RESISTIVE FLUX SAVING AND CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL DURING
LOWER HYBRID WAVES ASSISTED CURRENT RISE IN TORE SUPRA

D. van Houtte, GT. Hoang, E. Jofi‘rin, P. Lecoustey, D. Moreau,
F. Parlange, G. Tonon and J.C. Vallet.

Assoclallon EURATOM-CEA/DRFC CENtCADARACHE
13108 Salnl-Plul-lez-Durance (FRANCE)

LINTRODUCTION ‘
TORE SUPRA has been designed to study long pulse operation for times longer than the time

required to reach equilibrium conditions in the plasma-wall interaction. The availableflat swtng
is limited to 15 Wb then the plateau duration is about 125 in typical I .3 MA ohmzc discharges.
This time has been extended to 35 seconds by applying Lower Hybrid (LH) waves during the
flat top and the current rise. Taking into account the minimumflux consumed to rise the current,
about half of the plasma surface flux is consumed in compensating the resistive losses during
the current ramp /1/. So far as the current ramp is perfoe at low density in the presence ofan
electricfield, LH current drive is an attractive method to reduce the flux consumption during the
current rise phase. Theflux saving and current profile control experiments described in this
paper have been carried out with the assistance of the ohmic primary circuit at a line averaged
electron density varying typically from
He : 1x10” m'3 to He : 2x1019m‘3 at 1.6 v I
various current ramp-up rates, various 11’ (MA) 8‘ II fir (mum!) 4LH power levels and various parallel ,_.F _\/_1
wavenumbers. Two large multijunction 1.2 - . Hlaunchers allow to couple up to 6 MW at 1‘ f4 3
afrequency of3.7 GHz. OH+LH 7

03 T 1P l _ 2
2.RESISTIVE FLUX SAVING aFor ohmic plasma discharges, the 04 g _resistive voltage is typically Vres=.9 Volt ' "' " 1and remains roughly constant during the . _current rise phase. With LH power this 0 l . ‘T'me (fee) 0resistive voltage drops and the inductive

voltage tends to increase due to a slight
peaking of the current profile. Fig. 1
shows the time evolution of the plasma 5
current, the internal inductance, the line
averaged electron density, the LH power, 4 —
the plasma surface flux change and the
resistive component, for ohmic and LH 3 ~assisted cases.The change in the surface
flux consumption between the inductive 2 '(OH) and combined OH+LH current
ramp-up comes‘mainly from the resistive WWflux saved and increases with the rf 0 f , , . , 0power level. The current increased from0.7 to 1.4 MA at a rate of 0.4 MA/s while _fie varied from 1 to 2x1019 m-3. F'g- 1

t t
t l \

0.4 0.8 1:2 l[.6 2 2.4
6 — Flux Consumption (Wb)

fl
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. t I T W"

Resistive Flux Saving (Wb) gm (10l3 Wb/J/m'l)
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Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 2 shows the resistive flux saving for three various LH powers as a function of the
normalized rf energy input. First, we can note that the amount of resistive flux saved for the
same rf energy is a function of the power level. In other hand, the resistive flux saving for a

given rf power, does not increase linearly with the time integral of the LH power density. These
two results are due to the electric field effect on suprathermal electrons and its dependence on
the rf power and the electron density. By analogy with the definition of the global current drive

efficiency given by ng a ( fie R I}, AV”.S )/( PLH V932 ) where AVms= V2351— “252“” represents

the relative loop voltage drop, we have defined an efficiency for the resistive magnetic flux
saving independent of the machine size as :

l

ares = Ad>res /J Cit—FLA
0

K a2 n:

where K is the plasma elongation and a its minor radius ( K = l and a = .8 m in TORE

SUPRA ) ACDres is the resistive flux saving ( Ad’ms = NDOH -A¢OH+LH ). Note that the plasma

major radius does not enter in the definition of fires as both the flux consumption ( for a given

electric field ) and LH power ( for given LH power and current densities ) scale linearly with R.

Fig. 3, where fires is plotted as a function of the LH power, shows clearly that the resistive flux

saving efficiency is enhanced at low LH powers due to the electric field effect. The resistive

flux saving efficiency, fires, varies between 0.5 and 1.5xlO13 Wb/J/m'1 for power PLH S 0.5

MW, and is about 0.25x1013 Wb/J/m“ for LH powers, PLH 2 1 MW, for which the electric
field effect is negligible. The efficiency van'es little with the current ramp rates in the range
d/dt = .3 to .8 MA/s. These values, found during the current rise phase are similar to the flux
saving efficiency obtained during the flat top phase.

This flux saving efficiency is consistent with previous experimental JT-60 results/2] and
can be used to extrapolate the potential saving of magnetic flux in ITER. Half of the minimum

resistive flux consumed in the lTER ohmic ramp-up, given by ( CEj-Lmatto R01 ) / 2 = 35 W13

(Poynting analysis method ), could be saved in an operating scenario ( l = 22 MA, 21 = 2.2 m,

dI/dt =.3 MA/s, R0 = 6 m, Km: 2 ) in which a LH energy ELH(GJ) = .7 x mm“9 m‘3), is
injected during the current rise phase.



Up to date, only half of the resistive flux
was saved by injection of constant LHpower
in the current rise because applying to high LH
ower can cause a MHD unstable current

density profile at low plasma current level.
However a judictous r‘f pulse shaping permits
to inject higher rf energy during the current
“'55 and save larger reststtve flux.

3.CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL
The application of LH power during a low

density current ramp~up tends to peak the
thermal electron temperature profile. The
peaking. defined as Tc(0)/<Te>, can reach the
value of 4 which is two times higher than the
ohmic one with only 1 MW. On figure 4, we
have plotted the dependence of the electron
temperature profile during the current rise phase

II-947

V—l—FI—Y—f
Te (keV) x- : <m>=L4

o : <m>=l.8
—4»OH+LH + : «10:21

PLit=.7 MW

Fig. 4

in pure OH and LH assisted OH cases on three different phasings between adjacent modules,
Ad) = .900, 0° and +90° which correspond respectively to three different if” = 1.4, 1.8 and 2.2.
Simultaneously the total current density profile, as inferred from the internal inductance 1i,
peaks with respect to the ohmic one. Moreover, as indicated in figures 5 & 6, where is plotted
the path of the internal inductance li as a function of the safety factor at the plasma edge

‘ qw(a), the current profile peaking is more pronounced as the LH power is high and the parallel
wavenumber is low. The current profile broadening before the flat top phase is due to the
decreasing of the Irfnoh ratio when the current and the density increase during the current rise.
For the highest power (PLH = 0.95 MW, <n,,>= 1.8) and the lowest wavenumber (<n ,,>= 1,4,
PLH : 0.7 MW), a large amplitude MHD activity is observed. This confirms that in this density
range high phase velocity waves are more centrally absorbed than those with a small phase
velocity. These peaked current profiles are maintained during the flat top phase to a level higher
than in a pure OH discharge as indicated on Fig.7 where are plotted the steady state values of
the internal inductance during the flat top phase for the seven shots shown in Fig.5 & 6.

n MHD Activiiy (V)
. i . ..1.3 L l " — 4

E
tact—90 '

l t
MHD Activity (V) l

Mine"

*. l
*3. iJ—LS‘W.‘ i 2

‘ “J.“ ,
< \

\’\,r\
I,"1‘ \

.~ ‘I I1 Ir\
r - ,

, nfié‘k‘vw

3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6

CM)
Fig. 6
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A study of the energy confinement time as a function of die internal inductance li. shows that
such peaked current profiles lead to an energy confinement time higher than the value predicted
by the L—mode scaling law /3/.

In Fig. 8, we have represented the different MHD stability domains in a (dl dt,PLH) plane
(”MHD” corresponds to a MHD unstable region).These domains are separat by large dotted
transition zones. For a given current ramp rate .5 S d/dt (MA/s) S .8 which leads to a MHD
unstable current rise in ohmic regime, the application of a low rf power (.5 S PLH (MW) S 1.5)
reduces the MHD Kink mode as compared to the OH cases. This leads to ramp up the current
inside a MHD stable (qV/a),li) domain at a rate which is larger than the one achieved in the
ohmic operation regime. Unfortunately, for a given ramp-up rate, LH power increasing ( for
example, PLH > 1 MW ford/dt = .4 MA/s ) has a strong destabilising effect on the m=2, n=1
rotating tearing mode which increases with the power level, then locks and leads often to a
major disruption or a poor flux saving efficiency. However a quiescent MHD regime can be
maintained by accelerating the current rampvup when the LH power level injected is increased.
This stabilisation is interpreted as the result of a favourable equilibrium current profile obtained
by combining judiciously a broad OH current density profile controlled by the current ramp‘up
rate and a peaked LH current profile controlled by the phasing and the LH power.

4.5UMMARY

Resistive flux saving at densities fie =( 1 - 2 ) x 1019 m'3 has been studied. High flux saving
efficiency fires (0.7x1013 Wb/J/m'l) can be achieved for a low rfpower (PLH : 0.5 MW) due to
the beneficial effect of the electric field on the suprathermal electrons. However for power
higher than 1 MW, the efficiency is 0.25x1013 Wb/J/m'l. This flux saving efficiency is
comparable to the one obtained during the flat top phase.

The application of the LH power during a low density current ramp~up tends to peak the
electron temperature and current density profiles. The rf power level, the parallel wavenumber
and the current ramp rate allow to control the trajectories of the plasma discharges during the
current rise inside the MHD stable domain in the (qMWJi) plane.
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Initial Lower Hybrid Current Drive Results and
First Two-dimensional Images of Hard X-ray Emission in PBX-M
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The Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification (PBX-M) is intended to explore concepts
of advanced tokamak configurations, including the development of methods for current
profile control. Detailed MHD ballooning mode calculations ’“ have shown that shaping
the q—profile — in particular lowering of the current density at the plasma center while
increasing it near the edge - can significantly improve the MHD stability of high beta
plasmas, and lead to easier access to the second stability region. in the near term the
primary experimental technique on PBX-M for shaping the current profile will be Lower
Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD). For this purpose a 4.6 GHz LH wave heating system
has been installed on PBX-M, utilizing klystrons on loan from MIT. The final system
will have a nominal power rating of 2 MW at the source. At the time of this writing, 560
kW of RF powerfrom half of the system has been successfully launched into the plas—
ma. A detailed description of the experimental set up is given in reference ’2’.
Unique to the Lower Hybrid System on PBX-M is the use of digitally programmable
phase shifters. Each ,of the 32 wave guides in the coupler array has a rotary-field
phase shifter, analogous to the Fox/3’ mechanical phase shifter. In the PBX-M design

TIME pHASE magnetically biased ferrite substitutes for the
ma F 3 +13: transmission line: variable phasing results

’3‘ ”W ‘ 545 .150 from a change in the orientation of a magnetic
§ Mme-”Kl; as :3; 1:3 bias that is produced in a stator assembly. The
:2 590 .105 phase shifters were successfully tested in the

a? ‘ w ‘ nflel‘l-u :33 j 3: presence of PBX-M magnetic fields. They allow
0‘ :33 .452 coherent variations of the nu spectrum in a few

560' l ‘ ' 'éo'o' ' A ' #— milliseconds, as shown in Fig.1. Note the varia-
Time ("15) tion of the reflected power during a single plas-

Fig.1: Forward, reflected, and net LH ma shot with the phase changing from 180° to
powervs. time forvarious phasings. 45° at 15 ms time intervals. The usual good

agreement between the experimental and the
theoretical value of the reflection coefficient is found.
Lower Hybrid Waves produce a suprathermal tail of hot electrons’” through Landau
damping of the wave spectrum, which manifests itself as a driven current. It Lower Hy-
brid waves are used to modify the current profile, the following critical issues have tobe addressed: (a) the location of the wave damping, (b) the shape of the tail velocity
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distribution, and (c) the diffusion of the suprathermal electrons in the plasma. A new
diagnostic a hard X- ray 20 tangentially- imaging
camera’5’ seems to be shedding some light on these
questions. A schematic of the experiment is shown in
Fig.2. The central element is an X-ray image
intensifier tube with a 9" wide Csl scintillator screen
which views the plasma through a .25" lead pinhole.
Visible light is produced in the scintillator by the im~
pinging X-rays (hv>30 keV). lt releases electrons
from a photo cathode which is evaporated on the 051
layer. The photoelectrons are accelerated to 25 keV
and electrostatically tocussed on a phosphor screen.
The optical image from the phosphor screen is

l _ , transferred by optical lenses onto a iiberoptic bundle.
: Further image intensification is achieved with a micro—

I

i
—Q—

|
l

PUSHER COIL/

l // '
|

LEAD APERTURE fl channel plate image intensifier, and the output detects
AND FOIL CHANGER . ed by a 128X128 Reticon self—scanning photodiode

X_RAY IMAGE array. The optical equipment was originally part of the
' ' I5! ’INTENSIFIER+ PBX SOfi X'ray Camera . Typical OUlpUt from the

MAGNSHIELD camera is shown in Fig.3c. It will be discussed later
H32. Schematic of the hard X. afterwe talk about the physical processes that lead to

ray Camera on PBX~M the formation of the hard X-ray images.

The hard X-ray emission has been modeled using a
simulation code based on earlier work of Stevens’". This code calculates electron—ion
bremsstrahlung, electron-electron bremsstrahlung, and recombination radiation for a
relativistic electron velocity distribution function, which essentially is a Gaussian, char-
acterized by three parameters: the parallel fonNard tail temperature Tut, the perpen-
dicular tail temperature Ti, and the parallel backward temperature Tllb ( ‘parallel' and
'perpendicular‘ refer to the magnetic field; ‘forward' and 'backward‘ to the tail
direction). Other distribution functions, like the Karney-Fisch distribution/5’, can also
be evaluated.
in Fig.3a we show a contour plot in momentum space of the distribution function (TIIr
= 300 keV, and TJ. =Tllb : 75 keV ) that gives a reasonable fit to the experimental
data. We also establish a radial profile for the suprathermal electrons in terms of mag-
netic flux surface ‘1' (‘1’ = 0 at the plasma center and ‘i’=1 at the plasma edge). In the
code, we can enter a magnetic surface ‘I’se, on which the suprathermal electrons are
centered, and Gaussian spreads A‘Pse; and A‘Pseo, which determine the density
gradient of suprathermal electrons radially inwards and outwards from the.
respectively. The radial profile function (‘i’se = .33, A‘Pseo = .2, A‘i/sei = .37 ) chosen
for the comparison between experiment and theory is plotted in Fig 3b. The profile is
hollow, and the density of superthermal electrons varies with the inverse major radius,
i.e. it is smaller on the outside than on the inside, which we believe to be a reasonable
approximation for predominantly passing particles. The location of the magnetic
surtaces is obtained from the F0 code, a variation of the PEST code“’, that deter-
mines the equilibrium in PBX»M from magnetic flux loop measurements and Thomson
scattering data. In order to perform the integration along a sight line, we use again the
results of the MHD equilibrium code to predict the direction of the magnetic field



field vector. the angle between sight line and magnetic field
The integration over sight lines is done for 12 different
integration over all
photon energies Is
performed for each
sight line, which takes
into consideration the

absorption in the 3.0
mm thick aluminum
window on the PBX-M

tokamak and in the
1.0 mm thick alumi-
num window of the x-
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and the plasma density.
photon energies. Finally, an
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1.2 1.6

R (m)
2.030

Fig.3: (a) distribution function and (b) radial profile of supra-
thermal electrons used in the simulation of Fig.3d.

ray image intensifier, as well as the absorption efficiency of the 0.4 mm thick Csl scin~
tillator layer in the X—ray image intensifier.
A computed 50x50 pixel array is shown as a contour plot in Fig.3d, and compared
with the 100x100 pixel experimental data. Fig.3c, utilizing common contour levels.The
scale of these pictures becomes
clear from a plot of the equilibri-
um, which is shown in Fig.3e.
Shot 287677 represents a bean
configuration with practically no
indentation. The discharge is lim—
ited at major radius R = 1.97 m by
an outside limiter. It has a plas~
ma current of 179 kA. a peak
plasma density of 2.8)(1013 cm",
and a toroidal magnetic field on
axis of 14.4 kG. 195 kW of lower
hybrid power with -105° phasing
was injected into the plasma at time 400 ms. The measurement
between time t = 440 and 480 ms. Returning now to our comparison

100 HXN287.677 50 251677.52
80 40 ""f/?/ 1:960 30 I "

,5“20 1O \Q§
, v.3 dO . (c) 0 l)

0 2O 40 60 80100 01020304050
FlG.3 c + d: Contour plot of the experimental data (c)
and the simulation (d). Contour levels are 0.12,
0.16, 0.23, 0.32, O .44, 0.62, 0.87.

and theoretical data, both Fig.30 and Fig.3d exhibit a
steep gradient of the X-ray intensity in the midplane on
the outside, which ~ in the computation — depends
mostly on the value of A‘t’seo. The intensity reaches
then a plateau, the right hand edge of which is
determined by the value of ‘Pse. The slope in the 50
plateau region is determined by the value of A‘Psei.
The intensity reaches then a maximum which has acharacteristic sickle shape. it corresponds to the innermaximum of the radial profile function. Still further in,the intensity drops. The gradient in this region isdetermined mostly by the value Tut (for a large ratio
Tlli/TL), because the X-ray emission along a sight line

.8

was performed
of experimental

passive
, . ‘ stabilizers

mum ;

pusher CORK

, limiter

f Iasrna ’W
1.0 Rim) 2,0

Fig.3e Equilibrium for shot
287677 at t=470 ms.

is more and more perpendicular to the magnetic field. There is a very steep drop of themtensrty by a factor of 2 in this region, which is due to the fact that the armor of the

j
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pusher coil of PBX-M occludes emission from the second path through the plasma

along the sight line, as shown in Fig.2.

The agreement between the experiment and the simulation is quite good qualitatively,

There is a quantitative discrepancy, however, in the height of the right hand edge of

the plateau: the shoulder has a value of :4 in the experimental data ( Fig.3c ) and, in

the simulation ( Fig.3d), it could not be made to decrease below =55. Possible expla-

nations include the tact that we do not allow tor variations of the distribution function

with radius. (This feature is included in the code but has not been checked out and

implemented yet). An alternative interpretation “8/ which has been proposed for the

hollow profiles on PLT assumes that that the suprathermal electrons are more ener-

getic in the outer regions of the plasma. Furthermore, we have not yet installed ab-

sorber toils on PBX-M. A comparison of images measured with different absorber foils

should allow a much better determination of the shape of the electron velocity

distribution function.

At present, the exact plasma conditions for producing hollow-type profiles ( more accu-

rately the sickle shape of images) have not been identified yet. Even in shot 287677,

the hollowness was reduced later in time during LHCD and may have disappeared

altogether. The existence of a finite Ohmic one-turn loop voltage and the presence of

electric fields that lead to runaway electron production could be an important factorto

modify the behavior of energetic electrons and, consequently, the structure of the X-

ray radiation pattern. During the initial PBX—M operation period, the intensity of the x-

ray emission and similarly the reduction in loop voltage depended strongly on the

phasing of the wave guides. The best launching angle has been near ~90°

corresponding to nu = 2.1 both in circular and bean-shaped plasmas. in summary, the

hard X-ray imaging system is showing promise as a sensitive LH diagnostic, and fur—

ther studies, including the interaction between LH and ion Bernstein waves, are in

progress on PBX-M.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE LHCD IN HIGH CURRENT REGIME
IN JT-60U
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T. Kondoh, M. Nemoto. S. Wolfe, M. Sato and H. Takeuchi

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka Fusion Research Establishment,
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1.Introducti0n
Powerful and efficient current drive (2MA driven current, efficiency ”CD 2

fieRpIRF/PLl-l = 0.34x1020m’2A/W and high power up to ~5 MW) was demonstrated in IT

60 LHCD /1.2/. In JTv60U, the designed plasma current is increased up to 6 MA in

divertor discharge with major radius of 3.4 m and deuterium plasma operation. LHCD

program in JT—6OU aims further progress of LHCD to explore steady state tokamak reactor

and study the profile control. The LHCD power of 2-3 MW from 24x4 multi—junction

(MJ) launcher was planned from 1991 to 1992 (phase 1) and will be about 10 MW in 1993

(phase 2) by adding new 48x4 MJ launcher. At present the maximum injected power is

about 1.8 MW. The emphasis of the phase 1 experiment is placed on the physics

understanding of the LHCD to clarify the behavior of the fast electrons /3/ and the study of

the performance of the LHCD in high current regime for the preparation of the coming high

power experiment in the phase 2 experiment.

2. Experimental Results
Maximum LHCD power of ~1.8 MW at the frequency of 2 GHz has been injected

into JT-60U plasma with B1=3~4T, 1p=1-3 MA and fie : 0.3 — 2 x1019 m'3 in divertor
discharge, The brief description of the wave launching system is given in the companion

paper /4/. The peak N” can be varied from 1.0 to 3.0 with good directivity by changing the

phasing between adjacent modules (Ada) composing the multi»junction launcher. The usual
current drive experiment was carried out with N||P93k~1.4 (A¢~135°) unless notified. In

spite of the carbon first wall, density control was easy and very low density plasma far less

than 1x1019m'3 was routinely possible by keeping the wall temperature 150°C after 300°C
baking.
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The time evolution of the

EMA LHCD discharge is shown in
Fig. 1. Line averaged electron

E14036 ETdensity fie =0.3x1()]9m'3 and kept ___.—:_L_————-]1 x1019
constant during the LH pulse. The E 2——Ip_——_‘——J

loop voltage dropped to almost 0 : 1
with the LH power of 1.2 MW "
Current drive efficiency TlCD : A “WW4“—

O.l7x1020m'2A/W was obtained. E 10 'k‘l’t‘k‘w -r'r“"'i‘l""“”\w)

O

The value seems to be moderate
because of the very low density, but a Li M: 1H F
is substantially higher than that in

t (SOC)
the previous 2 MA current drive by

the conventional launchers in the

same density region in JT-60/ll. Fig. 1 'Ihe example of the 2MA LHCD discharge.

The improvement of the efficiency
is easily understood from better

directivity and sharper spectrum 03

than those in the previous case.

N” dependence of the current
drive efficiency was studied by

0.1 ' 8changing the phasing between the

modules. Simple formulation of

net
)

(10
20

m~
2A

/W
)

OO

theoretical efficiency is given by
Fisch /5/. It is applied to actual N”

spectrum by J. Stevens /6/ and 0 0'1 0‘2 03 0.4 0.5

obtain the approximate theoretical <N/l-3>

efficiency which is proportional to

<N/1 '2> . The <N//'2> is defined as Fig. 2 Currentdrivc efficiency vs <Nlty'2>,

(N172) E (1 WI!»2 P(N//)dN//) —f N11‘2P(N/l/)dN//) lf P(N||)dN//,
A1“ — _.

where Nuflcc is the accessibility limit of the N”. It is seen the better directivity and sharper

spectrum within the Nuacc limit gives the better efficiency. The experimentally obtained data

of the TlCD are plotted as a function of <N/,r'3> in Fig. 2, where the lp=l.2MA and fit: ~

.
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0 5x1019nr‘3. It is seen that the experimental values of the ncp increase as the <N//'2>

increases, as expected. It is found that the design ofthe Nu spectrum for the improvement

of the current drive efficiency is quite important asmentioned before. The dependence of

the experimental ncp on <N//'2> is slightly weaker than linear due to the N“ upshift /7/.

0.4 1 1 I

E JT—60 ’3

‘3': o ,A JE’A/Z
E /A ”Z

O 02 ’0’0 _a - o 0
Q _
U5:

0 I l I
2 3

fie x1019 (m-3)

Fig. 3 Current drive efficiencies as a function of the density in JT-60U
LHCD comparing with those in JT—60.

It was reported in JT—60 LHCD that the “CD increases with density increase, since

TlCD :4 l/(ZC{{+5) and the Zeff decrease as density increases /8/. The efficiency TlCD

obtained in this series of experiment are compared with the previous results in JT~60 as a
function of the density. The maximum value of the TlCD at present is ~0.25x1020m'2A/W
and is still low due to low operational density. It is also seen that if we compare the ”CD in

the same density region, the values in JT-6OU is similar to those in lT»6O with the same

plasma current discharge where the same type of the multi—junction launchers were used.
But the values with 2MA is definitely higher than the previous ones. This is consistent with
the previous Tc scaling of the ncp, since higher Tc is expected in higher plasma current

discharge fl/. From these results and deducing the higher ”CD is expected in the higher

density region in IT-60U.

3. Effect of fast electron loss
It is often said that direct loss of the fast electrons to the first wall degrades the current

drive efficiency and heating efficiency in LHCD experiments in small and medium size
tokamaks but is predicted to be small in large tokamks with higher IP and larger minor
radius. The eltect of this direct loss, actually, seemed to be small or negligible in lT-60
LHCD, since the value of the current drive efficiency agrees well with theory if Ntrupshift

%
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is taken into account, and the confinement time of the LHCD plasma is similar to or better

than NBI heating plasma /2,7/. These results indicate the slowing down process dominates

the power flow of the fast electrons produced by the LHCD power in the core plasma.

Direct evidence of this fact has not been shown yet. Decay of the fast electrons and its

profile measured from hard X ray signal have been studied and have shown that the

diffusion loss of the fast electrons is small in JT-60U LHCD /3/. One more evidence to

show this fact is obtained from the estimation of the loss power of the fast electrons hitting

the divertor plate /9/. The X ray signal from the divertor plate is generated by the

bremsstrahlung of the fast electrons hitting it and its intensity is approximately proportional

to the loss power if the energy spectra of the fast electrons are not quite different. The X

ray intensity is normalized by the LRTV camera signal and the loss power due to the direct

loss of the fast electrons was estimated. The loss power is higher in lower density, high

phase velocity and lower plasma current as expected. The maximum loss power is

estimated to be less than 10 % of the total even in the condition of the very low density

(~O.5x1019m'3), high phase velocity (Nu=1.4) and low 1p (=l.2 MA). This is consistent

with the decay of the fast electron measurement in JT—6OU /3/ and previous results of the

current drive efficiency and the confinement of LHCD plasma in JT-60.

4. Summary

The driven current of 2 MA has been achieved with 1.2 MW power. The current

drive efficiency is substantially higher than that in ZMA discharge of JT-60, but is still

moderate due to high Zen in the low density plasma at present. Effect of the direct loss of

the fast electron on the current drive efficiency is small or negligible from HX measurement

and X ray signal from divertor plate in JT—60U as expected. The maximum current drive

efficiency is 0.25x1020m‘2A/W at present but is expected to increase in the coming
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1) Introduction

In lower hybrid experiments we observe sawtooth stabilisation, change in the MHD-modes
etc, indicating a varying current profile j(r), /1,2/. The internal inductance it gives an
integral information about j(r) and is usually obtained from magnetic measurements,
/3,4,5/, by subtracting fidia from (A + 1), resulting in

D = (A +1)- Bdia = (Bpar * Bperp) + Ii/2~ ( 1 )
During low density current drive the anisotropy term (Bpar - Bperp) is nonzero and

positive. A change in the internal inductance is then very difficuit to discriminate against the

anisotropy term.
In experiments with feedback controlled constant plasma current Ip, the evaluation of the
primary current rate of change, d/dt(ioh), provides an independent method to determine
changes in It. Any cause for a possible change of lp, like noninductive current drive Irf or
release of magnetic energy due to a change in Ii, leads to a variation of d/dt(loh) according to

the circuit equation
Moh,p d/dt(loh) = (lp - Irf) Rp + 0.5 lp d/dtLp. ( 2 )

Here Moh,p is the mutual inductance between transformer coil and plasma, Ftp and Lp are
resistance and inductance of the plasma.
The results reported here were obtained with the ASDEX 2.45 GHz lower hybrid system /6/.
2) Example
In fig.1 we show a shot (Bt=2.8 T, n_e=1.35 1013 cm'3, lp=0.42 MA) where current drive
with a tow Nil spectrum (A¢=75°, NH=+1.8, P75o =O.695 MW) was applied from 1.0-1.8
sec. and from 1.44.8 sec additionally a symmetric high Nil spectrum (A¢=180°, Nll=i4.4,
P1300 =O.23 MW). In the time interval 1.4-1.8 sec D is decreasing, indicating a decreasing
li. Assuming that the high N” waves do not further change the anisotropy, i.e. AD = Ali, we
can calculate the related d/dt(loh). Its contribution to Uioop is Mon,” d/dl(|oh) and is
compared in tig.1(dashed line) with the experimental result (solid line). Unfortunately Ian
was recorded only with a sampling rate of 5 msec, so we had to integrate over 15 msec tor
the calculation of d/dt(l0h). But we still find good agreement.
The positive AD during 1.04.4 sec, however, is not due to an increasing Ii. It is caused by
increasing anisotropy (Bpar - fiperp) because of the high energy electrons resonant with the
low N” waves. To show this, we compare the time variations of D and of Mom, d/dt(toh). In
tig.1 we have Uloop = 0, thus a change in Rp does not contribute to equ.2. The variation of
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Moh,u d/dt(loh) then rellects a change of it only. The experimental Moh,u d/dt(loh)

indicates a small drop in l. although AD is positive. if the AD would correspond to a positive

Alt, then Moh,u d/dt(lon) should follow the dashed-dotted line in “9.1, which is not the case.

This means that the positive AD in the first time interval is mostly due to anisotropy.

Estimating the small drop in it from Moh,u d/dttloh), Alrl75a = -0.07, we can calculate the

anisotropy. which is about 30% larger than AD (dotted line in fig.t).

3) Lt-variations with combined spectra

The deposition of low Nil current drive power is shifted radially by the additional high N”

power,/1/. The related drop in it, Aiil130° = AD, depends on the high N” power level

P1300 as shown in fig.2 (81:2.8 T, n:=1.35 1013 cm-3, Ip=o.42 MA). Note that this
Almaoo is additional to the small Ali’75o occuring already during the first time interval

where only low N“ power is applied as described in tig.1.

We also get a change of Ali varying the high Nil at constant high Nii power, as shown in fig.3

(et=2.2 T, n:=1.35 1013 cm-3, lp=0.42 MA). Here high NH power, PM, =180 kW
(different Art), is applied from t = 122.2 sec, while low N“ power, P909 =780 kW, is

applied from 1.7-2.7 sec. initially the low PM, produces only a negligable change in it as

seen in the Moh,u d/‘dt(|oh) curves. However, as soon as the 90° power is added, we see a

remarkable drop in It, which is stronger for higher values of Nil of the high Nii spectrum. At

t=2.2 sec PM is switched off and the strong drop in It, occuring at t=1.7 sec, is now

reversed as seen in the Moh,u d/dt(i0h) curves. The magnitude of AD, however, is quite

different in the time intervals 1.7-2.2 sec and 2.2-2.7 sec, the reason being the anisotropy

part of AD. From 2.2-2.7 sec we find AD = Alt as determined from Moh,u d/dt(loh), i.e. the

anisotropy does not change. But from 1.722 sec, the anisotropy is changed by switching on

P900. Calculating Ali from Moh,u d/dttloh) and adding it to AD, we get the anisotropy as

shown in the dotted line of the 180” curve in tig.3. We note that the time constant for

establishing the anisotropy is comparable to that for It changes. When P900 is also switched

oft at t=2.7 sec we see no further change in ii in the Moh,u d/dttloh) curves, indicating that

the it during 90° current drive at this power level is the same as during inductive current

drive. The anisotropy part in AD, however, is dieing away.

4) Li variations with narrow spectra

A single narrow spectrum can also lead to a change in ii, depending on Nii' In fig.4 (Bt:2.2 T,

n.9=1.35 1013cm'3. ip=0.32 MA) we show a series of shots with different Act, but constant
incident power P=900 kW. The D signals give positive AD tor A¢=90°»120°. and only for

A¢=135°-180° we get negative AD, indicating a drop of It. The curves Moh,u d/dt(loh) show

that Alt = 0 for A¢=90°-120°, so that the positive AD's indicate primarily a change in

anisotropy, as in the example described in fig.1. Only for the phase settings A¢=135°-180°

we find from the Moh,u d/dttiah) curves a negative Ali , compatible with the negative AD.

We conclude that at this power level spectra with A¢>120° have a power deposition, which is

shifted radially outward, the shift increasing with Nil-

The changes in anisotropy and in inductance depend also on the rf power. Two extreme cases,

high N“ (A¢=1BO°) symmetric spectrum and low Nil (A¢=75°) current drive spectrum, are

l
lt
l
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shown in figs.5 and 6. where we plot ABdia and A(A+1). in the high N” case we find both
Al3dia and A(A+1) about proportional to Prf, although with different sign. The change in ii,
estimated from Mon,” d/dt(loh) and shown as crosses in the figures. is found compatible
with AD = A(A+1- Bdia) = Alt. suggesting negligable anisotropy in the high N” case. The low
Nil case is quite different. Contrary to ABdia. we find A(A+1) not proportional to Prf,/7/.
Even at low power A(A+1) is already quite large due to the anisotropy, which is strong in
the low N” case, and which is further enhanced at low power by the still appreciable electric
field, leading eventually to runaway production /6/. In addition Moh,u d/dl(loh) indicates
that at low power Ali might be slightly positive, whereas at high power it becomes
negative,/8/. Thus the anisotropy is somewhat lower than AD at low power, but higher than
AD at high power.
This experiment was performed in collaboration between lPP»Garching, ENEA-Frascati and
PPPL~Princeton.
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ELECTRON AND ION HEAT TRANSPORT WITH LH AND NBI HEATING IN ASDEX

F.x,Sdldner, G.V.Pereverzev1, R. BartiromoQ, H.U. Fahrbach, F. Leuterer,
H.D.Murmann, K.-H. Steuer and LH-team, NBI-team, ASDEX—team

Max-Planck-lnstitut fi'Jr Plasmaphysik, D-8046 Garching, Germany,
EURATOM Association

1|.v.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. Moscow, Russia, ZENEA, Frascati, Italy

gperiments wtth Lower Hybrid current drive (LHCD) and heating and wrth neutral
beam injection (NBI) were performed in ASDEX with similar plasma parameters for
both and in combined operation. Higher incremental energy confinement times
were found with LHCD than with NBI /1/. For the global energy confinement time a
similar power dependence was obtained for both heating methods /2/. Comparison
of the local transport in conditions of preferential heating of electrons by LH and of
ions and electrons by NBI in conditions of weak coupling of both species should be
of general interest. Recently a new code has been developed for local transport
studies in LHCD plasmas /3/. Results from the analysis of discharges with LHCD
and NBI combined are presented in this paper.

Transport Code Description
The 1.5D time dependent transport code ASTRA originally developed at Kurchatov
Institute /4/ is based on a 2D equilibrium solver and 1D transport equations. It has
been extended for modelling of LH current drive and heating. A new approach of
diffusive broadening in k-space of the LH wave spectrum is taken in accordance
with an analytical solution of the full wave equation. This allows filling of the so-
called spectral gap between the launched wave spectrum and the initial thermal
electron distribution. The subsequent solution of the kinetic and the wave energy
transport equations results in smooth radial LH power deposition and current
density profiles of similar shape as measured in the experiment with the Li beam
diagnostics. Multiple bouncing of the wave energy between plasma interior and
edge is applied until full power dissipation. The only free parameter introduced is a
reflection coefficient R for back-reflection of the wave in the plasma boundary. With
R=O.9-O.95 the experimentally measured total power absorption coefficient and its
density dependence is reproduced.

‘The electron heat conductivity is described by an expression containing four terms
with neoclassical, Alcator—like, MHD»enhanced and anomalous heat conductivity,
the latter based on ITER scaling for global confinement. Numerical coefficients in
the single terms were adjusted with modelling of one particular LHCD discharge
and then kept constant for all other calculations. Good agreement between code
calculations and experimental results was then obtained in a wide range of
densities and powers for current drive and symmetric wave spectra /3/.
For the modelling of discharges with NBI and combined operation with LH again a
validation of the numerical coefficients was carried out. Finally the same model for
the electron heat conductivity was retained with the same coefficients as in the
previous studies for OH target plasmas. Collisions with neutral particles are
included. Also the beam driven and the bootstrap current are contained in the
version of the code used here. A major task finally was the adjustement of the ion
heat conductivity.
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Modelling of Discharges with LH and NBI Combined
Discharges with staged injection of LH and neutral beams were modelled. An
example is shown in Fig.1. Three phases of LH~current drive, combined application
of LHCD+NBl and of NBl alone follow in sequence, each with 0.5 s duration long
enough to reach steady-state conditions. In the upper part of Fig.1 the temporal
evolution of the central electron temperature Te(O) is plotted as obtained from laser
light Thomson scattering in the experiment and from the code. After begin of the LH
pulse Te(0) rises strongly. During this phase sawteeth and m=1 oscillations are
suppressed in the experiment /5/. In the calculation the current density profile j(r)
broadens, resulting in an increase of q(O) above 1 and the disappearance of the
q=1 surface and the sawtooth inversion radius rS from the plasma. Both quantities
are plotted in the lower part of Fig.1. Before q(O) rises above 1, the current profile
j(r) becomes very flat in the central region and r5 disappears at finite radius nearly
without shrinking.
With start of NBI the electron density rises from fie=l.3 x1019 m'3 during OH and LH
phase to fie=2.3 x 1019 m3. The electron temperature drops to about half value and
saturates slightly above the OH level, both in experiment and calculation. The
strong rise in density causes the LH-driven current to drop by about 40% in the
calculation. This leads to a repeaking of the current profile, q(0) falls below 1 and
the inversion radius reappears at the previous position. The subsequent increase of
the decnon heatconduchvhy duoughthe Mtfllenhanced hanspon resuhsin
degraded electron heating. This sequence explains consistently the drop of Te(O) in
the experiment where at this time also m=1 modes reappear. During the whole
duration of the NBI phase Te(0) then stays low as the higher electron density is
maintained and m=1 oscillations continue.
Similar experiments at higher initial densities of fie=2.7 x 1019 m’3 were not affected
by a strong rise in density during NBI. The m=1 modes could there be stabilized in
the experiment during the whole duration of LHCD. In the code calculation a broad
current profile was there maintained with q close to 1 in the central region and
therefore negligible contribution of the MHD-term to heat transport. With symmetric
LH wave spectra m=1 modes are not stabilized. Only moderate electron heating is
obtained in this case. This is also well reproduced by the code. The current profile
there is not broadened and therefore the MHD-induced transport not weakened.
The models for electron heat transport and LH power and current deposition
developed for LH into Ohmic target plasmas describe therefore the combined
operation of LH+NBI as well without further modifications.
For the ion heat transport several models were tested. Finally a superposition of
neoclassical ion heat conductivity, with a multiplier of 2, and MHD-related transport
of the same form as in the electron heat conductivity was retained. The temporal
evolution of central electron and ion temperatures in experiment and calculation is
shown in Fig.2. During NBI ion heating prevails and Ti(0) exceeds Te(0). With
LHCD continuing alone after NBI, Ti(0) drops nearly to the Ohmic level while the
electron temperature in the center rises further to Te(0) = 2.5 keV, more than twice
the Ohmic value. The large difference between electron and ion temperatures is
explained by the small heat transfer from electrons to ions during preferential
electron heating from the LH at high electron temperature. The temporal evolution
of the central temperatures in the experiment is well reproduced by the code. For
Te(O) very good quantitative agreement is obtained, while too low ion temperatures
are calculated by the code for the LH phase.
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etailed transport StUdleS Were performed for a series of discharges wrth complete
3 Cumentation of the temporal evolution of the ion temperature profile by active and
gssive neutral particle charge exchange analysis.

Central temperatures from measurements and calculations are shown in Fig.2.
Radial profiles of temperatures and heat conductivities from experiment and code
calculation are plotted in Fig.3 for the phase of LH+NBl combined and for LH alone.
For the electrons the calculation agrees well with the experiment. In the case of the
ions the charge exchange measurements in the peripheral region are affected by a
s stematic error due to the presence of fast particles there. The shoulder in the
geasured Ti(r) profile during NBI is caused very likely by this effect. The evolution of
the ion temperature profile could not be satisfactorily described with one single
model for X; in all phases, as already found in the analysis of NBI-heated plasmas

alone /6/. A link of Xi to the volume integrated power like for Xe would give a wrong

radial dependence as the Xi profile is usually flat or peaked in the center.
Reasonable agreement with experimental profiles could be obtained by linking Xi to
the local power density. But then the absolute values of T; are not reproduced for all
phases. The power input to the ions during OH and LH is comparable while higher
ion temperatures are obtained in the experiment during LH. This indicates that the
radial ion heat transport during LHCD is reduced with comparison to the Ohmic
phase. The measured ion temperature profile during LH could be reproduced by
the code by using for xi a value between 0.5 and 1 times the neoclassical value.

gummary
Electron and ion heat transport were investigated with a 1.5D transport code for
heating with LH and NBI into the same target plasmas. The model of electron heat
transport developed originally for the analysis of LH heating of Ohmic target
plasmas is also valid for the combined operation of LH + NBl. The high central
electron temperatures after m=1 stabilization by LHCD are well reproduced by the
code. The ion heat transport cannot be described by a single model for all heating
scenarios. A reduction of xi at least to the neoclassical value has to be assumed in
order to reproduce the ion temperature profiles in the experiment during LHCD.
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Experimental Studies of High Energy X-ray Emission and Bootstrap Current

Generation in High Bp Lower Hybrid Driven Plasmas"

J,P_ Squire, M. Porkolab, PrT, Bonoli, J.A. Colborn, J. Villasefior

Plasma Fusion Center and Research Laboratory ofElectronics

MIT, Cambridge. MA 02139

Ahflial
High poloidal beta (eBp~l) plasma equilibria have been produced by injecting

lower-hybrid waves with both asymmetric (current drive) and symmetric (heating) spectra
in the Versator II tokamak. At high 53p nearly the same plasma current was generated by

the symmetric rf phasing as with the asymmetric phasing, with the loop voltage being zero
in both cases. The current for symmetric injection could not be accounted for by either
inductive or rf current drive, so we believe that bootstrap current generation is operative
in the present experiment.

Introduction
High aBp plasmas are usually produced by bulk heating with lCRH or neutral beams.

A novel technique for producing high eBp equilibria was pioneered at Versator by using
the pressure supplied by a lower—hybrid driven energetic electron tail /1/, It has been
shown that substantial poloidal beta can be achieved ifthe rfdriven current (Irf) is reduced
to below the Alfvén current (lAzl7kA), with the poloidal beta scaling as IA/II—f. The rf
driven energetic tail electrons emit x—rays via bremsstrahlung, and this can be measured to
gain information about the electron tail distribution /2/. In this paper we discuss X—ray
measurements taken during low and high 3% discharges and compare the results between
current dn've (rt/2) and symmetric (rt) injection oflower hybrid waves

Experimental Results 7
Versator II is a modest sized tokamak with a circular cross section, major radius

Ro=0.405m, minor radius aL= 0rl3m and e=aL/RO=O.32. For plasmas discussed in this
paper the toroidal field is B0=I.0T, and the density is typically (ne)s7x1018m'3. The
lower-hybrid system has a source frequency of2.4SGl-lz with up to IOOkW of power, and
the coupler is a four-waveguide grill with relative phasing set at either n/Z (asymmetric or
current drive) or r: (symmetric or heating). The plasma is initiated with an Ohmic heating
(OH) transformer and the OH circuit is then opened. For the high 813p experiments the
plasma current is allowed to decay and subsequently the rfpower is applied. As shown in
Fig. I, the plasma continues to decay for a short period of time then levels offtypically at
lp=5kA, and the loop voltage decreases to zero The current does not "flattop"
immediately because the lower-hybrid power causes the plasma to move rapidly outward
and the energetic current carrying electrons are lost on the limiter. If an attempt is made
to maintain position'by applying more vertical field, the plasma current flattops at higher
levels, or becomes unstable. The higher current (lp=15kA) flattops are used as the low
6% equilibria.
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Plasma equilibria with both asymmetric and symmetric injection were compared for

both low and high 2%. First the current—drive flattop equilibria were obtained, then the

waveguide relative phasing was changed from 11/2 to It for subsequent shots. During the

low 513p equilibria we observed the usual strong tangential x-ray emission indicating a

substantial unidirectional electron tail, which is formed by traveling lower-hybrid waves.

The profiles show that current and density peak near the center (E0). When attempting
current drive with symmetric phasing, it was not possible to obtain a constant current
phase. A small applied loop voltage (<0,3volts) was required to maintain the plasma
current and a large unidirectional tail was observed again. When trying the same
procedure at high 5%, we found that nearly the same current was generated by It phasing

as with all with no significant change in the loop voltage (AVloop < 0.02volts) . The
x-ray and density profiles showed outward displacements consistent with a Shafranov
shift. The tangential x-ray data indicate a unidirectional electron tail in both cases, but the
x-ray flux for the 71: case was less by a factor of four (see Fig. 3).

We
First we characterized the profiles ofthe high efip current drive discharges during the

rf—driven flattop current phase. The shift ofthe centroid ofthe density and x-ray profiles
were measured to be AR/a:0.27i0,04. Taking this to be the Shafranov shift, theory /3/

indicates that Bp=22i0 45, We calculated Bp+li2=4i04 from the measured plasma
current and vertical field. In order to obtain a measurement of I,- we utilized the fact that
the x-ray profile is a measure ofthe current profile when .](r) = ~enm,,(I)(VH) and the x-ray

flux is given by 1"(y)ixjdz[Z€flnm,,(r)nhu,k(1')]. We fitted the energy integrated

(30-200keV) x-ray profile with a Gaussian and assumed a parabolic density profile. The
half width of the x-ray profile was lt'”‘\.R40.026i0.005m which gave lp’2=l.0i0.2 and
qo=3i1. Within error bars the li measured by the x-rays is consistent, which confirms that
the emission is related to the plasma current carrying fast electrons.

We obtained quantitative information about the energetic electron velocity
distribution by analysis ofthe tangential x-ray emission similar to that done on ALCATOR
C /2/. A three—temperature Maxwellian model was used in a bremsstrahlung calculation
code to fit the measured x-ray emission. The model included perpendicular (Ti), parallel

backward (Tl lb) and parallel forward (Tl |f) temperatures relative to the magnetic field

and rf injection direction, with a high energy cutoff in the forward direction. For
simplicity we assumed that the velocity distribution was independent of the plasma radius,
and we used the fitted radial profile to unfold the spatial efi‘ect on the tangential emission.
We obtained a best fit of the electron distribution function by adjusting the parameters of
the three temperature Maxwellian and calculated the emission by iteration until a least-

squares fit was obtained. The results were s40keV, Tl jsOkeV and T1 jlOOOkeV

with a cutoff at 250keV. With this model we found that for current drive phasing (7t/2) at

high n all the current could be accounted for by the electron tail if Zcfi=4, We had no

independent means of determining Zcff, but this is not inconsistent with past estimates /4/.
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At the present time the distn'bution function for low 830 discharges has not yet been
modeled, but analysis ofthe perpendicular profile was carried out in the same way as the
above method. We found the profile width to be wH‘m:O.O4iO.008m which is wider than
that associated with the high 213p equilibria. The profile difference alone can account for
the difference in plasma current carried by fast electrons.

When we switched to symmetric rfinjection, at high c we found that the plasma

current was almost unchanged and the loop voltage was still zero within measurement
error. The x-ray flux was reduced by roughly a factor of four, but there was still an
asymmetric electron tail present (see Fig. 3). These results are in contrast to those
obtained with symmetric injection at low 513p when an applied small loop voltage of
~0,3volts was required to maintain the plasma current. When modeling the electron tail by

means ot‘x—ray emission at high 5813 for symmetric phasing, we could account for only one
third of the total plasma current. The results were TJ_:4OkeV, TI IsOkeV and
TllfsBOOkeV with a cutoff at 107

l T l | | I

300keV. This is similar to the Q 3. CgsgNgjfigIgG: : :5: :gfirfig;

current drive result. but the tail IE \Q"% counrgiiZig : g 11: :fifiifia

population was reduced by a factor g E 105 _ 06' o g

of four. In these calculations we :3 i" Vv '5.
' 0again used 263:4. f v "a .

3 v ‘30 . .. .
. m 105 7 v . _
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- .4 V V Vthe same plasma current as an U v v 0
as mmetric wave in'ection current.y/qh. 1B (f .03. . tWV.W._V.
n6,N~Q astng). ymeanso X' so 100 150 zoo 250 300 350
ray analysts we determined that Photon Encrayflcnvl
only one third ofthe plasma current
could be accounted for with Fig. 3 A comparison ofthe tangential x-ray emission energy
symmetric injection. This left a Spear" forc‘lmnldrl"e(5°'ld Symbon and Symmetric
substantial amount of current 0‘0”” ”ml-1°15) rflnlemion 31 high 8513- The “mes are
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bootstrap Current. The data are corrected for the radial emission profile.
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The rf-created high energy
electron distribution, which provides
plasma current and pressure in these
plasmas, was studied by a radial and
tangential array of x-ray spectrometers
(lx3inch NaI). The radial array
consisted of 7 vertically Viewing
detectors that could be moved
between plasma shots. The experi—
mental layout is shown in Fig. 2a. The
tangential array used the same
detectors which were subsequently

~ reconfigured to view the plasma from
the side of the tokamak at a full range
of angles (see Fig, 2b). A single
detector was placed in the radial array
and moved from shot to shot to
monitor the radial x-ray profile while
taking tangential data, Time
integrated energy spectra and energy
integrated x-ray flux data were
acquired on all detectors simul-
taneously, By gating a multichannel
analyzer (MCA) the spectra were
averaged over a region where the loop
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INVESTIGATION OF HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS PRODUCED
BY LOWER IIYBRID WAVES WITH MEASUREMENT OF THE

HARD X-RAY IN JT-6OU

T. Kondoh, S. Ide, T. Imai, K. Ushigusa, Y. Ikeda, M. Seki and H. Takcuchi

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Naka—machi. Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311—01 'Japan

Power deposition profile and confinement of fast electrons produced by lower hybrid

wave (LHW) are investigated by measuring the phase shift between the hard x—ray (HX)

intensity and the modulated LH power. The phase shift of HX signal is well explained

by the slowing down time of the fast electrons. Accordingly, confinement of fast

electron is dominated by the slowing down process. The power deposition profiles are
determined by the HX intensity considering the diffusion process. We obtain the power
deposition profiles that depend on the parallel refractive index of the excited wave N//.

1. Experimental setup
Hard x—ray (HX) emission produced by the fast electrons was detected by combination

of 8—channel sodium—iodide (NaI(Tl)) and scintillator-photomultiplier. Seven Channels

look radial profile perpendicularly to the magnetic field and the other looks tangentially

(Fig. 1). Nal(Tl) detector, which 5.08 Cm thick, 5.08 cm in diameter, with 2 mm

aluminum vacuum window, is employed to measure the x—ray energy range of 30 keV to
1 MeV_ Detectors are shielded by 23 cm of lead and 50 cm of polyethylene against the y-
rays from (my) reactions and background x-rays. The photomultiplier tube is shielded
against magnetic field by soft iron and ttvmctal. The detected xvray signals are processed
by CAMAC and pulse—height analyzed into 256 channels every 50 msec. To measure the

time response, signals are simultaneously digitized in the form of the hard x—ray count

through a single channel analyzer.

2. Modeling of the time response of fast electrons
Since quasi-linear diffusion in the velocity space induced by LHW should be balanced

with slowing down for ions and bulk electrons, tangential HX intensity lmq/ can be
modeled as follows if spatial diffusion process is neglected:

(11 (t) I (t)Hxa : _ mmat 5“) 15D ’ (1)
where S(t) is source term and TSD is slowing down time of the resonant electrons with
LHW.
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The perpendicular 11X intensity IHXL depends on perpendicular temperature rather

than parallel temperature, because the emission is pointed strongly in the forward

direction Thus, lJis described as follows:

dIHX 152 :b LHXLIQ _ IJXfl
dt TD

(2)
TSD ,

where ”ED is diffraction time of the resonant electrons and tgd" is slowing down time of

the fast electrons to which perpendicularllX signal is sensitive.

When source term is modulated by sinusoidal wave S(t) : Sosin((i)t). phase shift of

IHX // and IHXLare l // Dc sin((i)tv¢//) and l Loc sinker-(ht) from eq.(l) and (2),

where ¢// and (“are phase shift given as follows,

¢//:tan’1(CDISD) (3)

(iii = tan"(a)t§D) + tan“(mtSD) (4)

When diffusion process is considered, these phase shift term is described as,

(1) : [Ema (”so (5)

1 + 5.78 (D-tSD/az)

where D is diffusion coefficient and a is plasma radius.

3. Experimental results

The power of the LHW is modulated by sinusoidal wave to investigate the diffusion

and slowing down process. The modulation frequency is 5, 10 and 20 Hz and the

phasing between adjacent multijunctions Act) is varied with shot by shot. Two phasings

of A61) : 135° and 210° carried out, in which parallel refractive index of the. excited waves

N” = 1.44 and 2.24, respectively. The LH power PLH is 600 kW, power modulation

rate 60 % and loop voltage is very small in this experiment. Plasma parameters are IP =

1.2 MA, B7 = 4 T, n: = 8x1018 m-3, and rm : 2 GHz. Time evolution ()e signal is

fitted by A+Bcos(mt+¢) by least—squares fitting.

Figure 2 shows radial profiles of phase Shift of HX signal and calculated value using

TSD : 8 ms and 13 ms as a parameter of modulation frequency of 5, 10 and 20 Hz.

While, the phase shift which taken into account the diffusion process is given by eq. (5).

Because, the measured phase shift is consistent with the calculated slowing down time of

the resonant electrons, the term 5.7E‘l(DtsD/a2 ) in eq. (5) can be neglected. Therefore,

the diffusion process of the fast electron may be small compared with the slowing down

process and the diffusion process is considered as DtSd/a2 < 0.1.
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.1, Power deposition profile

In the steady state, the fast elecu‘on density, It[ is governed by the particle. balance
equation,

an: ivmvmfl) (QLap
751)

where S(r) is source temt and Rd is slowing down time of the fast electrons.

The hard xArny intensity is line integral of nf along the line of sight L if the fast electron

temperature is constant in the space.
The problem is to solve S(r) from the line integrated data, IHX. Now, in order to

solve the diffusion equation, we expand Fourier-Bessel method /1/ that is one of the
tomographic reconstruction method. In this case we only measure 1 dimensional data,
so we consider the first term of fourier series (m =0). Then we expand nfir) in zero-tit
order Bessel functions, Jo:

K
nr(r) = Z ckJoOtk-r/a) (7)

k : 1
where A}; is the k—th zero of 10(2) and ck is expansion coefficient.

Assuming the diffusion coefficient D is constant in the space, S(r) is reduced to,
K

S(r) 2:1— Z Ck“ + Df‘irsplloak'r/a) (8)$0k=t
ck can be solved by the least-squares fitting as minimizing the residual error Err which is
defined as

NmLtX K 2
Err: 2 [13m - 2 Ckl JOOtk-r/a) d1] (9)

n = t k = l L, ,
where IHX” is the n-th signal of the lLX for line of sight Ln.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of the power deposition profile for N// : 2.24 to N” = 1.22
deduced frotn equation (8) as a parameter of Dem/212. Deposition of N// =l.22 wave
which has the maximum current drive efficiency, has peaked profile in the center and N//
22.24 has hollow profile.

5. Conclusion
It is found that the HX phase shift measured in the LH power modulation experiment

is comparable with the calculated phase shift using slowing down time of the resonant
fast electrons. Therefore the diffusion term can be neglected because the fast electron
confinementtime If is larger than fast electron slowing down time.

Power deposition profiles are obtained by using the Abel inversion technique based on
Bessel expansion method where the diffusion process is taken into account estimated by
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the power modulation experiment. Power deposition of LHW of N// =1 .22 has a peak at
the center and N// :2.24 has hollow profile.

Though we used simple model of HX emission, it is necessary for a further
investigation to evaluate of quantitative diffusion process using calculation code.

6. Reference

/1/ Y. Nagayama, J. Appl. Phys. 62 (1987) 2702

Collimalor
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the hard x-ray detectors.
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Fig. 3 Power deposition profiles at N// =

1.44 (a) and 2.24 (b), with the diffusion

coefficient as a parameter.
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(‘lnu'acterimtinn of LH Induced (‘tu't'ent Carrying Fast Electrons in .lE'l

(I: {MW-mitt, tum/Jr ‘ ' ‘

l.l'.l‘. .‘\\\'0t’li{7.l(1{lc EUlUVl'OlVl/(LNRtliNliA, Via Ba. ltll‘ 15 7 Milano (Italy)
lt/shrttt‘i‘tl. JIJWHWU, l‘.l"rt1i.ssam', C.Gnrmc:u.tm, l'lRi/tum. [3114191 tSi/I'LZ‘ (“.Pflunfi'
”:1‘t(tll\"l'UNDERTAKING.Abingdon.OmnOXltt3l3/\,(l|l\').

l.lntrodueti0n. _
[ miter Hybrid Current Drive (LllCD) experiments have recently been made at .lIF'l'

by rouphng up to 2.4 MW of RF power at 3.7 Ghz, With a power spectrum centered at
“I : 1.3 gr (1.2 corresponding to a resonating electron energy of about 100 keV’ Via
“fawn I andau Damping, /l/. The Current Drive (CD) ellicteney has been observed to
tttttcf‘sc when ll] and lCRll power are applied simultaneously to the plasma, suggesting
mg. .1 part ot’ the fast magnetosonic wave is absorbed on the l.ll-eenerated last
elettrnnsylj. An important problem otCD experiments in tokamzlks is the determination
(it the radial distribution ot'the driven current and the. characterization in the momentum .
spztt‘t ot'the current carrying fast electrons by using appropriate diagnostic tools. For this !
purpose. a combined analysis ol‘the Electron (.‘yclotron Emission (Md?) and ol the Fast l
I lCtIlt‘t'ltt llremsstrahlung (FEB) measurements has been tirade. allowing the role 'ant pa- '
ramctcrs ot‘the supt‘atltermal electrons to be estimated.
2. Analysis of ILCE spectra combined with FEB measurements.

In the present analysis we limit our-
schcs in a class of distribution t‘unctions
typical ol'steady state regimes during the
application ol‘ Lll power, where the last
tail is nearly flat and is represented by a
distribution Function with a slowly vary-
ing dependence in the p// direction, Our
'tittt is to estimate the perpendicular en—
i-rgy Ii. the position and width of the
iliri‘ent channel, as well as the parallel
energy and the density of the
xiipriuherinal elections. The method rc~
llt‘\ on the dillei‘eitt and complementary
sensitivity ol' the two diagnostics used in
tltl\ analysis to the parameters we wish
[ti estimate.
lhe Hill diagnostics measures the X-ray
emission in the range ltlt) keV to 300 c
through a tuultiehortl detection system in
'i poloidal plane /.‘l/. The signal is rather
insensitive to E (For El <1 s [3,), and
provides an indication of the fast
electrons radial profile through the
emissivity protiles and DI" E. through the
the measured 'photon temperature’. This
information is exploited by fitting ECE
spectra through simulations where the
suprathermal density is determined by
the measured RI: current and by iterat—
ing the intensity spectrum over :i .
llll‘ lfimode l? : spectra. measured via
an antenna viewing the plasma from the
luv: lield side near the equatorial plane.
rue significantly all'ected by non thermal
enunsion during I ll (Hell.

more at 49 t arm 1-3 a set:

V l

.
t4

_
_

_
.4

..

nu ,

v) tar. rat. in

131'}: li'lr/n‘rnm/ (fl/l] line) and flttfl-(llt‘l'ltttll
(dotted line) [(73 [lite/trite i/tt'r'trum. 'I‘liv
It/ierma/ (warrior: is mcanut’zl (luring
t/lt’ application (if [MW of].// [itllt't’L

In particular at low frequencies,
normally associated with the first theri
mal harmonic, fast electrons produce in-
tense relativistieatty dtrtstnsliilteti second
harmonic emission, wtth possible eon—
tribution of' third harmonic in presence
of very energetic particles, as previously
predicted by an liCi simulation code
(ECLll code) speeitically devised to cal-
culate the emission of electron cyclotron
waves For .IIZT plasmas during Lllt'l)
945/. This emission line is unall‘ected by
reabsorption by the thermal plasma. e\'7
wept on the high Frequency side where the
second (thermal) harmonic is entering
the plasma.
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\‘lm'em‘er the presence ol' the II-l'ltt‘LlC upper enroll in tlllk range 111’ frequencies has two
important corisetiuericies: It it blocks the radiation emitted b3' bulk electrons as first
hatrnoui1 so that 3er3' little can reach the antenna (1i21 wall 1ellections); 2) it hxcs an
upper boundary to the eneru3 oi suprather'xmil electrons Contributing to the obsened
emission intensity, by blocking the radiation emitted in the 1adia| region where R < R
1/11 being the radial position of the cutoll'layer). As a consequence, b3 taking into ac,
count the relativrstie resonance condition for perpendicular propagation and by using the
usual iriagnetie lield prolile, 11 is possible to identity the energy range of the electrons
emitting at a li'equencyI/‘in this spectral region as second and third harmonic by the re-
lation:

11/1t ’11, 7 1 , 11/21/121) Rn
i. r- :1 [1/1111‘ + 1 ii -~.*———

/ REEL? / R('

where f, is the (thermal) cyclotron he
queney at R (the plasma center). 11 is the.
harmonic number and Rm3x corresponds
to the low field side location ol‘
suprathermal electrons For typical
plasma densities and magnetic lield val,
ues of ,ll-T'l' discharges during I“, the
energy range detined by relation (It is
shown in liig. 2 for both second and third
harmonic emission
In the E( I ll code used to simulate the
l'(,l:spect1a, the emission and absorp-

i7o 110 110 1110 111: 120 1:10 tiori cocllicrcuts of electron cyclotron
I‘lGHzi waves are relativistically calculated along

the ray path 1‘31," I‘he electron distill»
ution Function, on each magnetic surt’ace

filer n/I 1‘l1"1’1r17n,r emit/int: 11,1 rem/id 11111! Ill ' IS tlllt l1}: Fltl(lll]l_1 to [he l\’1'dX\V‘Clllftti
‘ .3 q 1 ': , 1 1_ bulk, characteri/ed by a temperature
thud 1 111111111 humimucr 1r //1141l1’flt'. , . ,

’ 1,111 a sortable number M ol drrltrnu{Nu/1 £1. 2110/1111.1‘3111‘13vclli'1ns ol'lcni ‘ 1' ' t1 , 1 perattlrc t,

ill

Ei
Ke

V)

Fir: Jul/aximulu and minimum 11111111111 1111111-

) 1

11‘), 1 1 a 1/3 11 I’. w_ _ 111, 1 , , 11) 11111 \ 111 ,4,» t”, ,. ,.
I' ) 1 1‘1/ :11 1/ — ' 1 l 1,_~._ —l 1‘ i! ‘ c' 2 ‘ 7,ill. [ll H flux 21? 1 ( ill 1—1/2, ( In l l

Where 111 is the. inde\ oi'a generic dril’trug Maxwellian a, , 1111'71' l' . 1 —, ”incl/7} .pi and
[’1 are the perpendicular and parallel components ol the electron momentum in 111_ 1‘ units
pm is the pa1allel drilt ofthe 111- th \lz1311elli11n and the Fractional densities oi bulk (111i

and suprathermal electrons (11 ) 2111‘ related by 111, + 11’ 7 | . lhe parallel distribution
lunction [WI1 (obtained by integratinL (2) over pi) exhibits a nearly llat tail extending
l‘rom the bulk to 11 value p, when '/,,1—/1,,1 1+ 2111 ' [or |- 1,111: N . [11:11 W
M: l + lnll:(/)L— p.) [211 ""2].
()n the other hand, the interpretation of l'l’B emission spectra is performed by modelling
the suprathermal electron distribution with a .l—tempCrature Maxwellian allowing their
Torward' and 'backward’ parallel temperatures ([1,, '11.,1 ) to be estimated. These values
are used to determine the number .Vl ol drilling hrlaxwellians in (2) through the relation

hi, ,
ti) ’ 1 ‘2 l - _l+ (11]-, ”M : .1 (:7 l\1 ”Fina 7 \; I‘M/1111 ) 13)

obtained by imposing the equality oi the average parallel momentum - [1, ‘ of the
electrons carrying the non- 11111111ti1e. c111rcnt.
lhe parameter 11: is obtained. 1111 :1 1113cn ‘ [It '. limit the estimated Rl: tlri\ven current

I111 through the relation?

’11 ”halal/)1” (ell
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where d ‘\ is the area element. and

c _ Pi .7 w ("/71 'i r" m .—
dlllt/Iililll‘ W) T : "“Hulll’l *fif ZPIH/\/ l + Pm) (5)

-m

mill/l : miniVJiJ

i“.- using [or w, a 'gaussian ' profile:

WM) = exp — (WW (6)
“"119“ Elm.” ‘3 '7’3 l , and l/jmihy 11/, are estimated through the 171313 emissivity profiles_ [33,
inserting7 5) and (i) in expression Ll), we get Me from In}.

The la“ parameter T1 7 T, is determined by iterating the calculated ECE radiation tern.
peraturc, taking into account reflections from the walls (with a rellection coefficient R,,.)
and item the Cttt()1llaycr(wit1i a reflection coefficient = I) through the relation:

r

,, 7 Shirl , » J‘fflamdr' , {12mm[’(f) 7 —————2 N00 , (1's / (l 7 Rue .0 l (7)
(hf)

(D

where TU) is the radiation temperature observed at the antenna( 3 : 5c ), s is the abscissa
along, the ray path, a: and I? are the (relativistic) absorption and emission coefficients re-
spectively. It is worth noticing that the integration along 5 is carried out on a fill] tra—
jeetoiy li‘om the plasma edge (5:0) to the cutoff layer and back to the plasma edge ts:
x”) afier reflection. The wall reflection coefficient has been taken RW=O.6, as estimated
fi'om measured thermal spectra.
3. Results and Conclusions

We present here the results obtained in the case ()1 three ‘fiill current drive' 1151'
deuterium plasmas in the limiter configuration. The relevant plasma parameters are listed
in lilble 1,

Table I
# I’ll/(MW) Pit-mt M W) lm(M/\) 131(0) ('1) “it‘ll/WWW 'J 7i-(01 (keV)

24018 2 0 375 216 2 1.6
249W 0“) l 540 3.1 1.9 6,6
24066 2 ,1 ' ltflt) 2.94 1.5 107

The emissivity profiles measured by the FEB camera are shown in Fig. 3 (a,b.e).

v—>~——l———r——b— “‘ w I
E n ) all

X 2 a 151 )3A 7
r; f: ‘5 3|)
U HII) rt;>' 5 i2
“4 ea3 .1 it:
E 3 5 ml

4 al 2 iii
n 4
7 3a i g 1:1 ” u
5 0 .—-—.—.——+—.A.~ ” , if. 7,, A I.—fl k". ,

zoo dirt) 300 250 «cu am; 250 mu l fine :00 350 me
MAJGEI mums tem IIAJUH Iutllu'; [CHI HAJUM moms um

Fig 3*;l/7t‘l inverted [HQ/Nat of 17/17.? Ulittttil'tl‘ltffll' [lie (Ina/yard [HI/rm: (11 H 249/8; 17,) # 249/9; 6) #
2-1906.

It may be observed that a first electron population is established in the inner region in
flll these 'low density" plasmas, with the broadest profile in case 0173 24966, Moreover
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the ‘plioton temperature inn-cases when 1 11 and lt'Rll power are implied

simoultaneously to the plasma. indicating an increasing energy nl 111st elt‘tlrrmsv The

analysis 01 these data gives the results shown in 'l'ahle 2:
Table 2

# 'IMRCV) 711,;(keV1 I) tlzeV) in: 7‘ Ht)“ (m ‘1

24918 120 2 25 2.0
2491‘) 220 5 ,19 2.9
24966 800 211 RU 3.5

in Table 2 have been ohtainctl through
the iteration procedure to reproduce the
low h‘equeney region 01‘ the HT meas-
ured spectra‘ as shown in Figfiiii‘lxc),
In conclusion, this analysis has allowed

the first identification 01‘ the relevant
moments 01' the 1,11 induced Fast

electrons in .lli'l”, It is shown that the
fast electrons energy content, as well as
the average parallel momentum, in-

creases when 1("R11 power is added to

1.11 power: The mechanism responsihle
for the observed 'syuergism' is still untler

l"ig.4-I7atrl electrons (family profiles, Imrmafl investigation. but it appears that the de-

gig/$0[lllaffix;gfil,~pch)mylgng4gfiiiiHill , a) #1 teririjnation . 01' the relevant parameters

/ of last electrons is an important step to

The suprathermal density profiles are identify [hC underlying Pl‘YSiCi‘l l‘l'OC'

shmvn in Figttt. The TJ values indicated cssesi

iii
19111

Fig.5-ll‘1ca5urcd (dashed line.) and xinm/uled (full line) a/remza/ [TC/1‘ .rpcrlmfi)r a) # 240m; (1)

# 249/9; r) # 24966.

(Work partially supported under the Euratom Mobility Contract No.131A83-7 I’USt‘)
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A PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF FAST
ELECTRONS INDUCED BY LH WAVES IN TOKAMAKS

P. Conceicz‘to, M. Brusati*, P. Froissard“, C.A.F. Varandas

Associacz'to EURATOM/IST, Centro de Fusz‘io Nuclear. 1096 Lisboa CODEX. Ponugal
*JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon. Oxon, OX14 3EA. United Kingdom

1- Introduction. An important aspect of non inductive Current Drive schemes proposed for Tokamaks is

the identification of the mechanisms which characterize the space and energy distribution of the current
carrying particles. In the case of Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), it is relevant to identify the physical
processes which contribute to the build up of an asymetric fast electron (f.e.) distribution. In this paper an

aproach to this problem is presented whereupon the Fokker-Planck equation describing the phase space

evolution of the f.e. distribution function is treated as a flux balance equation based on the characteristics

times of the different physical mechanisms at work. This equation describes a model that considers different

finite areas of phase space as different states of the f.e. population. The equation is solved analitically and the

solution is coded to allow flexible handling of the experimental conditions. Transitions are allowed between

neighbouring states through coupling cocficients which depend upon the physical mechanisms driving the
unnsitions. The model Lreats energy diffusion of an initial f.e. population created by local local Electron
Landau Damping of LH waves as a result of residual electric field and plasma slowing down effects and allows

space diffusion to be assessed either numerically or a result of assuming a space diffusion model.

2- The Model. The purpose of the model is to describe the energy and space behaviour of the f.e. created by
Landau Damping of the LH wave, A two dimensional grid on the phase space is considered, corresponding
one dimension to the particles energy and the other to their space location. To each cell corresponds a certain
number of electrons. and this number will vary due to the flows of electrons from, and to, adjacent cells.

Sp
ac

e

l

l 2 j Energy

Fig-l
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The physical processes responsible for this flows are: in energy, the acceleration due to the residual electric

field (related to the loop voltage) and the slowing down of the f.e. due to the coulombiarts collisions with the

plasma particles; in space, the radial diffusion of the f.e.. The equation that mics the time evolution of the

number of f.e. in cell (Lit) is:

aNk Nk Nk NH Nkol k
. . . t , . k

(1) —i=—fl+—F+i-Nj.i+L+—’—+—i—-N.L+L+s-
at J J M r1 k k 1 hi H J

3H CM a1 L'J diet dirt-l dk d):

p . .
The total number of electrons in all cells is given as a fraction of the plasma density. act 15 the time an

electron takes to accelerate from the cell 4 to cell p; c: is the time an electron takes to slow down from cell q

to cell p (these correspond to electron movements in energy space, for a fixed space location); d: is the time

an electron takes to diffuse in space from cell q to cell p. The acceleration time is determined solving the

relativistic equation of motion of an electron in an electric field; the collision time is calculated as the

relativistic slowing down time of a test particle in an uniform themialized background; the diffusion time

depends on the diffusion model at Stake, but no study on what diffusion model is to be considered has yet been

performed. The wave power deposition on the electrons is represented, very crudely. by a source term 31;.

This term is built with basis on the wave power spectrum. A. more accurate treatment of the wave power

ucposttion on the electrons could be performed, within the frame of the model, replacing the source by tlux

terms of the type N: [Tw, where the "characteristic wave deposition time" (1w) could be defined as

D(V)/AVZ,D being the diffusion coeficient of the quasilinear l-D approximation of the Fokker-Planck

equation /1/ and v being the parallel velocity Since this time is much smaller than the other times at stake, it

is assumed that the initial distribution of f.e. mirros a source term, that represents the wave power.

Equation (1) stands for one cell only. To describe the entire phase space, a tensorial equation is needed:

(2) ai=EN+s
at

In (2) N and s are matrices and E is the 3rd orther tensor containing the characterisdc times. Equation (2) was

solved analitically, either in the stationary, either in the time dependent situation. The solution without

diffusion, therefore representing a localized spot of the plasma (no space movements of the electrons are

considered) was coded.

3- The Results. This model has been applied to conditions simulating the JET Lll experiments 12/. It was
19 .3

found that for a plasma density Ne = 2 10 m , and temperature Te = 10 Kev, a power spectrum centred at

Npmieii= ”HO-2 creates a fast electron tail in the energy range 60-100 KeV. Acceleration due to a residual

toroidal electric field corresponding to a loop voltage V=0.3 V is balanced by collisions with the thermal
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plasma and :1 stationary state is aproached on a time scale of 10-100 ms (fig 2, fig 3). The role of the electric

field is to couple further energy to the £6. tail (in fig 4 no electric field is assumed; therefore electrons do not

go beyond the energy corresponding to the maximum wave accessibility). This effect is counteracted by

increasing the plasma density (fig 5); increasing the density the wave accessebility falls down in energy and

the collisions are more important. Variation in the launched power spectrum can alter the characteristics of the

f.c. population depending upon the power absortion efficiency and accessibility conditions (fig 6)

4- Conclusions. A phenomenological model has been described which reduces the Fokker-Planck equation

to a two dimensional flux balance equation that may include the LH Electron Landau Damping (ELD)

opcmtor. This equation is solved analitically and the solution is coded to be couped to direct measurements of

plasma parameters of interest in LHCD scenarios,

This method has been preliminary applied to JET like parameters in the limit where the ELD operator is

treated as a source term and neglecting spatial diffusion. The main pammetric dependences have been identified

as the plasma collisionality and residual electric field effects. The stationary solution is achieved in few tens

of milisecontls after application of LH.

This aproach is useful to undertake a sistematic analisys of the dynamics of LH induced f_e., irt particular

identifying the role played by spatial diffusion.

Acknowledgements. We wish to thank Dr C Gomczano and Dr ‘1‘. Baranov Ior Llil support and useful

discussions.
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a
Fig 2- Density (m ); Plasma conditions:

19 >3
Ne: 2.10 m ;Te= 10 Kev; V: 0.3 V; 0.1% of

f.e.; Power spectrum centred at Np=1.8i0.15;
40 energy windows: initial situation (time: 0 s).
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Fig 3- Same parameters as in fig 2; stationary Fig 4- Same conditions as in fig 3 (a stationary
solution. solution is depicted). except that V: 0 V, no
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Impurity Transport during RF Current
Drive in WT—3 Tokamak

Masahiko NAKAMURA
Osaka Institute of Technology

Keiji SAWADA, Tetuya KAWACHI,
Hidetoshi SUEMITU, Takashi MAEKAWA,
Yasushi TERUMICHI, Shigetoshi TANAKA

Kyoto University

Introduction
It is well known that particle transport behaviour changes dra-

stically during RF current drive. However, the physical mechanism

of the change in particle transport has not been made clear. On

the other hand. impurity contamination during high power RF

injection is a serious problem in fusion research. Detailed study

on impurity transport in RF-CD plasma is not carried out as yet.

In the present paper, we study the impurity transport in Lower

Hybrid (LH) current driven plasma in the WT—3 tokamak. To trace
the impurity behaviour, a small amount of Neon gas is injected

into the plasma in a short pulse gas puff. After the injection,

basic plasma parameters such as electron density and temperature

are perturbed slightly. Spectral line intensities of Neon ( Ne IV,

V,.) are measured and temporal and spatial behaviours of these

line are analyzed. The results show that these intensities increase

gradually (typically in 20 msec). Since ionization time is much

less than this time for the present plasma parameters, these time

behaviours of line intensities show the ion transport in a plasma.

We compare the behaviours of Neon ion in OH and LHCD plama.
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Results

Experiments are carried out in the \VT-3 tokamaktR:65cm,

21:20am, BTzlST.) A small amount of Neon gas is injected into

the plasma during the flat top phase of a discharge. Behaviours

Neon ions are monitored by line intensities(Ne IV, Ne V). Each

line intensity is measured along a holizontal chord. The position

of the chord is changed in each shot. After an Abel inversion, we

obtain a temporal and spatial behaviour I(r,t).

Typical results in OH plasma are shown in Fig.1. Here, IP:80kA

and electron density 116:].21»'¥1013cn{3 before Neon injection.

Central Electron Temperature T80 is estimated Lobe 400 CV from

ECE. A short pulse (Zmesc) is applied to a piezoelectric valve

at [:30msec. After some delay because of a response time of the

valve, Neon is injected into the plasma at te40msec. ne increases

slightly, While electron temperature Te, monitored by ECE. shows

little Change. Temporal behaviour of line intensity Ne V is shown

atthe bottem of the figure. It increases gradually and saturates at

about 20 msec alter the injection. Then decreases in a long time

scale. A spatial profile of Ne V intensity at t_65 msec is shown in

Fig.2. Because of the low ionization potential of NeV and Ne IV

relative to the bulk electron temperature of the plasma center, these

line are emitted from outer region of the plasma column (typically

rf'a =0.5*0.6). Thus, we obtain the impurity ion behaviour in the

outer region in this presentation. It is noted that line intensity is

proportinal to the product of he, nNeon‘ and the excitation rate

coefficient SUE); i.e. I:A naemS. S(Te) is slightly dependent

on T8 in the present condition. Because 118 changes after the

injection, the change of line intensity I is partly due to the change

in ne. Therefore, the value of intensity divided by ne ,( I / ne _) _ is

an appropriate measure of Neon density. In Fig. 3. , we plot the



time evolutions of I/nel'or several radial positions, which show the
behaviour of Neon ion. It is clearly shown that it saturates at
about 20 msec after the injection 01" Neon( note that Neon is in—
jected lOn'tsec after the gas puff trigger) and then decreases grar
dually. The particle confinement time of Neon ions may be
possibly estimated to he 20 msec from these behaviours. These
behaviouts and time constant ( ~ 20 msec) are. nearly the same for OH
plasma in the range of 40 19A .3; 1P E 100 LA, suggesting that
impurity confinement time is slightly dependent on IP.

The same method is applied to Lower Hybrid( LH ) current driven
plasma. Here. plasma current is maintained by LH power( i 200
kW) only. Basic plasma parameters are similar to those in OH
lasma (n ; 11 l0l3cm'3‘ T 400 eV), thus the intensity andP e e0

spatial profile of Ne IV", Ne V are essentially the same in LHCD.
In Fig.4‘ we Show the time evolutions of l I me for LHCD plasma ( 1P
: 80 kA). The behaviours are quite different from those in OH f
plasma. After the injection, lw’ne increases gradually‘ but it. does -
not saturate during the discharge. This longer duration (' 3:;‘30 msec)
without any saturation in LHCD means impurity confinement time
is much longer than this duration. The result is consistent with the
improved particle confinement in LHCD.

However, in the case of lower current ll’ :48 LA in LHCD
impurity behaviours are similar to those in OH plasma. It is
suggested that impurity transport property is dependent. on 1P in
LHCD.

Summar

Impurity transport was studied in OH and LHCD plasma in the
WT-3 tokamak. ‘ Impurity confinement time is estimated to be
nearly 20msecin OH plasma, While it is longer than 30 msec in
l.l-lCD plasma with high plasma current. Confinement time is
dependent on the plasma current in l.l-l(.ID.
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THE DISTANT COUPLING 0F LHCD LAUNCHER IN THE JT-60U

w, Y. flteda, T. Imai, K. Ushigusa. O. Naitou, S. Ide, T. Kondoh, M. Nemoto,

H. Takcuchi, K. Suganuma, M. Sawahata, A. Takasa! S. Takahashi, and T. Yamamoto

IAERI, NAKA FUSION RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
Naka»machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken. JAPAN

1, Introduction
A non—inductive current drive by using lower hybrid waves ( LHCD ) is one of efficient and

promising schemes in a tokamak device. However it is often indicated that a precise control of

plasma position is required in order to launch LH waves into the plasma efficiently. Because

thin plasmas at grill mouth are needed for a good coupling, so that the distance ( 5; between a

launcher head and plasma edge ) is required to be small, usually, a few cm. Therefore it is

important whether the LH waves can be launched at large 8.

The efficient coupling of LH waves was observed with 8 more than 10 cm in the JT-GOU.

The experimental results suggest that the LH power might produce a tenuous plasma at a grill
mouth during a good coupling. The LH waves seemed to be mainly used to drive plasma

current without a degradation of the current drive efficiency. This paper presents the distant
coupling in the JT—60U LHCD experiments.

2. Experimental arrangements
The present experiments were carried out by using of the newly constructed multijunction

type launcher in the first campaign of JT-6O Upgrade. This launcher/ l / is designed to launch
optimized N/l power spectrum for the purpose of attainment a high current drive efficiency ( 11w

). Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the launcher. The circumferences of the grill mouth are
covered with guard limiters made of c/c composite graphite for a protection from plasmas.
These guard limiters are attached 3 mm beyond the grill mouth. The launcher has a double-
probe in order to measure plasma density. The probe is located at right side of the mouth, and
contains thermocouple in itself. The launcher position can be adjustable shot by shot in order to
obtain a good coupling.

At first the LH waves were launched to the OH plasmas, a coupling property was
investigated. And the LH waves were launched into NB-heated plasmas, an improvement of
coupling was studied. The power of 5 1 MW was injected to plasmas in the divertor
configuration with a low plasma density up to 2x1019 m'3. The grill head was set at 1~3 cm (
5L“ ) behind the first wall. The grill mouth was monitored by using a CCD camera during RF
injection, and temperatures in various points of the grill were also measured by thermocouples.
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3. Experimental results and discussions
Figure 2 shows a typical shot with a good coupling in an OH plasma. The incident power of

~500 kW was injected to the OH target plasma with Ip = 2 MA and fit: ~ 0.5x10'g nr3. Plasma

position ( 647; between the most outer magnetic surface and the first wall ) was moved from 20

cm to 5 cm during from 3.5 to 6.5 sec.. The phase difference between main waveguides ( Amt

mod ) ) was 150 deg. in this period, and 5m was 2 cm. A reflection coefficient R gradually

decreased with 547, and R rapidly dropped at 5.2 sec. and remained constant ~l3 9/0..

Emissions of visible lights around the grill were observed in a CCD camera when the plasma

was coming close to the first wall. The intensity of Hot main ), which responded the interaction

between the plasma and the wall. increased after the good coupling occurred. These results

indicated that LH power produced thin plasmas during a good coupling. when 547 was smaller

than a threshold value. The edge plasma density measured by the doublerprobe showed that the

e-holdlength lp was ~33 cm, the edge plasma density slowly decreased.

It was found that a certain density region was required for an attainment ol‘a good coupling

as known from fig. 3. The reflection coefficient was ~15 ‘70 when the edge density was beyond

a threshold one ( ~ "cut ott = 5x1016 in'3 ). It was also pointed out/ 2 /that the key item was to

regulate neutral gas pressure at the grill mouth in order to obtain proper densities. But this

reflection coefficient seems to be extremely high in spite of using a multijunction launcher. This

may be the reason why that transmission lines caused the reflection coefficient to increase.

The good coupling was obtained in the case of the combination with NB, even if 5 was up

_ to 15~17 cm. The 5 was larger than the case of LH alone. Figure 4 allows us to know what had

happened in this phenomena. The Lll power was injected to the NB—heated plasma with lp :

2.5 MA and E: : l.9~2.3x1019 mil. The 547 remained nearly constant at ~14 cm, and the 5m

was 3 cm. The time evolution of a probe current ( Iprobe ; proportional to a plasma density) is

shown, The Iprobe slightly increased with injection of NB. When LH power was launched, the

density at grill mouth ( n'c" ) rose from 2x101° "1,3 to 8x1016 m'3 and then a good coupling was

observed. The reflection coefficient was rapidly increasing as “h“ was decreasing after the

stopping the NB. This experimental result indicates that thin plasmas in front of the grill were

produced by LH power under the condition of the injection of NB.

After the attainment of the good coupling, LHCD experiments had been performed at large

5. Figure 5 illustrates that the 1c was almost constant in the distant coupling. The 1103 of

~2xlO19 A/s atfi; ~O.5x1019 nr3, which was somewhat higher than that of JT~()O LHCD

experiments at the same density, was obtained at R ~15 %. Tow of thermocouples inserted

between ajacket and guard limiters showed a negligible small increase in temperature ( S 1 deg.

). The heat flux due to edge plasmas was small and was estimated to be S 6.6 W/cmz. These

experimental results indicated that the main part of LH wave was not absorbed at periphery, but

propagated into main plasma without the degradation of HUD in the distant coupling.
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4, Summary
The present experiments had been carried out by using the multijunction launcher in the 1T-

60 Upgrade. The coupling characteristics were investigated. The reflection coefficient of 10~20

(/0 was observed during an injection of LH power to OH plasmas, even though 5 was 8~10

cm. And the good coupling was observed tip to 5 : 15~17 cm by the combination with NB.

When the good coupling state occurred, the increase of density at the grill mouth was also

observed. The degradation of the current drive efficiency was not observed in the distant

coupling Willi R ~15 %. This experimental results indicated that the LH wave produced thin

plasmas at the grill mouth, and that LH waves were mainly used to drive plasma current. The

neutral gas pressure might be the key item to control the edge plasma density required for the

good coupling.

The experimental results suggest the possibility of the distant coupling of LHCD launcher

with low R and high 110). If we can actively control the coupling of LH waves independent of a

precise control of plasma position, this procedure may be attractive for a reactor~grade

tokamaks.

/ 1 / MSekj, et al., Symposium on Fusion Technology (1990) 1060

/2/ Y.Ikcda, et 31., to be published

Fig l: The schematic view of the multijunction launcher in the JT—60 Upgrade.

Fig 2: Typical shot with a good coupling in an OH target plasma is shown.

The A®(mod) changed 0 ~7> 360 deg. from 7.1 to 8.5 sec. for phase correction,

Fig 3: The reflection coefficient vs the edge density measured by the double—probe.
Fig 4: Time evolution of the edge density in the case of combination with NB.

Fig 5: The current drive efficiency vs the reflection coefficient.

Fig 4: new LHCD launcher
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COUPLING ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENT OF THE MUYLTIJUNCTION GRILL

NEAR THE LOWER HYBRID FREQUENCY

K. Ohkubo and K. Matsumoto*

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

A generalized coupling theory of the multijunction grill has been developed by a multire—

fleetion method with the aid ofscattering matrices both at the waveguidejunction and the grill

mouth facing a plasma. Numerical calculations have been compared in detail with experimen-

tal results for a four-junction grill designed for the JIPPTII—U tokamak.

A multijunction grill is schematically shown in Fig. I. We denote scattering matrices at

the junction plane by SM and at the grill mouth TM, incident waves propagating forward to the

junction by AIS“ , to the mouth by (If) , scattering waves reflecting from thejunction by By)

and from the mouth by by) at k~th multiple reflection, where p, q :0, 1, n. The global re-

flection coefficient in the primaiy waveguide F0 is obtained by the ratio of total reflection wave

to the incident one:

z 36“

_ k=1 1 1 n -FD — A“) (1)- Here, 86) : SOOAO() and 83") = ism/‘15“ for k22.
0 _p—l

It is worth while to indicate that the summation means vector addition. Similarly, the reflection

coefficient in the p-th secondary waveguide at the mouth FP is obtained:

.6 /3"
. /:

21);” . 53
_ k= 1 ______ /

Pp — a . (2) 54.00 any?
. a . (’0Z alik) : 31(10- 1: b,

k = 1 Ad” - ! a
l I

g l 80‘” .A If ‘ about)

I l

where a“) = CD BU”, ‘ 3 Edge
P PP P 2 plasma

1‘7 An "‘ 4. gnlkl
t —.Bn(‘° . . bntkl'

(k) n (k) (1) (1) j]
_

l

bl! — z qd—‘tqq , Bp = SpOAO and Junction
q = l S .T

Grillinouth
" .

(k) _ (k4)
B — S (I) b .

F El pq ‘14 q for [‘22: Fig. 1 Conceptual drawing ofamulrijunc»
tion grill.

‘ Present address: Department of Electronics & Informatics. Toyama Prefectural University.”l‘oyama 939-03, Japan



Here, (1q is the phase shift in the p—[h secondary
waveguide, which forms a diagonal matrix: £3.

<1>qq=exptjtkgL+(q—1>Aq>1}. $.27 (b). . 1 : .47.”
where L is a length of the secondary waveguide, k8 is a 1‘0:___‘/- ,n’ _
wavenumber and Ad) is the phasing between adjacent Ex 0 5_ H

waveguides. The elements of SW at the E-planejunction — ' | . . 1 . . .

have been given by Moreau and N’guyen /1/. The scat— a G (c) ' ' ' /L»L-_LI_‘

tering matrix at the mouth is calculated by a simplified fl 0— kgL—i‘fg‘i’ 30° ‘

conventional gill theory /2/, where the density profile in US: 490/

front of the mouth is modelled by the step(nwgd) plus .180 t t t i : l ;

ramp( V nwgd). When an incident wave is injected only ES" MU

to the m-th waveguide, a scattered electric field Erq at the A 0%

q—th waveguide, normalized with the incident field Em, A (9)
is given by § 90if

2 (wp5Pq+q)Tqm = wpopvpm . (3) V 807 ________:

(1:1 43057—777- : t/t

where Tqm E [in] and 5P4 = {O (P i q) _ L_u 05% _
1 (p = q) 0 . 1

nqm wn e

meets the q-th waveguide to the m—th one, W1) is a p-th Fig. 2.. RF electricfields in primary

waveguide width and q is obtained from plasma pa- and No.2 secondary waveguides as

Here, T indicates a scattering coefficient which con-

rameters. functions of normalized density

Numerically calculated results of coupling charac- nwgd/ncfor two secondary

teristics for the four-junction grill are shown in Fig. 2. waveguide [8'18t Ofkglz=30° (501M
The coupling property strongly depends on kgL. It is curve) and kgL=150° (dashed

seen that the length of the secondary waveguide is one of “WW (a) Phases and (b) ampli-
tudes offorward electricfields in

No.2 secondary waveguide, (c) phas—
es and (d) amplitudes of reflected
fields in the same secondary

_ _ . _ _ waveguide, (9) phases and (f) ampli—
al grill. In F1g.2(a), AEfl has a value which is consider- ““1“ ofreflecredfields in primary

ably different from that imposed by phasing. >270°

important parameters for grill design.
In Fig.2(b), lEi2| for both kgL:30° and 150° are

larger than unity for almost whole range oad/nc. This
behavior is quite distinct from the equivalent convention;

waveguide. Here, forwardfield in
(=360°—A¢): phasingis scrambling by multiple reflection me primaly waveguide 'Eiol is set ,0

between the mouth and thejunction, The thick solid 240° and bold solid curves indicate

curve in Fig.2(f) indicates that the reflected field con‘e- the resultsfor the equivalent conven-

sponding to the equivalent conventional grill has a large rional grill. Here, w=3.50m,

value compared with those ofthe multijunction grill. d=0.5cm, W:15.5cm. f=800MHz

Reflection coefficient in the primary waveguide (“Id V '1...gd=1 X 101l€l71_4-
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and the directivity ofthe power spectrum ra-

dirtt from the mouth are plotted as func—
tions 0f A43 for various kgL in Fig.3(a) and

3(1)). respectively. The value of |l"0| is al~
ways small for any pair of kgL and Ad) in

comparison with the one in the conventional

Grill, which indicates the self—matching
Emperty of the multijunction grill. It is

found that ITO] oscillates at a fairly regular
interval with respect to Ad), which can be ex
plained from phase change due to multiple
reflections.

Fig.3(b) indicates that the directivity

0f the launched power spectrum is not al—
ways improved as compared with the one of
the conventional grill, though the power
launched into a plasma increases by virtue
ofthe reduction ofthe reflection coefficient
in the primary waveguide. The directivity
becomes 0.5 for A¢20° or 180° because of
powcr~spectrum symmetry for NZ. The di~
rectivity changes remarkably with kgL at a
relatively small Ad), where power spectrum
variations are examined as shown in Fig.4.

Power spectra of waves radiated from
the multijunction grill into the plasma are
shown for A¢=30° in Fig.4. The integral
value of P(NZ) over whole NZ becomes al-
ways large as compared with that of conven-
tional grill owing to the increase of the
launched power for any kgL and Act), as indi~
cated in Fig.3(a). It is seen that as kgL in-
creases, P(NZ) extends to a large positive NZ
region, then P(Nz) has parasitic peaks both
in wide positive and negative NZ regions.
These variation in PtNZ) leads to the change
in directivity, as shown in Fig.3(b). The
reason why P(NZ) extends to large Nz region
and has parasitic peaks as the increase in kgL
is that the phasing among multi-reflected

II-99l

120“: _
150°:~»

Conventional Gnl:

Dir
ect

ivit
y

§
0 t l | l l

90
At (deg)

180

Fig.3: (a) Electricfield reflection coefiicient ofpri-
mary waveguide arfiuzctions ofphasing Act)for var-
ious normalized length kgL ofsecondary
waveguide. (b) Directivity ofpower radiatedfrom
the grill mouth into plasma as functions ofAd) for
various kgL, where directivity is calculated by

.. _, ..
UHNZMNZJ/[j P(NZ)(INz+J-P(NZ)dNZ]

I —m 1 .

Here. hwy/12510 and V ”WEI x lO”cm"4.

P(
Nz

)
(a
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.

un
it)
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Fig. 4: Power spectra of waves radiatedfrom the
grill mouth into plasmafor various values ofkgL,
where bold solid curves are for the equivalent con?
ventional grill. Here, A¢23O°.



components at the mouth increases.

The experiments were carried out in the
JIPPT-ITU tokamak by injecting the low pow-
er (< 1 W) RF of 800MHz via the four-junction
grill. To investigate the effect of the phasing
and length on the coupling property in detail,
the length of each secondary waveguide was
directly changed. The every element of scat-
tering matrices both at the junction and the
month were directly estimated by the method
of wave packet injection /3/.

The experimental and calculated results
of the coupling property are shown in Fig. 5.
The experimental results agree well with cal»
culated values. Deviation of observed ampli-
tudes from the calculated ones is considered
to be resulted partly front the small disagree-
ment between the observed scattering matrix
at the grill mouth and calculated one. It is
found that almost all the amplitudes vary
nearly sinusoidally with kgL, whose mecha
nism can be explained from phase change of
multiply reflecting components. Reflection
for the primary waveguide reaches a mini‘
mum when we choose the optimum length of
secondary waveguide. The amplitude imbal-
ance of forward waves in the secondary wave—
guides occurs and in the certain kgL the am-
plitude has the value higher than 0.5 which is
the value in the equivalent conventional grill.

The authors would like to express their thanks to
Dr. T. Sato. Dr. Y. Hamada and Dr. T. Kurodo for their
encouragement, and to the members of the RF group
for theirdiscussion. One of the authors (K.M.) wishes

to thank Prof. M. Sato and Prof. S. lshii for their con-
tinuous supports.
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EXPERIMENT CALCULATION
0'5 t l(a) rd)

_ 0.6 — 0.6—
.2a

:0 0.4 0.4
L!

Q2 —< 02..

>60 0 6t)ntww>
Fig. 5: Amplitude ofelectricfields both in prima~

Cl420

ry and secondary waveguides versus normalized
length kgL ofsecondary waveguide. where all
values are normalized to the amplitude IEiOI of
forward wave in primary waveguide. Here,
EXPERIMENT and CALCULATION denote
experirrzentally measured results and theoreti-
cally calculated ones: (a), (d) reflected wave
IE“)! in primary waveguide. (12). (e) forward

waves IEipl in secondary waveguides. (c), (d)
reflected waves lEmI in secondary waveguides,

where dots, open circles, asterisks and triangles
indicate the results for 1st, 2nd. 3rd and 4th sec-
ondary waveguide, respectively. Here, A¢=30°,
rtwgd/rtc=3l.6 and Vnwgd=l X lOllcnfd.

/l/ D. Moreau and T.K. N‘guyen: Couplage de l'onde lertte au voisinage de Iafre’quence hybrid lrasse
dans les grands Iokamaks, Association Eunom-CEA, Centre d’études nucléaircs de Fontanayvaux-
Roses, Research Report EUR-CEA-FC-l246, (1983/1984).

l2/ K. Ohkubo and K. Matsumoto: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 26, 142 (1987).
/3/ K. Ohkubo: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 30. L1212 (1991).
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MODULATIONAL INSTABILITY DEVELOPMENT AND
CURRENT DRIVE

S.I.Pr1pr3[*. S. I". Ic'larfilnr'rov“, I".N, Tsytrmic/t“

‘Gcosphore Dynamics Institute. Moscow. USSR

General Physics Institute, hi‘loscow. USSR

Ri-rceutl)‘ many investigations on current, driven by lOWGI‘iltVlJI‘iCl (LH) waves in a

plasma of toroidal nuclear fusion installations are carried out. Usually a theoretical
apnroatli [ll taking into account quasilinear and binary collisions effects is used to
describe current drive. However a problem of comparison of the results obtained with the

aid of the above theoretical approach and experimental data takes place. Namely the
experimentally observed currents driven by LII waves is two—three orders of magnitude

larger than those calculated using the theoretical approach adopted in (I) The above

discrepancy between theory and experiment is related with the existence of the soecalled

”spectral cap" (see. (I) p.218), that is the gap between the parallel phase velocities of LH

waves n/h.l (where cult” are LH wave frequency and a cornponein of wavenrnnber k

parallel lo the external magnetic field H0) which are necessary for effective Landau

rlanipinv of LII waves (i.e. velocities as Inch as several clcctron thermal velocities v.1, )
E

and the lowest parallel phase velocitviin the in)ected III wave spectrum (which is far

above Ilian v usually). I:J.\'pcrinientally observed current drive may be explained if one
accounts for filling of the. ”spectral gap" by LI—I waves. SUIHC‘ nonlinear effects have been
drawn in current drive description to explain the "spectral ga p" filling by LH waves (see,
cc. [3]). However the LH wave modulational instability (MI) effect has not been
considered yet in applicatiOn to current drive description. The aini of this paper is to
investigate this MI influence. We shall show that for sufficiently intensive pnnip level of
LH wave the M] can lead to "spectral gap" filling.

Let us consider the. LII wave's MI for the case ()111/1\*I l"~’<cos(}0<<l (where in. M is
the masses of election and ion respectively .00 is the angle between pump LH wave

DI‘OIiEigation and the, external magnetic field 110 directions). ’I'his case corresponds to
I‘Olltlilions of experiments on current drive generation by LII wares. Indeed the linear
Ilispersirui of LII waves has the form: all: : (w ecoszflu+uigfi)l”~’/((l-l—tuji’J /o'2 esinififl”
(“'ll‘Jl"? we, Hue are the plasma frequencies of electrons and ions respectively. EH? is the
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L’ilL’iL‘t 1'011 L"_\‘L‘lLit,i‘on ireqileiiey) while the pump LH wave ii‘eqiieiiey in obeys the L'oiiLlitLiLiiis

{see [‘2 l] Lupe >> LbO > 'JLI It : Bopi/[lAt-oge will”? in the experiiiieiiLs 0H Current drive.
These conditions L'oriesponLl to the ease (iii/M )1“2 E (30860 <\ l

A quantitative investigation oi the MI is CL:iiisiLlei'eLi by standard way [31]. Firstly the
general nonlinear equation of the LhirLl Lirdei in LH wave fields is Llerii'eLl by using the

lL'iiietiL equations ior electrons and ions and Poisson equation [we use the iriet that. LH

waves ill'L‘. longitudinal); perturbations of the distribution l'iiiiL‘Lion expands in a set of

teiiiis U\'1'L‘ poums oi the. LH Lime eleL-LiiL lield E. whirli up to the L'iiliiL Leriiis are
exiii'essial through the LH \‘szive fields and iiiii’iertiil’izited (liL’itli l‘lfl‘li‘tll’l Lind ion)
Llisti'iliiitioii l'iiiiL'tiLiii. Further we distinguish iii the obtained f‘qllELLiLlli positive HIKl

, . . L. 3, ». a , -‘ , L 4
iieeaitivei ti'eqiienigy putts ol the l.. H wave lieltls: EL. Bi; [where lit. : lLLL/ lid is i‘LHii‘lel'

ceirii'ioiierit. oi the Lil naive. electric iield. l( 7 {Lil}: E'.. Eli (‘Ul‘l‘L‘éi mud to 3720, LLJ<0
i‘espeetii'ely). and intioLliiLe the Viri'LLl'Lil lieILls 1721;, on the ion lierineiiLi A H. Finally

we obtain the equal ion (‘Ulill'til'lllig the Wél\'(:‘ iieIts ”i; only:

1:? : 2f?” 13* L L LK-ilitiilx’lilx'jilx’gltllii(ll\’gCll(;L ti):lx‘ti iLL, iLLLiLLiLLiLJ 1L1

where é(l<):d[w)é(l\'). Eifi-ttm'IC} is the linear LlieleL‘LiiL luiiet iton;

fllltl it l -]
St” 4 e‘-’(AlL' l . ’AtL ML
“"1““ :m— il.,| nil i t iL'Zl | Lit :AIL

L (”3)

liei'e 4% is the eleLgti‘oii charge. Alidarlq; :gill is the eleet 1'011 tioii] part oi the Llitr‘leCLi‘iC

lTll'lIL'ldUIi. The expressions (1)7(2) are derived when My? lx'il’al:
’- t, H ': 5;;1'0 llL .\.l W/LHKLl. i (limi.littl»ll\- ll|\

The Llisiieisioii t(|lliLlll)ll l()I the \i1 is deiiieLl tioui the L quaLi ons ()lilnilit‘tll t) siiLh a
way (as a L'oiiLlitioii 101' solving, of 'Ll system oi two equations lOl‘ ii'iLiL'lultitional

[i01‘ttii‘liati0iis 5E“ For the ease Alulm we get

lE l‘jLi'2 mitt AMA ll i i’ ._(i \ \ [ + ‘ Ml

EAk+l<Li EAkiko47mm? one (hot—’HAicll 5M
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.
“(W ,, is the tiltictrrin cunt-entrzttiun; E0‘ is”, lm are respectively the. pump held

\V , . 4
.mflmh. {rqtlltj‘llC‘V untl waventti'tiher. (We note here that when Alttltg the MI ellet't 15

mm; when Altllkt. the right side of Eq.(3) is multiplied by the factor
tittixt"
“43.”: I) ttjtgts‘v‘t/it which is hit less than 1 under the (-mnlitions til" experiments on

(utter-ll ‘llili‘E-l
'[tt taynlztin the “spectral gap" filling we should account for an appearniit'e of LH

\‘Cit\'t):4 uitl‘ the purullel phase velocities w/k“\<’u‘o/l§0|‘. Sint'e the essential change of wave

number may tithe place {IS a result, of the. MI (levelntttnient (while the wave lt'equemi'y

With-ti he changed essentially) we are intereSting the case lAh]>>|lit,[. In this ruse tor

gut-Gm nth; itttt-nsite pump level

“74:11) t lAK t \g/drfllw'ff @191 ‘lL'I}g('(')SJH., t-l]

1/1?! t 3x. \'5:t'l'e/l\‘l)l”3i T6 is the t‘lzr'ett'on temperature] the(\tltijt'tt \\':tl:rtlltll+ lleN [w

(tuytgtutivt-ent til the MI with the maximum grtm‘th t‘ute thn‘ a lixetl |Al< l)

[Atmj [mb 2’:5[
I Alil i "d“ in

tutti“ tilnt'e.

l3‘ttr the intulerute pump level (when an inequality oppt'isite It) the inequality (l) is

t‘ttttttteti) the MI twhett liLlipj may be (VlGVPlOltPtl if the following eruitlitit’nt takes Dl‘dt'GZ

hint/tat}; «: mitts/rt); it)

it' tut is \‘itlitl mitt the Hi wave pinup level is lllOtlf‘l‘éltL‘ tlhe inequality ttppnsite it) the
inetitmlitjv till) i8 ['ttll'llletl) then the Ml growth rate is

‘I

From ihe view point of current drive applications it is nut necessary to analyze the ease

til the moderate LH wave. pump level when the inequality ((1) is violated: the M] grt’uvth

Htlt'h phtninert t'ttr this ruse are essentially less than the growth rate (7) and also (when
’1}: I’, whith t”t)l’l't:‘9|)t)lltl:x tn the experimental ('ttnrlitittns on (jltl'l‘Pltl. tlrive) eusentiully lees

‘l!i"' the growth rute til llltltlt't‘fl stutteritig (see. eg. [4]).

Mi essentially‘2)
. . _ .

It IS worth noting that the e]i;’u'ett?t.er 01 the Lil wave Ml when lAlt
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differs from its character when lf§(il:0. The presence of the conditions like (6) points 10
this.

From the view point of explanation of the "spectral gap" filling it is interesting to
consider an excitation of [ill waves with parallel phase velrmities less or apprc'ixiniatelt-

equal to -l.5vTP lie with lftl g (MO/4,5VTPCUSHHJ‘J. For the pump levels \"\"/-lnTe »

(urge-tzéelwlgtni/hl)l’?(:osflg the relationship (Al) is valid for any lAklmdx 7: lol<l>>|k0l

(where lAk max is determined from the condition FN‘IEEJI+[‘:11 = 0; PE is Landau
dampingI rate) and iitiiiisequently the development of the LH wave Ml Clinracterized by
the growth rate (.5) takes place. In this case LH waves with sufficiently low parallel

.,
phase velocities l lr/liJ lmm - lug/[Ah matcostlol g 3'5V’l‘e] can appears as a result of the
MI. l—lence in the discussed case of sufficiently intensive pumping the consideration Of the
Ml is essential when describing the "spectral gap“ filling l‘iv lull waves in the process of
current drive generation.

If the LH wave pumping is moderate: \‘\i'/4u"f'(. << (»'1.5)’l[w"‘ ii‘I‘g’lplli‘gflll/Ml‘”00560

then for the lliitglilliltf-l IAkl > (oU/-l.5v costin) the condition (-1) is not valid. Besides.. N CT

for MRI 2 (wry/4.:3vT coa) the inequality (6) is not. usually fulfilled under the
conditions of experiments on current drive. Thus when the Lil wave pumping is
moderate (W/tlnTe << (l5)‘llwSPJroli’Iclwp‘giii/MW2costlol the influence of the ill wave
l\‘ll upon current drive generation is not essential as a. rule.

Thus the consideration of the LH wave Ml allows to account for "spectral gap"
filling by LH waves when the 'l.H wave pumping is suffiigicutly intensive (W/slu'l‘e )>
(iri’ +J3.Alwi)g(ll]/l\'l)l QCOSHU).130 ll
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FAST ION GENERATION DURING RF DISCHARGE ON THE FT—2
TOKAMAK AND PARAMETRIC DECAY INSTABILITIES.

V.N.Budnikov, V.V.Djachenko, L.A.Esipov, E.R.Its, S.I.Lashkul,
K.M.NOV1K, A.Yu.Stepanov, O.N.Shcherbinin,

A.F.loffe Phisical—technical lnstittute, St.Petersburg.
v.0. Alexandrov, l.E.SaKharov, S.V.Shatalin.
State Technical University, St.Petersburg.

A fast ion generation with energy from 0.1 up to 5.0keV
has been observed unexpectedly during LHHF preionization expe—
riment on the FT—1 tokamak {1]. The energy spectrum of the ion
population was the same as in well known LHRF heating experim—
ents on tokamaks. But the phenomenon was surprising because
the ion acceleration occurs in a cold RF produced plasma with—
out the linear conversion point for pumping.wave in a contrast
to hot and dense ohmic plasma.

There are different points of View on the mechanism of
the fast ion generation [2,3] in a tokamak plasma. This paper
is devoted to investigation of the wave power dissipation mece
hanism in the RF produced plasma and seems to be useful for
understanding of nature of the LH wave absorption.

The RF power with fo:918MHZ is transmitted to the chamber
of the FT—E tokamak (R2550m, azacm, 8022.5T, gasshydrogen)
from the low magnetic field side by the 2—waveguide grill
(Ap=1800>. The calculated parallel refractive index N is 2+4;
the pulse duration is up to 10ms and RF power (40+1OO kW. Bass
ic diagnostics — OX analyzer, bolometer, two electrostatic pr—
obes and microwave enhanced scattering antennas — are located
in a cross—section shifted from the grill on 90° along the toe
rus. The microwave interferometer is arranged in the opposite
cross~section.The enhanced scattering diagnostic [4] operates
on probing frequency fp259GHz. The microwave power is provided
on X—mode by a horn antenna from the high magnetic field side.

For stabilization of RF plasma start a short ohmic dis—
charge was used 5ms before RF pulse. At the beginning of the
RF pulse the density of the decay plasma was “1O”cm‘3, which
was equal to toner for the pumping power. These initial condi—
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tions were suitable for exciting and propagation of electron
plasma waves, which were able for ionize gas and to rise the
plasma density. The RF ionization took place in a wide range
of the toroidal magnetic fields (1.6+2.4)T and at the gas pre—
ssure 2 itf‘mm Hg. Depending on the gas pressure and HF power
applied the average plasma density was (0.2e1.0)10”cnf3, but,
as Fig.l demonstrates, the density profile (curve 1) was found
to be essentially asymmetric along the major radius. Value of
he at r: 7.8cm was obtained by the probe. The curve 2 shows
the distribution of radiation losses registered by the bolo—
meter. Calculations permit to evaluate the ionization degree
as 90% at the maximal density and Zafiei.2. Total radiation
losses at the end of discharge were equal to SOKW at EOKW inp—
ut power. According to probe and optical measurements electron
and ion temperatures were about BOeV and ZeV respectively.

Beginning from some threshold RF power (or plasma
density) such discharge became a source of fast ions with ene~
rgy (0.1+ 3.6)keV. The power threshold was approximately 15kw
and increased up to BOKW as the density was reduced. The most
of experiments have been carried out at 4OKW RF power and
need'lolzcm_a (Fig.1), that is far above the threshold.

interesting results were obtained using the microwave en—
hance scattering diagnostics which was able to measure the fr~
equency spectra of radiation from the vicinity of the upper
hybrid resonance (UHR) location for fp and to determine the
direction of Ri of a plasma wave. These spectra were register—
ed in reference to fp in frequency range of (400+1ZOO)MHZ. One
of these very complicated spectra is shown in Fig.2. There are
three groups of peaks in the "red" band of the spectrum: in
the vicinity of f0; near 700MHz and then near fO/Ee4SOMHz. On
the contrary, only one group with fwfo/E exists in the "blue"
side. All groups are modulated by narrow peaks separated one
from another by Af=31.6MHz, what corresponds to local ion cyc—
lotron (IG) frequency at r:6.5cm, i.e at the density maximum.
The first peak at 886MHz agrees to the 287th IC harmonic, the
last one at 415 MHZ to the 13—th harmonic. The spectrum was
measured by analyzers with 5 and ESMHz frequency band shot by
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Shot-
Uncertainty in the density profile does not let to estim—

ate correctly the position of the UHR and the region of scatt—
Bring connected with it. That's why, in Fig.3 amplitudes of
the scattered signal for different parts of the spectrum are
presented in dependence on the toroidal magnetic field. Curves
1,3 are concerned with ne:8~10‘2cm‘3, curve 4 — with
n:5.10‘2cm’3. It's seen, that oscillations with different fr—
equencies are localized at the same place, in the density maxi
mum (curves 1—3). As n9 is reduced the region of scattering
shifts to higher magnetic field according to the UHR equation.

Several typical oscillograms are shown on Fig.4 — signal
of enhanced scattering; neutral particle 1keV flux and evolut—
ion of plasma density. As it is seen, the scattered signal and
the fast particle flux appear simultaneously at the moment
when the density exceeds some threshold level.

he structure of observed spectmlm with "red" satellites
is typical for parametric decay instabilities, while scenario
of decays appears to be complicated enough. A number of ways
can develop simultaneously or consequently: wLH s to; + no“
or row a 203;. The last decay is characterized by "red" and
"blue" satellites in accordance with the theory. But the final
frequency of daughter waves in this case is not equal to J“),
rather to the frequency of the first IO harmonic peak (28mm).
Probably, we have not direct decay of exited 1H waves, but de—
cay of the secondary l0 wave. It is important, that the LHR
condition exists for the wave with fflfo/E. at nema'io‘zcm‘a,
namely, there is possibility to accelerate ions by a classical
stochastic mechanism. On the other hand, we cannot exclude die
rect excitation of shortlength waves by the grill (perhaps,
ion Berstain waves) with their decay on the next step.

Summary: the cold RF produced plasma in toroidal magnetic
field is a source of the intensive fast ion flux. The mechas
nism of ion generation is connected with parametric decay ins—
tabilities, as .in LH heating experiments on the ohmic tokamaK
plasma. It seems to be some universal mechanism displaying in
Wide range of experimental conditions.
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MEASUREMENTS of ELECTRON CYCLOTRON EMISSION
during

HIGH POWER ECRH in the W7-AS STELLARATOR
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0 INTRODUCTION c

When applied to high power ECRH, the quasi-linear theory predicts the formation of
a mildly suprathermal tail and a flattening in the perpendicular energy direction for
the electron distribution function close to the resonance zone. In case of low field side
perpendicular injection, the incident ECRH power is expected to be absorbed by “thermal
electrons” and, contrary to the lower hybrid heating, no simple analytical model for the
steady-state distribution function has been developed. Due to its complementarity with
the absorption mechanism, the electron cyclotron emission can provide attractive tools to
perform investigations on the impact of very high ECRH-power on the electron distribution
function. With this aim, observation along viewing chords of “constant-B” are favourable
as they permit, in principle, a detailed investigation of the high-energy part of the electron
distribution function without the interference of re-absorption. Experiments of this kind
have been carried out in the W‘T-AS Stellarator, during high power ECRH in low density
plasmas ( (0)—mode, perpendicular injection from low field side ).

0 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 0

With the aim of observing the behaviour of non-thermal features driven by strong ECRH,
low density plasmas have been investigated. The target plasma is created and heated up by
ECRH alone ( net current free operation ). We discuss only results related to perpendicular
injection ( k” - H : 0 ) of r.f. in the (O)-mode ( UECRH : 70 GHz, B0 = 2.5 T ) from the low

field side ( in a toroidal plane with “tokamak-like” magnetic field structure and “elliptical”
magnetic surfaces ) The ECRH power was increased step by step ( 160, 310, 470 kW ) while
the density of the target plasma was kept constant during the power scan ( corresponding
to a central density of 718,0 : 1.7-1013 crri-3 ). The central temperature increased from
Te’0 = 1.2 keV to Te,0 : 2.5 keV. While the density profiles were typically very broad, the
temperature showed peaked profiles.
The ECE was detected by receivers placed in different modules and looking along viewing
chords with different properties. A "Te(R)-antenna” looked from the low field side in a
“tokamak-like" plane. A second one looked vertically in a toroidal plane rather close to the
ECRH injection plane ( similar to vertical observation in a toknmak ). The third antenna
looked in a plane where the magnetic field strength makes only small variations and the
plasma has a “triangular” cross-section. All the three antennas looked perpendicularly into
the plasma ( k” - B = 0 ) at the 2nd harmonic (DD-mode polarization.

v—ico . l ' r—
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Fi ~ ' - Ig. 1. magnetic field vs. corresponding 00
effective minor radius along the three viewing Ln
chords where the ECE is measured. The F‘—‘
full line corresponds to the “elliptical plane”
low field side observation. The dashed line
to the “elliptical plane” vertical observation.
The dotted line to the observation in the
“triangular plane". The antennas are viewing
from the “positive effective radius”. ..r
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0 THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION :7

Under the approximations of the geometrical optics. ray paths are numerically traced back
from the EOE-antennas into. the plasma ( ray-tracing ) and the energy transfer equation
/1/ is then integrated at each point along the trajectory. The local relativistic emission and
absorption coefficients are evaluated numerically once the electron distribution function is
specified ( as a function of 1'“, “l and minor radius ) /2/. In case of analytical models ( (2.3.
bi-Maxwelh'an‘ shifted Maxwellian ) the parameters characterizing the test distribution
function are then varied until a satisfactory ( but usually not univocal ) agreement with
the experimental data is obtained. In a more consistent approach a Fokker-Planck equatioh
must be solved including the ( quasi-linear ) heating term and the effects of collisions and
radial losses ( related to radial transport ) /3/. Contrary to tokamak, for net current free
operation the effects related to the presence of an inductive electric field are negligible,
A description of trapped particles must be included. In the 3-D magnetic field topology
of “’7-AS this has been done only through simplified models /4/. Due to the non.
axisymmetry and the existence of local B—minima. toroidally localized trapped electrons
could be generated in the ECRH injection module.

0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 9
The low field side antenna in the "elliptical“ plane was generally used to determine the
electron temperature profile. With the increasing of the ECRH injected power ( and
of the plasma temperature ) a secondary peak appears on the low frequency side of the
EOE-spectrum ( at frequencies of typically ”EOE 2 130+132 GHz ). This peak has been
interpreted as down-shifted emission from the central part of the plasma column ( at the
observed frequency the resonant electrons should have energies Er“ : 30 keV ) /5/. The
fact that the detected EOE-spectrum decays at even lower frequencms is an indication that
the electron tail doesn’t extend to much higher energies. Due to the low inverse aspect
ratio of W7-AS ( a [in] / R [m] =0.18/2 ) by allowing wall reflections ( reflection coefficient
p z 98% ) similar secondary peaks can be reproduced even by purely Maxwellian plasmas
( for T610 2 2 —: 3 keV ) /5/. In this case relativistically down-shifted thermal emission from
the tail of the Maxwellian distribution at the plasma axis reaches the antenna without
being strongly reabsorbed and is amplified by multiple wall reflections.
An analysis of the emission related to the “vertical" and the “triangular plane” observation,
gives us more sophisticated information. In these cases in fact complications introduced by
reabsorption ( strongly dependent on the boundary temperature and density. often known
only within relatively large error bars ) are minimized. If wall reflections are neglected, an
overestimate for the possible amount of supratherlnals is obtained. The detected emission
for the case of "low power” ECRH ( 1 gyrotron. 160 kW. Tr.” : 1.2 keV ) and “high power“
ECRH ( 3 gyrotrons, 470 kW, TM) : 2.5 keV ) are reported in Fig. 2.

Lu absence of wall reflections no emission should appear above a critical frequency ( umu :
143+ 144 GHz ) related to the maximum 5‘ encountered along the viewing chords. For
11 Z umai no resonant electrons exist along the viewing chord. Nevertheless the. experimental
results show strong emission above ”mm" This is believed to be a direct indication that wall
reflections are not negligible ( at least for 1/ Z um I ). At these frequencies. for the antenna
in the “triangular plane” a resonant field is met in toroidal planes at least 7” degrees away
from the plane of detection. As a consequence, at optically thin frequencies an emission
stronger than the one related to the last single pass ( as modelled in the simulation ) is
probably detected.

0 STRUCTURE OF THE THERIVIAL PART OF THE SPECTRUM o

The peaked structure at a frequency just below um“ is well reproduced by the simulation
( see Fig. 2). The origin of this sharp maximum is explained in Fig. 3, where the radial
source of the detectable emission is shown as a function of frequency. 95 “70 of the detected
emission has its origin within the hatched region. Following the simulation, at frequencies
below pm“: the resonant magnetic field is originally met close to the plasma center ( causing
the appearance of a sharp maximum just below Um“. ). By a further decrease of u the
thermal resonance moves towards the plasma edge ( see Fig. 1 ) causing a rapid decrease
in the value of the resonant temperature ( local minimum at u 2 1-42 GHZ ) At even lower
frequencies the thermal resonance moves outside of the plasma and down-shifted emiSSion
reaches the £u1tenna. At first the emission is still related to the optically thick boundary
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region but at lower frequenties‘only down-shifted emission from the central plasma region
i where the temperature shows its maximum ) reaches the antenna. The frequency at which
the sharp maxunum appears gives a very precise measurement of the maximum magnetic
field along the viewing chord. This structure is adequately reproduced by the simulation
what: the measured coil currents were used for the evaluation of the equilibrium magnetic
field.
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Fig. 2: measurements vs. simulation for the 1 gyrotron and the 3 gyrotrons case. Fig. 2::
refers. to the vertical observation. Fig. 2b to the observation in the “triangular plane”.
Open triangle: measurement during 1 gyr. ECRH. Full triangle: during 3 gyr. Dashed line:
simulation 1 gyr. Bill line: simulation 3 gyr. Dotted line: simulation for the 3 gyrotrons
phase allowing for a suprathermal component ( see text ).

a STRUCTURE OF THE SUPRATHERMAL PART OF THE SPECTRUM I

As already noticed any quantitative conclusion can be strongly affected by the ( quantita-
tively unknown ) role played by wall reflections. Neglecting this effect an overestimation
for the ( eventual ) deviations from the Maxwellian hulk can he obtained. The dotted
line in Fig. 2 refers to a simulation where a second Maxwellian was used to model the
suprathermal contribution. The parameters used correspond to snprathermal temperatures
Tllilh‘ : Tit,“ : 12 keV and a suprathermal density n23 ' : 0.5% "510. This deviation from
the Maxwellian bulk is introduced only close to the plasma axis ( rd] 5 2.5 cm ) where, for
on-axis ECRH, the injected power is expected to be deposited. A possible broadening of
the suprathermal profile as a consequence of radial diffusion is expected to play a negligible
role for these plasma parameters. Taking into account that these values give an upper
limit for the non-thermal components, one can conclude that low-field-side perpendicular
injection of (O)-mode doesn’t perturb significantly the electron distribution function even
at the high power density Obtained during on axis heating.

- MODULATION EXPERIMENTS o

Fig. 4 shows the reaction ( amplitude and time delay ) of the ECE channels to a modulation
of the injected power ( square wave modulation. ”mod : 92 Hz, Pmad/Pinj S 5% ) The signal
refers to the antenna in the “triangular” plane. The amplitude behaviour agrees with the
interpretation of Fig. 3, recalling that the amplitude of the heat pulse is damped during its
radial propagation. The phase delay is also in agreement apart from the channels where
the modulation amplitude becomes so small that the determination and the interpretation
oi" the phase delay in terms ofa propagating heat pulse is rather critical. In agreement with
the interpretation of Fig. 3, the channels in the low frequency part of the spectrum show
R Similar time behaviour ( the higher harmonics of the ECHH square wave modulation
BPQGHI‘S undamped ) and phase delay as those related from the emission from the central
region of the plasma.
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within the hatched region. case of square wave modulated ECRH.

- CONCLUSIONS 0
The deformations of the electron distribution function induced by high power perpendicular
injection of (O)-mode 1’ -harmonic from the low field side has been estimated by an analysis
of the ECE along viewing chords with different properties. For the discussed discharges,
an estimation of the maximum amount of supratherrnal particles leads to an energy
T‘T'th‘ : Til?“ : 12 keV and a density 72:6,” : 0.5% "my These values are found in a toroidal
plane far from the ECR.H injection~plane as well as in a rather close one. Recalling that
this gives an overestimation of the deviations from the Maxwellian bulk. it results that
even for relatively high perpendicularly injected ECRH power densities ( the ray tracing
code predicts peaked deposition profiles with maximum power densities of the order of
100 W/c1113 and deposition widths 2 1.5 cm ) the electron distribution function can be
rather accurately described by its Maxwellian component. This conclusions relates only to
(O)-mode injected perpendicularly from the low field side. Measurements in the current
drive scenario ( where, contrary to the perpendicular injection case, the injected power can
be absorbed by Doppler resonant electrons of the Maxwellian tail before having to pass
through the thermal bulk resonance ) as well as the installation of radiation beam dumpers
will permit more detailed conclusions.
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1. Introduction

Stimulated Raman scattering (SR5) of free-electron-laser (FEL) radiation can be
applied to the current drive in tokamak plasmas [1—3], because SRS generates nearly
collisionless electrons with high parallel velocities. The scattered electromagnetic (EM)
wave in SR5 may propagate either backward (SRS—B) or forward (SRSaF). The electron
plasma wave, which produces fast electrons by Landau coupling, travels in both cases
in the same direction as the pump wave. The phase velocity of the plasma wave, and
correspondingly the fast electron energy, in SRS-B is much lower than in SRS~F. At high
temperatures and low densities, the plasma wave excited in SRS-B is heavily damped
so that the Raman forward scattering prevails in long scalelength plasmas.

We present simulations performed with an Eulerian relativistic Vlasov code. Such a
code renders possible a detailed examination of the low density regions of the phase-
space, which are poorly described by the usual PIC codes. A second advantage is the
noiseless character of the code, due to its Eulerian type [4]. SRS-F is considered in
the parameter range where the. phase velocity of the electrostatic plasma wave exceeds
0.91:. The corresponding energy of the fast electrons is highly relativistic, i.e.., 7' :
(1 7 Ugh/C2)il/2 > 2.3. Our simulations reveal that the. plasma waves in this range are,
in fact, able to produce even more energetic electrons, up to 7 2 4 — 12.

2. VlasoviMaxwell simulations of SRS-F

We assume a homogeneous plasma and a simple geometry where all the waves prop-
agate in the medirection, parallel to the external magnetic field B“. Thus, circularly
polarized EM waves are eigenmodes of propagation. This situation corresponds to the
Raman current drive in tokamak plasmas, when the interaction region is located close. to
the magnetic axis and the FEL beam is aimed along the field lines [173]. In this geom-
etry, the linear dispersion relation of the high frequency electromagnetic waves reduces
to the familiar form 1 e Inf-CZ/wf — (mg/nXl ¥ Kip/LL11)"1 2 0, where (L. is the electron
gyrofrequency, cup is the plasma frequency and j : 0, 7. The upper sign corresponds to
the right circularly polarized (RCP) waves and the lower sign to the left circularly polar-
lZCCl (LCP) waves. The frequency of the pump wave we is above the cut-off values. The
electron plasma. wave, which propagates along the magnetic field, obeys approximately
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the familiar unmagnetized Bohm-Gross dispersion relation.
The conservation of the energy and momentum determine the phase matching cons

ditions for the Stokes scattering at (Laud): w_ : Mg 7 w , It; : L10 7 k and similarly ‘
for the anti—Stokes scattering at (ki,w+): mi —. Lug + Lu, It'll, : k0 + L‘. The matching L
conditions of the Stokes process and the dispersion relations determine the frequencies
and the wavenumbcrs of the waves excited in SR3.

i m5 LCPW _
l pump wavelength A0 [innit 0.747 1.29
‘ electron density nc [1114] 1020 1020

electron temperature TE [lieV] 20 '20
magnetic field Bo [T] 4.81 4.81 '

plasma length L [ml 0.181 0.362
pump intensity In [Vii/n12] 3.58 x 1012 2.28 x 1014

The plasma is accurately described by the Vlasov equation for the electron distri-
bution function F(m,pz,pbt). The computational effort for a fully kinetic 1~2/2 D i“
simulation is enormous. We have therefore considered the following class of exact so-
lutions F(m,p:,pi,t) : 6h); — Pi(.r,t)]f(m,pl,t). The reduced electron distribution
function f(1, pt, t) describing the particle motion along the :c»direction satisfies the one;
dimensional relativistic Vlasov equation

a a, 7 P Iriii-E-f-tfi' E,+ #pi flzo. (1)
8:. may as: TILE-y I 0pm

In this model, the plasma is described by exact “flui( 7’ equations in the direction normal
to the external magnetic field, while its kinetic features in the direction of the magnetic
field are fully preserved. The nonperiodic boundary conditions adopted are very similar
to those presented in Ref. [4] for the unmagnetized case. The simulation parameters are
summarized in the Table above.
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Fig. 1: k—spectm of the electromagnetic and plasma wave at wpt : 600 {RCP}.

Figure 1 shows the. Iii-spectra of the EM field and of the plasma wave in the BOP
case. The Stokes and the anti~Stokes peaks are clearly resolved in the electromagnetic
spectrum. The peak positions are in good agreement with the phase matching conditions
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and linear dispersion relations. Also the second Stokes wave can be seen in the EM
spectrum and the corresponding plasma wave spectrum has a sideband at kc/mp 2
1.6. The phase matching conditions and the linear dispersion relations predict that the
wavenuinbers of the second Stokes wave and of the. plasma wave should be 1;: c/wp : 1.39
and k’e/wp : 1.73, respectively. The peaks in the electromagnetic and in the longitudinal
spectra agree rather well with these values. Later, the sidebands grow further and the
k.5pect1'l1111 of the plasma. wave broadens remarkably.

The main difference between the LCP and RC? simulations is that the Stokes cas-
cading is possible only in the. HOP case. The reason for this is that at high temperatures
the second Stokes scattering of an LCP wave is possible only if (lac/u}p > 1.60. Because
“.9 had LLL/LUP : 1.51 in the LCP simulation, the second Stokes scattering could not
occur. The amplitude modulations are stronger in the RCP than in the LCP case. The
reason may be the presence of two plasma waves in the RCP simulation.

3. Generation of ultrafast electrons

The wave-particle interaction is strong in the RCP simulation in spite of the large
phase velocity of the plasma wave, ”pk/“c : 4.61. The reason for this is that the
plasma wave instantaneously reaches high local amplitudes, because it is initially weakly
damped. When the lower trapping velocity approaches 'Ug, strong wave-particle interao
tions take place together with pump depletion. This leads to the plasma wave collapse
and to an efficient energy transfer to the interacting electrons. This behaviour occurs
especially in the BOP simulation (Fig. 2)

_‘ 0.25 ‘ ‘ ‘zrtcia: rliflv . 1‘ WHTY mm s: leciLifiHEn m ‘

'l 1: :l
l ll l .
f [Tl lm ’l a’ / ‘» . l :
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r . k 4 .’ l“ ‘ 'l
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: c l1 ' /J l._ .l Wand)i can. .
380 20 350W. We

Fig. 2: Plasma wave envelope eE/mwpc and the action of electmns at wpt : 730.

The electron acceleration was studied also with test particle calculations. The ba-
sic features of the fast electrons generation are obtained by assuming an electric field
E(a‘..t) : E exp(7m2/wz) cosUga: —— wt -l- gt). Because the electrons are regarded as test
particles, their reaction back onto the field is neglected. The trajectory of an electron
is obtained by integrating numerically the relativistic equations of motion.

Figure 3a displays the final kinetic energy 7 — 1 of the electron versus the field
strength eEw/mcz. An astounding feature is the abrupt change from no-acceleration
to full~acceleration at E 2 E". For E > ECF the electron energy jumps almost stepwise
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between zero and the maximum value corresponding to the upper trapping velocity

unp : (mph + “Ml/(1 + 'Uth/CZ) at Em and it is thus independent of the field strength

for E > Ecr. The curve has an irregular structure with windows of field strength where

no acceleration occurs at all. If we fix the field amplitude E and vary its phase (b,

which is equivalent to varying the initial position of the test electron, we obtain curves

like the one in Fig. 3b. The characteristic feature is here, too, that the electron is not

accelerated at all or gets almost a constant boost from the field.
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Fig. 3: Electron energy 7 - 1 vs normalized field eEw/mc and phase 915.

4. Summary

We have studied the stimulated Raman forward scattering by relativistic Vlasovv

Maxwell simulations in a high temperature magnetized plasma. The conditions are

relevant to the Raman and to the beat wave current drive in reactor grade tokamak

plasmas [173]. The emphasis is in relativistic wave—particle interactions. The observed

electron energies clearly exceed the estimate based on the phase velocity of the plasma

wave. A much better approximation for the maximum energy is obtained by using the

upper trapping velocity as a characteristic velocity.

In the RCP simulation7 an initially weakly damped plasma wave grows to a large

amplitude and depletes the pump wave. Simultaneous strong wave-particle interaction

leads to a collapse of the plasma wave and to generation of fast electrons. In the LC?

run, the. wave-particle interaction is more adiabatic and and also weaker. The reason

for this is a higher phase velocity of the plasma wave in the LCP case.
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EFFECTS OF FLUCTUATIONS ON MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC WAVE
HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE

,1 A, Tatargnis and S. N. Antani
University of Wisconsin - Madison

Madison, WI 53706 USA

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we explore the effects of particle density and magnetic

field fluctuations on magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) wave propagation and
current drive. Fluctuations, which are intrinsic to all plasmas, lead to
scattering of coherent waves and thereby wave damping. This damping
should be considered when evaluating heating and current resulting from
MHD waves. We consider two important problems. The first problem is
scattering in a spatially inhomogeneous plasma. We address specifically the
issue of mass density fluctuation effects on the continuous spectrum of the
Shear Alfvén wave. In the absence of fluctuations, phase mixing resulting
from the continuous spectrum is a source of Alfvén wave damping. In the
presence of fluctuations, it is important to determine how this damping is
modified. The second problem concerns the dependency of wave scattering on'
the angle of propagation and the wavelength. In this case, we assume that
the fluctuations are magnetic. Previous work /1-4/ on the subject of MHD
wave scattering has generally been limited to wave propagation parallel or
perpendicular to the background magnetic field. We also comment on the
induction of a steady plasma current as the result of the fluctuations. Our
'analysis assumes low level fluctuations that vary slowly in time, but are
randomly distributed in space.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 0F SCATTERING PROBLEM
Our formulation of' wave scattering is based on a cold, perfectly

conducting, MHD fluid. The governing equations read as follows,

ag + (Vrvlp = - 9(V-V) (1)
8V 1 1 3'37 V~VV=—B-VB-—V— (2)3t+( ) uop( ) 9(2Uo)
3W3: (B.V)v . (V-V)B-B(V~V) (3)

where B and V are respectively the magnetic field and fluid velocity, p is the
mass density and no is the vacuum permeability. Equations (1) and (2)
express respectively mass conservation, while Eq. (3) is Faraday's law with
the electric field E expressed in terms of B and V via Ohm's law with zero
resistivity, E + V‘x B = 0. We explore here wave propagation in a plasma with
random fluctuations in the background mass density and magnetic field.
Because the background plasma is thereby a random medium, the wave fields
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are random variables. Our goal in this analysis is to compute the mean, or

equivalently the ensemble, averages of the random wave fields.
Our analysis is based on the mathematical technique introduced

elsewhere /1-3/. The background plasma consists of a magnetic field that is
the superposition of three parts: a uniform field directed parallel to the z—axis,

BC Q, a time-invariant random fluctuation, Ab(r), and a fluctuating wave field,

B<r,t).
B = B02 + Ab(r) + H(r,t) (4)

Assuming that the background plasma is stationary, the fluid velocity

consists only of a fluctuating wave field, i7(r,t),

V = G(r,t) (5)

Finally, the mass density is a superposition of a spatially inhomogeneous

background. component, p0(r), a static random component, Ap(r), and a wave

field, f5(r,t),
p = po(r) + 135901“) + E(r,t) (6)

It is assumed that the fluctuations, Ab(r) and Ap(r), have zero mean values.

The problem is to find the statistical properties of the wave fields. We point out

that in past studies /1-4/, the average background fields, BO 2 and p0(r), are

spatially invariant. Here, we explore the consequences of a spatially varying
mass density. To solve for the wave fields, we proceed as follows. Equations
(4) - (6) are substituted in Eqs. (1) — (3), then the resulting equations are
linearized with respect to the wave fields. Retaining only terms that are
linear in the fluctuations, the resulting linear equations that govern the wave
fields are partial differential equations with random coefficients that can be
expressed in the form,

(M+V)u=0 (7)

where 11 represents the wave fields, M denotes the differential MHD operator
in the absence of fluctuations, and V is an operator that is determined by the
background fluctuations. Although Eq. (7) cannot be solved explicitly for the
random field 11, it is possible to solve for the average value 11, <u>, using the
procedure introduced by Keller /5/. Keller's equation for <u> reads,

(M — <VM-1V>) <u> : 0 (8)

where M‘1 represents the inverse of M.

3. MASS DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS -- SHEAR ALFVEN CONTINUUM
In this section, we neglect magnetic field fluctuations, and consider the

effects of mass density fluctuations on the Alfvén continuous spectrum. We

limit our analysis to a plasma that is inhomogeneous in one spatial
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dimension, namely the x-direction of an (x,y,z) Cartesian coordinate system.
We also assume that the fluctuating density depends only on x and 2, giving
Ap(x,z), and that the average wave fields also depend only on X and z. The
y.comp0nent of the average velocity then satisfies the following equation

a i L Ap .1A_p _[322 +V32(X):l <Vy> ' va4(x) <po(X)L p0(x)> -— 0 (9)

Where v.3(x) is the spatially varying Alfvén speed, and L‘1 represents the
inverse of the differential operator that acts on <vy>. In addition, an
harmonic time dependence, exp(i(ot), has been assumed. If the mass density
fluctuations are absent, Eq. (9) yields the familiar dispersion relation,
(5)2 = v32(x)k2, that characterize that Alfvén continuous spectrum. 11" co is real
then the wave number is also real. However, in the presence of fluctuations,
the wave number is complex, which implies a complex continuum.
Assuming propagation parallel to the z-axis, the following dispersion relation
is readily derived from Eq. (9),

k2 (oz (1)2 dq 8(k-q> _'V,2(x) ' Wax) 2,; q2 . (maze) ‘
‘m

(10)

where 8(a) is the Fourier transform of 0(r-r'), the correlation function of the
density fluctuations, o(r-r') E <Ap(r)Ap(r')>/p02. We have assumed here that
the fluctuations are statistically homogenous. The Cauchy integral that
appears in Eq. (10) implies that the solutions for k(Lo,x) with real (i) are
complex. Therefore, damping is implied.

4. MAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS -- FAST ALFVEN MODE
In this section, we comment on the scattering process resulting from

magnetic field fluctuations. We neglect the mass density fluctuations,
Ap E O, and assume that the scattering arises from Ab(r). We also assume
that the mean mass density, p0(r), is constant in space, and we retain the
spatial symmetry of the previous paragraph, namely the fluctuating
background plasma and the average wave fields are independent of the
y-coordinate. As a final constraint, we assume that the fluctuating magnetic
field has only it and z-components. Because of the spatial symmetry, the
components of Ab(r) can be expressed in terms of a scalar A(x,z),

Abx(x,z) = - BA(x,z)/Bz and Abz(x,z) = 8A(x,z)/ax (11)

Under the constraints assumed here, the average velocity and magnetic fields
of the fast Alfvén wave have only x and y-components. The components of the
random wave magnetic field satisfy two coupled equations that can be cast in
matrix form,
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(V2+§’32]B + Q-B = o <12)
where B is a two element column vector containing the x and z-components of

random wave field, and Q is a 2 x 2 matrix, the elements of which depend on
derivatives of A(x,z). We present the elements of Q in a forthcoming
publication. Following Keller's procedure /5/, the dispersion relation for

plane waves, <Bt> ~ exp(-ik>r), reads,

det{A(<1),k)} = 0

L02 :61 H<<Lk.k‘ -q) otA k—q) (13>
: 2 _ _A(co,k) [k V82] I (2102 q2 _ N32

In Eq. (13), I is the identity matrix, H(q,k;k-q) is a 2 x 2 matrix that is derived

from Q, and 8(k-q) is the Fourier transformation of the correlation function of
A(x,z). Again, the Cauchy integral of Eq. (13) implies complex solutions for

k(o)), and therefore wave damping. The damped plane waves propagate in the
direction of the wave vector k, which is oriented oblique to the mean
background magnetic field in the x-z plane.

5. THE a-EFFECTAND CURRENT DRIVE
Ohm's law of an ideal MHD fluid relates the electric field to the fluid velocity
and magnetic field. Because of the random fluctuations, the electric field may
have a steady average value that could, in the presence of resistivity, lead to a
steady plasma current. The average electric field is derived by substituting
Eqs. (4) and (5) in Ohm's law, averaging Over the characteristic period of the
fluctuations and finally performing an ensemble average. The resulting
mean electric field reads,

%=-%<B—<Avb>, (14)
where the bar (_) indicates time average. Equation (14) is the a-effect. It is
seen that both random fluctuations and the wave fields contribute to the
average electric field. We speculate that in the presence of resistivity, a steady

current could appear, nj0 = i2, which is analogous to the current resulting
from helicity waves described in Refs. /6-8/.
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RADIAL DIFFUSION OF TOROIDALLY TRAPPED
PARTICLES INDUCED BY LOWER HYBRID AND FAST

VtIAVES

L. KRLIN
institute ol‘ Plasma Physics, Czech. Acad. S<:i.. PO. Box 17., Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

’I‘hvz interaction of RF field with toroidally trapped particles (hannnus) can cause their
intrinsic stocliasticity tlilTnsion both in the configuration and velocity space [l,2,3]. In RF
heritinj:I (Hid/0r current drive regimes, RF lield can interact with plasma particle-s and with
thermonuclear nlphn particles. The aim at" this contribution is to give some analytical
cstiinntes of llllltIL‘CLl radial Llillusion of alphas and of ions.

1 Canonical apparatus

For the study of RF field—banana interaction, the Hamiltonian approach is very suitable. We
H51: the system olkcanonicaiiy conjugated coordinates Q; and momenta Pl, derived and discussed
i“ it 3i ”“113 Ql is the angle 0f the CNClDtl‘On rotation, and Q2 and Q3 are the poioidal and

. - M " 7F ‘ . .
toronlul angles. raspectively. Further. 7’1 = 2—51, P2 : ¥ ‘3 IS determined as I/QAIufi =

(PS—(H- ‘~ R = R0 't‘ “‘03 (22- Hot (I are thc major and minor radii. respectively, rip. the‘2,\Il{‘
radial position of the guiding centre of a particle, Al; is the toroidal component of the vector
potential A and cut is the cyclotron frequency. The corresponding Hamiltcuiizm H” of a. particle
in the toroidal system is '

(P3 — airiiviz
I] : ‘I’0 w“ ‘+ mm (1)

l~‘or the (use of banana trajectory7 H.) is integrable and represents the banana. motion.
The effect of LIIW (in its electrostatic wavc representation) or 'ol l“\V (as a circular left-

handed polarized wave) can he described by the total Ilztrniltmiian H : HQ + H“ where
HuLIm'J-"nj is

”1(LHW) : 5(1n JrilkI/Jclexl)(l7l(Ql + Q2) + ikiiRinQa - rail) (2)

Li.) (1127/1~ . _ . .”mm = Z IrJn(lcj_/Jc)exp(1n(Q] + (22) + zklllqa 7 m) (3)
72

and where (Do is the amplitude of the potential of LHW‘ Er is the electric component or FW,
Jtlitl where to, k”, Ari are the frequency and the parallPl and perpendicular components of the
wave vector k-. The banana trajectory is given by the values r0, um, Duo, where r0 is the largest
Value of the radius of the trajectory in the poloidnl plane, and “to and ””0 are the corresponding
velocities of the particle in the same position in the equatorial plane.
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2 Interaction of toroidally trapped alpha particles with LHW

For this (use rif this interartimi, the resultant ell‘ert depends on the value of [ripC (where pc is
the Lartnor radius]. A nonnegligible interat’titm can exist only for [.1c > u (see tugilfill. 1301'
typii'al lTER parameters and for suffirientlv high frequenry f (in [ti]. f : SCI-l1). the interaction
is negligible. Nevertheless, there are still some possibilities of a stronger interaction, In [T]. the
proposal (if the rurrent tll’iVe‘ generated by llltPllFIVG Ll’llV pulses. penetrating into the plasma
core. appeared. It is possible that in this case. a part of LllW' sper‘trnin can possesss a large
Isl («Jimmie-uh Further. using; the nniltijunctinn grill technique. the existence of the subsidiary
part of the speetrum with eg. three times larger 1:“ (and, thereti’u‘e, alsfl larger kl) cannot be
avoided [\‘l. Cruisetptentlv, it is still rl.‘asmtable to discuss a possible ellibrt of LHW on alphas.

The LllliVibanana interaction possesses twu properties, making exact analytical discussinn
impossible. During one banana period, a partirle can cross several resonances of the type

4 —— Iclp‘” >I1LJL- : D (-1)

the number of whirh (ti,igelliI,-r wilh their position) depends on the banana geometry. Further.
LHW appears in the tolramalc gemnel ry in rmnpliratrrd geometrical structures (cones). To obtain
some relevant analvtiral results, a >Itit2tlllt‘ apprr'ixiinative apprnarh is necessary.

The strongest. LIIW—banana interm‘timi nrrurs in the region of the banana tip. The banana
geaunetr‘v (given by In, iii, It”) in the given magnetic lleld and for given lreipient‘y gives the
possibility to find along the banana the number of resunanres ,An. lleplaring therefore the
actual resonant ell‘ert by means of An resonanres in the tip, we obtain for the discussed banana
the upper limit of the resonanre Pll‘ect. The Changes of the relevant coordinates by crossing; of'
one resonance are (see also [fill

Apitizml : fednt/ciprpil (:3)
All; : APIL‘HHU (ti)

1 : 2‘“[miHUoHo...)ngifif'mii +rU/In,)‘21"/-":r”/i‘1/1‘(2/3J. (7)

Here, mg is the banana lrequenig‘.‘ for well trapped particles, 11),.” is the i'yrlntrrm frequenrv
in the relitre. t] is the averaged safety factor in the banana region and l” is the gamma t'unrtion.
Further. /\'J_‘l>U : El [the perpemlirular romponent ol- the elet'trit' field). Usint,r the inverse
transtl‘u’niatitui to the original ('t.H.\lT(lltlEllJ.‘.\' we can determine the radial shift- of the banana tip.
Ar, and estimate the radial tlill‘usien ('oellicienttUr as

ll,.:<([_\7')!>wlg/2fl' (S)

supposing a fully stochastic regime. For the global estimation, we shall use the averaged value
(If 1),.

l) *l/ I l l///[ l 1 A ——'—'*D' (”lv, , n t'l‘ (.1' (1' 4' e nuLl ..i,” , an n . . . n to Ho 0 511“” f it u f r”

llere‘ nut/3,) is the density of" trapped partirlr‘s. the rerfions Allllllx Ann are determined by the
banana genunetrv and A11, is given by the considered region. We have evaluated approximately
the value rill/L.“ l'or I'l‘ER parameters. for nn as

n“ : nnull ~ (r/alzlg (ill)

for the region ‘l‘[)(0.75fl.(ll and for 15¢ : lOSIHIFl. The last value. corresponds approximately
to lTER parameters and to 100 MW of power. We obtain

DW : 1.3 x ltl‘Bmgs’l. (ll)
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This rather slow dillnsiou declares that for LIICD (and far less for the mentioned case of
the subsidiary LHW spectrum) the diffusion of alphas cannot influence the energy balance. The
ll'l("l) with the intensive pulses requires further study.

3 Interaction of toroidally trapped particles with FW

The heating of plasmas by means of FVV is usually considered in the minority ions or second
harmonica schemes. FW will also interact with banana ions. Here, we shall approximately
pslllllilhE‘ the effect of FVV on banana particles from the minority part. This part. is here
suppO-fl‘ll to be represented by protons (in the deuterium plasma), Also in this case , the
resonant interaction is given by the resonant condition (4) and can be treated analogously to
LllW. using for the Hamiltonian H1 its FVV representation. Contrary to the LHVV case, the
resonance for FW case appears approximately on one resonance surface (going e.g. through 1'0).
A banana trajectory can penetrate lhrough this surface maximally four times per one banana
period,

Passing the resonance region, the. change An; (and, analogously, Av“). Allno ) of the banana
can be determined . using the expression for banana trajectory [3], r : rtum,uH0,1'o,Q2) and
using the Hamiltonian ULFW .as {ID}

A "o : A7‘nlAl'.Al’J_VAUip7'0~ “10‘ ”HmQ-mesl. (12}

and. analogously, for further parameters. Here, Q2”. is the poloidal angle (2; for the resonance
region. The values of All. A'LJII,AI‘ must be determined by means of the canonical perturbation
method. .-‘\nalogously, only the case with the resonance in the banana tip can be treated without
difficulties. Choosing further the resonance region for r : 0, considering El : 1021/1:a
k1. : mum". the shifts in 7'0 and in (32mm. are related as Ara z #ru A (22mm. Consequently,
there is a strong coupling between the change of the poloidal angle od the tip, and the radial
dill‘usit'in.

Let. us estimate (for a typical banana.) the characteristic time, AT, in which this banana.
changes its poloidal angle of the tip, Chm”, from nu : 7r to Q'lmnr : 7r/‘2, considering
changes only in the perpendicular velocity and neglecting all other changes. Choosing r0 : It,
Q1,“ .. : a. the perpendicular energy lilo : 1.61mi", and correspondingly, WHO : 1.8lccV, the
mentioned change in (hmul requires the. increase All; 2: 15.-'l/cel/. Considering; further the
energy diffusion coeflicient. Dnr as

0W :< (W: A [11,12 > WIS/27" . (13.)
we obtain the maximal value of Dw as DW 2 2.7 X 10’2'3./2.s‘1. The characteristic time, AT, is
then given as Dw A T : (Am)? , from which Ar a: 8 X 10“". Considering the lowest possible
value of Dry, we obtain the following limit

1.3 x 10—35 < AT < 2.5x10‘25. (14)

The dillusion length, given by the neoclassical diffusion crirefficient. can be for this time defined
as 0",.0 A T = (A1)? and is for the weakest RF dill‘usion Al i 0.1m < a. Since a. considerable
part of the trapped minority ions will change its position to the lower magnetic part (hiring this
time. it can be assumed that trapped minority ions will predominately occupy the low magnetic
field part. This effect can liave‘interesting physical consequences (as has been mentioned by
11811 [11] and Chen [12]. (For heating on the second harmonies, the exodus of trapped plasma
ions from the higher magnetic field part can be also expected. This surplus of ions can create a.
poloidal electric field, as mentioned in [11,12]).
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4 Quasilinear lines of dilfusion. Estimate of the stocllasticity
threshold

Having the total Hamiltonian H in the acticui-angle l‘orin : II(J,-,nv‘), and considering,r all

frequencies u), independent on J,g. the energy integral‘ given by the integration 0H1“: canonical
equations. will have the form of Kennel,Engclmann constraint (see llecoulet [9])

1110(17 w/wfn) + vfio : canal. (15)

(the subscripts label values on the equatorial plane), Admitting a weak rionlinParily in banana
oscillations‘ this constraint will be modified as

H; NW H'7 2 .
i" (1 ~ w' w‘L-g 1 )+ v : cunsf. lb ;.tu / 50c no 1 l ‘

llcrr: I]: l'l?lil'PSPlll.S tbs energy 01' poloidal oscillations (1‘ is given as a : 1/21111'3wf; and
is substantially larger tt 1/3 and N3 represents harmonics. given by banana motion. The
modification can therefore bring; somP changes only for large Ng. ' ;;

Concerning the sluchasticity tlirPshold, the more exact nstimalc requires ~ due to IlD cha-
racter of banana. motion - the numerical siinulatimi. For rough cslinratmthe threshold can be
determined, using the [act that the main changes of the phase“ which appears in [11. are given
by Lac. Then the stochastirity l.l|rPsho1cl requircs (sore also [13])

()u)‘;
i) r

A h" : A TTH > 7r (17) l‘

We have obtained for LHW and our parameter the value All) : 0.1, whereas for F'W the value
191 . We can therefore expected l'or LHW lower degree oi~ the stochastization then (or FW.

Arknowlrdgrmml # The author is indebted to Drs. R. Kliuia. Z. Gasr‘k, P. Pavlo and V. Petriilka
for valuable discussions.
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[CRF MINORITY PLASMA HEATING IN REALISTIC GEOMETRIES

L, Friedlangl and D. Cohen
Center for Plasma Physics, Racah Institute of Physics. Hebrew University Jerusalem, Israel

Conventional lCRF plasma heating theories /1/ assume variation of the cyclotron frequency
at the resonance in the direction perpendicular to the background magnetic field, i.e., B-VIBlz0.
This is not the general case in Tokamak geometries. A new conservative generalizationof the
Budden wave tunneling equation was suggested recently /2/ for studying the ICRF minority (H)
heating problem for B-V_|B|¢ 0 case. The generalization comprises a system of three coupled
ordinary differential equations of form

VnhlZfl/dx 7 ikflZl1 : -itiB

Vb(l/dx - ikbzb) : ~iuB (1)

VdB/dx + ip : - iH*(Za+Zb)

Where ku b , V“, . V and p are real. constants, while it is generally small,_ but complex. System (1)
describes spatial evolution of two (electromagnetic) modes 2‘; h~exp(ika_bx) which are weakly
coupled via a third (ballistic) wave-like perturbation B~exp(-ipx2/ZV). The energy flux assocratcd
With the. coupled modes is conserved

2 2 2
J = VBIZal + VhIZhI + VlBI = const (2)

The possible mode transformations embedded in (1) can be understood by considering the
local dispersion relation associated with the system

ivflac-kan'1 + lVb(k-kb)l'l = Iiiizivowpxa“ (3)
The dependence k:k(x) as given by Eq.(3) is shown schematically in Fig.1.

k
\k=e/V
\

_.___.\.______ k=ka
\
\
\

x“___\x3__ k=kbx
\
\
\
\

\
Fig.1‘ Local dispersion curves (dashed lines) associated with system (I).

We notice in the Figure that there exist two crossing points at xaska b/p in the problem. This
suggests to apply a heuristic two-step linear mode conversion approach /3/ in studying asymptotic
solutions of(l) subject to given boundary conditions. For instance, if V,Va>0 and Vb<0 and one
excites only mode a at xz-oo, then the transmission coefficient for this mode at x3 is
T32=exp(-27tu3/pva) /4/‘ The conversion coefficient to the ballistic mode at xEl is l-Taz. This mode
propagates to point x}, and is transmitted with the transmission coefficient szexp(-27tti2/pVb).
The fraction C~:Tb2(l-T32) of the original flux is the mode conversion coefficient in the problem.
The rest of the conserved flux at point xh, i.e., the fraction R2:(l-Ta2)(l-Tb2) is mode converted
into the reflected electromagnetic channel b. If, in contrast, one initially excites only mode b, the
transmission coefficient through the crossing Xb is Tbl, while no energy is transferred to mode a.
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. The model system (I) for ICRF applications [2/ctu1 be obtained from a modified Hermitian
anisotropic pressure plasma model /5/ reduced to the lowest differential order via the congruent
reduction technique /6/. The magnetic field geometry employed in Refl is shown in Fig.2.

t l " .. ._ Fig.2 Magnetic field geometry and local
' ' coordinates 04,2) and (x',z').

We investigated the coupling between the incident and reflected magnetosonic wave channels at the
cyclotron resonance via the minority (H) ion fluid velocity perturbation (the ballistic mode)
assumed to have a small auxiliary streaming velocity V along the direction of the magnetic field.
We also assumed that the efficient mode interaction takes place in the vicinity of the resonance
0322994c so that the problem is locally oneidimensional with the variation of the amplitudes
of the coupled modes in the direction of VIBI (direction x' in Fig.2). The available magnetosonic
wave channels can then be found front the magnetosonic wave dispersion relation at the resonance

N:(1+3N:).(l—3N:)(1+Ni):0 (4)
where N:cAk/o), CA is the Alfven speed, k is the wave vector and (J) is the wave frequency. In
view of the above, we assumed that Nx- is the same in the incident and the reflected wave channels,
while N, is different, as illustrated in Fig.3 showing the curve NX=NX(NZ) defined by (4).

firs ‘ Fig.3 The dependence of NK on N2 for the
i U magnetosonic wave at the cyclotron
1 / resonance.

.l"

The difference between the wave vectors in the incident and reflected wave channels at the
resonance in the nonzero H-VIBI case makes the geometry an important factor in the problem. For
instance. the magnitudes of the velocities Va,b in (1) and therefore also the transmission
coefficients Tub are different. Fig.4 presents an example of the evaluation of various mode
transformation coefficients for the case when the angle between VIBI and B is 7C/3/Z/. The case
B-VIBI=0 is also shown in Fig.4 (the (lashed line) for comparison.

1;
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Fig.4 The dependence of the transmission,
conversion and reflection coefficients on
N, component ofthc incident wave for the
angle It/3 between VIBI and B and the
value nmnH/ZCnDiVQC'fl205.

One of the assumptions of the fluid model described above was the existence of the
streaming velocity V for the minority ions. Although the mode transformation coefficients derived
in Ref.2 on the basis of this model did not depend on the value of V or its direction and we could
fomially take the limit V-—>0, the streaming velocity assumption introduces an artificial asymmetry
in the problem. In order to study the validity of the approach, we included the possibility of
multiple ballistic modes in the model. This generalized model allows to remove the asymmetry of
the single ballistic mode approach anti study the effect of the thermal spread on the mode
transfonnations. The coupled mode system for the multiple ballistic tnode case is:

Vfl(dZ“/dx - iaa) : 42p B
n it

n

Vb(d/dx _ ikhZh) = 42“?" (5)
n

VndBn/dx + i(px+[5n)Bn = -i p:*n(Za+Zb)
The most simple situation is when we have just two ballistic modes in (5). The local

dispersion diagram for this case is shown in Fig.5.
k

\
/

\ kxk.
\ ”— ‘1
/\

I

___.._Z__ \___ k=kh
/ \

/ \
’ \

Fig.5. Dispersion curves (dashed lines) in the two ballistic mode case.
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We see in Fig.5 that again the problem can be split into five. simple pairwise crossings suggesting
that the mode transformation coefficients can be found by successively applying the conventional
pairwise mode coupling theory /4/. The results of such calculations for the reflection coefficient in
the case ku:-kb:k0:3em*1, V1:AV2:6 , V1=-V2=Va 512:0, pzicm-Z and |p12:|pl|2+m1]2=1cm.2
are shown in Fig.6.

ELE»

0n} -

0.2—

a : 2' s l ;v

Fig.6 The reflection coefficient in the two Fig.7 The reflection coefficient for four
ballistic mode case (empty circles) and eight ballistic modes.

We see in the Figure that , as expected, the reflection coefficient approaches the equivalent single
ballistic mode result R:0.65 in the limit V»>O. We can also observe the presence of characteristic
oscillations of the reflection coefficient as a function of V. The latter are due to the interference
effect as waves originating in the incident channel (k=k0) follow different paths in Fig.4 and add in
the reflected (k:-k0) channel. This interference effect diminishes if one adds additional ballistic
modes as can be seen in Fig.7, showing the reflection coefficient for the four- and eight ballistic
mode cases with the Gaussian distribution of the values of lit“!2 and velocities Vn distributed
symmetrically around zero with a spacing AV=2Vm/N (N+l being an even number of the ballistic
modes and VLh representing the thermal velocity) between the neighboring velocities VH and Vn+1'
Again, one reproduces the result of the single ballistic mode theory in the limit tr">0- Titus. in
conclusion, the numerical results of the multiple ballistic mode modeljustify the analytic results for
the mode transformation coefficients of Ref.2 if the thermal spread of the minority ions is
sufficiently small.

This work was supported by the USDOE under contract No. DE-AC03A768FOOO98 with
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
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SIMULATION OF RUNAWAY ELECTRONS IN A TOROIDAL
GEOMETRY
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‘Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Technical Physics,
SF-02150 Espoo, Finland '

lTecl‘lniCal Research Centre of Finland, Nuclear Engineering Laboratory,
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1 Introduction

For accurate Calculations of charged particle orbits in a toroidal geometry with complex
magnetic configuration and finite plasma pressure, one is usually resorted to particle

following codes /1/, in which collisions are treated by equivalent Monte Carlo scattering
and friction operators. A straightforward integration of the guiding centre equation
of motion is time-consuming and prone to accumulation of numerical error. Recently,

hybrid integration methods /2/ utilizing the conservation of the constants of motion

and various acceleration techniques have been developed, and the computing times
have decreased. Most applications have dealt with energetic ions in the absence of the

toroidal electric field, while no attempt to study electron dynamics in the presence of

the electric field in the toroidal geometry has been published.

In Sections 2 and 3, We introduce a new code, ASCOT (Accelerated Simulation of
Charged Particle Orbits in a Tokamak), for following electron and ion orbits in a three
dimensional, axjsymmetric tokamak geometry. The particles are treated relativistically,

and the effects of the toroidal electric field and particle collisions are included. The
orbits are solved with high accuracy, and time scale acceleration is effectively utilized.
The ASCOT code has been applied to a study of reverse runaway electrons during

lower hybrid (LH) current ramp-up /3/. This application is described in Section 4.

2 Description of the Code

In the ASCOT code, the particle guiding centre motion including the electric force
is calculated with the fourth-order Runge—Kutta method. After each time step, the
location of the guiding centre is corrected by making use of the conservation of the
energy e z (7 — 1)m0c2, the magnetic moment it = yznioiri/2B and the toroidal
canonical angular momentum Pa) : 7mnvlB¢/B 7 Q'lll’. In these equations, mo and

q are the rest mass and charge of the particle, ‘Ui and v" are the velocity components

perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field B, 3.; is the toroidal component of B,
lb is the poloidal magnetic flux, R is the radial distance from the symmetry axis and 7
is the relativistic factor. The mirror points of banana orbits are treated by diminishing
the time step until a user-defined spatial error tolerance is met.
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At each time step, the effects of the toroidal electric field EC; and Coulomb collisionS
on the particle pitch (6 : vn/v) and energy are evaluated and the constants of motion
are updated for the next time step. The collisions are treated by using binomiauy
distributed, Monte Carlo type pitch and energy scattering operators /1/ derived from
the Fokker—Planck equation for a nonrelativistic, Maxwellian plasma. The changes in
pitch and energy over a time step At are

1/2A6...” : —ugm+a, [(1 ~€Z)I/At] (1)

k . . a; , .AEw” : 7 Emma: [E _ 21933. _p 31,17 -1M8fl
j 2 2 dp 2 l/E‘J' cfp

1/2

+52 Z’l’kTjEl/E'J‘At (2)

i

ABE; : qv~E¢At, (3)

where 61 and 52 are evenly distributed random signs, 1/ and VE‘J' are the pitch and
the energy scattering frequencies, E is defined as pz/Zmu for the test particle with
momentum p, k5 is the Boltzmann constant and Tj is the temperature of background
particle species j. The sum in Eq. (2) is taken over all background species.

3 Acceleration

The changes in the particle parameters per orbit due to the Coulomb collisions and
the toroidal electric field are small at non-thermal energies. Hence, it is necessary
to follow the particle for hundreds of orbits before significant changes in the particle
parameters can be observed To keep the run times reasonable, it is therefore necessary
to accelerate the interaction time scales. In the ASCOT code, acceleration is achieved
by multiplying the time step At in Eqs (1)—(3) by an acceleration factor determined
from the user-defined maximal change in pitch and energy per orbit.

In Fig. 1, the pitch and energy of an electron in the toroidal electric field, in the absence
of collisions, are shown as a function of time. Initially, the toroidal component of the
particle velocity is in the direction of the electric field. Hence, the electron slows down
in the electric field until the parallel velocity changes sign. After this, the electron
is accelerated by the field to the opposite direction. Figure 1(a) shows the pitch and
the energy of the electron without acceleration. The CPU time used was 680 seconds
on an IBM 30907200.] system. In Fig. l(b), the results of the same simulation with
an average acceleration factor of 420 are shoWn. For this case, the CPU time was 1.8
seconds. In our experience, the allowed change in pitch per orbit due to the electric
field has to be less than 0.5% in order to avoid significant errors. The efficiency of the
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Figure l: (a) Pitch f and energy of an electron with initial 5 :~0.5 and velocity 0.590
without acceleration. (b) Same as (a) with an average acceleration factor of 420. R :
3 111, a :12 111, B0 = 3.45 T, L; : 4.8 MA, Eq, : 0.06 V/m, nc : nD : 5-10181/m3.

acceleration increases with increasing particle energy. In the presence of collisions, the

statistics of the code have been checked by comparing with the results of Karney and
Fisch /4/ for reverse runaway electrons in lower hybrid (LH) current ramp-up.

4 Study of Reverse Runaway Electrons

The growth of the toroidal plasma current during LH current ramp—up induces an

electric field in the opposite toroidal direction. Some of the current-carrying electrons
may be decelerated down by this electric field and then accelerated in the opposite
direction to very high energies‘and low collisionality, thus hampering the efficiency of
the current ramp-up. These electrons are referred to as “reverse runaways”. In our
study, the reverse runaway probabilities are calculated for ensembles of 500 electrons
at several initial points in the LH velocity diffusion region. This region is chosen to be
in the vicinity of the runaway velocity v, in order to maximize the current ramp~up
efficiency /4/ i

The electrons had an initial velocity component in the direction of the electric field,
and the percentage of reverse runaways was recorded. The results were compared
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to those obtained by Karney and Fiscli /4/ by solving the Boltzmann equation in
cylindrical geometry using a collision operator derived at the zero temperature limit;
A good agreement of the results was found at low temperatures (Um/1),. < 1/6) and {01-
ele'ctrons near the magnetic axis. At finite temperatures (Ugh/‘11.. < 1/3), significantly
higher runaway rates were recorded for off-axis electrons (for details, see /3/) 0n outer
magnetic surfaces, the trapped velocity cone crossed by the reverse runaway electrons
is wider than near the magnetic axis (Fig. 2). This explains the higher runaway rat“
for off-axis electrons, because the runaway probability in the cylindrical limit /4/ is
larger for negative 1)“ and increases with increasing 1).

o 0.
N N

. >.o
> O _

E4 \x
> >

(a) (b) -
—2.0 -l.0 . . . -2.Cl -l.D 1.0 2.00.0

V|/Vr

Figure 2: (a) Velocity space diffusion of a reverse runaway electron 80 em all the
magnetic axis. (b) Electron thermaljzation in velocity space 20 cm off the magnetic
axis. The initial velocity in both cases is (21),,0). Note the wider trapped velocity cone
in (a). H : 3 111,0, :12 m, Bu : 3.45 T7 1.; = 4.8 MA, Ea : 0.06 V/m, 17.e : 71D =
5-101'51/m3,Tc : TD : 2 keV.
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MODELLING OF THE FMS WAVE PROPAGATION AND
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Computational results on wave propagation and conversion

in the ion cyclotron range of frequency for a multi-species

iasma are described. The wave equation with nonelocal

conductivity tensor was solved in a plane geometry for a

plasma non—uniform in "radial" direction with parameters of

the Tuman—3 tokamak /1/ (Ro=55 cm, a224 cm, 8025.65 kG,

T 0:450 eV, TL0=150 eV, no=3-1O”cm’3, f=8 MHZ, gas: D + H).

The expression for induced plasma current was expanded in

terms of drift parameter p=(vl/n)/grad(logB) /2/. As a result,

a system of diff. equations of the 6—th order was obtained,

which took into account the damping on the first and second

ion cyclotron harmonics, Landau and collisional damping /3/.

The boundary conditions for antenna side corresponded to Fast

wave Fourier harmonic excitation with Ny=O. The conditions of

two types were set on the second boundary: 1— in the depth of

the plasma (behind the transformation region) the forward

going waves only were taken into account; 2* the full

reflection of waves was assumed at the opposite wall.
The method of finite elements was used for solution of

wave equation. The system of diff.equations was brought to the
algebraic system by Galerkin technique. The set of amplitudes
of electric fields and their derivatives for 1500 points
across the plasma column was obtained as a result of solution.

Aside of transformation region where the WKB

approximation was valid the solution was decomposed on six
partial geometrical—optical waves. Then the Poynting fluxes
were calculated both for full wave solution and for partial

WKB waves. This procedure made it possible to find the
one—pass coefficients of transformation, reflection and
transmission in the evanescence region, as well as efficiency
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of absorption in resonance regions. The cases for waves
propagating both from higher and lower magnetic field Side
were calculated.

The Poynting fluxes for all waves are presented in Figs 1
and 2 for N550 and relative hydrogen concentration GH:15% (1
— full solution, 2 and 3 — FMS waves, 4 and 5 - Bernstein (B)
waves, dashed lines — reflected waves). X axes begin at the

plasma boundary, but in Fig.1 — from the lower field side (H's
excitation) and in Fig.2 — from the higher field side (Hrs
excitation). To get rid of the gradient effects the
temperature and density profiles are taken in both cases to be
uniform. The transformation region is located near the plasma
axis at X224 cm. Behind this zone there are no reflected waves
(according to boundary condition). The region of FMS ae
absorption at hydrogen fundamental resonance is clearly seen
at XsEOcm (Fig.1). The efficiency of this absorption is shown
in Fig.3 in dependence on hydrogen concentration at N2=50 and
n=5~10‘acm‘3 (curve 1) or n23-1O‘3'cm_3 (curve 2). In case of
HFS excitation (Fig.2) the incident FMS wave converts into B
wave propagating back to the plasma periphery. One can see the
strong Landau damping of the B wave.

Diagrams of oneepass efficiency for transformation,
transmission and reflection for LFS excitation are presented
in Figs 4 and 5. All data were taken from Figures similar to
Fig.1 and 2. Fig.4 shows the CH dependence for NZ=SO and two
densities: solid lines -— for 5—101‘acm"3, dashed lines — for
3.1O‘3cm‘3. Fig.5 shows the NZ dependence for n=3o1O‘acm‘3 and
three plasma composition: solid lines — GH:15%, dashed lines —
30%, dotted lines A 6%. It is seen that reflection goes up

with the rise of plasma density and hydrogen ratio (due to
broadening of evanescence zone), at the same time the optimum
of transformation shifts to higher NZ. Comparison with Fig.3
shows that the mode conversion is more effective at lower
densities, but ion cyclotron absorption — at higher densities.

Fig.6 shows the transmission/transformation diagram for
HFS excitation. Solid line presents the case with n=3o1O‘acm'3
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and C 115%. As the density rises up to 5-10”, transformation
bawmes more effective (dashed line). As the hydrogen ratio
goes down to 5% , transmission goes up (dotted line). It should

be noted that at N <40 the B waves form the standing wave

structure (due to weak damping), and calculated values

disperse strongly from monotonous solid curve. The 1%

mmuxture of nitrogen ions (N*6) resumes the B wave damping

and calculated points (stars) lie nearer to solid line.

Fig(7 and 8 show the Poynting fluxes for IFS excitation

at N —30 andb :6% when full reflection of all waves from the

qmosite wall Hwas assumed. Density and temperature profiles

were taken parabolic. In the Fig.8 case the 1% admixture of

Nmions was included, what provided the strong damping of B

waves in the second ion cyclotron harmonic region. The role of

different absorption mechanisms is seen distinctly.
Tt mac: f‘mnflr‘i that in tho ovno‘nimnhi’nl CCHH’H‘ir-xn 01° Jrho
J_U nun.) LUUJLDL uAMAu .u ULLV v1xyua¢xupliuulLuguluai nun.

Tumane3 tokamak ion cyclotron one—pass absorption is not

efficient enough. The effective heating can be achieved in the

combined scenario only, when all mechanisms of absorption take

part. The optimal range of N2 is 20—40. The fraction of

hydrogen (6—15%) should be on the lower side for higher plasma
density from the intervalB—4 1O”cm‘3.

REFERENCES
1. L.G.Askinasi,V.l.Afanas' ev et. al.,Plasma Physics and

Contr. Fusion<1989),§1,No.1,p.3.

2. M.Brambilla,M.Ottaviani, ibid,(1985),§Z,No.8,p.919.
3. M.Brambilla. Nucl.Fusion,(1988),g§,No.4,p.549.
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NEUTRAL PARTICLE ANALYSIS IN THE KEV RANGE IN m
M.P.Petrov+, V.I.Afanasyev+, S.Corti, A.Gondhalekar,

A.V.Khudoleev+, A.A.Korotkov+ and A.C.Maas
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 BEA, United Kingdom

+A.F.Ioffe PhysicaleTechnical Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia

Time resolved measurements of density and energy spectra of ion cyclotron

resonance frequency[ICRF) driven ions, a—particles and other charged fusion

product5 in the MeV energy range are high priority objectives in JET. To

this end a high energy neutral particle analyzer(NPA) GEMMA-Z, developed at

the Ioffe Institutell], has been deployed on JET‘ In this paper the first

applications of this instrument are described.

The NPA is of the EHB type, with eight energy channels having common mass

selection, Capable of time resolved measurement of spectra of H, D, T, 3H9

and 4He atomic flux emitted by the plasma. in the energy range 0.5£E(MeV)S

345. The NPA is equipped with a 400% carbon foil for stripping the incident

atoms, and 3Cm2 8pm thick (Csl+Tl) scintillator detectors optically coupled

to photomultipliers for subsequent secondary ion detection, giving nearly

100% detection efficiency for the high energy ions and negligible for back—

ground neutrons and 7—rays. Measured contrast in detection efficiency

between the secondary ions and neutrons is ~105 for the low energy and ~108

for the high energy channels, for 2.45Mev DD as well as 14MeV DT neutrons.

Overall detection efficiency for incident H0 and H90 varies from 0.5 for

the 0.5MeV to 0.75 for the 3.5MeV channels. The energy widths of the NPA

channels vary from 7% for the low energy to 3% for high energy channels.
.. . . . 3 ++ 4 ++ .

Mass selection contrast for neighboring ions, He and He , is $50.

The NPA is installed at the top of the torus at octant 4 with its vertical

linevof—sight intersecting the oct.4 injected neutral beams at the plasma

center, fig.1. Projection of the NPA collimator on the torus midplane is

zScmx7cm, and collecting solid angle is 1.26).:10—5 sterad. In a typical

lmating experiment, sSMW of ICRF power was applied to a deuterium plasma

with I¢=3.SMI\, B¢=Z.8T, and 56:1.9x1019m‘3, £132. ICRr power deposition
profile for the H—minority heating at 42.6MH2 peaked near the plasma center

and included the NPA line of sight and the injected atom beams. Into this

plasma ~SMW of 120 kV 4HeD beams were injected. Fig 2 shows evolution of
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applied powers, ne(OJ, Te(O) and the count rate RH for 0.73MeV Ho receiVed

by the NPA, showing high count rate giving low statistical error. Notice

that the HD flux arose soon after ICRF power was applied. and independently

of the injected Heo beam. We call this the passive flux. The active flq

arising only when the He0 beam and ICRF were applied»together, is clearly

seen too. The small neutron background present during the measurements has

been taken into account. The energy distribution of the H0 flux FfltE) is

shown in fig.3, for the passive flux at 6.45 and active flux at 6.65. The.

spectra suggest that the fluxes arise from ion neutralization proceSSes
+

whose reaction rate has only a weak dependence on H velocity.

The presence of the passive flux requires presence of a ion neutralization

process much stronger than the initial consideration of chargeeexchange

reactions with injected atoms. Main candidates are (i) radiative recombi—

nation of high energy H+ and electrons, (ii) charge—exchange between H+ and

hydrogen—like ions of beryllium and carbon, the main impurities in JET

Fig.4 shows the rate of neutralization reactions for the above processes

computed for plasma conditions prevailing in the experiment. The variation

of the magnitude of Ibo-<cv>[s—1) with H+ ion energy is presented. nDD is

the density of likely donors for electron capture by MeV H+, <vv> is the

product of the reaction cross~section and relative velocity averaged over

the velocity distribution. (a) curvesl shows the rate of radiative recombi—

nation of H+ with free electrons, [b] curve—2 shows the rate of electron

capture from C+5 donor ions, where nDO=3x1014 m—3 is used, (c) curve—3

shows the rate of electron capture from Be+3 ions with nmzlxlo14 mas. The

cross~sections for the last two processes were estimated using the model of

two strong—coupling states[3], The above computation was repeated for the

case of the active flux where the injected Heo beam was found to increase

the density of (3+5 and Be+3 ions in the plasma. Fig.5 shows the reaction

rates, considering the same processes as those in fig.4, with the addition

of charge—exchange reactions of H+ with injected HeO atoms. curve—4. It

seems plausible that all these processes together could give rise to the

observed fluxes when H—minority density is taken to be to 5—10% of the

plasma density, which seems to be a little too high.

Fig 6 presents the energy spectrum of 3Heo flux from a QHe—plasma with 3He—'

minority ICRF heating and a 4He0 injected beam. The main parameters of the
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_ 19 —3 _ _ _ ~
3 were ne(O)—3.10 m , Te(O)—4.6kev, PIGW~1.8MW, Pmuu—2.5Mw. Emflfl_

As expected, the passive flux did not arise. Examination of the
plasm

120 keV.

Spectrum suggests that it is a result of double charge—exchange reaction
+

with the H80 beam, 3He 2+4Heo s 3Heo+4He+2. Relative energy distribution of

afie—minoritY: c(E)’ derived from the measured FHB, using known charge—

exchange cross—sections[4] is also shown in fig.6.

These experiments show that an NPA operating in the MeV energy range can be

used for measurements of ICRF driven H——minority ions in JET, due to the

fortuitous presence of a strong single electron capture processes by MeV H

from c5 and Be33+ present in the plasma. In experiments using ICRF driven

3H6 minority and 4He beams, the capability for measurement of double CX MeV

SHED by an NPA was demonstrated, creating the possibility of application of

such an instrument to future fusion a—particle measurements.

1. A.Brlzvozchikov et al., A F.Ioffe Institute Report Number 1295(1988).

2. The JET Team, JET Report JET—P(91)66, December 1991.

3_ L A.Vainstein et al., "Excitation of Atoms and Broadening of Spectral

Lines", Springer—Verlag, Berlin (1981)

4, D.F.Barash et a1., Abstracts of ICPEC. Brisbane,Australia, 1991.
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Investigation of alpha particle slowing-down features

in helium neutral beam fuelling experiments at JET

M.G. von Hellermann, W.G.F. Core, J.Frieling+), L.D. Horton

R.T.W.Kocnig, W.Mandl*), H.1’.Summers, B. Wolie#)

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 BEA, GB

HAMOLF Amsterdam, NL,“ IPP Garching, #)Universitaet Heidelberg, FRG

The control of alpha particle densities in the core of a burning plasma and

the removal of helium ash is a central topic in the design of next-step

fusion devices. This paper addresses the reliability of absolute

measurements, and the detectability of slowingdown alpha particles and

their velocity distribution function by charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy ( CXRS) . Experimental results at the JET tokamak are

presented, where central helium fuelling and the slowingedown of alpha

particles was simulated by injection of 140 keV 3He0 beams into deuterium

target plasmas during low and high—confinement periods.

JET has recently completed an extensive atomic data base [1] required for
CXRS measurements of absolute alpha particle densities and their spatial

and temporal evolution. Relevant crossvsections (Fig.1 ) for the. effective

emission rate following charge are shown for the two cases of either using

a neutral lle-beam or a neutral D—bearn as a donor for the charge exchange

process.
The presence of beryllium in most of the JET plasmas requires a.

simultaneous treatment of Be and He CX features in the same spectral range

caused by the wavelength coincidence of the BelV ( 11: 8—6) and the Hell

(nz-i-S) transition. The problem has been solved by a coupled-parameter fit

procedure, which makes use of known intensity ratios and wavelength

separations both in the passive background features and active CX spectra

(Fig.2). In addition to the thermal spectra of Hell, Bell! and Clll a broad

pedestal with a width of AA: obeam/C = 46 R ( A0 = 4686 R ) is observed

during injection of neutral helium beams.
The injection of high energy neutral helium beams produces a pOpulation of

fast helium ions with energies from above thermal up to the injection

energy. The distribution function of the fast particles is strongly

anisotropic at the birth energy but subsequently isotropises in the course

of the slowing-down process. The slowing-down alphas may either charge
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exchange with the neutral beam in the plasma centre or escape 'to the Plasma
boundary and charge exchange with a dense layer of cold neutrals. Since
the observed slowingedown intensities are found to be proportional to the
product of CXRS probe beam power and the total helium fuelling beam powgr (
JET has two independent neutral beam injection systems ) we conclude that
the slowing-feature indeed represents the fast alpha particles defined by
the active CX volume in the plasma core. The possible presence of a high
energy helium plume [2], caused by impact excited fast Hell ions moving
along the field into the lineof-sight is under investigation.
We can calculate the expected CXRS spectrum produced by slowing-down alphas

by evaluating by evaluating the integral:

f(")obs = ”Idv’v’zsinededu gslow(v’,e,¢) c(vr) 5(v - v’cose)

where gslow is the slowing~down distribution function, c,eff =a-(vr)vr the
effective cx excitation rate ( Fig.1 ), VI(V’,Vb,6,¢) the relative velocity
between alpha and beam particle, and e the angle between viewing line and
v’.

As a test slowing—down function we use the anisotropic function obtained
from the analytical solution of the neutral injection FokkenPlanck
equation [3], where Eo:cos¢O is the initial pitch, vb, vC are the injection
and critical velocity reSpectively, Ts is the Spitzer slowing-down time, S
is the beam deposition rate, {3 : miZeff/Qm , where mi, m are the plasma and
beam ion mass reSpectively :

g(v,e,¢) = S Ts['v3 + v3] '1 exp {- (E-g0)2/4a }/\/4TIOL

a =(s/3) log [(1 + (v/vc)3)/(1 + (vc/vb)3]
A logarithmic plot both of experimental (Figi3a) and simulated spectrum
(Fig.3b) shows that, to a first approximation, the observed shape can be
described by the above anisotropic function and evidence of a fast particle
population within the discharge can be deduced. The fuelling power in this
example is 10.5 MW injected into a target density of 2 1019m‘3. In the
course of the fuelling and heating phase both ion and electron temperatures
increase and reach levels of 13 and 8 keV respectively . Typical
thermalisation times between fast and thermal alpha particles ( tSt =

rsln(l + (VG/VOL)3),/3 ) are of the order of 200 msec. For the deduction of
the fast population we make use of an averaged excitation rate defined as:

<nv>eff = lnvmv / l g(v) d3v
For the case of a 135 keV He beam we obtain:
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<0V>efffast= 123 10"19c1n3s = 0.68 <W>eff,thermal
During a fuelling process the fast population density remains constant

whereas the thermalised population increases almost linearly in time (

F134), reaching concentrations of approx. 10 to 15 % of the electron

density The total thermalised He content as monitored by the radial CK

profile agrees usually quite well with the number expected from the

injected beam current (Fig 5)

Typical fast particle densities observed during the He heating campaign of
>3 and 2 10181113

the lowest level corresponding to a signal/noise of 2. The detection limit
JET \vith total powers up to 12 MW are between 2 10 17m

has been confirmed by simulating experimental spectra superimposing

calculated spectra with random noise representing photon statistical

fluctuations in CX spectra and bremsstrahlung. For the future D—T phase of

JET with thermo—nuclear alpha particle powers of 1 MW a detection of

slowing-down alpha particles appears feasible with a significantly improved

optical throughput and a fibrevless optical link in order to avoid

luminescence caused by neutron bombardment

References: [l] M von Hellermann et at, Plasma Physics 33,1805(1991), [2]

l R.Fonck, PhysRev. 29,3288(1984), W.G.F.Core , JET-IR(91)15.
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PROSPECTS FOR INVESTIGATION OF ALPHA PARTICLES VELOCITY

DISTRIBUTION BY CHARGE EXCHANGE SPECTROSCOPY IN ITER

*

A A. Korotkov, V.P. Belik, L.A. Shmaenok, Yu.Ya. Platonov ,
*

N.N.Salashchenko

A F'IOffe PhYSiCal-Technical Institute, st.Petersburg, Russia
*) Institute for Applied Physics, N.Novgorod, Russia

Abstract

A study of CHES feasibility has been carried out taking into

consideration hydrogen and helium probing beams for the present

choice of diagnostic ports at ITER

It is shown that the low energy (50+100 keV/u) helium beam

is more Suitable for the investigation of inner part of the

ITER plasma than hydrogen one at the same initial beam density.

Using HeII(304 A) line for the diagnostics requires one order

less beam power than that for HeII(4685 A) line provided the

first line is detected with efficiency close to that in the

visible range. The way to solve this technical problem is

discussed.

Calculations and Analysis.

We consider the diagnostic scheme in which radiation is

detected in the vertical plane at angle of 30° to the probing

beam direction /1/. The main optics is placed away off the

direct channel by means of replaceable multileyer mirror

installed at the distance of 15 m from the plasma centre.

The beam atoms energy chosen is 100 keV/u for helium and 200

keV/u for hydrogen proceeding from the maximal emission

intensity of the charge—exchanged alphas with energies O.5+1.5

Mev from plasma centre. The equivalent current of neutral

particles in plasma is assumed to be 1 A at beam diameter of 10

cm which is available for the injector with one positive ion

source of 4 Mw and 7 MW power for helium and hydrogen beam

correspondingly.

The intensity of emission of hydrogenlike helium iOns
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created by the charge—exchange of slowing—down alphas with beam

atoms and the background radiation intensity have been

calculated using new data on charge—exchange /2/ and atom beams
stopping cross—sections.

Fig.1 presents the spectrum in the vicinity of resonant HEII

(304 A) line for helium beam injection on the assumption of

0.4 % of fast alphas with classical distribution function. The

ratio of slowing—down time to confinement one (g=tfl/tc) is

varied. As a background we consider a variable part of

bremsstrahlung and emission of thermal HeII ions which was

estimated taking into account the density fluctuations due to

drift waves. Statistics expected in the experiment allows to

distinguish the variation of the distribution function which

corresponds to the change of slowing-down time in the interval

0.5 tn 5 ts s 5 to. The range of alphas energies available for

investigation is Ebeam < Ea < EM“d 1.2 MeV (if rs« re). The

low bound of the range is determined by the strong emission of

the fast HeII ions created by the beam due to electron loss and

trapped by the magnetic field (beam direction is nearly

perpendicular to the magnetic field). At the same time these

fast ions act as a good additional target for the

charge—exchange of the fast alphas. About half intensity of the

fast alphas radiation is induced by these ions.

Comparison of the diagnostic possibilities of helium and

hydrogen beams is presented in Fig.2. Helium beam turns out to

be much better for the investigation of the inner part of the

ITER plasma especially at exposition time less than 1 sec. The

reasons are a larger charge—exchange cross—section at high

relative velocities for helium beam and creation of HeII

target.

Fig.3 shows the spectrum in the vicinity of HeII(4685 A)

line. It is seen that for making use this line in the

experiment the injector power must be about 50 times increased.

Moreover influence of the collisions and strong Lorentz field

on the characteristics of the visible line emission complicates

interpretation of the measurements. The characteristics of the
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resonant line emission is not affected by plasma environment.

50 we have concluded that HeII(304 A) line is the most

promiSing for the fast alpha particle diagnostics.

“ultilayer Phase Grating

Using HeII(304 A) line for the diagnostics of ITER plasma

requires the resolution power and reflectivity of the

dispersion element to be 103 and 5 % correspondingly. MPG is a

possible candidate to solve this problem. We have begun to

develop such grating and investigate its propeties. Fig.4 shows

the reflectivity of the plane MPG for HeII(304 A) line. The

grating has a light concentration for the third order. High

reflectivity (3.6 %) is reached because of Bragg-reflection of

Mo/si layers covering the phase structure. The reflectivity and

resolution obtained are to be twice improved for the alpha

particle diagnostics. Moreover the problem to produce a curve

MPG with such parameters must be solved.

Conclusion

Analysis shows that 50 + 100 keV/u helium injector with 4

MW ion source power could be suitable for slowing—down alphas

investigation in ITER plasma provided HeII(304 A) line is used.

It means that CHES could be carried out simultaneously with

neitralized alphas analysis that have undergone the double

charge exchange using‘the same probing beam. To give a final

conclusion much experimental work must be done to gain such

experience in using helium beam as we have for hydrogen beam at

present. Moreover the cross—sections for HeII(25,2p, n=3,4)—

states population in the charge-exchange of alphas with He and

H at 0.1+1 MeV/u energy must be measured.

References

/1/ V.I.Afanasiev, A.B.Izvozchikov, A.I.Kislyakov et.al, ITER—

IL—PH—7—O—26, February'1990

/2/ D.Belkié, R.Gayet, A.Salin, IAEA Consultants’ Meeting,
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HELIUM STOPPING CROSS-SECTION IN FUSION PLASMA

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE MULTISTEP COLLISION PROCESSES

A.A. Korotkov

A F Ioffe Physical—Technical Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia

Abstract

The enhancement of the helium beam stopping cross—section

due to multistep electron loss in plasma is discussed because

of its importance for efficiency of plasma heating and

diagnostics. The helium beam is necessary for active

Charge—exchange alpha—particle diagnostics /1/, where the

plasma transparency for beam atoms and neutralized alphas

should be taken into account. The preliminary calculations of

the additional part of the stopping cross—section aw have

been carried out for a wide variety of beam and plasma

parameters using atomic database available at present. The

sensitivity of the results on the uncertainties of the relevant

cross—sections has been studied. It has been ascertained that

the phenomenon under study becomes important in plasmas with

integrated line density above 1016 cm‘2 expected for

next—generation tokamaks (ITER,BPX) and reactor level device.

Method of Calculation

We describe the stopping cross—section as 0;: a:+ Gay

where 0: applies to the electron loss from the ground state,

k k
m m

can —(k§1(Ik I0)Nk +k§kok)/Vo(1+k§1 Nk)'

Ik is the rate coefficient for electron loss from the state k

due to ionisation and charge—exchange (Io corresponds to UZL

K1k is the same but for excitation (deexcitation) from the

state x to the state h km is the maximum state number

determined by the Lorentz field ionisation limit, V0 is the

beam atom velocity.

The populations of singly excited states Nk are determined
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from the system of coupled equations of stationary
radiative—collisional model, which is valid at plasma den51ties
ne 2 1014 cm'3 when contribution of the metastable states to
the electron loss becomes much smaller than total contribution
of other excited states. Only the ground state is assumed to be
initially populated (N°=1). One—electron processes for helium
interacting with electrons, hydrogen ions and impurities
(He,C,O,Fe) are taken into consideration using atomic physics
database described in /2/.

Eigenvalue problem is solved for the excited states With
n s 4 to determine energy levels and transition probabilities
for helium in Lorentz ( 33 3 ) and magnetic fields. For the
levels with n z 5 field—free atomic data are used and l—states
are assumed to be completely mixed.

Spin System Mixing

Relativistic spin system mixing is an important mechanism
of the triplet helium states population in high temperature
plasma (T > 1 keV) because the rates of the spin changing
transitions by electron impact become small. Taking into
account this mixing we consider the basis wavefunctions as a
sum of singlet and triplet parts with mixing coefficients
obtained by diagonalising the energy matrix between the pure
LS states in the field—free case using relativistic term in the
Hamiltonian in the form suggested in /3/.

In the calculations we also take into account the additional
spin system mixing taking place when occasional degeneration of
singlet and triplet states occurs due to Stark effect in the
Lorentz field. Fig.1 shows that spin system mixing results in
several times increase of the triplet states population. The
peculiarities of the triplet states population correspond to
crossing energy levels of the states in 3 1D and 3 D
multiplets due to Stark effect. Collision broadening of
levels promotes the spin system mixing
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Results and Discussion

The enhancement of the helium stopping cross~section due to

multistep collision processes (55:40;{0; turns out to be in

the range of 5% + 15% for he: 10 cm (Fig.2) that is

3P
velocity- The reasons are the lower values of the

proximately four times as low as for hydrogen at the same

CrDES—sections for excitation from the ground state and larger

radiative decay probabilities in the helium case.

Impurity presence in plasma reduces the excitation rate of

)mlium at energy E < 100 Z keV/u (Z is charge of the main

impurity ions) and increases this rate in the opposite case. So

the behaviour of Um versus Zflf changes depending on E (Fig.3)

Despite of the small value of 55 helium multistep electron

loss is important for integrated line plasma density nea > 1015

cm‘2 expected for the next—generation tokamaks. The change of

plasma trasparency for helium probing beam or for neutralized

alpha—partiCle escaping from plasma center of ITER is presented

in Fig.4. For 10% accuracy of the plasma transparency

enhancement factor 65 must be known with accuracy about 20%. To

obtain such accuracy two—electron processes and inner electron

loss should be considered. It is very important also to take

into account the initial population of the helium metastable

states in the real experiment.
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NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY CONCEPTS FOR
DIAGNOSING DT PLASMAS Oi: Q21

fling, C Gorini‘, H Condé, and PU Renberg

Department of Neutron Research, Uppsala University,

8-751 21 UPI’SALA, Sweden,

"Department of Physics, University of Milan, via Celoria if),

i»2t)133 MILAN, Italy

For burning DT plasmas (Q~>ec) of lTliR [l], we have devised the use of special HFC (high flux and

count rate") neutron spectrometers (NS) I2I. These can accept very high rates (capability limit

CnCAlBtttO MHZ) as limited only by the available collimated neutron flux (Fn) from the plasma;

Le, the ‘tll ‘lttC’Cl count rate is Cn=E'Fn with a being the (flux) detection efficiency. Cn can be seen as

the Protlut'i of the statistical accuracy (i/oN, 0N=i/\iNn) and the time resolving power (t/At, where

At is the time resolution), i.e.,

Cn=(i/GN)3~t/At; (1)

Ca is thus a figure of merit for the measurement and should be maximized [3L

The maximum 8 for a HFC spectrometer (as limited liy general neutron detection principles)is

about it)” «:m2 for an energy resolution of AEI/E=2.5 ”Z. (FWHM) A conceptual design, the magnetic

proton recoil (MFR) spectrometer, has been presented with 5:2-10“5 cm2 [4i The Ml’R spectrometer

would .attiin (In-“i“:i MHZ on ITER with a rather narrow collimation providing tin MM:5'1010

n/cizi3-s, Minimum diagnostic requirements of GN=t3 ’72-, and At:lt)0 ms would imply CnWN=tO kHz

and a dynamic range of D=E'Fn MM/Cn"“"‘i=10{‘t on ITER; at Cn =CnMAX=l MHZ; the diagnostic capa-

bility reaches, for instance, At=t ms at i-3%. Given these specifications, NS can be envisaged [2] to

pertorm the essential diagnostic and control functions in burning plasma studies on reactor like toka-

mnks such as lTER with a planned fusion power of Pf=i CW and a MiMeV (d+t->u+n) neutron pro»

duction rate of Y“ :41 020 n/s [lit Here we shall discuss the potential role of this new type of neutron

spectrometer on ]ET in View of the information on neutron conditions of DT plasmas now available

from the 1:ireliminary' tritium experiment (VHS) [5].

The results from the JET P'I'E discharges gave Ynséritll7 n/s for Q2015 and implying that

higher values can be expected in the full parameter D'l' operation planned for 1996; 1019 n/s has been

mentioned as YHMAX for IET which is used here as a reference value to define Yn RF" =Yn /Yn“"x. These

Q4 plasmas would differ in yield a factor of 40 from the ignition plasmas of ITER but the experi-

mental conditions for neutron diagnostics will differ less since the important neutron measurements

with spectrmneters and cameras depend on obtainable collimated neutron flux rather than Yn.
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The Fn/aratio will be favored at jET because it is dimensionally smaller and this ratio Can

also be effected by choice of collimation which controls the spatial resolution (Ar/a, where a is the

plasma minor radius), i.e.,

Fn/YnzxA-l/LA2'tAr/a)2; (2)

here, LA is the distance of observation and X/\ is a proportionality factor [6]. For the three main lines

0" sight being taligcntial (T) Of (R) radial in the horizontal plane, and vertical (V),

XTIZRIXV=1.33'tA/w)”2:1:i< (3)

where A is the plasma aspect ratio, 1; is the elongation and w =an/a (F'WHM) is the relative neutron

profile width using a standardized emissivity distribution [6]. The Fn /Yn-value is highest for the

tangential sight line (x7233 [or JET). A L\I‘/8*\'alu€ of up to about 0.25 could be used Without detri-

mental ettect on a single-channel NS measurement. Finally, rna\imum Fit/Y“ is obtained for mini.

mum LA which we estimate to be about l0 in at JET using , for instance, a position similar to the Pre-

sent 2.57MeV spectrometer with tangential sight line [7]. We thus arrive at a maximum Fly/Yn Value

of 310'0 cm2 for JET implying Fn MAX=3-i010 n/s-cmZ at YHMM=1019 n/s so that the MI’R spectrometer
could attain CHM/“4100 kHz and a dynamic range of D260; in the recent PTE discharges [5] with

Yn REL :tlrtlt') , Cn could have reached 36 l-zl'lz.

N5 is the diagnostic that can potentially provide the most detailed information on the tusitm

reactivity of the plasma depending on the instrumental capabilities. The latter are illustrated here

in terms of the temporal and statistical resolving power of the MFR spectrometer measurements of

tarnsients in the ion temperature, 'l‘itt), and fusion reactivity composition.

For a plasma of purely thermal fusion reactivity, the statistical error in the Ti(t) determina-

tion is A'l'i/'l}=‘/2-o_\: . For mixed thermal and supra—thermal fusion reattions [with corresponding nou-

tron rates of Cnott) and can), and the ratio Rtt)=Cnn/Cn-], one obtains art /'l"i=lZ(R+t)/RJ 1/2-oN. The
measurement of the fusion reactivity components have statistical errors of ACn o/Cno=

=[<i<+ii/Ril/lcrM and ACni/Cn‘fltlflllox, and AR/R=(R+l)/\/R-GN for the ratio. The reactivity
components are distinguished on the basis of the facts that Cue has an energy distribution of Gaussian

shape with a Tittiependent width (AE1) while that of CH' is wider (relative to AEi) and is of vari-

able shape depending on the fast ion source and the line of observation. When these components are

hard to separate even by spectral unfolding, normally based on a computed shape of Cn'(En') for given

conditions [7], the statistical errors will be larger than the basic ones quoted above; unfolding effects

are not considered here.

The estimated diagnostic capability of the MFR spectrometer can be presented making use of

the time traces of Yn(t), ‘1’n 0(1) and Yn-(t) of the PET discharge #326148 [5],- a was tacitly taken as

the beam—plasma component of Rel. [5] ignoring the small beam~beam component. With Ynit) and

Kit) ot FIG. 1 as inputs, one can estimate what the statistical error of the Tilt) determination (for a

set choice of At, normally, 100 ms) should have been for the time evolution of Titt) as recorded. We
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F163 Time traces on Yn(t) and R(t) used for estimating statisitical errors; the data have been

adapted from REF [5] as presented for shot # 26148 of JET PTE operation.

thus find (Fig, 2) that the projected TAD—measurement with NS would have been able to detect the

giant sawtooth collapsing at t=12.3 s; it would here have been an independent measurement for veri-

fication ofT1(t)-data and this information would pertain directly to the fusing ions themselves.

Similarly, projected statistical errors were estimated for Cnn(t) and Cn- (t) taken as propor

tional to Yno(t) and Yn'(t) of the simulated data in FIG. 1 from REF [Slt The results are shown in FIG,

3‘ Cnom is very weak in both relative and absolute terms for 512 5 [because of low Ti(t) with neutral

beam injection (NBl) of low power] with a corresponding large error (220 %) in its determination,

About 200 ms into the main NBl pulse (tz'lZ s), Cnu(t) starts a steady rise to the maximum where

Cnum and Cn'(t) are of equal strength. At the peak, MPR should have been able to measure these

with a statistical accuracy of about 14 % for At=lOO ms. This suggests that NS would have been able

to contribute data on the fusion reactivity composition for the plasma conditions that set off the ter-

mination of the discharge. We may also note that NS would have been able to supply simultaneously

data on the fusion reactivity composition and on the relevant fusion temperature that would have

provided a solid empirical base for the plasma transport calculations performed providing the simu-

lated data shown in FIG. 1.

20'

T1
[k

ev
]

l

12 13 t [8] 14
FIG. 2. Projected statistical errors in Titt) for the MPR spectrometer assuming a time resolution of
At=lOO ms (shown as shaded areas for selected times; the Tg(t)—trace was adapted from REF [5].
Effects due to the finite instrumental energy resolution (AE1) relative to (AE1) have been neglected.
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20- n
U At=100 ms

Ti g; AtmEO ms
3E
._. _ n'
U‘10

n"

13 t [s] 14
FIG. 3 Projected statistical errors (for selected times) in the thermal and supra—thermal components
Cno([) and Cn'(t) from possible MFR spectromter measuremnts with At=lOO ms and 50 ms; Proper.
tionality was assumed between Cntt) and ‘1’" (ti taken from FIG. I.

The above illustration refers to a JET discharge reaching Yn REL=O.O€w covering a dynamic range

of D210. I’or ’Iull’ power discharges reaching Ya':"=1, the statistical and temporal resolving POWer

of measurements with the MFR spectrometer would be augmented by a (actor of 4 or 16, respectively.

This means that one would reach c\t=') ms for GN=3 ‘15 (or 200 us for GN=lO 9'6) with capability of 5%.

ing details in the. fusion reactivity transients. For instance, NS could be used to explore plasma condi.

tions and occurence of phenomena causing the observed spontaneous discharge termination at peak f“.

sion power; at these uncertainty levels, the statistical error should dominate over instrumental ones

because of the special characteristics of the MFR-spectrometer [2]. These diagnostic capabilities far

exceed those of conventional neutron spectrometers which have an intrinsic count rate ceiling of

CnCAP<<ltltl kHz, typically, Cn C"".<5 kHz It‘ll.

In conclusion, we note that the PTE results of JET show that HFC spectrometers could be put to

good use on JET. The statistical and temporal resolving power would be comparable to other routine

diagnostic systems and orders of magnitm e higher than attainable with conventional neutron spec-

trometers. The information that could be provided on plasma reactivity parameters would be unique

and not obtainable from other sources. It is also worth noting that JET would provide sufficiently

high neutron fluxes for necessary prototype testing of HFC spectrometer to be required on ITER.
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Epjv‘tC'l‘S 0F NEUTRONS ON THE JET SOFT X—RAY
DETECTORS

R D Gill, B Alper anti A W Edwards

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., UK

Tltc IcL'cl‘i preliminary tritium experiment gave an opportunity to observe the effects of high

rxes on the JET soft X—ray diode arraysl). It is important to consider these effects to
neutron th.
dgtcnriitte the future role of X7111}! systems on JET and ITER and to establish that there is a

reasonable understanding of both the effects during the discharge tic. mainly radiation induced

signals and noise.)

neutrons fluxes have been studied with detectors in the arrays which have been blanked off to
and the longer term effects of radiation damage. The direct effects of

remove the flux of soft X-rnys from the plasma. Typical signals are shown in fig. 1. Data was

examined from three very similar shots with plasmas containing D only (36094). D plus 1% T

(26095) in one PlNI and the second high neutron flux D-T shot (26148). In table 1 the

observed maximum radiation induced current (1R) turd the corresponding soft X—ray signal (hr)

in various detectors are shown and the detector positions are identified in fig. 2, (Channel 37

is blanked, 97 views the edge where there is no X-ray emission. El and 61 the centre). The

masimutn neutron rates for the different shots are also shown. The neutron induced signal is

not significant (<2.2%) except in the DT plasma where it is 35% of the soft Xiray signal.

Table 1. Radiation and X—ray signals, and neutron rates.

1R(nA) IX (11A) lRtnA) 1x (nA) D—D DiT

Shot Vertical Camera Horiz. camera neutrons neutrons

37 21 97 61 (5‘1) (5'1)

2609si D +D 80 5500 80 5100 3.25l6

26095 D+1%T 110 6200 120 5400 4,2xl016 1.06x1016

26148 D+T 1400 4000 - , ~4x1016 6.6xtol7

Or! comparing the D + D shot with the D + T shot it can be seen that the total neutron flux

increases by a factor of 21.5 and that the radiation induced signal increases by a factor of 17.5.

As the kerma for 14 MeV neutrons is ten times that for 2.5 MeV neutrons it would be expected

that the radiation induced signal should increase in the D -T discharge by a factor of 203. This

disagreement with the measurements is not understood.
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Pulse No 26087

a A a) Neutron rateu, //l i
"E , / \‘\
1 ' /

r: EJ , ifi;_l
7 b) Blanked edge l

3 channel / l
5 at) . l
—i" p/ k l/

0<——~/ —“’—i
, cu Centrai XAray signal

M//»\H
300’ d) Central blanked channel

is 180 . ,»//V

a
mtx
tD

Jn
At

.l

Figure 1(a) Neutron production rate (b)
Edge blanked detector closely following
(a). (c) Central soft Xeray signal. (d)
Central blanked channel with features
of (a) and (c).
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Detectors
\

'\l / Vertical camera

Detector [mes
f ' ht

0 5'9 97
{

Horizontal
camera

Figure 2 Detectors lines of sightrfor the
X-ray cameras with some channels of
interest marked.

Relationship of observed radiation induced signal to radiological calculations.
Extensive radiological calculations were made in the early phase of JET to establish safe

operating regimesz). Some calculations were also done to establish radiation doses to
equipment in different operational regimes3). Unfortunately the exact calculation for the soft
X—ray systems have not been performed and in interpreting the observed data there are many
uncertainties. There are two areas where comparisons have been made with experiment.
A) For the horizontal camera a comparison may be made for the D-D discharge with the

calculations3) carried out for volume 65, just outside the main horizontal port (fig. 2).
B) A comparison may be made for both vertical and horizontal cameras with the calculations

made for these port positions by Avery2) at points A and B of fig. 2.

Calculation A

The Avery data for volume 65 must be modified to take account of a radiation shield
which has been fitted to the horizontal camera to reduce the radiation doses by up to a
factor of 10. To be conservative we will reduce the Avery values by ~ 5. The calculated
dose rates are 0.64 and 2.4 Rads/s from neutrons and gamma rays respectively leading to
a radiation induced current of 116nA in reasonable agreement with the experimentally
observed 80nA.
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Calculation B

Radiological calculations have also been carried out for the vertical and horizontal ports

for both DI) and D-T, but the radiological doses for standard man quoted in the report?)

must be converted to Si doses. This cart only be done in a rather approximate way

without knowing the details of the calculation. Further, the detectors in both cameras are

well back from the positions of the calculation (Points A and B of fig. 2) and this effect

has been corrected for using the different solid angles subtended by the detectors. An

allowance has also been made for the horizontal shield. This calculation gives 1R : 5 and

llnA for the. horizontal and vertical cameras for the DVD shot where the experimental

values are both 8011A. For the D-T shot, lR = 780nA for the vertical camera compared

with a measured value of l400nA. Clearly, only approximate agreement is obtained In

order to get better agreement it would probably be necessary to carry our calculations

WillCll have a more accurate modelling of the regions close to the detectors.

Signal Misc The basic mechanism which produces a signal in a Si diode is that N photons

or charged particles with energy E produce electron hole pairs in a time t: which contribute to

the observed current I. If it takes 3.6 cV to create an eeh pair then

I=ES with E in EV
3.61

N has a statistical variation which obeys Poisson statistics and has a root mean square deviation

from average ofi W_ Hence 1 has a root mean square deviation from average of

81 7 [a
T ‘ \ 161:

where the reciprocal ofI should be identified with the. pass hand frequency (30 kHz minimum)

rather than the digitization frequency (200 kHz). This equation has been fottnd to be

reasonably well satisfied for JET soft Xeray data taken in shots with few neutrons. The

relationship may be written as

51—1: 3.65x10’8i/Etew/TA)‘

for UT: 30 kHz. For Ix : StiA this gives 81x : 4hA for the noise on I if E = 4 keV, which

corresponds to the typical X-ray energy detected by the diodes.

An immediately obvious effect seen in DAT operation was that the noise was very much above

the estimate of ~ 4nA for a pttre X-ray source For shot 26148 the total of the Xiray (Ix) and

radiation induced current (IR) was IT:IR+lX = t,l+2)ttA with (31 = lOSnA , ie a factor 26

more than expected for soft X-rays only. The reason for this is that for the radiation induced

part of the signal, lR. the radiation causing the current was due to O. and proton interactions

where the typical interaction energy per event is the order of 10 MeV. If all of the noise is

ascribed to IR then a value of [3:83 McV is found. This confirms the role of (1's and protons,

which come from reactions such as 28Si (no: )25 Mg ('Q :- —2.652 MeV) or

283i(n,p)28 Al (Q = -3.852 MeV).
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Pulse No. 26095
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Figure 3 Clear spikes are seen due to (1'5 or protons from reactions in the detectors.

Direct observation of heavy charged particies In the D + 1% T shot clear spikes were
seen (fig. 3) on the soft X—ray signals which were conjectured to come from (net) and other
reactions in the silicon (eg. 28 Si (na)25 Mg). For 14 lv‘leV incident neutrons the OL's would
have energies in the region of 10 MeV. Each of these would produce power over an
observation time t of P : 107x1.6x10'19/t (W) and a current of 4.44x10‘13/t (A). A total
charge would be observed 014.44 x 10‘13 C. The observed charge in the spikes is 2.7 x 10‘13
C in agreement and also showing that the charge from the aeevents is well collected in our
diodes. The frequency of these spikes is also in approximate agreement with expectations

Conclusions. The effects of neutrons in the X—ray detectors are in approximate agreement
with expectations and this provides a firm basis for the design of systems to operate in much
higher neutron fluxes. Preliminary studies show that soft X»ray cameras can be designed to
operate satisfactorily in the full D—T phase of JET and probably the initial phases of ITER.
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The Application of X-mode Reflectometry to tile Study of Large Scale

Fluctuations in TFTR
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Princeton, NJ 08543 USA

Introduction

It has been suggested for some timel1’31 that microwave reflectometry has the potential

for measuring the large scale structure of density fluctuations in tokamalt turbulence with
greatly improved spatial resolution over existing scattering techniques. The motivation for

developing fluctuation diagnostics with improved spatial resolution of large scale structures

is that such fluctuations may potentially account for the anomalous particle and energy

transport observed in tokamaks. On TF'l'R we now have operational a four channel X~
mode reflectometer system comprising of three fixed frequency channels at 140, 132.5.

and 125 Gill and a tunable frequency channel scanning between l10-123 GHZ. Each
channel detects fluctuations from a region on the equatorial plane of the plasma torus with

spatial resolution of = 5 cm in the poloidal direction and = 1cm in the radial direction.

Properties of the plasma turbulence are inferred from the amplitude and spectral
coherence of phase fluctuations impressed on the reflected wave by density irregularities at

or near the cutoff. Experimental results are presented which Show the existence of
previously unobsewed large scale (kLpl-<<l) random and coherent density fluctuations in

the Ohmic and Supershotl‘l] regimes of TFTR.

Ohmic results

Figure 1 shows a typical spectrum of wrlJ
measured phase fluctuations in the main core Md
(r/azl).4+0.5) of Ohmic and NBI plasmas. :7 ”2.:
In the Ohmic case corresponding to the pre- § 4: N“

N \0 —

bear ' , lFl . t.‘ t .5 'n phase of a R supershot pl isnn, the "g mgr,” WW
relevant parameters are: R=2.45 m, a=0.8 L : /ou
n1, 8134.8 T, Ip=1.4 MA, 719(0):].5X1019 Mt
m3,TL,(0)=4.OkeV, Ti(0)=2.0keV. in the w“ , - - . l . . . . I . . . . l . . . -

. . ‘ . _ 50 100 HO m

Ohmic case, the bandw1dth of fluctuations is ficquuncy kZl

comparable with the drift wave frequency Fig' 1- FrqmY spew“ i“ Ohmic (”‘1‘”4) “"1
NBI (r/a=0.5) plasmas
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corresponding to the poloiclal resolution of
the diagnostic (:1 cm'l).

The radial scale length of fluctuations may
he estimated by the method of correlation
reflectometrylz] where the spectral coherence
”/ between the phase signals of two
independent reflectometers is measured as a
function of the radial separation 60f the
cutoff layers. The spectral coherence is
defined in terms of the Fourier transforms
F1'1((D) of the measured phases as

Mcu;6)=M ,
‘/<Wt((0)l2><lF10))l2>

Figure 2 shows the spectral coherence for the
data of Fig. 1 as a function of (t) for 624
cm. In Fig. 3. the spectral coherence in the
range 10—20 kHz is plotted as a function of
5 for the Ohmic and NBI phases where the
tunable channel is stepped in frequency
between successive shots. From these data it
is concluded that the radial correlation length
of Ohmic fluctuations at r/zzzOA is :4 cm,
corresponding to a coherence of :05 at the
minimum separation of the cutoff layers of
Fig. 2. Within the poloidal resolution of the
instrument we conclude that long wavelength
fluctuations in Ohmic plasmas are
approximately isotropic in the region
17020.4. Finally, the two fixed frequency
channels (140811325 Gllz) with cutoffs
near the plasma center consistently show no
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Fig. 4, Amplitude of density fluctuations in Ohmic
plasmas vs. major radius,

coherence in the. Ohmic phase of the discharge (Fig. 5) for 5:15 cm. Taking the measured
correlation length of :4 cm as representative of fluctuations across the minor radius, then
from the theory of Ref. 3 we may obtain the relative density fluctuation level fig/ng as a
fttnction of major radius (Fig. 4).

NBI results

Fluctuation measurements similar to those made in Ohmic plasmas are shown in Figsl-3
for NBI plasmas with a eo/counter balanced beam injection power of 9 MW. These plasmas
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are Characterized by highly peaked density

and Icmperature profiles with very high

central ion temperaturesl‘”. The relevant

parameters are: BI=4.8 T, lp=l .4 MA,

"6(0):3.4><1019 m '3, Te (0):8.0 keV,
TI(0)=22.0 keV.

The high fluctuation levels characteristic of

NBI plasmas typically develops on the order ' I,

of a confinement time, or z100 ms after
150so too

frequency [kHz]

, Fig. 5. Spectral coherence (5:15 cm) of fluctuations

beam turn on, w1th a frequency spectrum “w the plasma Came“

(Fig. 1) which extends out to =250 kHz. M

Surprisingly, for the minimum cutoff layer

separation of =4 cm which was used in our

experiment, no statistically significant level

of coherence has been observed (Fig. 2).

This indicates that in contrast to Ohmic

plasmas, the scale length of density

fre
qu

en
cy

[k
H2

]

i
i

‘i

fluctuations is significantly less than 4 cm in I I I I I I I
NS 7.55 165 275 285 295 305 315 325

. . . R [cm]

FurthermOI'C, unlike observations 1“ the Fig. 6. Frequency of coherent oscillations vs. major

Ohmic phase, the spectral width of these radius “1 beginning otNBI.

fluctuations bears little relationship to the

measured plasma rotation (<3X104m s") or drift wave frequency estimates.

In contrast to these measurements, and unlike the case of Ohmic plasmas, density

fluctuations with large radial scale lengths have been observed in the central region of NB[

the outer region of NE heated plasmas.

plasmas. An example is shown in Fig. 5 where the coherence spectmm for 5:15 cm
obtained from the 140 and 132.5 GHz fixed frequency channels is displayed. These

fluctuations are in the range of bounce frequencies of energetic ions in the central region of

TFTR and have typically much lower amplitudes than fluctuations in the lower frequency

part of the spectrum. In contrast, no significant coherence has been observed at lower

frequencies except during MHD activity as in Fig. 5. These results obtained for large (3

were confirmed by dropping the magnetic field to 4.2 T, thereby bringing the 125 GHZ and

the 110423 GHZ cutoff layers into the plasma core. For the minimum channel separation

of =4 cm very high coherence levels (:1) were again observed at high frequency (>50

kHz) whereas no coherence was observed at low frequency except during MHD activity.

Finally, a new coherent mode has been detected in NB plasmas with a beam power of 9

MW. This mode, not present at lower NBI powers, is observed only a few milliseconds

after beam turn on with a frequency which varies with major radius as shown in Fig.6.

After =lOO ms, these coherent modes are only detectable in the central region of the plasma
where they persist till the end of the beam pulse with almost unchanged frequency. The
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relationship between these newly observed modes and those reported in Ref. [5] is not at
all clear given that the latter are transient and have been detected only at the edge of the
plasma column.

Conclusion

The newly installed X-lnode reflectometer system on 'l‘FTR has already revealed entirely
new infomiation on previously unobserved large scale fluctuations in Ohmic and Supershot
plasmas.

In Ohmic plasmas. fluctuations in the drift wave frequency range have been observed
with long radial scale lengths (=4 cm) and fluctuation levels varying from less than 0.1% in
the plasma core to :1% at r/a=0.8

1n NB heated plasmas, fluctuations in the outer plasma region exhibit very broad
frequency spectra which bear little resemblance to drift wave frequencies and appear
uncorrelated on a scale length of :4 cm. On the contrary, in the central region of Supershot
plasmas, low amplitude (<().1%) fluctuations with very long (=15 cm) correlation lengths
and frequencies in range of energetic ion bounce frequencies have been observed.

Finally, a new coherent mode has been detected at the beginning ofneutral beam injection
which exhibits a strong radial frequency dependence.

Although these initial results are very encouraging, a great deal of further investigation is
needed in order to understand the nature and distribution of these large scale structures in
toltamaks and of the role they play in plasma transport,
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A i‘t-‘iiUei CHANNEL REFLECYOMETFR FUR THE RTP TOKAMAK

SH. Heijuen, C.A.J. Hugenholtz, M.J. van de P01

FOM—lnstituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association EURATOM—FOM,
13.0. Box 1207. 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

A multichannel reflectometer is under construction for the RT? tokamak '(RTP = Rijnhnizen

Tokamftk Project). The system wul be heterodyne and‘is based on the experience gathered with

the JET reflectometer system/1/ However, on. RTP a different approach Will be used to generate

and detect the multiple frequencies. ’1 he mam reason for redesigning a working system is the

fact that the total costs of the system are about a factor three less than that of the corresponding

JET mflcctonteter. The system is especially suited for use on small tokamalts.

mnoduditm

The RT? toltamakm is a medium—sized tokamak, especially dedicated to the study of transport

processes. It is equipped with a number of fast multichannel diagnostics!“ two ECRH

otrons and a pellet injector. The electron density profile in RTP is accurately measured by a

fast 19—clwunel interferometer and by a Thomson—scattering system. The latter diagnostic

measures the density profile in a single laser shot (only once per plasma discharge). Since the

density profile measurement is well covered, the reflectometet could be designed as a fixed

frequency heterodyne system. The refiectomcter will have eight channels, five in the Ka—band

(26.5 - 40 GHZ), and three in the Urband (40 — 60 GHZ). It will be equipped with antennae at

both the high and the low field side of the tokamak. All the channels will probe the plasma in

the O~mode. The bandwidth of the system will be 100 kHz and the phase resolution 7.2”.

Design of the refiectometer

The principle of the RTP reflectometer is delived from the conventional heterodyne system. In

such a system, two Gunn oscillators, locked to a frequency difference of Af by a phase locked
loop (p11), and two fundamental mixers are used for each frequency channel/ll.
The microwave parts of the five-channel Kat—band system for the RTP reflectometer are
presented in Fig. l. Only the low field side system is given here. Measurements from the high

field side can be performed at the expense of one additional mixer. It can be seen from Fig. 1

that although the system looks more complicated than a conventional reflectometer, one needs

fewer expensive microwave components.
In this system, the principle of AM modulation is used to create upper and lower side bands

according to the simple formula:

sin(ot).sin(l3) =%cos(a—B) - %sin(01+B).

The modulation is done using an tip-converter (type: Hughes 47471HA2230). This is a planar

balanced mixer to which two signals are applied (1F and L0). The L0 frequency is in the same
hand as the RF output frequency. The bandwidth of the L0 is it 5% of the central frequency.
The [17 frequency can be swept from O to 18 GHZ. The maximum input power is +17 dBm for
both the IF and the LO, while the maximum double side-hand output power is +8 dBm

integrated over all frequency components. As an example the typical output spectrum of an up-

converter when it is driven by an L0 of 34 GHZ and an IF of 100 MHz is shown in Fig. 2.
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Typical output spectrum ofan up-converter (L0 = 34 GHz, +16 dBm. IF = 100
MHz, +15 dBm). Total output power is +8 dBm. The real spectral lines are
indicated with an arrow. The other lines are spurious signals generated by the
spectrum analyser.
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Detection is done using harmonic mixers (type: Millitech MHP-Zg- 1) with an L0 at 3010 MHZ.

The conversion loss arid the horse figure of such a mixer is 40 dB. . In Fig. 3, the IF

components are shown. in a conventional reflectorneterevery IF—frequency is the same. For the

RTP-refleCtOtll€tCT, however, a somewhat more complicated system has to be used to convert

each IF signal totlresame frequency. Since the low frequency components needed for this are

relatively cheap, it Will not have a large effect on the total pnce of the system.

harm
mixer

power splitter

band select filters

band pass filters

to phase comparator

Pig. 3: The LP components of the reflectometer. To convert each channel to the same
1F frequency, some extra components are needed.

Amui‘acy of the system

In the design of the reflectometer a minimum phase accuracy (A¢) 017.2" was requested. As

the phase comparator and all other IF components are designed within an accuracy of 2°, the
limiting factor for the accuracy will be the signal-to—noise ratio (SNR). It can be proven that for
phase measurements the minimum SNR is given by/4 :

1 360
SNR > — _ .27:2 (my?

For the given accuracy the minimum needed SNR is 126 (2 21 dB). The receiver noise can be

calculated from the conversion loss and the noise figure, and is —82.5 dBm at the input of the
mixer. A bandwitdh of 100 kHz is taken. The noise from the plasma is calculated to be =

—78 (But at the input of the mixer. An average electron temperature of 1 keV is used here. This
noise will be detected at every relevant harmonic, five in our case. Therefore the total noise
contribution from the plasma will be -71 dBm. The total noise contribution will be the sum of
the plasma noise and the receiver noise, and is -70.7 dBm. In Fig. 4, a measurement of the

reflected power by the plasma is shown at a frequency of 34 GHz and a bandwidth of 200 kHz.
Before the discharge starts, the losses between the two antennae, including vacuum breaks and

two times one meter of fundamental waveguide, are measured to be -30 dB. During the

discharge an extra loss of7 dB is measured, so the total losses do not exceed -37 dB. In Table

l, a power balance is presented using the measurements of Fig. 4. From this table it can be
concluded that the design accuracy can be met.
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Fig. 4: Attenuation measured between the two antennae during a RTP discharge. Before
the discharge the attenuation is -30 dB. During presence of the plasma the
attenuation becomes maximally 7 dB larger.

noise connibutions

plasma noise ~71 dBm
receiver noise -82.5 dBm

total noise —70.7 dBm
sirrnal conuibutious

source power per frequency 0 dBm

dB
component

loss in plasma -37
signal at input mixer -37 dBm
signal—tomoise ratio 33. 7 dB

maximal achievable accuracy 1.67“

Table l: Power balance for the RTP reflectometer.

Conclusion

The advantage of the system here presented is that only a few expensive microwave
components are needed, making the system relatively cheap. This makes it very attractive for
groups with low budgets. The disadvantage is that the system has a low Signal power and a
high conversion loss, which makes it impossible to use it at large tokamaks where long
waveguide runs are required.
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1 — Purpose of the diagnostic

A key issue for investigation on ASDEX Upgrade with microwave reflectometry is the

plasma density behavior at the edge region. aiming at contributing to the study of transport

propel’tiK-b in the Open divertor plasma configuration. A retlectometric system is beeing

dcxeloped to measure density profiles and plasma fluctuations. in particular: (i) in the

pgfipltcrtil and scrape—off layer plasma (high and low field sides); (ii) near the magnetic X-

point region; (iii) close to the ICRH antenna (to study the coupling conditions for RF waves).

With the proposed reflectometric system some of the critical R & D issues for the operation

of rct‘tectometi’y in next step devices shall be addressed. aiming at the development of a

system capable of measuring routinely density profiles with high spatial and temporal

resolutions. and obtaining quantitative information about plasma density fluctuations.

Our approach is to build a robust system (with in vessel antennae), which can operate

close to the tokamalt by full remote control. For profile measurements it includes: microwave

circuits with low level of reflections; decoupled circuits for incident and measured waves;

oscillators with high phase purity signals. and fast sweep operation. In density profile

evaluation sophisticated data analysis algoritluns (based on previous studies performed on

ASDEX). will be used. A powerful data acquisition system. with data compression facilities

and high computation capability. will enable routine profile measurements.

2 _ Choice of the system

The main parameters concerning the ASDEX Upgrade are: RH 21.05 m, a: 0.5 m.

b = 0.8 an. ip < 2 MA. BI S 3 T. he = 1 5x [013 cm".Tl1e frequency domains of operation are

presented in Table. 1. With 0 mode the probed densities are between n: : ().32X 10” cm’3

and = lil.5><10”cm’3' corresponding to frequencies from 16 to z 110 GHz . X mode will be

used on the low field side only. as the accessibility condition on the high field side would

require very high frequencies ( > 120 GHZ ): it will enable to probe the plasma edge from

densities close to zero with frequencies above 60 GHZ (for B‘ = 3 T), The ASDEX Upgrade

reflectometiy system will operate both in fixed frequency and broadband sweep. and will

have the capability of performing correlation measurements. in order to minimize the

influence of fluctuations during broadbzutd operation fast frequency sweeping will be used
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(< 100 us). With 0 mode. spatial resolutions typically of z 1 cm for density profiles are
expected for the edge. and = 1.5 cm for the bulk plasma (parabolic profile,
ny(0)=5xlO”cm'1l. in the case of X mode. for the same plasma parameters and for

lfi»l =2 T. the expected values are 0.5 cm at the edge andl cm at the bulk. The WKB
approximation will be valid in most of the cases ‘or the gradient and edge regions.

3 » Experimental setup

3.1 — Configuration

The typical configuration of a reflectometric channel can be seen in Fig. 1, where the
schematic for the V—band reflectometcr is shown. For profile evaluation the detection will be
homodyne; for fixed frequency operation both an homodyne and an heterodyne detection
will be used , For the hetcrodyne detection the IF will be at 1.5 GHZ. The use of a PLL is
foreseen and a coherent phase detector will eliminate the phase ambiguities. The system is
provided with independent paths for the incident and for measured signals; such arrangement
will eliminate phase errors by reflections produced in the microwave circuits. mechanical
vibrations, and thermal effects .

3.2 — Microwave sources

A critical item of any reflectometric system are the microwave sources, which should
provide signals with high phase purity. Our approach was to select Hyperabrupt Varactor-
Tuned oscillators (llTO); these are solid state devices whose behavior is not affected by
magnetic fields. They can. therefore. be placed close to the tokainak (< 5111), avoiding the use
of oversized waveguides, which could lead to phase mixing due to higher mode conversion.

The HTO are only available up to 18 GHz. and to cover the required frequency bands
it is necessary to use frequency multiplication, Active multipliers were chosen with output
power for K and Ka bands, ofthc order of 15 dBm. while for the higher frequency bands is
2 5 dBm. improved drivers were developed to allow full band sweeping in 10 us.

3.3 - Antennae

Focused hog-horn antennae shall be used in the reflectometers probing the low and
high field sides of the plasma (i-‘ig. 2). The hog-horns have been optimized taking into
account the results of a numerical study of its radiation characteristics in the Fresnel region.
The two antennae placed inside the lCI’lR tuttennae are py'rtunidal horns specially designed to
fit to the reduced space available. Ray‘tracing studies were performed aiming to determine

the focusing range and the localization of the anteimae both single null and double null
experiments. Numerical results indicate that the antennae: (i) should be focused beyond the
probed layers. otherwise refraction occur previous to the plasma cutoff causing unwanted
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divergence ofthc incident waves; (ii) should face the plasma at the mid-plane in both plasma

gsometries.

3,4 - System testing

The two K band channels were tested after installation in the tokamak. The main

results are: (i) no significant resonances due to the microwave circuits are observed; (ii) the

total losses are less than 2.7 dB (vacuum window S 0.3 dB; directional coupler 0.4 dB with

a isolation > 40 dB; waveguides '4 2 dB); (iii) Clear fringes can be observed when a metallic

mirror is placed in front of the antenna, for different distances (see Fig. 3); the value of the

distance can be recovered with an error of i 1.5 cm.

3,5 - The control and data acquisition system

The rcflectomemc system shall be operated by remote control. Optical fibre links will

ensure the transmission of the selected probing signals to the plasma, and of the measured

signals to the data acquisition system. Considering a number of 400 fringes per sweep

(maximum value foreseen for the W band) and 20 samples per fringe ( error < 5% ), and

considering a sweep time of 100 its, the beat frequency can reach 4 MHz and a sample rate

of = 80 MHz is needed; for a minimum sweep time of 10 as, the sample rate must therefore

reach 800 MHZ. The system being implemented is based on: (i) commercially available

CAMAC modules (100 MHz) for the lower bands (K and Ka); (ii) the development of

dedicated acquisition boards with 200 MHz and 800 MHz sampling rates, where transputers

are used to allow a very fast data evaluation. These boards will be used for exploitation of

the reflectometry system beyond 1992.

4. Data analysis techniques

Magnetic modes cause periodic perturbations ofthe density profiles; this effect can be

minimized by decreasing the probing time (7) as can be seen in the numerically simulated

profiles of Figs 4(a) ( T =100 us ) and 4(b) (r :10 its ). Broadband turbulence produces

wave scattering of the incident power and phase mixing of the probing signals; this effect

cannot be overcome with fast sweep operation. In profile evaluation several filtering
techniques (developed for the analysis of the ASDEX data /1/), shall be implemented for

routine evaluation of profiles: (i) digital bandpass filtering; (ii) filtering of the measured

phase shift characteristic; (iii) nonlinear filtering, with the possibility of including a—priori

phase information. Each technique has its range of applicability, that is determined by the
shape ofthe phase shift characteristic, and by the level of the plasma fluctuations.

/1/ ME. Manso et a1. IAEA Technical Committee Meating on Microwave Reflectometry for
Fusion Plasmas, JET (Culham) 1992i
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Figure captions:
Fig. 1 Typical circuit configuration,

II—1066

Fig. 2 Placement ofthe antennae inside the tokmnak vessel.
Fig. 3 Fringes resulting fomi a full band sweep. with a mirror placed at a distance of 36 Cm
Fig. 4 Simulated density profile, showing the importance of fast sweeps to minimize lite

effects of density perturbations on the profile evaluation. For a perturbation With
frequency of 20 KHZ: (a) a 100 us sweep; (b) a 10 us sweep.
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SIMULATION OF CORRELATION REFLECTOMETRY
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Recently the principles of a new technique for diagnosing microturbulence called correlation

reflectomctry was presented /1/. Two microwave beams with a small difference in frequency

are launched against a density profile. By measuring the phases of the reflected signals, which

are functions of cutaoff layer positions, it is possible by crosscorrelation technique to get

information of the relative motion of plasma perturbations between two different positions.

We carry out a performance study of a model of a correlation reflectometer. A level of

random plasma density fluctuations is modelled in plane geometry by superimposing moving

density pulses on a given density profile. By the proper choice of the shapes of these pulses,

we are in principle able to model any spectrum for disturbances propagating in the direction

along the density gradient. With the speed of propagation known in the numerical experiment,

we are able to determine the accuracy of the predictions of the characteristic velocity deduced

from the crosscOIrelation of the fluctuating phase signals of the reflectometer. Studies are

carried out for statistically distributed disturbance velocities. The analysis uses a fullwave

solution and results are compared with VVKBvsolutions /2/.

The full wave solution

We consider electromagnetic waves propagating in the ar-direction in a plasma. with an inho»

mogeneous density 71(2) in a constant magnetic field B02. The wave equation can be written

as: d2E
HIE—2 = _E(E)El (1)

where E = :rko with kg the wavenumber in free space. We have for the O-mode that E = EZ

and 5 = a“ and for the X-mode that E = E, and 5 : s” + siy/s”. To solve the wave

equation as a boundary value problem we assume that the range in which we seek a solution

is surrounded by a medium with a constant dielectric function.

The full wave equation was solved by use of the numerical code COLSYS /3/. This code

can solve boundary-value problems for mixed~order systems of ordinary differential equations.

The solution method is based on spline collocation, and the code automatically finds an appro-

priate distribution of mesh points in order to keep the local error within certain limits specified

by the user. A more general system of equations taking into account oblique propagation with

respect to the magnetic field was also solved by COLSYS /4/.
A few examples of numerical solutions are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1a the wave

solution for an ordinary wave propagating against a steep density gradient is shown. The

density is zero at the left boundary and it is equal to twice the critical density at the right

boundary. In Fig. lb corresponding curves for a wave in a density distribution with a smooth

gradient are shown. A WKB solution gives in this case nearly the same solution. In order to

see how a small narrow pulse will influence on the reflected wave we consider a model with a

pulse moving along a smooth density gradient. In Fig. 2a the phase of the reflected wave at

the left boundary is shown as a function of time, calculated by COLSYS (solid line) and by a

standard VVKB approximation. The pulse half-width is 5% (A0 : 27r/k0) and the amplitude
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Figure 1. Wave solution for an
ordinary wave reflected at the cut-
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:5 ‘i i ‘5 2 density gradient, b) aplasma with
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"" "F 3 Figure 2. Phase ofreflected wave
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; 9., a“ 7, I along the density gradient. Solid
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f i ‘Stjl i half-width afthe pulse is five wave.
do 1': 1 length, b) The half-width of the

‘1” i: pulse is one wavelength.
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’50 BMW 4%: ‘12; me up “w
” Time

is equal to 0.2 times the critical density. Similar curves are shown in Fig. 2b with a pulse
half—width equal to A0. It is seen that large differences in the reflected wave phase appear
when a narrow density pulse moves in a standing wave.

Reflectometry modelling
The fluctuations in plasma density are described as a linear superposition of pulses having

constant shapes and propagating with. constant velocity. The pulses may have M different
shapes labelled by the index t. One such pulse gives rise to a phase variation 45((t —tj'[), where
tj‘z denote the time where the peak value of the density pulse (with label 13) passes through
the cut—off position in the unperturbed plasma profile. The individual pulses are assumed to
be integrable and to vanish for |ti ——> 00 but otherwise they can be chosen arbitrarily. The
autocorrelation R(r) for the fluctuating phase signal can now be obtained /2-5/. A power
spectrum 5(a)) for the phase fluctuations is defined as the Fourier transform of R(r), and it is
important to note that an arbitrary prescribed spectrum can be realized by the model, actually
in indefinitely many ways. The Fourier transform of the power spectrum for a two-frequency
reflectometer was derived in /2/:

0° .5504)) : 5(a)) / e_'WD/"P(u)du, (2)
-00

where P(u) is the probability density of velocities u, and D is the distance between two cutooif
layers. For the case where all density pulses have the same velocity, i.e. P(u) = 6(vu 7 110) we
have the particularly simple case

SCUM) = sap-WM. (3)
showing that all frequency components undergo a phase change proportional to to with a
coefficient D/uo which can be used to determine no. In the case where the pulse velocities
are statistically distributed. we have to solve (2) with the actual probability density P(u).
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3 culated for a bar-like pulse veloc—
‘ ity distribution for two values of

I A or : a/b. The doitcd line shows
E 5 I the average pulse Uclocily. (1l :

0.67 and b) a : 0.33.

‘H [W 71 Figure 5, The function 9(9) cal—

We considered here a box-like distribution: P(u) : bi—a for 0 < a < u < b and 0 elsewhere

The integral in (2) can then be solved analytically with the result

b ... u 1 —i a— ‘l' 1 ‘ i)3 e—w/ du: .59 t 1)“ _ zenrltnoH 6+ is “121(9) (4)

where o E (1/1) and Q : wD/a while E1(:r) E ff“ ie‘ludu. Using (4) we can rewrite (2) in

the form F(Q)e“le(m with 0(0) shown in Fig. for two values of a. Evidently, for a : l we

recover the representation (3), i.e. (9(9) 2 0. For a < 1 we find that 6(0) is no longer a
straight line. but has a curvature7 which increases with decreasing 41. Another observation is

that the curve deviates from the slope corresponding to that given by the average of pulse

Velocities, i.e. (a + b)/‘2 in the present model for P(u). This line is dotted on Fig. 3. In
another model we assumed a Gaussian distribution for P(u), in which case the integrals have

to be evaluated numerically. However, solutions were similar to the box-case.

We may conclude that the slope of the phase function 0(9) gives a quite acceptable

approximation to the average pulse velocity for narrow pulse velocity distributions P(ii) in

(2). This approximation deteriorates for increasing scatter of pulse velocities, and eventually

the results can depend critically on the actual choice of P(u).

Finally, we model plasma waves also by pulses of random positive or negative amplitudes,

random widths, and moving with a given average velocity. The pulses each have a constant

velocity which is a sum of the average velocity plus a certain random velocity specified to

some limited interval, Initially the pulses are distributed randomly in space. During a run

pulses disappear when they move out of the plasma, but new pulses are injected at the other

boundary at random times with a given average injection rate, specified by the average number

of pulses. The phase of the reflected wave is calculated for each time step. Phase curves for

two different reflection points i.e. two frequencies are produced for correlation analysis.

in a real experiment the amplitude of the reflected wave will be smaller than the injected

wave due to geometrical expansion of the beam, the scattering due to plasma turbulence

and to plasma damping. However, these processes should not have any eiiect of importance

on the phase of the reflected wave. Since the phase shift depends on the variation of the

plasma density between the antenna and the reflection point it is not possible to know a

priori which information can be extracted from the phase measurements. By considering

a small perturbation moving along x we find a large contribution when the perturbation

passes the cut-off point which decreases when the perturbation moves to lower densities, This

decrease is monotonic when the perturbation length is larger than A0, but oscillating when

the perturbation is short compared to A0 (See Fig. 2).
In Fig. 4a the correlation function is shown in a case with wave pulses propagating in a

plasma without any noise. All the pulses move with the same velocity. The corresponding
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crossamplitude spectrum is shown in Fig. 4b, and in Fig. 4c the phase shift 0(w) of the
various Fourier components is shown. The peak of the correlation function is, of course,
shifted corresponding to the pulse velocity. However, the shift is of the order of 20 time steps
and, therefore, not easily recognizable on Fig. 4a.

From other calculations /2/ it is evident that the estimate on 9(a)) becomes increasingly
uncertain when the velocity-spread of the structures or pulses is increased. The addition
of small scale noise, has a similar effect. The estimated value of 0(a)) becomes particularly
uncertain at frequencies where the spectral amplitude is small, since the phase is here obtained
as the ratio of two small quantities.

Finally we have investigated a few cases of backscattering from the turbulent plasma.
When the typical wavelength of the fluctuations is comparable to A0, this effect may not be
negligible. In Fig. 5a the reflection coefficient of a single pulse in a plasma with no cut-ofl'
(i.e. low density) is shown. The pulse amplitude is 1% of the critical density. The reflection
coefficient is here quite small, but maximum when pulse Width is comparable to AD (the pulse
width on the figure is normalized to A0). In Fig. 5b the reflection coefficient for a wavepacket
with same amplitude as above but with a width of 50 A0 5 shown. Reflections are seen
according to the Bragg law: 2d : n//\. The three peaks are for n = 1,2 and 3. For the large
peak the backseattering is seen to be 2 20%.
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Microwave Reflectometry as a Density Fluctuation Diagnostic: A
Comparison Between A Controlled Laboratory Experiment and

A One Dimensional Numerical Model
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WA. Peebles
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[ntrodllCiiOlL Reflectometry is currently used for the determination of
density profiles and as a density fluctuation diagnostic on fusion plasma

devices. Its use as a density profile diagnostic is considered to be well

understood. However, a fundamental understanding of the reflectometer signal

due to density fluctuations does not exist at this time. Questions include:
sensnivity to fluctuation wavelength, density scale length, spatial localization,
and relation of measured phase fluctuation to f1. The UCLA Plasma Diagnostic
GrOUP has initiated an investigation into these basic physics questions and has
reported initial results [1]. There, the reflectometer response to grid launched
ion acoustic wave packets was highly localized, showing the same number of
cycles and same frequency as the launched wave. In addition, a one
dimensional numerical model has been developed to help elucidate the plasma-
reflectometer interaction. This paper describes a comparison of laboratory
results to these numerical calculations. This code is equivalent to or similar in
result to codes and models used elsewhere to interpret reflectometer data. The
results presented here indicate that one—dimensional and semi- two-
dimensional codes do not adequately describe the physics present in the
laboratory plasma—reflectometer interaction. In particular they omit 2—D
effects such as refraction, diffraction, interference, and resonance absorption
[2]. It is concluded that reliance on these unconfirmed models to interpret
experimental data (including that from fusion plasmas) is questionable and can
result in misleading conclusions.

Description of Experiment. The
laboratory plasma [1] is produced in a Langmuir
cylindrical magnetic field free Chamber Pr°bes\
80 cm long and 60 cm in diameter (Fig.
1). Argon gas is employed, with electron
and ion temperatures and densities in the
range Te=1—2 eV, Ti=0.1-0.2 eV,
ni=ne=l—10><1011 cm'3. A density
gradient is formed with high density
near the discharge filament (top of
chamber), which decreases as the
microwave antenna is approached
(bottom of chamber). Ion acoustic waves
(fiion/n<1% and fion=15-200 kHz,
fion/fpi<2x10'3) are launched by
applying a bias signal of appropriate Figure 1. Experimental setup.
waveform to a movable grid placed

Ion Acoustic Wave
Launching Grid

Filaments

Interferometer

Antenna
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within the plasma. Quadrature detection of the reflected signal is used to
obtain both phase and amplitude information.

Description of Numerical Model. The plasma—microwave interaction is
modeled using the time independent full wave equation:

’)

I31:1;+N21t02E=0 (l ).

Here, N(x)=(l-fpe(x)2/frf2)1/2 is the plasma refractive index for the ordinary
mode and contains the density profile information ne(x),
fpe(x 22tlc(x)62/(4TC280me) is the local electron plasma frequency, E=E(x) is
the local value of the microwave electric field, k0 is the microwave vacuum
wavenumber and frf the microwave frequency. Equation 1 represents an
approximation to the laboratory plasma which neglects possibly important
effects such as resonance absorption, refraction and mode conversion. An ion
acoustic wave is modeled as a density perturbation superimposed upon the
density profile. The code calculates the phase fluctuation that the reflectometer
signal would undergo as a result of the density fluctuation.

Comparison of Model and Experiment. Figure 2 shows the code and
laboratory results for ion acoustic waves with kfi/ko ranging between 0.7 and
1.4 and with fi/IICI-jt=0.5% (kfi: ion acoustic wavenumber, ncrit:4rt2frf2£0mee-2
). Both the measured and calculated responses show approximately the same
frequency and number of cycles as the actual density perturbation. Note that as
k0 is increased the code predicts an increase in the time delay, in agreement
with the familiar Bragg law for scattering kfi=2kincsin(6/2) (since the
wavenumber of the microwave radiation king decreases from its vacuum value
kg, at the boundary, towards zero at the cutoff point as kinc=k0N, where
N=local index of refraction). It was found that the dominant response
predicted by code is consistent with the backseattering wavenumber matching
condition 9=rt —> kfi=2kinc (although there is some indication of a smaller
mirror like response at the cutoff layer). This indicates that the predicted
reflectometer response is non—local since different wavenumbers interact at
different positions within the plasma. A wavepacket containing many
wavenumbers would appear spread out in time while in reality it is quite
localized within the plasma.

From Fig. 2b one sees that there is no observable change in the experimental
time delays as kfi/ko is varied. Measurements show that the reflectometer
detects the ion acoustic wave near the. cut—off position (i.e., “er—Damn) for a
given microwave frequency frf. The lack of variation in the delay time was
found to hold as the perturbation wavenumber was varied over the range
kfi/ko=0.5~)5.0 - a factor of 10. Thus, the experimental time delay or location
of the signal does not vary substantially with the wavenumber of the density
perturbation. A pulse with a wide wavenumber range would then be observed
as very localized within the plasma. so that experimentally, the reflectometer
signal is much more localized than predicted by the code. This is a clear,
quantitative departure of experiment from the model and may indicate why
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correlation reflectometers measure lengths much shorter than these models

predict.
Experimentally, both amplitude (A) and phase ((1)) fluctuations are observed

both of Which vary linearly with n: ¢exp~ 1'1 and Aexp~ n. The code predicts
that q) varies linearly with the density fluctuation level 11: ¢niodel ~ 11 with,

since the code is lossless, Amodel—— 0. The magnitude of the experimentally

measured phase fluctuation is a factor of 20 or more greater than predicted by
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Figure 2. Time history of‘ reflectometer response from (a) numerical model
and (b) experiment for different values of ion acoustic wavenumbei.

Physically, A can be related to losses 1n the returned signal due to refraction,
diffraction interference, resonance absorption, etc. and is perhaps the first
indication of the reason behind the observed differences between model and
experiment. It should be noted that the scattered response should be present in
the experiment. Ilowever, due to the magnitude of the experimentally
measured values it is quite possible that it (the scattered component) 15 in the
experimental noise level. It is planned to improve the signal—to-noise ratio and
look for the wavematched signal.

The reflectometer response to perturbation wavenumber was investigated by
varying kfi while the density profile, microwave frequency,n ,.etc were held
constant (Fig. 3). Experimentally, it was observed that the response decreased
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with increasing kfi, qualitatively similar to the code predictions. However,
quantitatively, the reflectometer response decreases more rapidly than the
model predicts for kfi/k0<l, and then much less rapidly for kfi/ko>l (Fig. 3).
The response extends to kfi/k0=5, well beyond that predicted by the code.

O.1_.............,.......,....~:1000

E 7 a").5 a"U 20.01 . 710033, Experiment ; 3?
6 eH—H : 5

H1-4 ‘
$ ‘

0.001 ....1...,ttl..J.H.t..UTE—HT.” 10
O 1 2 3 4 5 6

kfi/ko

Figure 3. Calculated and measured reflectometer sensitivity to fluctuation
wavenumber kfi‘

Conclusions. From the results presented above it is clear that the numerical
model does not predict the experimental measurements, so that reliance on
such models could lead to erroneous results. The model predicts a one
dimensional lossless reflectometer/plasma interaction. However, observations
indicate the presence of some type of physical effect (2D, resonance
absorption, interference, refraction) not contained in current models that is
needed in order to successfully model reflectometry. A future publication will
discuss these effects more fully. Future work is directed towards a
fundamental understanding of reflectometry as a fluctuation diagnostic to
allow the full potential of this diagnostic to be realized.
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AMPLITUDE MODULATION REFLECTOMETRY FOR LARGE FUSION DEVICES
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Abstract

One of the main problems which has been present in most reflectometers during the last
ears is the need for a coherent tracking of the phase delay: fast density fluctuations and strong

modulation on the amplitude ofthe reflected signal usually produce 'fringe jumps' in the phase
si us]. In such a situation the. 'history‘ of the phase evolution is lost and big errors can arise in
the determination of the densny profile. This problem will become more severe in large fusion

devices, operating at high densities With high magnetic field: the cutoff wavelength becomes

shorter and the phase delays involved become larger as well as the effect of the broadband
‘tuanons.

flue Amplitude modulation reflectometry (1) performs a time delay measurement by the
determination of the phase delay of the modulating envelope of a millimeter wave beam

reflected at the plasma. The phase delays involved are in the range <27t and the measurement is
not negatively affected by the broadband fluctuations. The phase readout can be directly
obtained without complicated fringe counters: the method provides a promising possibility for
real time determination of the plasma position and density profile, which will be very important

for the next step devices (lTER—NET).

Introduction

The relevant information used in reflectometry for density profile determination is the
differential phase shift Sip/5o) of the beam for the different reflecting frequencies (0)). This
information is usually obtained by sweeping the frequency of the launched beam, either in
narrow or broad band. Due to the short vacuum wavelengths needed, most of the swept
reflectometers have to deal with multiradian phase changes, induced during the sweep or by the
broadband density fluctuations present in the plasma, which lead to a number of problems: the
main one is the need for a continuous tracking of the phase 'history' during the sweep, to keep
memory of the number of fringes. Any temporary 1053 of information, normally caused by fast
transients or strong decreasing in the amplitude of the reflected beam, will make impossible
further tracking of the phase value. In addition, spurious phase contributions can be introduced
by ‘phase runaway‘ effects during the sweep, caused by geometrical effects of the reflection on
rotating structures. Finally, complicated filtering and huge data recording are needed to
produce the final set of (So/5m data. '

A. M. reflectometry

Amplitude modulated reflectometry is to some extension an intermediate solution between
the classical phase delay reflectometry, so far applied to small distances, and the time domain
reflectometry, used for ionospheric studies and recently also proposed for fusion plasmas (I).
Proof of principle experiments with AM reflectometer have been performed in the T40
tokamak (2).

The differential phase shift Eta/5(1) of the reflected signal can be easily evaluated from the
phase delay Aq) of the modulation signal. After some straightforward calculations:

I=5¢/5m:Aq>/Q
where Q is the frequency of the amplitude modulation.

With a typical (2:50 MI-Iz the vacuum wavelength of the modulation signal is 6 m, thus
moderate phase shifts (<2n) for the usual dimensions and density gradients in plasma devices
(even JET—ITER) are expected. In Fig 1 the behavior of the time delay (r:phase/Q) for a
typical exponential density profile (similar to those expected for the JET divertor plasma) is
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shown. The phase delays involved are moderate (<O.8 rad). For frequencies higher than the
highest cutoff frequency (63.5 GHz, no=5x1019m'3, O-mode) interferometer like Operation is
assumed.

5
MA 1.4

E 4 6
20 g 1.
I 3 a
v E 06r; 2 n=n(0)exp(-r/l) 9" .
t: 1:0.1m
8 1 a=0.25m 0.2

,1, 4154—00 05‘“ 1. 20 40 60 80 100120
r/a f(GHZ)

Figure 1: Typical exponential-like density profile for the JET divertor (a) and corresponding phase delay
for a modulation frequency=50 Ml lz (b). ‘

Experimental system

An AM reflectometer generic diagram is shown in Fig 2. The mm wave signal (01) is
modulated at frequency 9 (02), PIN diodes can be used as modulators. The detector diodes
(D1, D2) provide the modulating envelopes which are downconverted to a lower [F (1-5
MHZ), amplified and phase compared at the phase meter. Heterodyne front end can be
included for higher sensitivity (it will be required for large devices like JET).

Plasma

01 @—Mod. ————

oz o—J
03

Figure 2: AM reflectometer generic diagram.
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Advantages and limitations

are some perturbations which could affect the AM measurements: density
Thet‘C . . . .

lse dcfomiation and parasttic reflections:
flucmfldonsi pu

The density fluctuations affect the reflected beam through phase and amplitude

illations, Th0 phase oscillations are negligible due to the fact that the AM signal is only
to differential effects. The amplitude oscillations do not affect the time delay

15 provided that their frequencies (typically 50-100 kHz) are much lower than £2.
osc ‘ _
senSlIIVC
measuremen

The main causes for pulse deformation are: higher order derivatives of the phase delay

versus frequency (only the secondone since the AM wave is formed by three spectral

Components) and spectrum deformation by disperswe effects on waveguides and plasma.

The finite second derivative appears when the phase shift between the carrier and each of

the two sidebands is different and its effect is a decrease in the amplitude of the first harmonic

of the modulation srgnal after the detector:
Vout : cl + c2cosasin§2(t + r) , c3cos2§2(t + r)

with a:§2252¢/80)2. Typically ot<0.002 rad for S‘2<lOO MHZ, thus the final effect is

negligible . . . . . , . .t
Spectrum deformation by d1sperston in the plasma and wavegutdes, which can affect

pulse reflectomctry, does not affect AM reflectomeuy due to the simplicity of the spectrum and

the separation of the different harmonics. If the amplitudes of the carrier and both sidebands

frequencies after the reflection are a, b and c, the output voltage is:
2 2 ‘

V = a2 +P€i+a(b+c)sinfl(t+ t)—bTLcosZQ(t +1")
out

The time delay of the first harmonic is not affected. The signal even survives if one of the

sidebands is completely suppressed, thus higher order harmonics can be easily suppressed for

recovering the time delay.

Parasitic reflections are one of the main problems for AM reflectometry: the error in the
determination of the phase delay is of the order of WA rad, for A>>B, being A and B the
amplitudes of the main and parasitic signals respectively. Ideally, it parasitic references can be
distinguished if we operate with n+1 harmonics of the fundamental modulation frequency, but

in the experiment the situation becomes extremely complicated and parasitic references must be

avoided by using separated waveguides and antennas for the launched and reflected beams,

Accuracy requirements: due to the small phase delays involved, high accuracy is required

in the phase determination. This implies linear phase detectors and a good signal to noise ratio.
For (2:100 MIIZ, a vacuum spatial resolution of 5mm implies 1.2 degree phase accuracy,
which is easily achievable with a s/n=l7dB in amplitude in front of the phase meter. For
specific applications requiring higher accuracy, simultaneous operation with higher modulation
frequencies can be used.

Fast monitoring of density profile

One of the simplest approaches for a simplified description of the density profile, is to
use two reflectometers reflecting at symmetric positions (up and down) along the vertical axis

of elongated plasmas. The difference Tup'tdown of the time delay signals (directly obtained as

the outputs of the phase meters), can be used as a fast monitoring of the vertical shift of the

density profile. Fig 3 shows the simulated time evolution of the real and measured shift of the

density profile center of gravity, which oscillates while the density grows. A parabolicdike
profile was used:
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B
n = nu[1—[§)a:| (1 +cy)

where (1 and B vary between 3 and 2 and 1.5 and 3 respectively (from t=100 to 200), and c
oscillates from -1 to 1.the variation of n0 is shown in the figure. The cutoff density is 1019m-3
for both channels

a 3.4 :3g °A
ig 22 o

E 2°
g 1- Z.‘ 1.1 J
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Figure 3: Simulation of density profile shift during parameter variation.

If the profile parameters (1 and Bchange, the sensitivity might change but keeping the
sign of the shift and its first derivative. If the profile deformation becomes large, additional
reflecting densities are needed and simple combination of the individual times delays can be
used as direct monitor of the density shift.

Summary

Amplitude modulation offers the possibility of a direct readout of the differential phase
delay, which is the relevant parameter for density profile studies in reflectomelry. The typical
filtering and fringe counting procedures are not necessary and the associated errors (fringe
losses) are avoided. On the other hand pulse deformation and density fluctuations do not affect
the measurement. This makes the AM reflectometry a very attractive alternative, not only for
standard density profile measurements but also for fast monitoring of density profile and
plasma position in large fusion devices.
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Introduction

In order to IneaSLlre the density fluctuations in the Tore Supra tokamak, a collective

scattering C02 laser experiment has been installed [1] Taking into account the pitch
angle variation of the magnetic field lines in the tokamak and the perpendicularity of

the fluctuation wave vectors to these field lines, some spatial resolution is obtained

along the observed vertical chord. By rotating the observation wave vector 1:3, imposed

by the geometry of the apparatus, in a horizontal plane around the measurement chord,
it is possible to detect the turbulence coming mostly from the region where k, is locally
aligned with 15. Thus an observation zone (the top, the center or the bottom of the
plasma) can be selected along the vertical chord. The power scattered signal is given

by 2

S(l3,,a) = /dy6n2(lts,y)e_l(a—film/501d (1)

where a is the angle between E, and the poloidal plane, 6n(§,,y) is the local RMS
value of the fluctuation density for the ordinate y along a vertical chord normalised by a

(the plasma radius), 60k = Ale/k, is the angular apparatus resolution, with A}: = 2/111
(in is the beam waist), and fly) = Bp/BT is the pitch angle of the magnetic field lines
along y.

Using the foregoing, k and in spectra can be recorded for various plasma conditions.

Wave Number Spectra

To obtain the In spectra of turbulence for the range of k, values between 3 and 15 cm”,
several identical ohmic shots (R0 = 2.38 m, a : 0.78 m, [p = 1.2 MA, ET 2 3 T,

< m. >= 2 10‘19 m'a, q(a) = 3.2, He) have been realized. For all of them the
fluctuations have been recorded simultaneously, along a central chord, for two different

and independant wave vectors. corresponding to the center (a = 0") and the top (a :
5") of the plasma. The RMS value has been calculated and the raw results are plotted
on a semi log scale versus 1;, on Figla. For the 1:, range covered, the kl spectrum is
found to be monotonic and therefore its maximum is located below k5 : 3 cm‘l, Both
curves show a decrease of the power level with k, and a change of the slope at 1:5 = 6

CID—1. The difference between the two curves is attributed to the spatial resolution of

the measurement. As k, increases, the scattering volume observed by the diagnostic
diminishes due to improvement in the spatial resolution. To correct the curves from
this effect, expression (1) is calculated with an analytical form for do, deduced from an

l
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inversion method using scattering measurements in Tore Supra. [2]; [671/n(y)]2 = b+c|y|P
with b/c = 0.001 and p : 7, My) being the local density obtained from the density
profile 71/710 = 0.1 + 0.9[1 +(r/a)2]1/2. The form of the kl spectrum is assumed to be
identical at each 3/ location.

After correction (Fig.1b), both curves show the same decrease of the power level
with k,. The two curves can be taken to be identical, with a slope becoming —3.2i0‘2_
This result is in general agreement with those found for others tokamaks [3].

Determinations of the A1 spectrum are also performed for an internal chord (r/a =
— 0.5) and an observation angle corresponding to the bottom part of the plasma. After
correction, the obtained curve (Fig. 2) is similar to the previous ones with a slope of
—3.3:’c0.3. The comparison of these results shows that the turbulence has always a
wave vector aligned with the observation wave vector L1,. For a central chord7 k1. is in
the poloidal direction and for a non central chord‘ 1:, is a linear combination of k, and
kg. It. seems that the A1 spectrum is independant of the wave vector direction, which
is consistent with an isotropic turbulence.

Frequency Sp ectra

When the diagnostic is configured to analyse the turbulence coming from the edge of
the plasma (top or bottom), the measured frequency spectra often present a particular
feature with two humps (Fig. 3 a, b, c). They are frequency shifted by different amounts
on the positive and negative sides. The heterodyne detection allows to determine pr0p»
agation direction of the density fluctuations Looking at the lower edge of the plasma,
it is possible to associate respectively the positive and negative frequency shifts to the
ion and electron diamagnetic directions it turns out that waves propagating in the
ion diamagnetic direction in the laboratory frame exist at all densities. The frequency
divergence between the two humps increases and the spectra grow hollow in the central
part as the average density value decreases.

This shape of the spectra cannot be explained by a lack of localization. Although the
possibility of ionic turbulence existing at all densities cannot be completely discarded, it
is unlikely in Tore Supra ohmic discharges [4]. “lo propose an alternative explanation
based on the existence of an inversion point of the radial electric field E, near the
plasma edge.

Indeed, if too is the electron diamagnetic frequency (electronic turbulence), in the
laboratory frame the Doppler shifted drift wave frequency qb is given by

wlub 2 W0 “ k0Er/BT

[f E, exhibits a change of sign at r/a : p5, then wing, can take positive and negative
values explaining the two humps Observed on the spectra. We have developped a model
that allows us to get the radial location of this inversion point. ln expression (1), the
density fluctuations at frequency LU is written as

y 2
[wt/no)? : (b + cit/melt” ’ “MW/M

and a fitting procedure is applied to determine wiubfy) from the experimental w spectra.
When the diagnostic is set to analyse the top or the bottom part of the plasma, the
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y spectrum can be fitted by two gaussian functions (Fig. 4) where Luigi, :
for w > O, and cum = 2ma,_ for w < D. A good agreement between calculated

ta] spectra requires a very sharp signe change of E, at p, : 0.90 :l: 0.03
frequenc

21rfrnuz+ .
and experlmefl

for all the considered densities.

Conclusion

The 15.1. spectra decrease as k"3, for k > 6 cm”, no maximum is found in the 1: range

explored and it seems that the turbulence does not present a strong anisotropy. It is

suspected that the two humps of the w spectra are due to a Doppler shift linked to the

inversion point of the radial electric field near the edge of the plasma, in the hypothesis

of a pure electronic turbulence,

[1] A. True, A. Quémc’neur. P. Henncquin, D. Grésillon, F. Gervais, C. Laviron. .l.

Olivain. S.K. Saba and P. Devynck. in Review of Scientific Instruments, 63. (1992).

[2] P, Devynck, X. Garbet, C. Laviron, J. Payan, S. K. Saha1 F. Gervais, P. Hennequin,

A. Quéméncur, A. True, rapport EUR—CEA-FC 1453.

[3] RC. Liewer. in Nuclear Fusion, 25, 543 (1985).
[4] X. Garbet et .11., at this conference.
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FROM INCOHERENT TO COLLECTIVE SCATTERING

N. Maafa, D. Grésillon, and B. Cabrit

Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux Ionises
( Unite Propre de Recherche du C.N.R.S. N” 0287)

Ecole Polytechnique,
F « 91 128 Palaiseau (France)

geomagnetic wave scattering is a classical diagnostic of space as well as of fusion
Ele

135mg; Two different classes of scattering mechanisms are manifested by different spectra,
P .
and receive different theoretical interpretations: Namely, the “incoherent scattering”, that

s from the statistical addition of independantly scattered fields from each plasma

and the “collective scattering’X as obtained when the dielectric plasma susceptibilityresult
particles,
is macroscopicaly non-uniform.

There exist however conditions for which neither of these two models are fully

appropriate, when simultaneously particle motion and macroscopic dielectric susceptiblity

fluctuations must be taken into account. This could be the case of scattering experiments on

magnetized, collisionless, randomly agitated, non—uniform plasmas, in conditions occuring

sometimes in the magnetosphere, or in tokamaks. These conditions are met when the particle

motion r ( t ), and the macroscopic motion R ( t ) result in two Doppler frequency shifts of

similar order of magnitude. Specificaly1 if T is a macroscopic time scale, and k the scattering

wavevector, both motions contribute to shape the scattering spectrum when

k -r(T)= k -R(T)

In the present study, we investigate these conditions and calculate the collective scattering

spectrum resulting from the motions of both a macroscopicaly non-uniform, externally

agitated plasma, and of its individual particles. This effect will be illustrated by a numerical

result.

1. Scattering from an elementary plasma test particle.

Any point-like electric charge in a plasma, is surrounded by a neutralyzing charged

particles cloud, made of ions and electrons. In the presence of an external high frequency

electromagnetic wave, the electron part of the cloud oscillates at the incident wave frequency

radiating a new e.m. wave, the scattered wave. Since, in the case of long wavelength (l

<< 1, where )‘D is the Debye lentgh), plasma scattered light results prominently from dressed

ions. we retain only the ion dressing electron clouds response. The elementary field radiated

at an observer’s position r‘ and time t, is :

Ej(f',t)=:—Eexp[i(kifi-r' -mit)]fiX(HXEim)xNj(i-(,t) (1)
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where : ki , a}, , E in) are the wavenumber, angular frequency, and complex amplitude of the
incident electromagnetic wave, n the observation direction, rT is the Thomson radius and
Nj(k,t), is the space Fourier transfonn of the electron density in the Debye cloud surrounding
the test ion particle, that is

-' d0) e E v (D . — -Nj{k,t)= Zf—ldtlwexfldw1(t1-t)-k~rj (t1))]
27! e(k,col) (2)

where Xe and E are the magnetized electron fluid polarisability and dielectric constant,
respectively, and rj (t) is the ion test particle trajectory.

2 Scattering ftegttenggy speggja out of an externally agitated, nonunifggm plasma,
The plasma scattered Efreld is the addition of the elementary fields, E1 = 2J- E].
This observation is analyzed as its (E-fleld) mean time correlation function,

<E(‘r',t)-E,‘(r',t+t)>

The frequency spectra will later be obtained as the correlation time Fourier transform.
To perform the statistical average, we need to make a few reasonable assumptions. We

chose the followings :

-The microscopic response function (Xe/5) at the observation scale k is stable and, to first
order, independant of the plasma density.
-The process is stationnary, any statistical average over initial positions is independant of the
initial time.
-The displacement is split in two independant processes: The macroscopic fluid displacement
R(t), made of large scale, long period motion. And the microscopic displacement 5(t), made

of the magnetized charged particle trajectory in the plasma frame.
« The probability particle density distribution in phase - (velocity and position) space, can be
factorized, as the product of a spatial density “at the initial position”, times a microscopic
velocity distribution function.

—The fluid displacement A during a time t is a random variable, characterized by some

probability distribution P(Alr). .

-We further restrict the applicability of our model to cases where “the displacement of a fluid
element initially at position r, is statistically independant of the initial density at this position,
n ( r )". Although not always justified, this hypothesis holds true in many usual cases, like
MHD turbulence, or when the density perturbation on the one hand, and the convection
motion on the other hand, occur from two different origines of different time scales.
The result of both the average and the time Fourier transform is obtained1 as
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Il=+fl= .

. , 2 . & .ws<m=ZZilal > :2“ A"(kip“)i k” F‘i k// 3H0”) X
A e _ 2

x 1045’ to“ where a)A=rnAmi
file-uh) (3)

where < | n ( k ) | 2 > is the “form factor" that measures the plasma density non—uniformity

amplitude
Fan/k) the ion distribution,

1

an
RV, . :7 , 2 ll

An(i\J_pCt) JEL dlLFI[VL)Jn(mCi where Jn is the Bessel function of first kind

and SF((n) is the fluid motion spectrum,

517(0)): [(1116pwT)(Cxp[ik'R(T)]>
(4)

3. An illustrative example.

As seen from Eq. 3, the plasma scattered spectrum is an elaborate transformation of fluid

and particule motion characteristics. To pin down the effect of the individual (ion) motion on

the resulting spectrum. we present a numerical solution in the following figure.

We chose a simple case of a guiding-center, isothermal plasma. The particle motion is
restricted along the field lines. The thermal velocity is vi , and the velocity distribution is
shown in Figb. The k-vector of the scattering geometry is almost perpendicular to B: kpar /

kpcrp is equal to 10'2 . The random plasma motion is perpendicular to B. lts velocity

distribution is shown in Figa The mean velocity Va is vd/vi =,10‘2 , and the mean square

deviation is Avd / vd = 0.1. The velocity abscissa in Fig. :1 and b are labelled as Doppler

frequencies normalized to knew vd , and krmvi, respectively. Eq. 3 effects a convolution of
these two functions (Figc), and multiply it by the response function (or screening factor)

(lEl 2 ) shown in Figd. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fige.
Obviously this differs from the plain, plasma motion, Doppler spectrum that simple

collective scattering theory would have calculated in that case. Particule motion here plays the
dominant role. This might also happen in experiments.

Reference 1.D.Grésillon, B.Cabrit and N.Maafa‘ “Plasma Collective Scattering Spectra:
From particle to fluid motion", submitted for publication.
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EFFECTS OF THE OHMIC PLASMA CURRENT
ON COLLECTIVE SCATTERING SPECTRA

U. Tizi'ttii'i', S, Casiig/inni. Ell, Lolita/in

lstituto di l‘isica del Plasma. Associazione lil'RA'l'OMxt‘NRfil-INIEA
Via Bassini. 15 - Milano (ltaly)

l _ introduction
SillCC the first demonstration of Feasibility of a 7} measurement by collective scatter—

int: ((5) in 1088 it). the development of (,S diagnostics aimed at the investigation otihe

ioii distributions In tokamak plasmas has received impulse 3‘2, thank to the aYailability

orhigh—PO\\'CI' min-wavelength (/2: 140 (’11:) gyrotrons. , . , _

While the measurement of 7. (and eventually oflast ion tails and alpha particle dis-

intuitions) is lhc main goal of these diagnostics. the strong sensitivity of the thermal

fluctuation level, and therefore of the spectral density function 315. m). to the detailed

qhuPL‘ of the electron and ioit velocity distributions: particularly near the plasma reso-

nances. in principle can he explortcd to provide additional inlormation on specific aspects

ol‘tliC plasma kinetics. Recently, for example, an enhanced excitation of lell oscillations

(lug to ion tails f3. 4’ and ofthe Ull resonance due to a fast electron population 5‘5; have

been predicted
Here we present an analysis of the spectral modifications induced in the ('5 spectra

tii‘iokzunak plasmas due to the ohmic current leading to a Spit7ei'-llarm distribution of

the electron population The possible role ofthe light impurities in hiding the dependence

ol 5U: m) on the drift parametcrtf is also investigated in sortie detail with reference to the

[f‘l‘tl and NET machines Due to the limited spectral region involved in the ion thermal

(‘8 spectrum, the ioniacoustic resonance is the natural reference frequency in this inves-

tigation.
the spectral modifications induced by a drifting electron Maxwellian population were

first anally/ed by Rosenbluth $6,“. More recently. using the same model, a spectral

asymmetry in the ('3 spectra ofthe order of lit”). has been predicted for illi'l' conditions

37.

2 - Spectral Density function
The spectral density Function Sig, in) has been calculated for an unmagnetixc 1, non-

isothermal. multi—eomponent plasma, The ion species have been taken Maxwellian and

the current-carrying bulk electrons have been modelled Willi a Spit/er-l larm distribution

apprmimated in the Lorentz gas limit (only e-i collisions are considered) ,8}, ie

flit). W) =fM [l -t~ [Xv/inf) cost/1] (I)

where Il(.\'):‘.i.\’I andrgiw (Ll/AFN]? ll} 4.0.7.121). I? being the dc electric held in the

plasma, Here in, : V/ZIILIIHL. , in“: V Yi/‘ln‘llg’z , Zw=2m ZS: (3:11,!!1,‘ is the concen-

tration of the i-th ion species, Ar the Coulomb logarithm‘ and 1/1 the pitch-angle in the

velocity spacer
Sig, m) can be formally written as follows:

2
l-i— II- It, i) e i iStltmi): ~21 7—4#3—— x [ig‘fiiisiuifiiffl +

k 1‘.’ again Arum/Mn) /< A
(2)

2,1 2 11;,”(fi, m) + Aiillflg, (1)) M in
_2 lift "i, —— is vsl‘; if)
t H (5,01) i .~li/ll,L([gm) A
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where e‘I'I/V', In) 7 I I 113%, (J!) + E. 11;”(5, m) is the longitudinal dielectric Iunction com.
pnted Ior a Maxwellian plasma and [lit/I Lu) [i‘Im/II') are the Spit70r corrections to the
demon susee ptibilitV and unidimcnsional distribution. IespectiVeIV I] — cos/= k [v//(]‘
and/I is the aligle betVV cen the fluctuation \VaVeVeL-toi and the LI. c electric field Ihe drift
ptlraIIIL‘tcl' $7 4’ It /n,,7'—I I/\c n .( I is the ptical smallness paIamCtCI gOVL‘IIIing
the eVpansion \\‘I)IL‘II leads to Izq. (I). III I: q (2) the IoIIoVVing definitions haVe been used.

lift/I. mi: IIL‘I 7 {W 7x, "*ATELI-FIII/I LIE/2 amt I3): I If) 7 VII.II/4] I3)

1ft”) = #4 .VI'_§II(II)IIIJ + lllz/t’i “7 +
V“ If ”(m

I! I‘Ij/i‘I I ”I I (4)

where

I r I I II Ii .J. .
[LIX] ’7 7 1:'I'I.\"') 7 ITI’ sip/1U) ', III) = IIV‘I -I' in I'Ij/i'I I‘I I 1 III] '— 17 ’7'] :11)?

‘ 7—.

and .V'. : (I)//\'Il,J.. 'I'he coIIIputations haV'e been perIormeLI by the numerical code ("IS—9t),

~Organizati0n 0f the work
Ihe asmetIV in the SpitZCI- III'IInI electron Velocit\ distribution leads to the ap-

pealance OI an asVIIImetIV in SUI. 11)) due to Lollecti\e eIIeL'tV'. III a mac plasma this eIIect
Is eVpeLted to be mote eVidcnt at the ion acoustic (IA) peakV. Speaking ol IA peaks
instead that oIIesonances Is mmeLLOIIect Vince I01 1/1,; .VVhile reaching a minimum,
RI i:,(1t. In) T (I in the Iiequec'Irange considered here.

The asymmetry in the spectrum has been described by the dimensionless parameter
R :(S, 7S )/.\‘n, where SW, is the value LII Stfian) at the IA peaks on the positive
(negative) IrequenL‘V' side. and SH that in the absence oIthc d.c, electric field. The ohmic
current in the plasma 1,, and a model prolile Ior the radial distribution OI~ the current
density Le. ~/‘.(r) : (I 713/173)“, have been given as input partuneters. ‘I'hen. the local V'alue
oILl' has been calculated consistently with the Spit7er resistivity and accounting Ior 7,.,,.

III the presence LVIII non negligible fraction oIimpuritV' ions, the ILIVV'-Ii'equency part
III the (‘S spectrum can be stronglV modified. 'Ihis eVpIains why the (light) iIIIpuritV
content oI the actual plasmas must be considered Ior a realistic investigation on the
cIII'I'eIIt-indIIced cllccts.

SIAM) has been evaluated Ior the plasma Iegimes tiLaI of the I II machine
(/17 IU‘"II I‘. I; 7 tI I'. '1: I +2lII I 17 | 7 211i. H.=QI)”) and Fm some IOVV-
densitVIeginIesoIIIl(11:1 \lO“'/II‘ [7 III/(LI 1}=. — Ill/tel" 1,7 2+ " III
I) — 2t) ) \VIIVcVecLOIs /_I' ale in the d. c. electriL Iield diiection ie /t: I)”,

liLaI impurity Lontents lIaVe been Lonsideied Fm both IIIaLhines. [he high density
li'l'l" plasma is cectL‘d to have 7.” of order one and then (by extrapolation oI the
available data Ior the early [71‘ machine) concentrations oIthc dominant 0- IX' inIpuIitV‘
oI'IIo more than I' 7 II”. U hare been assumed. IVVo impurity Iegimes have been considr
L‘c ha .5” T: one at Iather high 7),, with I 7 l'I'I ol 0 I\ and I ’ oI(- \ II. the
(MM at low 7.“, VVIth I :10.” IO IX and: 7—n5“ oI I!e«\’.

4 - Results
Iiig. | shows the relevant peaks in a tical ITTI.‘ spectrum, I‘he small counter-

aVV‘nImnIetrV' noticeable in curve a) , which I'eIeI‘s to the equivalent pure and currentless
plasma. is due to the inclusion oI the exact (non BraggiapproxinIated) value (II the diI»
I'eI‘enIiaI II vector in the calculation. (‘urV‘e 17) shows Ihe spectrum For the impure
I7... ~ 1.3) and currentless IT'I'II plasma. 'l'hc main Feature is the occurrence oI'a central
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at V‘Cl')’ low frequencies. At higher impurity contents this peak can extend both in
111]}‘9llllldc and frequency range and even embody the whole IA feature. ( urvc c) refers
in tliC a Phi-c. currentxarrying plasma: here the asymmetry between the l.l\ peaks is much

more pronounced. [he modification of this last spectrum due to the impurities is given
M curVL‘ in. where a minor asymmetry appears also in the central impurity-induced lea,

[Ul'C~

ieak

lit l’ig. 2 the amount of asymmetry, as given by the ratio R. is plotted int, the drift
for a number of physical conditions. It is seen that the a \z'ininctr" can be

as high as 30W» in the most favourable case. A linear dependence on C is also cl .t y cit-
hilwitt‘tl- The central line of the group labelled a) and the litres M and r) reler to temper
"mm ratios 7L/T, : 2. 1.3 l. respectively. With a concentration of()-_Vll (' i 0.5“” fflic

lateral lines ofthe group til refer to a pure hydrogen plasma (higher line) and to a plasma

with t‘ : 1‘e (lower line). respectively, fhe effect of the impurity content on the amount
nrusymmctry is seen to be quite small,

fig. 3 gives the same spectral peaks for .lli'l‘ with reference to the low [M = LS)
dischargl (The legend for the plots is the same as above). The dotted ctirre labelled t’)
git-cs an example ofthe spectral behaviour in the high A.- = .1) regime, ‘l'he IA peaks

here are seen to fully disappear. In such cases the spectral t yminetry can still be evalu-

ated with reference to the very lmvili‘equency peaks produced by the impurities them-
qclves. The reduced frequency interval. however. makes ineasurabifity more critical.

In Fig. 4 the amount of asymmetry R is plotted M. C for the HST conditions. The
lines a) and t‘) refer to a pure hydrogen plasma with Il/ii : 2. l . respectively. line (I)
refers to the impure plasma corresponding to the spectrum labelled r‘) in liig. 3; here R
is evaluated from the impurityiindueed peaks, The lines r) andj) . finally. refer to the case
with 2...: 1.5 with R evaluated at the impurity-peaks (dashed line) and at the 1A peaks
(solid line). respectively. As expected. due to the lower range covered in terms ofC . even
at the highest currents in JET the deformations ofthe (TS spectra are considerably smaller
than in li’l‘ll. particularly for low 71/7} ratios.

.;
parameter s

5 - Conclusions
Our results indicate that in most conditions of interest the asymmetries induced by

the ohmic current ofa tokamak plasma should not significantly affect the ('5 spectra. and
then the measurement of 'I}. ,

In contrast, however. in devices characterized by a high ctn'reiit-density. like I‘ll.
the above mentioned asymmetries should be quantitatively evaluable. provided that a
sufficiently high SIN can be achieved in the (‘5 measurement. The presence of not too
large amounts ofinipurities will not substantially modify the situation.

In these last cases the spectral asymmetries could be cwloited to infer the local value
of the drift parameter 5 and then ofthe current density 30.“.
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ION TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

BY RUTHERFORD SCATTERING AT TEXTOR

Hf, Tammen. A.A.E. van Blokland 1. T. Oyevaar. F.C. Schiiller and A.l.H. Donne.

FOMJnrritum vuar Plasmqs’icu ’Rijnhuizen', Axxat‘iulie’ Eurruom-FOM.

P.0.Bo_r 1207. 3430 BE Nieuwegyin. The Netherlands.

Abstract

The Rutherford scattering diagnostic at TEXTOR has been used to determine the ion

temperature profile and the (relative) ion density profile on a shot—to—shot basis for a series of

reproducible ohmic discharges. The profiles have been obtained for two different scattering

angles and all profiles have been corrected for geometric effects that are due to the finite size

of the scattering volume. First profile measurements during NBl heated discharges show

up-down asymmetries.

1. Introduction
The ion temperature is an important parameter in thermonuclear research. To improve

the knowledge on this parameter a Rutherford scattering diagnostic has been installed at

TEXTOR. capable of performing temporal- and spatial resolved measurements /1, 2/.

A narrow beam of monoenergetic 30 keV helium atoms is injected vertically into the

plasma. A small part of the beam particles is scattered, mainly in forward direction, through

elastic collisions with the moving plasma ions. exchanging momentum and energy in the

process. Particles that are scattered at a certain, adjustable angle (3"—8") are energy analyzed

by a time—of—flight analyser, which is equiped with coincidence techniques to suppress back»

ground events. For pure plasmas the width of the obtained spectra is directly related to the

ion temperature in the scattering volume. However. it has been found that small fractions of

impurities in the plasma contribute significantly to the obserVCd spectra. Therefore function

paramen'ization techniques are used for data analysis /3/.

2. Geometric effects
The scattered particles that are observed by the analyser originate from the scattering

volume. which is defined by the intersection of the probing beam and the observational volu»

me of the analyser (see Fig. 1). For a beam diameter B of 24 mm. a width of the analyser

sight profile A of 20 mm and a scattering angle 6 of 7" the toml length L of the scattering vole

time is 351 mm. However, weighting occurs towards the centre of the scattering volume due

1 present address: Naka Fusion Research Establishment, JAERI. Ibaraki-ken 311—01, Japan.
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to the beam intensity profile and the analyser sight profile. resulting in a gaussian shaped to
tal intensity profile. For the parameters mentioned above 75% of the particles originate fmm
an effective length L' of 169 mm.

A second weighing factor is introduced by the ion density profile. As the scattering
yield depends linearly on the local ion density more particles will be scattered from regicmg
with higher densities, thus weighing towards the centre of the plasma. Both effects will in-
fluence the observed temperature. Simulations show that the measured central ion tempera.
ture will be slightly lower than the actual central temperature, but that temperatures obtained
at positions in the outer region of the plasma will be higher than actual ones.

3. Results and discussion
The ion temperature and density profiles were obtained during a series of reproducible

ohmic discharges (1p : 350 c, Bvr = 2.25 T. n: = 2.5><1019 m'3) for two scattering angles:
6“ and 7“. The position of the scattering volume was adjusted on a shot—to-shot basis by
shifting the analyser. The injected helium beam current was kept constant (10 mA) for all
discharges. The obtained spectra were analyzed, yielding for each position the measured ion
temperature and the number of particles scattered on hydrogenic ions. This number has been
derived by correcting the total scattering yield for the observed presence of impurities in the
scattering volume. The density and temperature profiles were derived by calculating what the
measured profile would be for a certain assumed 'real' profile and comparing this with the
measurements. Iteration yielded the best fit. The profiles were described by f(r) =
0t( 1 —(r2/a2))5, with a = 46 cm the position of the limiter.

In Fig. 2 the results for the density profile are given for both scattering angles. The
lines represent the best fits. i.e. the (normalized) ‘real' density profiles, and the open and
closed dots the measurements for 6° and 7". respectively. In Table l the fitparameters are
given: the agreement is good. 0( is a function of scattering angle and only given for the sake
of completeness. R]/2 is the halfvalue radius. Comparison with the electron density profile,
as measured by an interferometer, showed that the profiles were shaped almost identically.
Fig. 3 and Table 1 show the results for the obtained ion temperature profiles. The density
profile for weighting was chosen as 6 : 1.15 for both angles. The agreement between the
two profiles is somewhat less than for the density, but still satisfactory. Comparison with
the temperature profile, as deduced from neutral particle analysis, showed good agreement.

Recently profile measurements were performed for the first time during discharges
where hydrogen neutral beam injection was applied to a deuterium plasma (2.2MW NBI-Co
and 2.2MW NBI~C0 + 1.8MW NBI-Counter. n: e 2.0><1019 m‘3). First analysis showed a
number of interesting observations.
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1,5peC11’3 obtained from the centre of the plasma are dominated by the presence ofa high—Z

impurity peak (e 50% of the spectrum). Previously this was observed during NBl when

deuterium was used as heating bcarn species. but not when hydrogen was used /3/.

2. The count rate when viewing the centre is lower than when viewing the outer region of

the plasma. This is caused by an even more dominating impurity peak in the spectra from the

outer region. A possible explanation is an increased presence of high—Z impurities towards

the edge-
3. The observed mean and higher order moments of the time-of—flight spectrum which are

used for function parametrization. are not symmetrical around the midplane (Fig. 4). These

moments are a function of bulk motion. impurity density and temperature of the ions. If both

[he-impurity density and the temperature are assumed to be (vertically) symmetrical. only

poloidal plasma rotation can cause this asymmetry. In that case there would be a stronger

rotation for the NBI—Co discharge, since the slope around the centre is more pronounced.

However. it is more likely that there is an updown asymmetry in the ion temperature and the

impurity density, as predicted by nee—classical theory. The subject is momentarily under

study.
4. The derived central ion temperature is 2.7 i 0.6 keV for NBIeCo and 4.5 i 0.7 keV for

NBI—Co + NBLCounter. The error is mainly due to the large impurity peak which, together

with the bulk motion. hampers an accurate interpretation of the other spectra at the moment.

An other aspect which is also under study is the influence on the spectra of the non—thermal

deuterium population that exists during NBI /4/. However. first estimates indicate that these

effects are small.
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lon density profile Ion temperature profile

( 0t) [3 Rr/2 (cm) “(6‘0 5 Rl/Z (cm)
(7670 i 50) 1.10 i 0.08 31.5 i 0.8 916 i 40 1.17 i 0.25 30.8 i 2.5

(3650 :t: 40) 1.20 i 0.07 30.5 i 0.7 965 i 30 1.52 i 0.15 27.8 i 1.1

Table 1 Firparamerersfor the density and rempemrure profilefbr two scattering angles.
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COB—SCATTERING AND RF PROBE NIEASUREMENTS

OF LOVWER—HYBRID WAVE SPECTRA IN THE PRESENCE
OF LOVV—FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS

B, Fischer and ll. Kramer
Institut fiir Experimentalphysili ll. Rnlu‘JUniversitat. Hochum

D4630 Bochum l. Germany

Abstract
Coliei'ILVL COyseattering as well as rf probe diagnostics (phaseesensitive method and

mom);mirorrelation analysis) are applied to im‘es.

(Llli waxes launched to a linear plasma column by a slow-wave antenna. it is demon?
gate small amplituoe lower-hybrid

strait‘tl that low-frequency (ll) fluctuations may strongly affect the lower-hybrid (LH)
“aw propagation and damping.

Experiment
The iraxestigations were performed on a linear magnetized plasma [125 z 10“mn“3.

736/711, : 0,57 1‘ Ta : 377d", Ti = 0.5 ~2612BD: 210 —‘220777T, and [J : ~15! lSUPrr

hydrogen) produced by microwave power pulses {fyp : 6.11011: RV fl.“ PHF 2

160“: rpm“ 2 Mom) launched endeon to the discharge vessel (L : 2.22772~ I? 2

0,125m). Cylindrical and plane Langmuir probes as well as a resonance-crme double
probe were used to measure the electron temperature and density" respectively,

The LH—waves (cu/2r : TUilsj were launched to the plasma by a. plane slow-wave

among-a ronsisting of 6 plates driven at alternating rf potential yielding Ir” : 1.052771”.

The Lll’h‘pt‘t‘tl‘flt were measured by a (coherent) liomodjrne COg-laser scattering teelr

niquc /1/ as well as by if probe diagnostics /‘3/ By varying the scattering angle
u'ai'uuihi'tiwrs in the range k3 : 40 ~ 100e‘m’1 were achieved. ‘Vl'he scattering signals
were ilererted by a HnTe-deteetor (final : lOOiUH:. D .—, 0.57pm] and processed

by a spectrum analyzer and a boxcar averager. Two probe methods were used to detect

the Lil waves. From phase-«sensitive measurements the spatial distribution of the if

potential amplitude and phase in a narrow frequency band was obtained using a. networlt

anal'yl’rt‘f that. compares the if probe signal with a reference signal. Correlation analysis
oftwo nearby probe signals was applied to estimate the local wavenumber and frequency

spectra. over a. broad frequency interval in the rf range. Similarly, the low-frequency (plf)
density fluctuations were diagnosed.

Results and Discussion
(11) Smir’erz‘ng measurements'
merits where the detector ('urrent in the cone maximum has been plotted versus the

distante : from the antenna, The observations can be summarized as follows: (i) For

in Fig.1, we show the results ol‘ the scattering measure

all pressures and scattering wavenumbers.‘ the scattered power decreases monotonically

with increasing :. (ii) The scattered signal is smaller and decreases stronger with 3‘ if
the ssrattering wavenurnbers are larger. (iii) At lower pressures, i.e. higher if turbulence
level, the axial derrease of the current amplitude is stronger than at higher pressures.
(iv) 'l he power maximum of the wavenumber spectra is located below tiOcz'n’l. 7 The
obscrwtions are thus in contrast to the LH wave dispersion expected. Finally. we note

that the strong drop at larger wavenunibers is associated with the limit. for coherent
detection, i.e. a : Huang)” 2 1.
{b} Probe measurements: The rf potential profiles of the Lil Cone measured at different

diStzinces : from the antenna are shown in Fig.2 for the higher fluctuation level. The
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amplitude in the cone maximum decreases and the phase flattens strongly with :. RElat.
ing the phase slope to the local wayenumber. i.e. ls“; : 09/81:, the LH wavenurnbers
turn out to decrease from (CLH 2 Gem—1 at z : 3.5mm to ktu < 1(;I7L_1 at z : 38.5cm‘
At the lower lluctuation level (not shown). the local wavenumber near the antenna Cor.
responds roughly to the LH wavenumber expected, whereby the phase slope remains
nearly constant. The experimental results were compared with numerical computations
based on a model that takes into account the wavenumber spectrum at the antenna as
well as the plasma inhomogeneity. Close. to the antenna, the theoretical curves lit the
measured traces reasonably if by nearly two orders ol- magnitude enhanced values for
the collisional frequency (solid lines) are talten (classical coll. freq; dashed lines).

In Fig.3, we show the results of the spectral measurements. The normalized fre»

quency spectra. talten at different positions in the LH cone for the lower fluctuation level
reveal that the rt energy is transferred from the pump peak to the sidebands when the
Ll-l waves penetrate the plasma. (For the higher fluctuation level (dashed line), the he.
quency spectra are strongly broadened already near the antenna.) The frequency broad.

ening may be attributed to scattering of the LH»waves from the it density fluctuations.
The lrequency spectral width of the Lll waves estimated by Af N. W((Ire/(0”,!

\/.'t-‘ /l /5/ is in good aoreement with the measurements tor p ‘ 1807::Pa where
l‘g/cg i ‘20, 15 ——8cm. and flf : lilczH ( k0, cu: LH and ll wavenumber respec_

tively, l3: scattering length).
In Fig.4. the wavenumber spectra .S'tlcf) have been plotted. tn the weaker turbulent

case, the mean wavenumber C increases with 1‘ (until 1' : 0.70” at z : 18.56771)
corresponding roughly totthe LH dispersion [or the main component of the antenna
spectrum at the plasma edge. Simultaneously a strong broadening was observed (Alexei_
l )). For the higher turbulence level (not shoun) the waxenurnbez spectra reveal a more
complicated behaviour. A peak (associated with the portion of the energy near the pump

frequency) is seen to be superposed to a broad spectrum. The peak shifts to smaller
wavenumbers, in agreement with the decrease of the phase slope in the phase—sensitive
measurements

In Fig.5, the radial profiles of the rl potential amplitude obtained from the two

probe measurements are shown. Due to the dilferent. bandwidths the damping rates in
the phase-sensitive measurements are by a factor of two larger than in the (frequency
integrated) spectral measurements. Relating the latter damping rates to damping of

the total wave energy. we obtain Im(l\‘J_) : 1.2mm?1 and [m(l:i) : 1.80771‘1 for p =
180mPa and p : 45mPa, respectively. (Here. we note that the damping rates inferred
from the scattering measurements are even still larger due to the strong disturbance
of the wave fronts by the ll fluctuations.) The values that are nearly independent

of the plasma density are by a factor 5 to 10 larger than expected from collisional
and election Landau damping. Rather there is some correlation between the level of
the lfluctuations and the Lll dampinu rates thus indicating an anomalous damping
mechanism associated ith the lo“ frequency turbulence.

/1/ llolzhauer E. and Massig J.ll. (1978), Plasma PhySics 20, 567

/‘2/ lfirdmer M., Sollich N. and Dietrich J. (1988:), J. Plasma Pliysxcs 39, 447.

/Zl/ Andrews P.L., and Perkins FVV. (1983 b), Phys. Fluids 26, 2.546.
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EAsUREMENT 0F COHERENT TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS

M ON THE STELLARATOR WENDELSTEIN 7-AS

WSSattler, W7-AS Team*, NBl-Team“, ECFlH-Group‘”

Max-Planck-lnstitut fiJr Plasmaphysik. EURATOM-Ass., 8046 Garching, FRG

Coherent modes of temperature fluctuations have been observed and
radially localized with a multichannel heterodyne radiometer of the ECE
diagnostics. The modes are observed during NBI discharges wrth edge values
of me rotational transform mainly in the range between 0.32 and 0.36. The
mode numbers are m=3, n=1. The oscrllations in the frequency range 18 to 55
kHz are driven by the fast beam ion component. This can be concluded

comparing the rapid decay (< 500 us) of the mode after switch-off of the beams
with the slowing down time and the energy confinement time. The plasma still
further exists for several ten ms. Critical parameters for the occurence of the
modes seem to be the density and the profile of the rotational transform. No
direct impact on the confinement properties of the plasma is observed.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The ECE diagnostic allows the measurement of electron temperature
fluctuations up to 100 kHz at 24 different radial positions across the
temperature profile with spatial resolution in radial direction of about 1 cm for a
time window of 80 ms in maximum due to restrictions of the data aquisition
system used. Analysis provides radially resolved absolute and relative spectra
as welt as cross correlations between the different radial channels.The modes
observed have relative amplitudes of a few per cent. They are simultaneously
observed by other diagnostics like Mirnov coils, Soft X-ray /1/. and
reflectometry. The strong correlation to the fast beam ion component was
mentioned before. But similar phenomena with about ten times weaker
amplitude have also been observed in purely ECR heated discharges.

' W7-AS Team: J. Baldzuhn. B. Bomber, Fl. Brakel, A. Brenner, R. Buschse. Fl. Burhenn, G. Cattanei, A.

Dodhy. D. Dorst, A.Elsner, M. Endler, K. Engelhardt, V. Erckmann. U. Gasparino. S. GeiBler, L. Gtannone, P.

Grigull, H. Hacker, H.J. Hartfuss, O. Heinrich. G. Herre. D. Hildebrandt, J.V. Holmann, Fl. Jaenicke, F. Kargsr, M.

Kick. H. Kroiss. G. Kuehner. A. Lazaros, H. Maassberg. C. Mahn, K. McCormick. H. Niederrneyer, W. Ohlendorl,

F. Rau, H. Renner. H. Ringler, A. Fludyj, N. Ruhs, J. Saffert, F. Sardei, S. Sattler, F.Schneider, U. Schneider, G.

Siller, E, Simmet, U. Stroth, G. Theimer, M. Tutter, E. Unger, F. Wagner, M. Weinlich, A. Weller, H. Wolff, E.

Wursching. D, Zimmermann. M. Zippe, S. Zoplel,

“NBl-Team: w. Ott, F.P. Penningsleld, E. Speth. H. Teubel

"'ECRH-Grougz W. Kasparek, G.A. Muller, P.G. Schuller, Inst. fiJr Plasmaforschung, Uni Stuttgart
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correponds to a mode of the second type ( the radial behaviour is shown in Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4.: Radial behaviour of absolute (crosses) and relative (squares) amplitude
and phase (open circles) of a mode of the second type. Mode frequency is 32.6 kHz
and the phase shows a phase jump of 71: at an eflective radius of 8 cm. The inner
absolute maximum is 7eV. The relative maxima are 1.5% and 2.4%. The mode was
observed during balanced NBI at 1:0.358 and nedl = 2.4 - 1019 m ‘2. Its spectrum is
given in Fig. 3.
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Two different types of modes have been observed during NBI heated
discharges: the first type shows a single maximum in both absolute and
relative amplitude, radially localized between 10 and 18 cm. Minor radius of
W7-AS is < 18 cm. Correlation analysis shows no phase change along the
radial coordinate (Fig. 1). The frequency of this mode is between 30 KHz and
55 kHz with relative amplitudes of a few per cent. The mode appears only in
the well defined range of edge rotational transform as given above This type
of mode has been observed during balanced and unbalanced NBl. A uniqUe
observation was made during unbalanced NBl: a 31 kHz mode localized at 13
cm with a relative amplitude as high as 20 “/0 (Fig. 2). It has also been
observed that two modes of this type with different frequencies can exist
simultaneously (Fig. 3).

The second type of mode with frequencies typically lower than the firm
group, namely 18 to 35 kHz. shows two amplitude maxima which are out of
phase (Fig. 4). The phase jump occurs between 6 and 12 cm. This type
appears in the same configurational range as the first type. The relative
amplitudes of both types are comparable. They occur simultaneously.
DlSCUSSION

An interpretation of the observed features is presently under
investigation and is done by the authors of reference /1/. Experimental and
theoretical studies (see /2-5/ for example ) have revealed that so-called global
marginal stable Alfven eigenmodes (GAE) can be destabilized by alpha
particles or by the fast circulating beam particles of the NBI, the latter was
proven experimentally at TFTR /2/. A similar mechanism might cause the
observed mode activity in Wendelstein 7—AS. If that would be the case, the
different types of modes mentioned above would correspond to different radial
mode numbers, since due to toroidicity effects the poloidal mode number is no
longer a good mode (quantum) number /5/.
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LECTRON CYCLOTRON NON THERMAL SPECTRA DURING
()HMIC AND RF ASSISTED DISCHARGES ON TORE SUPRA

MTALVARD, G.GIRUZZI, W.D.LlU

Association EUR/\TOM-CEA stir la fusion
CE. CADARACHE F13108 SI Paul lez Durance

1 Introduction
‘ Fan of the experimental program on TORE SUPRA is devoted to the study of the themial

and matter equilibria during RR assisted long discharges ( > 3t) 5 ). A set of 3 Michelson
inwrfct’omuit'ls viewing perpendicularly and l5° apart to the torotdal magnetic field ( Doppler
views ) has been installed in order [OIIIIVCSlln the properties of‘the‘non thermal electron

population produced by the RF power . The usual resonance condition is :

c)‘ci=iL +k,,v,/ (1)
Y

when: we is the electron cyclotron frequency, y the relativistic correction to the electron mass,
k” the parallel component oi the wave number and v” the parallelvelocity of the emitting
electron . Equation (1) shows that the Doppler term in the right hand side increases or decreases
the resonance frequency according to the angle between the line of sight and the toroidal
direction. In particular when the RF plasma current is carried by high energy electrons, the
resonance takes place higher than the electron cyclotron 2nd harmonic for the Michelson view
named Bs for 'Blue shifted‘. Conversely, the resonance frequency is lowered for the Michelson
view named Rs for 'Red shifted' (fig.l). The upshil‘ted radiation is directly coupled to the
receiving antenna while the downshifted radiation is partially absorbed by the optically thick
thermal 2nd hannonio It is then expected sortie anisotropy between the 3 spectral measurements.

In the next section, we report measurements obtained during Lower Hybrid Current
Drive experiments for which a significant part of the plasma current is carried by non thermal
electrons. The last section concerns unexpected observations obtained during the Ohmic phase.
A possible explanation of both situations is proposed with the help of a 3D FokkerAPIanck code
coupled to an L-‘CE calculation code.

2. RF assisted plasmas
The typical Electron Cyclotron spectra obtained on MRS, ML and MBs during LHCD

experiments are reported on fig.2 for PRF : 4 MW, BT : 3.85 T, IP = 1.3 MA, <ne> = 2 1019
m3, V1 = .25 V at t : 6 5. Except for the lsI harmonic that has been truncated, the general
shape is dominated by the downshifted 2”d harmonic emission. The main features observed over
a wide range of parameters are :
.The non thermal 2"d harmonic intensity increases with the RF power coupled to the plasma biit
it is rather insensitive to changes in the parallel index n” of the launched waves related to the
maximum energy of the electrons
.The position of the non thermal peak is independent of the RF power and surprisingly also of
n”. Moreover it is independent of the Michelson view
.The peak width is insensitive to the line of sight, the ”/l of the waves and the RF power. It is
mainly determined by the plasma density. At relatively high densities ( <ne> > 2 1019 m‘3 ), the
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three non thermal peaks Visible on MRS, M1 and M13S have a very similar shape. The peaks are
asvmmettic with a maximum value rather in the high frequency part of the peak. Below <nc>= 2
1019 m7 the latter peak'is enriched with a bump 111 its low frequency part,

The density dependence of the suprathemral peak is essentially due to the presence of the
upper cut-off between the first two harmonics. as checked by ray-tracing calculations. Thus the
width of the peak is not associated with the energy extent of the electron tail.

The lack of 11 significant asymmetry between the two Doppler views can be Lindersrood
by considering, rather than the singleparticle resonance (Eq. (1)), the collective resonancC
velocity. i.e., the electron velocity where the emission is maximum 2. For the 2nd harmonic
down-shifted peak of fn, we find typicallv Vi: v” On the other hand, the n011<thermal
emission originates from the spatial region where the LH waves are absorbed, namely r 2 11/3 for
typical Tore Supra discharges. In such regions a significant trapped electron population is
present. hence for \112 v” the distribution function is nearly symmetric in v”. Detailed
Fokker7Planck calculations confirm this simple picture, as it appears from fig. 3, where a
computed distribution function is shown together with the region in velocity space from where
8(W of the non ther 1n 1] emission originates.

3. Ohmic plasmas
The typical spectta measured during the Ohmic phase are shown'111 fig. 4 for a stationary

plasma of parameters B 1—»— 3. 85 T 1p: 1 2 MA <ne> , 2. 1019111 3.—V1-.85 V at t—— 6 s. The
general tendencies resulting [mm a statistical study using more than 20 different toroidal
mametic fields between 3 and 3.9 T with plasma currents of .5 to 1.8 MA and average densities
in the rangel731019111 3 are:
. A flood agreement within the error bars between the3 intensities in the low frequency part of
the 3nd cvclotron harmonic ( the 3 Michelson have been absolutely calibrated separately using the
same black body source installtd 1'11 it'tzt ).
.A significative enhancement ( Ad/R > it)”1. ) for the blue shifted view in the high frequency
part of the-”‘1 cyclotron harmonic.
. A lower'intensity ol the two Doppler views in the 3rd cyclotron hiu‘monic region.

The last point can be easily interpreted. in the case of optically thin hrumonics, the optical
depth of the resonance layer is increased because of the wall reflectivity. For a perpendicular line
of sight with walls face to face, the resulting intensity is expected closer to the black body level
than for oblique views for which the total optical depth is lower.

ln order to account for the two first points, it is necessary to assume a small anisotropy in
the electron distribution function. From eq. (1), the ctrrve (1) : 2(1)C corresponding to the optically
thick resonance is plotted in the ([3143) plane where B = v / c ( figj ). Non thermal electrons
located above the curve. i.e in the downshifted region, are not visible from the outside since
their radiation is reabsorbed by the bulk 211d harmonic resonance Conversely the ups rifted
region is directly observed bytthe receiving antenna. At this point it is important to notice that
the angle 6 betwecn k and the toroidal direction is a function of the major radius coordinate R
because of the magnetic field lines curvature. Experimentally, we find that the Bs spectrum is
significantl v higher th11111 the perpendicular spectrum for frequencies corresponding to major
radius R” 7 zip < R < R]: R0 + .15 m ( R0 and aP are respectively the plasma major and minor
radii ). The resonance curves for these two limiting radii are shown in lig.5. The observed
enhancement is then compatible with non tl1er111al electrons located in the area between these two
resonance curves, i.e., the grey area of figj, indeed. the emission of such electrons is visible
(i.e. in the upshiftetl region) for all radii R0 - ap < R < R1 and reabsorbed (i.e. in the
clownsltifted region) for all radii R, < R < R0 +11 p
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Various mechanisms able to produce such anisotropies have been invesrigated :

First of all, we eliminated the natural Doppler broadening ACOICD = 3 % of the line since it

would have. produced the same effect on MES» as on MRs- 'The same remark holds for

propagation or polarisation effects assoctated wuh lines of srght not perpendicular to the

magnetic field. in this case, one expect slight deviations froiti the standard pure X and O

ropagation modes of the same order for the. two oblique VIEWS. .

The frequency Shift Ara/03 : .05 ”/0 assoctated With the plasma current is negligible and far

below the Michelson instrumental resolution ( 10 CHI. ),
The runaway production rate has been evaluated both in the ramp—up and during the stationary

. 11355 for vai‘iOuS experimental situations. It cannot account for more than a few eV on MBs-

We have then considered hot electrons present in the plasma center and accelerated during

gawteeth crashes . Indeed, reconnection, if present, could generate current density

singularities associated with very intense local electric fields. However. the expected effect

would be in the opposite direction.

. It is also possible to invoke anomalous diffusion generated by magnetic fluctuations combined

with the inductive electric field . The diffusion coefficient proportional to (SB/B)2 27rR [VI/I

could account for diffusion of hot electrons from the plasma core to outer regions of the plasma.

However, 3D Fokker—Planck simulation including radial diffusion dtte to magnetic

turbulence ' show that such electrons are not evidenced by ECE measurements and cannot

account for the ATe observed.
. We must actually turn to mechanisms able to produce high perpendicular velocities at midly

supmthct‘mfli energies. Detrapping of banana particles is indeed a good candidate to explain the

anisotropy as shown on fig 5. Such electrons ( 10-30 keV ) at the limit of the trapped-detrapped
region, originates the bootstrap current by transfering their parallel momentum to the circulating

particles. A recent study of the bootstrap current scaling in tokamaks leads to

1boot _ .
[P — flflp r

Where 8 is the inverse aspect ratio, [3p the poloidal beta and F a shaping factor taking into
account the peaking of both the pressure and the current density profiles, The fig. 6 represents
Ad / TL. observed at intermediate radius on M35 as a function of [31, for a wide range of

parameters. It is noticeable that high [3p values have been obtained during LHCD experiments.

One has now to be sure that the observed anisotropy is not affected by non thermal electrons
generated by the RF power. Although the ECE calculation code would credit the interpretation
involving high perpendicular velocities, fig.6 should be completed with high [51) ICRH

experiments. Another direct validation of the proposed mechanism would Consist in reversing

the plasma current direction which unfortunately cannot be achieved on TORE SUPRA.
Quantitative estimation of [\d associated with electrons in the range 10-30 keV is being
investigated. For a next work, we plan to introduce kinetic effects of such electrons in the
Fokker—Planck equation in order to account for the observed spectral intensities.

/l/ LRODRIGUEZ et al., Cont. Fusion and Plasma Phys. (Berlin 1991) _1_5_c,lV,353

/2/ I, FIDONE and G. GIRUZZI, Nucl. Fus. fl (1990) 803.

/3/L.POR'1'E et al. , Cont, Fusion and Plasma Phys. (Berlin 1991) @JVBFJ

/4/J.E.RICE et al. , Phys. Rev. A2; (I982) 16-15.
/5/ GGIRUZZI et al. , Report EUR-CEA FOl-Mf) (199] ) Nucl. Fus. to be published.
/6/ l'i.R.WlI_.SON NuCl. Ftis. fl (1993) 257
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FIRST ELECTRON CYCLOTRON EMISSION AND
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROFILE MEASUREMENTS

ON ASDEX UPGRADE

NA. Salmon and A. Eberhagen

Max—Plaa—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D-8046 Garching, Germany

Abstract

The first results of electron cyclotron emission measurements from

the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak are presented together with an overview

of the. diagnostic measurement capability. The measurements have been

made with a Michelson interferometer and constitute the first electron

temperature. profile measurements of ASDEX Upgrade plasmas. A grating

monochromator system and a heterodyne radiometer system are also

described.

Diagnostic Overview
The cyclotron emission diagnostic system on ASDEX—Upgrade consists of a

h’IiClLClSOIl interferometer, an 8 channel grating monochromator and a 16 channel

heterodyne radiometer. These instruments are located outside the tokaniak biological

shield. Signals are transmitted from the plasma to these instruments via, an antenna

system and a waveguide transmission bundle.

Antenna System and Waveguide Transmission System

The diagnostic antenna uses an imaging system to view the plasma radially in the
tokamak mideplanc. It uses a TPX lens of diameter 270 min and focal length 1000 mm

to image emission from the plasma. onto the entrance of a waveguide transmission
bundle. The lens is mounted in a chassis which can be moved vertically enabling
the diagnostics to view always through the plasma centre. lmmcdialely prior to the
entrance of the waveguide transmission bundle exists a linear polariscr that is used to

select either the ordinary (0) or extra—ordinary (e) mode radiation from the plasma.

The waveguide transmission bundle is 25 m in length and consists of 12 circular cross
section waveguides each having a, diameter of 50 mm. The antenna. system excites in
each of the transmission waveguides the T1311 mode.

The Michelson Interferometer
Using Fourier transform spectroscopy, the Michelson interferometer is used to

measure the emission spectrum from the first to the fifth harmonic of the electron
cyclotron frequency. These measurements can be used in the analysis of the non

maxwellicn plasmas generated during> electron cyclotron resonance heating or low
density operation. Also, using the second harmonic portion of the c~nrode emission
spectrum the electron temperature profile from the ASDEX»Upgradc plasma is
obtained.

The Michelson interferometer uses a roof top mirror architecture [1] and an 1118])
hot electron bolometer detector. In a time of 15 ms the scanning mirror can traverse a
distance of 15 mm giving the instrument a frequency resolution of 10 GHZ. Together

l
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with the detector and the transmission waveguide the instrument has a spectral
response from 50 to 800 GHZ. On a. normal aspect ratio (Ra/a ~ 33) plasma this enables
measurements of the second harmonic emission from the plasma to be made from a '
major radius of 1.43 in out to the low field edge region. The spatial resolution of “lass
measurements is ~12 cm.

The complete instrument. including antenna and transmission waveguide, is
calibrated using large area black body thermal sources at temperatures of liquid
nitrogen and room temperature. As it is not. possible to place these calibratiOn SOuI‘CeS
inside the tokamak vacuum vessel they are placed directly in front of a dummy Optical
imaging system which lies adjacent to the torus. In order to obtain the necessary Signal
to noise ratio in the calibration some 106 interferograms are added together coherently
The time taken to acquire such an amount of data from the Michelson interferometer is
~20 hours.

To date the Michelson interferometer has been used to measure the eernode emissicin
spectra. on ohmi ‘ally heated plasmas. Two typical spectra from an inner limiter PlaSrna
are shown in figure 1. The first spectrum is taken at the beginning of the current ramp
phase and the second is taken in the flat top phase. In both cases emission into the
second and third harmonics can be seen. As the optical depth in the second harmonic
is larger than that in the third harmonic (~80 and ~U.06 respectively for the flat top
case) the emission in the second harmonic is dominant. The localisation measurement
capability of the instrument can be demonstrated by an experiment in which the Outer
boundary of the plasma was moved to smaller major radii. In this experiment the
liiagnetic diagnostics and the function parameterisation technique [2] indicated that
the centre of the plasma moved from 1.55 to 1.3 In. These measurements are in good
agreement with the measured temperature profile changes during this phase as shown
in figure 2.

The 8 Channel Monochromator
The 8 channel monochromator system is used for measurement of the second

harmonic e»mode emission from the plasma. These measurements provide the electron
temperature profiles which are used in the analysis of heat pulsc propagation and the
effects of MHD activity

The 8 channel monochrmnator system uses the automatic blaze control architecture
[3]. This is basically an architecture which enables the. frequency of the diffraction
modc to be changed while maintaining the system under blazed conditions. This
configuration maximises the grating efficiency over a wide range of frequencies. The
system has a minimum detectable temperature variation of 10 eV with a. signal
bandwidth of 30 kHz. The system has a spectral response from 91 to 362 GHZ and a
frequency resolution of 4 GI‘IZ. hr‘Ieasuring the second harmonic emission the system is
capable of measuring temperatures from a major radius of 1.43 to 2.05 m with a spatial
resolution of between 3 and 6 cm on plasmas that have central toroidal fields of 2.1 to
3.5 T. The 8 channel system consists of two separate 4 channel grating instruments.
Each grating instrument has a radial coverage of ~27 cm in the plasma the radial
location of which can be varied independently. Each individual channel uses a, single
waveguide of the waveguide transmission bundle.

The system can be. calibrated independently using a standard klystron or cross-
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l'bratcd with thc Michelson intorfcrmueter using the plasma as a radiation siiiurcc.
ca 1

The 16 Channel Radiometer

The 16 channel radiomctcr is designed for measurements of temperature in thc edge

giofl of the plasma and is similar to that dcscribcd in [4]. Such Incasurenicnts are lo
re , .‘s r . . i , . I . . s . .' .. -

be used in the analysis of Hsmode and assocmtcd cclgc phenomena. It is also enVisagcd

[I at as this instrument is capable of very localised measurements it should be suitable
. l , _
for studying; the propagation of stimulated heat wave-s [5]

The radiometcr uscs 3 GaAS heterodync mixers and 2 GaAs SUlJllZu‘lllUlllC mixers to

mix down emission in a band from 43.6 to 187.] GHz into an intermediate frequency
(IF) band. At any onc time only one mixer is used and radiation is directed onto this

mixer by a Ilctwork of waveguide switches. The IF bandwidth of the system \v‘urics

from 6‘5 to 17 GHZ; the prccisc bandwidth being dependent on the mixer uscd. Signals

in the IF band are amplified and divided into several channels by powcr splitters.

To spectrally resolve signals in the IF hand there exists in each channel a bandpass
filter with a different centre frequency. Two sets of bandpass filtcrs are used. one with

passlmnds of 250 MHZ (for plasmas with central fields of 1 to 2.5 '1‘) and the other with
passbands of 500 MHZ (for 2.5 to 3.8 T plasmas). This provides the system with 16
radial viewing channels each spaccd 1 cm apart and having a radial rcsolution of 1 to

2 cm. The signals from the bandpass filters then enter Schottky barrier diodes and are

amplified and low pass filtered. The system has a time response of 10 iis and a minimum

detectable temperature variation limited by statistical photon fluctuations [‘J of a few

electron volts.

The radiometer. including x 'aveguidc transmission and dummy imaging system is
calibrated using largo area low temperature thermal sources.
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The heavy ion beam diagnostic (HIBD) has proven to be a powerful non—perturbing

l for dvmg basic plasma parameters. such as the electron density (71,3) and tem—
too ’ >

ram“? (:71). the poloidal magnetic field (By) and the plasma potential ({b) [1] The
e

p based on time. space and energy resolved detection of secondary particles.

electroh impact ionisation of a high-energy ion beam which is injected

l
l

l
i method‘is

l ated b."genef

into the plasma.
ts is obtained- The purpose ol the present diagnostic is to measure in ISTTOK

0.46 “LB. 2 0.5T. T,.(0) 2 150w. 715(0) 2 5 X 1018 nr3.1,, 2 MA)

BI. and '53. From poloidal field measurements information on the

In this way information on the plasma state at the different ionisation

pain
(a = 0085717.]? :

the profiles of 12....

current density profile (i) Can be obtained. Furthermore. fluctuation analysis of the sit;

“315 will be undertaken to obtain a better understanding of particle and heat transport

mechanisms;

The HlBD is composed of the ion gun (ion source. accelerator and deflection platesl

and a multiple-cell detector. The ion gun is being developed at ABA rusion lll Culham.

'in cooperation with CFN. while the detector and the data acquisition system are being

designed at CF33. From the ion source a 1/1A ‘20 keV (73+ beam will be injected into

the tokamal: vessel. perpendicularly to toroidal direction. By means of the deflection

plates the angle by which the primary beam is injected into the plasma. can be varied

over 5". To obtain a good spatial resolution. the source will provide :rvery thin beam

(d < 0.5 mm) with a divergence of less than 5 mrad.

For a given initial ion energy and injection angle. the code calculates the ion tra-

jectories. as shown in Fig. 1. by an iterative procedure. which is based on an analytical

solution for the equation of motion in three dimensions. (In/q) d'U/(it = E" + 5 x E .

Unless otherwise stated. this code assumes parabolic profiles for me. Tbj and If) in the

core plasma inside the limiter radius. and a constant Ta and linearly decaying 71C and r!)

in the edge plasma. Furthermore. the code uses a realistic magnetic field configuration

(Bf- Bran! J. The differently Charged primary and secondary particles undergo separation

‘ by the magnetic field as they passthrongh the plasma. The points of ionisation from

Which the secondary beams emerge were equidistantly chosen.

In Figs 2a. 3a. 4a the secondary particle intensity along the vertical (y) axis of

the detector plate. is calculated for various plasma conditions. In Figs 2b. 3b. 4b the

particle distribution over the detector surface is shown. We have assumed a continuous

multiple-cell detector which collects the doubly charged cesium ions created along the
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entire flight path of the primary
beam. The detector is mouflted

y in the 31—2 plane at :z: : *16 CTR.

The toroidal axis is along z_ From

Figs '21). 3|). 11b it can be Seen that

the detector area must be at least

equal to 150 X 10 mm? .
The advantage of using a Con.

tinous array is that entire profiles
of 119. q) and B], can. readily be mea-

sured.while. doing fluctuation
i. . . .

" analysrs. a more realistic k‘Spee
l3 trnni is obtained than with Other

1 detection techniques [2]. The Size
of the single detector plates deter.

mines the sample Volumes. and,
hence. the spatial resolution. The
finite beam width has been neglec_

ted in the simulations.

Tor given pinnary beam cur.

rent I... the expected secondary

beam intensity on the j-th detector
cell can be calculated from

Fig. 1 - Situation. and ion beam trajectories.

(a) liner. (h) tomidnlfleld curl. (c) multiple—

cell detector,

”-1

I] : 2L,1 exp(——/ ‘11,: (.91) 013 ([31) ”a (11,-) (712 (11 (exp(—/
R. . ,3

W W—d

A B

The points of injection. ionisation and exit from the plasma are given by H1, Ti. and

H". respectively. The ionisation cross sections are denoted by r112 and 023. The factor A

‘leterinines the attenuation of the primary beam as it passes through the plasma from the

injection point B, to the point ofionisation. ('3'. The factor B determines the attenuation

of the secondary beam. Since 023 < a”, this factor was not taken into account in the

calculations presented in this paper. More refined calculations. which include factor B.

will be presented at the conference. The factor '2 arises from the double charge of the

secondary particles. The lenght of the sample volume is dl.



2a the secondary beam intensity is shown for various electron densities. As is
In Fig

ed from Eq. (1). the detector signal is approximately proportional to the density.
expect

u‘gc densrties.
or 1‘ . . . . .

i“) secondfil‘v particle distribution over the detector area. is not affected (Fig. 2b).1 t
F 0111 the intensity curve the density profile can theoretically be retrieved.
r

an asymmetry is observed. due to the primary beam attenuation.

in Fig‘ 33 we present the beam intensity for several electron temperatures. As can

be seen, this int
on cross section. especially in the temperature range Expected for ISTTOKensity does not remain constant. A change in TE will modify the value of

the ionisati
(50 N T» g 200 (V). From Fig, 31) it can be observed that a change in temperature

(here fr
{some 2 mm)
bv 45(0) : -151; TE. A spatial detector resolution of 0.1 mm. corresponding to about 15

Volt. is feasible. However. poloidal field fluctuations with Bp/Bp > 0.2%. resulting in an

cm 100 to 300 eV) causes the spatial distribution to shift slightly into y direction.
due to a change in the plasma potential. which we assumed to be given

appfifem- vertical Shift of the same magnitude. might hamper the interpretation of this

vertical Shift. Therefore direct energy analysis of the secondary particles is necessary

to obtaiirclear potential measurements. This will require an adaptation of the detector

presented here.

The influence of the plasma current on the detector signal. was also investigated. A

change of the current does not affect the intensities (Fig. is), but gives an appreciable

shift along; tOrOidal direction (Fig. 4b). This shift is almost proportional to the plasma

current. To determine the current density profile a more detailed modeling is necessary.

The HIBD can also be used to observe changes in the current profile as well as in the

plasma column position. These changes are expected to occur for instance when electron

cyclotron current drive will be applied in a later stage. Several current profile were chosen

to simulate shifts and deformations of the normal parabolic one. It was found that a

shift of the plasma column leads to a considerable change of the toroidal position of the

secondary particles on the detector plate. due to the associated change in the poloidal

field structure Deformation of the parabolic current profile into a hollow profile is seen

to have only a minor effect on the toroidal position. Results will be presented at the

conference. More complex cases are being studied at present.

In the future. we expect to do. while covering the entire duration of a single discharge

(20 ms). some ‘25 simultaneous profile measurements of as. (15 and Bp. The signals will

be sampled with a 1 MH7. rate and a bandwidth of 300 kHz in order to permit the

evaluation of MHD mode levels and analysis of particle transport phenomena. To make
a rapid data analysis and recursion to the required plasma parameters possible. the
trajectory simulation code will be used to set up an extended data base for fast profile

determination. based on function parametrisation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BOXCAR IMAGING SYSTEM

FOR VISUALIZING MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE

IN TOKANIAK PLASMA

S. Sakurai, N. Ohno and S. Takamura

Depmment of Electrical Engineering. Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya University,
Furo—cho, ChikusaAku, Nagoya 464—01. Japan

INTRQDUCTION 1 Magnetic field line structure has great effects on plasma confinement. lts
f

'

imaging in tokamak confinement devices is useful to research fundamental physrcs of plasma

transport In a stellarator-type device, various electron beam probing methods have been

generally

contrary, only the electron beam probing method by using a movable Faraday cup for beam

detection was performed in the tokamakAtype device l4l. We‘ve developed an imaging system

ncture patterns of toroidally circulating electron beam on a poloidal plane so that we may

used for mapping the magnetic surfaces, but in vacuum condition /1,2,3/. On the

of W
know drift surfaces (2 magnetic surfaces) and diffusion processes of test electron cloud. This

instrumentation With a good spatial resolution, less than a few mm, consists of three

techniques: (1) electron beam detection by scanning a fluorescent rod; (2) boxcar imaging with

a high repetitive tokamak discharge /5/; (3) appropriate shuttering of fluorescent light from the

rod, avoiding the strong plasma radiation. The distortion of drift orbits by an error field has

been observed, Which mainly comes from a toroidal magnetic field coil current, Puncture

points of electron beam on the poloidal plane were found to be much diffused than might be

expected from classical collisional processes.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT : The experimental arrangement in CSTN—III shown

schematically in Fig. 1 consists of an electron gun, a fluorescent rod, an imaging system and a

trigger controller. CSTN-Ill is a small research tokamak of major radius 40 cm, minor radius

10.3 cm, toroidal magnetic field < 01 T, plasma current < 1 kA. Pulse electron beam (pulse

width < 100 ys) emitted by a movable electron gun is detected by a fluorescent rod located at

90° toroidally away from the gun. Fluorescent light from the rod excited by the electron impact

is detected by an image—intensified CCD camera that views the poloidal cross section through a

tangential port. Since the CSTN-III discharge can be reproducibly pulsed, an image of

fluorescent light on the poloidal cross section can be reconstructed from pictures of fluorescent

rod scanning across the poloidal cross section. The triggering of the electron gun and the

camera is synchronized to the tokamak discharge. An image taken by the ICCD camera is

digitized to 8 bits by the image processor. CSTN—lll tokamak is operated in the high repetition

rate of 10 Hz, we can integrate image data at each positions of fluorescent rod and average

them over several tens of discharge to obtain puncture patterns on the poloidal cross section.

The fluorescence has a decay time longer than the discharge duration (< 2 ms), To avoid a

Strong plasma radiation. the ICCD camera is triggered a few ms after the end of each
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discharge. The fluorescent rod is excited and emits light by not only the bombardment of test
electrons but also the plasma radiation, The excitation by bulk plasma electrons is negligible
because the electron temperature (< 10 eV) is much lower than the minimum excitation BHergy
of fluorescence. Therefore, to suppress the excitation by plasma radiation is crucial for
successful detection of test electron beam, In order to minimize such an effect, fluoresccm
substance P—27 (Zn3 (POQZ : Mn) and Ar plasma was usually chosen. An U—shape Shield plate
was attached to the fluorescent rod to screen out the short wavelength photon from the plasma_
Furthermore, electron beam profile with low S/N can be obtained by electron beam by
subtracting the integrated image data with electron beam from those without electron beam,
Thus, the instrumentation has a good spatial resolution of about 0.5 mm, and can give a
puncture pattern of electron beam on the poloidal cross section in a few minutes

RESULTS : Orbits of toroidal drift without tokamak plasma in a simple toroidal magnetic field
are shown in Fig. 2 (a). The electron gun was located at X: 4.3.5.7 cm and Y: 3 cm on the
poloidal cross section. The background pressure was about lxlO-f’ Torr. The electron beam
was drawn out through a 2-mm aperture by the bias voltage of 500 V. Electron orbits was
found to be deviated from a vertical line to the outward as going downward and the deviation
depends on the intensity of toroidal magnetic field. Comparing observed orbits With those
calculated by an electron orbit tracing code. we concluded that the error field in horizontal
direction was about 0.9 gauss in the toroidal magnetic field of 0.1 T. Drift orbits with the
compensation of horizontal magnetic field coil is shown in Fig. 2 (b). The electron gun was
located at X: 0,4,6,8 cm and Y: 3 cm on the poloidal cross section.

Typical puncture pattern of electron beam in the tokamak plasma is shown in Fig. 3, when
the plasma current Ip = 800 A and the electron beam energy is 600 CV. A position of plasma
column measured by magnetic probes was 1.5—cm outside from the center of poloidal cross
section, A very clear image of electron drift surface has been observed in the present system. In
order to detect the fluorescent light by electron beam excitation when the plasma current and
the radiation were strong, a higher acceleration voltage will be necessary to enhance the
fluorescent light emission and distinguish its light from that excited by the plasma radiation.
Such a high energy acceleration makes drift surfaces of electron beam shift inside about 1 cm
from the center of plasma current and therefore the magnetic surfaces.

The profiles of rotational transform of electron beam were also measured by moving the
electron gun in a series of different position of minor radius to calculate the q profile. It was
found to have a peeked profile when the plasma current and the toroidal magnetic field were
strong.

The number of toroidal rotation of electron beam was observed about tip to only 10 turns. It
was very small numbers as compared to that based on the relaxation time of a classical
collision. It is considered to be attributed to the electron beam scattering due to the possible
magnetic fluctuation.
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toroidal magnetic field B! = 0087 T. beam acceleration voltage Va = 500 V.
(a) before correcting the error field,

the electron gun was located at X = 71357 cm, Y : 3 cm.
(b) with the correction oferror field,

the electron gun was located at X : O,4,6,8 cm, Y = 3 cm.

Fig 3: Typical electron drift surface in u tokamak configuration.
plasma current 1p : 800 A, toroidal magnetic field BL: 0.1T,
beam acceleration voltage Va: 600 V, plasma position AX = 1.5 cm,
the electron gun was located at X : 4 cm, Y = 0 cm.
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Statistical analysis of luminescence signals
observed during pellet injection.
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INTRODUCTION. _ _ ~ . _ .
We repott on a comparative Study of luminescence Signals measured during pellet injection

into two plasma experiments, the stellarator Wendelstein W7-AS and the tokamak ASDEX.

The first is Characterized by low shear, while the second has shear typical for a tokamnk.

The luminescence signal shows strong oscillations. Two models, which could describe this

phenomenon, are discussed.
The first model states that the thermal flux onto the pellets surface during its flight depends
mainly on rational l/q - values. On magnetic surfaces with rational l/q, thermal flux and
ablation rate are low, the luminescence signal should show a minimum.
The second model states a self-shielding of the pellet by its own ablated material, which

reduces the heat flux. in this case, oscillations are mainly caused by thermodynamic effects

during ablation.
Fast-Fonriet'-Ca1culations (FFT) are performed to find common frequency contributions in
the luminescence signals. Additionally, several cross correlation techniques are used to
investigate the role of plasma parameters as well as the value of llq for these oscillations.

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL.
Deuterium pellets are injected into magnetically confined plasma discharges. Each pellet

contains about 5 *1019 atoms and has a velocity of about 600 m/s. During ablation of the

pellet in the plasma, the luminescence signal is observed by means of fast photodiodes. The

resulting signals tue digitized and thus made available to numerical calculations /1/. We

compare photographs of the ablation cloud with the registered signals. Then we try to locate

rational values on the photograph and in the luminescence signals.
The luminescence signals are Fourier-transformed, and a number of transformed signals for
different pellets is superposed to evaluate common frequency contributions.
Furthermore, we calculate the Cross-Correlation function for pairs of luminescence signals
of different pellets. Then we evaluate the integral over a certain frequency interval in the
frequency power spectrum of these Cross—Correlation function. The limits of the frequency

interval are chosen such that strong common contributions from both signals lie within it.

Finally, a number of integral values is compared with mean plasma parameters for the

corresponding pairs of events by means of a linear regression analysis. To test for statistical

relevance of the regression, most probable limits for the linear relation are calculated by

means of a 95% F-Disoibution test.
Mean values of plasma parameters are taken into account as well as differences between
them to find out whether two luminescencesignals are ’more similar to each other’ when the

corresponding difference between the plasma parameters is small.
Due to the fact that the observed parameter ranges are chosen very small, only linear

dependencies need to be taken into account. No non-linear relations -as for scaling laws-

havc to be considered. This makes our numerical calculations extremely easy and allows for
quick tests whether there exist statistical dependencies between Cross-correlation data on the
one hand and certain plasma parameters on the other. To test for nonlinear relations,
ansaetze for scaling laws were made by means of SAS software /2/.
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We have chosen the signals of the photodiodes for these investigations, because they can
easily be made accessible to numerical calculations, in contrast to photographs, Which
usually need image processing for evaluation. Additionally, the luminous cloud appm-enfly
follows the magnetic field litres, as already observed by the TFR-Group /3/. But this is not
the information we search for.

ABLATION MODEL.
We present now a model for the ablation of a pellet as proposed by J. Neuhauser and R.
Wunderljch /4/. Further descriptions of related models see /5 7 7/. This model puts emphasis
on the description of the ablation as a process, which is controlled by a selfishielding Ofthc
pellet by its own, already ablated material, forming a dense and cold cloud surrounding the
pellet. This cloud is responsible for a reduced heat flow along the magnetic field lines Onto
the surface of the pellet, and thus to a reduced ablation rate. Nethertheless, the effectivity of
the self~shiclding at a given moment is dominated by the ablation rate at an earlier moment,
because the ablated material is magnetically captured at the instant when it is ionized,
meanwhile the pellet follows its trajectory across the magnetic field lines with constant
velocit .
According to this model, the ablation rate m’(x) at a position x in the plasma is given by the
expression

mix) : -f(x)
m(X) 2/3 p, ,7,?) explhtxil, m (x-pigtmdp) <1).

Here, f(x) is the ablation rate of the unshielded pellet, h(x) is the inverse of amass unit per

unit area which describes the attenuation of the incoming heat flux, p0 stands for the

ionization radius, g( p ) is the radial cloud profile. The term m’ (x A p) in the integral gives
the retarded shielding effect on the ablation rate m’ (x) at position x.
Numerical and analytical analysis of the above expression lead to the striking feature that the
ablation is not smooth, but is much more dominated by oscillations as a result of the non—
local self-shielding. ‘

RESULTS.
Luminescence signals zu'e compared with photographs of the corresponding ablation cloud
and q-profiles. Nethcrtheless, no unambiguous relations can be found between dark/bright
zones on photographs, dips/peaks in the photoelectric signals and positiotis of rational q-
valucs in the profiles. This holds for measurements on ASDEX as well as on Wendelstein.
The only exception is given for pellet traces at ASDEX for the moment when the q = 1
surface is traversed. In sortie cases this position can be identified in our signals. At
Wendelstein, in some examples the magnetic axis can be observed.
Fig. 1 shows, as an example, a photograph of the luminous cloud after pellet injection. The
pellet comes from the right and moves to the left. Striations can be observed, which form a
pattern of stripes parallel to the magnetic field lines.
Fig. 2 shows the result of a superposition of 31 single Fourier—transform calculations from
3] different pellets, injected into ASDEX. A common frequency contribution around
ltXlkHz i30kI—lz can be observed. Similar results with almost equal frequencies are obtained
for Wendelstein. The peak at low frequencies is due to a bias on the photoelectric
luminescence signals. Comparable frequencies had been observed in other plasma
experiments, too /8/.
Fig. 3 shows the correlation between the integral value of the power spectrum of the Cross
correlation function for pairs of pellet injections (ordinate) and the mean q-values at the
septiratrix (abscissa) for the ASDEX-experiment for a total of 45 different Crossvcorrelation
values. Linear regression as well as most probable limits for linear relation are indicated by
linear / curved lines. Here, Cross-correlation data seem to be independent of q. Fig. 4
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ar result, but for mean peaking values of the electron density along the
a linear dependency is given.shOWS a simil

abscissa. Here,

DlcSSION. _ ,
Due to low shear at Wendelstein only a small number of rational values can appear, thus
making an identification Very simple. Nethertheless, it turns out that no unambiguous
a ointment of rational q-values to minima in the signal can be made. This holds for the
hotoelectric signals of the luminous cloud as well asfor photographs. That shows that the

_ rofile cannot be determined by this method. This‘snuation is even more complicated tor

the ASDEX experiment, where a large number of rational q—values is given. . .

Fourier analysis for a number of pellet events snows common frequency contributions
around 100 kHz for both plasma experiments, despite of different q—pi'ofiles. This indicates

the minor role of rational qfvalues for the ablation process on the one hand, but is very well

consistent with the predictions made by neutral gas shielding models on the other. Taking

into account the actual q-profiles and a posstble influence of rational values, this frequency

should be about a factor of 10 lower for Wendelstein because of the lower shear. But this

effect cannot be observed.
Linear regression between Cross-Correlation values and q—values, as well as other plasma
parameters like electron density or electron temperature, show that the role of the q—profiles

for the luminous cloud is only of secondary importance. Much more, peaking of the electron
density profile or the electron temperature seem to be the dominating factors. Nethertheless,
certain extremely rational values, as q=1, can influence the luminescence signal to some

extent, too.
The ShCHIlCSS stellarator experiment gave us the possibility the clarify the role of rational q-
values for the ablation. This helps, in turn, for a better understanding of the oscillations for
the ASDEX experiment in terms of the neutral shielding model, too.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A common feature in interferometry is the presence of two independent optical chan-

nels. Since wave phase in a medium depends on the geometrical path, polarization and ra-

diation frequency, respectively, one can distinguish three types of interferometric schemes

when the channels are geometrically separated, or separation occurs in polarizations or

radiation frequencies.
Traditionally, interferometers of the first type are used for plasma diagnoétics in which

ls have different geometrical paths. This feature causes the basic disadvantage

high sensitivity to vibrations. To minimize the influence of vibrations

ken in traditional interferometers which complicate the
the channe

of such schemes —
a set of forced measures are ta
diagnostic system to a large extent:

1) use of massive vibration isolation structuresl;

2) higher wavelength of probe radiation (10.6, 118, 337mm)”;

3) use of the two-wavelength interferometers with compensation at the shorter wave—

length (0.63,3.39um)3.
Use of long wavelengths is constrained by the influence of refraction since in many

modern plasma devices plasma gradient is large. Relatively higher line density < ntl >=

10“+1016cm'2 in contemporary plasma devices, in principle, makes it favorable to employ

visible and near—infrared radiation where refraction is negligible and interference phase

shift is sufficiently large. However, in this region interferometers are greatly subject to

the influence of vibrationsz.
We have developed a. measurement scheme based on a dispersion interferometer (Di),

suggested independently in refs”, for plasma diagnostics in the experiments on controlled

fusion. DI optical channels have the same geometrical path and are separated in radiation

frequency. Use of a common optical path causes the main advantage of the DI technique

— low sensitivity to vibrations of optical elements.
The use of the DI technique for diagnostics of a laser spark in air6 and of arc dis-

charges7'8'9 has shown its essential advantages as compared to classical interferometers.

Interest in the DI technique from the viewpoint of its application in controlled fusion de

vices is determined also generated by the possibility of developing a compact multichannel

interferometer not requiring a vibration isolation structure.

2. THE GAS DYNAMIC TRAP

DI has been used on GasDynamic Trap (GDT). The experimental GDT is a device

designed to a study the physics of the idea, proposed inn”, plasma confinement in an
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axisymnietric mirror machine with a large mirror ratio R >> 1 and a length exceedin
the ion effective mean free path with respect to scattering into the loss cone. The detailed
description of the experimental device is given in 1‘3. Schematic diagram of the device is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig: 1. Schematic diagram of
Gas-Dynamic Trap device. (1)
Central vacuum chamber; (2)
coils of magnetic system; (3) mi:—
ror coils; (4) expander Vacuum
chambers; (5) plasma absorbers;
(6) plasma gun; (7) atomic beam
injectors; (8) optical axis of dig.
persion interferometer

The experiment scenario consists of the following sequence of plasma preparation,
seating and decay processes. Relatively cold ("10eV) preliminary plasma is injected into
the device from plasma gun located in the expander (Fig.1). The time of plasma gun
operation is usually 31-713. The heating process starts after plasma gun’s switching ofi‘_
Atomic hydrogen beams are injected into the trap from neutral—beam injectors.

Radial density profile is close to a Gaussian one, with a characteristic redial scale.
length of 6.50m in the midplane of the trap and a maximum on-axis density nemax =
(1—:— 8) - 1013cm_2.

3. D1 ON GAS-DYNAMIC TRAP
The D1 in the simplest case consists of two optical frequency doublers between which

the object under study is placed. Figure 2 clarifies the principle of its operation.
Fig. 2. Principal scheme of the DI: FD
— frequency doubler; PH A photodetector;
solid line e probe radiation; dashed line —
second harmonics radiation.

Probe radiation with frequency w is partially converted into the second harmonic (SH)
1!] the first doubler, after that two waves with the frequencies w and 2m propagate in
the medium through the same path. In the second doubler the probe radiation is again
converted into SH, and the remaining portion is absorbed by the light filter. Thus, at
the photodetector interference is observed between the two waves of SH. One of them
is generated in the doubler before, and the other after passing the object. Interference
signal from the photodetector U(9) has the form:

U(€)oc12.,=Il+Ig+2\/1112c0s0 1
where L, I9; are intensities, and 6’ is the difference of phases of the interacting waves. The
phase difference 9 is the doubled ( due to conversion in the second doubler) phase of the
fundamental wave minus that of the SH wave generated in the first doubler:

9 = 2901M — (new) = (zit/C) / [n(w) — n(2w)]dl 2
o

where n(w) is refractive index of the medium under study, and integration is performed
along the probe beam. Thus, the second DI feature is that the phase difference measured
is determined by dispersion of the refractive index of the medium.
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THIS is particularly useful for the DI applications to plasma diagnostics where the
. ersioll of refrantive index is, as a rule, governed by the electrons. Using the well

:15:l expression for the plasma. n(w), it is possible to obtain the following proportion

{01’ the phase shift:

A6 = (BeZ/cgpx < n51 >, 3

where /\ is the probe radiation wavelength, < n51 > is line density of electrons, all the

rest of the symbols are standard.
We'should note that the above scheme is only weakly Sensitive both to the change

in the distance between doublers and to vibrations of optical. elements, since the air and
)ptical windows have low dispersion, Thus, for radiation with /\ : 1.06pm the quantity
1710”) ’_ flaw” is 5 x 10—6 for air and :4 10"2 for quartz.

EvidentlyI DI may work in the range of wavelength where the frequency doublers

exist» According to Ref.10 this range is from 0.5mm to 10.65pm. ' ‘o diminish the influence

of refraction in our experiments we have used shortewavelength probing radiation with

,\ : 1.06n1n. In this case the registration in the invisible spectral region (A : 0.53pm) is

an additional favourable condition.
Second—type phase-matched KTP crystals have been used as Optical frequency dou—

blerm A YAG:Nd loner (A = 1.06pm) with the power of SW is used as a radiation source.

The quartz wedge is used for calibration and set up to linear section of curve (1) Dis—

persion phase dilference related to plasma has been determined according to the Change
in photodetector signal with the plasma impulse transmission.

Note, that under the conditions of GDT experiments (and also for the majority of

modern plasma devices“) the characteristic values of < ml >, according to expression
(3)’ {or the wavelength A = 1.06nm correspond to a phase shift A9 < 71'. Therefore, the
sign of the phase shift can be determined by calibration.

To reduce the noise of output signal the power supply has been stabilized and a

compensation of the rest noise using standardization by input SH noise has been made.
It gives the relative noise level of 1.5 x 10“ in the frequency range 100 kHz, which
corresponds to < ncl >min§ lUlacm‘g. Spatial resolution was ] mm, Typical oscillograrn
of the plasma line density taken in one of the GDT working modes is shown in Fig.3.
Maximum < ml > value is 0.9 X10“cm_2, which corresponds to A9 = 4. X 10—3. The time
evolution of the plasma line density obtained with the help of D1 is in good agreement
with data observed by other diagnostic systems: Langmuir probes, diagnostic neutral
beams and infrared Michaelson interferometer. ‘

Fig. 3‘ The time evolution of plasma line density1} ”e|,10“crn‘z

1‘! taken on one oi the GDT working modes. The

l t time of plasma gun operation is 3 ms, maximum
< ncl > value is 0.9 x 10“, the noise level <
net >mguz :l:1013 urn-'2.
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Our interferometer did not have any vibration isolation structure, all Of itB Componema
were attached directly to the vessel flanges.

It is useful to make a comparison of < ncl >min values and the sensitivity of the DI
system to vibration, with the Michaelson interferometer which is normally used on GDT
(which uses a Clog—laser (A : 10.6um) with compensation at 0.63nm waveIEDgth). The DI
system possesses similar sensitivity and temporal resolution for ten times Shorter Wave
length. The level of parasitic vibrations measured by the compensation interfemmeter
with ,\ = 063,l which was placed upon the vibration isolation structure, was ilOnm.
It is important to stress here that in the experiments with the DI system the millimum
plasma. line density measured was determined exclusively by the level of uncompensated
SH noise, and was in no way related to vibrations of elements. Simple estimates show that
fluctuations of the length of air intervals 3pm and angular vibrations of optical elements
2 2' will result in in parasite changes in the phase Arp S 10".Angular vibration estimates
were made for the second frequency doubler having the length 1cm and dispersion 0.1‘

Summing up, we note that the compactness and simplicity of the Dl design allows us
to consider it as a good basis for multichannel systems.

The demonstrated Dl parameters demonstrated and experience of its performance on
the CDT make it possible to conclude on the applicability of such measuring scheme fer
contemporary large tokamaks.

We are pleased to acknowledge S.G.Rautian and G.N.Alferov for helpful discussions,
and l/,S.Vasileuko and A.A.lvanov for their support.
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VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS ON FTU
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Visible spec

the SDeCtral lines of hydrogen, light impurities (C,O,N) and metallic impurities (Ni, Cr,

Fe), The 171151“
we the vacuum chamber wall and the limiter respectively.

troscopy has been extensively used in FTU to measure the intensity of

a light was collected along selected tangential and radial Chord views in

order m obs.

The \isihle light emitted by atoms and ions was collected by a telescope and

focus-ed onto one end of a 1mm diameter fiber optics. The other end of this quartz

fiber With {/75 was directly attached onto the entrance slit of :i MonospecZ? grating

Spectrometer with f/3.8 and equipped at the exit slit with an intensified linear diode

"fly The spectrometer can use 3 different gratings in order to have linear dispersion
‘ . . ,

0f 3‘, (3 and Ze‘.

spectral range of 3000 A and 7007 A respectively.
nm/mm. We used in our experiments the second and the third gratings to

cover a
The spectrometer has been calibrated in absolute intensity using a calibrated lamp

and a laenhertian diffuser. The impurity influx has been derived from the absolute line

intensity through the calculated value of ionization to photon emission ratio /l/.

H Plasmas
Spectra Collected at the wall location show only the presence of light impurities

hile at the limiter metallic lines can be very prominent. see Fig. 1.

Strong lines of CLLl (41651 Al, suggest a contamination of FTU with carbon. At the
W

beginning of a long series of discharges the carbon and oxygen to hydrogen flux ratios

(l‘c/l‘H, l‘o/l‘H) were 8.4% and 1.4%. After this series of shots and efficient discharge

cleaning this ratio decreased to 1.2% fOr carbon and 0.2% for oxygen. During the same

time period at the limiter Fig/1"“ ratio decreased from 0.8% to 0.2%. On the contrary

the analysis of the OH line at 4416 A shows for the same shots an increase of l‘Q/I‘H at

the limiter from 0.05% to 0.15%. These observations confirmed that an accidental

carbonization of the FTU vacuum vessel was produced in the previous campaign by the

exposure of a plastic isolator to the plasma /Z/. The absolute fluxes for the CH1 and

011 were generally about 6x10” at/in'ls and 1.2x1017 at/mfls respectively at the wall

in discharges with I”: 500 kA and n9: 0.5x10‘30m-3l. At the limiter the calculated flux is

‘ ENEA Fellow
” ENEA Guest;
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Fig l: Spectra in H plasma at 1p: 700 kA Fig 2: Dependence 0f the CID and 0H
and n9: 0.6x1020 m‘3 at the wall (dashed fluses on the electron density, at the
line)and at the limiter “miter

about l.7x101‘J at/mis for CH1 and 1.0x1019 at/mfls for OH with 1p: 700 kA and

n9: 0.921030111‘3.
Usually we observe an increase of Carbon and oxygen fluxes, both at the wall and

limiter location, when the plasma density is increased. Figure 2 shows the OH and CH1

fluxes dependence of the averaged electron density. The situation Changes

qualitatively for the metallic impurities. For these observations we used the Crl

triplet in the 4200 A range, the metastable terms in the 5200 A range and the NH

doublet at 5476 A. The ratio FCrl/FII was about 0.96% at the limiter for a plasma

density of 2.5x1019 Iii-3. With the increase of the averaged electron density to 8.5x1019

m-R this ratio decreased at about 0.028%. in the same density range the ratio l‘NiI/I‘Hy

decreased from 0.45% to 0.018% (see Fig. 3). ‘

Anomalously high intensities of the light impurities lines can be observed at high

density but this is always related to the occurence of marfes. In FTU the marfes are

characterized by a strong radial asymmetry of the Hrl signals which become higher

above the midplane. Figure 4 shows the CH1 and Hp) temporal evolution during a shot

with a marfe occuring at t: ZOO ms. At the beginning of the marfe, the CHI signal

increases rapidly and then it remains constant until the asymmetry in the HQ profile is

present. As opposite to CHI, the H!" signal shows a slow increase at the beginning and a

prompt decrease at the end of the marfe. The ionisation to photon ratio for the CHI

line is a strong function of the edge temperature (for our conditions, Te: 20 keV), while

the same ratio for H]; is nearly independent from the electron temperature.

Accordingly, the CHI line sees the variation of the temperature during the marfe as

opposite to Hfl line which depends on the gas puffing and particle confinement.

In FTU shots at low plasma current can exhibit very peaked profiles of the

electron density /3/. In these shots we observed that the Hrl radial profile keeps its
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canonical form, but with the maximum

displaced inwardly. From the temporal

evolution of C111 and H5 we also

observed that before the density

profile peaks, these signals first

increase and then decrease when
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peaking sets in. In this phase, the CHI

intensity exceeds the Hp one as an

effect of the Te variation. At the end

I I I I I I I I I of this phase, when the density

40 280 520 760 lOOO reaches a flat profile we observe a
Time (ms) strong increase of the Hp and CD1 (see

Fig. 5: Temporal evolution of the C111 Fig- 5)- The light impurities have a

and H13 emiSSion lines during a peaked similar behaviour at the limiter while
electron density profile (represented by
arrows) the metallic impurities are reduced

drastically to zero during the peaked

phase and have a small increase after when the electron edge temperature increases

and the plasma touches the limiter very near to our line of observation.

He Plasmas
In helium plasmas we observed a drop of all the impurities lines and an increase of

the continuum. At the limiter, the HeII (4689 A) to HeI (6678 A) influx ratio ranges

between 1.5 and 2.0 and the HeI (6678 A) to HeI metastable term (5875 A) flux ratio
remains almost constant at 180. At the wall, the FHeI to FHeI of the metastable term

ratio is not constant anymore and varies from 100 to 400 and the flux ratio
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FHeH/FHEI ranges from 10 to 20. At the

wall this ratio becomes 10 times
greater than at the limiter became We
look far from the He source Le HeI.

The recycling is probably stronger at
the limiter and the Hell ions are

flowing through the magnetic field “has
from the limiter to our viewing Chord

near the wall.

Calculating the carbon flux in H
and He plasmas with similar parameterS
(700 kA and 0.7x10‘u’0m-5‘), we observed
a decrease of it respectively from
1.5x1013 at/mzs to 5.6x1017 at/mZS at

the wall and from 8.1x1018 at/m‘zsto

2.7x1015 at/m‘ls at the limiter. As one

can observe the carbon flux is 2 times smaller in He plasmas than in H plasmas at the

wall and 3 times smaller at the limiter. Figure 6 presents a comparison between a

spectrum in H plasma and one in He plasma and shows this strong reduction of the

impurities in the last one. The metallic impurities fluxes are also reduced about 4 times

in He plasmas.
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Determination of 08+ to electron density ratio by the intensity ratio

of the charge exchange recombination and the Doppler—shifted Ha

emissions of the injected neutral beam
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[1] Introduction
It has been an important issue to determine impurity density with a good

spatial resolution. Recently the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy

has a great attraction for ion temperature and impurity density measurements.

A11 absolute intensity measurement of the charge exchange recombination

spectra and an injected neutral beam density are necessary for deterrning the

impurity density. in this paper, a new method for estimating the density ratio

of fully ionized oxygen to the electron density is proposed, and the

experimental result in Heliotron E is presented.
Two kinds of emissions due to the charge exchange recombination of

fully—ionized oxygen and the Doppler-shifted “0. from the injected neutral

beam are used. Their intensities are described as following;
3

IEIEP=GR(?WIHI)) 2 n“(E/k)nimp<0cx(E/k)vb(E/k)) (1)

k=1
3

lfiisROtna)§,1 Ilb(E/k)ne<o'cye> (2)

respectively. Symbol G and RO») are a geometrical factor and sensitivity at the

wavelengths, k of an optical system. Beam density of the three energy

components are described by nb(E/k), and <ocx(E/k)Vb(E/k)> and <oeve> are

emission rates for charge exchange recombination and electron excitation,
respectively. The intensity ratio of these emissions is related to the impurity

and the electron density ratio as
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3

I“ Roam.) mm 2 tats/owiaenovt/mt
1—H; - k“ 3 <3.)
”a Rona) ne (semi aE/k)

k:l

where f(E/k)=nb(E/k)/nb(E).
This method is powerful because the density profile of the injected neutral
beam is not necessary and only relative intensity ratio provides the desired
impurity and the electron density ratio with a good spatial resolution, and Zeff
of the impurity.

[2] Experimental Results
Heliotron E is an axially asymmetric helical confinement system with 1:2

and m:l9 [1]. The major and averaged minor radius are 2.2 m and 0.21 m,
respectively. Currentless plasmas are initiated by 133.2l17. gyrotrons and
further heated by intense neutral beams. A 1.26 in visible spectrometer (SPEX
1269) with a 512—channel detector ('I‘racor Northern. TN6133) is employed
for the measurements of the charge exchange recombination emissions of the
fully ionized oxygen and Hot emissions of the hydrogen beam particles. At the
center of the plasma column, the optical sightline of the spectrometer intersects
the neutral beam which is injected into a plasma perpendicularly. An angle
between the optical sightline and the neutral beamline is 76 degrees. The
wavelengths of the Ila emissions of the injected beams shift by the Doppler
effect, and these are able to distinguish from the unshifted one. Line emission
at 2977 A is observed to estimate the fully ionized oxygen density, 2977 A
which is the wavelength of 0 VIII originated through the charge exchange
recombination by a neutral beam. The excitation rate coefficients for charge
exchange recombination are discussed by Fonck [2] and Boileau [3], and the
electron impact excitation rates are given by Janev [4].

Figure 1 shows the time behavior of the spectra near the Hot with and
without a neutral beam. The integration time is 20 mscc. The vertical scale is
expanded for enhancing the Doppler—shifted Hor emissions. which appear
between the unshit‘ted Hon (6562 A) and C 11(6578, 6583 A) emissions. The

Doppler—shifted H0c emissions, which are observed during the neutral beam

injection, spread due to their three energy components and the motional Stark
effect. The acceleration energy (E) of the beam is 23 kV, and the typical
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fractions of the three energy components of Eli/2 and E/3 are 0.33, 0.25 and

0.42 [51.
FigUI‘C 2 shows the time behavior of the electron density and the ratio of 08+

to electron densities in the above neutral beam heated plasma. The deuterium

plasma is initiated by two 53.2 GHz. gyrotrons and 1.4 MW neutral beam is

injected front 30 msec to 90 mseoThc density ratio of 08+ to electron is

23% and Zc if by 08+ is computed to 1.2~1.9.

[3] Discussion and conclusion

For the intensity of the Doppler—shifted HO emissions. equation (2), one

must be carcl‘ul tor the contribution by the proton itnpact excitation. The

acceleration voltage of a neutral beam increases above 40 kV. the contribution

of the proton impact excitation could not be ignored [6]. The maximum

acceleration voltage is 30 kV in the Ileliotron E neutral beam injector,

therefore, the main excitation mechanism for the Dopplergshifted Ila

emissions is the electron impact collision. In this case, one more merit is

provided that the excitation rates by the electron impact is insensitive to the

electron temperature in the range from 100 eV to 1000 eV, and no precise

electron temperature measurement is needed.
We have. demonstrated the new method for estimating the fully ionized

oxygen to electron density ratio by using the intensity ratio of the charge

exchange recombination and the Doppler—shifted ”0t emissions of the beam

particles. in our experimental condition, this is considered very useful. In the

case of high energy injection of the neutral beam. the intensity ratio provides

the impurity to proton density ratio rather than electron.
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF NONTHERMAL FLUCTUATING ELECTRIC

FIELDS IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAK

B Zuno' F. Castejon and C. Burgos. Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion. EA

28040 Madrid. Spain

] Introdudion. Spatial~resled measurements of Doppler temperature of protons and

impurities in the TJ~I tokamak have revealed that they cannot fit in the generally accepted

frame used for line width data interpretation in tokamaks (1). Within this frame, it is

assumed [it

width is dominated by themial Doppler broadening, i. e. Stark effects due to plasma
at dtte to the density arid toroidal field ranges of these experiments, the line

microficlds, Zeeman effect and the influence of plasma turbulence are negligible. The

strong collisional coupling among different type of ions is used tojustify that protons and

impurities mttst have the same temperature.

By contrast, we claim in this work based on TJ—l tokamak data, that low level of

stochastic electric fields, even being weak enough not to produce quasi-static Stark

broadening, can induce observable effects on the ion spectral line widths. The non»thermal

veloeity fluctuations due to these fields produce a differential effect on the apparent

temperature of proton and impurities. Experimental profiles of proton and impurity

temperature, in combination with a data analysis code described in Ref. (2), have been

used to deduce in the TJ-l tokamak the spatial structure of radial electric field fluctuations

and their behaviour at three different plasma densities. First, we summarize the

experimental and the data analysis methods and second, we present typical results

obtained in this tokamak (3). The influence of magnetic fluctuations is also discussed.

2. Experimental and data analysis methods. Ion temperatures in the TJ—I tokamak

are deduced front Doppler line broadening of hydrogen (line wings) and impurity lines

(CV 2271 A, OV 2781 A,.,,). These measurements are performed with a l m

monochromator having a multichannel intensified detector attached to its focal plane;

spatial resolution is achieved scanning the plasma chord on a shot to shot basis. The

spectral system is operated in first»third diffraction order with a resolution of 105-106.

The influence of plasma turbulence on spectral line widths has been included following the

method used in astrophysics (2). If the spectral line shape is the result of the convolution

of a thermal gaussian distribution and a turbulent gaussian one, the latter producing a

gross mass motion, the full width at half maximum of the resulting line is given (3) by,
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2
A?» = 1.665 (MC) [ (2kT/mi) + 811/2, where g is the dispersion of the gaussian
microturbulenee velocity distribution and the rest of parameters have the usual meaning
This value of Egis the most probable velocity and is «12 times larger than the root~mean.
square value. If this turbulent velocity is assumed to be due to E x B drifts, their

components in the radial, poloidal and toroidal directions, are given by:

E E E B
v 2—13,?! =—L,\7 =r—p<<\71‘ B p B t B2 p

Therefore, when observation is performed perpendicular to the toroidal field and along
chords lying in a plane perpendicular to the equatorial one, Vp is important for peripheral
chords and can produce ion temperature profiles that do not fall down to low values at the
edge as long as non~thermal fluctuating velocities are comparable to thermal ones, whereas
vr is relevant for enhancing central ones Radial magnetic fluctuations, rising toward the
centre in tokamaks, might not have a negligible influence on the radial fluctuating
velocities of the ions, and may contribute significantly when the plasma is observed along
central chords. Its effect can be estimated, for rootemean—square values, by the expression:

where W is the ion parallel velocity. The second factor is the relative radial magnetic

fluctuation, N the number of gyro-orbits per second performed by the ion, in each of

which two small random perturbations occur, and TD the ion confinement time.

For a fixed observational geometry the data analysis code performs the average along the

selected optical pixel of a set of shifted, broadened gaussians split by the local magnetic
field due to the Zeeman effect. The shift talces account the projection of the local poloidal
rotation velocity along the line-of-sight, and the broadening the local ion temperature and

non»thermal velocity fluctuations.

3. Strength and radial decay length of fluctuating electric fields. The former
method has been used to explore whether the distinct apparent temperatures of protons

and impurities observed in the TJ-I tokamak (4) are or not entirely due to the influence
of plasma turbulence on spectral line widths. In Fig. l, we show how the discrepancy

between the local temperature and the CV chord—averaged temperature profiles can be
explained in a low density TJ—I discharge. The local temperature profile is obtained from
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3

the Hi5 line wings and the charge-exchange neutral analyzer at the centre (3). The

simulated profile (continuous curve) was obtained including a significant level of radial

and potoidal fluctuating velocities or equivalent electric fields. E, (ms) or vp were

[‘1d by an exponential function with its maximum at the plasma edge; and ED (rms)
desc
or Vr (mtg) were chosen with a maximum at the plasma centre. Gaussian functions could

proVide also a reasonable fit. Peak values (V/cm-mis—) and decay lengths (cm) of the

gaussian fluctuating fields for explaining this behaviour are given in the plot for the low

density case. These parameters are detemiined with an uncertainty of around 10 7 15 ”/0.

.5 > : 400 e"‘°""“, <£ > = 500 e““‘° 2 50 —'—t‘nfi—'—T—'—m_'——
, m D ""5 chord impurity (b)

300 temperature
. A

'~ vo simulation

. A
200 ‘e t

A _ — a 1 A> 125 i . .
a)
V

A
f— 100 proton A "

local/"an“ temperature
temperature

O "r, r l—J__1’—l—‘

”cm 0 2 4 6 8 10
) _ r(em)

Fig, ll (21) Comparison of experimental impurity and proton temperature profiles in a low

density Tlel discharge, ne =lxlt)l3 cm’3; (b) Similarly for a high density case (ne =

3x10‘3 cm'3t. The simulations were obtained including anisotropic non—thermal velocity

fluctuations, which equivalent fluctuating electric field values and radial dependence are

given at the top for the low density case,

The selection of the fitting functions and parameters was guided by typical results of

Langmuir probe measurements in tokamalcs and the radial dependencies were chosen in

order to account for the chord-averaged impurity temperature profile behaviour due to

turbulence effects. The mts value and radial dependence of the radial fluctuating electric

field are consistent with Langmuir probe data in tokamaks (5). By contrast, the obtained

value for the poloidal fluctuating electric field (rms) is much higher than those deduced by

the heavy ion beam probe (6). However, these high values cannot be‘ruled out. from this

comparison, since the present method has a bandwidth of around 1 Ghz, much higher

than that of the ion beam probe method (1 Mhz). Furthemiore. it is well known that in a

current-carrying plasma significant turbulence can be excited in a range close to the ion

cyclotron frequencies (2 10 Mhz). An alternative explanation, to date unconsidered, of the

radial fluctuating velocities could be based on the existence of radial magnetic fluctuations

Since firstly, the dependence of the deduced radial fluctuating velocities (rms) with radius,

l.
I
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peaking at the centre and decaying toward the edge, is the typical behaviour expected for
the radial magnetic fluctuations (7) and secondly, last expression with typical values of v“
(1-3x 106 cm/sec) and Br/B (10‘3-10'4) would account for the observed vr. In this
case the poloidal fluctuating velocities would be dominated‘by radial fluctuating electric

fields and the radial fluctuating velocities by radial magnetic fluctuations.

600 . 'e 15 . r tE
A . A Er(V/cm) 3 (b) A Erldacay)
E U Ep(V/cm) E O Ep(decay)
2 400 - A g 10 » c a
3 A 2 A

E > 9
£200 — W ‘ — § 5 — . _
i "U All) .

n[10”cm'3] E n[10"cm'°] AO a ‘ , L9 0 D . | I .
0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5

Fig. 2. (a) Plot of root mean square fluctuating electric field values (radial and poloidal)
versus density; (b) Similar plot for radial decay length of these fluctuating electric fields.

In Fig. 2, the results of this type of profile analysis at three different electron plasma
density are depicted. The turbulence needed to explain the impurity temperature behaviour

decreases as density increases as well as its radial decay length. Since TJ~I plasma

conditions are similar to those existing at the edge of large devices, a similar effect could
also account for the high edge ion temperature reported in ET and for the anomalous

central impurity temperatures observed in other magnetic fusion devices.
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Fast Analysis of Spectral Data using Neural Networks
(KM. Roach,

ALTA Fusion, Culhain Laboratory, Ahingdon, Oxon, 0X14 ISDB, UK.
(Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)

Fast analysis techniques are highly desirable in experiments where measurements
ded at high rates In fusion experiments the processing required to olitain

are recor _ i . i .
plfi'“? parameters is usually orders of magnitude slower than the data. acquisition.

(Us ‘
Spectl'OSU’Plc diagnostics suffer greatly from this problem. The extraction of plasma

parameters from a measured spectrum typically corresponds to a nonlinear mapping

bet‘f‘n distinct multieclimensional spaces. Where no analytic expression for the map,

ping exists, conventional analysis methods (eg least squares) are, usually iterative and

therefore slow. \‘Vith this concern in mind a fast spectral analysis method involving

neural networks has been investigated,

Neural networks are capable of pen
forming a. very wide range of nonline
ear mappings using a simple structure
of interwonnected nodes /l/. The
strengths of the inter-connections de-
termine the mapping, and these are
called weights. The output from any
node is a function of a sum of inputs
coming from other nodes or from exten
rial sources. The multilayer perceptron
(MLP) is a widely used neural network

v . . , ) ' ' i . . i . .
l‘lé’mC l- ML} Wlth l Illdd‘“ La) CL topology and is illustrated in Figure 1.

The MLP outputs. yk, are calculated from the inputs, 1,, using, the formula:

zir:itt+ieif (Hanan/1n) (1)

where repeated inclices are implicitly summed, and lira-Jr and Vjt— represent the connection

strengths between the hidden layer and the input and output layers respectively. VGA.
and W5, denote constant offsets to the summed inputs at each node, and f is the

transfer function giving the output response from the node. A typical choice for the
transfer function is the signioidal form:

1
1+ 6‘“ '2fl") =

and this provides nonlinearity in the network response.

Training the, neural network to perform a particular mapping is straightforward
though computationally intensive. [t is an iterative procedure requiring a large database
of examples; ie inputs and their associated target outputs, yi. Starting with a random
set of weights the network computes outputs, 3/13, which are then compared with the

it
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target values. An error function E is calculated;

2 2(yi—yi-‘Y (3)
examples I:

h 1
L4, :

[0
|

and the weights are adjusted so as to minimise E. In a MLP the derivatives of E with
respect to each weight can be computed analytically using error backpropagation /2/)
thereby reducing the computational effort required in the error minimisation Proce—
(lure. Standard minimisation techniques like gradient descent and conjugate gradient
algorithms can be exploited to minimise E efficiently.

After training, the neural network mapping is rapidly calculated using the Simple
operations described in equations (1) and (‘2), which can be implemented either in soft.
ware or in hardware. Here the multilayer perceptron has been applied to the analysis
of measurements from two different spectroscopic diagnostics. 1

The simpler application, demonstrating the feasibility of the technique, concerns
impurity radiation spectroscopy on the COMPASS tokamak. Three intensity mea~
surcments ( KG. 13 ie ‘red‘, ‘green’, ‘blue’) bracketing the wavelength region of the
radiation from a single Boron IV line, provide information on the ion rotation velocity7
temperature and the impurity density, These plasma parameters are obtained from the
position P, the width ll”, and the amplitude A of the Gaussian shaped Spectral line.
Given the spectral parameters .1’1,P,W and the spectrometer response functions, the
expected measurements B, G, B can readily be computed. However, we are interested
in the more difficult inverse problem of mapping H,G,B a A,P, W. The traditional
approach to such a problem is least squares fitting, an iterative and therefore slow
technique.

An MLP with one hidden layer has been trained to perform the nonlinear part of
the mapping R, G, B a A, P, IV. If P, W are fixed, A scales linearly with R + G + B,
This linear part of the transformation is removed by defining D f B/(R + G + B)
and R : R/(R + G + B) and using the neural network to map 3,13 —> P, W. A may
subsequently be extracted from the measurements.

The dataset to train and test the neural network was generated to fill uniformly a
region of A, 1’, W space covering the range of experimental possibilities:

0.03 < A < 0.15
130.0 < P < 300.0

10.0 < W < 100.0

with rejection of the subregion of this space where P > 2300+ 1.5 X l/V. The rejection
criterion was applied to avoid a region of space where the mapping R, G, B —o A, P, W
became multivalued, due to the nature of the experimental instrument functions. 1000
randomly selected A, RH” values were chosen inside the space described above7 and
H, G, B were calculated using the measured instrument functions.

1Neural networks have also been applied to other types of plasma diagnostic: eg reconstruction of
the plasma boundary from coil measurements /3/ /4/, and density profile determination from infrared
interferometry /5/.
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MLPs with '2 inputs, a variable num-
ber N of hidden nodes, and ‘2 outputs
were trained to map from B, ff —i P, W.
900 examples were used to train the. net—
work leaving 100 examples for test pur—
poses. With an optimum number of 50
hidden units the neural network achieved
precisions of 0.9% in the Doppler shift
and 2.2% in the width.

More accurate results can be obtained
in this problem using function interpola»
tion. This is a fast nowiterative method,
but rapidly becomes unmanageable with
the addition of further measurements or
plasma parameters Increasing the di-
mensionality of the mapping in this way
poses no such problems for the neural
network approach.

l fluctuations in real measurements from the COMPASS spectrometer,
with a time resolution of 400,115, produce fit errors of 1.9% in the shift and

These errors should be borne in mind when considering the

required accuracy of the reconstruction method.
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JET charge exchange spectra
are considerably more complex,
and involve eleven Gaussian spec—
tral lines, some overlapping or colr
located. The amplitudes, posi—
tions, zrud widths of the lines vary
widely depending on the plasma
conditions. lon densities, rotation
velocities and temperatures all af»
feet the shape of the spectrum, and
so charge exchange spectroscopy is
a very useful diagnostic. The con-
ventional iterative analysis proce-
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Figure 3: A simulated JET charge exchange
test spectrum with the dashed neural
network i'lt superimposed.

dure to extract the line parame-
ters from the spectrum is compu-
tationally intensive, and requires
human supervision to ensure that
truly optimal solutions are found.

A neural network approach to the problem offers speed advantages, though would
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not provide the accuracy of the iterative method. The neural network fit could Supply
a. valuable initial guess for the Conventional fit. and this in itself would reduce the need
for human intervention.

’l'he feasibility ol‘ using a neural netwurk to analyse this data has been investigated
using simulated spectra. and the results are enrouraging. Figure 3 shows a typical‘
simulated spectrum, including noise. and the neural netivork lit. A large MLP With
100 spectrum values as inputs. 30 hidden units and 19 spectral parameters as OUtPuts
achieved this result. The temperature of the hot component. of He 11 is reconstructed by
the network with root mean square errors of 19% and 5% with and without simulated
noise respectively. These figures are to be compared with a 10% mean error from JETVS
standard algorithm.

A major reduction in computer time has been achieved. with the neural network
results available in ~ Bins. considerably faster than the 5001115 required for the iterative
method. Neural networks could revolutionize the analysis of charge, exchange spectra
by significantly reducing the need for human supervision. Work on applying neural
networks to real .ll'lT data is currently in progress.
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PO. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

‘PermB-“em Address: Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Novosibirsk, Russia

"Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

Introduction

A system for tomography in the wavelength range 300 » 1100 him has been designed for the

Rijnhuilen Tokamak Project (RTP). The plasma is viewed from five directions in one poloidal

lane with a total of 80 pin-diode detectors. To obtain a sufficiently large number of photons

on the detectors and to have a good spatial resolution, an optical imaging system relatively

close to the emitting plasma is used to collect the light. This is in contrast with pin-hole cameras

or lenses on a large distance from the plasma that are normally used in tomography. The
regions of the plasma viewed by different detectors are effectively 1cm wide (the plasma

radius in RTP is 17cm). The electrical system has a large bandwidth (2001cI-12) so that
flucmaflons can be monitored on a microsecond timescale. Different wavelength regions can be

selected by optical filtering, e.g. to study Ha— and Zcfrprofiles. For four of the viewing

directions the imaging system consists of two spherical mirrors inside the vacuum vessel; one

VieWing direction has a lens system outside the vacuum instead (see Fig. l). The system for

visible light tomography has been described in more detail in Ref. 1.

Preprocessing data for tomography

Because of the complexity of the imaging,
implementation of the system into common
tomography codes is not straightforward. Ray-
tracing is used to calculate the contribution of the
local emissivities g in the plasma to the powerf
measured by the various detectors/ll. This can be
expressed in a so—called weighting matrix W:

N

fj = X s'gi , (1)
i=1

where i is the indicator of the N cells in which the
poloidal cross~section is divided, and j indicates
one of the M detectors. Inversion of this problem

Fig. 1: The regions seen by the detector elements
in the poloidal plane of the plasma (shaded) with
respect to the vacuum vessel. The detectors for the
different viewing directions are numbered DA
through DE and for four viewing directions the rays
that reach every third detector element are shown.
M1 and M2 are mirrors. For the fifth viewing
direction with a lens (L) only the total region
viewed is shown.
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by tomographic techniques gives an approximate emission profile.
Because of the limited number of views of the plasma, as a first approach the weighting matrixwill not be used directly to obtain a reconstruction from the measurements [as for exampleiuthe Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) /2/J, but the number of views and the "Umberof detectors will be "increased" by interpolation and smoothing of the measurements. The newviewing directions can best be chosen to be part of a detection system with parallel [39311151116transformation from the real system to a set of parallel beams can be depicted in the 50.0mm(p,qb)-plane (Figs 2), wherep is the distance of the viewing beam to the plasma centre and ¢theangle of the line perpendicular to this beam with the horizontal. In Fig. 2 the Points
corresponding to the detectors of the real system and an arbitrary set of parallel beams aredepicted. Interpolation and smoothing is done by fittin g a surface to the measured data whenthe detectors are ordered in the (p,¢)~plane. Such an interpolation scheme for fan-beams hasbeen developed, for the case of the current system (Fig. 2) it is under development. Twointerpolation schemes have been tested: bi~linear and bi—quadmtjc. Computer eXperiments Showthat the bi—quadmtic interpolation scheme provides a more exact reconstruction of the
tomogram, albeit more time consuming.

The transformation to a set of
parallel beams is not entirely
straightforward because owing to
the imaging system a uniformly
emitting object does not result in
the same measured value by the
different detectors (this can be
compared with the cos 9 and
cos4t9 dependences of the angle of
incidence 6 in the case of a lens or
a pin-hole system, respectively), as
is the case for parallel beams. The
"scaling factor" to obtain signals

270 360 for this system corresponding to
parallel beams is more complicated
than the simple factor in the case of
lenses or pin—holes, since the con-
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Fig. 2: The distribution of viewing beams in the real
detection system (9) and a set of parallel beams (0) in . . i . ‘. .
the (p,¢)—plane (each point corresponds to one detector tribuuon Of the emissrvny to the. . . . . measured power varies along theand the letters correspond to the vrewmg directrons 1n . . , . tFig 1) vrewmg direction and perpendicu-

lar to this direction in a complicatedmanner /l/. An approximate scaling factor for each detector is the inverse of the line average of
the weighting~matrix elements of the detector. Figure 3 shows the simulated power measured
by each detector, ordered by its p-value, for three cylinder-symmetric emission phantoms
before and after scaling. After the scaling the points lie on a smooth curve, while without
scaling there is a large scatter of the points. The line integrals for real parallel beams of the
same profiles give a slightly lower result (some per Cent) for non—constant profiles, which is
probably due to the fact that the approximation Of the weighting matrix by a line average is not
perfect (the scaling factor depends on the emission profile).
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Fig. 3; Simulation of various cylinder—symmetric emission profiles with the detectors ordered
according to p-value before (a) and after (b) scaling. The profiles, which are normalized so

that the total emissivity is the same for all, are: +:constant, o = peaked [PM] and

a=11ollow [pl/20) - 0.9 p2(r), and the maximum emissivity is at r= 129 mm]. Here
p(f) = 1 . (r/afl, r is the radial coordinate and a = 170 mm (minor radius of tokamak).

Tomography methods

Some two‘dimensional tomography algorithms have been modified for this detection system.

These algorithms are: regularized schemes of the Filtration and Back Projection (FBP) /2/

algorithm and the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) /2/. The former algorithm has

the form: n

gm) = (Jdtb Mambo + x ma - y cos¢>dp . (2)
where h is the filter function and f(p,¢) are the parallel beam projection data restored from

measured signals by an interpolation scheme. Because of the finite width of the parallel beams
and other properties of the imaging system that the FBP algorithm does not take into account,
the resulting tomogram is convoluted by some "apparatus" or "point spread" function. It is
pOSSible to reconstruct such functions, thus obtaining an estimate of the half—width of the
apparatus functions and the spatial resolution.

For the ART algorithm the following simple form was investigated:
N 1

1+1 fjar Elihu-8kg. =g.+—:.i W~1-, (3)l 1 H W [1].“) J( )l

where 1 indicates the iteration step, j(l) =1 modM, II W H] is the norm of the weighting—matrix
elements for detector j, and the other symbols have the same meaning as in Eq. (1). Some parts
of the plasma are poorly viewed by the current system (see Fig. 1). For the ART algorithm the
solution of Eq. (1) is therefore ill-conditioned. An improvement can be made by "adding
signals“ by interpolation, thus using a priori information about smoothness of the tomogram. It
is also possible to take into account other a priori information, for example by using a
smoothed tomogram obtained with the FBP algorithm.
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7 Preliminary results

Figures 4(a) and (b) show a mathematical phantom of plasma emission (on a grid of 59 x 59)
A reconstruction has been made from projections, where 5% gaussian random noise is added;
by the FBP algorithm with the Erokhin—Shneiderov filter function /3/. Figure 4(c) Shows the
result of this reconstruction for five fan-beams with 17 detectors each (similar to the CUIrem
system, but with a simpler distribution in the (p,¢)~plane) after interpolation to 25 sets of
parallel beams with 35 detectors each. The mean error for this reconstruction is 13%, compared
to 29% without interpolation. The two islands can be distinguished clearly. To examing the
information content for different viewing directions of the imaging system, a scheme for
calculating Kazantsev‘s information parameters [4/ is under development.

(a) (b) (C)
Fig. 4: Three—dimensional plot (a) and a contour plot (b) of a phantom of the visible light
emission with m = 2 islands. (0) Reconstruction of the phantom, "measured" with five fan-
beams and transformed to parallel beams.
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1. Introduction

The deten‘nination of Zen from visible continuum radiation is based on the assumption

that the line-integrated continuum signal is mostly composed of bremsstiahlung radiation. In

practice a wavelength window relatively free of spectral lines is selected, and the line—

integratcd continuum signal along different chords from the edge up to the central plasma is

measured. The local emissivity 5(r) is then calculated using an Abel inversion procedure, and

the 2m profile can be obtained. Although theory and techniques are well established [1,2},

in any experimental device there remains an uncertainty in the calculated value of Zeff due to

the non-bremsstrahlung radiation from the cooler edge plasma (eg. emission from

recombination and molecular bands). As a consequence, the local bremsstrahlung emissivity

in the outer region of the plasma cannOt be determined and the signal measured along every

chord through the plasma contains a spurious contribution.
In this paper the error in the value of the central plasma emissivity (and Zeff) due to

edge radiation has been investigated. Qualitative analytical considerations have been
complemented by a qualitative analysis, consisting of the comparison of test emissivity

profiles with Abel—inverted profiles obtained from the integrals along central chords only.
The Zeff diagnostic on TEXTOR with the data evaluation procedure is described in

[3]. the limiter configuration in [4].

2. Numerical analysis

For a plasma consisting of a number of concentric rings of emissivity oi, the line-
integrated emissivity Le along chord A crossing the center of the plasma can be written as

I—eA:5010+ 251 1m (1)
I

* Researcher at NFSR (Belgium)
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where £0 is the central emissivity, lo and 1m the chord length in the central and irh ring fol.
chord A. The line-integral along chord B shifted over a distance 10/2 with respect to Chord A
is

LeB = 261' In; (2)
1

By subtracting, one obtains

6010 = (LeA - LeB) - Ear (1m ~1n3) (3)
1

Thus. if the second term is small with respect to the first term on the right hand side, the
central emissivity can be roughly estimated from the difference between the signals LeA and
Leg. The error induced on the central emissivity by neglecting the second term. is reduced by
taking into account additional signals from more outward lying chords. provided that the
emissivity decreases towards the plasma periphery. This is normally the case for tokamak
bremsstrahlung emissivity profiles. For this kind of profiles, the central emissivity, and
hence 2540), can be inferred from a set of chords crossing the plasma core.

To evaluate numerically the influence of the second term on the central emissivity
determination, different test emissivity profiles have been used. Further, a poloidalty
symmetric non—bremsstrahlung edge contribution has been added to the test functions in order
to determine the additional error on the eo—value.

Polynomials of the form

atr) = 50(1 lit)“ (4)
with n = 1,2,3 simulate the emissivity profile (in the present analysis hollow profiles are not
considered) which is integrated along a chosen set of chords; a is the plasma radius. The line
integrals then are Abel—inverted and the resulting emissivity is compared to the test function
(Fig. 1.2).

It is found that, when only the most central chords, lying in the angle interval —
75067 (Fig.2), are used for the inversion, the central value 8.3 of the Abel—inverted profile
matches with the central value En of the test function. In the Abeleinversion routine a zero
value is imposed on the line—integrated emissivity for the chord mngential to the plasma edge.

As a further step. to simulate the non-bremsstrahlung edge contribution a ring of
constant emissivity at, and width Wb is added to the test function (Fig.1). Following the same
procedure described above, the tab—dependence for a (n=2)-profile of the ratio eC/eo has been
calculated for two different widths Wb=0. la and Wh=0.25a (Fig.3). Even for high values of
the edge contribution (ab/50:05, Wb~0.25a) the over-estimating of the central emissivity
does not exceed 10%. Similar results are obtained for polynomials with n=1 and n=3. Thus,
the numerical simulation demonstrates that the central emissivity can to a good approximation
be obtained from a set of central chords only, even in the presence of a substantial edge
signal.
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3 Experimental test

On TEXTOR the limiter configuration. especially the toroidal belt limiter ALTVIl. as
inc of sight through the diagnostic port cause serious problems for a Zeff

evaluation. The plasnia~wall interaction, which is enhanced during auxiliary heating [5]

produces an important nonebremsstrahlung edge radiation at any toroidal angle. On the other

hand the geometry of the optical system does generally not allow the determination of the edge

contribution.
A different test has been performed using an experimental line-integrated emissivity

signal from a TEXTOR discharge. In this case the magnetic surfaces are no longer concentric

circles but a Shafranov shift of 5 cm (or about 0.1a) is imposed. A typical visible continuum

signal as a function of the viewing angle ( (1:0 for a chord crossing the liner center. (120 for

”:5. ago for HFS) is shown in Figure 4. The strong poloidal asymmetry results from the

interaction of the edge plasma with the toroidal belt limiter ALT—ll. The LFS radiation is

mostly composed of freeebound and molecular band radiation. which is superimposed on the

bremsstmltlung signal. Therefore. sector A is not usable for Afieevmttzinon.

For the interpretation of the HFS signal (sector C in Figure 4) two cases have been

'conSidered. 1n the first case the bremsstrahlung signal is represented by the dashed line,

whereas in the Second case the same signal is set to zero in region C. In both cases all chords

with viewing angle GSCIQ are used for the inversion. The resulting Zeff are represented by

curves b and c in Figure 5. Although the two profiles differ substantially at the plasma edge

(due to the different nonerealistic assumptions concerning the edge contribution). they are

nearly equal in the plasma center. This confirms that the non—bremsstrahlung edge

contribution does not affect significantly the evaluation of the central Zeff.

we“ as the l

4. Conclusion

Although a data evaluation procedure in which Abel-inverted profiles are obtained

from the line—integrated emissivities along central chords only, can strongly affect the
reconstructed emissivity in the outer plasma. the central emissivity is rather insensitive to the
edge radiation. The present analysis thus allows a reliable determination of the central value
of Zeff. even in cases where the edge non—bremsstrahlung radiation is significant.
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Mosr of the discharges of technical importance do not show simple distributions of the

plasma parameters. In order to operate them with high efficiency, only a detailed know—

ledge of the plasma parameters can serve as a rational basis for an optimization of the

aspired technical processes. In the case of laboratory plasmas one can often use the appro-

mation of a plasma geometry near a homogeneous or at least rotationally symmetric one,

[hug enabling a straightforeward data reduction. For asymmetric plasmas a quantitative

malygis of the plasma state can only be performed if more sophisticated methods are

applied to the experimental procedure as well as to the data reduction. This paper outlines

some recently developed methods.

Rotationally Symmetric Plasmas: New Abel-Inversion Technique

Side-on investigations of rotationally symmetric plasmas require some numerical in-

version procedure in order to obtain spatially resolved distributions of the plasma parame-

ters. An essential drawback of most of the well—known methods of Abel-inversion is their

oversensitjve response on discontinuities of the side-on data. Frequently problems are

caused by measurement-errors and by the differentiation of too noisy data. As a conse—

quence, the calculated radial distribution is dominated by regions of physically irrelevant

oscillations.

By a new method of numerical Abel-inversion one can avoid this disadvantage /l, 2/.

The unknown radial distribution is expanded in a series of cosine—functions, the amplitudes

of which are calculated by least—squares—fitting of the Abel—transformed series to the

measured data. The advantages of this method are: (a) The method is derivative-free, (b)

neither smoothing nor any other pre-Lreating of the measured side—on data is necessary, (0)

the actual form of the cosine—functions can be adapted to given physical conditions and (d)

the method can be used as a noise-filter by choosing lower and upper frequency-limits. Ex-

perimental tests of this method versus older Abel—inversion techniques have been per-

formed under exactly the same conditions. Additionally the reaction of the different me—

thods on a number of computer-simulated side»on data has been analyzed. The new inver-

sion method showed best results throughout. Therefore we would like to recommend this

Fourier—method for all practical applications of Abel-inversion.
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Interferometric Plasma=Diagnostics by Computerized Optical Tomography

A lack of sufficient spatial symmetry of a discharge usually prevents a serious quanti—
tativc investigation by traditional optical diagnostics. In such cases a inultidirectional ex-
perimental observation has to provide the required different side—0n data for the chosen [0_
mographic reconstruction algorithm. In case of diagnostics by interferometry the invesuga.
tion should be performed using holography /3,4/. This method turned out to be more em.
venient, as far as a simultaneous recording of the different projections is necessary.

Small steady state plasmas, which can be rotated stepwise to the required angular
positions, might also be investigated using a single classical interferometer. In this casein-
terferometry can also be performed with white light illumination, not being possible in he-
lographic interferometry 15/. However, essential requirements on side-on projection data
are both a high accuracy and a spatially continuous presentation of the profile of the \vaVe.
from phase shift which has been caused during the wave passed the plasma. Otherwise the
sensitive tomographic reconstruction algorithms would yield non—reliable results. Spatial
optical heterodyning turned out to be a best—suited technique for this purpose /6/. The
commonly given low—frequency fringes of the plasma are superimposed by an artificially
introduced high-frequency carrier fringe system. This can be easily achieved by suitable
adjusting procedures. The subsequent treatment of the composed fringe pattern by fast
Fourier transformation, filtering processes and back transformation provides the required
resolution of the spatial phase profiles. Another increase of sensitivity can be achieved if
resonance interferometry is used. It makes a selective determination of atomic particles
possible.

In computerized optical tomography of plasmas - transient shock—wave plasmas might
be excepted - the required number of projections can be much smaller than in tomography
for medical applications. Plasmas usually do not show such high refractive index gradients
as they appear comparatively as abrupt absorption changes for X—rays in medical applica-
tions /7/. lite spatial information content to be resolved in plasma diagnostics frequently is
relatively small. The number of necessary projections obviously depends on this given in-
formation content as well as on the size of the spatial area which should be reconstructed
tomographically. However, an appropriate tomographic reconstruction algorithm has to be
applied which is optimired for small numbers of projections (algebraic reconstruction
technique, see ref. l7l).

If plasmas show larger gradients of the refractive index, not only Ihe number of pro-
jections have to be increased, but also the effects of possible ray bending of the probing
light beam due to refraction by the plasma has to be considered. A too large refraction
would not allow to use the straight ray propagation assumption any more. Checks for this
have been performed showing that usually refraction effects can be neglected. Even if
small refraction effects can he already recognized, they do not affect the tomographic re-
construction remarkably. This can be generally explained because ray bending can be cha-
racterized by an effect according to the second spatial derivative of the refractive index,
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whereas for the tomographic reconstruction algorithm only the first derivative of the re-

fractive index is relevant /8/. An example of an experimental arrangement for optical to-

mogtaphy on the basis of holographic interferometry is given in figure 1. This arrangement

is optimized to check for ray bending.

Flgurel. Tomographic arrangement for simultaneous holographic recording of 28 interferograms. l, holder

for holographic plates; 2, mirror gallery; 3, zone including phase object; 4, lens for imaging the object zone

on the CCD camera; 5. CCD camera; 6, to-axiserolatable mirror; 7, beam expansion optic (cylindrical

lens): 8, conventional beam expander; 9, beam splitter; 10, mirror; 11, monomode fibre; 12, tunable dye

laser system; 13, optical table.

Application of Nonlinear Optics: Planar Degenerate Four-wave Mixing

A drawback of computerized optical tomography is the need for a more or less large

number of side-on projections being angularly different. Disregarding the experimental

problems such as adjustment, stability and complexity of the set-up in general, many

plasma devices of technical interest cannot be investigated using this method because the

necessary optical access from different sides is not possible due to compact constructions of

the discharge vessels or due to some special type of operation.

DFWM is a non-linear optical process of third order, in which three laser beams of

same frequency to interact in a non-linear medium, emitting a fourth beam having just the

same frequency to. However, it can only he applied, if a nonlinear response of the medium

can be achieved yielding a finite electrical susceptibility of third order. The method of re-

cording the phase conjugate using degenerate four—wave mixing (DFWM) is characterized

i by a drastic reduction of required optical beams, although it yields directly a two—dimen-

sional signal corresponding to particle densities for the chosen cross-section in the plasma

without using any computerized tomographic reconstruction algorithms.

Figure 2 presents a possible arrangement using planar DFWM. Two counter-propaga~

ting planar pumping beams (amplitudes of electrical fields being 131(0)) and E2((u)) select

the cross-section of the plasma to be investigated (compare also ref. /9/). The probing beam

(E3*((o)) and one of the pumping beams build up adynamic grid (sometimes also called
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dynamic hologram) in the non—linear medium. In this way the remaining pumping beam is
diffracted following the Bragg-condition. In DFWM the signal wave 134(0)) produced in
this way is phase conjugated with respect to the probing beam E3*((n). The observatmn of
the intensity of this phase conjugated wave brings about the advantage that all transparent
inhomogeneities are compensated by following exactly the same way back. Therefore, the
quality of the obtained signal is not affected by spatial disturbances.

The spatially resolved two—dimensional intensity distribution is promptly provided by
the optical process itself. It can be observed using a suitable CCD camera. No tomographic
reconstruction algorithm is necessary. The mechanisms leading to non~1irtear optical pro-
perties in plasmas are preferably connected with saturation phenomena. However, [go
much absorption of the plasma might bring about optical thickness and would make it im-
possible to observe a phase conjugated wave or its correct intensity, respectively.

Figure 2. Sketch of experimental arrangement for spatially resolved plasma diagnostics by planar
degenerate four-wave mixing. El, El, planar pumping beams; 153*, probing beam; E4, phase conjugated
beam (to CCD camera); 1, plasma; 2, pinhole; 3, lens; 4, beam splitter.
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1 Introduction: in order to investigate and localize impurity Iinfluxes in the Wendelstein 7-

A5 stellarator a scanning mirror system has been installed which allows to measure influxes

from part5 Of the wall. hunters and internal structures throughout the UV» and Vtsrble spectral

range 200 nm S 7» S 809 nm. The system is based on a mirror, usually postttoned at the vessel

“.3“, which can be shifted radially, rotated around this radial 8X15 and rotated around an addi-

tional perpendicular axis. thus allowmg to observe about 2/5 of the W7—AS vessel wall. The

~m comprises an intensified diode array camera coupled to an one meter Czerny»
detection 53/5“— .
Turner Spectrometer and enables to take spectra every 17 ms. 'l he whole system is absolutely

calibrated.

Our measurements concentrate on one of the bulk boronized limiters and the poloidal plane

intersecting this limiter. Impurity influxes as a function of time are obtained for fix viewing

directions, while spatial distributions are obtained by scanning the mirror during the discharge

or by shot—to-shot variations of the line of sight, see fig. 1. All ion species within one spectrum

(typically of 15 to 30 nm spectral range) are monitored simultaneously.

in the following we first concentrate on a comparison of inlluxes of carbon and boron from the

limiter. In a next step, the poloidal distribution of Bl-BlV. Cll-CV and OIl—OV atoms and ions

is investigated. Finally, the localizations and radial extensions of the above mentioned ions are

investigated in more detail and the dependence of the radial position and width of these radial

emissivity profiles on plasma parameters is presented.

2, Influir from the limiter: In order to get rid of titanium influxes from a TiC—eoated

graphite limiter, bulk-boronized graphite (20% boron) has been installed as a limiter material in

Wendelstein 7-AS. To determine the flux ratio of carbon and boron due to sputtering out of the

limiter surface CI (247.856 inn) and BI (249.677 + 249.772 nm) transitions have been

measured for different discharge conditions viewing the limiter, see insert of fig. 1. Since these

carbon and boron transitions are separated by only a few nanometers no absolute calibration of

the detection system is needed to determine the flux ratios However,«interpretation of measu—

rements using this CI transition is complicated by the fact that its lower level is a metastable

one.
Method: Fluxes of impurity species z, [‘2, can be determined from measured intensities 11

using the well known relation

" hv BX
Thus, to determine the flux ratio between carbon and boron, l‘C/FB, we need the intensity ratio,

15/13, and have to det .r in . the ratio of S / BX, the number of ionization events per photon,

for both atoms. The ggc/lifu ratios have been calculated by K. Behringer [priv.comm.l

using transition probabilities from J. KLiStCIl and from Lund. Since the actual population of the
metastable CI levels is not exactly known we assumed statistical population which yields a

:4TC S 17

l
l
l
l
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which yields a lower limit of the determined 1“d ratio and which is the reason for the 5.
signs in the results given below.
Results: From these calculations we find a factor of 16-17 for the ratio of ionisation to
excitation rate, roughly independent of electron temperature. Our measurements on W7‘AS
yield an intensity ratio, 15/113, of 0.2 in case of Hei‘+ or D+ working gas before horonizatiOn
of the W7VAS vessel. After boronization the Cl transition is just at or below the level of
detectability and the intensity ratio is smaller than 0.2 (3 0.1).
Thus, we find an influx ratio of carbon and boron from the bulk—boronized graphite limiter
TM}; 2 3.5:1 before and 2 2:1 after boronization. While the flux ratio before boronizaticm
seems to approximately reflect the carbon / boron composition of the limiter, after
boronization, sputtering of carbon from the limiter surface is redttced.

3. Poloidal distribution of influxes and ions: In order to determine the origin of the
impurity inflnxes and the poloidal distribution of the different ionization stages, we performed
poloidal scans of the line of sight across the whole poloidal plane intersecting the W7~AS top
limiter, as shown in figl. These scans have been performed during stationary phases of Seve-
ral series of equal discharges for all emissions within the UV and visible spectral range, 200
nm 5 X S 800 nm.
Results: First of all, no emissions from metallic impurities like titanium, chromium or iron
have been detected. All emissions found in spectral overviews and scans originate from
hydrogen / deuterium, helium, boron, carbon, oxygen and calcium (part of the limiter material
in 900 ppm). Our scans Clearly reveal that, as shown in fig. l, all influxes are strongly peaked
at the limiter, identifying the limiter as the only prominent source for influxes within this
poloidal cross section. Emission from Bl, the neutral atom, is found to peak at the limiter and
does show no further maximum as is expected for a strongly localized source.
While the low ionization stages clearly exhibit the strong limiter peak around S=7050, S being
the scan coordinate as indicated in the insert of tigl, and a small peak around S=6700, which
corresponds to the location of the ion shells, see next section, highly ionized stages like BlV
reveal a very broad poloidal distribution, extending from the limiter across the whole poloidal
range of the plasma. This is seen as a result of the spread out of these ions along the magnetic
field lines and is a consequence of a more uniform distribution of boron in the plasma. These
signals of highly ionized species are no longer representative of local influxcs but more of the
ion density in the plasma.

4. Radial localization and extent of ionic shells: In addition to the local source of
impurity influxes, the radial position and extension of the different ionization stages has been
measured. These measurements are intended to provide information about the radial arrange-
ment of the ionic shells, as a basis for transport calculations, and about the plasma
composition across and beyond the last closed flux surface (LCFS).
Method: To measure the radial position of ionic shells one can perform radial scans across
parts of the plasma cross section (during stationary phases of a discharge). During such scans,
the intensity will peak when the viewing line is tangent to the flux surface where the maximum
of the radial emissivity profile is located. The line-of—sight integrated intensity profile may then
be converted to a radial emissivity profile by Abel inversion. The emissivity profile from Abel
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suall_ version u y has a smaller radial extent (especially toward the plasma inside) and is

iiicaled further outward. ,

Therefore, measurements of this kind are best done across plasma regions where the tangent

15 flux surfaces is longest. However, in our case. we have to avord the dominating source

on “1 limiter, see fig. 1. We , therefore, perform our scans across the lower part of the plasma

23$; (6400 S S S 6950) where the tangents to the flux surfaces are short but where no local

fluxes are present. In the following we discuss the line-ofvsight integrated intensity profiles.

Result: We find that the locations of the singly ionized species Bil, CH and OH (already to

be seen for EU in the full poloidal scans of section 3) very well coincide around a position of

5:6680 for a plasma of full aperture (a=17.5 cm, limiters open). This position correSponds to

the LCFS fit an effective plasma radius of I'eff : l7.5 cm, just‘at the'limiter posttion. The radial

ion shells show increasing broadening and inward shift for higher ionization stages, as shown

in fig. 1'
The radial extension of the singly ionized species is found to be AS“; = 140, corresponding

to an effective radius spread of Neill/2 z 4 cm and the profiles are found to be roughly inside

loutgide symmetric. However, the higher ionization stages are found to be more asymmetric

towards the inside.

By limiting the plasma aperture from 17.5 cm {full aperture) over 14,4 cm finally to 12.0 cm

(smallest aperture) by Changing the limiter positions, we find that the ionic shells shift inward,

become broader and a more and more asymmetric shoulder towards the plasma inside is
building up, see fig 2. However, we still find that a pronounced peak at the outermost posi-

tion (corresponding to the full aperture) remains, indicating that the radial distribution of the

ions spreads out beyond the limiter radius, as the plasma aperture is reduced (compare maxima

and shoulders with the LCFS indicated by the dashed vertical lines in fig. 2).

Thus, we find that all ions of low ionization states do exist well outside the limiter radius for

smallest plasma aperture, where no closed flux surfaces should exist anymore. This is a con~
sequence of the relatively high electron temperature of E l0() cV at the LCFS and the limiter

which is much higher than the ionization potentials ofthese ions.

In contrast, highly ionized stages like BlV, CV and 0V show a very pronounced radial shift

when changing the aperture front a=l7.5 cm to a=l4.s1 cm with no more peak remaining at the

outermost position of the shell. This indicates, that the plasma outside the limiter does not

comprise of these highly ionized species (with ionization potentials well above 100 eV) as a

consequence of the temperature at and outside the LCFS.

5. Conclusions: We presented results of a very powerful scanning mirror diagnostic for
spectroscopic impurity flux investigations in the W7sAS stellarator. Sputtering flux measure—
ments on the bulk—boronized graphite limiter showed a clear reduction of carbon influx
compared to boron, after boronization. Scans across the whole poloidal cross section of the

plasma, inner wall and limiter identified the limiter as the only prominent impurity source.

Important differences of the poloidal distribution between low and high ionization states were

found. The radial disnibution of the different ionization stages of irnpruity ions was measured

and the results showed the existence of low ionization states well outside the limiter radius,

especially for smallest plasma aperture, as wcll as the increasing spread of the radial
distributions.
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Fig.1: Intensities of boron ionisation stages as a function of the scan coordinate S (representing
the poloidal position). Clearly all intensities peak at the limiter around S=7050. Note the
very broad poloida] distribution of BIVL The small peaks around S=6700 represent the
radial profiles of the ionic shells. Insert: W7~AS poloidal cross section and scan range of
the scanning mirror diagnostic. P-AX denotes the port axis which is located at 8:6875.
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Fig.2: Dependence of the radial profiles of EU on the plasma aperture (11:17.5. 14.4 and 12.0
cm). The profiles are slightly shifted and strongly broadened (shoulder!) with decreasing
aperture. The LCFS is indicated by the dashed vertical lines for the three cases.
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*Department of Electrical Engineering, Kyushu University.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As atomic hydrogen behaviour is divided into that around the core plasma and that

around the divertor. different LIF techniques are necessary depending on the Circumstances.

For the former. because the hydrogen atoms supplied by NBI and pellet injection are well

quantified. gas—puffed and recycled atoms have to be understood. LII: tuned to the Ho

transition supplemented by emission measurements at Hot and HE} front various toroidal and

poloidal positions. yields such information. On the other hand. hydrogen atoms around the

divertor region are to be diagnosed using. in addition to emissions at the Balmer series. LIF by

observing fluorescence at Hot resulting from the two—photon excitation from the ground level.

In this paper. we describe the techniques, hardware. and results of experiments and fea—

sibility studies.

2. SCHEMES
Figure 1 shows the energy

level diagram of a hydrogen atom.

Due to the large difference in 4
3 fl

energy between the excited levels 1 Hat
2(principal quantum number '1122)

and the ground level (n=l), atomic

hydrogen even in a plasma is pre-
- - L (2 x 1L )dominantly in the ground level 0t y E l3

(typically Ng/N1<10'3. where N is
a population density at the suffixed
level). Therefore, for maximum

precision. measurements of hydro 1 l

gen atoms in the ground level are

desrrable. Due“ excrtanon from Fig.1 Energy level diagram of a hydrogen atom

“:1 to ":2 requires a tunable and transitions relevant to the present
) ’7source at the wavelength of 1._2 discussion.
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nm. Development along this line has been pursued at several laboratories for many years,
with Jiilich succeeding in getting signals from the edge plasma in the TEXTOR tOkamakJ)
However. handling of the tunable VUV source. combined with the necessity oft'educing Stray
laser light. makes this approach almost impossible to apply to other large plasma machines
with limited optical access.

Two alternative approaches for atomic hydrogen measurement have been proposed. In
one method. the population density at n=2 is probed by exciting the Baliner series transition
and observing the fluorescence at the same wavelength (Balnter series fluorescence), While in
the other method. the population density at the ground level is probed by observing the Balmer
alpha fluorescence caused by two-photon excitation to the n=3 level from the ground level
(Lyman—beta excitation). The former technique requires sufficient electron impact excitati0n
to populate the n:2 level. and this requires n6>1018 m‘3 and Tc>10 eV. Also there has to be
some means of preventing stray laser light from swarnping the signal. The latter techniquey
on the other hand, relies on the fact that if the output of an ArF laser is passed through 3
Raman cell filled with D3 gas. the first Stokes line matches the two—photon excitation of the
transition (wavelength 205 nm) and, thereby, much higher laser powers are available.
However. this has to be offset against the reduced cross section for the two«photon excitation.
Apart from the severe requirement for high laser power. the method has some clear ad«
vantages: namely. stray laser light can be completely eliminated by a filter because the fluores-
cence at 656 nm is well separated from the laser wavelength and all optical components of the
collection system including the fibre optics will act as rejection filters for stray laser light;
interpretation of the signal is much easier than the excitation from excited states; spatial
resolution is possible even with a coaxial arrangement of laser light injection and fluorescence
detection: and the input wavelength is not in the VUV region so the input system can be
considerably simpler.

The above arguments implicitly assume that the spectral width of the tunable lasers are
wide enough to cover the Doppler width of hydrogen atoms. yielding the fluorescence propor-
tional to atomic hydrogen density. However. if the spectral width is made narrow enough

compared with the Doppler width, a portion of the hydrogen atoms resonant'with the narrow
laser radiation only is excited. By spectrally scanning the laser radiation and observing the
resultant fluorescence. we can obtain velocity-distribution of hydrogen atoms.

3. TUNABLE LASER SOURCES

3.1 Balmer series LlF (density)
Visible laser sources tunable to the Balmer series are commercially available. Because

the SN ratio for the observation is decided by the fluctuation of the background Balmer series
radiation. averaging (integration) over some time interval reduces the fluctuation, yielding a
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higher SN ratio. In this respect. long pulse (>1 us ) flashlamp-pumped dye lasers, rather than

short pulse (~ 10 ns) excimer laserepumped. are more desirable.

3‘2 Balmer series LIF (velocity-distribution)

We want to measure the velocity-distribution of atoms in high temperature plasmas in a

short [jme (:1 ms) by reconstructing Doppler profiles. For this purpose. rapidefrequency-

scan (RAFS) laser spectroscopy?) has been developed. This technique is useful for determi—

nation of the penetration velocity of hydrogen atoms from the periphery into the core plasma.

3.3 Lyman series LlF (density)

An ArF laser with an output energy of 100 m] in 10 ns was injected into a Raman cell of

D2 gas to yield a maximum output energy of 15 m] in 10 ns. The tunable range of the ArF

laser of 2 nm can Cover the two—photon transition of the Lyman beta (205 nm). Although the

measurement of velocity distribution is possible in principle, it has not yet been attempted.

4, CALIBRATION

4.1 Balmer series LFF

Saturated LlF. combined with the Rayleigh scattering calibration in-situ of the optical

system, including the solid angle of detection, transmission through optical components and

sensm‘vity of optical detectors. yields the absolute value of population density at n=2.3) The

total number density of atomic hydrogen is obtainable using a collisional—radiative model.

For measurements of velocity disnibution of hydrogen atoms, it is only necessary to

check that the measurements are performed in the linear region (fluorescence increases pro—

portionally with laser power). Otherwise. calibration is not necessary because the relative

shape of fluorescence using RAFS laser spectroscopy is directly related with the velocity

distribution.
4.2 Lyman series LIF

Because a two photon process is involved, a more elaborate calibration than for the case

of 4.1 is necessary here. One possibility is to use a source of known atomic hydrogen

density and to perform a fluorescence experiment against it, yielding the calibration factor.

The second possibility is to rely on a rate equation to interpret the saturation characteristic of

fluorescence against laser power, where knowledge of hydrogen density is not necessary.4)

Si PLASMA MEASUREMENTS
5.1 Balmer series LIF

The technique was applied both to Heliotron 1316) and CHS,6) and successfully ob-

tained fluorescences for both density and velocity distribution. Combined with the measure»

ments of Ba] mer series emission and computer simulation code DEGAS.7) they yielded very
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useful information of atomic hydrogen behaviour and particle confinement characteristics
there.

5.2 Lyman series LIF
The technique was applied for the first time to measurements of atomic hydrogen den.

sity in the scrape—off layer of the Heliotron E plasma.“ and the detection limit was found to be
1><1016 rn’3.

Based on the positive results. a feasibility study of the application of the technique to a
large fusion machine. such as JET. was performed5) and it was found to be within the reach of
the available technique. Also, it was shown that the technique should yield invaluable infor.
mation for understanding the pumped—divertor operation.

6. FUTURE WORK
Both LIF techniques are now at the stage of routine operation, and should yield infor—

mation of particle behaviour in high temperature plasmas, which can be incorporated as input
data into oode analyses for particle and energy conflnements.

The work described here was performed using the laser equipment at the Institute for
Ionized Gases and Laser Research, Kyushu University. The authors wish to thank Heliotron
E and CH5 groups who made the work in Section 5 possible, Dr. M. Bowden for correcting
English, and many graduate students who participated at various phases of the present studies.
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DETERMINATION OF PLASMA EDGE PARAMETERS WITH FAST
LITHIUM BEAMS

W1. K. McCormickl, S. Fiedlerl, F. Aumayrz, M. Pocklz, and H. Winter2

1Mflx—Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik. D»8046 Garching bei Miinchen, Germany FR.

21nstitutfiirAllgcmeine Physik, TU Wien, Wiedner Hauptstr. 8—10, A—IO40 Wien, Austria

1 INTRODUCTION ‘ ' .. . . -
The determination of space- and time—resolved densrty profiles ofelectrons and impurity ions
in the edge region of magnetically confined plasmas isnof great interest tor n more deta1led
understanding of plasma - wall interaction and scrape—oft layer physrcs. Lrbeam methods are
based on measuring the Lil (25-2p) resonance line at 670.8 nm (L1—IXS) permitting
evaluation of electron density profiles. In addition, characteristic light fromim-purity ions
arising from charge exchange with Li atoms delivers information about their distribution and
temperature in the plasma edge (Li—CXS). . _
Li injectors with keV impact energy have been installed e.g. at ASDEX (60 keV/i).:a mA, / 1/,
/2/) and TEXTOR (20 keV/S to 10 mA /3/, /4/. /5/). We present an improved Li lon source
based on the experimental setup /6/ used on ASDEX, which will be installed on ASDEX

UPGRADE and WENDELSTEIN AS (cf. chapt. 2).
In the edge plasma the fast Li atoms interact not only with electrons, but also with hydrogen
and impurity ions, and consequently become excited as well as ionized via related collisional
processes (impact excitation, ionization and charge exchange). A recursive algorithm has
been developed to reconstruct the plasma electron density exclusively from relative scans of
the Lil 670.8 nm emission intensity along the diagnostic beam direction /7/. The influence of
plasma impurities on this data evaluation procedure will be discussed (cf. chapt. 3).

2. LITHIUM ION SOURCE
The Li injector consists of a solid emitter in Pierce—type configuration, a twoetube electro—
static lens (extractor and puller, cf. fig. 1) and a charge-exchange cell using sodium.

Lem - EXl
@2253 LeX-pu

"'0 V! ‘ _ -U ex U acc

puller extractor emitter
0L Fig. 1: Lithium ion source

The emitter is a modified 600 ion source of Spectra-Mat. Inc. coated with the lithium
aluminosilicate B—Eucriptite. When heated to a temperature of about 1400 OC Li+, currents of
several mA can be extracted from the surface.
The geometric parameters Lam“, Lawn], 0t and the extraction voltage Uex (of. fig. 1) have
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been optimized for operation at accelerating voltages Uacc between 10 - 40 kV. Th
performance of the ion source has been investigated with a rotating-mirror beam Profile
monitor /6/ delivering the beam diameter dp-WHM and a faraday cup to measure thei e
current It'c- Both of them have been positioned at distances of about 2.2 to, relevant to fun]
application on the mentioned fusion devices. Fig. 2 shows typical results for differem
adjustments of the ion source at UHCC = 35 kV which differ by slight modifications of the
above mentioned parameters. The faraday cup current has been finally increased by a factof 4 at Uace = 35 kV compared with the ASDEX ion source. . or

8 - I I l I I I I l | I l I I l I I _

A : 2 go 0° 8 oo o :
a 12 _o o 8 On o 0% 00 o —
V — o a -_ o o _

t. o O _E 16- _
'6 I I

20 — I l l l | I | 1 | )4 1 1 I | I P Fig 21 Typical values of beam
0,5 0‘7 0_g ()9 profile diameter and

corresponding faraday cup
If“ (mA) current at Uacc : 35 kV

Assuming a typical Li+ current of 0.8 mA and a neutralization rate of 80 %. the number of
expected Li-IXS-photons in, along the beam axis per second at an injection energy of 35 keV
is given by equ. 1

s

n7 [cm‘1 5'1] = 1.6- 1014 s (l)

s is the radial dependent occupation number (cf. chapt. 3 and fig. 4) of the Li(2p) state and
takes values between 0.01 and 0.] for typical density profiles. This strong signal permits
measurements of density profiles with high time resolution.

3. ZEFF DEPENDENCE OF DENSITY RECONSTRUCTION ALGORlTHM
If a local plasma coordinate z along the injected Li beam (2 = 0 entrance of the Li beam
into the plasma) is introduced as the independent variable, the rate equations for the
occupation numbers Ni(z) of the neutral Li states (i=1 denotes Li(2s), i=2 denotes Li(2p). and
so on) and the boundary conditions are given by equs. (2a,b), respectively, using the Einstein
sum convention further on.

%= [meaty-(Tomnave}c‘tz))+nq(z)a‘§jcr<z»+bu] Naz) (2a)

Ni(z :0) = 511 (2b)

The coefficients aij in the rate equations cover excitation and deexcitation processes for the
Li atoms from state j to state i as well as charge transfer and ionization due to collisions with
electrons, protons and impurities of the plasma, respectively. These rate coefficients depend
on the beam velocity and the temperature T(z) /4/. Spontaneous emission processes are
described by coefficients bij. These necessary rate coefficients involving collisions of Li
atoms with electrons and protons have been found by using experimental data as far as
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and more over by a critical evaluation of various empirical cross section formulae.

55 sections for electron capture from Li into impurity ions have been derived From a
CrOI , fomiulu /8/. Rate coefficients for all other impurity ion — Li collision processes are

5032:; by qZ 7 scaling of the respective values for proton — Li collisions. This scaling law

3:311m OV'CI'CStimates the Icon‘esponding rate coefficients especially at lower impact energy.
and must be regarded asIa first step ripproXimation. . .

A detailed description ot the reconstruction algorithm basedon equ. Ila for evaluating denSity

mfiles from Lids-2p) emiss10n profiles can be round in ref. /I7/i . .

For simplicity we assume an average q(z)—prottle in combination With a model Zel‘t‘lIll'

rofile (Zefitzl : t'f = const. /9/) tor ASDEIX discharges. Taking care 0i, quasi»tieuti‘nlity,

the densities up and Hq (equ. 2a) of, respectively. protons and impurity ions can then be

ed in terms of nC /7/.
Durillg the ASDEX OH—discharge #29737 the line density is raised up to the density limit.

For reconstructing the electron density from measured Lil emission profiles. Zcff = 2.6 at t :
2.1 was chosen to give good agreement with the density value from Thomson scattering at

the separatrix position (t fig. 3) Assuming a line-density—depetidence of t't‘ /9/ according

available.

express

to equ. 3

- fl , , Fatty)
ttit) " 1 T i 2:7” 1) ECU.) (3)

excellet agreement with the Thomson values is achieved for t. : 0.8. Whereas a constant

Zeff= 2.6 would overestimate the density (cf fig 3).

line density I K Z CH
nc=8.25*lOI; — [:2.10s 2.60

,\ OII \ ‘2” fic:458*H)' ------- t:osos 160

"3 1’ \ — — L: 0'80 s 3'88, Fig, 3: Scrape-off layer
E \ \ density profiles for
3 ASDEX discharge

a) #29737 (Ol-l mode,
5 \"--... 131:2“:

\ \ Ip : 460 kA) evaluated
#29737 E, . 2 6!) keV \ ‘ x W“ “mm“ 7*s

1013 , . , )edmI I I I I I . I \ N values in comparison
With Thomson

‘1 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 scattering values
R _ Rs (cm) (symbols)

In order to investigate the sensitivity of Li-IXS on Zet‘t‘ at different injection energies (8 and
60 keV). Lil emission profiles have been calculated assuming an exponentially increasing
electron density “c at fixed Zen : 2.0. Density reconstruction from these two profiles has
been performed with different 2911- values (1.0. 25). Fig. 4 shows that the influence of Zeff on
the results of the diagnostic can be effectively reduced by decreasing the injection energy.
Furthemiore reconstruction of the plasma density is possible up to higher density values in
the case of8 keV injection energy as compared to 60 keV.
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Fig 4. Li(2p) emission profile at 8 and 60 kev injection energy, respectively,
calculated from an assumed exponential 1ncr'easing electron density ncm, using
cf-— 2 0. The latter piofiles were used to reconstruct the election density
under the assumption of different Zeff values.

The Zcff dependence of the plasma density reconstruction procedure in the case of 8 keV
injection energy might even be weaker than shown in fig. 4, because of the for such a low
impact energy inadequate q2 scaling used for rate coefficients involving impurity ions.

CONCLUSION
Reduction of the injection energy for' Li—[XS reduces the sensitivity of the method on the
unknown pmameter Zeff, thus leading to an increased accuracy. Measuring at lowei injection
energies seems now feasible with the optimized ion source. Furthermore it might be
considered in a future application of Li-IXS to gain at least approximate information about
Zeff 1n the plasma edge by operating the Li injector at widely different injection eneigies
within the discussed energy range.
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Sniffer Probe Measurements in W7-AS
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Introduction

wandelstein W7-AS is a modular Advanced Stellarator with a major radius

R = 2 m. effective plasma radius a S 0.2 m, fivefold symmetry of the configuration and B S

. 2.5 Tesla. The rotational transform it: can be varied between 0.25 and 0.7, the vacuum shear

i being 10w, W7—AS allows an operatiOn free of net plasma current using ECRl—I and/or NBI

l up to 3 seconds. Typical plasma parameters ..

t obtained with ECRH are Te S 3 keV, Ti S 0.7 keV

with central densities nCD S (i x 1019 m3. The
maximum electron density obtained with NBl

heating was nCO = 3 x 1020 m'3, the energy
confinement time ranges between 5 and 30 ms.

t The edge plasma has a complex structure reflecting

the 5/m symmetry of "natural" magnetic islands. A
l degradation of both energy and particle

l confinement is found at low order rational values

.» of l (a) at the plasma edge, whereas optimum

l confinement can be established in narrow 1»

windows close to the resonances at 1 : 1/3 and 91:
l = 1/2. The poloidal cross—section of the plasma
‘ changes five times around the torus according to

the fivefold periodicity from a vertical ellipse via a
triangular shape to a vertical ellipse again. At low
7a the minor plasma radius is defined by two
movable limiters whereas above I : 1/2 the edge

l structure becomes separatrix dominated. The

1 complex edge structure varying with 76 gives rise

to inhomogeneous particle and energy flows to the
’ wall and in—vessel installations which determine on

the other hand the working gas recycling and the
‘ impurity generation affecting on their part the

confinement properties of the plasma. The latter
1 issues are essential topics of the experimental edge
1 plasma programme of W7—AS.

Recently a sniffer probe, formerly used on the
ASDEX tokamak /1/, was adapted to W7—AS with
the aim to study the particle fluxes in the edge Fig. 1 Sniffer Probe position at port

plasma and the influence of conditioning methods 2/11' of W7—AS

on various discharge regimes. The sniffer probe

0
v2,

11H
-. X Ill

Ill

1 isM .. ZINE 5H-1. £1; 1
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consists of a 2 m long tube with a graphite head near the plasma and a differentially Pum e
quadrupole mass spectrometer at the far end. The sniffer head with an entrance slit 5 W2
mm2 is equipped with Langmuir probes on both sides next to the slit. For symmetry ream!“
and also to allow Mach probe measurements, two more Langmuir probes are mounted on the
rear side of the miller head.
The sniffer is mounted from the lower side near the ellipsoidal cross-section of the PlasmaThe entrance slit can be orientated into both toroidal directions and also moved along a Chord
passing near the plasma center to obtain radial flux profiles. The position of the sniffer Probe
is schematically shown in fig. 1. As demonstrated by the Langmuir probes next to the slit_ the
ion llux into the slit is inhomogeneous due to the elongated shape of the plasma and [he
nonsymmetric position of the sniffer.
The snit'l'er probe could not be calibrated for technical reasons, therefore only relative resultswere obtained.

Conditioning and gas retention _
initially, W77AS was operated with metallic walls and 'FiC-eoated graphite limiters resulting in
an enhanced Ti and Fe impurity radiation limiting the accessible plasma parameter range. A
considerable improvement was attained by carbonization or boronization of the inner walls,

a ‘?: o

: l_ o
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~ :1 t_ ‘t

3— 1)e :.
g :lao T3 ‘
Q - D
m a; 8
" i ll 1D BE23 Jo, if“ n
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g : ct9 0 00°._ _ H D n
E : onggaEéE/ :31 i /
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~ 9 g3 as w’u . em
: 05 0 {ragga ; ° 3” “if, 0 M1,‘ i W‘fig’ °o§ ° °' Ga: 0 D v {Po 39% W0 l

o‘mlt,‘”H.lHlH.l .’.:?.....'L.'...i.t.ltt..Wald.llMl..tl...,t,i.*.,..t.,
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puls number

Fig. 2 Variation of the IUD ratio with the shot number

/l/ Poschenrieder W. et al Europhys. Cont. Abstract 9F (1985) p. 587
/2/ Hildebrandt, D. et al., It). Int. Cont. Plasma Surface Interactions, Monterey. Ca.

USA, March 1992
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rotectiVC carbon 01' boron layers are removed from the limiter surfaces within a few

the TiC covered limiter tiles were subsequently replaced by tiles made of graphite

boron content in the bulk. After installation of these boron-graphite limiters the W7—

1 was conditioned by barking at 150°C for three days and glow discharges in

for 30 hours towards the end of the baking period. After cooling down glow

discharge conditioning in He was applied. Helium GDC was generally used at the beginning

fevery experimental day and after a varying number of plasma shots for recycling control.

anally, plasma discharges were strongly affected by uncontrolled release of hydrogen. which

had probably been implanted during hydrogen CDC /3/ . Only small amounts of externally

5“ lied He had to be used as a start-up prefill while the plasma density increased without

further external fuelling during a discharge as well as from shot to shot. The newly installed

limiter tiles were Considered to be the main hydrogen sources therefore W7VAS was operated

to attain a maximum thermal limiter load during this conditioning period. Recycling

coefficients close [0 Or below one were achieved after about 100 shots. External D~fuelling

was possible beginning with shot #16087. The sniffer probe was used to study the effect of

sincc P
puISCS l2,

whh20%
AS vesse

h drogen

W these discharge conditioning procedures. Fig. 2
Mmmrr/ u , a g . . ‘

Klimt-p: m m 3 1 shows the change of the ratio 01 the mass peaks
w- mum: ’ M ° . -

L“ ' K r. r H/D With the shot number. Mass peak values

. are taken approximately at 7100 ms after pulse
1 start. The arrows are pointing at intervals
i between shots with Helium glow discharge
If conditioning (duration of GDC 15 to 31) min.).

1 The connecting lines show the rise of the
‘ hydrogen content during subsequent shots
1 clearly demonstrating the degassing of H during

1‘ } shots. Approximately after shot #16401, no

I substantial H degassing took place with the

l” 5. exception of high power shots with increased

. ‘ pulse duration up to 3 seconds (eg. # 16601 - #

' -‘ 16610), Naturally NBI (beginning with shot
1 #16793) using energetic H neutrals leads to an

i considerable increase of the H content. From
1 the variation of the H/D ratio, it can he

concluded that the primary conditioning of the
hot vessel with H glow discharges produces an

undesirable H charging of inner vessel

components (mainly graphite components, in
5m MIX] inset]

Fig. 3 Variation of H and D peaks after main pulse particular graphite limiter tiles) lasting several

Main pulse duration 400 ms (signals not hundreds of shots. This result is supported by

corrected for transmission deperrdce) H concentration profiles obtained by nuclear
reaction analysis of graphite samples taken from

secondary limiters ofW7—AS /4/. According to these results hydrogen is concentrated mainly

/3/ R. Brake] et al., [0. Int. Conf. Plasma Surface Interactions, Monterey, CA.

USA, March 92
/4/ Priv. communication from R. Behrisch; M. Lauhe, lnstitut fiir Kernphysik, Universita't

Frankfurt a. M.
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in a layer of about 100 nm next to the surface. After boronization with a B2H6 + 90% He
glow discharge hydrogen becomes again the dominating component (beginning with Shot
# 16830) indicating the enrichment of the boron layer with hydrogen. Suppression of the
hydrogen component should be possible with the foreseen use of BZDG-
The presence of persisting hydrogen sources within the vessel (hardly influenced by CDC) is
obvious from hydrogen emission during certain rzunpdown regimes presumably with WnaWay
electron generation qualitatively shown in fig. 3. By proper timing of the different magnetic
field components during rampdown these phenomena can be avoided.

Edge Plasma Structure
Besides well established diagnostics the sniffer probe should be used to study the edge plasma
structure. This is of special interest, since it is intended to use the magnetic islands and the
helical separatrix as a basis for the formation of natural divertors. At present, only some
preliminary measurements of the edge suucture with the sniffer are available. Radial scans of

lntensxry/
arb. units
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Fig. 4 Saturation current: (1) limiter position rL = 31.5, (2) limiter position rL = 21.5cm,
Deuterium partial pressure; (3) at r11 = 21.5 cm, (4) at rL = 31.5 cm

Te, nC and the saturation current were registered using the Langmuir probe mounted on the
outer side (larger major radius) of the sniffer head next to the entrance slit. Fig. 4, as an
example, shows the saturation current measured together with the deuterium current of the
quadrupole within thesame time window. Unexpectedly. there is a discrepancy between the
radial decay length of both methods irrespective of the limiter position. The reason of this
discrepancy is not yet clear and subject to further investigations. The hump of the deuterium
signal at large radii (in immediate proximity to the wall) may be attributed to the neutral gas
component.
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ELECTRIC CURRENT COLLECTION BY LANGMUIR

PROBE IN STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS

MStanojevié, M.Cercek, NJelic’ and T.Gyergyek
J.Stefan Institute University of Ljubljana,

Jarnova 39, 61111 Ljubljana, Slovenia

The central problem in plasma diagnostics with Langmuir probes in strong magnetic fields

is their interaction with the plasma. The disturbance or the collection length can extend

considerable distances along 1? into the plasma (figl), The results of this effect are reduction

' of plasma density and charged particle currents to the probe at the sheath edge arid non-

exponential dependence of the collected electron current on the probe biasy so noa theory

of Langmuir pI‘OlJQ diagnostics gives incorrect information about unperturbed plasma density,

,1“, and the electron temperature, Tc [1].

The diffusion model of electric current collection by a plane probe in a homogeneous mag—

netic field to be briefly presented considers the geometry of the probe, mutual dependence

of the parallel and the crossrfield charged particle transport into the collecting region of the

probe and plasma density variation in the collecting region depending on both particle trans—

Pm"! and probe gr‘nnwtr‘,’ Applicabililv of the diffusion model itself is limited by the demand

that charged particle velocity distributions should be maxwellian or almost maxwellian in the

characteristic time and space scale of the macroscopic transport, hence strong electric fields or

large electric currents in a plasma are excluded.
]n the saturation case (profiles A and D on fig.‘2) analytic solution [or plasma density profile

in the preslicath (: 6'12t satisfying the boundary conditions: n01, L) : 11(}:1;L,z) : m),

can be obtained by solving the steady-state diffusion equation:

62Dz‘vi new) Dt"@"tn, 2) : 0, (1’

Figure 1: Electric current collection by a plane probe in a homogeneous magnetic field.

Quasineutrality of the presheath (z tilzfi‘Ll) is conserved by ambipolar current collection:

[flout : [ilm 'i' [Lin-
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V(0,2)

Vsp-EO

n(0,z)
n0
"(0,21l

sheath

Figure 2: Axial potential and density variation at :r : y 2 I) along E in the collecting region
of the probe.

where D‘s" and 1)::- are some unknown ambipolar diffusion coefficients in the case of net electron
and net ion collection respectively Complicated problem of plasma—sheath transition is avoided
by solving the cross-field diffusion problem for plasma density at the sheath edge‘ air". ,4);

DI'Vin(fl,zs) : 5(a), (2)

where the sheath parameters appear only in the postulated ”sink” function, 5. They can
be treated as known, that is measured or somehow calculated from other theories. The third
equation comes from the assumption that collisionlcss sheath may be treated as non-interaction
region for charged particles, which means that charged particle current at the sheath edge equals
the collected electric current by the probe:

[qrffibzgdfii ,7 (if‘i/qn(fl,z..)d2u, (3)

where u5 : [knTE/(‘affll/z, u,» : u-(Ti/Tz)(/cBTE/7ng)l/2 and by assuming Einstein’s relation
between mobility and diffusion coefficients:

w ManII f ‘(1 + refill?“ a; (4)

where TE f TU/TE and r, : 71/7} The solution of equation (I) can be written as (for simplicity
in notation indices ”ed” are omitted later on):

71(F_. ,‘z) : mile :: A;Ej(r1)sinhlm(L’ 7 z)/AJ_J'] , (5)
1:1

where K : (Di/llz, and Ali and EARL) should be found from the equation:

Vie + wt — o. (e)
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my conditions: 12-10%.) i Vi RAG) i ll Characteristic lengths (\rj depending

y of the probe determine the length scale of the cross-field solutions 21-. Un-

collection length L" can be found from equations (2) and (3).
with the bound

trthe Seome gon Oefficifilllis A} and the
knownuirfing, “till : n(fl,z,)U/Zm saturation current collected by the probe can be written

By 655 '
as? Ci.

~ 15 : [(01 [I ~ L AisinlilK(L3 ~ zit/Ari] : NOW, (7)
1:1 ‘

[(0) : imnusi P; ; (1/5) f5 Eitfihflrh and F3 g 1 is saturation current reduction

where Calculations for Circular disc. probe and plane rectangular probe show that F‘" :

{aftXEi/AZ )‘ where AZl : Dizfi/u, and approximate results of various one~dimensional fluid

2026)]; mini he obtained as limiting cases of this model [2] From the practical point- ol View ,

the most important results are quasi-independence of saturation ion current on the cross-field

dillllSlOn transport mechanism and weak dependence on the probe geometry (Fl? 1 0.7), so a

determination of no is possible from its measurement and after measuring no and T,“

the unknOWU D] can be evaluated from saturation current measurement

In the general Case of current collection (profiles B and D on fig.2) electron density in the

gllLl can be written as in equation (5), but now AJ- : AJ(VW), L ; [,(VW) and
region 2 . . , V
-.(Vprl 5 ,5, [ons fare a repulsive potential In approaching the probe. hence [1]:

siiuple

71(71‘21): nuexp(—Elv’htFLL/kgTr). (8)

Electrons at the top of the potential hill at z : :1 face a repulsive potential VHFJV) — VF, in

approaching “1" probe, 50 “Fill/pr) i expl'dl’hfil “ Vpr),/l€B7‘Eln(rflrialas/(4’21), where

f, : {EknTr/‘(zrmrHl/z and by assuming equation (3):

Ce , A A

firfilfl :zl)d2ri T I {q exl’lfivpr ’ l"h(",i_)/kBTsl"(Ti1Zilflzl'i. (9)

where (e -; {BkBTU/(rrmefll/Zi Final results for electron and ion current can be written as [3]:

7 J I:£(@;,r)exp <13,” if q)”, < o,
LAID”) 7 1 [Si if (13” : O (10)

and H
'[7 '.?](<T’ ,)exp(w(l>n./r), if (I) r :» (1);,

I, (I, j t P I , _ P i 11

i "l i one”), if ow (7; oh, i l
where ‘Pw 7 rigs/lent, «m ; CHI/knTE. 1‘ : 71m. 1,“ : €110lk5T,‘/(27f172,)l1/29 and

1 , m 1+?

mew) ; m L (1e l1 , Z Ajejm )5inl1lfi;(L 7 3,),/,\ L1]] (12)
5 ‘r r a 1:1

and w

F;((Ppr):1— X AJPj sinlilrrtlL , Ell/[Ami (l3)

1:l

Total current collected by the probe is obtained by adding equations (10] and (ll) taking

regard of the sign of the charge. Study of .75 and iv show that linnpw HT (fl : HF; and

limsw ,m E : 1, so below the floating potential‘ Vf‘ it may be assumed that:

[(VP, < Lg) .4 1:4 1;” exp(el’p,/VCBT€), (14)
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where [5" : —(1/4)en[)ccS, which means that only in that region the simple exponentia] lowf' . , , i , ‘ , . uelectron collection can be used in derivrng Ts. Ihis has been already experirn rentally aPPrOVed
by some authors [4,5].

As conclusion, it should be stressed that three impotrant parameters can be der. . ived from[-V characteristics of Langmuir probe in strong magnetic fields:

0 the electron temperature, T,7 can determined by assuming the simple exponential law fox-
electron collection for probe potentials below the floating potential;

0 the unperturbed plasma density, no, can be almost precisely measured if the assumption
of quasineutrality of saturation ion current on the cross-field diffusion mechanism is Valid-.

I the rross-field diffusion coefiirient, Dj‘, can be evaluated from saturation electron Current
measurement after deriving Ta and Hg.

Presented model proves the validity of these results.
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A DOUBLE PROBE FOR ELECTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS 1N

INHOMOGENEOUS AND TIME-VARYING PLASMAS

l. Axnas and S. Torvén

Row] Institute of Technology, Alfvén Laboratory, Department of Plasma physics

8-10044 Stockholm, Sweden

The electron current to a Langmiur probe in a low density plasma may not in general show

any clear current saturation at plasma potential. Then the full probe characteristic is needed to

determine the plasma potential. On the other hand side, plasma potentials can be determined

by hot. electron emitting probes, and such probes are expected to give the most reliable probe

method that allows direct measurements of the plasma potential. /1, 3/

In this paper a new double probe configuration, capable of measuring electron fluxes or

densities in a Spatially and temporally varying plasma, is described, and data to support its

utility are given. The double probe consists of a hot, electron emitting filament which is

connected to a cold filament of the same size through a low impedance signal resistor. The

cold probe thus tracks potential variations in the plasma and remains close to the plasma

potential. The current through the signal resistor, measured with an isolation amplifier, then

gives a good measure of the electron number density. The external impedance to ground is

high, the electron current collected by the cold filament being re-emitted to the plasma by the

hot filament. Interaction between the filaments is inhibited by placing them at right angles to
the magnetic field and separating them by some electron—gyro radii.

The main advantage of this ”tracking probe” is that the probe current at plasma potential is
obtained by a single measurement. The probe current can then conveniantly be recorded when

the probe is moved in a plasma where the potential and the density vary strongly in space. The
probe also tracks time variations of the plasma potential so that a time varying density can be

recorded directly as discussed further below. .
The probe construction is described below and some probe tests are presented. However.

first some basic features of a single emitting probe will be discussed because the operation of
the double probe is based on the assumption that the hot probe floating potential Uf gives a

good measure of the plasma potential Up. The probes used here were mounted on motor-
driven probe carriages in a triple plasma machine where a plasma column is confined radially

by an axial magnetic fieldTypical parameter values are Tel eV and ne=1015 m3, and there

is also a high energy tail in the electron energy distribution.
Theoretical models for plane electron emitting cathodes /2/ (or plane emitting probes) show

that Uf may be of the order of Tc/e below Up. Here TC is the electron temperature in the
plasma Tf << Tc is assumed where Tf is the filament temperature. This space charge effect
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shows that the emitted electrons must be accelerated, and their density accordingly be
reduced, before they enter the plasma. However, experimentally it has been found that UffOra
cylindrical probe approaches the plasma potential when the probe temperature is increased
sufficiently /3/. This result need not be in conflict with the theoretical results because the
density of the emitted electrons is reduced by a geometrical factor in the cylindrical Case, and
this may lead to a much smaller value of Up-Uf. However, it should be noted that a CylindriCal
probe may become equivalent to a plane probe for strong magnetic fields, and then Up-Uf may
be large. In the investigations reported below, the magnetic field is such that Rg>>Rf, and
simultaneously Rg<<d to avoid mutual perturbation. R8 is the electron gyro radius, the
filament radius and the distance (1 gives the separation between the probe filaments (2 mm).

Here we assume that the saturation value of Ur, obtained when the probe temperature is
increased sufficiently, is a good measure of the plasma potential. The variation of Uf With
increasing probe temperature is shown in Fig. l where a cold probe characteristic is Shown
together with four hot probe characteristics with different filament temperatures. The
measurements were made with a single probe which could be operated cold or hot. The cold
probe was also heated somewhat to avoid impurities, and a fast relay switched Off the heating
current during the measurements, As seen from the diagrams, Urmoves to the right and
assumes a saturation value Ufs when the probe temperature is increased. At the saturation
voltage, the emission saturation current is much larger titan the electron collection currentThe
diagram also shows that the ”separation point” between the cold and the hot probe
characteristics, which sometimes is idcnified as the plasma potendal, is about 5 V above Uls
This high value remains to be explained. lf our asssumption that Uts is a good measure of the
plasma potential is correct, the ”separation point” would be a bad measure of the plasma
potential for the high emission saturation currents considered, Fig. 2 shows a hot and a cold
probe characteristic measured with the same single probe as described above. It shows the
measuring principle for the double probe, The floating potential of the double probe will
always be somewhat lower than fora single probe, about 3 V in the case considered, Since
Te=10 eV, the double probe may, in the case considered, be expected to give a current that is
about 70% ofthe current at plasma potential. Such a difference is acceptable in many cases, in
particular when density profiles are measured and only relative values are of interest.

Fig. 3 shows a sketch of the double probe. The hot filament consists of'a 10 mm long
tungsten wire (diameter 0.1 mm) which is spot welded to two molybdenum leads. Two thin
alumina ceramic tubes (external diameter 1,2 mm) insulate the leads and 1.5 mm of the
tungsten filament at each end, leaving 7 mm exposed length. The filament is carefully centred
in the tubes so that it is not in contact with the tube walls. Using this construction the
filaments maintain their high resistance to ground even if the outside of the ceramic tubes
become covered with metal deposits. Besides, the relatively cold noniemitting end points of
the filament are not exposed to plasma. The cold filament is similar and is mounted on a
similar probe shaft. It has the same area exposed to the plasma as the hot filament. This is
heated by an alternating Current (50 Hz) from a transformer. This first version of the probe is
made as simple as possible, and the heating current is not disconnected during the
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aSurements. The connection between two probe filaments through the signal resistor is alsc
me

[side the vacuum system, at the center tap on the secondary winding of the transformer.
on
This gives the

net: over the plasma to ground determine the upper cut-off frequency which is
double probe a rather high capacitance to ground. This capacitance and the

robe resista
0 kHz in the present case. For maximum time resolution, the signal resistor and

only about 1
amplifier should be placed on the probe carriage inside the vacuum system.

the isolation

Several tests Showed that the mutual perturbation of the two filaments was neglible for

R «W. However, the double probe perturbed the plasma somewhat more than a single probe

ng systematic differences which must be checked in each particular case. Fig. 4 (left)
givi . . . . .
shows an axial potential profile in the plasma column when a double layer is present. Fig. 4

(riflhi) shows that a good agreement is obtained between the axial probe current profiles

mesured with the double probe and with a single probe as described in the figure caption,
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the latter case, cold and hot probe characteristics were measured at each point, and Lhe cold probe currents were
taken at the floating potentials of the hot probe.
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A PROCESSING METHDD UP THE PROBE CHARACTERISTIC IN A TWD

ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PLASMA

D.Ruscanu, B.Popa and E.Stamate

P1asma Physics Department of “91.1.Euza” University

RD-EEOO lasi, Romania

The electron distribution function (EDP) has to be

known in order to understand or/and to explain the phenomena

which depend on velocities of the electrons. Experimentally

the EDF could be measured either using on electrostatic ana—

1yzer (ER) or a Langmuir probe /1/. In the former case the

EDF is proDortional with the first derivative of the cur—

rent—voltage characteristic of the collector, while in the

latter the second derivative of the probe characteristic

gives the EDF in the case that it is isotropic. Besides

there are methods based on the assumption that the real EDF

could be approximated by a convolution of two mamwellian

distribution functions, so that the model of two electron

temperature plasma is quite frequently used. The tempera—

tures and densities of these two groups of electrons are

measured by Langmuir probe and using either the method of

semilogarithmic curve /2/ or a numerical method based on the

best fit /3/.

In this paper we present a new method for processing of

the probe characteristic based on the common Langmuir as-

sumptions /1/ and in addition the supposition that the elec—

tron current of the Langmuir plane probe is a sum of two

electron currents which correspond to two group of electrons

each of each with a Maxwellian EDF. Let T1 and T2 be their

temperatures and lo; and 10: their electron saturation cur—

rent through the probe. Than the electron current of the

probe is given by :

1(V) = 101 empEaCV — V,)] + 102 expEbCV - VPDJ (1)

where

a = e/kT, and b = e/s (2)
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and : V and V; are the probe and plasma potentials measurad

with respect to the same reference, e the electron chargE

and k the Boltzmann constants _

Taking the linear combination ICV) as a solution of a

differential equation, it must have the form :

I” - Ca + b31' + ah I = O (3)

where :

I' = dI/dV and I" = dEI/dV2 (4)

From (1) — (43 the following two functions could be set up :

Flrzvzn = 1n[I".I — (1'32: =11: + biHiV ~ VP) +
+ lnECa — b32 Io1lozl C5)

FZCV) = [Ca + b)I' — I"]/I = a.b = const. (6)

The slope :

A = a + b (7)

of the linear dependence (5) and the constant

C = ab (B)

given by function (6) allow to determine the electron tem—

peratures of the two groups of electrons as :

T1 = (A — J ass 4C)/' T2 = (A + 4 AZ - 483/2E (9)

Taking the electron saturation current of the probe as the

probe current at plasma potential, then :

Ia = ICVp) = I01 + 102 (10)

and from (1) :

I'CVp) = a.101 + b.102 (11)

The relations (10) and C11) allow to determine both to elec—

tron saturation currents and the densities no; and no: of

the two groups of electrons as :

n01 = Iol/EESeCBkT1/m-)1’23

"02 = Ioz/[ESE(BkT2/m-)1/2] (12)

where besides the known quantities S is the probe surface

and m- the electron mass.

The method was used in order to measfire the plasma pa—

rameters in DPsmachine of ”A1.I.Cu:a" University /4/. A data

acquisition system Iand usual method of. numerical procedure

/5/ were used in order to apply the method. In fig.1 the

experimental characteristic (curve I) is presented for an
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plasma at pressure of 10—“ mbar and using a cyclindri—

cal probe of 5 mm

length and 0.3 mm in

diameter together with

its first (curve I')

and second (curve I")

derivatives. Accordin—

gly the functions F1

and F2 are presented

in fig.2 having the

both constants A and C

also specified.

Using there data the

temperatures and den—

sities of both groups

of electrons have com—

puted and listed on

fig.3 together with

both theoretical (Ia)

and experimental CI)

electron current of

the probe characteris-

tic. The theoretical

curve (It) was obtained

using the above plasma

parameters and Vfunc—

tion (1). In fig.4 the

semilogarithmic method

is used in order to

obtain the plasma pa—

rameters which are

listed on the same

figure. A relatively

large difference 50 Z

for electron tempera—

ture and 40 Z for elec—
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tron density between

the values determined

by these two methods

ln
‘l‘

——
—‘

.‘

l
l
1

£14.77 at} E 0J5~5‘0 caused by error;
V Réfiev produced by classical

>34EH? MG O.NF _s method which could not
n3 4.30E+ 2 1m} é¢30 _ .hd V 77' 7 I avoid, the rec1procal

ROSE ‘7 influence of each
*7 7.:30 group of electrons in

*‘ r 'V'*~'m"r’”" determining the real
-4 —? . ,L 2WU)--“ values of the other

Fig.4 group. As a consequence

the real deconvolution semilogarithmic by method it is not

possible especially than when the electron temperatures of

two groups of electrons are close each other.
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Introduction
Much effort is being done to understand the connection between fluctuations and

anomalous transport processes in tokamalcs and stellarators /l/. Several diagnostics

such as Langmuir Probes, Microwave Reflectomeuy, Scattering, Heavy Ion Beam

probc(HIBP)..., are used at present, to investigate fluctuations and turbulence in fusion

plasmas. However, there are still many open questions in the interpretation of the

experimental measurements. In particular, the spatial resolution of the Reflectometry

and the wavenumber sensitivity of both Reflectometry and Langmuir Probes are

important issues not well understood.
The use of Microwave Reflectometry as a diagnostic method for studying density

fluctuations was suggested by the TFR Group /2/. Since then, such density fluctuations

studies have been carried out on many fusion devices such as JET /3/, Tl-I /4/,

ATF /5/, Doublet III-D /6/ and WVIIAAS /7/. In order to get a precise explanation of

these data several models have been developed. In most cases, the WKB approximation

was used to calculate the phase shift modulation in the reflectometer signal due to

density fluctuations at the cut—off layer. More recently, the problem of wave scattering

by fluctuations close to the cut-off layer was investigated by X.L.Zou et al. /8/. A

generalized wavenumber selection rule is provided for a linear density profile. The

theoretical spatial resolution predicted by these models, is mainly in the 1-5 cm range.

However, reflectomerry correlation measurements provide much more localized signals

(0.2—0.5 cm range) than expected.
The analysis and study of these problems is an important issue with impact on

fusion research. Furthermore, small devices are well suited to perform this work /9/.

On the basis of studying these questions, we areaddressing comparisons of spatial

resolution and wavenumber sensitivity between Langmuir Probes and Reflectometry in

a Plasma Linear Machine. The experimental system used for these studies and

preliminary results are described in this paper.
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Experimental device
The experimental

device is schematically
shown in Fig.1. The
plasma is performed in a
cylindrical glass vessel
with an internal diameter
of 7 cm and a length of
100cm. The vessel is
located inside a circular
waveguide 0f 8 cm in
diameter. A longitudi-
nally magnetized argon-
plasma is produced by
launching longitudinally

Figure 1. Experimental setup (LMG) electromagnetic
waves (f:2.45 GHz, 500 W<PLMG<6 kW) and the system operates in a continuous
regime. The source of electromagnetic oscillations is a magnetron and the microwave
power is sent to a polarizer (tumstile junction) through a circulator and a directional
coupler wich is used to obtain information of incident and reflected power. The
stationary longitudinal magnetic field (0.05 T<BO<0.15 T) is produced by six water-
cooled coils, wich are concentric with the waveguide. The base pressure in the vacuum
chamber is in the 10'5-5x10'6 torr range.

Plasma diagnosis are carried out using an array of movable Langmuir probes along
the radial chord, an 8 mm interferometer and a single antenna reflectometer system
working in the K —band (18—265 GHz). In order to get information about refraction
effects on the reflectometer signal, another detection system (transmission arrangement)
is placed in front of the reflectometer antenna. Electron densities are obtained with both
interferometer and probes and typical measurements are n = 103-1013 cm‘3.emax
Langmuir probes give temperatures in the Ted—10 eV range.

Measurements
Initially our work was focused on establish, under different operating conditions,

the importance of the polarization of the waves launched to produce the plasma and the
plasma density behaviour as a function of the absorbed power. Figure 2 represents
averaged density for the Right Hand Circularly Polarized Wave (RHCP Wave) (these
measurements represent the average of a series of experimental measurements in the
same conditions).
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For high incident
power(PLM0>3kW), the plasma

presents surface resonance and the
density' profile tends to be
concentrated in outermost part of

the plasma column with the

maximum around r=2 cm (r20

corresponds to the center of the
plasma column) This fact, limits

the accesibility to the reflectometer

signal. Radial densities gradient

length (LN=[(l/ne)(dnejdr)]“1) are below 0.1 m that correspond theoretically to a very

good spatial resolution and wavenumber sensitivity. Preliminary comparisons between

reflectometer and Langmuir probes signal have been carried out for plasmas with

surface resonance.
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Figure 3. Power spectra of bothfluctuating
signals.

The emitted wave is

reflected by a plasma
fluctuating layer, where

density value and
magnetic field are such
that the high cut-off

frequency for the

extraordinary mode (E-

mode) equals the

incident wave frequency.
The incident frequency
was 18 GHZ, so the cut~
off layer for a magnetic

field of 0.1 T has a
density of 3.4x101 2
c m '3. Correlation
measurements were
carried out between the

fluctuating reflectometer
signal (Vreflect) and the

fluctuating saturation

current as) given by the probes. Fig. 3 shows fluctuation power spectra of both

signals with a large peak around 25 kHz and other minor peaks.
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The fig. 4 presents the
m coherency between them

signals with high values ofy
0.5. i i .. /\/\/\_ (y>0.7) around the

: 0.4 i if) frequency peaks. In this
V U, Vi experiment, the radial

0.2 — \: position of the probes and
o . ....... r . . . the predicted radial position

0 - 50 1 00 1 50FREQUENCY (KHZ) of the cut-off layer were the

Figure 4. Probe ~ Reflecrameter Coherency same (W2 cm) HOWCVEF, in
Spectrum most cases the coherence

between reflectometer and probes was very low (y<0.5), except when large peaks
appear in power spectra. This fact must be related with the longitudinal distance
between radial chords scanned by the reflectometer and the Langmuir probes. In this
experimental arrangement, the probes have an axial separation of 20 cm. Work is under
way to move the array of probes at the same longitudinal position as the reflectometer.
It is also planned, to perform the experiment under steady—state conditions in the plasma
and generate low frequency waves (ion waves) in both directions, transversally and
longitudinally to the magnetic field, in order to have a more controlled experiment.

Summary
The study of the spatial resolution of reflectometry and the wavenumber sensitivity

of both Reflectometry and Langmuir Probes are currently being addressed in a linear
plasma machine. Preliminary results, show high coherency between the probes and the
reflectometer when large peaks are present in the power spectra of boths signals. It is
planned to upgrade the experimental arrangement installing wire grids in order to launch
low frequency waves. It is also under way to place an array of Langmuir Probes at the
same longitudinal position as the reflectometer.

"‘ This work was supported by the Dircccién General de Investigacion Cientt’fica y Técnica ( DGYCYT)
Spain under project PB90—0337
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RF pULSE INTERACTION WITH LOW DENSITY PLASMA DIAGNOSED BY GATED

LANGMUIR PROBE

G, Cicconi, P.J. Paris +), C. Rosatelli and A. Tarditi.
Iii.

Dlpartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica, Universita' di Genova (Italy),

+) Centre de Recherche en Physique des Plasmas, EPFL, Lausanne (Suisse).

Several experiments on interactions of centimetric microwaves with

10w densfiy plasmas, in particular at low temperature and weakly ionized,

performed in order to investigate the optimal conditions for the
have been

resonant absorption at various levels for the incident microwave power

/1/2/3/, Many of these experiments were made in equilibrium afterglow

plasmas /2/3/. Nevertheless experimental results concerning the temporal

and spatial evolution of the plasma electron temperature, during and

immediately after the interaction. do not seem available. In this paper

some experimental results on this temperature evolution, obtained by using

a biased Langmuu‘ probe, are presented and commented. The probe current is

gated by a boxcar amplifier in the presence of a repetitive pulsed

microwave perturbation and, for a fixed delay of the gate aperture, the

probe bias is slowly swept whereas the gated current is averaged over the

many repeated pulses present» during the time interval for scanning the

whole Langmuir characteristic. For a scanning time 106 longer than the

pulse duration time, an instantaneous I/V Langmuir characteristic may be

plotted. Moreover by measuring the time—varying reflexion coefficient,

during the pulse duration time, when the plasma is confined within a

section of a high—Q resonator, the efficiency of the electron heating may

be evaluated /4/5/. However in order to control the accuracy of this probe

diagnostic, our experiment was performed with a low density diffused

plasmaI transparent to the microwave, so avoiding the resonance absorption

and the consequent instantaneous generation of fast resonant electrons

which would make the diagnostic results more difficult to interpret.

The weakly ionized argon (technical quality) plasma, produced at the

pressure of 5x10_2 Pa (vacuum pressure 3 + 4x10‘4Pa) with an ionization

degree of the order of 10'4 fills a section transversally located at one end

of the tunable (variable length) cylindrical high—Q (103 about) copper

resonator (150 it max vol. 50 cm diam.) The diffusion plasma is extruded by

4 DC hot filament discharges generated near the resonator wall. At the
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other end of the resonator, oppOSite to the plasma layerY is lOCated the
dipole antenna of the pump field. The Langmuir probe with a tantalum
collector disk (2 mm them) is transversally movable along the plasma
radius. The conditions of the experiment are the following. The stew)“
state diffusion plasma (practically collisionless) is produced with a bulk
denSity of 1.8x109cm_3 (electron LangmUir frequency f = 380 MHz) andD
electron and ion temperatures of 2 and 0.3 eV respectively. The ITIICI‘OWQVQ
pump at the frequency of 423 MHz, excites the TE (lll) resonator domlnant
mode and is pulsed modulated (PM: 25 ’18 pulse duration, 60 Fe repetitlm
period). The Langmuir probe bias is swept by a linear ramp of 25 see” so
the gated average is made over 105 pulses during the plotting of a Whole
Langmuir characteristic. The boxcar amplifier gate, triggered by the pump
pulse, is fixed at 5 ns and the diagnostic is performed by 7 staps of the
aperture delays (from 0.1 to 20 us) taken either from the initial and from
the final fronts of every pump pulse in order to perform a diagnostic
inside (during the pulses) and outside ( between two successive pulses) the
perturbation pulse .

,"L ,

14%. \P

Fig. 1 (pulse outSide) Fig. 2 (pulse ins1de)

Instantaneous Langmuir characteristics a) first derivatives b) for R=4cm

Transparent plasma fp = 380 MHz, f0 = 423 MHZ, P0 2 3w.

In Fig. 1 and 2 two sets of instantaneous Langmuir characteristics.
detected by the probe located in a given measurement point (R = 4 cm) and
plotted in a V/I (X/Y) plane, are shown along with their respective first
derivatives obtained respectively outside and inside the pulse. The
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,ngcantaneous (for every gate aperture delay) electron density and

;emperat“re profiles, calculated from the locally diagnosed volumes, within

a distance of 14 cm tahen from the aXis along the plasma radius, are

pepOFtEd in Fig. 3 and 4.

In order to bettervunderstand the experimental results here shown,

Concerning a transparent plasma, some diagnostic results, obtained by the

same probe for an Opaque plasma (n = 5x109cm—3, fl): 638 MHz = 3/2 f0),

taken at discrete R outside the pulse, are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for

different times.
m

”D. ._,.;,..rx.‘ 1H , “no 31"}; o,v!‘l.v'|-I‘ nu, , ' “.4
Illa-l-I.li4;|u1& v‘xA nluqu ll.lfluau Il4llu¢4

Fig. 3 (pulse outside) Fig.4 Fig. 5(pulse inside) Fig. 6

Instantaneous radial profiles of electron density‘and temperature.

The comments on these experimental results may be synthetised as

follows.

1) The estimation of the plasma field ED for Te : 2 eV /5/ and the electric

field E0 in the plasma excited by the electric energy deposited by .the

microwave pump (P0 = aw in 1 )JS) gives respectively ED 3’ l V/cm and E0220
V/cm where E0 is a strong field for nonlinear regime /5/.
2) Two important effects may be deduced: a) absorption for the pump energy

within 5 Ius producing a TE} : 0.25 eV(+25% about). In this situation a
minimum pump reflected power ( < 1%) may be observed; b) density (and
temperature) profile seems, in a first approximation, perturbed by
stationary waves of 4 cm wavelength while on the Langmuir probe current a
turbulence spectrum, With enhancements in the l + 100 kHz band, is
observed. Moreover from the disperSion relation of the ion acoustic waves,
for cold ions, with Dk<‘<l (where the Debye radius D = 2x10‘2 cm and k : 1,5
cm-l) one estimates r5“: cS k s 6 kHz, where cS 2“ 2 105 Cm/s.
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3) In order to interpret in a first apprOXimation by the experimEntal
results the absorption mechanism, conSidering the plasma collisionlesS We
estimate the damping coeffiCient Y‘: 106 s‘l. If the Landau damping might
be considered as the main mechanism would have kD g 3. Because no Effective
plateau seems present on the distribution function evaluated by means of
the first derivative of the LangmUir characteristic, we consider the
trapping mechanism not important effect in this experiment.

Fig. 7 Electron density. Fig. 8 Electron temperature.
Opaque plasma fB/fo = 1,5, F : 9W.

Pulse outSide versus time.

4) In this context Figs. 7 and 8 may give more validity to this diagnostic
method. In fact in this case strong depression of density is observed,
within a time of the order of ion relaxation, which seems to travel near
the thermal electron veIOCity.
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i I. Introduction
One of the most important diagnostics for the electron-cycletron-frequency

heatinx (ECH) experiments is to directly measure the spatial distribution of the

microwave electric field in a plasma for understanding the absorption mechanism

of the microwave in the plasma. We have developed a diagnostic system using

laser'aided particle-probe Spectroscopy ILAPFS) to observe the high electric

field (>100 kV/cm) generated by a free electron laser (EEL) beam for the ECH

study in the Microwave Tokamak Experiment (MTX) at the Lawrence Livermore Nation-

51 Laboratory /1/. The principle of method and an outline of the diagnostic sys-

tem have been presented /2.3/. The diagnostic apparatus consists of a neutral

helium beam, a dye laser exciting the neutral beam. and a spectroscopic system

with originally designed collecting optics. Using the Stark effect we observe

fluorescences induced by the forbidden transitions from the metastable levels

of the helium atoms to obtain the electric field strength in the plasma. Sim-

ilar spectroscopic measurements have been made of high frequency electric fields

in plasmas, although the plasmas have quite lower densities and temperatures than

the MTX plasma /4.5/.
The whole apparatus was assembled on a mock—up of the MTX torus at Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute at Tokai, and we have observed laser~induced

fluorescences from the LAPPS helium beam. Measurements of beam intensity using

Faraday cups and thermocouples have been also made.

2. Neutral Helium Beam
The neutral helium beam is a major component of the LAPPS diagnostic system.

It consists of an ion source. neutralizer and auxiliary equipment. The basic

specifications are listed below:
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Beam Specifications

Ion beam current 0.8 3

Beam energy 50 keV

Pulse width 5 ms

Repetition time 30 3

Ion species Helium or Hydrogen

Neutralizer Xenon or Hydrogen

3. Spectroscopic Measurements of the Neutral Beam at the MUCk‘Up

By using the assembled spectroscopic system. we have measured the triplet

metastable atom density N_: in the LAPPS helium beam. The dye laser used is
excimer~laser excited. with pulse width of 25 ns and output energy of about 25 mJ

at 389 nm. Figure 1 depicts a partial energy level diagram relevant to the
present laser-induced fluorescences. By observing the resonant fluorescence

(388.9 nm) we obtained N;.: 5.3 x 10” cm': for the neutral beam with energy of

46 keV.

We have also observed the cascade fluorescence (706.5 nm) as well as the
resonant fluorescence. The intensity ratio obtained was 7x10'3 which agrees with

a calculated value obtained from the branching ratio and the rate equation.

Because of very limited access to the MTX plasma region. no suitable laser-beam
dump can be installed. Then this cascade fluorescence. whose wavelength is far

from the laser wavelength. can be observed without interference by the scattered
laser light

To obtain the divergence of beam we have observed the Doppler broadening of

the resonant fluorescence (389 nm. 3‘P‘+ 215) by scanning the dyeslaser with
narrow width of less than 0.03 K in wavelength. Figure 2 shows the observed wave

Forms of resonant fluorescence at each wavelength. where A 1 indicates wavelength

shift of the laser from its central wavelength. The Doppler profile obtained from
this observation is shown in Fig. 3. where each intensity is obtained from inter

gration between the indicated region with two vertical parallel broken lines in

Fig. 2. The oblique angle of each beam component A 6 is calculated by using the

Doppler effect. The erfolding divergence half angle is 0.7" at the plasma center

which agrees with a measurement by a thermocouple array.

4. Concluding Remarks
We made the absolute intensity calibration of the observed resonant fluo-

rescence and found that the LAPPS spectroscopic system obtained llD ptOEIEC‘

trons per one laser shot. Our calculations for the electric field measurement

Show that the measured metastable atom density is high enough to observe the
forbidden fluorescence with a good S/N ratio for the FEL microwave in vacuum.
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In the Mix plasma the triplet metastable atom will be rapidly attenuated due to

e ioniZ‘dUO“ and ohargewxchange processes. In this case, the singlet meta—
th
stable atom produced due to the excitation processes can be used to observe the

Corrggpondim: forbidden fluorescence. Our neutral helium beam is intense enough

go that the singlet metastable atoms can be produced in the plasma.
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LASER SHADOUGRAPHIC STUDY OF PLASMA SHEATH IN DENSE PLASMA FOCUS

IN THE PRESENCE OF EXTERNAL AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD

R.S. Rawat, M.P. Srivastava, and S.R. Nohanty

Department of Physics & Astrophysics, University of Delhi
Delhi — 110 007, INDIA

The Dense Plasma Focus (DPF) is a device for the production of

sm3 of very high density (3 1025—26 m_3) and temperature in the range

of 1—2 kev. This devicecan be used as a source of neutrons, X-rays, and

particle beams by filling the plasma chamber with suitable gas. If we

use suitable diagnostics it may be possible to study the dynamics of

the p]asma sheath. This is achieved with the help of laser-shadowgraphy

by Lee et al. /1/. It may be further noted that the application of axial

dc magnetic field (BZ) may influencethe various parameters of neutrons,

X—rays, and particle beams and also the dynamics of focus formation.

Mather et al- /2,3/ found with the help of soft X—ray pin hole photographic

analysis that BZ provided the spatial stability to the focused plasma

column. Material erosion from the centre electrode and X-ray emission

from the electrode face as a result of electron bombardment was also found

to be reduced. Beckner and Smith /4/ investigated that the neutron yield

is decreased by a factor of 40 in the presence of B2. Bernstein and Hai

/5/ also measured the energy of the neutrons and found that the average

energy of the neutronsdecreased. However, no study has so far been made

about the influence of such Bz on plasma sheath dynamics.

We have therefore studied in the present paper the dynamics of

plasma sheath in the presence of BZ with the help of NZ-laser shadowgraphic

method.

We use a 3.3 kJ Mather type DPF device. DPF has a coaxial assembly

of electrodes with inner hollow copper anode having a diameter of 2 cm

and length of 16 cm being surrounded by six symmetrically placed copper

cathodes forming a diameter of 6 cm. An external dc axial magnetic field

of 1.2)(10_2 Tesla is applied with the help of current flowing through

a pair of Helmholtz coil of 115 turns each. The current to the coil is

being provided by a number of batteries connected in series. The plasma

Chamber is maintained at the pressure of 0.6 Torr of argon and a voltage

0f 14 kV is applied across the electrodes. These values are taken so
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as to optimize the spike in the voltage probe signal.

As shown in fig.1 the shadowgraphic system consists of (1) a TEA

nitrogen laser /6/ as a UV light source of wavelength 337 nm, (2) a beam

expander of quartz

lenses, (3) a 30 cm fOCal
”gummy; length converging glass

COIL
s‘rop \d b lens: (4) a reductiOn

W ()><¢=E:] ‘5) a, ‘ . camera. Polaroid-667 high
CAHERA wrm OBJECTIVE oumnz N -ms:n - -
INTERFERENCE LENSI' at“ 2 speed B&W f11m ls “58d

AND OTHER EXPANDER ."MRS ‘ for recording the shadow-

urns: pm rocus graphs . Few plane glaSS

Fig.1 : Opilcal layoul of the shodowgmphlc salup. Slides along with RF

sputtered thin film of

FZT on glass are used to obtain the correct intensity of NZ-laser to be

recorded on the film.

In order to obtain the shadowgraphs it is necessary to synchronize

the DPF and the laser flash by determining the focus time t and the laserf
flash time t and then to match these by a delay unit. The plasma focus1

time is defined as the
PLASMA 'WK 5“? up mm mm mus time of the voltage spike

_ AD 1“ Imm .. mcus ”an“ on ossillogram obtained
MASTER Im by voltage d1vider placed

PM: mm across the electrodes and
muv HVSCH SYU—UF Phi-LASER FLASH V

a .— _ m: was measured as t =5.4um PULSE m... w. 5mm GA? "-2.5” f “5

without any Bz and tf=5.2
”mm“ ,LLS under the influence

mu Luau .
L .. of By-(figJ).

The laser flash time
. - ' . I Ino.2 . Block d|ugram oi dectmnlc hrrc In cxpeflmcnla as up as measured by photodiode

BPX 65, with the delay

unit bypassed, was'found to be t =2.3 1.1.5. Thus the required delay isl
tf-tl=2.9 As, which has been obtained by introducing the delay unit in

the laser line. However, because of the parallel plate swinging—cascade

spark-gap jitter of the DPF, focus rundown time jitter, and laser spark-

gap jitter, one requires a large number of shots to obtain the desired
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{hadowgraphs at different instants.

We have taken shadowgraphs with different delays to capture the

different states of plasma sheath.

E ' "7 file. ‘1‘»,

Fig.3: Shadowgraph of plasma sheath Fig.4: Shadowgraph of plasma sheath

in axial rundown phase in radial phase

Fig.3 shows a shadowgraph of the axial rundown phase of the plasma

sheath at the tip of the anode. This shadowgraphdoeSnot show any diff—

erence in plasma sheath structure from those whichhave been obtained for

DPF fired without any B2 /1/. The only noticeable point in fig.3 is that

at the tip of the anode the sheath is faint and diffused near the end

attached to anode.

The radial collapse phase of DPF under the influence of BZ has

been portrayed in the shadowgraph of fig.4. This shadowgraph shows that

the diffusivity and faintness of the sheath near the anodeincreases as

sheath collapses at the centre of the anode. Another interesting obser—

vation is that of the clearly distinct hump formation on the plasma sheath

above anode. Actually, during the raidal collapse phase the magnetic field

lines are frozen with plasma resulting in the compression of the EZ thus

increasing the intensity of the field. This compressing magnetic field,

in order to maintain equilibrium,opossess the collapsing plasma sheath

in radially backward direction leading to the hump formation on the plasma

sheath as can be seen on the shadowgraph. This shadowgraph also possess

remarkable similarity with the shadowgraph of negative polarity focus

/1/. It is also well known that for negative polarity focus too the

neutron yield is considerably lower. Hence, on the basis of this one

can at least say that the radial collapse phase which shows some changes
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in the plasma sheath configuration is mainly responsible for neutro“

yield and not the axial rundown phase.

Fig.5 shows the plasma sheath in quiescent condition in Which

the pinch column has expanded after

reaching the state of maximum compression_

This shadowgraph shows the bubble forma—

tion which indicate the strong focusing

event. The bubble however is not very

smooth because of the trapped magnetic

field.

Fig.5: Shadowgraph of plasma
, . The configuration of the plasmasheath in qu1escent

. . sheath under the influence of B thusconditlon. 2
shows some definite changes which can

be utilized for better understanding of such DPF.
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MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA DRIFTS IN SPACE
AND LABORATORY PLASMAS BY THE

RESONANCE CONE TECHNIQUE
V. Rohde, A. Piel

Institut fiir Experimentalphysik, Universitéit Kiel
D—2300 Kiel, Germany

1. Introduction. The radiation field of a small antenna immersed in a magnetized

135mg i5, for certain frequency bands, resonantly enhanced on the ’resonance cone’1 (r.c.),
:hich is aligned with the magnetic field, and whose apex is at the transmitting antenna.
It is well known“ that, in a warm plasma, electron density and ~temperature can be
deduced from the r.c. maximum angle and from an associated interference pattern. Be-

cause the maximum angle depends on the frequency, one expects an immediate influence
of the Doppler—effect w’ = u) — k - 17}. In the case of a field aligned electron drift, the

r.c. pattern is apparently convacted downstream, which leads to an upstream—downstream
asymmetry of the coneeangle (Fig. 1(a)), whereas cross—field drifts bend ther r.c. sidewards
(Fig. 1(b))_ Since this asymmetry is easily detectable, it was proposed“5 to use this

asymmetry as a diagnostic technique for measuring the electron drift velocity. However,

the cited theoretical approachess‘E result in different functional dependences as well as

different coefficients for deducing the drift velocity from the measured asymmetry. More—

over, up to now only the case of field aligned drift has been treated rigorously. For exactly

perpendicular drift, a'cold-plasma approximation is available.‘i For arbitrary drift orien-

mien, we had suggested recently9 to use an interpolation formula, which reduces to the

kinetic theory result for field-aligned drift, and uses the cold-plasma coefficients for the
angular dependence. In this contribution we present experimental observations from the
r.c. instrument ’COREX—l’, which investigated plasma parameters and field aligned drifts
in the mid-latitude ionosphere.” In addition, laboratory results are presented for a critical
comparison of field-aligned drifts with the competing models};—7

2. The COREX-l experiments. COREX-l was flown on the K—9M—81 rocket from
Kagoshima Space Center (Japan) on Jan. 25, 1988 at 11:00 h LT. The rocket reached an
apogee of 360km. The instrument. used three antennas, one on a boom at the tip of the
rocket, the other two on radial booms of different length (Fig. 2). Each antenna could
be operated as transmitter and as receiver. The antennas consisted of 20mm dia. spheres
with integrated preamplifier and mode switch. The distance of corresponding antennas is
about 1111. In Fig. 2, for example, antenna I is exciting the r.c., which is then scanned by

antennas II and III utilizing the rocket’s spin (1.75Hz). The mode of operation is switched
each 625;“; according to the scheme given in the inset. In this way, we obtain four interlaced

quasi-simultaneous r.c. patterns for opposing wave propagation directions. The transmitter
frequency was 600 kHz, which is about half the electron cyclotron frequency.

Referring to the geometry of the r.c. in Fig. 2, we can only detect two intersections
of the scanning antenna with the r.c., which are designated with R and L. For these two
points we know the group velocity direction, and (according to the methods described in
the next paragraph) we can construct two representative wave—vectors ER and EL. These
are the two spatial directions, on which the drift velocity vector 13,; is projected in the
doppler shift formula. Consequently, We can only measure a field aligned component v”
and a circulation component 12;.

A typical pair of r.c. curves (modes 3/4) is shown in Figure 3. There is an obvious
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non—reciprocity in the positions of the main maxima. However, the non-reciprocity is not
of the type expected for field-aligned drifts. In the latter case, one pair of maxima Should
appear inside the other, whereas here, the bold—face curve is apparently shifted to the
right. This kind of Symmetry breaking is typical of a contribution from perpendicular
drifts. Applying the interpolation formulas derived in the subsequent paragraph, We can
deduce the field aligned velocity and the circulation velocity during the flight (Fig. 4)
according to the model presented in Sect. 3. Results concerning the electron dansity and
—temperature profile in comparison with other instruments were presented elsewhere,“

The field—aligned drift is not significant, since the scatter is larger than the deviation of
the fit—curve from zero. The circulation velocity, however, rises to unexpectedly large mu“
(30 km/s), which by far exceeds any geophysically expected electron drift. A possible Origin
of such large drift velocities could be the E X B motion, which is excited by the rocket
charging. Sign and direction of this drift agree with the measured rocket potential of ~2V
with respect to the ambient plasma. An asymmetry of the r.c. on an ionospheric rocket
was also observed by Michel et alf’, but was interpreted as an effect of Foucault currents
induced in the rocket’s shell that slightly alter the B-field direction. That interpretatio“,
however, can be ruled out by our simultaneous measurements for opposing wave directions,

3. Theory. A general solution for the r.c. shape with arbitrary oblique drift direction
is still lacking, because the symmetry properties of the r.c., which are utilised in calculating
the r.c. potential, are only preserved for field-aligned or strictly perpendicular drift, C011.
sequently, it is suggested here to treat the drift influence only as a first order perturbation,
We start from the cold plasma dispersion relation ICES + kfiP = 0 and assume that the
drift effects are included in the elements S and P of the dielectric tensor by using a doppler
shifted wave frequency w’ = w — lei uLcosw) + lens”. Expanding S and P about their Values
in a non-drifting plasma, we obtain the modified value of Ki = kirL:

ISL : —c0t(9c)K.”+(Sl’2,/Qa I PS I1/2)(1+(0_2 — l)_2 [PS DZUZKME - {I’d/1)”. (1)

(9c is the cold—plasma r.c. angle, fl = [(vi,mi),Q = w/wce.) For field-aligned drifts
this is exactly Kuehl’s5 result, whereas for perpendicular drift the expression reduces to
the formula of Michel et all6 Since thermal and drift corrections are both first order,
the drift correction is also valid in the low~temperature-approximation.5 Following Ref.a
the potential can be evaluated by an asymptotic expansion for large R in the angular
integration to obtain Kuehl’s formula, except for replacing 1),; by (1)” — cot(0c)cas(fl)ui).
The transition to the near field of the antenna, where the asymptotic eXpansion breaks
down, can be obtained as follows: From numerical integrations of the potential integral in
a non-drifting plasma we estimate the shift per unit fi'equency saw/an. The shift of the
resonance angle then reads:

Afimu‘ = (BHmH/Bflfll/Znnwn —— cot(06)cos(fl)vi)/vm (2)

However, we now need to know the correct vector I? that describes the wave packet, which
is representative for the r.c. maximum. The magnitude of K.“ can be derived from a compar-
ison of eq.(2) with exact kinetic calculation for field aligned drifts, yielding K“ = 0.112 at
9,, = 1, and K?” = 0.116 at 9,, : 5. The orientaion of it is approximately perpendicular to
the group velocity2 17g, i.e., the line connecting transmitter and receiver, and F5 is coplanar
with the magnetic field 5. Eq. (2) quantitatively describes the ‘downstream-convection’
of the r.c. as depicted in Fig. 1.
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4_ Laboratory results. Studies of resonance cones in drifting plasmas were performed

. the triple plasma device KIWI, which consists of two source chambers (90cm dis. x90cm)

md a magnetized central section (30cm dia.x200cm, B 3 0.15T). The electron drift is

an blished by a small difference of the plasma potentials in the source chambers. The

3:; velocity is measured by evaluating the electron saturation current of a plane probe.11

These measurements have been performed for a large range of wave fiequencies and plasma

densities. In addition we have compared the influence of the drift on r.c.’s in the lower

and upper branch.2 A comparison of measured r.c. angle shifts (for the lower branch)

with different theories is shown in Fig. 5. There is a. close agreement with our kinetic

theory results. Because of the large antenna distance (T/‘I‘L = 180), the low-temperature-

appmximat‘d0115 gives fairly good agreement, too, Whereas the cold-plasma. model7 has a

completely different functional dependence, which leads to deviations by a factor of two at

high drift velocities. The ’low-temperature— high—density model’8 has been omitted from

this comparison, because 0,, >> 1 is not met, here. The absolute cone angles of the latter

model deviate by 5 degrees from the other theories, even at 9,] = 5. Similar agreement

with our numerical kinetic theory calculations is found throughout the parameter space.

This finding justifies the use of the kinetic theory coefficients in the model of Sect. 3.

4, Conclusions. The re. technique is able to detect weak electron drifts (rid/v”. S

0}) In the rocket environment it helped identifying a hitherto unexpected electron motion.

The quantitative diagnostics for arbitrary drift orientation can be established by a first—

order perturbation model that yields two correct limiting cases. The coefficients used in

this model are confirmed by laboratory experiments.
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THF". TIME—DELAY OF A MICROWAVE SIGNAL, BACKSCATTERED

AT THE HYBRID RESONANCE AND NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR THE

DLAGNOSTICS OF SMALL SCALE PLASMA FLUCTUATIONS.

Arhipenko V. I. ,Simonchik L. V

Inil Lute of” Physir:s.Minsk.Belorussia

and

Budnik‘ov V N. .Gusakov E. Z. .ELlixa A. D. ,Selenin V. L.

A.F' loffe Physical -Technical Insi.it.ut.e,St. Petersburg

Pussi an Feder Ali on

Enhanced scattering (ES) is a diagnostics, based on back4

Lo 3 hybrid resonance layer [1.8]. Compared

wj Ln conventional collective scattering. ES "sees"

1~1L.(;t.uati ens wi i. h much smaller Scale-lengths and produces

mm h more strong signals. In addition. it. provides

311% malically fairly good spam 3] resolution of measurements.

Hunzv’ta!‘ ‘ the wave—vector resol uti on here i 5 i ntr i nsi ca]. 1 y

H‘
.

scattered K waveevectors
:

region and the
pm." because both incident K1 and

have a rapid variation in the resonance

li hing Condi Lionsma
EKCXJZq Cl)

wji‘i YrK =-K can be satisfied in a wide interval of q. Here

1'
q is the fluctuation wave—vector and we suppose for

5‘: mpl i Cl Ly Lhat a1 1 waves pr opagate al ong the pl aema

lnhumogeneiLy direction. A radar—like modification of E5

usi mg the ti me of fl ight. anal ysis to cope wi th thi s problem

i<~ presented 1 n this report. The method is feasible due to

extremely low group velocity of the waves in the‘ resonance

Vininity. In the WKB approximation the time interval between

launching a signal in the point X and its coming back is

. , . X
g) 'v'E-Jl‘i D‘y’ :6

L 2 3 —————dx
:1 80) waif

X0
wha» e the scattering point XriCqD is to be found from C1).

.3 m‘d

Close to the resonance point. Xr-‘ K:KCX—XP) and a— =

a}: ax: axa dXP ' q
=3 #1: ———”= e; . giVing

aw (M an.) dw
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mg
t :— -— 1’ -. .'d q do +‘0 L 3

W] t h "(’3 independent oi" q, It should be noted. that for ECLCED

F

the validity of the WKB approxunation is actually not,

nr-n :-ssal‘y and it is relevant to any case oi scattering Close

to a hybrid resonance.

Plasma probing by short puls of microwave radiatioh
wxlh the frequency w and duration T satisfying the conditioh-1 .
w < r <-: tj is the most obVious way of employing the relatloh:
(P) A Simple analysis gives for the received power in this

-\ " t-t
’T)*lIC'7|5'5n;frfi'| at ,, d The form r tV — . \g l. .' L’fi ' i ' “«x q 4 ! (”GI/aw 5U“ or
haracterizing the scattering effectivenes can beU1

ed for each type of a hybrid resonance. which permits
._ d, . ,l. (.1 den ermine t he i 1 u:: t 1.1;. ti on Q‘spect r um \ on (. q) .1 i’rom

measured shape of the scattered pulses.

4H 3v'wl u‘bl Lk

Another possible modification utilizes the probing wax/e

frequency sweep. In this case Le frequency shift
bel ween scattered and reference signals involves, in addition

to the fluctuation frequency .0. a term, proportional to the

pl upagation time t rj.

The frequency spectrum of the homodyne detector output is
.. ’3, C_—Tnu»; PilLI/JZlICqJ‘L“l01'i‘_'(,q.')"'| at, q:% where Am and T:1 r «.

Atjwi Lilxr

are the magnitude and the period of the frequency modulation

rwipectively. Relation between the observed frequency and the

1': equency of the fl uctuations
dX Au) dXr- ri» . E"?— WT=QA from (.5)

resembles the Doppler effect.

Feasibility of the above proposals has been tested in

experiments on enhanced scattering from artificially eXited

ion-acoustic waves. The experiments were performed in the ‘

linear installation [‘3]. Radially and axially inhomogeneous

a: gun plasma was produced at pressure 2, 10‘: Torr in a

cylinder of 2cm diameter placed in the magnetic field H=3T.

The 2.4 GHz electron plasma. wave at power P x 1mW was usedI
for probing. The wave experienced a hybrid-type resonance in
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9. . E ,

U“; 901ml where COPELZ'O3—m . The single x-Jave-gULde antenna

t-ad as both transmitter and receiver. The target ion—

3" '
Istlc waves Wi th di { 1' er ent f requenci es were exi ted

at'"

' metrically by the pump of the same type With higher power

P" X
10,100 mW' [3].

In the first experiment the short microwave pulses were

inJHCt—ed into plasma and the envelop of the received signal

WT StudiedA received pulse consisted of parts produced by

reflection from the plasma edge and by scattering from the

Lalget wave. In the absence of this wave the received pulses

we-xll gimilar in their shape with only slight individual

dcuiathS. With the ion-acoustic wave exited in the plasma

received PUlSES looked the same for a certain ti me interval

A? , Than a change of the shape was evident, indicating

appear ance of t he signal component generated via scattering

in the resonance region Fig.1)l Time delay dependence on the

r weév

C

querc" P =n/2n=q£fl’ CC¢=Yiéfmr J 15 shown in
“VJ A u

S i. .1

F'ig-Z- In the second experiment the plasma was probed by RF

pulses of both a constant frequency and a frequency varying

df
CH.

The reflected signal was mixed with the reference
linearly with time at the rate =7.Q*1013 Hz/s.

microwave signal and resultant spectra are shown in Fig.3 for

3 different target frequencies f__ Solid lines represent the

case-of a constant probing frequej'xcy. The dashed lines refer

to the case with the frequency sweep. Now a frequency shift

fsw due to the time delay of the scatLered signal is clearly

Stun. Fig‘I-l- compares these shifts with ECLCBD.

We can conclude now. that with the relation C2) confirmed

exper i mental l y , a very si gni f i cant i mpr ovement of ES

performance becomes possible.
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1‘ Introduction

Laser produced plasmas are very powerful laboratory-scale soft X—ray sources, already

successfully applied to microscopy~ microlithography, radiobiology and EXAFS. In these

fields they are emerging as a complementary tool competitive with synchrotrons. The process

of X43): generation is indirect: the laser beam heats the plasma which then emits an X-ray

pulse as a consequence of the high electron temperature. It has also been experimentally shown

[hat short wavelength lasers can give a better laser—plasma coupling and hence a better X—ray

conversion efficiency, which is defined as l] : Ex/EL where EL is the laser pulse energy and

EX the energy emitted by the plasma in the X»ray region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Ajoint effort is currently taking place among different laboratories in Italy to build a small soft

X-ray facility as done in other laboratories in the world. We use a laser system developed at

ENEA which is a large volume (10 1t) instablc cavity XeCl excimer laser (308 nm wavelength)

with a 2 J, 100 nsec pulse, "useful" beam aperture 7x7 cmz, now operating in single mode but

planned for l Hz. repetition frequency. The advantage of the unstable cavity, with respect to a

stable one, is that it allows a reduced beam divergence and a 4 order of magnitude increase in

laser brightness /l/. The experimental set—up was already described in 12/.

2. Experimental results

In our experiment the laser beam was focused on a copper target by using two different lens:

the first one has a focal length f:239 cm; the second lens is matched doublet with a focal

length f:l3l cm (hence using the shortest lens we got a z 4 times increase in the laser

intensity in the focal spot). An accurate analysis of the focal spot in the equivalent plane

showed that beam profile is not quite gaussian and only 2 20 % of laser energy was inside the

nominal FWHM diameter. The corresponding beam divergence 9 was : 20 mad. From the

formula which relates the spot size d and the beam divergence d : f6 we get d 2 56 tun for the

longest lens and 27 pm for the shortest one. From the size of the crater produced by the laser

in the target (which was analyzed on an electron microscope) we could establish an upper limit
d s 100 pm for the diameter of the spot. The maximum intensity we reach is IL .~. 5 lO1 1
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W/cmz. The diagnostic of xrray emission was done by a PIN7XRD silicon diode (10()_p[N_
125 produced by Quantrad Corporation) with 0.75 pm window and thin Al filters, The
vacuum in the interaction chamber was 0.] mbar during of the measurements.

Our first experimental results show that we produce a pulse ofX rays of about same duration
of that of the laser pulse (Fig.1). This is already very interesting since it's been shown [3/
that sometimes excimer lasers have problems with long pulses giving in this case (X << [L

(this has been called the "pulse slioitening problem“).
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Fig.1: X-ray and laser pulses
We shows two focal scans (Fig.2), that is records of Xeray signal as a function of target

position with respect to the lens best focus.
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Fig.2: Focal scans

We also got images of our X—ray source with the help of a pinhole camera fixed at one
window of the interaction chamber. We shows (Fig.3) a typical densitometry pin hole image
on kodak DEF film recorded with a 50 pm pin-hole filtered with 0.8 pm Al; the pin hole
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era magnification was 2 2. The FWHM size of the Xaray source was measured to be 2
Dm

:2)l in the case of the shortest lens. comparable with the laser spot size.
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Fig.3: Densitometer trace of a pin-hole image of the X-ray source

In Fig. 4 we show the collected diode charge vs filter thickness and we conclude that the X7

ray spectrum, as seen by the PlNrfilters system. is centered around a 500 eV photon energy,

The spectrum is the convolution of the filter transmission, the detector sensitivity ( 0.75 am

dead layer) and the plasma emission . We are looking at a very high energy tail of the emitted

X-ray spectrum hv 2 400eV, indeed We reach a plasma temperature Te 2 30 eV which is not

sufficient to excite bulk soft Xeray emission (the value of Te was obtained both by energy

balance considerations and by applying the formula by Colombant and Tonon I44).
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Fig.4: X—ray signal vs Al filter thickness

We have also seen by varying the energy of the laser (5 1010 — 5 1011 W/cmz) the X—ray

Signal increases quadratically with the laser intensity (Fig. 5). Since at the different

intensities we still measure hv 2500 CV, this means that conversion efficiency 1] increases

linearly with laser intensity in the spectral region hv 2 400 eV.
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Fig.5: X-ray signal vs laser intensity
3. Conclusion

The measured X-ray signal corresponds to a conversion efficiency of about 3% for photons
with energy 2 400 eV over the solid angle 27:, that is to 60 ml soft X—ray energy produced
per shot or 1012 photons/cm2 at 10 cm from the target. The future experimental work will

include a new focusing lens to obtain a greater laser intensity in the focal spot and to test

different targets . The system could then be used for X-ray contact microscopy allowing
single shot exposure, or for microlithography.
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High—intensity plasma—ion streams can be generated by different pulsed facilities,

e.g.,. light—ion- beam diodes /1/, Ionotron-type devices /2/, Plasma-Focus machines /3—4/,

etc. Studies Of such intense plasma-ion pulses are difficult tasks, and they require the

3?plication of special diagnostic techniques /5-6/. The main aim of this paper is to

report on development of Faraday-type collectors adopted for measurements of pulsed

plasma—ion streams emitted from Ionotron and Plasma—Focus devices.

Experimental studies have initially been performed at the IBIS-120 device /2/‘

which was Operated in a pulsed mode as a multi-rod plasma injector (RPI) designed

Fig. 1. Scheme of Faraday type collector:
1 - shielding screen, 2 - aperture,
3 - ceramic post, 4 - control grid, 5 - glass
tube, 6 - permanent magnets, 7 — hollow
inner electrode, 8 - insulating material,

9 - BNC adapter.

for the modification of metal surfaces and
the application of the pulse implantation
doping (PID) technique /7/. The main
questions have concerned energy deposits
from an ion component of the plasma-ion
stream upon the surface of investigated
samples. Particular attention has also been
paid to measurements of time characteris-
tics of plasma-ion pulses in order to deter-
mine an effective exposition of the sam-
ples exposed to the ion bombardment.

From the very beginning, there
were applied standard Faraday cups, but
because of a high plasma density it was
necessary to apply the technique of bias
electrostatic grids /6/. After several tests
the use has been made of the Faraday-
type collector of the construction very
similar to that applied by G.Gerdin et a1.
/8/. The details of the collector have been
shown in Fig.1. The Faraday cup of a
conical shape has been placed within a

metal casing with an entrance diaphragm equipped with a shielding grid and miniature
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permanent magnets. These magnets generate a weak (~100 G) magnetic field Which
deflects low energy electrons. Dimensions of the mesh have been chosen taking into
account the Debye length value for the investigated plasma ion streams. On the

contrary to the Gerdin’s design we have
u C" not used the second diaphragm but we

have also applied additional permanent
rook n magnets placed in front of the Faraday

cup electrode.
from Faraday cup

7*:Inorder to perform ion component
002M. W measurements the Faraday-type collectm

has been connected with a simple electri.
cal bias circuit, as shown in Fig.2. Using

Fig. 2. Bias circuit used during measure- the collector described above and the
ments of plasma-ion streams. time-of—flight (TOF) method, it has been

demonstrated that one can register distincr
ion pulses, as shown in Fig.3. Detailed analysis of the registered waveforms has show“
that signals induced by hard X-rays and high-energy electrons can be neglected in Com-
parison with the ion induced signals. '

On the basis of detailed measurements A
of the plasma-ion streams emitted from the
IBIS-120 device during shots with the H2
filling, it has been found that at the distance of
48 cm the first ion pulse corresponds to pro-
tons of energy EH+ : l 1.5 keV, the ion current
flowing through the 1-min-dia. diaphragm
reaches about 3.2 A, and the ionflux‘energy
density amounts to 1.2 J/cmz. At the distance
of 88 cm these values amount to 10,5 keV, 1.3
A, and 0.6 J/Clllz, respectively. Analogous
measurements, as performed for shots with N2
filling, have shown that ion beam parameters
depend considerably on the operational mode,
which can easily be changed by variation of a
gas‘valve delay time. Some examples are
presented in Fig.4. Changing the delay time Fig. 3. Ion signals registered at the
from 180 us (A), through 210 us (B), up to distance of 48 cm (A) and 88 cm (B).
250 ns (C), one can obtain the nitrogen ion The full time base - 2 us.
pulses of energy ranging from 120 keV down
to 27 keV, and the ion-flux energy density varying from 0.8 to 2.6 J/cmz. An estimate
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11 ion surface density shows that the 11313-120 device can provide 1011 1012 ions/cm

at the distance of about 50 cm from the elect1 odes

101701113!

Fig. 4. [on signals obtained from IBIS-120 device with the NZ—filling for different

delay time.

Recently, using the Faraday- type collector preliminary ion beam measurements

have also been peifonned at the MAJA-PF facility /9/ with the D filling. An example

of the ion--signals has been shown in Fig. 5. In that case the first 1011 pulse correSponds

to deuterons of energy 10-15 keV One should note that the 1011 beam emission reveals

the multi«spike character observed in the previous PF experiments /lO/.

The experimental
results presented above
can be summarized as
follows:
1- The Faraday—type

collector developed
for studies of intense
plasma-i011 streams
can provide valuable
information about ion
flux parameters.
Using the negativeN 1

polarization ranging
from 800 to 1000 V
one can select the

E| OS: 111051-11111 1l( 11199121 ] (a 11151 171]] 111111

nude— 11111111 ‘ L H Mi310” 7 11111111 111u11111‘
Euqe H 1111311111 ,1l|u 1.111

5/1111 ' 111- Q11 7 111-11111 l V1110 Trig 111 11
1 on 1: 1 1110:1111 011 ii 13101» 11 9 «11:1 _11-1 5. when 11:

1 | 1 :V

Fig. 5. Ion signals (D1) obtained from MAJA-PF facility

111111 the Dl-filling.
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positive (ion) signals only.
At the IBIS-120 and MAJA-PF facilities there are observed distinct ion Pulses
correlated with discharge current peculiarity, and the estimated ion flux energy
density remains in agreement with thermocouple measurements.

It should also be noted that more detailed ion beam studies require the
lication of other diagnostic techniques, e.q., nuclear truck detectors (NTDs) and/0r

Thomson-type analyzers.
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NEW CERENKOV DETECTORS FOR STUDIES OF FAST

ELECTRON BEAMS FROM PLASMA DISCHARGES

L.Jakubowski, M.Sad0wski, and J.Zebrowski
Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies

05—400 Otwock-Swierk n. Warsaw, Poland

It is well known that high current plasma discharges can generate intense

relativistic electron beams (REES). If a positive electrode (anode) has an appropriate

axial opening such beams can be emitted from a plasma column and used outside the

main discharge region. The emiSSion of REBs have been investigated by many authors

at different experimental facilities, e.g., high~voltage pulsed diodes and high-current z—

pinches Recently, particular attention has been paid to the REBs emission from the

PF.type devices [1-8].
In order to detect high-energy electrons, there have been applied various

diagnostic methods, and in particular magnetic spectrometers [8,9], Faraday-type

collectors [9], and Cerenkov—type detectors [7,10-11]. The magnetic spectrometers could

not, however, be used for indirect measurements of primary REBs because of

limitations imposed by a collimator system. The electron Faraday—cups, designed for

measurements of intense REBs, required special foil filters [9], which had to be

replaced after each shot and were inconvenient in the use. Better wearabiljty and the

highest time-resolution could be obtained with the Cerenkov—type detectors but their

disadvantage was a relatively high energy threshold [7,10-11].

The main aim of this paper has been report on the development of new

Cerenkov—type detectors, which make possible time- and space-resolved measurements

of electrons of energy down to about 50 keV.
In order to improve the spatial resolution of REBs measurements, which in the

previous PF experiments [10-1l] was limited by large dimensions of the Cerenkov

detectors, it has been proposed to use a set of miniature plastic radiators [7], Using

thin 1-mm-dia. plastic optical-cables, which were shielded from plasma visible radiation

with thin metal foils, it has been shown that the Cerenkov signals can easily be

observed [7]
As a next step, we have proposed to use miniature Cerenkov radiators made of

different materials, as shown in Fig.1. Since for energetic electrons with velocity v,

penetrating a transparent material characterized by a refractive index n, the Cerenkov

radiation threshold is given by the formula

But 2 1/“
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where B:v/c ratio [12], using radiators with
different it one can perform a rough energy
analysis of incident REBs. The application
of the radiators made of the optical cable
plastic (characterized by npl=1.452) makes
possible observations of the Cerenkov
radiation from electrons of energy >194
keV. The use of glass radiators (character~
ized by ngl=1.47) enables electrons of
energy >187 keV to be detected. To per-
form the energy analysis by a comparison
of the Cerenkov signals (see Fig.1) one has
to take into account effective dimensions of
the radiators and influence of VR-shielding
foils. Fig.1. Cerenkov signals from plastic

(upper traces) and glass radiators (lower
traces) exposed to REBs in MAJA-PF
facility [8] at pn=1 torr D2, W0=110 k].

In order to lower the Cerenkov
energy threshold we have been looking for
a transparent material with a very high re-
fractive index. It has been found that the
miniature radiators made of diamond (ndi=2.42) can be applicable for measurements

ZUOnS/div
of electrons above B‘h=0.413, i.e., of energy
down to about 50 keV. Experimental tests
have been performed at the MAJA-PF
facility [8] and they have shown that‘the
Cerenkov signals induced by numerous
lower energy electrons are considerably
higher, as shown in Fig.2.

Detailed time-resolved measure-
ments of REBs by means of diamond and
plastic Cerenkov detectors have been car-
ried out at the PF—360-facility [8], and they
have confirmed the usefulness of the dia-
mond radiators for energy and correlation
studies, as shown in Fig.3.

The of REB induced

. I f"

-' ‘ ZDOnS/div

analysis
Fig.2. Cerenkov signals from diamond
(upper traces) and glass radiators (lower
traces) exposed to REBs in MAJA—PF-
facility at p“ =1 torr D2, W0=110 kJ.

Cerenkov signals obtained with the dia-
mond radiators (upper traces in Figs,4B
and 4D) with those obtained with glass
detectors (lower traces in Figs. 4B and 4D),
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Fig.3. Correlation of neutron and r—min. signals (A)
with REB induced Cerenkov pulses (B) for PF—360
facility at po=4 torr D3, Wa:138 k], Yn=1.1xlO‘”.

.' . '1unns/d1v
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taking into account an addition—
a] 26-pin Al-filter, has shown
that the population of fast elec-
trons above 360 keV was 3-5
times smaller than that above
215 keV. Assuming that the
electron energy spectrum fits to
a power law B“ one can esti-
mate that the exponent a was
equal to about 4.0 in the experi-
ment described. Some time-
shifts of the Cerenkov signals
rnaxirna (which are shown in
Figs.4B and 4D) can be ex-
plained by time jitter in the
emission of individual REBs,

which were registered by the
detectors placed in slightly dif-
ferent positions at the detection
plane.

.

Fig.4. Comparison of neutron and r-min. signals (A&C) and REB induces Cerenkov

Signals (B&D) for two PF shots in PF360-facih'ty: A&B - po=4 torr D2, Wo=138 kJ,

Yn=1.1 x 1010; C&D - po=3 torr D2, WOIIZO kJ, Yn=8.2 x 10‘”.
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The experimental results presented above can be summarized as follows:
1 - The application of miniature Cerenkov detector made of different materials enables

2-

9
9

4
5

’?
L1

]

10.
11.

12.

time- and space—resolved measurements of REBs to be performed.
The use of the diamond Cerenkov radiators makes possible to lower the Cerenkov
energy threshold (down to 50 keV) and to perform simultaneous correlation and
energy analysis of fast electrons emitted from plasma discharges.
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PLIGATIONNOF LASER INDUCED IONIZATION TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN

APP DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA

I 1,1131:l11.5-. 71311171,, V.K.Gueev, .11.L.K1:1r1tor, Y1.1.‘11'.P1.9t1“o1..1

G.T.Bozdob1:1rt11, V.V.Se111e11o1.1, 5.11.1.Tolety1ileov

lo 1’ i" e Ins t itute, St . —Pe ters‘ourg1 , Russia

.Principles of the method

The mammly resolved1 eastumment of neutral Minn

lensitif .111 fusicui plasmas not1 are Carried out by means oi“
, -

111111.1ced fluorescence (LIE) method. To meet the

WementS of high temperetiu'e 1:1las111e div.
191-1

s are used generally for pimping the paimer H11 or if.

1111111111.: [1,121. The lrvdrogen density is 1:1btaine‘1l €11,111 the

13351111em191‘1t of last: induced the upper level pcvgnllaticm

Enhancemenl
W- have 1‘119V19l11pe11 a new diagnostic approach based on a

,:1

laser induced ionization (III) of the 11‘1p9r ate-1.113 states. T319

ramp 11 11111 of spontane 1:115 emission from the 131:11‘1‘esp1onding upper

levels, 1.9. the turning; out signal. is used to determine the

eminent state of hydragen atomic level

The LII diagnostics has much in com
(ETO‘ cm “ ground

exhibit 1131:1ximately the same 1

SIate"Iii/"L‘ffin HLOIIIE') and 131.181.1311 resolutirm. I'eve r‘l,11191em91 it

1 adv ant1g1911119 for a niunber of. reas<i1ns. First of all the11p

evilen t LIP 131:1111plicat ions 13171nne1: ted wi 1.11 the

lasei— 3o transiti<‘1n [11319.1else wavelength tuning, has lieejl

avoided. Any conventicwnal laser with 3. fixed prete fieo1 .‘1en13y

als wiith a mimber of atomic levels. The large differencede
between the probim0‘ and spontaneous emiss. on frequencies

so 11mplica119d problem 111" 3tray light suppression.

o‘: e beam oamneter ale to he the fidlcming. The

laser phcton energy should ex 3eed the ionization p1:1tential of

the tahen upper atomic. level. The probe beam flux density is

to be large enough to insure the utmost exhaustion of the

upper level population. This is displayed by the saturation of

the ramp down emission of the coupling line. The strong
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saturazinn is useful to improve The sensitivity limit and to
get rid some uncertainties in WHIP-lib}?.ITF;STT_[‘TT1TTT]~ WOT-”Jilting
T o the electron imiact and raT:Tiative T: cay relaxations.T v i

At steady state the saturation threshold, is basically
attained whenever the upper level ionization rate approximates
the total rate including the radiative ant electron impan
upper

ionization cT",n

Tevel relaxations. While taking‘the‘hydrogen n21 lEVel
l » .«~T ( *4:section UL U.3Q*TU cm Tat w=694 nm) and

memo‘” cm“: T3] the TTTarrespmncThTa tl'TresholTi
'3saturating probe luxes would be 5.5 ww»cq and 0.5 MW/cmt. To

make tziese Et+1TdTE' the radiative decay of the fourth level
was taken into account only. This may be really justified for
low density plasmas. In the electron density range of
3013—10"1 cm the saturrting probe flux for the hydrogen n=4
level ionization WT TT Tli he a few [WW/em; in accordance with the

T’electron impact relaxatidl rate. Such fire: is relevant to
Thomson scattering diagnostic experiments. From this point of
View the Thomson scattering and tTT diagnostics CDUpling
appears to be possible and rathe“ hrTmie lnF

2. The testing experiment
TWO tyDEs T‘Tf 1515:6118 Tlefi‘lefiled for TJ’TTigTTa scatterinw ""Ve

been tested in e:{periments an FT—T tohamah ill. The first one
was tT-e ruby l ser with 80 ns pulse duration. To clarify-the
infrared prTjiT‘TTlnTg; advantages the alterna ve Nd laser of near

'2' same pulse TiTiration Tas tester as well To check the
burning Tiut saturatTCtn effect at H, Transition the tokamak
plasma se lfemias ion was o .. WTed 1luneri with he probe beam
direction. The total laser illuminated chord of 30 cm~length

w _was imaged on the muhiplier photocathode.
Dependence of the nTTrning; out Slglal amplitude versus Nd

laser beam intensityi sshown in Fig. T. The solid line is just
the predicted dependence whenfithe threshold saturation fluxdensity is taken to be 1 MW/cm‘. The strong satm~ation effeTJt
was observed also for the ruby laser whenever the flux density
was in the range of T0 MW/cmt. This results are in accordance
with theoretical predictions.
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seems to be more advantageous due
it. fl . 1—

th the large ionization cross section and the mole
. b0 _ _ ’

tifp tine suppression of the infrared stray light.
at «a — —

3, Neutral density measurement 1

The Lil diagnostics was used to determine the neutral

.ydrnoprt density’ in the FT—i tokamak ohmic <iischarge. Th
H C)q . "

r. 3 ‘3
' 93 5
.

W

E

‘ and discharge main parameters are listed below: R262.S
' ‘ a " ‘ “' “’ 1. -3 . ,_ . H

- 15 cm, ngiO)=E* i0 cm , TE(O)—AOO eV. TheU)

cm, a: _ “‘ " 1‘ ‘ ‘” 1 front the
measuements were performed at a distance of 1: cm , . a

{iqdprge axis in the chamber section with gas puffing where
L “>0 :r» -- ~ — 73

the ground state hydrogen density was 10'1 cm accordibs l0

the fluorescent measurementsl4l. The plasma emission obseived

at the angle of 90° to the laser beam was picked Up,b%_%h

objective inside the solid angle of 4*10 ” sr and transmitted

by the fiber optic Emide line to a photermlliipi191‘ia Plot—”f
beam section of 2.5 cm height was imaged onto guide entrance

slit. The total optics transmission was near of 10%.
A good coupling of the ruby laser Thomson 5: lteTn and

the Lil diagnostics was fulfilled using the laser multipass
plasma probing develop-eel beforehand [5] . The probe laser beam

recycling inside the tohamah pdasma volume allows to expand
the irradiated plasma transverse section from 5*5 mmi up to

5*20 mm: which was extend along the observation axis. Due to

the multipass system the total laser pulse duration was
incressed from 70 ns up to 200 ns [5]. The expansion of both
the irradiated plasma transverse section and, laser pulse
duration provides the detected signal gain by about one order
of magnitude at the saturation condition. The multipulse
Q—switched, ruby’ laser' generating a train. of 4—5 pulses «of
about 1 ms total length was used in this experiment. The H
emission signal averaged over pulse train is plotted in Fig.2

Fig.3 presents the H) emission ramp down induced by Nd
laser probing. In this case the laser beam-to—plasma matching
is rathe~ simplified due to effective stray light rejection. A
wide collinear probe laserfibeam was restricted by the input
port buffles up to 40*20 mm‘ beam cross section.
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‘ ya factor of ‘J 15 ;:f1 1 ; : ; .r 15' J ' Uf." of grmflm
state hydroflpn atoms. The firther SEHSitiVItX improVPment h,

‘ U
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Absorption of KrF Laser Pulses in Laser Produced Plasma

IsaO Matsushima, Kazuyoshi Koyama, Toshihisa Tomie, Yuji Malsumoto
f .

and Yoshiro Owadano

Elecn'otechnical Laboratory,

1-1-4 Umezona, Tsukuba 305, Japan

The KrF laser is considered to be a promising candidate for the reactor driver of

inertial confinement fusion. For reactor scale pellet compression, laser—plasma interaction

with long ( NZOns) UV pulse should be investigated. For this purpose, the absorption rate

of KrF laser pulses incident on plane solid targets has been measured in the power density

range of 1012 to 1015W/cm2. We varied pulse duration, bandwidth, target material and

incident angle.

One beam of a six beam KrF laser system “ASHURA” /l/ was used for the

experiment. The laser wavelength is 249nm. Pulse duration was 20ns, lOns and lOps, and

multi pulse (pulse—train) irradiation of five lOps pulses with 2ns intervals were also carried

out. The laser energy of nanosecond pulses is typically 20] on target, and No bandwidths

were used; a broadband of 0.2mm and a narrowband of 0.003nm. For picosecond

irradiation. the typical energy on target is 10] in 5 pulses and ZJ in single pulse operation.

The laser beam diameter in front of the target chamber is 100mm and is focused by a

spherical lens with a focal length ofone meter. The incident angle of the laser beam to the

targets is 10" or 225°. Plane aluminum and titanium targets were used. The diameter of the

- produced plasma is monitored by an X-ray pinhole camera which is sensitive to lkeV X—ray

with a spatial resolution of 5pm. The minimum focal spot diameter is 80pm limited by

spherical aberration of the focusing lens. The irradiation power density was changed by

changing the lens position zuid the laser energy.

The reflected and scattered light energies were measured by pyroelectric calorimeters

placed around the target. Temporal behaviors of specular reflected light were observed by a

biplaner photo tube for some shots.

The observed scattered light was peaked at the angle for specular reflection. and the

angular distribution was symmetric around the peak. Therefore the scattered energy was
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obtained by integrating the reflection assuming rotational symmetry.

The measured absorption rates are plotted in Fig.1 for various irradiation conditions.

For long pulse irradiation of 10 or 20ns duration, about 95% of the incident laser energy is

absorbed in the power density range from 1012 to 5x1013W/cm2. Although the absorption

with an incident angle of 10° seem to be slightly small, one should take account of

ambiguity of 5% in the integration process There are no significant differences in

absorption rate by changing the target material and the laser bandwidth. An analytical model

/2/ suggests that the laser energies in the long pulse shots are strongly absorbed by the

inverse bremsstrahlung mechanism because of the long density scale length.

100 I . .........

9 ° 0 f‘ ‘I

90 ' . 10nsNA|225 o 6 _
a? O 20nsNA1225
: 30 - o 20nsNTi 22.5 —
.9 I 10nsNAI1O..E- _ u 20nsNAl10 + + _
g, 70 . 10ps multiA|22.5
g o 10psmuliiAl10

60 _ 4- 10ps single A1225 _

o 10nsBAl22.5
. .

5%0‘2 10‘3 1014 10‘5 10‘6
Power Density (W/cm 2)

Fig.1. Absorption rate of KrF laser light as a function of incident power density for various
experimental conditions: pulse duration of lOns; 20ns or 10ps; narrow(N) or broad(B) laser
bandwidth; single or multi pulse; target material of aluminum(Al) or titanium(Ti); and

incident angle of 10 or 22.5 degree.

For a single 10ps pulse irradiation, the absorption rate was 72% for a power density

of 4x1015W/cm2. The analytical model suggests that, with a 10ps pulse duration, the scale

length of the corona region is not long enough for 100% absorption. In multi pulse

irradiations. however, the absorption rate increases to near 90%. The temporal profile of the

specularly reflected light has been observed in the multi pulse irradiation to clarify this

difference. The oscilloscope trace is shown in Fig.2 as a dotted line. The solid line is the

incident laser wave form. The ratio of the reflected light to the incident is also plotted in
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alblfliuy units. Although the first pulse is strongly reflected. the reflection of subsequent

pulses is small. This result is normalized to fit the ratio of the summations of incident and

reflected pulse height to the ratio observed in calorimeter measurement. The normalized

result is shown in Fig.3 as absorption rate. The absorption rate of the first pulse agrees with

the single pulse case. The absorption rate of the subsequent pulses is nearly equal to the long

pulse result.

100

A 90

,_ s“
a. V 80
_>,- e
._ o
in o .5

E '7'. 9 7°
2 m ga 60

<

‘1 50

40 Timing] 50 Average 0 2 4 6 8
Time (ns)

Fig.2. Oscilloscope traces of incident laser
light (solid line) and specularlly reflected Fig.3. Absorption rate in multi pulse
light (dotted line) in lOps multi pulse irradiation derived from Fig.2 by fitting the

irradiation. The ratio of reflected light vs average rate to Fig.1.
incident is plotted for each pulse as a closed

box.

The reason for the absorptionimprovement is considered to be that the subsequent

pulses are well absorbed by the long scale length plasma produced by the previous pulses.

For example, under a simple assumption of a one-dimensional adiabatic expansion, a plasma

of 3pm thickness with an initial temperature of 300eV expands to lOOum in 2ns. The

temperature at this time has decreased to 30eV. The subsequent pulses can be strongly

absorbed in the existing plasma. As a result, even in 1015W/Cm2 region, one can expect

good absorption with an adequate scale length plasma which can be easily produced either

by pre—pulse or us pulse itself.

For further understanding of these results. we have started the measurements of

evolution of the plasma by eay spectroscopy. A plasma produced on a plane target is
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Fig.4. Observed space—resolved X—ray spectrum from a plane aluminum target. A TlAP
crystal spectrometer with a beryllium window of 100nm thickness was used. The laser

beam comes from upper side. The total energy of 150] in 10ns was focused into lOOumrp
area.

observed from the parallel direction to the target surface by a TlAP X—ray crystal

spectrometer with a slit for spatial resolution along the axis normal to the target plane. The
image was detected by an X—ray CCD camera.

A preliminary result is shown in Fig.4. In this shot, five lOns pulses were focused
simultaneously in a single lOOumq) area on an aluminum target. The total laser energy was

150J and the peak power density was 2x1014W/cm2. In Fig.4, the laser beam comes from
upper side and the target was placed at the bottom side. The L line and free—boundy
emissions extend for several hundred ttm from the target surface. which suggest that a
considerably large hot plasma is being produced by lOns laser pulse irradiation. We are now

trying to estimate the density and temperature scale length of the plasma.

/1/Y.Owadano, I.Ol<uda, Y.Matsumoto, M.Tanimoto, T.Tomie, K.Koyama, and M.Yano,

Laser and Particle Beams, 7, 383 (1989).

/2/ P.Mora, Phys.Fluids, 25, 1051 (1982).
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Stimulated Brillcuin scattering (588) is a known phenomencri ob—

served in many laser plasma experiments. In spite of enormous amount

of Expel'liTEntal and theoretical works there are some properties of 888

that have no ambigucus interpretation yet. Here we try to explain some

Characteristic features of SBS taluing place in the high intensity laser

plasma interacticn.

Here we compare numerical results with experimental data obtained

with use of CD: laser facility TlR—l [l]. Euperirnents have been per-

formed under the next parameters of the laser system: energy of up to

100,1, pulse length (PM) of 2'. ns. contrast ratio larger than 10”,

wavelength of 10.591 mkm. The NaCl aspherical lens was used to focus

the laser heath tn the pl ene massive target. Intensity distritution in

He fecal plate hard) near C ossian distrituticn with diameter (lie) of

551 Mm. maximum intensity being 5.*14C91‘“N/cm2. One of the most charac—

teristic features of SBS in these experiments is its nonstationarity.

It is clear from cscillcgrams of bachzscattered light presented on

Fig.1. It is seen also from Fig.1 that there are essential differences

in SEE temporal behavior from shot to shot for the fixed parameters of

laser and plasma.

The mechanism for SBS nenstaticnaritv in laser plasma experiments

was proposed by Hul ler et al [2]. l'f the SEE growth rate g is Comparar

ble or larger than the frequency of ion sound wave W5. the wave reflec—

ted frcm critical surface serves as seed for SE (strong coupling re—

gime) . ln this situaticn the thermal noise is not important and 585 can

be very strcng. Hence the level of radiation reaching critical suface

drops and SEE drops as well stimulating the process of nmstationari-

ty.
An important point to notice that in the enceriments BBS is sup—

pressed near ncr where steep density gradient is formed by intense

laser light and occurs only from corona region. It is naturally to

assume that the structure of the steepened density profile is nonsta—

tionary and the reflecticrl coefficient from the critical surface is

changed unexpectedly both during the pulse and from shot to shot af—

fecting on the scattering process. It is important that for the star

timary case of SBS there is no influence of the reflected wave on SBS
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Fig.1. Experirrental signals.
Parameters in experiments were: I=..;*10J~“laJ/cmm,

plasma slab length was about 50') mkm.

properties [3,4]. The numerical simulations were carried out to Check
the qualitative reascning presented also-re.

For the treatment of a finite size slab of length L and with a
density for which He matching conditions are not exactly fulfilled and
nonlinear right hand side tenns to be completed by a factor taking into
account the spatial mismatch. System of coupled equations describing
this process in terms of slcmly‘vvarying envelopes can be written as
[2]:

6ao Sac , fl.5—1“: + 7; lbage

6 .

3217 + Q'z-Uvagé _ i Qwa = a age—1!
at2 G at G D _

where F = kg-k.—k. is the relative phase which far more decisive for
the rrutual interactions of the three waves than any other space
dependent quantity. System of equations is written in dimensionless
variables a: a- normalized on tte incident wave amplitude, titre is
measured in terms of SBS qrcmth rate ‘3, and length is in vg/g.

We ccnsider strong coupling regime of interaction when envelope
approximation for ion sound wave does not work properly. Term with
second derivative over the time in the ion sound equation nust be taken
into account in this case.



G=(2w,G§)1/3, (2)

vll’EFE

w w n e E2G a o a__o a _ 3

a ( B nCt 4 nCITC) ( )

we assume that the value of D includes Landau dumping both for

Ectrcns and ions. The ratio w. to B was of order Chi-0.01 and ratio

decrement of waves 0 to the instability increment G was 0.01 -
e1
of the

0.001.
we select the tutndary CCTlditiCl’lS for pumping and reflected waves

55 follcws:
anilint) : esp(—(t/tau)1’) 4-

a.,(L.t) = ‘faD(L.t)esp(—iw.t} 4'3

Here coefficient 'f siimlates reflecticrn from critical surface.

Oscillating iator describes. frequency shiit between reflected and

scattered ’Efitcficss. wave.

The results of nonerical sinulaticns are presented to Fig.2 and

Fig.3. According to these figures, the SSS hetewior is. rrcnstaticrlary.

Specific period of modulations respects. to the frequency of ion sound

wave (heating tetween reflected and Stokes waves) . More sharp modula-

ticns are the ccnsequence of SBS nonstationarity. The temporal SBS

behavior in the experiment is more smooth in comparism with simulas

ticrus data. More detailed calculaticns reproduce also some other fea»

tures of experimental data good enough. for instance wide frequency

spectrum which can be explained cnly in terms of SES- nonstationarity.

We would like to emphasize here the essential changes in 5138 beha—

vior due to small variaticrns of the reflecticn coefficient. The small

changes take place also ‘for the case of variations in plasma density

and slab size. Therefore, it is naturally to explain changes in SEE

behavior frcrn shot to shot as a consequence of a small variation of

these parameters .
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ABSORPTION PROCESS BY ION ACOUSTIC
TURBULENCE

ll. TorresvSilva' and I’. H, Hakanalta

Instituto de Fisica. I'NICAMP. (LP. 6166. 13081 Campinas. SP. Brazil

Abstract
We present a quantum transport theory for an interacting electron-ionA

acustic mode system in the presence of a strong laser field. On the basis

of the center of mass approach. the (piantum-kinetic equation in their

operator form directly rellect the non linear transport effects due to the

laser field. When these equation is put into their macroscopic form, we

obtain the absorption rate which depends on the energy loss function

lm{71i°5(§.tt)}. We illustrate our theory. showing the proper way to

calculate the collective part of the inverse liren‘isstrahlnng process due

to ion acoustic turbulence

1 Introduction

In experiments on the interaction of intense laser field with plasmas in the critical

region. where the electron temperature is much higher than the ion.temperature. the

presence of the ion acoustic turbulence (IAT) produces significative changes on the

inverse brenisstrahlung (1”) process compared with the III. of the Coulomb plasma.

Recently. complete classical calculations was carried out on the basis of a self consistent

theory for the electron distribution function and the espectrun of IAT lGl. l8]. These

reports show that the electron heating rate anomalously increase in the course of IE

absorption of the high-frequency electromagnetic field. From the quantum—mechanical

point of View, the calculations on lit. due. to IAT. seem likewise inaccurate l3] ltl. Kim

51 because this theory does not show the auto»consistent saturation of lAT spectrum.

In this paper. we reconsider this problem in terms of the center of mass approach lllt

here we use the spatial unitary transformation (SKIRT) of KramervI'Iennenherger l2l

and the random—phase approximation (R..P.A.) for the electron‘electron interaction.

For a plasma ion-acoustic turbulence. we reproduce the results given by Silin et al l6],

l7‘,l8l. when the [AT spectrum. NM), is quasi—stationary.
For convenience of the theoretical description. we restrict our present study to a

three~dimensional electron system We consider N electrons Scattered by 71: randomly

distributed ions, and ion-acoustic turbulence (MT). in the presence of a spatially uni-

form vectorvpotencial 13(1) 7 fiEHcos “out. The timedependent Hamiltonian can be.

written as in ll].

ll'nlversidade Estatlual Paulista‘ SP, Brazil
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”1.“. r', and p', — HIV, are the coordinate and momentum of the fl” electron With
mass Hi and charge 6'. the second term is the Coulomb interaction between electrons.
ulr' ~ Ha] denotes the potential by the ion at Ru. which is randomly located (REA)!
and u-(r‘) correspond to a equivalent potential produced by ion acoustic modes,

The electroneion interaction is described by Hi, : Sq“, l'[qle"llfi”_"“7l’lli,q +Cc
where p"? : :k (1“q is the electron density operator and U(ql : 4nZez‘v‘q3. The ion-

acustic turbulence (lATl interactions are given by Hm * :1,“H'lqle'ilH’Jl‘ll’XW-bfi Cc
where n‘ (q) : (-t/T ”Jillf’lll'j

Solving the Liouville equation to the lowest order. the energy rate for the electrons
is given by Ill. 10

is the equivalent potential. due to LAT.

'. -.: HE; . A 1' i , l y E , ,_ 1:.
H. e : *1 Z q~ hlbkfl' ~ Earhart/7 at c U fle.1'p<zq- /;, H(s)d,s)

qi

n, l Um l‘-’ .Ié-‘(q'ra‘)e‘"w‘"“-">ii(i}.q;(i — Ni)
' I l I ;1' Z (7- film... — En lini/ di'e-El'—"up(iq-/ Rtsldsl

*Ft‘ 1’-— lkayak». L H

Himi”J§tr-Eic"*""‘“"“ "Witt-«it! t’)i=cc 7 (2)
where fl((iuu) is the Fourier transformation of the retarded Green‘s function l:l(ii,t)y

with fi’ls) : fi(s)e“.M the drift velocity of the electron system. Here the fluctuation
of the coordinates of the center~of~mass—electrons may be included. We note that this
factor reflects the non linear dependence of the kinetical equations on the electron drift
velocity and equation ('2) is clearly consistent with the largeeN approximation.

2 Plasma Transport Equation and Heating Rate
Our derivation of (2]. is in microscopic form yet. from the View point of the center

of mass. The energy equation. is quite rigurous and general; while we are restricted
our treatment to lom‘sborder in the electron-ion interaction and H'lql; our result are
valid for all values of the. laser electric field. llovever the evaluation of the steady—
State transport equations, including the fluctuation parts of the velocity RU). can be

carried out only approximately. In general. we can denote the velocity 1? as the sum

of the drift velocity HM and its fluctuation of}. with of? 7 0. where a bar denote the
ensemble average over the center of mass cooodinates. so l9 that using the cumulant

approximation we have exp (26- f(1,17(s)ds) : eIp ((rd- lien-r 17172)“ 7 i')) then, in

the ramdorn phase approximation if we take the average over the bl? distribution. we
obtain

a. 1U ‘-‘ ., _ _ I i }
14;; mo + “-l'» 72,—.1,‘l -a. Im- —-—-~ W: 7* 3Z( n q (M) 1‘ (‘1 l 1 501(5m % 5' HM) l l

gm

3:
1
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he plasma transport equation. which has
:3.) is the generalized expression oi't

fiuass. In general I) is held dependent.Equml‘m ( .
tlifusSIon constant of the center 0

includt‘tl ”‘0 _ . . . k r
l n in the classical limit. we can use the Einstein relation D 2 fin . where 3—. is the

n . .. .. . . . ’ ’
in time. With I)q'. 1n the large—approxrmation. clearly for nonde-

rnentuni transtx

d plasma. the (Orrection on the e

for degenerated plasma. specially for quase—
. . w . . .

tion due to the damplng Dq' maybe srgnrhcant for smaller systems and

We remark that our theory have total validity for 1—D and 2-D

nergy loss function. 1m;l can are neglected.

one and twordiniensional electron
inO
generate

However.

ht‘ (orrec

densities.

in when the " volume "' is redefined.
in the presence of a laser field. studied

ion and scattering of

gas. 1

smaller

electron '3,
The nonlinear effects related to lAT.

ors. are connected with the strong absorpt

i by ionrsound pulsations. The estimates of this anomalous absorption and

flattering are functions of the angle distribution of N((j) r qltos 0Q), which de—

pends on the Knudsen number. KN. Using the quantumemechanical approach, the

authors of references l3i ‘Jii. l5l. have showed that the absorption is strong when the

19ml of ioneacoust iC turbulence is high enough. However these studies were carried out

undt‘r the condition of unproven isotropical wave spectrum for the ion—acoustic insta—

nliilized by ion trapping. l3] without angle distribution dependence. Kim et al

conjectured an equation for the heating of the electron. which is derived from

‘a quantumvtnechanical extension of V'lasov equation (Kim‘s equation). However the

' this theory are not convincing. because the field equations for the electron

and the wave function @(TJ) ( Schrodinger equa-

condition of diHerent gauges, ie.

by Silin and colaborat

rariiatior

hilit). st
,l51.ha\'e

results oi
distribution function (Vlasov eq.)

lion). are treated as independent variables under the

length gauge and velocity gauge. respectivelly.

The proper Way to obtain the heating rate. within this approach. is to follow the

i . which is based on the singleeparticle density

997') is derived from the Schrodinger equation,

l the matrix density equation.

which spite the fact that this does not give
g by the ion sound. it leads to a

method proposed by Silin and Urvupir

matrix. where the collisional operator

taking into account. the diagonal terms 0

An alternative approach is our theory.

the attenuation of the radiation due. to Raman scatterin

general expre ption through conversion of laser radiation

into a longitudinal perturbation.

In order to compare ours results‘with Kim’s results and also Silin‘s expressions we

take to. -:_ at“. “((1) : 0 and Wfq) : Alaegwy’Vmwfiz,i’q‘m". Considering a single ione

acoustic wave. with w. (5': run. which is proportional to 6(w. * to”) + 6(a). — w”). the

heating rate ii“ is given by WM : 2‘: l A“ i2 {i in qrde’lwoJflIflml where iAn l2:

ssion for the ionracoustic absor

SWEQLT 1L:. In the weakfield limit. .1; : I34. from W”. we can estimate the

hich is proportional to the factor C(wfie/wg) given by
0 the critical-density region.

tlel

effective collision frequency. w

Bychenkov et al. l8l. For the case sufficiently close t

(us; 7 xi) .:; W‘PCZ. we use again the approximation 1177“) ~ Nefer). so

- ] ., L62 ,

WM : i—rttwreiqi [don a)
(2n)3 Susi. 22y
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' I l..'!.‘.‘(l-[dcos 0‘, / (lq it (1:71” Ill-(LEN): L )<I>(()‘,)o(q y:’1qp) (l). . ll” 'on

where cos. (/5 : coal/qcosg — .L:r1707sen{l(05(6)H 1.5.1,). llere. ll is the angle between f}!
delined by Silin et al. and E. liquation (4) contain the nonlinear ('ll'ect due to the laser
field and the velocity fluctuations of the center ol' mass. hi the \\'cal\'—fi(‘ld casefi We
see that the influence of the velocity fluctuations only appear in the logarithm factor.
so in the vicinity 01.11., : *‘iu the effective collision frequency due to the lOHgltudina]
perturbation is proportional to C(I : ; (;)l(1 I) 'ln(13:;)1"2}7(0). Here We
are taking into account the symmetry of the turbulent noise with respect to the VeCtor
li’. Thus. the main contribution to the absorption at the trequency tut, comes from the
range of plasma density in which LU)” : ml. and electromagnetic waves tranSllorm into
longitudinal plasma waves. When : a 1. our result agrees with the expression given
by Bychenkm' et al ;til The expressions given by Kim et al. do not. includf! the factor
F(()). which gives i/_. and 11,. When KN 1 it. also does not show the [AT distribution
over the angles. which is anisotropic along the force direction 1:7. In our calculatiODA
the geometric—optics approximation still holds. so under the condition KN -:_ 1 We have
strong absorption in aplasrna which is spatially non-uniform along one axis.
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[JREED POWER INTO THE PLASMA BY LASER RADIATION AN

AfiiEfimlNgTION OF REFLECTION COEFFICIENT IN THE IMPLOSION O

DéuTERIUm—TRIT IUM PELLETS CORRESPONDING TO THE INERTIA

EDNFINnNT FUSION.

chm”: Miramar E132ouez, Jose Felix

9U de Ingenieria Nuclear. Escoela Tecnica Superior de‘

Area
en .

igglErZaragoza (Spain)
iergg Industriales. Universidad de Zaragoza.

I . — INTRODUCT ION

We consider that the plasma in the crown is inhomogeneous,g

with Collisions (ERQBINSKII, 1965), inside which there is avg

appliEd magnetic field Bu directed along Z axis, being place

U115 z axis on the normal plane to two unitary vectors thafi

rotate in opposite directions. bEing GI the left direction (fro

positiVE' X axis to positive Y axis), and G‘ the right direction“

(from positive X semiaxis to negative Y semiaxis). In relatioj

to the polarization, the propagation vector of electromagneti

wave of the laser that is transverse electric and magneti

(TEN): is located in the direction of the 2 positive axis. Th

electric fiE'ld EN and the magnetic field H“ of thi

electromagnetic wave are located in the direction of Y axis and

x axis respectively. The permitivity tensor corresponding to the

plasma aforementioned will be given by (RODRIGUEZ. 1987).

V . i ‘1 Ex .
[«:; = —i “x E, I; [1)

I O 0 H

wpe2 ”pi2
e“ = E(J [ l n — c J (2)

w ( w , 1 Va) w ( w _ 1 V“)

In the expressions (1) , (2) . E“ , EL and Ex are the components

in parallel direction to the magnetic field, perpendicularf

direction to the magnetic field and along X axis, respectively-

w is equal to the frequency (in rad/s). of the electromagneti

field ; w and w , the plasma frecuency of ions and electron

The component E of the formula (2) is the only one that is not

influenced by the magnetic field. (TAKASHI et al. 1987; BDL'SHDK‘I

et al . . 1974) . If we reject the ionic contribution ( \J.19

O), the terminus 6” of the “Formula (2) may be written in th

following form

eu w?“e V
91 .1

E e : l - (1 — i ) (3)

e w2 w

l I . —ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS

If the electric field is normal to the incidence axis (mode

TE) . we oztntain2
(‘7 n + k J E“ 2 o (4)
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We suppose that the electric field are given by
E = éEfiz> exp(' ikxx) (5)

replacing this equation in the differential equation (4), and
havin in mind that kx = k“ = kl sin e (b), we obtain, finally

cit?E +(k2-k2)tl>E=O (7)
2 X

dz
In case of the magnetic field is normal to the incidence axis

(mode TM), we will suppose that the magnetic field is given by
H = k(2) @H(2) exp(>i|<xx) (El)
From here we can obtain the electromagnetic equation of the

mode TM, which is similar to the equation (4). putting inStead
of k2, the constant K and instead of the electric field E , the
magnetic field H”. Finally, it is reached the equation W

d (EH
, ,2 _ 2 _+ \K k ) q; — O (9)2 x H

dz
Along this paper it will be supposed a normal incidencE of

the laser radiation. so kx = 0. We do EH = Elnand we obtain
k2 — k“2 = k2 = wzpeZ (10) ; K2 = w‘pE (ii)

and having in mind formulae (3), (5), ( ) and (10) we obtain
d‘E w‘ \J .~ 91 ,—W+k2[le P‘(i—i—)11E=o(12)

2 "Y
d2 w w

Ne w7i11 suppose that
woe» z 7 20 I 1

= (l3); where z : ( )H.“ I 20 (14;
w2 z k2 aD V .

. Y El _1
being a = (l e i ) (15)

w
at which the expression (12) is transformed into

d E” 2 2/3 2/3 1 2T2— [Ea +|< 20 (a 7a J] EWZO (lb)

llI.e THE ABSORPTION PROCESS OF THE LASER RQDIATIDN

When the external part of pellet is heated by illuminatio
of the laser light, it is ablated and expanded forming a crow
of plasma, taking place into it the absorption of the lase
radiation by means of a collisional mechanism that is calle
inverse Bremsstrahlung, before a critical density is ‘reache
which is given by (QTZENI, 1987)

I—'i me we ,3
f=m.———-—Kgm (l7)1: 1 2 ,

H E E

ion and electron densities; e is the dielectric constant 0
vacuum; e is the electron charge; finally, w is the lase
frequency. Above this frequency the light of the laser can ndfi
penetrate into the target, being reflected absolutely. Becaus
of the moment conservation, the part of fuel that has no
experimented the ablation is accelerated towards inside, that i
to say, imploses. The irradiation intensity I, is inside th
range (I >\ )m 3 10 W cm_ urn . Recent experiments have proved

E l
where mi and mE are the ion and electron masses; nj and nE are th?‘
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erg are advantages uSing a small wavelength , >\ 2 pm,
thth::ining a higher ablation pressure. a reduction of suprathermal

ob ctrDr‘S generation and a more effective absorption.
5'12 onsider the infradense region of 'the crown plasma,when WE C

e the absorption of the laser radiation takes place. ther . .
“Silisior‘ frequency is vei N w . So, the expression (18) results
c dZEW

._-—e—— *EE" = 0 (l8)
d 2 Y ,

The EOlUtnS of the equation (18) are the known Airy

functions Ai(: ) and Bi( E1 ). Due to the asymptotic behaviour of

E1ectl’0magn9tic field for increasing values of independent

Variable and the indefinite increasing of 81(g ) with a , we

use as solution the Airy function which can be expressed as
ho

:Cgmbination of Bessel modified and normal functions of order

3 ME) = (1/3) (nfiilig[1_m(®) — 11mm] ; (19)
(mg) = (1/3) (11%) [ammo — ammo ;

being 4, = (2/3) .E 2 when we utilize the equation (16:) _we

obtain a new expression for :1; that i5 given bV ‘i' : (2/3) A $3,213
being /\ a complex constant.

1V,DETERMIN9TIDN OF THE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF THE LQSER.

The reflection coefficient of the laser radiation is calculated

by the formula (RODRIGUEZ, 1987)
film 7 YS((H

r (z) : —»————~— (-20)
EE Y1E(z) + YSE(O) E

where VI (2) is the surface impedance at 2 distance; Y1 (O) is the

surface impedance calculated at zero distance. Y1 is given by
8H 5E

E , wx . 7 "Y
Y1 = n ——(2.‘L) being H.“ A — —— (22)

8E 52
Making use of the formula (14) with a = l. we obtain

(—g)” 91(8) — 1 aug)
rEiz) = (23)

<—g>1/2Ai<£,) + i AME)
V.e CALCULATION OF THE QBSORBED POWER IN THE PLASMA

The absorbed power in the plasma ( power crossing an

arbitrary plane in z=constant), is given by
E E' as Er

P = ‘é [ l—rE2(Z) ] “—-——— ; being rE(z) =
7 (24) Ei

(25)
the reflection coefficient of the laser radiation, E is the

electric field of the laser, E is its complex conjugate ,being
the wave impedance of free space Y? = (p0 /E ) (26)

If we utilize cilindrical coordinates we obtain finally
E TI w0

P:'/a[ 1— rZEtz) J (—) (27)
‘2 2

being EU the initial value of the laser electric field and wo the
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initial radius of spot of the laser beam (VERDEYEN, 1931)

VI.- RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we utilize D—T pellets with a radius, R
a value of 450 um and a thickness of 40 fm. We utilize a 1&5
irradiation intensity with a value of l A = 10 W Ema um? usiera wavelength of A = 0.35 pm, corresponding to the Ultravias
range of the spectrum. The temperature of the ions is T.= IE;
Kev (TAKRBE et al., 1989). we do the value of Ho equalltD I
because we consider only a dimension. We must have in mind thgé
fie = Z ngbeing Z the average charge of the ion. with a Valua of
2* = 0.1 for DiT case. We consider indeed that he Varies h
function of z, in accordance with the expression n (z):
neo exo(-z{zo). We take for plasma the electronig density
corresponding to the crown a value of n e 9.1 10 m , (MULSER
et al. 1989). that agrees the critical density calculated frOM
aforementioned data. we suppose that V . « w. The value of the
reflection Coefficient is r =1.28001 lO'4+ i 1.78667 10%, With
a module value of Ar; = 2.1?786 10*. The last value correspgndsto 1npabwmim . 1028 m , and z : 4.4 10". The values of r
corresponding to different values of (he)absrtim are around one,11
may be seen that the laser light absorption takes place for
values a bit smaller than n“, as it was supposed.

a with

V If we do not have in mind the condition 1)“ “ w, We obtaina value of r = ’ 1.501384 10'1 r 1 1.71959 10*. with a module of
(rfi :Af.35349 107. The list value corresponds to (”Newmnm = 8.9
10 m and z = 4.4 10 . The values of rl correspondflm to
different values of (nejwwrnm are around one.

When we take E = 7.839 20563 10 V/m and Wu: 1 mm. we obtain
the following values of the absorbed power in Plasma

Case a) Vi << w :1: 2 1220152523 105 w / m
Case b) not being V. u w ; F’ : 1.211143590 10151» / m2E]
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EFFECT OF ELECTRON VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ON THE

HEATING OF CORE BY CORONA IN SPHERICAL PELLET

DP. Singh, F. GiantntanC0*, A. Salvetti and M. Vaselli

rm di Fisica Atomica E Molecolare C.N.R.,
Via del Giardino 7, 56127 PISA (ITALY)

it Dipartimento di Fisica - Universita’ di Pisa, PISA (ITALY)

The heating of the plasma dense core by superthermal electron cloud in

Spherical geometry has been investigated extensively in past years /l-3/.

Consideration of the thermal flux inhibition in the plasma ablation zone and

the inclusion of Z layer to reduce the mean free path of hot electrons have

shown to affect the core~corona coupling in laser irradiated targets to a great

extent /3.4/. The absorption of intense laser beam at the plasma critical layer in

a pellet by various nonlinear processes such as resonance absorption, leads to

the generation of energetic electrons that may penetrate into the internal core

up to the depth of their mean free path forming a hot corona. When these hot

electrons move in the inward radial direction, a counter—streaming cold

electron current also flows outwardly to maintain the' charge neutrality. In

earlier studies this cold current was neglected and it was assumed that the hot

electron density always remains equal to the plasma critical density in the core—

corona overlapping region. It has also been seen in numerical simulation that

the electron velocity distribution which develops in the plasma ablation region

consists of a broad, nearly flat component of energetic electrons streaming

from the heating region into the main body of the plasma and a cold

component of counter—streaming electrons into the heating region /5/.

The aim of this paper is to study the dependence of core—corona

coupling on this electron velocity distribution. Since the target dimensions are

quite large as compared to the electronic mean free-path, we may follow one

dimension plane flow of the electrons as far as the electron distribution is

concerned. As the electron velocity distribution should be constrained by the

requirements for not supporting beam plasma instabilities, and that it should

represent zero net current flow to preserve charge balance, we may assume the

idealized form of the electron velocity distribution function (f(v)) as /5/,

f (v) = nh/vh , O S v S vh

= nc/vc, —vc S v S O (1)
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where v and I] are velocity and density of electrons, and suffices h and c
correspond to hot and cold electrons. The condition for zero not current may
be written as

no

J = V f(v) dv = %(nhvh — ncvc) = O
.m , (2)

or vC = nhvh / nC
Therefore the energy flux can be given as

Q = %(n m vfi) (11h / 4 n)[1 — (nh/n—nh)3] , (3)

A close look on the variation of Q/é—[n m Vii] with nh/n shows that the
former increases with the increase in the fraction of hot electron up to a
maximum value corresponding to nh/n =l/3. beyond which it decreases. This
is due to the fact that in the beginning the contribution of the hot electrons to

Q/gn m V131] is dominant, but later on the counter—streaming electrons play

significant role.
The cooling rate of the corona may be given as /l/,

S = 3kB(Th‘Tc) nr2 dr ,2 cm I:

= ____3 kB(Th‘TC) 11¢e ln i— ,
2 Teq 7 e (4)

where kB, Th, TC, r, 1‘6, 1‘0 ncr and c are the Boltzmann constant, hot
electron temperature, core temperature, radial coordinate, core radius, radius
of the plasma critical layer. plasma density at 1‘C and the energy equipartition
time between core and the coronal electrons. Here the plasma density variation
in the plasma ablation has been included as indicated by computer simulation.
The expression for the energy equipartition time can be given as /6/.

_ l m (kBT)3/2
T _

ea 4 ne‘lncrlnA , (5)
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A are the average electron temperature [(Th'l'TCVZJ in the core
and In

T Verlapping region and coulomb logarithm. Incorporating the self -

dition of the corona, i.e. the width of the plasma ablation zone

f the order of the electronic mean free path, the expression for S
corona o

regulation con

remains o

my be rewritten as,

k (T —T n )t
S : $43M ncrrg ln 1 + Z’h' _l’t_C

f)
llcr 1C

,
(6)

where km. is the hot electron mean free path given as follows,

the = [kBT]3/ [ne4(Z+1)ncrrcln A]
Considering the proper plasma density variations in the whole core, the

n for core — corona coupling may be obtained from the energy

a "seq

expressio
balance condition between the core and the surrounding corona as,

n k111 [l + 2—“.i
T1 : 3 Her I.<: L

C I] ’
2 [l + In J] Teq

nor (7)
no is the plasma core density. The expression (7) gives the dependence of core

_ corona coupling on various parameters and the numerical results have been

plotted for the following set of parameters:

Mass of the whole core : (48/4TE)LLg Q = 1014 W/cm2

(110/ ncr) = 104.

1)“ (Mil

(Llllll

(11mm ._r_|_t_._t__|_._._._t_l_._._a_4_LrJ,.t._l . .4_.

ll Ill 20 'l' 3” 40 Sll (10

keV
. . —1. .

Fig. l : Plot of core corona-coupling (To in ns‘l) w1th mean electron

temperature ( TkeV)' 7\vum = 1‘
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!
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1 10 .. 4xpmfi R 10 1..

t . -1. .Fig. 2 : Plot of core corona 4 coupling (me in ns'l) With laser wavelength.

TkeV = 88.5.
Figure 1 shows the variation of Tel with the mean electron temperature in the
overlapping region for given energy flux. It is seen that there exists a
minimum value of the mean electron temperature corresponding to hot
electron fraction nh/n 21/3 and beyond which each value of temperature gives

two values of nh/n and hence two values of T;1 . These two values of core .
corona coupling correspond to two regions where hot electron and counter -
streaming flux are dominant respectively. In the former case the behavior of

»l . . . .
TC Wlth mean electron temperature Shows '(1 IllillDllll] £18 86611 lIl earlier

studies, while it always decreases in the latter region. Figure 2 exhibits the

variation of Te With the laser. wavelength 101' glven energy flux. In this case

too, the existence of maximum wavelength corresponding to nh/n :1/3 and the
dependence can be explained due to the above—mentioned regions.
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INFLUENCE OF PARTIAL CHARGE EXCHANGE ON EFFECTIVE CHARGE OF

SWlFT HEAVY IONS FLOWING THROUGH DENSE HYDROGEN PLASMAS

G. Maynard. K. Katsonis, C. Deutsch

oratOiIfi de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas' et GDR 918, Bat. 212, Université Paris
Lab X1. 91405 Orsay, FRANCE.

since 1976, extensive studies were directed toward the use of heavy ions beams as the

driver for pellet implosions in connection with inertial confinement fusion (ICE) /1/, To

reach high efficiency, heavy ions beams have to deposit most of their energy in a high density

and high temperature plasma of low 2 material. It is a well known fact that in such plasmas

the energy deposition curves exhibit a Bragg peak at a projectile energy closed to 1 Mev/n.

it is then crucial to have a good knowledge of the stopping power S at this energy at which

the interaction between the projectiles and the plasma becomes maximum. The charge state

of the projectile is an important parameter because S is nearly proportional to the square of

the charge-
Experimental investigation of swift heavy ions stopping in dense hydrogen plasma

produced by a Z-Pinch was initiated in France [2/ and also continued in Germany /3/.

Temperatures of few eV and densities 10‘7"" cm‘" have been obtained New experiments are

under way with densities up to 102”“ cm'". During the life time of this high density plasma,

hydrogen is often but not allways fully ionised.

To determine the ionisation state reached by the projectile, one has to determine the

balance between loss and gain of electrons. Gains are due to radiative and dielectonic

recombination involving free electrons'and also to charge transfer from the bound electrons

of the hydrogen atoms. Because charge transfer is the most effective mechanism, it plays an

important role even at high ionisation stages.
We are presenting here our results from the study of the density effect on the charge

transfer efficiency.
The density effect in cold solids has been extensively reviewed in the famous paper

of BB. Betz /4/ who detailed the Beterodzins (BG) theory /5/. The density effect in

solid arises from the very small time of flight between successive collisions, the radiative

decay of excited electrons remaining inefficient. in the BG model one has to deal with all the

electrons of the outer subshells. All these electrons get some excitation so their loss rate

increases slightly. The average charge will be shifted by a small amount of one or two units.

Due to the large number of excited electrons the total excitation energy per ion will be large

enough to allow the ejection of many Auger electrons at the exit surface. Some departure from

#4.:

' associé au CNRS
/1/ C. Deutsch. Ann. Phys. 11 (1986) 1
/2/ D. GardésR. Bimbot, M.F, Rivet, A. Servajeau, C. Fleurier. D. Hong, C. Deutsch, G.

Maynard, Particle Accelerators 38 (1992) 361

/3/ D. H. Hoffmann, K. Weyrich, H. Wahl, D. Gardes, R. Bimbot and C. Fleun'er, Phys.

Rev. A 42 2313 (1990)
/4/ H.D.Betz, Rev. of Mod. Phys. 44 (1972) 465

/5/H.D. Betz and L. Grodzins, Phys. Rev. Lett. 25 (1970) 211
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BG model has been examined in the case of targets with low 2 /6/.

Looking at the BG model one can think that the density effect in a dense plasma is the
same with the density effect in solids; we have again a lot of excitation by collisions With
electrons, ions and atoms leading to many excited electrons and so to a slightly increased loss
rate. It is shown here that in the case of a partially ionised hydrogen plasma, the evaluatior.
of partial charge exchange cross section has greatly modified the BG conclusions.

To further examine the influence of the partial charge exchange we look at the
particular example of 1 MeV/n 1“” ions passing through a hydrogen plasma which is 30%
ionised. The effective charge of the iodine ion is determined for three densities : n = nH + nu”
n : 10'7 cm”, n : 10mcm‘3 and n = 10“ cm”. To get valuable cross sections for partial Charge
transfer. Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) calculations by K. Katsonis and G.
Maynard [7/ were used. An example of the results is shown Figure l for 12‘”.

In this figure one clearly
see the importance of the partial - - *
recombination on excited states. . a
The partial recombination on the
ground state is nearly zero; with
increasing charge the position of
the maximum is shifted toward
higher value of the principal
quantum number n.

Cross sections for the other
processes are similar to the ones
used in /8/.

To analyze the average
Charge state of swift heavy ion we
make use of an average atom
model /6/,/9/ so we can take (1000 44¢ >i< * * . l i
into account the excited levels of 0 _5 . 10 15 20
the projectile (only through the prlnclpal quantum number n
dependence on the principal
quantum number n). The results of a.

, . Figure 1 Partial charge transfer cross section for 1 Mev/nour calculations are shown in 30+ . . . . 2 . .1 Col/(thug With H m Ttau units.Figures 2-4 for the three densities
cases. In each figure we have reported the evolution of the average charge for five initial
charge states as they flow through the hydrogen plasma. For the two high densities targets we
have also reported calculations where all the partial cross sections in level with principal
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/6/G. Maynard, C. Deutsch, Rad. Eff. and Defects in Solids, 110 (1989) 157, see also Y.
Le Beyec, S. Della—Negra. to be published «
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When comparing Figure 2 with Figures 3 and 4 the density influence is Clearly seen,
For example as the density increases from n:nl to n=n2 the equilibrium charge varies fmm
22 to 30 and the distance n.l required for reaching this equilibrium increases by more than a
factor two. A very important fact on Figures 3 and 4 is the large discrepancy when there is
recombination into high excited states or not. When recombinations are put in levels it < 5 the
equilibrium charge is reduced by 6 units at n = n2 and by nearly 8 units at n = nJ and this is
not included in the BG model.

Different initial charges have two different time scales of evolution in a high density
plasma. For n : nJ they change rapidly up to a distance of 5 mm in Figure 4 and then
increases much slowly. This is due to the time for the fundamental n = 3 level to reach
equilibrium. Because partial recombination in this level is very small when an electron hole
is produced, it cannot be filled in again easily. So the slowly increasing of the average charge
can be viewed as a hole creation and this hole population has to be added to the BG model.

It is to be noted that this process is important only for of low Z materials. For high Z
plasmas the partial recombination in the ground level is not small and so there is no such hole
population.

To clarify the situation, the slowing down of the projectile has not been considered
here. With increasing the plasma ionisation, the dynamical effects become more important and
must be also included /6/.
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Numerical simulations of X-ray diagnostics in ICF

Philippe HUMBERT
CEA . Centre d‘Etudes de Limeil-Valenton, 94195 VELLENEUVE St GEORGES.

Introduction

Numerical fluid Simulations of laser fusion experiments are performed using FCI2

code/U. For direct comparison 0f X-ray experimental results and computed data a

radiation diagnostic code has been designed /2/.

After a brief presentation of both codes we describe the diagnostic computation method

and Show art example of X—ray diagnostic simulation.

FCIZ and DXFCIZ codes

Laser target implosions are computed using FCIZ code. It is a two dimensional, one

fluid, two temperatures (electronic and ionic) lagrangian radiation hydrodynamic code.

Radiation transport equation for photons is coupled with material temperature and

velocity. it is solved using multigroup diffusion or Monte-Carlo method. Atomic physics

data (opacity, equation of state, ionization) are computed with or without the hypothesis

of local thermodynamic equilibrium /3/.Laser absorption is treated by means of a ray

tracing algorithm (geometrical optics approximation).

Imaging and X-ray spectroscopy diagnostics are computed with a radiation diagnostic

code (DXFCIZ) which acts as a post-processor of FCIZ code. DXFCIZ performs the

numerical simulation of the following X-ray diagnostics :

— Pinhole and streak camera imaging (spatial and temporal resolution).

~ Spectrometry (spectral resolution, with or without time resolution).

- X-ray radiography. .

Diagnostics computation

The main task in radiation diagnostic simulation is the determination of specific intensity

IV from which all considered diagnostics can be deduced.
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Fig. l : Detection geometry : An X-ray source irradiates a detector composed ofa
diaphragm and a film plane.

Pinhole and streak camera imaging are given by the flux F (erg/cmzls) :

(l) s dv =1 dvf (h'.;2)lv(;2)dfl

Specroscopic diagnostics are computed from the spectral quantity PV (erg/s/eV/sr) :

(2) 1%: 1 dz
M22 I

The specific intensity [V (erg/cmzs/eV/sr) is the formal solution of the stationnary
radiative transfer equation :

5n
(3) IV(§)=I()e'TU+I Q(s)e*T(S)ds

D

where the optical depth 1: is :
5.:

(4) 1(5):! o(s')ds'
S

The target computed by FC12 code is described by a lagrangian cylindrical 2D

quadrangular mesh (R,Z)vwhich is transfered to DXFCIZ code together with the opacity
0 ( cm’l) and emissivity Q (erg/cm3/s/eV).
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1V is determined using a ray tracing algorithm. The specific intensity is computed along

each ray associated with each pixel of the detector film. Equation (3) can be rewritten as :
M Q

(5) lzloe'TMZ fll-e'mhk‘“
i=1 ‘

where M is the distance covered by the ray whithiu the torroidal zone i. These distances

are determined by computing the intersections between cones generated by cylindrical

meSh and lines associated with the ray tracing algorithm (Fig. 2). A vectorized

implementation of the trajectography has been designed to improve computation

efficiency on a Cray YMP computer.

Y'
Y

Fl n /(En/,4?”
\ X'

\\ \
\ ~/ ,

///
Z

/’ (C)

X

Fig. 2 : Illustration of tray tracing trajectography for radiative specific intensity

computation.

Example

We consider the indirectly driven implosion of a microballoon with the two beams of

Phebus laser facility /4/ The corresponding pinhole X-ray pictures of compressed parts

obtained at the end of implosion are presented in figure 3. They show a good agreement

between code and experimental data.
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(a) (b)

Fig 3 : (3) Experimental and (b) computed X—ray pinhole picture of the indirectly
driven implosion of a microballoon.
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PLASMA—DRIVEN LINERS

H Kilic, J.G. Linhart and A. Bortolotti
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The deposition of thermal energy by laser or ion beams in an ablator is capable of

produCn a very large acceleration of the adjacent pusher — for power densities 01‘1t i

Terrawatts/s, ablator pressure in the range of 10 Mbar is attainable. [

In the case of a plasma drive such driving pressures and accelerations are not

directly possible. When a snowplough (SP) is used to accelerate a thin liner, the driving

pressure is that of the magnetic piston pushing the SP, i.e. at most 0.1 Mbar. However, the

initial radius r' 0 0f the liner can be a few centimeters, instead of 1 (mm) as in the case in

direct pellet implosions /1/. In order to compete with the performance of the beam—driven

liners, the plasma drive must demonstrate that

a) thin liner retains a high density during the implosion (lasting a fraction of a ti see);

b) radial compression ratio r U / r mm of the order of 'l ()0 can be attained.

It is also attractive to consider the staging of two or more liners in order to get

sharpening and amplifications of the pressure and/or radiation pulse /2/3/4/.

If a) and b) are verified then the final pressures produced will be comparable with

those of the beam-driven implosions.

The energy source for the plasma drive can. be a condenser bank or perhaps even an

inductive storage. Needless to say that the cost and space occupied by these will be much

smaller than those of a laser or heavy—ion beam machines and in most cases (even if stag—

ing is envisaged) the energy—transfer efficiency of the plasma drive will be superior.

Ill L. Bilbao ct 211., Kerntechnik, to be published (1992).

[2/ J.G. Linhart, Laser and Particle Beams 2, 87 (1984).

[3/ J.G. Linhart, Atomcnergie Kernlechnik 42, 1 (1983).

/4/ VP. Smirnov, Plasma Phys. and Controlled Fusion 33, 1697 (I991).
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We shall first discuss the theory of the plasma drive, addressing ourselves to the
problems a) and b). We shall then describe the apparatus in which thin bubbles
(m < l u in) are imploded by an SP. In particular, the results of experiments in which the
SP is produced in N 2, whereas the inside of the bubble is inflated with D2 will be men.
tioned. In the conclusion some future applications of the plasma drive will be considered'

Theory
Let us consider the case ofa plane liner driven by the pressure p = (Z + URkTOfa

plasma cushion (equivalent to an ahlator). This pressure is supposed to be maintained by
an adequate magnetic pressure [3 2 / 8 n (Fig. 1). The dense material of the liner (9 Dis
being heated by the heat transport from the hot ablator and would, therefore, Expand
were it not compensated by a rising p . This is a problem similar to the llammel-Haines
analysis of the Z-pinch (see also Ref.l, App. 1).

Let us consider an artificially Simple
case in which the p Ldocs not diffuse into
the ablator and T~ can 8 t. , 7 = const . If
6L = con st . . we have for the pressure rise
in the liner

7/21TA/JEOS- to‘°z‘ 5 tax

This must be compensated by the
A(Bz/8n) = 0.021ra<t2).’rhercfore,

7 ([02)
(It

Fig. 1 As we assumed that

=O.8-1C)'SZ"T7/25'l (1)

T ~ con st . the pressure pcan rise only iiédecreases. This means that
b = ((7 + l)i‘\"A:T)/(O.02ni2) , N : 6 - ll . Substituting into Eq. (1) we get

(“Rho 36-10w—L5/p -t2dt ' (Z+l)Z-N (28)

.‘i

From which .
I‘ziO-ex‘t) (2h)

The characteristic time constant is ”E = 2/3 .Ex: Z = 4 , T : 2-10°(°l\').N=lO'8we
getT~2(usec).

This, very approximate, analysis suggests that during the time of acceleration the
.3p/ ,0 < land consequently the thickness 0' Lwill not increase substantially.
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We have performed numerical calculations on the radial implosion of 2- thin liner

h confirms this conclusion /l/.
\t’lllC . . .

ations show also that the turn—around radius of our liner is less than l min
These calcul

= gcm ) and when the compressed medium is a D—plasrna the temperature can rise to

wpicflll‘v’ 1/2 (keV). Naturally one could suspect that instabilities will prevent such large

radial co

dense pla
have show

mpression ratios. Let us not forget, however, that the liner is collapsing on a

5111;]. Experiments on cylindrical Sl”s in Argon compressing, initially Weak [K ,

n that very large and symmetric radial compressions are possible.
Let us finally reintroduce the idea of

'51 able for staging, 1.6. the use of two liners. to
[tn/5661“ achieve accelerations and pressures com-

\ l / parable with the beamidriven liners. lt‘t

Q I us suppose that the first liner / r

~92 .X snonploughs in front of itself a layer '3‘ t of

—7 . . a. high-Z gas (Fig. 2). let both I. 1 and 5;,

l impact on a second liner 1. ,3 made of a thin

A ablator and a heavy pusher (U,g. Ag or

1: | 7 Au). The S I will be compressed by the

”L—J—a / p 1 v? of]. 1 within a time ‘t’L : (15/ v] and

5 L; will accelerate 1.; to 1‘; ~ It. .within a time

Fig. .2 T;. ,< r1/5/. As bt‘can easily be of the

order of 1 mm and \e' 1 > I ()7 the acceleration off;i will be effected within a few nsecs.

The same idea of staging can be applied to the generation of an intense and short

burst of X—rays /2/. In recent experiments based on this idea /4/ X-ray pulses of 300 Terra—

watts and ~ 2 nsecs have been generated.

Experiments

The liner in this experiment is an antisymmetric film drawn in N2 (eTorr) between

two circular lips, one on the central electrode and one on a movable cup (Fig. 3); The

resulting liners are azimuthally uniform and have a thickness ofti : l + 0. l u m .C‘ylindri-

cal and slightly convex liners were made by adjusting the inner (D2)/0Utel’ (NZJTZ) pres-

sure ratio. They were imploded by a snowplough plasma driver produced in a coaxial gun

discharge. The impact time of the SP on the liner is synchronized with the current

maximum I "m = O .8 + 1.3 (t\ I A m ps) . Early experiments and calculations /1/ have

shown that the current sheet remains separated from the main body of the liner, which

/5/ M}. Linhart, Nucl. Fusion 19, 264 (1979).
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retains a high density up to the moment of
maximum compression. Frame pictures as
well as (I / /(tl traces, with and withom
liner implosions show different times of

. maximum compression (pinching) time
Some implosions were carried Out by

inflating the bubble with D3 and USing H2
outside (10 Torr). Ina few of theses Shots
neutron yields of l + 2 X lOnwere
recorded. If these were to come from the
compressed D»plasma, the turn~around
radius would have to he as low as 0.4 mm!

Conclusion

Plasma drive is capable of accelerat.
ing liners without exploding them. App“-
cations to quasi—spherical implosions

are being prepared. These may be exploited in many ways. The first to he considered will
he :2 Compression of a B i. field around a fibre situated on the axis of the system (see J.G.

Linhart, in these proceedings). A second will be the liner staging already mentioned, par~

ticularly for the production of intense hlackhody radiation inside a holhraunt /3/.
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AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATION IN A NDNUNIFURM
LASER PRODUCED PLASMA

M.l€..Srivastava and SN Lawande

Thgoretlcal tsics D1v1sion. B.A.R.C.. Bombav-QGOOES. INDIA

and
Nanoranian than. Chandra Dee and B.ChaPrabortv

Facultv of BCiEDEes. Jadhavour University. Calcutta-700038. INDIA

Magnetic field generation in a laser produced plasma plays a

vital role in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) scheme. Many transport

Characteristics like thermal transport inhibition, lateral plasma flow

etc- which have a direct bearing over the ICF performance, are

Easentlally determined by the self—generated magnetic field (SBMF) in

the lasercpreduced plasma. Theoretically, a variety of mechanisms have

been proposed in the last two decades that leads to generation of

tDrDidEl magnetic field. This is extensively reviewed in a recent

paper by J.A.Stamper1. However, not much work has been done so far as

the self—generated axial magnetic field (SBAMF) is concerned. An

evidence of SEAMF of 0.8 MS was shown by Briand et.a1.2 in their

Experiment on a planar Al target irradiated by an intense pulse of

short wave length laser. They also proposed that such SBAMF could grow

from the small scale toroidal field through dynamo effect. However.

Dragilaa argued that this could be due to ion acoustic turbulence.

Another mechanism was suggested by Chakraborty et.al.4 which was

based on the interaction between elliptically polarized standing

waves. However. none of the above theories could explain the

experimental results to be conducted over the wide range of parametric

conditions.

In the present paper we propose that an obliquely incident

spatially inhomogeneous intense and longer wavelength p—polarized

laser beam could generate SGAMF in a nonuniform plasma in the range of

megagauss. Moreover, for lower intensity (I) and short wavelength (X)

lasers, a field in the range of kilogauss could be produced by

collsional excitation via pondermotive effect for both the s and

p-polarized beam even in an uniform plasma.

The basic equations describing the motion of the plasma are

mnDR/)=—§(nT)-en(E+?/xi3)mama—3) (1)
a 6.0L

Mug (3.) = flint) + Zen-(Eivrxb) + awn (3 4‘) ( a)
L L L L L t L Q a L
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CGlllElGflS. For the large scale magnetlc f1elo spatial evolution of 3
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laser pulse duration'. Moreover. thermoelectric term ooee not

contrlhote to axial Field For the den51ty variation along the

H—OlrECtn (no lateral inhomogeneltvl. Thus, we expect that the

oondermotlve term could be important for SGAMF. Using Eoe.(7—9) for o

1h (10). we Flnallv obtain the following for ii“ (\h15 the

Debye length}, kH_ ‘1. kLE3;1 andi):x/;<<1
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‘3? are obtained from

s =liag‘ (12‘
(Z P

the

anprommationj. we have the following results for the axial

magnetii field growth Tat e.

a e c RC
,2

. :a (u x—F +r . l “(=49cL sine /P_mc£d 15,1 m )
x t ox x 2: ' )o

["nc=£ef gen: ,renm itsint’ro {A a: m 3-/(r:os"3 ~N mid (m3) <23;
>1 (1. l

O O G 3/

where. Q 19 amolirude of the laser xelectric field. gsdAn,o“ and

(3_b)- fialdy (In-L?y_(a)JZ (h). It is tIous tha for the normal

lnrldeflCE of the laser beam (9920) no axial magnetic field is

excited Via pondermotive action. The supers»:ripts 'c‘ and ‘n:'

represent the collisional and noncollisional Contribution to the axial

field TESPECtElY. For the s-oolarized beam it is only the

collisional part that contributes to SBAMF. Moreover. the collisional

ted field may result in an uniform plasma whereas the

narrollisional evtitetion does reouire the density inhomogeneity.

if *or illustration we consider a Gaussian laser beam

a a a a
1:1‘exni—lv”+:‘}/L;ll (1:5 LT/E) Eo.\13) simplifies to the following

on outting values of various constan ts.
_ 1

' ‘32,»f__51.e_(m _/L :- (FE/111:0 13sec}

mL:18IbEEiOJ(CDEZB°—N£J/(1_IN)1EI\LA;/L:Lnj kME/IOD Beer) (14)

X

ere all the lengths k. i L . L are lflvum. I is IN or its of
_l'J. 2‘. E

in sec given ovd

on 2.113”. T 2 531(1)}? 3. n 21.17-110‘7/A2 (15>
C a a a '

I

. i . . . '3 . V 7‘ ‘ .4 . ,

where, T_1s in Kev, n_ is in m . deing (15) in (19) we find that

u a.14/2T;~}\__2 ‘ and The!” 14,-

If ‘ 5‘

Thus, we see that for shorter wave length lasers, the

collisional contribution is large and is independent of intensitv in

our model. Fig.2 shows T: versus x for the data mentioned therein.

it is seen that the field is in the range of kilogauss and shows a

maximum at x~33 gm. The noncollisional contribution (not shown in

Fig.3) is estimated to be extremely small.
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For nleher Lnteneitv and longer wave length lasers. it is the

noncollisxenal contributlon that is dominant. Fig.3 Shows F: and F:‘

vesue ! for the case intense C02 laser. It is seen that VI: increases

monotonlcallv towards the coronal reglon and can excite the axial

{ield te 0.5-0.6 HG T"Dv— a 100 use: Dulee laeer. On the other hand

7: decreases tower-die the coronal region and '5 in the range of

klloqauee.
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smbilimtion 0f the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability by Convection and Thermal

Conduction in Smooth Density Gradient: WKB Analysis.

ABBud'ko , M.A.Liberman and E.A.B0ndarenl<o

Department Of Technology, Uppsala University, Box 534, 5775121, Uppsala, Sweden

Since development of the RT modes in the ablatively accelerated plasma of laser targets

impOSCS crucial limitations on symmetry of spherical implosions and hence on energy

cumulation, it has been the subject of intensive numerical and analytical analysis in the

recent years. particularly in the context of inertial confinement fusion. Recent thin-foil

ablativeacceleration experiments /1,2/ as well as the results of 2D numerical simulations

/1.4/ demonstrated substantial reduction of the instability growth rates compared with the

classical theory predictions up to the total stabilization in the Sllortvwavclenglll limit. The

numerical results /4/ indicated that the main stabiliyation mechanism is convection.

To derive the scaling laws for the RT growth rates and cut-off wavenumbers in the

wide range of flow parameters. analytical solutions attract special interest. The analytical

approach based on the discontinuity model was developed to analyze the reduction of the

RT growth rates by the plasma convective flow and the thermal conductivity effects /5-7/.

The following major problem arises in the discontinuity approximation, which leaves the

solution undetermined: the number of the boundary conditions on the perturbed ablation

surface is not sufficient to derive the dispersion equation. One needs additional boundary

conditions not associated with the conservation laws on the discontinuity surface to close

the system of linearized equations for small perturbations. The stabilization effect of highly

structured hydrodynamic profiles was studied by Mikaelian /X/ and tro /9/ for a

stationary plasma. Nevertheless, no reasonable analytical model was consu‘ucted taking

into account the combined convective, thcrmal conductivity and density gradient reduction

of the RT growrh rates.
In this report we develop the analytical approach based on the WKB approximation to

analyze the stabilization of the RT modes in plasma with smooth density and velocity

gradients. We consider the dynamics of the RT modes in the ablativcly accelerated plasma

of tltin foils, thus restrict our attention on the planar geometry of the unperturbed flow and

assume two—dimensional perturbations ‘l’tt,x,z) : ‘l’tzl exptikx+ot) in the plane XZ, the Z

axis is directc along the unperturbed gradients.

The linearized equations of the ideal ltydrodyntunics arc

opt +d(plv+pv1£)/dz+il<pv1\ = 0 (l)

p ((5l + VLt/Lll) + lkP1 = 0, (2)

p (0l + (“Wm/dz) + dPl/clz — p1 (g - vdv/clz) : 0. (3)

0131+ yPldv/dz + yP(dv1,/dz +iltv1x)+vdP1/dz + pgvlz — Kalil/dz? 7 k2)T1 : 0 (4)
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where pt P. V, g KC are the. density. pressure, velocity, acceleration and thermal
conductivity, tiie adiabatic index y : (2)1tiP/Dltip)g is assumed to be constant, the Subscript
i refers to the perturbed variables. First, we shall investigate the effects of convection and
hence ignore the last term in e4) corresponding:r to the heat conduction,

The growth rate 0 is the eigenvalue of the boundary value problem for Eqs.(1).(4)_
The boundary conditions as ttsualiy are assumed corresponding to the homogeneous
plasma flows in the slab and in the ablation zone beyond the unstable transition region, that
is all the perturbations vanish at 7. 77> too, still iti the WKB model eigenfunctions are
localized in the unstable region and the growth rate depends weakly on Lhe specific form of
the boundary conditions We look for the solutions of the linearized hydrodynamic
equations (l H4) in the WKB lbmt:

,
‘l’tzt : 2 \;/,exp k (pity'idz' .‘l’ :vlpvlwpl ,Pl (5)

l

The perturbation amplitudes ‘1”,(2) as well as the phase functions (pjtz) are the slowly
varying functions of the profile coordinate 2 compared with the exponential terms.
Substitution of the perturbations iti the form (5) into liqstltH) results in the four~coup1ed
linear algebraic equations for the amplitudes. Setting the detcmiinant of this system equal to
zero we obtain the characteristic equation iii the phase functions (pjtz)

’ +Li.ii=ti (6)1+1fi_atl
MZ Frj

Artttp): Z+tp E+<p 7 w
M‘ Furl

E+<pIE+tp — [yiljcg

Here the following parameters are introduced: the dimensionless growth rate 2(2) = o/vk,
the velocity and inverse density prol'iles steepness ow : dlnlvl/dz , a = — d1n(p)/dz , the
Froude number lirtzt = via/g and the adiabatic Mach number Mtzt = v/c. The asymptotics
of the localized perturbation implies the sonic solution in the dense slab upstream flow and
the coupled vorticity. entropy atid sonic waves iii the downstream ablation flow

4

‘i‘t’zi : A cxp(ktplzl. 7. w) _ no, ‘l‘tzi = Z tilJ exp (ktpjz) . z a + co.
j: 2

:M3 i i/t + Mail 1)where (pry; : 7 A7 ‘ (p39, : *E
l 7 M2

Location ot~ the roots (Pi ot' Eqib) versus the profile coordinate 7. in the complex plane
q) depends upon the parameters 01‘ the problem Not more than two roots can be
simultaneously located in the halteplane Rettp) > Or At certain values of z the roots can
intersect and form the multiple ones. in order for the perturbation to be localized, the points
on the profile must exist where the multiple root of Eq.(6) is fomied by intersection of the
root (pltz) with some other roots (pJ-tz) in the half—plane Rettp) > O. The coordinates z., z..
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ftheSC points and the corresponding values (p., Z. are obtained from the following two-

0
Coupled equations:

A4 (o(z.)) = 0, and/aw : 0_

(7)

We are looking for the maximum eigenvalue <5 (for a given k) corresponding to the only

roots intersection point that implies

Z (2.) = Z. (2.) . dZ(z_)/dz = (12%d
(8)

Here )3. is the real and positive root of Eqs.(6),(7). Eqs.(8) yield the solution of the

problem: the growth rate (5 = kv(z.)}:.(z.) is obtained as the implicit function of the

wavenumber as well the unperturbed profiles structure in the limit of small Mach number

M2 << Fr << 1 typical for a long-wavelength and sufficiently high laser irradiation

Eqs.(3‘) can be solved explicitly. Denoting (3(2) = 408(1 + MZ/Fr)/(k2Fr), s = tl—lTQ/‘T

the result can be written as

1 7 2 E 2 d1
0 = kl.)£.(z.l ,1. being the solution ofd—Q = —;p— l2 l~ (p? n(v),

v dz l + tg dz
(9)

Gil} l—2tp.

l tp Fl T
w iet'c . = — — *7 4) f—, H. 7‘

V (mil/3 + (,s—l)L/3 + G"-‘/3 ‘p’

The necessary and sufficient condition for the positive sign of the growth rate 600 is

mtut'E.(Z)) > 0. Consequently. for any given hydrodynamic profiles g(z), v(z), p(z), T(z)

the RT growth rate vanishes if the wavenumber k reaches the value

k = k0 = «/ max 4g(l 7M2) (o.+tvi3g/v‘3i/v7— . (10)

in particular. Eq.(10) yields the scalings for the cut-off wavenumber at various flow

parameters Fora small Mach number (long-wavelength and high irradiation of laser beam)

the stabilization of the RT instability occurs at k0 ~ v g/Lv2 ~ (it/VF?

Another limit: Fr << M2 ~ 1 . typical for shortAwavelength and low irradiation of laser

beam, gives rise to the settling kn ~ gM/v2 ~ otM/Fr in qualitative agreement with the

approximation Takabe formula.

The thermal conduction effect on the RT instability stabilization is typically small

compared with the convective effect. Taking into account the last term in Eq.(4) and

performing the WKB analysis described above we obtain the corrections to the values of

the growth rate (given by Eqs.(9)) and Cut-off wavenumber (given by Eq.(10)) in the

subsonic flow regime
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%=_ Ll“ MPM
k0 2fipv(z.) I 4pv2(z.)

where m : m;/(Z+l), m is the ion mass, Z is charge state.

In Fig.1 the growth rates (5 versus wavenumber k are plotted obtained analytically
(solid curve) in our model (Eqs.(8)) as well as numerically (dashed curve) by the ShOOIing
method as the eigenvalues of the boundary value problem for Eqs.(1)‘(4). The unpefiurbed
hydrodynamic profiles has been taken in the both cases corresponding to the steady - State
plasma flow established after the shock and rarefacdon wave propagation and a number of
reflections in ablatively accelerated aluminium foil of thickness 100m undergoing a Nd

glass laser radiation (k0 2 1.06pm, I: 1013 W/cmE).
Finally, we remark that self-consistency of the model presented implies that the 10cal

Frottde number must be small Fr(7.) << 1, still comparison of the analytical and numerical
results reveals a satisfactory applicability of the model for ablating plasma with Sharp
density gradients.
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FUSION-FISSION TRIGGERS FOR ADVANCED FUEIS

.l.G. Linhart
Physics Department, University of Ferrara

[-44]t Ferrara, Italy

The use of DrT 35 fuel in future fusion reactors is associated with two main drawbacks: the difficulty of

riding tritium and the radioactivity and material deterioration due to large neutron fluxes. The extension

advanced fuels (He3, D, Li, Be, B), which would minimize these two drawbacks,pfl“

ofworking cycles to the

impossible in magnetically confined plasmas Equally large obstacles appear in inertial Con-

(ICF) based on spherical implosiuns - unless one is prepared to exploit explosions appl'oaclr

gnitude those of nuclear bombs It seems that some of these difficulties could be removed if ignition
appears almost

‘linemcnt fusion

in; in ma
es based mainly on cylindrical triggers could be used.

We shall briefly describe the difference between spherical and cylindrical implosions (secs, 1 and 2),

n Cylindricaltrigger($133) and introduce the notion of a fusion-lis-

schem

describe in some detail the. mechanism of

sion trnCI' which appears an interesting alternative to a purely D-T detonator,

l. Ignition of an Advanced Fuel (AF) by a Spherical D-T Trigger

Let us consider a D-T plasma (density no , temperature TD < l 0"” K ) in which an energy If n is

deposited in a small Spherical volume. Let us assume that ti", is large enough so that the expansion of this vol,

umc generates a strong diverging spherical shock-wave. It can be shown [1/ that provided

t n.’ ‘j J
“Vioootwiflj b ...(MJ)

(1)

is deposited within a radius given by

[1010:0133‘10‘Ubr'
(7)

the fusion energy released within I'HiS larger than energy losses from the diverging shock and the shock-wave

| is transformed, as it progresses, into a detonation wave /2/. The optimum mean temperature 7' U,” in the

my sphere should be about I .6- 10“(_° ti). Here n Sis the solid state ion density and b is the fraction of

nuclear output Converted into heat within 1? / 2- r 0 . For only (it 7 absorption b *7 l . '

The same type of analysis can be repeated for a Diplasma. We have

4 I 5r . 7' ”5 :

"crumpl- lO“-b' (a) Lint] tt'IU>2-10“vb"L~*)...(GJ) (t)
”n,

This is a very large energy. Let us take, e.g., n : IOnS then 1V 0 z »t - b ' 3 tons TN'l ,One way to provide such

a large energy would be to use a D-T detonation (Fig.1). if one wished to use predominantly D as the main

fuel, the Didetonation wave would have to proceed to a radius Rseveral times larger than r7] . This implies, in

the above example. output energies of the order ofat least 1 kton of TNT, which is not a negligible nuclear

explosion.

/1/ JG. Linhart, Nuel. Fusion it), 24 (1070),

12/ MS. Chu, Phys. of Fluids 15, 413 (1972).
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Apart from this consideration. the initial compres_
sional energy in the D sphere is beyond any (lTlVCcrfoF
manee imaginable today. A somewhat more manageable
situation occurs if were one to use Li, He}, Be or Pu mixed
with deuterium, but even then the energies involved are
CIIOFIHOUS.

It is clear that a spherical target does not promise too Well
Hg; for the ignition ol‘non DiT fuels.

Let us now describe a modification of the spherical
§ geometry‘ in which we consider only a conical segment of

the spherical target involved in the fusion detonation /],'. We
; shall assume, to start with, that no heat is lost to the walls of

the cone and that the walls are infinitely massive (DCrlect
tantping). In that case the trigger energies (Eqs.(1-i~4))nm
reduced (Fig. 2) by the factor 11/411 : ((1 /2r ”2,11“:
cortical trigger energy is then

1. ,1”? W .Fig 2 nigh/‘2 h L. (I)

If at I > 1‘“ the nuclear detonation propagates in a cylinder whose radius is n we can write for the input encrm
density t1 7 required for the propagation of a plane detonation in D-T

;2()()t;" (Ml/(ring)
(8)

independent ol‘ the density n i, and in good agreement with the results obtained by Chu Kl".
A similar expression can he obtained for (3;, and u '. Using Eqs. 3 and 4 we obtain

'/ l I: ll -’ . N -| t ‘ :tu=—l ,» It" (9) u :lo-b (oi/rm) (10)' ’ a ,/

Let us now transl‘orm our cortical sector into a cylinder. L'owill he three times the expression given in
Eric (7), \vhercasl’grequired to propagate a detonation wave in D will be

A ,- , ,. {1 3t‘nittrt’tt zoo; (Cl) (11)

lt is clear that this approach promises more realistic energy outputs, ll, e.g. o T l (in II] ) . h = 3 then
L}, : 170 (NJ )with possibly a couple of OJ as the final outputi It is evident that the answer to the possible
ignition ot‘ the D fuel in this configuration depends on
a) the minimum possible dimension ofc_1:
h) the availability of sufficiently a powerful cylindrical trigger - which does not have to be a D-T spark.

Taking into account the heat loss to the walls olthe tamping tube, the critical dimension n Lol’the
channel is

(l[~lO:'\i<I> IL (12)Wk]

where < I >is the mean length of the detonation region.
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DST plane detonation wave were fully developed /3/ then < I > m ~20n Jan and

g 3“ (° it ) . [t is clear that the thermal loss ll) the walls of our cylinder and the nonloeal deposition

I vrT . . t .

(f utmn enermt will not allow such a lull development of the detonation, it \Vlll lower both the < l >and

o "C “
< I' > below e [> D, and < 'l' > m .Taking < l:- ~10(ns/nn)and substituting it into Eq. (12) and Choosing

[l‘tlte
, ~ [0

, I x: ,i l0" (”Mute obtainu. = 6.3(n5/n0) (19a)
k .

11 follows that the energyli'gwhich must be available in order to propagate the detonation in D is (Eqs,

(11) and (1l
2000" n.“.» (rt -b I?“ ,l

b : 3. nH/n,‘ = 20 then 1'" > 1 .86 (Cl).

This result highlights the urgent need to find a sufficiently

I energetic cortical or cylindrical spark. We propose to solve

D l

.,,((:i)
(13)

ix:

this problem by using ideas from the domain of dense

Z-pinehes (DZP).

Let us Consider an axial system as depicted in Fig. 3.#34‘ 1 L2 3. fylindr'rlD‘tomlorsU”

1— _ fiL The section licorresponds to the trigger region (spark), a

U ' transition region L 1 follows in which the. energy! liberated

By‘

frt'gye/

L1 by the trigger is transmitted as a detonation wave to the

region I.Z in which D is ignited.We shall require that the

2 h energy pulse L" },is given by Eq. (13). We shall l’urther

a assume that L“ ~ L" " .i.e. there is no amplification of the det-

onation wave in L , . If the trigger is confined by a H E lield

the large heat loss, which limited (—1 to values larger than u) .

does not exist and the radius it of the Z-pineh (and It ) will

__
._

e
..,

__
._

U

i "i be given by Considerations of obtaining sufficiently large I.‘

whilst keeping! O as low as possible.

From Eqs. (7) and (2) we get

1",:lti‘)0% (MJ) rtutl Io=l.?C>-b'-r15/nu. (I t)

In order that the detonation wave develops, 11 must be at least equal to< l > mwhieh is about ten times

larger than r0. In that case the thermal energy olthe DZP will also be ten times l’ D . The detonation within It

will have the nature of a volume ignition - for which the gain Owill be about ltll]. As['~ t'” we have

2000 ‘ In)? 2000a? ng l) l ,)
’— en E * (Him (12—,

r
b' \II’U‘ b J .l n'ob'

( )

|\‘ /n' 1 b I [I to 3 (
' i ll :— »——=— z . .

5 0 30 6' 33 ten (1 tin)

/3/ RA. Gross, Phys. of High Energy Density, Free. School E. Fermi, Varenna I‘Xil, p 2-15 (Academic

Press).



This implies (Eqs. (14) and (10)) that be“ 1 .9 (,\1J ) and ifnu/n; : l00tl16nh*l .26(ll’lnl),C0nsi
that the total energy a driver must deliver includes also the energy of the Balicld and other losses One s
that driver energies of the order of 10 MJ will be required if D-T is used as an axial dctonator. This is "Ola
comfortable nttmbcr.
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It can be shown that a fusion-fission detonator has a gain 6' much larger than a purely fusion one and
consequently let us consider a DZP in a mixture of PuiDiT. The compression n o/n sin such a pinch will have
to be more than ten Limes that of a purely D-T target, but the temperatures required will be ten times Smaller
In most cases /4/ the energies Uowill be less than 1 (MJ), the detonation output almosl 1 (0]). The DZ
pinches (in DAT and PuvD-T) can be powered by a MVolt, nsec, coaxial line or mere simply by a

$2

liner

Fin. 4
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quasi~spherieal implosion of a liner, compressing a
seed Balield r’4/5l. The magnetic lltut serves not Only
as a pressure amplifier, but also as a transformer
between the spherical implosion and the cylindricat
compression (Fig. 4).

The axial detonation wave appears to he a
much more feasible trigger for advanced fuels than
its spherical counterpart. It requires, however, an
tutial trigger, possibly of the Fit-hi type. The output
energies are in the GJoule range, which will call for a
novel design of an explosion container and a repair.
tion rate slower than i shot/sec.
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WAVE COLLAPSE OF STRONG LOWER-HYBRID TURBULENCE

1m. (Rutlwrforci Appleton Laboratory. Chilton. Didt‘ot. Oxtortlsliirc‘. ()Xll OQX,

L'hl
J .l Sn.

\' D Shapiro. \‘
\' _\' Ts‘t‘toyich. t

J _\i Dawson (Dept. of Physics. University of California. Los Angclos CA 90024)

Slit-i'chcnko (California Space lnsitutc. UC‘SD. San Diego. CA 02093)

Genoi‘nl Physics Institute. Russian Academy of Scienccs. Moscow)

r
3hr
Ltm't'l’llyl

pmlltt-vlar Velocity ring distributions or loss cone distributions. art» found to bt) modulus

tittnally unstablt‘. Thc inozlulational instability load to wayP collapse of the ll)\\'(“1"ll}'lll‘l(l

“.2.“ producing t'ltnigatctl t‘ayitons alignt‘d along tilt” magnetic l‘lt‘ltl direction. \V'I‘ show
u motlulatimial instability is Llllt’,‘ to the coupling of the lo\\'viulr_\v’b1‘irl mode with

‘u‘id tlll'lftlllt‘llt‘t'. clriwn by anisotropic ion distribution functions such as per-

that th
both low
5i[\‘ tayirivs. Partir'lc in ccll simulations using a 2%7D elt't:trontagnctic. relativistic t'otlo

(hiltunstratt: that. strong cloctron and ion acct’lei'atit’rn talu's place within tllt" caviton likC

iirmlucncy magnetic and density fluctuations producing niagut'tic as Well as Clt‘Tk

~trtu turns. Tho (‘lvrtrons are prcrloininantly accelerated parallel to the ambient magnetic

fit'ltl forming high (-nti'rgy tails and beams with Ute/01‘ positive wliilt‘ the: ions are acccls

tum-ll in the pcrpentlicular direction. Arrest of wave collapse is shown to occur through

\vaw absorption by clct'trons and ions resulting in minimum cayiton clinit‘nsions of ll)

Dubyt- lengths and hill Dobyc lllllgtllR pvrpenclit'iilar and parallr‘l to thc magnetic field

rt-sltt-t tiyt‘ly.

whirtirg

lustabilitius whose source of frcc t‘iwrgy is anisotropic ion distributions such as l0584’t'tllC‘S.
s livid currents ic “11‘ modified two stream instabilitylgl ill't‘ring; distributions”) or

lilit‘lV to nrmlucc‘ \vayt‘s around tht) l()\\'(‘l"l1}'ltl'ltl rcsonance trottiit‘ut‘y. Such ion distribu-

tions aw found in both laboratory and spam" plasmas. A ring distribution for oxaiuplt'

may ltl’ fortnl‘cl artificially in tht' prosont‘e of niarmttic fields by oilt'i‘gt'tic particle injcction.

or rvsonant hcating by olcctroinagnctit' varcs. Naturally occurring ion ring distributions

M't‘ tountl downstream of magnvtizctl slit'>t:l<sli”‘ such as the oarth‘s bow shock or in the

solar ni'inosplitjro The ion ring instability gr‘llt‘l‘iitt‘s waves in till" rt‘gion ot‘ Ir space where

tlissinatioiis is nc-gligibla

ln «lt-yt‘lt'tping an analytical model for thc inmlulational instability of large amplitude

lmrct‘iliyl'vrid waycs excitt‘d by ion ring rlistril’uttions Wt‘ will consider thc Wavr' polarized
in tlu‘ plane pm'lwndicular to tllc nntvnctit: [it‘ltl and acts as a pump for tho getwration
til ritlt‘bantl oblique [tau 7.4. tl) waycs. [5“ is the waycnuinbor of the sitlobanil \yaycs parallel

to tllt‘ antbit‘nt inagnvtic fi(’lll 13:. in this case the total waw potr'ntial lor lcm'cr-liybrid

\VFW't'b '.'l ('811 lilt‘ “'I‘lllt‘ll ll) tllf“ form]

(1,, : 00+ Ct)+(‘.(gL.g;J+ttlt:sw-a + C'ic—I(EL.LL+A‘It:7wt)

(.YtLLL—H) (1)
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where 1.1, and gnu are the wavevcctor and frequency of the pump wave and di are the

Stokes and antieStokes sidehands with wavevectors L» :l: E where k is the modulation
wave-vector containing, a component Lilli We assume that this modulation is created bv
long wavelength magnetosonic waves that couple the pump Wave Clo to the 10“'Cr‘h)'hri;«1

satellites (Iii. Hence contrary to the usual treatment of the modulational instability of
lower—hybrid waves in which the slow mode is associated only with density perturbations
such as described by the ion-acoustic mode we will consider the case when the Slowly
varying low frequency mode is associated with the magnetosonic mode which will result
in low frequency magnetic field modulations as well as density modulations. Due to
the instability the magnetic field develops fine structure. such structure is due to the
modulation of the triagnetic field that has a characteristic space scale of about 10 DEhye

lengths perpendicular to the magnetic field direction and very prolonged along the mild

lines forming cigar shaped structures which contain the intense lower»hyhrid waves. The
equations describing the modulational instability of a high frequency lower-hybrid mode
coupled with a low frequency magnetosonic mode are given by

2' 0 ,,- IfAO—RAW
w‘LuOf

8c) (9 25B
WauhBo

for the high frecpieucy lower—hybrid potential on and coupled to the low frequeuc}: mag~

netic field 5B and densitv perturl'iations fin hv the :Jzngl nonlinearitv in the electron
continuity equation and

, , -, ,‘ 0 " 0 ' ‘ 0A613 _ 15-1513 : , lTemc [( J 0w ]~\@‘ (3)

“.11

for the low frecpiency magnetosmric mode coupled to the higher frequency lower~hyl>rid
mode by the ponderoniotive force due [0 the vector nonlinearitv [V0 X Vol. The. equation
connecting the density and magnetic field fluctuations for riiagnetosonic waves is the usual
one given Irv

<—~ — (SA) Bin : egg—0AM} (4)
(1

. ,3 r2 . |_
In equations (2)7(4) A B 23;? + .‘JV, we“, : 1%,,(1 + u'fM/wgfk.wPF,u-,,.*.w(f are the electron,

ion and electron cyclotron frequencies respectively, [1’ is the dispersion term given by
L. r . . i 2

I? : (CE/im, + 211tul‘lw/ (curling (mi + tofu)» and ms and m, are the electron and
ion mass.

For a sufficiently strong pump wave equations (1-4) can he solved to yield the foIIOWing
threshold for the electric field intensity '
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. :2 2 2 #3

In, B3 1:3 mi 11-2

“h the maximum growth rate being given by
w ‘

. . . 1/3
_ X .]2 Czlqhilz (6)

MIAK 7 A : B:

With thC development. of the rnmlulational instability a cascade to larger wavenumbers
mums. leading to wave collapse. As a result. of wave collapse. direct wave energy transfer

clrons and' ions takes place. In order to test the wave collapse model for particleto the ele
%7D particle-iii-cell code was used to simulate ion-ring relaxation. An

acceleration of '3
analinsis of the spatial structure of the density perturhaLions. electric field envelope and

magnetic field structure reveals the presence of wave collapse. it is within the collapsing
uonliueill' \vavepackets that strong acceleration is found. Figure la.b.c represents the.

spatial caviton like structures produced as a result of ware collapse. Not only do we

have low frequency density perturbations (Fight) coupled to the high frequency electric

field (Figlc). but we have coupling to low frequency magnetic field fluctuations (Figulc)

which are nmgnetosonic modes propagating almost perpendicular to the magnetic fields.

The lmvenln'ln‘id (”(H'llOll structures are cigar shaped aligned with the major axis almost

parallel to L3,. This is in contrast to Langmuir cavitons which are panecalced shaped with

the minor axis parallel to Ba.
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EMPIRICAL SPECTRAL CODES

FOR TOKAMAK TURBULENCE

Y R, Smith. Ronald 11. Cohen. Eric D. Boerner. and Andris M. Diinits

Lawrence LiV’t‘l’lllUl‘E‘ National Laboratory

Lirermore. California 9—15-30. USA
Gar

ABSTRACT

Solutions of a fluid model of toliamalt turbulence are subjected to principal

minimum“ analysis (PCA). The spatial structures in the fields (:an be described

with a small number of principal components. Those principal components are

“59d 3»- :1 basis set for sueeessful calculation of the turbulence evolution with a

much smaller set of equations than used in conventional simulation.

DYNAMIC‘AL EQUA’J‘IONS

A two«diineusional. zero—Larnmr—radins. lluid model of tokamak turbulence

drive” by VT; is described by the following equations for normalized perturba-

tions of electrostatic potential 11:. parallel flow \'('l0('ity 1‘. and ion temperature

T./1/

a; 1 5).; 0e
: — l —— i :4.—

Ut 7]; 01/ 0.11
01‘ 0x; a [71,: 0 HT _ 0;
’f"" ._'_#_ff_ i‘gb‘. #25? (1)
0/ c).r 0;] do Or 01/ (M

(T’— 3077507 01/ ”5
0T 0 “ 0 f)» 8 0" , 0r

——(* * T—J—(felj'

Here. I]; is the ratio of the density gradient seale length to the ion—temperature

gradient scale length. F is the ratio of specific heats. and the shear parameter

s : (.I' ~ U.-‘.‘))/I‘L~. with rh- denoting the shear length. Throughout this paper

we take m : ‘1. T : 5/3. and l‘_.. : 1/3. These equations are solved on the

domain (1 f .r S l. U 3 y g 1. with ,3. e. and T all set to zero at. the radial

boundaries (.1' : 0 and .r I 1) and with periodic boundary conditions at the

poloidal boundaries (y = 0 and y : 1). Diffusion terms like

02‘“ 02W 01 fi 01 fl

Dl—L Dr —Y’ " D r—l: —:

I 0.1“) + ‘I 01/3 l' 0‘ l 1'” 031‘l

are added to the rightrhand sides of Iq. (1) to suppress short—\ra\«'elength

modes that can cause numerical instability.
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The time evolution of the variance of one of the fields is shown in Fig. 1
After initialization at low amplitude. the fields grow and enter a lurlhlleni
but transient phase. Then. transition to a higher amplitude phase ()(f(‘]u-S: the
solution persists in this high phase indefinitely.

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
\Ye represent a data set in terms of ti111e~\'a1‘}'i11g amplitudes of certain

spatial patterns
I71

In (‘ontrast to other representations. l’CA provides patterns and £11111)litndps
that both satisfy ot‘tlmgonality eonditions:

Z Fj(.l‘) 6"».(1') : (\jk
r"

Zap/putt) : t,- (5,...
t

The eigenvalue I_,' gives the variance of the projeetion of :(int) onto e};
Following, I’reisendorfer/Z/ and Siro\'ieli/3/. we find the I; and the {ll-(I) as
eigenvalues and eigem‘eetors of the spatial eovariant'e matrix

I l
TUJ )2 E :(.I'.7‘);(.r.f).

‘I.

The spatial pattern assoeinted with each amplitude til-(t) is giVen by

Z Jig/prim.
i

'jlr")

The results of PCA on 101 time samples from the high phase of the solution
shown in Fig 1 gives a »i—term representatiou of the fields 9 I" and T that
captures almost 95% of the variance: 14 terms capture over 99%. The first two
terms each capture about 44“} and together represent a travelling wave with
the pattern shown in Fig. 2.

EMPIRICAL SPECTRAL CODES
From the dynamical equations and the spatial patterns ”(.r) found by PCA

we can build an (‘lllpil'lt'fll spectral code (ESCt/sl/ The patterns are used as
a basis set. for a Galerkin provedure. just as Fourier modes would be used
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‘F/W—r—ui—fiiq—v—F l.

f Al * l E

zl tllillllt‘ttt‘tttttttttttWit/Mt
z 1 3

2, l l lit 1 E
Z 1 iii l

5 . l lllltll l
l V .
ogliii-i“ g tto‘lg -. . .

liinn — N Poluidnl posllion

Fig. 1. Tiinl' m‘olution of the (arlii— Fig. '2. Spatial pattvrn of tho potmr

tiul g for the l'll'hl prinripzil ('ompo—

nonl. L'Oullvttl't‘Ll from lUl timv sank

ph's in 80 g I S 130.

mn‘ilV 1mi'1nnlim‘d) spatial \‘urianvv

of thv potuntial ; from solution of

t. (J)-

iu building 271 rom'vntionzil spm‘trul mdv. to build an LZSC that solves 21 wt

“1' partial tlil’li‘l'enlizll vquutions by eulx'ant'ing tinw-m'olution equations for tht'

21111])llllit'lt‘s HJ‘U ). For :1tplu<:lrati('ally nonlinvar nyHtem. like Etlt-j. (l). lhv tinnu

ution li‘tttlilfiflllfi take th<‘ form

‘llt : ZIMLH) Ilnlll+ Z,f‘lllJlJltlIlnlfl"m(fl+ fall). ('3)
('\'0l

NJ“

To thvsv (‘(1|l{lll()llH WP add (lzunping of Ihv form #131 «1,. Thv damping; rntr

1-, (lvpvnds on I. the l11(lt‘.‘{ of tlu‘ N principal ('omponvnts [Whirli nrv ()1‘(l(§‘l'l‘(l

from 111ml to lt‘éth’l \‘Irll‘lélllCt‘ ruptured). UH follows: «I : [J for l g X 7 Kim”):

()llll‘l‘Wt‘.
w x (t # N + .\'duml,)'-‘. with (.‘.\'1)(#t"\37) :1".

A run of tlu‘ l‘lllpll’lf'dl repet'trnl rode yields rt-Hnlts shown in Fig.9. 3 and

4. \Vith N : 30 and (lumping pzirzunvters Allan”) : .30. 7 : '2. F : 0.2. and

T : 0.13. tho time m'olntion ('oniputt‘d from tlH‘ empirical spm'trnl equations

agrvvn in A statistical Honsc with the evolution obtainvd by ('Olh'tfllllullfll

simulation (Fig. 3). The onipirirnl spvctrnl valvuluttiou gvnemtes fields with

tllt‘ samv t‘Ctl‘lllll of prinvipal—coinponeut amplitudes swn in the conx-‘vntional-

simulation data (Fig. 4).
Futitl‘o investigations will pvrforin PCA on solutions of other tnrlmltrnm

models and determine the utility of empirical spectral (‘0(l(‘>.
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FREQUENCY AND HEATER POWER DEPENDENCY

OF RF GENERATED LANGMUIR TURBULENCE

1 A. Hanssen and E. Mjolhus
Institute of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of Tromso

N79000 Tromso, Norway

Recently, experimental studies of Langmuir turbulence generated by a powerful

radio wave transmitted from ground onto the ionospheric plasma, has been performed

with remarkable simultaneous spatial, spectral, and temporal resolution /l,2/. This

prom—i565 a possibility of Very detailed comparison with elaborate theoretical models of

electromagnetically driven Langmuir turbulence. Within this context of ionospheric

experiments, the theoretical interpretation has recently become quite controversial

/3,4/. The traditional View has been to expect a cascade, starting with a parametric

decay instability (PDI) of the incident electromagnetic wave into a Langmuir wave

and an ion acoustic wave. This scenario was developed within a weak turbulence

approximation long ago /5/ . Improved height resolution of the experiments / 6/

showed already long ago that the radar echoes obtained at the Arecibo observatory,

Puerto Rico, came from a height at which the Langmuir wave dispersion relation for

the ambient plasma was not satisfied; instead, the echoes appeared to come from

the reflection region w ; Lupe of the O-polarized incident radio wave. Numerical

studies of a two-dimensional model (corresponding to that to be formulated below)

with parameters corresponding to the reflection region /7/, leads to a ”strong” (or

”cavitating”) Langmuir turbulence consisting of a large number of localized cycles of

nucleation (due to cavity resonance and trapping of Langmuir Wave field in density

cavities), Langmuir collapse /8/, and burnout.
Here we wish to report a numerical study /9/ of the turbulence which predicts

that both of these scenarios can coexist in the ionosphere, though at different heights.

The model equations that were solved numerically, were one-dimensional Zakharov

equations modified to include a parametric drive, and including collisional as well as

Landau damping. The one«dimensional formulation represents the nucleation pro»

cess well, although it does not maintain the ultimate inertial collapse. Comparisons

indicate that spectral features are similar in the one— and two—dimensional models.

in non—dimensional form, the equations read

[116, + 115*) + (All 7 71.) + 0:] E : nEO — (nE)
(1)

(6,2 + 21/; * 8t — 6:)n : BflE + E012.

Since the interpretation of these equations is well—known, we only mention that ED

represents the driving electric field, and that the operators 116* and rigs were designed

to include both collisional and collisionless damping. The non—dimensional parameter

3 M
Q : 2-7] it“) # “Pal/“pa (2)
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(17 : 1 + SCH/TE) represents the mismatch between the applied frequency w and
the local plasma frequency mpg. We have studied the properties of the solutions
to (1) as A0 is varied. Assuming that the electron density of the ionosphere Varies
monotonically, AD can be interpreted as height relative to the critical height
to : wPe, moving downwards at increasing AD. In each case, we solve (1) at COnStam
A0, and interpret the result as a characteristic Langmuir turbulence at the Cong
spending height. As should be expected, we found that the turbulence is Cascade
dominated at large AS) and cavitation dominated at small values of All. A good
diagnosis of the nature of the turbulence is provided by calculating the ratio of the
collisionless (Le. large Wave number) energy absorption to the total absorption. For
the cascade dominated turbulence, the absorption is collisional, while for the cavitat
tion dominated turbulence, the absorption is mainly collisionlesst The parameter
dependence shown in fig. 1 has been obtained from a large number of numerical runs,

100(10ll‘llll"7:IIIl.ll[lllllll/Iillj—rfli
r

‘l
‘l
‘l
'f
‘l

l \

YPDI:YOTSI E

/ d

CMlTATlDN 3

”it _:

E I‘ 2 -ts _
Qilnnin i' nu lJllAJll-llll|llll|ll|

O i‘ T? Z 3 I;

PDIOTSI 5,9
T“ TH.

Fig. 1: Parameter plane, showing division between cascade—dominated and cavitation—
dominated Langmuir turbulence. At the dashed curve, 50% of the energy dissipation
is noncollisional. Above, this traction goes rapidly to zero, While in the cavitation
region below, it dominates. The region COND designates the Langmuir condensate.
The thresholds for FBI and OTSI are indicated. The electron collision frequency:
1/,: : 047 (non—dimensional).
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rve dividing between the two regions shows a good fit to an analytic condi—

ained by requiling that the growth rate of the OTSI equals that of the PDI;

avitating turbulence can be seen as the fully developed stage of the OTSI.

In the Cascade region, the details deviate substantially from the weak turbulence

approximation /5/ (WTA): the number of cascades is smaller, and the development of

new cascade lines as the driving parameter E0 is increased, stops far before the Lang.

muir condensate is reached. This is qualitatively consistent with the experiments /3/,

where no more than 3 lines are seen (similar to well-known hydrodynamic experiments

/10/), When E0 is further increased, the k (or modal) spectrum becomes continuous.

When ED passes the threshold to cavitating turbulence, the modal spectrum extends

to large k. In a transition region, coexistence of cascading and cavitating turbulence

is found /11/.
L11 /9/, detailed predictions of radar spectra are described. In particular, in experie

merits performed in Tromso using the EISCAT radar system /3/, it should be possible

to observe characteristic spectra [r0111 both types of turbulence simultaneously, from

separated heights, using the recent heightiresolving techniques /2/.

The CU

flan Obt

thus: the C
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Nonlinear Modulational Instability of Whistler Waves

\'.l. Karpinan'. JP. l._\'ttm'. l'. )‘Iit'lielsen and .l. .lunl Ramnussen

Jusor‘iuiinu FtTtLV-Riw National [Jib/it‘lltflt‘y.

()ptit‘s (Ind fluid lit/immirs D(pl.. li’isu. BIL/(100 Rnxki/dt’. Dcnmm'lc

The nonlinear evolution of the modulational instability (Ml) ol‘whist lor waves propagating

.1 .1 constant, external magnetic lield BO H i is investigated numerically. We have (Ollslt'h

i hp two most unstahie branches of the modulational instability in whirh the \VhiRtlers are

I to fast. IllflgllPtUbOIllC (FMS) waves and slow inagnetosonir (SMS) waves. respectively
alon
cred I
(-miplm
/]/_ For (\ach hranrh our inwn‘tigations are based on a nulnerit‘al Solution of a reduced set

Ofoquations /‘2.13/ in two spatial dinionsions.

{iii-5t we romidpr the iutm'arlion of whistler waves and last magnetrmouinl (FMS) waves

“hirli is described by the (’Ollplt‘tl equatit'ins /'2.13/:

lin» + "t”:l + 3m + nun : (Jim t It

11., — ("Win : (gnu-Ii... 1.: 1' (-2)

whore (fl :U‘fl. 7 {Ep/ [2'0 is the normalized slowly varying, \V‘lllt-llf‘l' wave electric iield; 1/ :

(n , Hot/Nd u is the slowly varying density; b : (U. 7 Hui/Bu. I}, is the slowly varying

ambient magnetic iield, The spatial coordinates are nm‘lnalizml with Is”. thz‘ \\‘a\'enuntlu-r

of the whistler wave. and time is normalized with the whistler wave frequency w, The

me‘iicieuts in (l "l at? exprcmed in terms of u 2 u;/ .2.‘ Where .4. is the elertron ('_\'rlt')t.rr,>n

t‘rt-uut'nt')‘: t‘ : ”furl, : 2(17 Hi. .5. : [7 '11). a; : 2(1— ul(l 7 in). C : ("i/Pi,“

[tun/ital/(Iltl 7 l’llll/2~ ('1 2 ll. ('2 2' ttC'fl/(l — It). Here "ph and (".7 are the whistlor wavo

phase \‘nlority and group veltu'ity. respoctix'vl)‘. and m is the Alfven velocity

From the dispersion relation for the Ml obtained by lineariziug Eds. i~2 it is I‘ound that the

growt h rate of the Ml is maximum for modulation wavenunilieix. [\i. satisfying [\T' — ligr ;

>115. [(3, + an; IT?) /55.‘l/. The (‘orl‘r‘sponding value of the modulation frequent); El : {in + i‘,

is approximately given as

.~.,AN.,.13.V..13,. .
$2M At. iNlttiWEl/ /t2I\ct/t1\.tu. in

The t‘OIltllliUlt tor the maximum growth rate coincides with the the resonant Condition l‘or the

deray of whistler waver; into a fast magnetosonit' wave and anothm‘ whistle \\' v0. We define

the ratio 0 : Ii':/Ii’,. and denote thr» value ol‘ n for which this resonaure ronditiou if sat islied

by n... For typical parametors we have that $2., >> -,. and the modulation \vavt- vector. K. in

almost perpendirnlar to the whistler wave vector, k0. i.e. 0 <1 (1.

Equations I72 were Ft)l\‘t‘(l numerically in a twovdimensioual domain of size L]. x L: with

periodical boundary conditiomN \Vt‘ employed a fully deAaliased spt‘t‘tral method //. As

tho initial conditions we used a nimlulation around the stationary solution of lids. l7 2 (Le,

I“ : l.“[\. 1/ : 0). Wlllt‘li is a standing wave in tho .r»t'lirertion and a pitapagatiut: wave in

the :-dirert.ion with \i‘aventunhers It“) : ia/Iir. [(10 : ifi/lir. Furllierntore. the initial

modulation is those" to coincide with the linear evolution of the modulational instability

/-l/.
in general we found that the long time evolution of the modulalit'inal instability pi‘ot'oods

in a (piani7ret'urrt‘nt manner at least for relatively low amplitudes. That in. we obtained a

series of modulation and denimlulation ryrles with a slow spreadingr (ill the energy to higher

)PL’rhlfllltlli addrr..: lZMIltfiN. Aradr'mic City. Moscow Region. 1430112, USSR
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modulation wave numbers. As the carrier wave amplitude. to was increased the recurrencepcriodes become fewer associated with a faster spreading ol‘ the energy to the higher mode
numbers. i.e. the randomization becomes more eliective. These cases are treated in detail
in Ref. 4. Subsequent calculations have revealed that the detailed evolution is “tough-
dependent on the exact direction oi the initial modulation. 1.0. of the value of o. for a giVeii
amplitude and modulation \vavenumlwr. [for u : or we observed almost three recurmnCC
periodes before a significant spreading of the energy to the higher modes (for L‘vo : [L02~ It :
0.19). For n- > a.» the recurrence becomes significantly better and for u 7. 1.020: more thanlive clear recurrence periodes are obaerved. For a < (If. on the other hand the spreading to
the higher modes proceed considerably faster: already for o — 0.99m, only one recurrpnc0
period is observed. The dependence of the other parameters for lived o was far more Weak.

An example of a persistent recurrent l)Pllfi\'IOi' is shmvn in Fig. l. with n : 0'10”:
l.0‘2o,t). A perfect recurrence is observed [or the five recurrence periorles shown. Duringthis time the energy is mainly residing: in the fundamental modes as seen in Fig. ll). Where
we show the evolution of the amplitude spectrum during; the fourth recurrence "."Cl‘P. This
evolution may be described by a simplified model based on a general Hamiltonian formulation
of l'fiqs. 172. which is truncalml to involve only low modes /J{.ti/.

Secondly we consider the interaction of \vhistlcrs and slow uiagnetnsonic (SKIS) \vavus‘
The equation for the evolution of the whistler wave amplitude may still be written in the
form of lit]. 1. but now t”, : ill ,1”. lnstead ol' liq. ‘2 the density perturbation is governed
by

21’1: * :: (-1)
The evolution of the magnetic tield perturbation is given by I‘ and is see Rel. 3. Here (15 :
(la/lllpii- t _ : ’t'j/lt‘73h. and 13 is the ion sound velot ity. lion: the dispersion relation for the M]

t 531(3)obtained from Eqs, 1 and -t it is found that for the unstable branch file 2 ildsili‘j
/3/. The l'requency ol‘the unstable branch is approimately given as

(t'lcglrftfitlti‘. «. 2 fireman" “11/”. (5)
Also for this case it is seen that the modulation is almost perpr'ndicular to the wave vector.
kit. but here Silt, : 7,

\Vi- have solved lids. l and .1 numerically for dill'erent parameters on the unstable branch
in similar way as described above for lltt‘ this. 193. We have in no case observed a recurrent
behavior and the energ ' was constantly spreadinc; to the higher mode numbers. An example
tor a low amplitude case is shown in Fig. ‘3. The behavior agrees well with the behavior
found in Rel. l. where a complete set ot' equations was used to study the ShlS—branch of
the MI. In the initial phase the modulation grows in accordance with the linear prmlictions.
The modulation has a spatial structure resembling cells streched alone; the .t-axis with the
maximum 01' it’ll sliglhly in from of the maximum of 1/ and almost no propagation along 2.

and the
maximum of 1/ vanishes. The subsetpient oscillations in the maximum of it'll: (Fig. 3a) seems

At the termination of the linear growth the phase shift. between the maximum oil

to be correlated \vitli oscillations in the phase shift between the maxunum ol llt'l' and the
maximum of 1/. in this stage We see from lt‘ig. 2b that the energy ‘ spreading to higher modtI
numbers with the tendency that the spreading proceeds mainly along the 1\._s’(lll"‘t‘li0ll‘ i.e.
the spreading proceeds along the unstable branch in the It} 7 Irreplane. Accordingly the cells
in the spatial structure of [relLl tend to shrink in particular along the .t-axis. ('Talculatious with
higher initial amplitude show a similar evolution with a faster spreading of the energy. We
thus expect that the energy ultimately cascades to arbitrary high \\‘ave~uumbers. resulting itt
a turbulent wave lield.
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The Ingrh’fll dillorenw hetwvcn the evolution of the SETS branch of the MI and tlw two,

1.0“ of tlw FMS branch. where the energy spreads relatively slowly in a (lilHSliTL‘Clll'H‘nl

1“ I lured to the linoa r behavior of the MI for the two branches. For the FMS lu'nnrh

iotlir instability with 820 >> 7 (My 55) and a significant propagation along the

113 the Ml of the EMS-branch is an aperiodic instability with (20 g 7 (Eq. 5)
manner. is re

the MI is a purl

‘AtliI‘GCtiOiI‘ whi

and almost 110 pmpilgfitnnr

r)

#7 1 b) T:27oouoo
ff

3) > u 'llt ’ii' iii“ H l
. ‘1 t I iIlllTim "ii iii' ii‘ ”H

:57“, [M iii‘ Ill lb,
l’lll ‘li t" ii' lit
1., l i i" l i l l

l t l , i l I l I i
vl I ‘ ,
M t t i t y I

| | I t I l i l ‘ i
075, l I , i ' , i I t ,

i l t t I ‘ l l ' i t
1 t I I V l t l ‘ l i

i l t I ‘ i | ' t t
i \ ' t I l l l ‘ i i

\ (I l I ‘\ l ‘\ ,’ i t
z \ V I i \ l

D “l: t“! \J \_« 1/1 i_/

L
ll

T:37000 DO

n lI, l .y'

l "' :I'lu'I "'1‘ 'I'll,"
'1',"

Fig. 1: Morlularinnal instability of whistlers interacting with FMS waves. at The temporal

wolution of the maximum (dashed line) and minimum (full line) 01' ilk]? (upper panPh the

VPrtical scale is in units of 10’”) and ()fi‘ (lower panel. tho vertical male is: in units of IO”) 1))

The development of amplitude spt‘ct ra of Hip density fluctuations (14K)] durint,r a recurrence

period. 10X 16 modes art: used in the calculation. 'l‘hn parameters are lj‘u : 0.02. it :

0.4. K : 0.19‘ and n : 0.101,
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Low-Frequency Kinetic Structures in Plasma
Quasipartlcle Concept.

Oil’l. Sitenko. Pl" Sosenko‘

Institute for Theoretical Physics
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine Kiev. ,5‘2130. Ukraine

1. Introduction. Considerable the0r9tit3al efforts have been undertaken to

mmblish the existence of nonlinear localized structures in plasmas [13]. similar to

mi‘tices in fluids and atmosphere. V'ortexelike solutions have been found for vari-

0115. mostly h)’di‘od_\-'na1uie. plasma models, and the conditions for their existence

hare been obtained in the form of dispersion relations complimentary to the dis

not. .H} relations for linear \Y res These relatnms can be formulated as equations

tor zeroes of the linear dielectric permittivity. Real solutions for the wavenumber

a function of the phase Velocity and plasma 1)Lll'2t111t“l{-‘I‘S correspond to waves.

while imaginary solutions are associated With localiz l structures. With regard

rt: the latter. there are several issues which seem to he not fully appreciated and

\ one concerns the relevance and the sii‘nit‘icance of the linear di-

electric permittivity rlestribing Strongly nonlinear pl sina oscillations. Another

intern ing issue is the possible existence of localized structures with the size

tionirmiable to characteristic kinetic length scales. such as particle Larmor radii,

and the significance of weak but finite kinetic ctl'ects for the localized structures

predicted within hydrodynamic—type plasma models.
> The primary goal of this report is to analyze these important issues. This

requires kinetic description of the eltects of strong nonlinear interaction between

loneli‘equency oscillations within the context of 1 n’rorrnalixed plasma electrody-

uaniics [4—6]. it is demonstrated that basic equations of the renormalized plasma

electroclynaniics admit solutions describing nonlinear lot.“ lized structures with

kinetic scale lengths. General dispersion relations are derived for such structures

with regard to kinetic effects.
2. Basic Equations. Let us start from the renormalized transport equation

for the nonlinear Charge density pm, of a particular plasma component [—1.5]:

t f)» *l' 755‘? l/Wt- : at will] - (1)

: te/Bnllr V‘l‘ 1? an electric

drift velocity, (1) is the potential of an electric field. I?” E B”; is the tnductitim of
:i‘lt‘lT‘ the potential approxunation is adopted. 7

an external magnetic field. 6 is the Velocity of light in the Vacuum. {ll-1’ is a formal

second iteration of the charge density (calculated from the formal second iteration

of the VI sor distribution function). 01 E 0; + 1:, - T. l” is the grarilational drift

relomty introduced as u, in] to model the inhmnogeneity of the external magnetic

field. The. electric field potential is determined self econsistent ly from the Poisson

equation: 2 4.7:”... t2)
ll

formulated in terms of the operator 5 ot‘ a. linear dielectric |_)ermitti\'ity and the
nonlinear charge densities of plasma components. Equation (2‘1 can be interpreted

5m
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11190 a; :1 definition of tht‘ 1101111111111 11131 11111114111 Tht‘ 1:1111‘1‘ Ln'c(1'n>1,1nts £01
nonlinear cr,111trilmtio,ns into :1 1111151113 clizirgw density ,1: 111 — 1 —- pl“ — ”(1)

1111011) 1,101 15 £1 1,):11kU101111d Cl’izngp‘ (11‘1'.1sit}' 111111 [7,111 15 :1 formal first iteration
of the charge density (1111011111911 from 1111‘ 1"111111111 11181 iteration 111 1111‘ VlEISOV
dislribntion function). 111 1,111,‘ ‘.'191'1k 110111111911111,'1‘1111"?111110n<1" ’th1‘u1\ 1111111111 [)1-
describe linear and 1111;11:11'11111‘ 11:1. 1111 {(451)01151‘71. 11‘5136131111‘11'

3 Localized Structmcm 111 the limit 111' (0111 pill'llClt'\ liq.» 11] and ('2)
rr‘dnce ‘11:) Hi? \\'£i‘ll‘l(11()\\‘1'1 0111111111111: (c.3231. sec 1111'. 15]] 11111111 (11‘s 1'1111‘ nonlinear
drift {convective tell) (:15(‘ill;11'10115 11nd admit 1111'111 501111111115 [1.2] with the
f(1ll1>\\'1ng dept‘ndcncr‘ 1111 111111? and 60011111111111»

!D[.1'._1/.:,t1:‘I’l/ag — 111‘ 711;). (3)

where 11 1'11'11'1 11 e110 11111311101013 which 111111 111‘ 1'13111‘1111 11111111511111 parameters.
T1 1.11 \‘ >111t11,1na 1195(‘11130 1111111111011 511'111‘ 1111125 111 1111' 1311511111 ('1'111'11C‘1 s. (‘tc ) With
1111.41313115111‘ 1}'(,l1‘1,1(l_\ 111111111 >( 111145. Tl1<.‘1“111>11. 101 1,15 11ml; 11'11‘1111‘ 50111110115 of

E115 11) 21nd 1'. ) “11111111: spew111(‘(1 (11‘ 111 “'111l11'111,‘ 1'3). 11 1‘1’1111'11-111'111'1‘1111'1111 in the
1‘1111'1~<hillz1t1(111>1 \\'l'1i<,'l1'111(‘ small 511119 “1111 11".1111'11 111 1111‘111111111101113111,‘it\ length

I.‘1' [1117. T 11(1::l;(_1'1m111d\12mm (11H1111)1,l11011111111'.1(111£111(1\\'llil,‘l) 211'1‘1'11111'111'te1ized
111' (1(‘111‘11'1101'11,1,-(I3.) p1“ — 01110111119 51111111011111 L11. [1) is 1111 21111111111)’ 11111011011
P 011111‘ C11111‘111W111'1311'Q’7 B1111 /1 (1121/7 1111/1-

Let 115 Lorisidt‘y solutinm 1'111'1 [3011(11110' 111 111111112111 (11111 11111111 (11 infinity
1 "11111116115 1111 111C potential and the 1101111111111111:11'111,‘(,11‘11<il\' T111: 1‘1111111'61111‘nt
« 1111 1:111: 5011111111115 11,11)1>l(11‘21lizc11 1‘11111'111":1,111< 111111‘11‘111111191111 111|11111111 function
E11161 10115111011110 1111‘ 11111111.1/ ~1 X. P 7 (1‘1) and ,,1_\ [end 111 11010111 this
1111111. The 51111111011 01 1311.1 2) 1'1111 1'11: 1'C1111‘;1:11[1,‘(l 112111111111) {15 a (lt‘tUIllpOSlta

11111111110119 (111119 laplarjian. The latter appears m 111‘ two [111116113101'1'611
10,, . The 19161?1111 eigenfunctions 1111 1:101 51111511'1111‘ 1‘0111111'(,‘111(,‘nts to

izod 1111111111119 511111111311111011511'. Tl11> 1111110 111t\ «(1111 1 l)(‘ C111 111111011tcd if
(111‘ '.'1111111'111'1 ILlllCiltnl ((111111 t211<11 111 111, 1,111 1111111 a in (111'1'1‘1'1‘111 space 11, 11111115 which
1111131105. 1111 :1111litmnal 111111111111111'v 1111111? <11li1tir1n 111 1111 1:111111nnit\ 111112111011 (1)
(111 :‘1101dinnts

m'e‘i tlu‘ e,
11.9 I
111‘ 11

.1 If

/)1\' : ZPl'l1‘I’ 7 B1)l‘(.1‘//1‘151R"'1 (111171‘) . H1111: [/- 111‘1311‘1 (41

[111‘1‘6 cylindrical coordinah‘s are introdncml 11> 11.xiiz1l. r2 : . —— 11/ 7 lit —

1':“' (051,1 : 1‘/1‘).A<'1'(11‘1lil10' to liq. (4). 111131111111" (1' If) is 1111'11'11‘11 into j +1

rcgions 1)} 1111', b01111112111 Cul’\1’,‘5 111’11/1: R‘l'lm 11/) EMU/1 . C'lvnrly, E11. (1)
has 8 «1111111111 111 1111‘ 11)! 111 (113 11 1111‘ 11011111121111 > milsh t,l1<‘ following C(11,1?11111()11;

(1101,71: V1611?“ 1 7/1 — 1'1 : U. T1113 9111121111111 run 111‘ 111111111911 11) obtain the
boundarx 11111111110115:

(191Rl')(1'/) 711 : 11):)” 1» B11 1111’“ 1/)C0~'I//1,' . (5)

l - . . 1
when: (1)11) are constants. 11 1111: 11(,)111111(’E\l‘ 1'1'1111'g1“ 119115111 15 assumed to be

. . 11' . .
continuum on 1111‘ 13(,11,1111'1111'1CS. then Pl‘ll‘l‘“ ') : 0. 1101‘1'1‘1‘1‘1'. much 11 l'(‘ql_lll'L‘111€l'lt
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e unnecessary in general. Substitution of Eq. (4] into Eq. (‘2) yields a
seems to b . _ . _ . ~ ‘ _ .

closed equation for the electric field potential. which is to be supplemented With

the boundary conditions (5)
_

4. Dispersion Relation in the Outer Region. In the outer region

of the plane (r, 1]) I" > tt : nia.raR§,”(i]). the potential is governed by a

homogeneous equation: SALE? : 0. where AA 3 0‘; + 0,“; z is when t 1) t<< 1‘

In the case of dependence (3) one derives

-

inql/ a i, in i 1 .
.r ' m: : 3 I“ . . E 7 r (1‘ J' is! — l — 71,
.u. t trap) 1+”it‘i+:mtfirr 1H M £2 1 iPLLL+

l 1 ., A' 1‘ , 4.
Jétiéit l a: , dru l l gut-r. writ . (Gt+:_ .r

it. It 4111‘”

where the explicit expression [6] for the low frequency dielectric l.>r‘1‘lflil[i\’lt:\'

is taken into aerount. and itl.‘.u1)q)h and ‘l‘h are the FOLII‘II‘I’ spacestnne

representations for 5(1) and (it In Eq. (6). a hot plasma Colllpmu‘iit with the

adiabatic distribution in the oscillation field. ”id "t Arts) E lilo]; 1:3). ((11, l:~ the Debye

radius for the hot component ), is included explicitly, gm is the background Vlasoy

distribution (under the gyrokinetic change of variables). 1] and m an: the charge

and the mass of a particle. Q E a/mc. Jute} is the Bessel function of an order

n. the subscript It / J. is related to a vector component along/across 13.]. and

the summation is over plasma components.
Taking; into consideration the structure of the dielectrit~ permittivity E and the

requirement that the potential is to be localized, one can look for Il'ie solution

in the outer region in the form of the decomposition (.n‘ei' eigentunrtions (in

of the laplacian. with non—negative eigenvalues 1,”,\‘3: [3313 : tilt/Xi. The

representation of the Bessel {unr'tion as an inlinil e series in powers of it s argument

squared and Eq. ('2) yield the relation.

5(i/§\.1/.p)//\3 : t). (Tl

between the parameters ,\. u and 1). Eq. t7) introduces the first dispersion

relation for kinetic structures in the plasma. The second one will follow from the

consuleration of the inner region of the solution. The eigenfunction in the outer

region can be represented as

. 7'
(Pi : E It" (K) t AHA cos/in + BM smut/l , (St

I]

where Kntzt are McDonalds functions‘ Any and BM are constants (.rt'integration,

5. Dispersion Relation in the Inner Region. The potential in the

inner region. r < RM). depends on the. explicit form of PA”. Let us consider the

simplest Case of one arbitrary function. Then. the potential in the inner region

satisfies the following equation: éAJfI) = --lirP(‘I) 7 Bufir/c). The arbitrary

function P can be expanded near the boundary. and the behayior oi" the potential

in the inner region near the boundary can be determined from the solution of
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a linear inhomogeneous equation: EAJfP : i-lrrPn — laP‘t‘l’ e Blair/c ‘ (1)0)v
where [’0 and Pal stand for Pt (1)“) and P’téu ].

it 18 Convenient to represent the dielectrir permittivity E as an expansion in
power series of A‘i, with the first expansion turin being denoted as Dal ”Pl/Ki,
and to introduce a new function (1): (1’ : ‘l’ + l' r + Z. with Coeflit‘ieiits Y and Z
being determined from the requirement that (I) is to he the eigenfunction for theope or éAL. Thus. taking

”w ‘ 1’ :, 7’ 7_‘l_ : :luBnlt P“ 2 : .17 but” i (0)
i c 4.1/7, — DU ‘ 47136 7 D” '

one obtains: EALQlJ '—- —4nP",<IL Similar to the solution for the potential in the
outer region‘ one can represent (1) as a (lt"('01]l[>t):~lll(,)ll over the eigentunetions <1)”. . . i ‘ l .‘ ‘ ‘ _« .of the lapltu'ian With negative eigenvalues. 71 it“: grit“ : *‘DH/p , and derivea. relation between the ])2t]'il111(‘ll?rs u. u and p:

Ell/lump) : 4rir’li (10)
which is the second dispersion relation for the liiivt'i‘equeiuji' kinetir Sll‘tlt'ttlresin the plasma. The eigenfunction in the inner region can he represented as

(PM : Y fit ii) iii”, mom .i. Bull WNW l . (11‘)T N
where AW and BM are integration constants.

Eqsi (T) and (10) determine the eigenvalues (and the vi 'euhuietions) forthe outer and inner regions, while the boundary condition [-5) can he used todetermine the expansion coefficients in Eqs. ($1 and (1 It for fixed boundary. Itis to he noted that the condition (‘5) also implies the mntinuity of the potentialon the boundary.
6. Discussion. The kinetic theory of low i‘equene)‘ localized structures inthe magnetized plasma has been suggested within the routext of renornializedplasma electrt'xlynainic‘s. The first dispersion relation for the outer region isconipl tely determined by the linear dielectric permittivity. The significanceof the latter linear feature in describing nonlinear structures can he understoodwithin the context of the transport of nonlinear charge densitx'. In the ease of theplain wave dependence (3). the nonlinear charge density of e\ eiy plasma elementis conserved. and an arbitrary integration tuni‘tion enters the Solution. Therequirement that the oscdlations are localized implies that. the nonlinear chargedensity is zero in the outer region. and makes the linear dielectric Iwi'niittivitythe only .' nifirant property there. K‘leanwhilv. the second dispersion relationincludes f .iii‘es associated with nonlinear plasma polarization (the nonlinearcharge density is 11011’/.PID),

* Tcniporar_\' address: Dept. of Phys. UCLA. Los Angeles. CA Otltlll, US A.[1] M. Maltino, T. Iianiiniurm T. Taniuti. J, Phys. Society of Japan 50, 980‘ (1981).
2* V.Pi Pavlenko. \-"'.l. Petviashvili. Preprint l.v\EA3703/6. Moscow. 1982. 71).3_ J.D. Mei \V Horton. Phys. FluirlS 26. U'Jtl (1983).
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NOVEL APPROACH TO THE INTERACTION BETWEEEN THE

PLASMA WAKE FIELD AND THE DRIVING RELATIVISTIC

ELECTRON BEAM

R. Fedele ‘ and PK. Shukla 2

l[stitulo Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione (ll Napoli.

ltlostra D’Oltremarc Pacl.20, 1-80125 Napoli, Italy

glnstz'tili‘. fii'r leoretishe Pliysz'lr, Ruhr-Universitdt BOChUNL

D4630 Bochum ,1. Germany

Recently: relativistic charged particle beams are imployed (1) for generating intense

electron plasma waves or wakefields. When the phase velocity of the latter 15 close to

the speed of liglit.,_the plasma wave can trap a nearly relat1v15tlc electron and accelerate

it to extremely high energies. the idea of this novel plasma-based charged particle

acceleration scheme has been verified experimentally (‘2). _ ‘ .

It 15 well knOWn that interaction 01 relativistic charged particle beams ol finite ex;

tent with the background plasma can give rise to the two—stream instablhty, the sell—

bunch-”1% the sell-locusing (self—defocusing), as well as the beam filamentation and the

selfipinching. in this paper, xve employ the recently proposed thermal argue model )3)

in order to study the selficonsmtent interaction between the plasma wakehelds and the

driving relativistic electron (positron) bunch in a collisionless. unmagnctized, overdense

lasma. it is [Ound that our model is capable of reproducing the main results for

the beam filamentation threshold and the self~pinching equilibrium condition that are

already known in the conventional theory of the beam selfiinteraction in collisionless

plasma.
In the liramework of the recently proposed thermal wave model for relativistic charged

particle beam propagation (3], the stationary configuration of a relativistic charged—

article beam of transverse emittance e, traveling along the z—axis with velocity fir

fl z. 1), under the action of a potential u(r,¢v,z), is described by the Schrodingervlihe

equation for the so called beam wave function (bwl) \l/(r,q5.z):

, ()‘I’ 62 q7:,_./- ”[4,: ‘
IE 82 ZVJ‘W i ((T‘q). )‘i’ (1)

where V L is the 2-D transverse gradient, and U(r. 3, 4b) : u(r. z. (id/(1710713203). Here nu,

is the particle rest mass, c is the speed of light. and ”1 : (17 fig) "/2 is the relativistic

gamma factor. Equation (1) must be coupled with an equation for the total transverse

field force (FL : —m.o",'l32c2ViU) acting on the system. In analogy with nonrelativistic

quantum mechanics, 2 and 6 play the role of time and Planck‘s constant. respectively;

while in analogy with electromagnetic beam optics in the geometrical approximation.

5 plays the role of the inverse of the wavenumber l"1 2' Al'Zfi, and U that of the

refractive index of the nonlinear mediunn so that Eq.(1) corresponds to the well known

Fock—Leontovich equation. The norm N of \II, viz.

WI" = (/10 )l‘f‘muiz)“ . (2)

is conserved (rill/dz = O) and the bwf has the following meaning: If N is the to-

tal number 0 the particles of the beam. then the transverse beam number density

0(r.q5.;:) (number of particles per unit transverse section) is given by 0(7',;.d)) =

(N/N2))\l/(r,z,¢)(2. Thus, (\ll|2 gives the transverse beam density profile. Note that

here \11 is dimensionless. Let us denote with 9(5) and a: the longitudinal dimensionless

density profile and the longitudinal beam length. respectively; where f': .2 (flat (1 being

the time). Then, it is easy to prove that the beam volumic number density pb(r,z,a5)

assumes the form Pb(T.Z,(;‘>) = nbg(£)(\1’(r, z,¢5)l3, where nb : N/(Nzoz). Furthermore.

llN
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in cylindrical symmetry, the following virial equation and energy-variation e
(for more details see Ref.l_3]:

2 2' 0o
(13(5) : 46 ~41) 4”] (rgu) l‘I/lzrdr ,

0

quation hold

(11e — F ST

dr 6U 27.- “? 8U
i=<r~ >2 ,, 7 I‘l’Izrdr
(Z; (92 N2 0 82

(Re) 2 Her/Nam dr we” and 6(2) s (27T/N2)fo°°r dr Her/almv win.
are the effective beam radius and the averaged total beam energy associated to ”(A
transverse motion, respectively). 9

We now consider wake field dynamics in the presence of the beam. On using the
fluid theory, it can be shown that, within the linear approximation, the wakefield dl'lVen
by a relativistic charged particle beam, travelling along the z-axis with velocity fie in
a collisionless unmagnetized overdense plasma of density up (np >> 71b), obeys the
following equations [4]:

, (92

((978 + kg) 711 : :spb(7',l,£), (5)

and
(Vi2 7 133)!) : ~47renl, (6)

Where In : 711(1', 2, f) is the plasma number density perturbation, pb(r,z, 6) is the beam
number density, 0 = U(r,z,€) is the plasma wakefield potential, and Irp 2 LOP/fie =
(47rnvez/mu)l/2/flc is the wavenumber of the plasma wave. On the right—hand side of
Eq.(5) the ”-” (”—l-”) sign is for the electron (positron) beam. In a realistic situation.
the expression pb(r,z,f) in terms of |\II|2 given by Eq.(]) with U : u/77lo’7/3262 :
iefi/mo'yflzcz must be supplemented with Eqs.(5) and (6). In the following, We present
a self-consistent description of the wakefield-beam interaction in the long beam limit
(viz, kpoz >> 1 or If: >> (oz/(952”. Here, we get (see [4]):

(Vf 7 lei) fl : i47renbg)\ll|2. (7)

On the other hand, Eq.(1) takes the form

. (9 62 .Le a—ZQI: i—é-ViQ/i e
mow/3202“ \L' . (8)

We observe that in the ion beam limit : 1 and the screening of the beam space
charge is provided by Eq.(7 . Equations (7) and (8) describe the self-interaction of a
relativistic electron (positron) beam traveling in a collisionless unmagnetized plasma.
If we solve (7) for n, we should find that it is a function of I‘I’P, i.e. f1 :9 (IQ/I2)
Consequently, by putting the latter in (8) we get a nonlinear Schrodinger equation,
which can be analyzed. In order to illustrate how the system of equations (7) and (8)
self—consistently describe the beam selfvfocusing, we consider two limiting cases. First,
we assume that the beam spot size is larger than the plasma wavelength (viz. [CPR >> 1
or ’6: >> (VLV). Consequently, we obtain the following cubic nonlinear Schrodinger
equation :

. 2 2 atIf —\IJ= ——VL\II — — We 962 2 7m|| ()
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(9) is similar in structure to the equation which describes the self—focusing of

hereflt electromagnetic beam in a nonlinear medium. We eaSily find that in this

3 c0 the averaged total energy 6 associated with the beam is not conserved. In fact,

9 e harged particle beam interacting with the plasma is an open system. However, by

“in; (4) it can be proved that the quantity
u

. 1 1211", °° 4fl .— 5 i i/o |xp| rdr) (10)|l

is conserved, namely dfl/dz : 0, and, consequently, by using the virial equation we get

dam/dz: : 4,4 : consti, which can be immediately solved with the initial conditions

He : R(z = 0) and (dR/dz)z:o = 0- We find R2(z) = R3 + 2,422. The latter shows

that A is negative (positive) if (27r/N2)(e2/2) f0°° )V_L\1/[2 r ctr (thermal energy) is smaller

(larger) than half of the self energy, (Zn/N2)(nb/npcy) lam NJ)" r Lir. Consequently, the

charged particle beam would focus (defocus), as is evident from the equation for the

beam caustic. A stationary solution also occurs when the thermal energy _is exactly

balanCEd by half of the self energy (A : 0). It corresponds to a stabilization of the

beam at the initial radius, which is analogous to the Bennett pinch equilibrium [5),16 .

A simple criterion for finding the threshold of the self-focusing can nowbe’estahlis 1_e .

“we assume that the beam has a temperature T (energy units) and an initial GauSSian

profile, we find ‘
1 (z, l m, ,

.4 z — 72 — , _ (11)
2 R0 2 71p”)

So that, by imposing fl at O, we immediately obtain the threshold condition

62 1 71b
—- z ‘_,,' 12
H8 2 np'y' ( )

which, since (2/133 : T/(m[)'yl3262) z T/(mooyc2), becomes:

71 1/2

*~) (13)
12,77

1}m E 4" ~0.7(7
C

where U”. : (T/mm) is the electron (positron) thermal velocity. Equation (13) is the

threshold for the Weibel (or the filamentation) instability )5]. It is interesting observing

that by putting a non self-consistent aberrationless solution of (9), of Gaussian form

‘11 = emp(fir2/R2), in the virial equation (3), we find the following envelope equation :

d2]? Ziib/(nfl) (2.._VV:0
dz! R R3 ’ (M)

which takes into account the self-force; it is similar to the well known envelope equation

which is valid for fully neutralized relativistic beam [7].

Next, we consider the limit in which the beam spot size is smaller than the plasma

wavelength (viz kpR << 1 or k}, << lV1|2))- For this case, the virial equation (3)
becomes [4]:

11212 62 2K r , 2,,
8272* : E3 ~ 7? </O I‘I/(T,z)) 7' dr > (15)

Where K E 27r62nb/(mo'yfizcz) is the focusing strength. By observing that d2 Rz/dz

ZIRdzR/dz2 + (dB/(12)”), Eq. (15) with the initial conditions R0 : R(z = O) and
2:
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(dB/(12);:0 = 0 allows us to establish the equilibrium condition (dzR/dz2 : 0)) Wh'
or an initial Gaussian profile gives us: [chi

(2 1-— : "KHZHg 2 U (16)
This is the well known Bennett sell—pinch equilibrium condition (6]. By introducing Eh
definition of the beam current I : eNfic/az m eNc/az and using thetransverse beae
emittance definition in terms of the transverse temperature T, Eq.(16) gives the Well
known Bennett pinch relation (6) (c.g.s. units):

2
i v Tc3 - AZT , (17)

where NZ 7 AVG; estimates the number of particles per unit longitudinal beam leflgth
We observe that in this limiting case an aberrationless solution of (8) is also possible (We.
have again \D = e’r'lm). So, in the limit in which for \l»’(r',z)|2 1" dr' z r2/2 (r << R)
We recover the well known envelope equation: '

d2}? _ 62
E+KR7R3TU , (18)

which has been used to describe the optics of an overdense plasma lens in linear regime
for the final locus in linear colliders [8].

To summarize, we have presented a novel approach for considering self—consistent
interaction between the wakefield and the driving relativistic electron (positron) beam in
a unmagnetized, overdense, collisionless plasma. For our purpose, we lave employed the
recently proposed thermal wave model for relativistic charged particle beam prapagati’oyl
(3], and in addition, the fluid equations are used to study the wakefield dynamics in the
presence of the transverse profile of the beam density. We thus have a self—consistent
coupling between the driving beam and the wakefields, and our treatment represents an
improvement of a previous approach [1], which has completely ignored the reaction of
the wakefield on the driver and did not consider the spatial evolution of the beam. It
is found that the present model is capable of reproducing the main results found in the
conventional theory of the beam self—interaction.
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Experiments done in space /l/ and laboratory /2/ on the interaction of an electron beam and

unmgnetizcd plasma exhibit the simultaneous excitation of waves near harmonics and half

harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency (DC. No theoretical explanation was available tip to

now for these double ECH series.

The dispersion equation for electrostatic modes has been solved for an anisotropic

niaxwellian plasma with a stiprathermal population ("beam" in the text), such a distribution

presenting both anisotropy and regions of E)l‘0/E)VL>(). Double series of EC‘ll can indeed be

reproduced numerically by this way, for a propagation oblique to the magnetic field tangle of

propagation 6),

Figure I shows the dispersion curves. Quasi-resonances near (nil/Emu tn:()....) and

cutoffs at no)c (n=3....t can be observed on the real part (Figla). Focusing on harmonic n:3.

figure lb evidences that two instabilities are generated, one near 3U)L- and the other near

5/2 (of.

A parametric study /3/ has been performed for evidencing the different destabilizing

mechanisms for both kinds of emissions: the half harmonic emissions are mainly governed

by the plasma and its anisotropy , while the harmonic emissions are generated by the "beam"

distribution function.
The hydrodynamic / kinetic nature of the instabilities can be investigated as follows:

fora wave (Mk/pkg. the kinetic part of the growth rate is the sum of the contributions of the

Closest gyroresonances. Each of these contributions is mainly governed by a set of particles

aroand a point hot/nary“) where w“ is equal to (air—ntncyk/l and VJ maximizes .l,,3tk_v ”(out

tn being the order of the resonance).
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The contribution of each gyrorcson-Imcc can be estimated from u pui‘ticulur derivative of
the distribution functiun ut the point (V/lain) :

(Daway/I + n r
k/IM

BfljDvL
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l 1‘ worth noticing that the contribution of the Bfo/avi term is dominant in the usual
[ .

itotrDPlC CilSC~

def here,

\\'llllL‘ the dominant term is the Ufa/0v” one in tlte ease V;_>>V// that we

501151

Fin 3: Kineu't‘ cmttrihuzinn m the inxtahilt‘tiex (see text).

T/IL’ t'mn'diitutcs urc X Hat/Vb t_ and)“ :i'J/l’m. Parameters are [/I(’ .t‘tmtc us in Figure /.

Cmrscx ('UI'I'L‘X/Nllul' [0 [lie higher! value oft/w gram/1 rate (iflitil/‘lim'mmu'c' instulit‘littur

t). : 5V/irr 11:4 and 2t :4ftn' 11:3) and duls t'mrexpmtd in (In! \‘H/ltc of] H‘llt’l'tf stability tit-cum

(1:10).

From such an analysis we can conclude that:

(i) harmonic emissions are kinetic and due to the "beam“ : they are thus of the same nature

as the (Ml/Em)C emissions studied by Kennel and Ashour-Abdalla /4/ , but with an important

difference : because of the anisotropy of the "beam‘fl the resonant particles responsible for the

instability are those with al‘U/Elv/pil (since ",//n is negative just below the harmonics ntoc)‘

instead of being those with Bfnlavi>li which lead to maximum growth rates around

(n+l/2)(-)C in the isotropic case .

(ii) half harmonic emissions are hydrodynamic and due to the core anisotropy The kinetic

effect of the ”beam" that usually gives rise to instability /—l/, is in our case stabilizing because

0fthe “beam" anisotropy t la/aw/ l > lal‘oldvt l J- The hydrodynamic instability of the core

is of Harris type rind overcomes the kinetic damping of the "beam" tip to 1: l0,
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In order 10 check this mechanism the complete dispersion relations with (Fig 3mm
\1ithout (Fig 3a) kinetic ellect (i. L. with and without their resonant part 1 have been SUN“:6
numeriLallv confiiming the sceniuio

'Y
11:11
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(IIC’ 1/161‘1111113111 111 F1211! 1’ I.

/l/ Bcghin C, st 111.. in Artificial Particlfi Beams in spam: plasma studies, edited by B
Ginndal, Plenum Publishing Corporation. 1982.

/2/ Krat't't C... G. Matthicussent. P. Thévenet, .I.Godiot. J. Pliys.lll France. 1. 20—17.l‘)9l.
IR/ Kt'ai't't C... G. Matthieussent, P. 'l'hévcnet. (331311110111. 1. Gcophyx. Res” 1992, in press.
/~1/ Kennel C.F.. Ashour—Abdalla M, in Magnetospheric Plasma Physics. edited by

A.Nishida, pp.245»344. Center for Academic Publications Tokyo, Japan, 1982.
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INTENSE LASER PULSE PROPAGATION IN A PLASMA
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The study of intense (‘Umc/(f > 1) laser pulse propagation in cold plasmas1 is of much

current interest due to recent significant advances in laser technology, such as generation

Ofpicosecoud pulses with energies upto tens of joules and possible applications to particle

accelerators, photon accelerators etc. One of the problems of key interest from the point

of View of particle and photon acceleration is the magnitude of group velocity of such

pulses since it determines the propagation speed of the associated plasma wave wakefield.

Earlier attempts at investigating this problem have relied on computer simulations or

exact nonlinear solutions which are infinite unmodulated wavesz’fi. The latter seem

inappropriate to use for a short pulseln this paper, we examine a class of exact one

dimensional nonlinear solutions of the relativistic cold plasma equations which represent

envelope solitons of light waves‘”, in which the modulation envelope propagates as a

large amplitude plasma wave in the medium. These solutions are a step beyond the

well known stationary solutions in a cold plasma because the envelope and the phase

propagate with different speeds so that the nonlinear relationships between the phase and

group velot‘ities can be investigated For simplicity and clarity, we restrict our analysis

7 to circularly polarized waves which couple to longitudinal disturbances only because the

amplitude is modulated. These intense light pulses might form interesting candidates for

photon accelerator schemes8 in which the combined effect of the change in plasma density

and effective electron mass (due to relativistic effect) may be used to get significant

imprcweiuent in the frequency multiplication that is possible,

Our basic equations are derived from the well known relativistic set of fluid equations

for a cold plasma (in one dirnensi01i)1-3’5, by transforming to a moving frame :r e {it : if,

t : r and assuming that the vector potential of the light wave is circularly polarised with

a sinusoidal phase variation A : [{giufé) + iia.(£)}cmp(—11/\r) + c.c].'l_'he choice of circular

polarisation allows us to avoid the generation of harmonics in all wave fields and permits

integration of the fluid equations. Writing a.(.£) : Rcmpwil, and using Poisson’s equation

and the wave equation the final set of coupled nonlinear equations are

H 7 7L
‘1’ " (s. u) (I)

with it given by

so Ln?)—(1+r/rii(1+n2~(1;xci<1 + W3u: ”H (11‘ ‘f’lz l'7‘/}2(lr+ R7) (2)

and

,, ,3. 2 In? 7177 [3 177/111.» ,

Edie/12K” when? set ital—0 (3)
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where M : R2{(l 7 [WW — M1}, is a constant of integration and (/2 is the norrnalisEdelectrostatic potential. In our representation the amplitude 1?. = (/15 + Air/2 of the
circularly polarised electromagnetic wave exhibits a modulation propagating at the 5")i
speed [1. The question of the definition of phase speed is a little more complex‘ For
small amplitudes R is always positive and the exponential factor contains the entire
phase information The phase speed may then be shown to be simply l/fl satisfying the
conventional relation VPI'}, : 1. However, for arbitrary amplitudes R oscillates bemuge of
the strong R 7 If} coupling and the phase speed has to be defined by directly determimng
the z.t variation of RrrnsU} 7 Ar).

In the limit of weak density response,the nonlinear coupled equations can be simplifiedby the substitutions (,6 z (1 +162); 71 and n. 2 (x/l 7477717132)”. Expanding in R2 and taking
Ill : (l we get the well known envelope soliton solution

M14212 — A2 ,\/l tA” ; Rulscc/t 7 l 77/}; (:7: 7 fit)]cos[l:flz(zr 7 5)] (4)

where
if—A;,1 swan-7173* *2)Rm 7 Ill/4A2 ,'(| 7 [f3)(3 +/’2l

(5)Our primary interest however is to investigate soliton solutions for arbitrary ampli.
tudes for which we. have solved equations (L3) muuerically and looked for solutions that
decay exponentially as 4: 7+ icoFor ,\ very close to M17732 we get small amplitude
solitons which are well described by the analytic solutions (46). As ,\ is decreased the
soliton amplitude increases and acceptable solutions occur only at discrete values of ,\_
In other words, for a fixed value of fl finding soliton solutions turns out to be an eigen-
value problem in A. The sizes and shapes of these solitons also vary as a function of A.
Typically 11) has a characteristic bell shape whereas R has a number of nodes. Figure 1
shows a typical soliton solution for /3 7 0.97 and /\ : 0.224445. For applications such
as particle acceleration or photon acceleration, the regime of interest is /3 7» l, where
the group velocity is close to c. We have carried out a detailed investigation of soliton
solutions in this regime. Fig. 2 is a plot of normalized group velocity 1",, versus the nor-
malized carrier frequency fl(: w/wp), The solid curve corresponds to soliton pulse results
obtained from our numerical work, For comparison we have. also plotted the linear group
velocity (dashed line) l’jfl, 7 \/(l 7 1/92) and the nonlinear group velocity for the infinite
plane wave ”‘5 (dotted line), V,m : /l[1 7 (7m — 1)/(2027m('ym -l- 1)]. The nonlinear
group velocities are closer to r: than the linear group velocity. This is physically under-
standable because the nonlinearity makes the electrons heavier and thereby weakens the
plasma dielectric effects. Finite width soliton pulses propagate slower than the infinite
plane waves. Physically this is because coupling to plasma waves acts as a drag on the
electromagnetic waves and slows them down. The deviations between V”.10 and If”, can
be substantial; in our numerical work, we have observed (not shown) deviations upto 25 .
percent of the dilierence between i}, and i.

As stated earlier, the soliton pulses can only he obtained for characteristic combina-
tions of amplitude Rn, group velocity H : 1‘”, and frequency 52. Figure 2. also shows
the values of R” (the solid triangles) for which the soliton pulse solutions are obtained.
Note that in the Va, 7 0 curves, the changing 160 and Q are working against each other.
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Increasing (1 increases the group velocity but the simultaneously decreasing value of R.)

opposes this tendency and we see the resulting effect in our plots.

physically these solutions correspond to a soliton in which standing light waves are

set up in an ’elfectively empty’ cavity, because n/7 a 0 in most of the region. Finally,

the 71/7 can be made to suffer a change from 1 to a large number before it drops down to

zero by making the laser pulse long. In this case, all the density swept out of the pulse

piles up in layers with a width of order (c/wp), which is the skin depth, at either edge of

the pulse. Figure 3 illustrates this effect for a1): 19 soliton with [i : 0.9 and /\ : 0.336.

To couclude,we have analysed exact one dimensional solutions for modulated light

pulses coupled to electron plasma waves in a cold plasma/Fire one-dimensional approxi-

mation is reasonable as long as transverse scale lengths are much longer than longitudinal

pulse dimensions (which is a few skin depths c/wp). Solutions may be in the form of iso~

med envelope solitons or modulated periodic wave trains. Physically, the soliton pulse

may be viewed as a light wave which is trapped in a plasma wave that it generates itself.

The front of the pulse generates the plasma wave as a walreficld, which is then reabsorbed

by the tail of the pulse. The exchange of energy between the light wave and the plasma

wave also leads to a 'chirping’ of the pulse (cf Fig. 1). This suggests that to experi-

mentally create such pulses, one must not only use characteristic values of R“ and to but

also do some appropriate chirping of the light wave. The nonlinear relationship between

the group velocity and phase velocity and between the group velocity and amplitude,

frequency etc. has also been discussed. Numerical results have been presented for the

first time for intense pulses propagating close to the velocity of light; such pulses are of

great interest from the point of view of particle and photon accelerators. We have also

demonstrated the existence of light pulses where the change in n/y inside the pulse is well

above unity (Fig. 3). One can hope to get a very large frequency multiplication factor

from using such pulses as photon accelerators.
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NONLINEAR DEPLETION OF SHORT AND RELATIVISTICALLY STRONG LASER

PULSES IN AN UNDERDENSE PLASMA

*

Siv,Bulan0V, I.N.Inovenkov 2 v.1.Kirsanov, N.M.Naumova. A.S.Sakharov

General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,

Vavilov Street 38, uoscow, Russia

* . .
)Moscow State Univer81ty, Moscow, Rus51a

The resent progress of laser technology [1] has opened a new field for

investigations prompted to study the interaction of relativistically strong

laser pulses of subpicosecond duration with plasmas.

We consider here the processz of deplmetion of such strong laser pulses

in an underdense plasma (mp=(4ne2 nO /me ) 2« mo ). We focus on short enough

laser pulses for which the ion motion can be 0neglected so that ions form

only immobile background. Thus, our consideration is reduced to the Maxwell

equations combined with the electron hydrodynamics equations. We assume the

transverse Size of the pulse Ltr to be fairly large in comparison with the

characteristic plasma wavelength LLr » k;1 E c/u)p and restrict ourselves to

1-D analysis.

To describe the fields we take as variables the dimensionless vector

potential of laser field a E eAL/mec2 and the electrostatic potential

5 eu/mec. Further we assume the laser pulse to be relativistically strong

llal>1).
It was shown in Ref.2.3 that the excitation of plasma wake-wave can

provide an effective depletion of a relativistically strong electromagnetic

pulse. The efficiency' of excitation is maximum for fairly short pulse

(tp < T E up /|al) or for the pulse with sharp leading front (At < T1). Or,

in other words. the efficiency is maximum for the strike excitation. In the

first case the charzacteristic time of the pulse depletion is equal to

a” = (16/3)(kp Q) m”/w (where Q: Idxlalza r = 0). In the second case

for the rate of the pulse energy losses we have dWP /dt—"z C(m:/0:)Ei/8fi.

Due to the relativistic growth in mass of the plasma electrons one

could expect the suppression of the interaction between the main body of

ultrastrong laser pulse and plasma to appear. So we would like to find out

whether the depletion in underdense plasma via plasma wave excitation is,
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in fact. the dominating process in the evolution of the main body of the

pulge.

The interaction of a fairly long (tr >2 ia|1/Zw‘;) and Smooth Pulse Can

be treated as. adiabatic and there i-s no initial exchange of energy heme“
the pulse and an isotropic collisionlesa plasma. However. as it “as Shown
in Refsfiul. thc fcature pettiliar to ultrastrong pulses evolution is the

fiiriiiatior. of the region iiitli the extremely high amplitude gradients on the

pulsu leading front. As the J'Cbtlil of it the mechaniam of extremely fa,“

l3Ui"iG depletion is aiiittlitztl on.

it appears to he that the most iiiiporiant among the llleCilr'llliMHS driving

thy leading; front aict'pt'ning ia the StinlLiitltL'ti hacl-niard Raniain kcattermg

(\‘liRKIl iihicli liliflllilélit‘H t‘ll the initial SLHE'C of evolution. it manifests
it.‘ f iii’iiiitii‘ily for the pulwcu \‘iiii‘l sufficiently long i‘isc time “1'

‘ininlittitlu. Ullt‘ till] lJXPt‘L‘t that ui'oaiinii of the pulw: front clue to SBRS Will

'JLCUI' firat of all in the li‘fiit‘n of Ial :- l where the growth rate of SRRg
. . . .z/ iatniett-n lLH maximum \':'t]liD f3]: )1 & w (in /u ) .max (1 l' (i

l‘ht- rtwults of l’li‘ aimulatiorix prove tlfl important role of {HRS in the

mom of arctipigninu of the leading front of the [7L1l5t:. A 1.)»PiLrli fiCenttI‘iu
. . . —l231 the t-rtiltition for fairly lone: filly: truth i : Slum» 0) in IJI'L‘HL‘ni‘L-d inp

ligfiv Fi‘t plot in it iti.b.c.il.e) ShU‘AN tht- profile of titirir».\'er\z_e iglcctl-jc

‘IiieiunilE:+.l-":)1M for the different stage-t. of evolution. The
pulm: is tiictilarly pl)iilri£L‘li Mild has the peril, tlllllliiltldL‘ ialmwz 3. The

coordinate .t ix noriiirilizcil it) do)”. The plaamii ilt~naity ii. taken no that
mfmo/‘J. AI, (:0. the pulgc I‘m located in \‘dCULlni nt-t'ir the tuft boundary of

the [7'1Nliiét. tlliLi then it Dwit‘tlntt") into thc Difiéllld.

At the cail)‘ fititgt‘ (Figilili. the ‘wiser pulae tiOL"\ not excite the fast

film: r) plasma iiaw. but the moic precixe analysia of the spectrum of the

pénuma electron density pertmhatioiia indicates that in the region when:

this pulae amplitude ix, ahotit l (Ial ’4 ll there exist the density
perttirhations with the are numlici‘ [\U‘ timea greater than that of the laser

radiation. Siiiiultaneoualy tht- reflected radiation with the frequency close

to the initial one UppeHTR. This fact perstiadex us that in this region SRRS

derclops.

The depletion of the pulse energy in the region of lal 2 l due to

intense SBRS acts to produce the erosion of the leading from and formation
of the jump of amplitude which could be seen in Fig.1l). further on. the

intense plasma ware excitation is. switched on that results in the fast ( at
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‘ . J . p; N —1 2 3 .the time inteiial At — Ia| oO/op ) depletion of the part of pulSe awry

“mp.
n 1shifting backward into the main body of the pulse with the veloci

contained in the narrow region (with a width AX a c/mplal) behind the j
In the frame moving with the pulse the region of energy* abSOIPtio

z 2 , . tYv7: ~AX/AE z —c (up/(x)0 (Fig.1b,c,d,e). As a result, practically totm
depletion of the pulse appears (Fig.1e). For the pulse with a duration:
the time of depletion can be estimated as

tdep2 t /(1—v/c) 2 r wo/wp . (6)

More detail of this process one can find in Ref.4, Where the
stationary structure of the front and the characteristics of Rs
propagation are copiously studied.

For more short pulses the steepening of the leading front can appear
as the result of the variation of the group velocity along the pulse dUeto
the relativistic electron mass growth. As the local group velocity is
closer to the speed of light inside the pulse than at its leading edge! the
leading front undergoes compression or steepening. The steepening is the
fastest in the region with the maximum gradient of the group velocity. In
fact, it occurs again in the Vicinity of the point where la] 2 l with the
characteristic time tstfl wE/w:(c alal/ax)‘1|a=1 and switches on the
intense wakefield excitation [3].

Thus, our study shows that the most general feature of the evolution
of ultrastrong laser pulses is their ultrafast depletion. It dominates even
in an underdense plasma which is practically transparent for radiation of
moderate intensity. It worth to mention, that the time of the total pulse
deplition depends just on the pulse durationibut not on its intensity.
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Nonlinear modulated waves near marginal state of
instability

Tm- 1715.1 and llohn \\'yllr-r 'l

1 Abstract

\\1) l'urinuhilx) a ntmlel equation for nonhncm‘ [nm'inlattul wan»; nt-m tln- marginal 51.1w- ul'

indnlulit}: This cquation \w lwntjvl'oi‘lh (all the E);ll*ll(_lt3fl Derivatiw Nunlinvm Scln‘iirlingm'

equation tEDNllHl liDXLH hm t sinnv form as the Derivative Nonlinear Schlotlingm‘ lDXLSl

r'XFl‘lll for d quinlil‘ nonlinveu term which in «nu ial ((1595 might lu' Zcm.

Introduction

lln‘ nnnlulntlon ol' wonkly nunlinuzn‘ mmlulalwl \vnx'clminh in ilispl'rsivr‘ inmlin is known to

he genurimlly gm'mnml by thn Nonlinl-nr St'hrt'nllnger equalinntNllS), .\rt'ol’zling In llvnjmnin

anxl l’vnil] the plane \vnvv solutions Ulvlllt1 NLS equation zu‘c mm’lnlntionul nnslalllc [slablehl

1"] 5- lltpq ‘: 0). H431? p antl q arc the rocllirjunt for the dispersive mnl LllP nonlinmr lCl‘lH

itrupwtiwly tn the NLH mnntllon. \Vlwn i“l : l) [or some rrilical \\'a\'r‘nnnilwr lay wv rcr to

lllt’ flaw us as marginally stuhlu This Slfllt‘ mum in dill-Cram i)h_\'5i(’£ul>}'51<'nis 5|!t as Stoker;

wm'vs nn linitc‘ tpthl‘ll mn .xcoustit‘ waves in .1 two «Ilnctron Irinpurntnn} nlas‘nmfl] and ion

:u‘ouHiC \a‘m‘rs in a plasma ('(HUPOSk‘d ol' electrons and poaltivu mnl nogatiw inmlll. In all those

um». tln- nonlinear roellit lt‘l‘ll q \‘Ellllb'l‘lCfi lor It Wrtam friticztl mrl‘lui‘ \VEIVL‘lHHHlJlfl L}. while tlw

lllhpt'l'filon roellicimu is' ,slrn‘tly ne‘gatiw ill] or nogntiw for low ion lt‘ll]]!t‘1‘flll,ll(‘> and long

mn'rh’ngt lislili

ln Ilw t'riticul rt‘ulnn- whcw 4, ~ In, 71‘} ~ ()lcl. the (lispuwiw- vllecls anxl thr‘ llt)llllll(‘-tl’ll}'

of tln‘ NLS mmlul tloes not balance q‘h othrr. To intensify thF L'llt‘cts nl tln‘ nonlinoarit)‘. it

t V I , . . ,

15 assnlnml that thc pertnrln‘ll holds are of arch-1’ £3. [hP resulting equation tfi d mmhllwl NLE

Uiluatim'llfil. This mutation (an be tratlslm‘mml to the EDNLS equation

n + [rlzi‘I +1131 + mlrlh‘ , ll. (ll

by means of a [mint and subsequent gaugl‘ tiint>lrrrniationlti.7]. llz‘n~ n i~ u-nl antl r is :t

roinplex valuml linution of x and ti

‘JUUI 'I‘rmnso Norway
‘ 74-8501 Xanlk. Norway‘lMll. l'mvr-rsny of Tromsn

“'Nnrvik lnstLr of 'l'erhnology. P Oflnx ll
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2 Modulational stability and discussion of cnoidal and
solitary waves

The: EDNLS equation has nonlinr‘zu plane WEH‘L’ solutions of the form

I' : aucrpli(k9.r—wgt)]. (-2)
. 1. -.to.) = my: + 4.3190 - k5,

\lit‘h arc modulational unstable whenever L": > —‘_’n
(noidal and solitari wmes are studied in a na\ analogous to Hada et a] [S] in assuming
r(.r f):11((]c.Qrptifl( J+1u()\\h1>re n is a constant and Q = .r — rt. .-\ tonipletp classification
of the rnnidal WENLS lot nonsiugular potentials (Le. when a integration constant. rallccl i] : 0)
are“ listvd in [ill and iurlurlr sell modulated pPriodic waves. compressive and rarefactive solitary
wave modulations , kink modulations and solitary wave- parket modulations. The most notable
lt‘aturcs an):
- The bifurcation point at (7 = _i_l: where the «inoidal solutions rliange from hounded to only
bounded solutions whcn 13 = l). r > U.
. The solitary ware parkots

(1 (3)

A: t (-1)

\\’ltl)“11Lill1CI‘r ; U n/(‘ > filo0:, ifiaud 1371/7001 1 (:00/1' —"-.(T‘
and 7: [I-— 0. Here H 1:. .1 integration mnstant touespouding to thr intaiianl 11——
and \(at 15 giwn in [St],
The linundary A = D rorrnspruu'ls to the kink profile

(1’ =
Sr: .1 pH: 2L7"

which ran h? intot'prz'tcd as a transition state between solitary wavr‘ parknts and YflI‘GfétCliVF
solitary modulations. Moreover, the : 7% limiting case for rr > —l'7:]. and r > 0 is n’preseutcd
hy the “algr‘hrait‘” solitary wave

7 1'21?
1' : .—,T—'T¥ fI 30"“ — tul‘ + Iota + %) M

Which rcprcsents the asytrnpto lL‘ liniit lot the solitan wave paCkL-t as o/c2 —+ —— [n the (I 7 0
limit we rccmer the A'Elfu n solitou[10].\\e may therefore considcr eq (3) as allgeneralization
of the normal(r ; U) and anomalous (t ,. 0) Alivcn solitons ES] into the rr (i 0 Fast?

Nonlinear behavior of the modulational instability
Thyagarajafll] has discussed the qualitatively the dynamics of the Fourier modes ol' spatially
periodic solutions of the NLS equation. He found that the recurrence property of the solution
of a nonlinear evolution equation is connected to the existence of a finite number of clfL‘CtiVE
Fouriermudcs(c.f.[5).ll]).1\’,H.lf1‘\“=f, is hounded. the solution can be uniformly approxi1nated
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hv .1 truncated Fourier series and is therefore bounded (or Lagrange stable). In addition abound

on the etlertive number of Fourier modes can be shown to imply that the solution is continous

and tlierufOrc Cnnnot rollapsell‘ll.tNotiCe we cannot give a sufficient criterion for rollapse by

this method.) The question we want to pose is if the quintic term in the EDNLS equation

will lead to parameter regimes where no bound can lw put on the effective number of Fourier

modcs. The three Conservation laws for the EDNLS equation for energy. momentum and action

are needed to Find an upper bound on the ell‘ective numbr'r of FouriFr modes from the EDNLS

equation. We normalize the spatial period to one unit length by using the tar field invarianre

of the EDNLS equation. Let us define the following quantities where the first. two rorrespond

m rouservation of energy and momentum

I = Allrlzdr. U)

1 I
Q Y/L.) —i'r;rdr,

5 : RigidQ).

v' 1 I 'Iw “ ml. ‘1‘
We lind the following t'lElSSlllLEltiOll:

l a = l,
lilu‘ solution [;\',_fl;) is always bounded and (ominous. This rorrr‘spond to lll(‘ rnr'u’lulalional

<tal1lourse it the aniplilmlo is nearly mustard.

1 s=—Lagn
the solution is always bounded and continous. rI -: 0 corresponds to lllt‘ integrable rase

(DXLS)

it. .s = —l. U >~ t)
The solulion is liouudod and coutinous lor [ < (n.1,, : ltd/(7PM.

ll \rn spt't‘iitllzt‘ to an initially unstable. periodic. nearly constant amplitude to”) want train

with \VEtVt’lllU‘l‘llJL‘l' l1] and modulation wax'onumber k1, tlua following rriterion must be satisfied

to ensure noncollapsing (and possibly recurrent) solutions

to I— m= i; < Y < tin : (M Hair“. (

:“l

(M>1 II

and X > Ola > 0 (otherwisr’ no criterion necessary). Notice that this criterion is impossible to

fulfill when X is in the regime 0 < X < X” : l,' /_-'_’(r or if i" is in the long modulation regime

(Y < Y”). This indicates that possible nonrerurrent or collapsing behavior ol‘ thP solution could

be searched for in the long modulation rPgirno for X. 11 > 0 or alternatively in the small positive

_\’ rrgimc if X" > 0,

We have obtained numerical results on the evolution of the modulational instability into the

nonlinear regime for parameter values of :7 E [—1.1]. It. is found that the EDNLS equation
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for X 2 ID — ‘20 and larger dE-vclops a recurrent pattern \tnIUI E I (really Y ‘2 lg) and y
somewhat IPss than the rritical modulation “ave-number for growth, For 0' ‘2 1, Y < l; the
unstable modulations grow and saturate in a more or less periodir wave tormi 'l‘lierefure‘ We
int—loud find examples of rct‘urrent. noncollapsiug solutions for Y > l'ma > D and example5 of
nonrerurrcnt solutions for l' < lino > 0. Collapsing solutions have not been fOtlIlCl in the
parameter regime we have investigated. In [L3] it is argued from a ilist'ussion of rcnm‘nlalized
solutions of the direct scattering problem for periodic modulations in the? integrable casetn : 0)
that the solutions will be ellcctivcly irreversible sinCP tho recurrF-ncc period will l)L‘ cxt‘cedingly
large in the long modulation rogimu l" < l; = M/‘ltl + (1 + 2N/X)‘”] where r; ”v Olll-The
mason for this is that a renormaliZPd direct scattering solution for tlit: modulated wave reveals
an unexpected bifurcation in the nonlincar behavior of the periodir inverso sraltering spPCLI‘aI
spinv slructtne of what linoarly corresponds to the first ltarmonir component. ln plain language.
this means that the spatial first ltarniouir will haw- a romplicatcd nonlinear behavior in time
and most importantly that the period in time nt’inlinoarly deviates from being a unit period
for lllC‘ spatial higher harnmnic periods in time. Ew-n it 'l'hyagaraja critPrion for recurrence-
is tultillcd it is exported that. for modulations sufficiently large that the lwhavior is cll‘PCtively
irrm‘c-rsihlp in time. Such a lwliavtor is mulirmezl from uumoriral simulations in [13].
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5MA OSCILLATIONS WAVE BREAKING 1N lNHOMOGENEOUS COLLISIONAL

PLASMAS
PLA

5, De Nicola and C. Napm. lstituto di Cibemctica del C.N.R.,

[78(1072 Areo Felice. Napoli. ltaly

I. ltttroduction

We sludy the free electron plasma oscillations in a collisional weakly

inhomogencmts Cold plasma in the hydrodynamic approximation. When the

plasmfl is cold and inhomogeneous it can be shown/1.2/ that the ultimate fate of

the non linear electron plastna oscillations. with stationary ions. is wave

breaking /3/. At wave breaking the electron density diverges, the electric field

becomes mullivalucd and the usual lluid approximation fails. Introducing a non

zero temperature for the electron l'lttid keeps the density from taking non

physical iul’inile values. at least when the temperature is sufficiently high or.

in any case. greater than a threshold value /2/. We consider. here, the role of

the collisions in preventing' unphysical infinite electron density peaks from

appearing during the non linear electron plasma oscillations evolution in a

weakly inhomogeneous cold plasma. We find that in general the presence of

dumping. as could be expected, delays the wave breaking and that. less

obviously. a threshold dam/7M}; Ye exists. beyond which the peaks in the density

will remain t‘inite l4].

2.Wcaklv inhomogeneous olasma approximation

We will consider an infinitely extended plasma inhomogeneous along the x

direction. To the lowest order in the electron to ion mass ratio /5/. the ion fluid

can be considered immobile while the electron evolution is determined. in the

presence of collisions. by the following set of equations

ane flew
at + Ox 7 U (1)

avg Dye
lllc T + Ve Ox )2 -eE-mcvve (2)

BE 6E .i +Ve 5: : 4neni(xlvc (3)
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We assume the following conditions

nitt : nitx) = riott+oft)): vt(x,t):0; (J < a < l

ltC(K,U) = no; ve(x,0) :

where no is the equilibrium plasma density, k‘1 the length scale 01't
inhomogeneity. We note explicitly that. here, v is the constant electmmion
collisional damping rate relative to the undisturbed plasma density no. In fflcl.
the non uniformity in V appears only through terms of order higher than u /4/'
which are disregarded in this analysis The initial electric field which drives
the onset of the electron plasma oscillations is determined by Poisson's equatiOn
at l=0

4naenritxh) = -T0 Gtx),

Where G'tu):f(u) and the prime denotes derivative respect to the argumcnr
By using the dimensionless variables

k t nctxat nitx,t) live kE V"22' : a n 2‘77‘ ‘ZV‘M‘ 7,:¥‘ 2“, _ a\ \, l (Dpo C “0 ti] ”0 \e ”130 41:6110 7 mp0

with (Upo = (4nn0e2/tttc)1/3, the undisturbed plasma frequenCy, and by
introducing dimensionless Lagrangian coordinates (ix)

1:
x:§+¢(i I) I =I: (it: ,1) 2 ivizt'm'hlr'

O

we reduce the problem to a single equation for the electron displacement (Mi ,1)

’7

3—3 + d) + a G(<2+¢J + {53 0~ ©(i.0)=0: (m 0 (4)

In the ease of weakly inhomogeneous plasmas (ot<<l) the essential features
of the solution of eq. (4), are still retained by a small amplitude treatment,

Then limiting ourselves only to linear terms in it), /6/, we have:

fl3:2 + t1+onG'(i))rt> + use» + art—3: 0 (5)

whose solution, assuming y at most to be of order a. can be approximately
written as
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¢= oGti)(c'YT/Zcos[1 + %G'té)lr 4) '(6)

Now the density is given. in Lagrangian coordinates, by

1
ncfifll : a

1+ 342:2

(7)
l

« r_ J 2

l+aG‘f§)(e‘Yt/Zcos[ 1 #61911» 1) vilg‘GG'We'YT/Zsiml+%G‘(§)]I

1W
Although a number of assumptions limit the applicability of the solution (7)

it is indeed possible to learn from it the essential points we are interested in.

First of all eq.(7) implies that, differently from the 7:0 case. wave breaking is

nol necessarily reached in every case. If y is large enough, the exponential

[actor in the denominator can prevent arty/BE, from becoming -1 or in other words

a threshold exists Ye beyond which the peaks in the density will remain finite.

The envelope equation for the density is given by

l
IICC“"tf;,I)= *— 7 g— —' (8)

1. ao'tei - 9:!Gruesome/HZ

from which we get the critical dampingvalue,

_ floor 7 (4.31001 (.9)
Y0 ” err-no) " e '

The presence of the damping delays the wave breaking and TbCZZ/Yc

represents the upper bound for the breaking times. ie if a wave does not breaks

within The it will not break any more. For values of Y above yo the oscillations

are sufficiently damped so that only finite density peaks will appear and no

wave breaking occurs. For y values below 7‘; the oscillations are not sufficiently

damped to prevent electron density bursts and in this casc‘ for yr << 1 a simple

analysis shows that
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Tb Tho (10
4——“ )
1 ' 1:511) o

w he re -
2t l-oG') 2_ : ___._ 1

Tb" c121 GG"1 a2loo'l ( 1)
is the breaking tinte in absence of dumping /5/./7/.

In Fig.1 for the sake of illustration the electron density is calculated from

eq.(7) l‘or “(=0, during the cycle 28n—30rr in which the waves break. We have

assumed an hyperbolic»squared ion pulse profile f(x):sech2(x) and a=0.2,(a) is

calculated for I: 28.51: and b) for t=29rt. In Fig.2 the electron density profile
envelope. evolution is plotted using eq.(8) as a function of normalized lime (in
(opo’l Units) at i: t0.881 (corresponding to the points in which wave breaking

would occur earlier in absence of dumping). The dintensionless damping .rzttc is
7:2 x 10’3, greater titan the threshold (9). 111 this case the damping is large
enough to prevent electron plasma oscillations from breaking and the electron

density tends asymptotically to the equilibrium value corresponding to that of
the perturbed ion density b:tt'kgr0und,(tl) (141.0511)) a=0.07:(C) (1:0.09

ncCllY

_"7—_% 'fi2 g ‘ 1000 2000 3000 I
Fig.1-l‘21cclron density evolving towards Fig-Z’b'OlUIiOIl Of the electron density
wave breaking: (a)t=38.5n, lb)‘[:29n. The CIWCIUPC all 5,:i 0.881, The damping y is large
two main peaks will diverge \vithin T=307l CHOUgh Oh) and the amplitude saturates,
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Alx‘ ABSURPTlON ON Till; FRONT OF RhLA'I‘IVIS'l'lCALlX S'l‘RONU
XUXLlN.

LLECTRUNMUNEllC PULSh IN AN UNDERDE.SE PLASMA

. it) , .
s.\'.Bulanor. l.f\.lnovenk0\' . V. I .mrsanov. f\.M..\aumova.

*1)
3t. LSaLhargg and il . .>\. Shah

.teneral Musics Institute. Russian Academy of SCiences.

VaVilov Street 38. Moscow. Rusaia

It»). . , .
\toscow bttl[€ lnix'erSity. Moscow. Rusma

H) . ‘ , .

Permanent Address: Center tor Solid blah: H'lX‘nlCS.

l'nlYL‘l’SiL} of the Punjab. New Campus. Lahore. Pakistan.

Hie recent prueres‘: 1n protlucrng extremely strong [Eisner pulse5 ll; has

intiiée iu'riiluhle for INVESLlFJEiLUTH Lht.‘ reliitivisticully strong firmer pulse-a

In mg held of which the energy of omciilating electron can exceed their

reet energ) mug. [E] the ultrrtrelativmtic limit the matter ol‘ ivi'iuiar}

HugtcHL l‘: to atutly the nonlinear interaction on the pulse edges. since

inside the [lliilll body 01 the pulse the interaction is sttppiesset: title to the

l'rjlclil\l‘illC electron llli‘lS‘S growth. As it “2,15 Shown in ix’el’.2 the. sharp

leading edge of the pulse gcnel‘ztte‘b an intense electron plasma \t‘at'e. For

the smooth Pltt‘\ the lending part of the pulse can undergo steepeiisng Hm £1

rutilt of \ariotm nonlinear processes. for e\auipie. it L'dIl he inii latex} hr

the fillllltllilted backward Ranlitll \cattering l3]. Unte the xteupenilsu hat)

uppei‘llt'ti the e'tcrtution of Lie pTasma mike is: xiiitcheti on and he again

return to the Cunt: of El «harp leading edge.

l1 the p2esent paper the pronagation of a I'L‘lEiIl\'iSL1LHll}5 Strung

electromagnetic pulw in an tintierrlenw (u); << mil.) homogeneous plasma is

conmderetl titth the loans on the [JU‘J‘SIDlL‘ e‘;i~;tence of atationar)’ atructure

ot" a pulse front. hue to the ultra that nature of the process the ions can

he regarded a: :m immobile neutralizrug wacltgrouno. he shall look {or the

htHLlLlUll ol‘ the 5et of fully lElHEi\'liC nonlinear electron fluid

equations and Maxwell's equation-3 to demCl'lbt’ the pulse from motion Ae

consider one—dimensional case and the Circularly polarized radiation. ’l he

10“ freqUenc)‘ electron motion 15 characterized by the electrostatic

potential (I? (normalized to NICE). The high frequency field is tlescriheil the

normalized vector potential of the pulse field taking it in the form:
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eAl/mcz = % [eoafil expl-iwt+fk.\’) + c.c.]. (1)

Here a is the complex amplitude of the pulse field which is. assumed to be

Stationary in the frame moving with the velocity 1’, E = .\'~l’t‘ \‘ECIOr
eO = (yn+1’z )//3 is a unit vector of circular polarization. u) and kare the
high frequency and wave number‘ respectivel}3 which are related bv the

expression k’= Lm/CL. The coupled equations for a and ¢ can be Obtained

in the form [4]

02a w; mp7“ 1+iflld/3 >1/2
a + __% _._?7o_~v,fi 1 _ ——————;4: a : 0 (2)

as c‘ c'<1+¢) (1+¢)‘Y;

., 2' P‘ :at¢ wpy“ 1+|a|o/2 ~1/2

., r —1 l—Il I n —.—-7 : U (3)3g“ 5“ (let) “1:

ahere p : l/cu yf : l/(l—fll) » 1. “p = (4Ne2nO/mli/E is the electron
plasma frequency (w « w). and n” is the unperturbed electron density.

-) iV 3

A5 for 7f < w’/m} only periodical solutions exist. WU rESIFict
" ' >7 ') —.~

ourselves to the opponite case 7» > m /m{. A typical behavior of the.u

solution of the coupled Eq<.(2).(3) in the leading part of a
relativistically strong pulse (Iald » l) in presented in Fig 1. Here
w/wp=100 and 7; : 1.01mQ/wf. Cuite l and 3 correspond to the profile: of a

and $. respectively.

(j 6 \\ , .ti ¢) 0 7—4~447
4 _ .

f\
.‘

I
i
l

:—
b :— D a“

—
f
‘V

C
C

3
L"

o _igzlllllll/ s- 5—0.5_4_ f

_5,...‘..,*-10
‘2 —1 o

F C10
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Ahead of the pulse (for E ——) +r\") a and ¢> go to zero. Behind the front

piitude a oscil

of two light waves with the amplitudca a;t : am(F,) and the
he am lates. The oscillations of a can be interpreted as a

t

suPBFPOSi1 i0“
reqiiencies and wave numbers w+iE): u) i l'xlE). k+iél= k 3: ME). where

local f . . —
(1)2 mph Hlalz/2 -l/7. 1/2

xiEl = ‘7 - ,7 l5 l— ,, 2 . Hl

c‘ c“ii+¢i (1%!)q , .

The wave With the subscript "+" can be associated with the "freah"

radiation supplied to the front region from the hull; of the pulse. l'he

other wave corresponds. to the radiation reflected (row the leading from. ‘

Bciilflkl the front 11! increases and for £11 *2 l iL[.(3l bctOlllCH decoupled i

from liq-(3% The plttSflvavc propagates there its in a vacuum so that in the 1

interior region of the pulse it)+ and A+ become equal to was t-Jl Ht!) 2 In) an]

kgcflli‘lH/C: 1k. those can be considered as the Carrying frequenty anti

(1

the “are liUlill't‘l of the pulSc.

As the potential (I) behind the front Varies slowly in comparison ligtli

[he oscillations ol' rl. in thix region the Value at? is COI‘lticiYEtl. \lfllChitly

the solutions in the front region With that lll'xltlt’ the iJUi'wC. m: 'lnt'l the

value of ““5 a¥iri> —) i“) wnich um be assomatcd With the amplitude ol‘ tlit

main part of the pulse. As no depends on 1“ anti Lap/u) one can entire-<5 l' Ah [1

l. 7. z , ,
function of w( and a . t'ntler condition 1 “f ul<< to /w' liihen the :-_ti>;.(3l.t.-.J

i o u u p

can be simplified considerably) we obtain

7 ‘3 2 '.?./r
In)“ 0.452%) ’

. p r. p _
l/C—l 2’ A *—j l ‘ . (3)

w“

"tor greater amplitudes (51:2 (Ali/(1):) the more aophistitntevl ai'ialjcsiia

Without expanding of square root term. in Eqmilidll hhoiia that the growth

of WG—1 with the increase of a“ is limited by the certain value

(l'/tLllmaxz Ami/(1):. This fact means that even it puiSe of an infiniteiy

large amplitude with a stationary lending front propagate‘i at the Velocity

not too close to c.

The results of numerical integration which Show the veioCity oi the

stationary front as function of a( for two values of m /wp=10 (curve i) and
. a

Uo/wplO (curve 2) are presented in Fig.2. it can be seen that l' depends

rather weakly on the pulse amplitude: the value of lyre] iriCt‘eaSeS iron

2 2 2 2.
-Zu> /h> (for l S 8 << w /w ) up to el.2h> /m (as a —’ v).

p o o (I p p o (i
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A5 t he group We loci [y of radiai ion ins. i do the PM]:.3 -. ev: ‘ [70.Sw" u)“ +f whe c < >> 1 ien’ls t c. L re isg L( 1/ (1(1 Pl) ( I‘ ll ) L 0 he a PBI‘manent
energy input into the front region. when: the energy of the elccli‘omauneu= cfield is Lonvertecl to longitudinal plasma oscillations. So. ihe Local ’kim

eof the pulse depletion With the duration 7, can be cstimulcd as

2 . az — ’ 2 I m o ..(1Pp /(l l/C) 0/ P - lb)

l‘hi» is in a fairly good agreement With the reauiis of computer simulatio"
{5].

Mretghing the exact solution ol’ ll‘u: EqllJJ) inuw Lhe main body of
the pulwe. we can find out lhfil in ihu COllHldCI'Ell model BOHlEK'llCI‘e behind
the leading from ihe potential I1y after reaching ll“ maximum value It >. 1

"MIXdecremw noun 7.0 Llic \‘alucr. comp;- 'ulvlu with l . so that l;qs.(3l.l3) hem,“
couplca’i again. if] l'acii even wall ulecon Lclllpcl'dlure can lead h,
[l‘r’llJPlllfJ ol~ the plswma clear-Ana [b] and L1) i'm’nmtitm of [he additional
apate i-hnrge inairie the pulse. As .‘i l'E‘SUlli e\'el')'\\h€l't bellinl Lht leading
110111 .\e hmc (1).; l and iqml‘ldll remain llE‘LUUPlt‘ll. x0 om iniIiai
mmumpl lt‘fl that llllt‘l’(1(‘[ inn 1"» NUPDI’L‘HHUH ins [Lie Lhe ml 1 at: neems to be
true. Thus. [he connivlureii sli'o‘. e solui inn mm lrl he I‘egm'ili'il pi‘imaI “3' a\
the lznl, [we aoluimn 11.1‘ lhe piiiae leutling imni.

l’il:.l7l‘,l<l:.\( lib

I. I‘.‘\Ialnis. l),5lLJ'iCl.‘1Il(1. Pvifimlu. \l.l’t Sill. IJ.‘.MLH‘UL1. .i;Ll ., (min. Lie-H.
24. .39.“: (ILHB'l

2. S.\ .Hulanm l\'. l .M l'fianK'W..'\.S.Silkh‘dl‘0\. §io\:..l.l‘lasnlu l‘ll_\\. . 10.543 1‘ WHO)
.u R.\'.Biilano\'. l..\l.ino\’1‘:nl«;ov. \fll.l\li"xano\'. N.‘vl..\eiumm‘si. .»\.h.:jakhai'm‘.
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"PLASMA MASER" EFFECT IN TURBULENT PLASMA

WITH REGULAR AND RANDOM MAGNETIC FIELDS

J.M. Pryadko, V.N. Tsytovich

Theoretical Department. General Physics Institute,

Vavilova Street 38, Moscow, Russia

Now the investigation of possibilities of amplification

0f high frequency waves (Lengmuir, electromagnetic etc.) at?

rracts the attention of many physicists. The nonlinear inn

teraclion of resonant and nonresonant waves in turbulent

plasma. first considered by Tsytovich et al. /l/. is of cone

siderable interest. The resonant waves, as a rule, are con'

gidered to be low frequency oscillations. if there is a sut—

ficiently high extras thermal level of the energy of the re-

sonint oscillations, a nonlinear amplification of the high

frequency nonresonant waves sill take place. Such a type of

interaction is called an upiconversion or the plasma oscil'

latiuns energy or plasmaimaser effect.

Examples of this nonlinear interaction has been obseri

ved more than once both in laboratorv experiments and in as'

trophysics. Tn the latter case, the random magnetic fields,

presented in many space plasmas. can play the role of low

frequency resonant oscillations.

the purpose of the present paper is to point out that

Very high frequency electromagnetic waves can be amplified

in a plasma with random magnetic fields in the presence of

weak regular magnetic field He. Such an amplification is

either due to the anisotropy of distribution of random mags

netic fields H; or due to the anisotropy of plasma parties

les. It should be emphasized that the effect of electromag"

netic waves amplification hasn’t been discovered in the cone

/1/ V.N.Tsytovjch, L. Stenflo, H. Wilhelmsson, Phys. Scr.

11, 251 (1975)
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trary case of strong madnetic fields, investigated previous-

ly /2/, under the firs! cyclotron resonance condition with

plasma particles.

Let us consider the simplest case of weak random and
wedk regular magnetic fields, when the gyrofrequency was is

much less than the (elewtron) plasma frequency spa: “He/mp9“
1/2)3l. where st : ioiHfi/ngc, up“: (lungs /nr)up the electron

charge is e: (e), We 1nd me are electron concentration and

mass respectively, f%:ifioi is the external magnetic field
strength.Then these magnetic fields will alter the ground

condition of plasma particles.

Let there be two kinds of oscillations in a plasma: low

frequency waves with frequency and wave vector (0,3). for

which Cherenk0\‘ resonance condition with plasma particles

may he thus fulfilled: 0—3;:0: and high frequency waves

(o.§), for which hoth Cherenkov (m~E§¢O) and scattering (in—

lo the resonant mode) (H’Q—(E’a);fo) resonances with partic~
105 are forbidden. We can continue to consider high trequen~

my waves as nonresondnt ones in the weak field because the

probability of cyclotron resonance m—kZ—nmue:0 under the

condition of laroe n N m /we mug is proportional to the small
Factor exp(—upe/U"e)«l.

Let us consider the weak random magnetic fields as the

resonant waves:

‘ ' l | ‘ 2 a . qlq"(““q e 2 [q Mme) (6,, , —2)
Q

(1)
F1; (:3) : {dd it; e.x*p(~1'f)t s 115111))

A general expression for the growth rate 1 of the non—

resonant electromagnetic wave instability due to their non—

/2/ V.L. Ginzburg et a1., Astrophisics of cosmic rays,

Moscow Science Press (1990).
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iineaf interaction with random magnetic fields can be found

on the basis of the kinetic equation, extracting the regular

¢E:<fi> and turbulent 6tE=fFe®E parts of particle distribui

tion function (E is the energy of particles). with the aid

of the technique developed in /3,4/. <...> designates the

statistic ensemble averaging.

This general expression, Valid for any particle distrie

mmion function @E, which we have found after complicated

rjalculations, is too lengthy to include in this paper. We

shall limit ourselycs to the estimation of increment (decre~

mentl 7a in the case of even a very small anisotropy of the

particle distributjon function it. KEtcr some calculations,

ageuming ieotropic random magnetic fields. we obtain:

: 3
ope \\I one one f(9] (M

x u L _4#__ . .H
[a [we “3 “m I: ( 3 .) l

" e ‘1 ‘ ’ u e

tf“ r7 (til) accounts for the degree of anisotropy. one,

m“P 7 {electron} plasma and cyclotron frequencies respectir

, ‘ 2 . ,

rely, hlrvllg l /Rn> » density or the energy of resonant

u3\es. U" density of plaema particles, qe characteristic vai

lue for wave rector of random magnetic fields, [(9) — coef-

livlent, accounted [or angular dependence h in different

Canes of mutual orientation of vectors R, an and h, where 3

i3 a characteristic direction of anisotropy of distribution

function. Only electron contribution is taken into account

in (2): the analogical contribution from the ions is (ml/mE

»l) times le55 than (2) (IDE and ml the masses of the elec~

tron and the ion respectively) and can be omitted.

lhe condition under which 73 more than analogical 71,

which is corresponded to the isotropic function of particle

/3/ S.B. Isakov, Y.S. Krivitsky, V.N. Teytovich, Sov. Phys.

JETP 63 545 (l986)
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distribution, is

2—C“<< E ((1 (3)

The value of angular factor f(6) depends on the kind of o:
distribution function.

The cosmic ray electrons and ions are indeed alwayS
slightly anisotropically distributed, due to particle diffui
sion in space. We can use the model distribution function
for cosmic rays (for example, /2/):

E0 a 1 1
mi : ‘Vc.r. (NE—Ea) —— —— ,cx>1, (4)

E E0 (ail)

where 6(E~E)) v Heviside function, Ng_r. " concentration of
cosmic rays, Eb — their threshold energy, M, 7 plasma con—
centration. Then

] mCZ 2 RIC-1‘.
f(3) = ——— X (5)k H: ED N0

(H0182

The sign of ya depends on the Sign of f(9). If all
three vectors fie, R and B are parallel to each other then
f(6)wl and the wave will propagate with amplification.

Finally, we can say that this new effect of the elec—
tromagnetic wave amplification, which hasn't yet been taken
into account in the former investigations, would be able to
explain the occurrence of pulses of high frequency radiation
in space while other mechanisms no longer work.

/4/ v.3. Krivitsky, J.M. Pryadko, V.N. Tsytovich, Plasma
Physics (rus) 16, 801 (1990)
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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF THE MODULATIONAL INSTABILITY

AND CHAOS BY USING ID-ZAKHAROV EQUATIONS

R.P. SHARMfif and A.D. VERGA“

*Centre for Encrg’f'fiudies, [IT DelhivllOOlé INDIA.

'*EqUiPC Turbulence Plasma =, Institut Mediterranean de

Technologic. Technopole de Marseille~Provence,F 13451

MARSEILLE CEDEX I3, FRANCE‘

ABSTRACT

If; using non] lncfil‘
.on r ls a pPriOdlC
linear

ions uhich couwle ih?

{E a
Schrhdinger equalion 25

l“II":’lCOlISf 1? “$l3 YJI'CifJEULIEiI Ii‘JII .

‘10 nonlinear evolution uf

'hcnsional Zakharnv equations.

we candltion of adiabatic1ty is
insTnhlliiy.

tinns, recurrencefzal cnndi

usual m These equations have

periodic box ior lhe Initial condition

E : ADL1+ fielfcosxx]

H :1 r.

rel wethtfl “1% used fnr space integraiion, Leap frog method

irecicr v s employed for 1he evolution in iinw.

Z shcv the results obtained for the evoluiion of electric

Ear tun values of“, mt see two lypcs of patterns. To have

sit, we haVs platted the nrde of the maximum value of the

iric field in fig. 3 for &>:l.0 and it is seen that ihc recurrence

Ihserved in NLSglFis no longer present. The behaviour is chaotic in

This is also obvious bv looking at The Fourier ccnmonents 0f the

tric field (Figs. 4 and i). Similarly, we have seen that the

' K
i

’1' U1 3 D m rJ

_y and 1: Fourier Cinnxmcnls also Show Chaotic behaviour. For

sconé paltern also IVI:=£:L2), “P have observed Chaotic behaviour

f electric field and denSily. In bnih Ihc Cases, the zeroth canponent

of density is constant and iis magnitude is equal to nunber of

asnons.1
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Simplified Model:
~:.‘.r,*2'vsted in rl""‘

”I“ he results of numerical sLmulatton. we
:uplifiur'. model to explmn the tmmora;

‘11). This moclcl can establish atlenste the
twin oi adiabaticity is relaxed, the recurrencgbehaviour disappears and the existence of Chaotic state can be

established.
denSitv as

lt
Bro

“ Tl 5}

I'Argha‘slmur (not the s;
fact that. as the can?

Kai-ping this in mind, we expand the electric field and
18 . 7 LGA .C c 1- r—JH LL13?) e ‘ (“-37,

4 .e : JTJ ”at *L
W1 : N + i‘ifl’fiatx IUH1

Here N is the plasman ntmber. Substituting this expanSlon of electric
field and dcnsitv in Zal’harm‘ eguations, we get following svstrd'n of
equations

CL 2 e H “:11 Eu’fld‘ “5‘,

i : 3“: ' lv“ Cal: CL C 'l (t' 2 \€.\‘1 1 u

v >1 '1 ' ‘ ‘ 1 \h + rt. 71 2 —— UL N Sumo, L-_-_\ qt 1 t
| ,‘r 1.

a: = (i a \g t
\then we assume the adiabaticity condition, the system of emmtinns (-3)
to (S) can be written in the Hamiltonian form as

91.3. ,: (1-! CL- : - ill , v 5; \
a LL V U d;

where
1 .

H Z a: CL + [i Av“ LL 1— [1 bL‘nCL C(IS :14. " 1L ‘
l l 2

Obviously this system (Yes 9,l0) is integrable (as expected). One can
easily find the fixed points also of this system (Eqs 9,10) and can
prove that allowed range of DC is given by C<9C1<ZN. Corresponding tothe unstable fixed points, the growth rate of instability 3/1 is given
b‘.’ L

3/ : 1 (— 0L4— + 2N K1); 2 1 1%: «11‘I

where intis the linear [growth rate of modulational instability as
perdicted by NLSZF. 'lhe phase space plot in this adiabatic case is
plotted in fig.6 and as expected. one can see the existance of regular
orbit in adiabatic case.

“hen adiabaticity condition is relaxed, one can find the fixedpoints of Eqs 5 to 8. lt has been observed by us that the unstable
fixed points’pcrdict exactly the same growth rate of modulationa]
instability as expected by Zakharov equations in the linear stage:5 The
phase space plot in two different cases are also plotted in figs 7 and8 in nonadiabatic Case. Figure 7 if compared with Figure 6, one canobserve the transition to chaotic stage when adiabaticity condition is
relaxed. Figure 9 gives another phase space plot in nonadiabatic case.
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Energy of Linear Quasi—neutral Electrostatic Drift \Vaves

Dieter Pfirsch and Dario Corr'ea~Restrepo

MaxiPlanck-lustitut fiir Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Association

13—8046 Garching. Germany

1 Introduction

Certain kinds of nonlinear instabilitiCs are related to the existence of negativeeenergy perturbations

I“ this paper an exact energy expression for linear quasi-neutral electrostatic perturbations is derived

“Mm, the framework of dissipationless multi-iluid theory, valid for any geometry. Taking the mass

as a tensor with, in general, different. masses parallel and perpendicular to an ambient magnetic field

allows one to treat the full dynamics and also to restrict. consideration to parallel dynamics or to the

complf'tel)’ adiabatic case, Application to slab configurations yields the result. that in plane geometry

the adiabatic approximation does not allow negative-energy perturbations, whereas inclusion of the

paralh’l dynamics does. This is in agreement with a numerical study of driftewave turbulence within

the framework of collisional twcrfiuid theory by B. Scott [1].

Unlike Scott, WC (tOiisiClcr a dissipationless theory. which is the only kind allowing unique definition

of the energy of perturbations. \Vithiu such a theory the energy is a constant of the motion for any

initial conditions. Whereas the nonlinear energy isjust kinetic plus potential plus thermal energy, the

energy of perturbations depends on constraints. In a multi-fiuid quasieneutral electrostatic theory,

from which We start, such constraints are mass conservation and entropy conservation. The latter is

violated if heat conduction. heat sources leg. Joule heatiuul and heat sinks play .t role, l'lt‘llf‘tl. the

energy expressions which are obtained in this paper are, smelly speaking, valid only for situations

where this is 1101 the case or where these phenomena do not influence the entropy constraint. The lat-

ter is the case if the heat conduction is infinitely largo such that the equilibrium temperature profiles

Tytx) of the various particle species [J are independent of x and 57}, : 0. A vanishing temperature

perturbation results in an entropy-conserving theory it one takes the. adiabtic coefficients 7., : 1.

This is possible, however. only for the perlurbations‘, the equilibrium energy would diverge. \tn

we consider this case. we do it in the way that the -,"s are put. equal to 1 only after having obtained

the perturbed energy for general 7's.
A dissipationless theory can be formulated in terms of a Lagrangian. from which the energy is im—

mediately obtained. We start with the nonlinear theory: the linearised theory is written in terms

of displacement Vectors £,,(x,l) such that all constraints are taken into account, as in ideal Mill)

theory. The procedure used is the same as that developed in a forthcoming paper by Pfirsch and

Sudan [2] for ideal MUD theory, which also allows one to obtain the exact nonlinear energy with all

the constraints built in (Pfirsch [3]). People working in this field [4, I] have considered up to now

only (positive semi-definite) expressions for the nonlinear energy, which do not. inimediatly allow to

investigate the existence of negative-energy perturbations relating to nonlinear instability l5 6, T] ,

2 Quasi-neutral electrostatic multy-fluid theory

2.1 The Lagrangian of the nonlinear theory

Quasi—neutrality means that. there is no electric field energy term, and since the magnetic field is even

prescribed, there is no magnetic field energy term either; instead we have to use the usual coupling

terms for charged particles in electric and magnetic fields. This results in

l u
L : Z/dar {invvu -gu -vL. — TIE—1 eeunudi + ETTnuvu - A}, (l)

.1
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where
gt, :muié+(mun ~7npi)bb, I”: :5i‘t-. b:B/B. (2)

In the following the index 1/ will be suppressed if not needed A : A(x) is the fiXEd equilibriUm
vector potential and is not to be varied but all other quantities are, As concerns n, p and Vi Hinge
variations are expressed in terms of virtual displacement Vectors C(x, t):

672:~V‘(nc), [SVZC—l-V'VC7C'VV, 6p2—C-Vpi‘i‘pvlc. (3)

The lirst variations, on the one hand. must yield the nonlinear equations and. On the other, will Serve
to yield the second-order variations, From which the linearized equations and the second-order energy
follow: The kinetic energy is denoted by It and the “potential" energy by U. In the following! its:
write down only the integrands of the variations of these quantities, After integrations by parts, alsowith respect to time‘ as is possible in the action integral, the integrand for the first Variation of the
kinetic energy becomes

('1

(71
Again after integrations by parts and use of Ii + V - (71v) : 0 the integrand for the first. variation of
the potential energy becomes

Sill/{:2 —C-( (uglv)+(V-vgivn)). (‘1)

dulU:C-Vp+€n(-V1P+cnédt~flC-(vxD). (5)
C

The requirement that the factor 01' 6‘?! must vanish leads to the quasiineutrality condition

Ze,,n,,:0,
l.

Vanishing of the [actor of C yields the correct nonlinear equations 01' motion

(9 lllfll‘(W+V-V)\': —Vp+cn(E+ ~v x B).i ( r

2.2 The Lagrangian of the linearized theory
This Lagrangian is the second-order expansion in real displacements of the original Lagrangian for
the exact. nonlinear theory, It is obtained by varying 6‘”!\' and (WW again and than replacing the
virtual displacement C by the real displacement E. To the envisaged order there is no need to vary
the displacement itself, since its factor vanishes because of the equilibrium equations. One finds

q , 1 ifil‘lh : 2(V~(£Vv(n§)))v-1_l-v 7 2(V - (néflv -g- (E +v - V5 — E - Vv)

+nv-g-((E+VIV£sE'VV)-VE—€-V(€+V-VE-E-VV))
+nt£+v-V£—€-tléJrV-VE—é-VV)- (8)

The contribution to the wave energy 5 is given by the term hilinear in E and the negative of the
terms not containing 5, whereas the terms linear in E do not contribute:

‘st : HEg-E—ntv‘Vési-Vvtg-(V‘VéiE-l
—%(V A (W » (nonv -g~V+2(V ~ (néllv an , we a ~ Vv>
inv-g-“vvVfi—é‘Vv)-VE—£4V(v-V£—£-Vv)).

For the second variation of the potential energy one obtains after some integrations hy parts

WW : —5'V(£‘V7’+7Pv'élifv'inélé‘vq’
+e1iE-V6‘P — EV - (115)64)

+EV-(nfflvx B)-E— En[(E+v~VE—£-Vv) XBl-fi. (10)
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iol (‘4’ yields the linearized qnasi-nouirality condition

29,,V-(1..,5,,):o. (111
,1

The varial 101

quililirinni rclnlions
Th“ 1 1

L(E-i' —V X B) : [VP
C 1!

1nd inlemutions by parts haul to the following ronti‘ibution tn .5:
1

‘ l
'l‘u i (V 'EllE 'VIHL WV ' E) + ;V ' (HEW—1' ‘5

Lnnvrg—g-Vvixnig, (121
(‘

'l‘lli‘ 511111 ol‘ this nxpi'Pssion and expression [9) is twire ll1e total wave (-mrgy.

2.3 Adialmtic approximation

This approximation means in, = 111I : 0‘ Like Scott [I]. we choose in P\Iltlllit,)ll )1; : v, : () :, E : t),

Variation of thc l’f‘slllllllg svcondinivl'dcr Lagrangian with realm?! to N1) _\'i1:hls

T-(r;111€.)-+V-(mn£,.i:0 (13)

and Yuri-'iliml 01‘ .5,
l ,

D:(.(I*E+#E.r><B). 111)L.

Variation with rmlwct to {1 yields

1 1 1
3V1; w. +-. av: 1~ 3V $511+ 3, rpm-1

1 I , 1- 1 ,
+§17(V(—E; Tin) + tnuh‘EJr —E, x B) + 3

HE C -

l r l ‘L e+;‘—V~1v1niafx 131+ Eiitvmrtéi x [11:0 1151
h ('

'

From thr- parallel component ul' this equation 0111: (lurivns

1 1 .
64’: (E, -Tp.+71115V-E,):*a—1‘111:- ll“)

FL“; #9711

A first r-xnrcssion for the mm: ant-my is Ihcn

l l
E : Harem.-r1:1+mrmrv£,1+wV-(uietisi‘rp.

1—:"555-(1v1Tat—EE-rmx 131}l . 117)
it

0111111111 put this ('xprirssion into a lbrni which is similar to bll' in ideal {\lllD. To this end \\'1- llllfUllUL‘L‘

6,11,», :j and obtain the somewhat familiar looking expression

l 1 l , 1

2‘ : / {fir-5.1m, r1» +111»? {11+ 5E5 ~ 311 x v x (at x 1311} .m- , (15)

NOW that the last Lurm entrrs the ideal MllD potential Pllcl‘gy with the opposite Sign, The reason for

this dillercnce is that lherc the magnolic field is not a fixed quantity but is determined self—consistently.

which also lit-ads to an additional term (513)2/871',

Example

AS an example. we consider a plasma slab dependent on 1‘ only; we choose 7‘. : 1. TL. : T : mnslv,

V, : (00,111.) : must. The minimum of 5 for this configuration is zero
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2.4 Parallel dynamics in a force-free configuration
The last section has shown that the thermal energy alone does not. lead to nntllVPrL‘ncrgy Perturbalions. We therefore discuss horc a one-dimensional system in which the thermal el‘u-rgy is allogatlie,
irrelevant. if a l‘Ol‘CP’l‘l‘L‘L‘ configuration. but take the parallel dynamics into account. The Con.
liguration again depends only on .r. The densities and [tressurt‘s are constant: 1),, p. : Fons!11,, p; : cons-1.. The ion equilibrium velocity is assumed to be zero: v, : U. TllL‘ magnum fielillolltim's from T X B : «\B. ,\ : tonal. We choose as solutions

By : UsinAr . [L 2 Bros/\r .
The elwlron velocity v5 drtvrniines the current density and is therefore related to th<= magnetic fieldby

.1; ,inn,“ : \B :2 T X v5 : (\v5 3 \— ~v,. : t].1.
.v\ consequence of this relation is that the center of mass velocity vanishes. and this means thatthe Frame chosen is the frame of minimum uquilibriuiu energy; Any lnétlilVP’t‘llL‘ perturbaiionin: tlwrf'furu dynamically rr‘lcvaut. /\ simple discussion is possible in terms of initial contlitimis. WeCllOOM' V - E : 0. E5, : U and Obtain

. l ' '1 ., ,,2t.:5/uni{|E,“|‘~(k-V,)‘l£dill'}tl3.ix k:[U./.'1,. 3). (19)

In order to sntisl'y V-EC. : U with E” = 0. we represent 5. as E. 2 71X k. {U 2 wk: — llzl‘y :from which il follows that

{5” : (1) X k) - :4 : UIH‘ycnsAi‘ 7 kzsin/Lr) .

I], can be choson arbitrarily and lllC expression inside the parentheses vanishes only at points wherek H 13. Since E6” can initially be prescribed independently of El”. one can have both postive. andll!“_'.fill\'r-"43Itel‘gy perturbations. This situation is similar to the Cherry oscillator t'Hse [3] Th» config.llI‘EIllUll (‘ousixlr-rf-d slioulil lllf‘rL‘l‘Ul't? ullou’ nonliuv-nr instabilitius. A l')u§>llrl_\ nourtaltislung lilll‘t‘hllultl. amplitude will tlrpeud on the initial conditions. lf‘. the degree of resonance present in the initialconditions.
As Concerns negativmmergy modes which are necessarily stable. their fi't:~qtiencies must obviouslysati. \‘

11.. ., .,‘ sin.\J' + fCI)5/\l’)'lfgnl'llfl.l‘

_/|E!“|2(13.r

fi)2<.
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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF SOLITONS WITH OSCILLNTIONS

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF RESONANT IONS

T. Honzawa, M. Arakawa and S. Singh

Department of Electric and Electronic Engineering,

Utsunomiya University, Utsunomiya 32l, Japan

Effective soliton amplification is observed to occur when beam ions

with an average energy around 2 0V collide with an ion acoustic soliton

from behind. Further, the velocity—amplitude and the pulse width-amplitude

relations of the solitons are confirmed to be almost unchanged by such

strong interaction with beam ions. In addition, small oscillations behind

the soliton are also observed to evolve into a large amplitude wave train

under the influence of beam ions.

INTRODUCTION

Interaction of solitons with resonant particles was shown to affect

dwir stability. Ostrovskii et al.1 first studied theoretically the propa-

gation of ion acoustic solitons in an ion—beam-plasma system on the assump-

tion of a weak beam and predicted the amplification of the solitons by the I

beam. Okutsu et al.2 performed an experiment on the soliton propagation in

a steady—state ion—beam-plasma system and showed that the solitons could be

amplified by the beam at a small rate as in the case of linear waves. Sever-

al other workers also studied the effect of resonant particles on solitons

on the basis of a perturbation theory. But. in the case of strong interac—

tion between solitons and resonant particles, the beam nOnlinearity must be

important. Taking account of the beam nonlinearity. Kono3 recently studied

numerically the nonlinear interaction of solitons with resonant beam ions
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and the beam reflection. However, any one has not yet given experimentai

evidence that the beam nonlinearity plays an essential role in the solit0m

beam interaction. In this paper, we give the first experimental evidem;e m
i

such a strong interaction of solitons with resonant beam ions.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

Experiments were performed using a double plasma deviceA. In the de-

vice two ion acoustic solitons were excited by applying two independent in-

put pulses. Here, their pulse heights and widths were independently con~

trolled and the interval between the two input pulses was externally Chang-

ed. The rear soliton of the two, excited by the rely input pulse, was used

for generating pulsed beam ions in the form of a precursor pulse in front

of it, as shown in Fig.la. Typical examples of the energy distributions of

the beam and plasma ions, observed at a fixed position and at various times

T, are given in Fig.2, where T is the delay time measured from the begin-

ning of the rear input pulse. For each energy distribution of these we can

calculate the average beam energy Nb as shown in crosses in Fig.3.

In this paper, an ion acoustic soliton excited by the fTfinf input

pulse is called a front soliton. By externally adjusting the interval be—

tween the front and rear input pulses, we could make the front soliton in—

teract with a group of beam ions having a desired energy distribution among

the available ones, as shown in Fig.2. Examples of oscilloscope traces,

showing the soliton signal under the influence of beam ions, are given in

Figs.lc—lj. These indicate that the front soliton (whose peak is at time T)

and its trailing oscillations are amplified by beam ions and that the soli-

ton amplification rate becomes larger with increasing T (up to‘i = 80 usec)

or with decreasing w Further, we find that a soliton can be amplified byb'

a factor of six at Nb 2 2.2—2.3 eV.(see Fig.3)
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Next, we tried to clarify whether the nature of the solitary waves

might be affected by the amplification or not. For the purpose we carefully

studied the velocity-amplitude and the pulse width—amplitude relations of

HE Solitary waves before and after the amplification. Observed relations

between the quantities are plotted in open circles for the unperturbed

\mves and in SOlid Circles for the amplified ones in Figs.4(a) and (b). Al-

flwugh plots in the figures are rather scattered, it is found from these

that such relations as US : Cs(l + oSN/N) and (D/AD)2(dN/N) = E are approx—

mmtely satisfied for both the unperturbed and amplified solitons. Here,

each of arrows in the figures means the corresponding relation of the same

wave before and after the amplification. These results reveal that so far

as the dependences of US and D on hN/N are concerned, both solitary waves

before and after the amplification satisfy almost the same relations.

Reaction of the soliton amplification on the energy distribution of

overtaking beam ions was also studied, when effective soliton amplification

was observed. As a result, we could observe a considerable change in form

of the beam energy distribution induced by the soliton amplification. These

data prove that the soliton amplification is caused by the help of the en-

ergy loss of the overtaking beam ions or that the beam reflection by the

soliton potential hump actually occurs during the soliton-beam interaction.

Besides the phenomena described above,‘nonlinear evolution of trailing

oscillations behind the soliton was observed under the influence of reso—

nant beam ions. Further, the damping of the rear soliton was observed to be

induced by the front soliton amplification.
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31) NONLWEAR lilNETlC EQUATlON FOR. THE CALCULATION

OF NEOCTLASSICAL EFFECTS ll\' ’l'OliAMAK PLASMAS

F S Zaitsevl, M R O‘Brien? and .\l Goa"J
1Moscow State University. Moscow, Russia.

2Uh’itllk/EURATOM Fusion Association, Cnlham Laboratory. Abingdorn Liv.

Intt‘OdUCt” Neoclassical theories of tokamak transport. e.g. /l/, have mainly been

restricted to treating particle distribution functions that are close to Maxwellian and particle

orbits that deviate only slightly from magnetic flux surfaces (Le. small ‘hanana \vidths'). "l‘hesn

approximations are not valid for many situations of interest: for example in JET non-thermal

Populations of fast ions with energies 3 lOMeV and large drift orhits (Ar/r1 ~ 0.3) have been

acl'fllQLl by lCRll. Also. in future large tokamaks (Pg. I'l‘lZR) alpha particle distributions

(as 3,:3l\le\i) will carry a significant fraction of the plasma pressure. To model neoclassical

behaviour (radial transport, bootstrap currents, etc.) in these experiments we have derived a

31) non-linear kinetic equation for low collisionality tokamaks for which neither of these ap

proxlmations is required. rl‘his advances work of other authors /2,It.»l/ which while allowing

non._\laxwellian distributions is less general. in particular assumingr drift surfaces close to llux

surfaces. in section 2 We outline the derivation of this equation and in section It we give a brief

discussion of possible uses for the equation together with an illustration of the importance of

averaging its transport coefficients over trajectories rather than flux surfaces.

Derivation of the 3D Kinetic Equation A toroidal axisymmetric plasma roniigura

tion is considered. in real space, toroidal coordinates (",f‘n) are used? with j a magnetic

surface variable (Chg. its halfavidth in the equatorial plane). and E and i] poloidal and toroidal

angles ln velocity space, spherical coordinates (139,30) are used with e the speed (9 the pitch

angle with the magnetic field and or the gyro-angle. The system (“,,§.77,i=,0.t,:) is the ‘lo-

cal‘ coordinate system and is denoted I E (3“.33‘1“,.r‘l..r5,ar”). The 3D equation is derived

by averaging the full (3D kinetic equation over «p, ‘1] and 5 without the usual assumptions of

small banana widths and small inverse aspect ratio. Before averaging we first transform into

a coordinate system of ‘constants of motion' (70‘ v0 and ()0) and ‘fast‘ variahles (f. n and or.

The formalism given here is valid for any three independent ccmstants of motion: a suitable

choice for (Vottinflg) used here is, respectively, the flux surface radius at the inside of the

drift surface (or at. the bounce point for trapped particles). a generalised speed derived from

the sum of kinetic and potential energies, and the pitch angle where the particle crosses the

equatorial plane at the outermost point of its trajectory (which can he on the co or counter

1e" for trapped particles). These values fix the trajectory and. after averaging. we obtain

an equation which describes the. evolution of trajectories as a whole through changes to con,

stants of motion clue to collisions. We denote the ‘constants of Inotion' coordinate system

i 2 (1“, 5W: it“. me) E (”roifflirl‘uattuwl

We start from the most. general kinetic equation with the Landau collision operator /3/

(If ~ 1
—“ = Eva/0J3) m
(It 13

With ft, and fig the distribution functions of particle species 0 and :3, and Elllt‘ flu): due to

collisions which in the local coordinate system is solely in the velocity space variables 1'" ‘ 4-5.1”,

We rewrite eq (1) in the new coordinates i‘ and assume low collisionality, namely that the
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characteristic times for motion over the ‘fast’ variables £2, E” and i6 are much less than th. . 4 eCoulomb relaxation time 7'c = (47M87TI:FSVUZCZLfrE‘llIlA) (71:, I}: and 1a are a characteristic
density7 speed and Coulomb logarithm and inn and Z;x are the mass and charge number) If
the largest of these times is r then r/rc << 1 and we search for a solution of co (1) in the form

_ 2an, o 2 1mm ’— ft‘>(r.fix.i'i + (1) serum) +TC TC

where i : (7g,vu.fiu) and ‘l = (5,77i The 3D equation for f2 is Lot dEI'iVOd by direct
integration of the transformed eq (1) over fast variables since the neoclassical radial transport
operator is not integrable for trapped particles, Instead, we useia different approach (details in
/6/) which is now summarised. We seek an equation for fSU‘ X) with the following structure

2

A°<X';I3)+1A“’(K';I£)+(—l Amt"; 2H... 2 0TC ~c

(I)and choose the unknown terms C. and All) (i = 0‘l,2...) to satisfy Hi (1). Peirs of terms
44(171) and fl,” are found by splitting each term of the T/rf expansion of eq (1) into two
components, one of which is independent of X" and equating each component to zero. We
define the component of any integrable function L1(f) that is independent of 7i to be

(a) E (0)9” E % AE (lg/Mdn/Sde amp/73

where integrals are over the ranges of E. r] and «,5 explored by particles described by X and fl
is the Jacobian of the transformation from Cartesian to i coordinates. H is independent of X;
its value is unimportant as it does not appear in the final equation for [3. If the (a) component
is known then the remaining component of (1(57) can be defined as {a} : (1\/_r_' — (n). In the
zeroth order term we have to define two unknowns rim) and fill). There is no unique choice for
these components: we use the definition that ensures both that g is the distribution function
in the space of constants of motion 3?, and that the resulting equation for O is in the form of(l
the divergence of a flux in this space It. This leads to the following equation for f2ll,X')

0f? ¥ (9 0u : _c :1 or v 0
8t TC ) are E < “mar-m l B‘ ‘7 (2)u:l,—{,5 (l ‘ m:1,wi.5

d

Note that collisions, which locally change only velocity space coordinates, change all three con»
stants of motion: the 70 component of the flux is the ‘radial llnx‘. Assuming an antisymmetric
plasma and that the drift approximation for particle motion is valid gives the coefiicients in eq
(2) appropriate to a neoclassical description of tokamak transport. (The second assumption
means that Finite Larmor Radius efl'ects are neglected: however we emphasise that the banana
width and inverse aspect ratio need not be small) These coefficients are

291m v arn 8,,” co _ ,t3 m! I I , , _

Am = Em la 7/ / UUIBM’)“lsmfi’dv’dfi’m
Li C ‘

Z2 111A 0*" m n , (7f0(1 X’)3 on? 1770 I , fl ! [2 - I I IB“ = _E _ _ a _ _ I ‘_V _ r (9,3 2n: lnA 711g (as! ,/[i /0 L1] 81’] 1) fine [h d >5”
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’ ,7,- X'(‘,‘,{.n,t",0’) and 11,172 : 1,4,5. These represent neoclassical radial diffusion
x ‘t

“:1 ])_ pitch-angle scattering (A55), collisional slowing down (Bl), etc. Summation over I and

3(1: 4‘5) is assumed. Here

er. 27 Dr! Elm-l 7 2.7 2; 0r! 0l

«- — — — H.144. U’ = j — rumba m.- : .\'.i'.Z.
p1) ._ f0 0 am Ber. UWv I; 0 e 0U; 0111- }. Hr . .

(1, is the Landau tensor /5/ and (12",1'y, v2) are Cartesian coordinates in velocity space. After
[5'

._ _.

much algebra one can show that EU, fffj ‘ ‘

/5/, Averaged quantities are calculated for passing and trapped particles as follows

I {yuuxtfl
or)?” : 2n] afl (if, (11)?” : 2n 2 f 7 (afijv (Ii

c, t9:4,, -......<.\')

can be expressied in terms of complete elliptic integrals

who“? {r : cos 90/lC05 HUI and Em,” and {mm are the poloidal angles at the reflection points,

with. for ‘Uprdowfll Sylmnelfyi Emm = _Emu1‘<

The averaging method is not valid for particles so near the trapped-passing boundary (Tl’ll)

that 7- ~ To Thus phase space is cut by a. narrow transition layer around the 'I‘I’B for which

special treatment is required. Proceeding from the assumption that, due to Coulomb collisions

and the absence of sources at the TPB layer, the unaveraged distribution function f0, and the

normal component of the unaveraged flux j, are continuous functions of .7" coordinates one can

derive an Equation relating the fluxes entering the 'l‘PB layer /fi/.

We conclude this section with a few remarks on the conditions appropriate at phase space

boundaries. The coefficients Am“ and 13,, in eq (‘2) vanish at the following boundaries of .7'”:

70 : 0, r0 = l’umu‘n (that is e : 0 for zero potential) and 00 : 0 and 7:. This degeneracy means

that the boundedness of 3 is a sufficient condition at these boundaries. at. least for a numerical

solution /5/. A suitable condition for v0 —' Do is that the component of particle flux in the

no direction vanishes. At 7'0 = 70s a zero or Maxwellian distribution is often a convenient

boundary Condition. At t : D, a Maxwellian distribution is usually appropriate. Solution of

eq ('2) with these boundary conditions would yield a distribution [2 from which neoclassical

fluxes and currents could be obtained by calculation of suitable moments.

Discussion Analytic methods are unlikely to provide solutions to eq (2), and so computer

solutions are required. A simplified version of this equation, containing only the neoclassical

radial diffusion coefficient, has already been solved numerically /7/ The results were consistent

with analytic results and with 2D calculations. A FokkerAPlanclt package FI’PSD for solution

of the full eq (2) has been written and is currently being tested. One use of this code will be to

compare neoclassical fluxes with the coefficients Am" and B,L calculated as flux surface averages

and as trajectory averages. Figure 1 shows I111 for hydrogen ions with energies _<_ IOMCV in

a circular JET-sized plasma with R = 3m, (1 : 1.2m, BD : QT and 1p : lMA, conditions

appropriate to minority ICRII experiments. The ions collide with electron and Deuterium

Maxwellians (parabolic n(r) with TLC, 2 ]0mm_3 and parabolic squared TU) with To : lOlieV).

A11 is contoured as a function of no and Hg for 70 = 0.4a for averaging over surfaces (Fig 1(a))

and over trajectories (Fig 1(b)). Since All is the product of the radial diffusivity (~ l/T'o)

and the. Jacobian (m 03) it increases ~ linearly with speed no. It is almost zero for passing

particles except those close to the TPB and peaks at the TPB in Fig 1(a), both properties

as expected for neoclassical transport. Both the magnitude and 120,00 variation differ for the

two cases showing the importance of averaging over trajectories rather than flux surfaces when

calculating transport coefficients.
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Derivation of operators for other effects (additional heating. Illagl‘lFllt‘ ripp. . . . . ‘ lOV other transpon
iiir3(l1anisnis,ctc.) usmg the method described rcqmrcs a Chair!) Of‘slt'iw and ‘fdst‘ variables that
(lusci'ibus LIiljDCLOTlL‘S allowing for llll) I'lglL‘VillIL physics. Work in this i’lii‘UCliml l5 l“ WWW?c 3.
AFlinOWh.‘Ll§IIllCIllb “'9 are grateful to DP Kostoinnrov, RN. Ynshmnnm‘, .LW. Connor ard
#7 . . llLJ. Hastie for useful ClISCUSSlDDS.
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NONLINEAR LENGMUR PULSES IN THE ACTIVE PLASMA.

I.V. Bachin and V.V. Prudsky.

Departament of Physics, Rostoy State Univer51ty.

344104,Rostoy-on- Don,Russia.

In the present paper we wish to caii attention to the

bility of existensce of new types solitary nonlinear
possr

Langmur waves in the active piasma.
fl
‘ l

i:3

We consider the propagation of Lengmur wave packets

c. O

resonance with atoms, when atoms frequency Q 18 equal

niasma frequency w , and take in account both atoms and
A L

\abn') 11A“ V“ V‘i‘f l" ‘3
GLQQTHGL tutu. L‘ eat L b} / L,L. /

'T'kA on? p—f‘F-Y‘CI c‘ Ix‘m N ’H '3‘ why-‘0 .JL—i my: 4A¢.l\1~1\~rf\ V' Ahpyfl m.‘

Luv act; VVHAJAOMCIID C‘iuuuLvno, “tux.“ use»; LMC u: Lamas.

n: 2

(32 _ 2 62 4 ~2 [nil ‘4 *‘
. ‘2 vT ——;}CE+anP) = cL F2 .]u .
L 6o 62 k LT

:

r‘ ,5 \4

[2? + :22] P : 339— [(NdEDZ- mplz— @1211 2P ,

where E is the electric field, 5 is the polarization vector,

VT:(3T/m)1”2, wizeneznP/m , E§=32nit1 - uZ/cgi,

cS:(2T/m)”iis the acoustic speed, np,T,m and e ar the

electron density, temperature, mass and charge; N, d and Q are

the atoms density, dipole moment and resonance frequency of

gas.

First from the above set of equations can be derived from
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equations of motion and continuity of the electron fluid am

Poisson equation, second from Bloch eQLmtions.

We shall look for the soltflion of the nonlinear DrOblem
in the form of a Circularly polarized plane waves with an

slowly variated amplittfie depending on E: mL/VT(z-ut):

E=Jd€(§)exp t+W£EJl ,

PsiolaleXp if©+fi££ll . (2)

©=mt~Kz, s£<<me, aé<<ke, d£<<ma, d§<<Kd.

In the dimensionless parametres

BZUflfl QFVJK, gzflfiw, 5=(§—mnflm2
42: mf/m:, Q : lo:+ kzv:- mzlflmi. Mf= BHNdZQ/h.
v5: KvT/m

the set of nonlinear equations takes the form
r islz 7e” + 2MB; {3)8' +L — -—2-]€ = 47m,

qz (3)
BBQ’ +15a : Z7;— (1 — Ialzi“c.

,.

In the case of linear plasma Ea.(3) give equivalent well

known optical self-induced transparency result soliton

solution / l /

81: ewuclf‘(é/n1) ,

“-12 2-1 16/1 8Q26—(1‘FLL), A: —.1

2 2
q 2—1-18=BQF1+5—2(1+i¢) ], uzw,
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On other hand Eq.(3) gives famous soliton for the

—demensional nonlinear Schrodinger equation for electron
one
p1asma waves / 2 /, when atoms density vanishes

g :amdffiamg , (a

n _ 2 — 2 _ 1,2 A _

"‘2' Ema/“ET ’ A2‘ 2 ET/t’wc ’ 8 _ '89

In the general case Eq.(3) give solitary wave tyne

a : é : '
ml mZ m

:5)

A1: A2: 1’\

Moreover one C°n "in: soliton sciatic? it one E4 (3},

when the dispersive effeCts vanish. In this ease under the

resonance conditions Q = 6 = 0 one obtains

B/Qi l L2
E, 2 / 4 d A“! (7)

2 72'1 x

1* /1+[ 1 l 3‘“ [Wig]Enqjai ‘ *a

If the gas nonlinearity dominantes

A 4
’8‘

* l L J
, 3 2 ’

anqleT

Eq.(7) transforms to Eq.(4). For "linear" gas Eq.(7) gives

a - e ch‘“2( Béfijé E ) s - 4V nq e (9)
g— m x 1‘

Thus, one can find differnt types of the solitary

Lengmur waves in the active plasma. First of all well—knows

l
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SOiltUflS £4) anu (5) / 1,2 /. Then the combined sollton Under
conoitions (BO / 3 / which forms 1n the presence bOth Plasma
qxsper51on anu nonlinearity and actlve atoms nonllnearlty; In
the case (9) so;;ton ex13tence due to tonignear effect of

getting out of phase tn the wave which leads to a Shift of
tne wave from attenuatlng LU an ampliflng phase, but a the

same tlme fuii gas iHVQTSlOfl 1s unreached /4,5 /. Formula
(?1 QGSCFlDeS tne solitary pulse exgsting under the

conaitions of the solutions botn £4} and (5) / 4,3 A

30, We eStabiiSh the p0531b111ty of the ex;stence new

types of soxttary Lengmtw waves 1n the active ptasma, which

are essent;aiiy differ from well Known soliton solutions for

bemfom Figef e’luat 10H.

,— -.L,/ 1 / S.t.McCoi;, E.L.Hahn, gays. Rev. Lett, 22, 908 (:95?)
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/ 3 / I.V.Bach1n, D.V.KFaSOVlLSK1y, SOVleL Plasma PhYSlCS,

13, 490,
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/ 4 / I.V.Bach1n, Tunurhuag Nerguy, Sov1et Plasma Physics,

14, 1400, (1988) \

/ 5 / I.V.Bach1n, V.V.Prudsky, be ptblished.
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SOLITON FORMATION IN QUASIPARALLEL MHD WAVES

R.L. Hamilton, CF. Kennel

Department of Physics, University of California

Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA
E. Mjolhus

Institute of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of 'l‘romso

9000 Tromso, Norway

Satellite observations of MED waves in the solar wind /1/ has demonstrated a

wealth of characteristic wave forms in large amplitude quasiparallel MHD Waves.

In particular, there are many examples reminiscent of soliton train formation due to

nonlinear steepening; these are the so—called shocklets, or discrete wave packets /l,2/.

From the theoretical point of View, the quasiparallel case is characterized by the

confluence of the magnetosonie and Alfvénie velocities of propagation. Associated

with this degeneracy, the generic models for steepening and soliton formation in

weakly nonlinear and dispersive MHD waves, namely the KdV equation for the mags

netosonic mode /3/ and the MKdV equation for the Alfvénic mode /4/, break down

in the parallel limit. Instead, two coupled equations have to be used for unidirectional

propagation in the quasiparallel case, which can be conveniently written in complex

notation and normalized units as
6b 3 2 , 8 b
__ J. _— ——— —-a, . 83““ b) +181} 7 o, (1)

for the transverse components of the magnetic field I) :: by + ibz. Derivations of this

equation, often called the Derivative Nonlinear Schroedinger (DNLS) equation, exist

in many works; a fairly general one, including kinetic as well as multidimensional

effects can be found in ref. 5. Eq. (1) is solvable by inverse scattering transform

(IST); the version appropriate for the present work, allows nonvanishing although

constant boundary conditions I) H be 75 0 as lwl *4 oo /6/, where b0 represents the

deviation [rom strictly parallel propagation /8,9/.

The objective of this presentation is to give a brief summary of a recent study of

the rich wealth of wave forms that can be derived analytically by cominations of (l)

and its IST, and the extent to which such wave forms can be related to characteristic

initial conditions. Details of this work is described elsewhere /7/. The main results

can be described as follows:

I:

1. The solitons ofthe KdV, MKdV, and NLS equations all appear as limiting forms

of the solitons of the DNLS equation.

2. The DNLS allows two main classes of solitons: the one-parameter solitons

(OPS) and the twoiparameter solitons (TPS) /8,9/. The OPS have a definite '

amplitude—velocity relationship, which is shown in fig. 1. For each velocity c in

the interval CA < c < CM (CA Alfvén and CM magnetosonic velocities) there are

two possible solitons, one rarefactive (dark) and one compressive (bright), which
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Isl2 ,
brighiL SOlliODS

dark solitons

2
O'CMc=b 2

A 2 3b0

Fig. l; Amplitude---velocity relationship of one parameter solitons.

is righthand (lefthand) polarized. The ”FPS are modulational solitons similar
to those of the NLS equation (unstable case). and depend on two independent
parameters, for example frequency and wave number. From the IST point of
view, the OPS (TPS) correspond to real (complex) eigenvalues of the associated
scattering problem /6/. The KdV limit appears near cm on the lower branch
of fig. 1, the MKdV limit appears near CA (both branches)7 while the NLS limit
corresponds to complex eigenvalues with large imaginary part.

. In /7/, the lST scattering problem has been studied for some special initial
profiles for (1)7 in order to extract information on under What conditions the
various types of solitons are formed. In /10,1l/ this problem was discussed [or
the parallel case. In the present work /7/7 special emphasis is put on conditions
for forming OPS, which requires [)0 74 0. In brief, the following mechanisms of
soliton formation could be identified:

(i) Nonlinear .atecpening of wave forms. This occurs in a pure form [or a
linearly polarized initial wave form. A soliton train lying on the lower
branch of fig. 1, tied to the CM end, is formed. Its extension towards CA
increases with the amplitude (depth) of the initial profile. These wave
forms have a righthand polarization, just as the observed discrete wave
packets /1/. It should be mentioned that the solitons on the lower branch
of fig. 1 are known to be transversally unstable /12/.

(ii) Nonlinear steepening of modulations, When the initial profile was circularly
polarized, trains of solitons tied to the CA and of fig. 1 were found to form.
They belong to the upper (lower) branch when the initial profile is lelthand
(righthand) polarized.
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(iii) Modulatianal instability. When the initial profile was circularly polarized,

TPS were formed whenever the criterion for modulational instability /10/

was satisfied. When the parameters of the initial wave form was varied,

this could be seen as confluence of a bright and dark OPS to form a TPS.
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NONLINEAR WAVE BEHAVIOUR DETERMINED BY

HIGH-FREQUENCY PLASMA RESPONSE

M. Georgieva, D. Khristova and h. Shivarova

Faculty of Physics, Sofia University,

BG—1126 Sofia, Bulgaria

The investigations on the self-action of the waves

thrOUgh the plasma nonlinearity require knowledge of the non—

linear dispersion laws (NLDLs) of the waves and the distri-

bution of the wave field in the nonlinear case. Concerning

surface waves (SWs), the nonlinear plasma mechanisms usually

considered up to now are those due to the ponderomotive force

action and the additional ionization /l/. The effect of the

high-frequency plasma response through second harmonic gene—

ration has recently /2—5/ been introduced for describing

envelope soliton formation of quasiJStatic SWs.

Here we present generalized consideration based on a

derivation of the nonlinear plasma permittivity and the non—

linear contribution to the displacement vector which accounts

for second harmonic generation. The procedure is applied for

describing the nonlinear behaviour (wavenumber shift, non—

linear changes of the wave power and the transverse structure

of the field) of SWs in semi—bounded plasma in the whole

region of their propagation (electrodynamical study).

We consider cold collisinoless plasma imposed into high—

frequency inhomogeneous electric field E(r,t) = (1/2)(é(})

x exp(—iwt) + c.c.). The nonlinear plasma respose determined

by the nonlinear force %m = — m(§e.6)§e — [e/c)[vex 3) leads

to a nonlinear plasma permittivity at frequency 2w:

em = - 1 V.{[V85(r)]exp(—2iwt) + c.c.} (l)

where z = a/Bawhh and a = 1 — so a w;/w2; subscript "0"

denotes the equilibrium quantities. Thus, the displacement

Vector at frequency w is 5(r,t) : (l/2){5(r)exp(-iwt) + c.c.}
4

with in?) = i50(}) + aini), where i50(r) = 2:05:65) and sin?) =
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4a» A
* . . .

— 7|:V.V8E(r)] 8 (r) is the nonlinear contribution.

In a wave field Ed) = ¥3(r)exp(ii.r) , the nonlinear EQUa—

tion for the amplitude of the ’i’-electric field component is-

«p 4 4 a 2 m2 -) a _2i(i_iL) '2.

AEi(r) + 21k.VEi(r) — (k — gzcowiu) = Pi(r)e (2)

a -) 1 a a -w —. —a m2 ,, 4,1.where Pm = 2r {7[if(r)(2kL — k) + Vf(r)] + qE m}
u c

is the nonlinear term obtained at weak nonlinearity and

4 —> 4-) a

” = MN?) + 41k VE2(%) — 4k2E2(r)
g(r) L ' L' L L L ’

-) 4* 7 _ 4* ‘

f(r) = V.[g(r)E (1')] + ig(r) (ZkL - k) .E (r).

We apply these results to the propagation in z—directicm

of s (TM mode: i: : (Expo, o, EZ(X)), fi = (o, Hy(X), 0))
along the interface (x 2 0) between plasma and dielectric

i
with permittivity Ed. After linearization (F: : E0 + SE, 1?} = H

+ 5131, k = k0 + 5k), eq. (2) reduces to:

dZSEZo-c) 2
—2~ — k106E2(x) = PZ(X) + ZkOBkEZD(x) (3)

dx

2 7 2 _ 2 2 _ 2 2 _
where klo 7 k0 (Lo co/c), B — ko/klo’ Ez0(x > 0) — A

x exp (—ki UK) and

_ _ L _ 2 2 _
PZ(X) - (47kiU/EU) (1 B) (1 + 3B)|A| Aexp( 3kiox)- (4)

For the dielectric (x < O) the replacements P -4 0, so
2 2 _ 2 fl 2 2 _

»4 8d and km —4 kid0 — k0 (w zd/c ), Ezo(x < 0) — B

x exp(—kldox) should be made in eq. (3) .

The NLDL
2

E: 8 7k
kd +—°{1— JC1—slAlz-k5k[-i — 1 1} =0 (5)

k e o 2 2
J.d0 ll] 0 k kl0 idu

is obtained from the boundary conditions at x 2 0.

Eq. (5) results into a nonlinear contribution 5k : (1/8)

x (capo/c) DK (IAIz/Ei) to the linear wavenumber k0 where DK

given by expression:
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1/2 _ 3/2 3/2 1/2
DKz—[Cd (I501 ed) flag] (1801+cd)(lcal+l) ] (6)

is presented in Fig.1(a) for the case 8d : 1. Here En

5 mf/ekn is a normalizing field amplitude. Expression (6)

shows that bright solitons can be formed on the basis of this

nonlinear mechanism which is in accordance with /2—5/.

The nonlinear contributions to the amplitudes of the wave

field components are obtained in the form: (SE:Z = (1/8) Z

x (lAIz/E:)A, EHY = (1/8)Y(|AI2/E:)A, (SEX = (l/8)X(|AIE/E:)A.

For example, the expressions for Z (x > O) and Zd (x < O) are:

2
(|50| — ed) -kl0x I80] + 38d ~2ki0x 1 + sox

z: 7—7— e —e +Cr
3 e d la 1 + 8

lnl d o d

ll—€)2k x 1212(1—2k x)
( CO d ido 0 idO

Z = ’a—* 3 e 4 + 'T(WTC) ' (7)
d ZICOI d o d

The variations of the quantities Z, Zd, Y, Yd and X, Xd

in transverse direction are presented for Cd : 1 in Figs.2, 3

(at different values of w/ww: 0.1(a); 0.2(b); 0.3(c); 0.4(d)

and O.5(e)). The relative nonlinear change of the total wave

power flow SSZ/SZL : W (IAlz/Eb is given for ed = l in Fig.

1(b). Noteworthing is that the nonlinearity leads to an

increase of the wave field amplitudes and the Poynting’s

vector.
0.00 I ' 1 ' l

04 — —
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Fig 1: (a) Behaviour of DR (expression (6)); (b) Behaviour of

W describing the relative change of the wave power.
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Fig 2: Variation of the nonlinear contribution to the E -
Z

field component away from the interface x : 0 in the vacuum
(a) and the plasma (b).
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Fig 3: Variation of the nonlinear contribution to the Hy- (a)

and Ex- (b) field components away from the interface x = O.
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Evolution of Electron Two-stream Instability

and Generation of Nonlinear Structure

Masayoshi Tanaka

Department of High Energy Engineering Science

Kyushu University, Kasuga, Fukuoka 816, JAPAN

1 Introduction

It is well lUIOWn that solitons are generated l>y the balancing process between (lisr

persive cll‘ect and nonlinear steepening. We are studying to find a. new route to nonA

linear structure/1.2.il/. An electron LWO’SLI’EELIII instability is considered, and coupled—

nonlinear equations describing the interaction of high—frequency stable mode and low-

frequeucy unstable mode is derived. When we take the ponderomotive force of the

hightfrequency mode into account, a localized solution (soliton) and a periodic solu-

tion are obtained. These nonlinear structures are generated by the competitive ellccts

between the linear instability and the nonlinear suppression; the low-frequency mode

grows due to the instability, causing 3 density perturbation. The high frequency mode

is modulated through the density perturbation, and, therefore, produces the ponder»

motive force. which in turn acts on the lowuti‘equency mode as the suppressing force

against the instability. This process provides a different route to nonlinear structure

and is intrinsic in unstable media.

In this paper, we present the basic equations and the fundamental solutions ob-

tained by the llirotu’s liilinear method.
;

'2. Electron Two-Stream Instability

We consider a plasma with moving electrons and stationary ions, for which the

equations of continuity and motion are given by

31n + aANclfi) : ( )

0n + VHOIVE : *(C/T7I)E + F/m. ('2)

(LN,- +f'3r(i\lil-’,) : 0 ( )

Oil", +l'iUIl’} : (€/.‘l‘[)E ( )

where the subscript ’6‘ stands [or electron, and ’i‘ for ions, respectively. The quantity

F is introduced to include a nonlinear force. The electric field is determined by the

Poissons equation:
BTE : ‘t'r'f(.'\’r; — 1V9] . (I v‘ V
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Each quantity consists of low frequency perturbation and high frequency One (de-
noted~ by "’): N... : 710 +128 + 734E, V5 2 V + ua + E5, N,- : no +71;7 Vi : Ur, E:

E + E. We divide eqs.(l) — (4) into the high frequency part and the low freqUency pan
and eliminate the velocities In the high frequency part, we extract the plane Wave Com:
ponent which satisfy the linear dispersion relation. Introducing slowly Varying function

E(::, t), we rewrite

E 2 Elm, t) expilkgx — wot], (mu — kDV)2 : Logo (6)

Substituting eq.(6) for E and assuming 0; << V81. for the low frequency OSCillation We
finally obtain the following equation:

72m). +va.)E+VQam.E : ~1q (7)
3 2, 2 1 ‘ .

_§V data-(”5) ‘l' IgdzzIEV (8)ll('(lfgau ‘l— QVBIK91+ V2631; + V4941)?”

where CS is the ion sound velocity, and all the quantities are normalized as usual. The
ponderomotive force of the high frequency mode, the second term of eq.(8), is considered
here.
3. Soliton Solution

For simplicity, we set l/CJ2 : 10, V : 1, too : l in the following. Introducing the
dependent variable transform:

E = g/f. = 2<Iogf)m (9)
and the bilinear operator Dr, 0;:

Drum ~ f z (a. e (twat — errata») » refit) ,_

we have the bilinear equations for eqslT) and (8):

[42i(D¢+DI)+D:l9'f : 0 (10)
[101),2 +2151)t +1): +1): +C']fAf : 99* (11)

where C is an arbitrary constant to be determined. Using the Hirota’s direct method/M,
we can construct the soliton solution with C : 0:

ll} : (a/‘Zfi/Ez‘seeh exp(1x'z 7 Qt + a) exp i0”, _ wt) (12)

n6 : QR'gsechEUh: —— Qt + (1') (13)
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Where the soliton dispersion and the amplitude a are given by

w = k+—([\'“*k‘), Q : ‘ZKU—k) (14)

= 80011»2 — 21m. +1<2 + 4K4) <15)

4 Peliodic Solution

Periodic solution is constructed with a finite C in eqs (l0) and (ll). According to

Nakainllra/D,6/, we take the Jacobi S theta functions as g and f;

_(__9377 I )
W | )

= ‘2”(10900) (17)
E : g/f = expi(pz+qt+no) (16)

121:3(101flu

where the quantity h is an arbitrary constant to be determined, and 90 93 are the Jacobi’s

elliptic 0 functions. After some calculations7 we have

f; : Vb—Fdn(21{(k)(Pz + Qt)lk) expi(pz + qt + no) (18)

71,: : S[\’(k)2P2 [a (mu-x131 +Qt)|k> — fiiii (19)

_ _1<(k’) ._ Mk) ,' _ .2T_zK(k)’qq#exp[—7r ——(—Kk)], k — left.

where [{(k) and EUC) are the complete elliptic integral of the first kinds and the second

kinds (1:: generating number), respectively. The functions (in is the .lncobi’s elliptic

function. The amplitude b and the dispersion are given by

P2 014'l7 +——+iw P"
{1:}; 2 140(7)

112 : ifliooz + 2PQ + P2)

Q = P(p— 1) (20)

C'o(T)D-. (.— )— 2(T)Do(T)
2Cot )0at l

4 400(TlD“(l—CéiTlD0(7)
+161r P —————-—-42C0() ()

where 1412(r) Cour; 4(7),:1nd Dog 4(7)are given by

:ngoj )"(q2n)1 ‘" (j : exp(i7r7') ('32)

to

:(2 ()2n 1 @2e D1(T) : 2 (2n; l)lén:+(n—1)2 (23)

nco:4 n:#oo
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a, u .1 , m u 111m 11. 5: 1.1.1 m rm1

Fig 1 Periodic solution (A:—V_ 0 99 ll11pe1:;.l()11r~:1r 11C)

When 1: — 1, ([ll'lI-lCllOn becomes sech-lnm‘tion. and [1( 11:M/[\( ' —~ 0, In this limit,
this solution is identical to the soliton solution obtained above. Noting that

r, BUG) 7r 2 2‘: 97711' 11. 71—— _ : 7— _ _ _ _ 1).d" ’L 1111:) (211") Z ““11 11" (211' "l 2111" (”ll
11:~:-:

we may consider the periodic solution 215 the 911m of identical Solitnns separated by 11
equal rlistnin‘e3 7 soliton lattice/17. 1‘1 is quite interesting to examine the generation of
ordered structure from the initial disturbance i111posed on this 511510111. The numerical
experiments are now ongoing.
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GyFtOINVARIANT SECOND ORDER DRIFTS IN ELECTRIC

FIELD3 OF THE SAME ORDER OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

pablo Martin
Dept0~ de Fisica, Universidad Simon Bolivar,Apdo 89000,Caracas

1080-A, Venezuela

Apla—C—t
Generalizing ideas of previus papers, second order drifts are

determined for charged particles moving in large electric fields,

1.9. when E~O(1). The present analisis leads to compact and

relatively simple forms for the perpendicular drift velocities. All

the first order drifts have been determined including new ones

depending of E“ and EHZ. All the drifts here present are

gyroinvariant in the strict sense, no phase factors and no rotating

vector appear.

introduction:iii——

in previuos papers a» new procedure to obtain drift velocities has

been developed and applied to the case of weak electric field, ie.

E~0(1), where r; =m/q 12. Here the method is extended in order to

consider the most common case, where both the electric and

magnetic fields are the same order of magnitude, i.e. EsO(1).The

contineous average procedure previusly developed is used again.

However now new operators have to be defined acording with the

new scaling order. New perpendicular drift velocities have been

found and the forms are very compact, In the present analysis

paralled electric field is also included and consider of the the same

order than the perpendicular electric field. However the analysis to

second order has been limited to those terms independent of EII'

The number of the terms EII dependent is much larger than all the

other drifts and they can be only included in a longer paper.

General Treatment:_________———-

The non-relativistic Lorentz equation including electric field is

4 ~7 _, w fl_° er «9 I‘

c/dt: E+VXB',£ :m/qlB=B{?,i;)b(r,t)/' E = E1+Ehb ; (l)

The velocity V is writen as

“v’:u%+Q‘E’x€+W; Q: we ; (2)
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Here the perpendicular velocity W is defined in such a way that the
electric—field drift is excluded. The operator D / Dt is also
defined differently from what we did in a previuos paper

* A
D/Dt:8/Bf+ua/as+QExb-\7 (3)

d/dt = D/Dt flu"- v (4)
/\

A reference frame $1, 32, b rotating with the angular velocity E?

is also introduced

~4?‘ /\ A A A A " /\

co =bx(db/dt)=bx(Db/Dt)+bx(weVb) (5)

The relative («S/at ) and absolute (d/dt) derivatives are related as
d/dt= 6/6t+;a’ x (5)

The parallel and perpendicular components of the Lorentz equation
lead to _v A A A _, A A
u = Ell/5+Q E xb‘tDb/Dt+w’-[Db/Dt+ Vb- Exb]+VV’Jv’: Vb (7)

__, A _' 4 _‘ —£>
6w/6t+(i/eQ)bxw=V+w-VU (8)

—» A /\ —’
V=-u Db/Dt+bXD(QE)/Dt (9)

—7 /\ —D/\
U=~ub—QExb (10)

Now complex variables are introduced as in previous papers 7,2 ,
giving. _, —v AA /\ /\ ’\
U=E“/e+n+wnF+(1/2)(w26_e_+w2e+e+):Vb (11)

v'v+(i/gQ)w=_V+WoVU (12)
—v A A ’\

n=QExb-(Db/Dt)+(1/2)lw|2V-b <13)
—-v A /\ —7 A a!

F— Db/Dt + Vb - Exb ; F(vector) w F (complex variable) (14)

The formal solution of the complex differential Eq.(12) is

6..
wOS+SfOS(V+w-VU)dt (15)W
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t

5=exp[(-1/€)}oBdl] (16)
The periods T, T+, T‘, are also definided as in previous papers , and

the average < > is
T+

(A>=(l/2T)fAdt (17)
T'

The iteration formula given in the appendix has been used several

times. After a lengthy algebra it is obtained

(w )=—le<QV?-(le/2) l|2<VQ>+c<Q2EH(aV/au)>

-2 i a <02 EH2 3 b/as>+ e2<o v pomp +(62/2)lw0|2<p(o vo) /or>

+(c2/e) lw0l2 < 0 6o vu> +(e2/4)IWO|2<Q2 (F 6b fivm >

+ E2< ()2 n (a w a u )+ e2<p( 02 V)/Dt >+ (62/2ilw0|2<o vo vu>

+(1/2) €2< 02(V vuav 6U) >+(1/4) 52lwo|2<6(02 vu )> (191

Several improvements have been done in the way to obtain the Eq.

(19) in relation with previous papers 1v2.ln order to proceed

further from Eq. (19),the guiding center has to be determined and

the average procedure applied as it was done before. However we

can avoid some of the rigorously of the procedure and go directly

from the complex drifts to the vectorial form, obtaining

--V .7 A —4l> -9 A A ‘1’ 2A

(wD)J_=QE><b+(<w>)J_=C)Exb-ebV+(1/2)cwO bQ

r» A A *9

“Q? E“ a we u72EQ3 EH2 bx(a ma 5) + 52 v DQ/Dt

—w A A -4 A A

+62 0271 aV/au+52b x[bx D(Q2V)/Dt] +(1/2) EZWO2 bx[b(QVQ)/Dt]

A A —9 A A A —7

+(1/2) 52w02 02 bx[(bxF)- Vb]+e2 Q2bx[(b)- v3]
'fl A «f A ~9 A

+(1/2) 52 w02 Q { (V-UJJ-EU/as) vo — b - vXu bxvo}
_,

-o A -9 A A A

+(5/8) e2w02{vo -vu — aQ/as b oaU/as b + b x [(bxvo)-vu1}

+(i/2) e2 w02 02(v2U»aZU/a 52) (20)
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These results are to be compared with previous one 2'3‘4First We
note that there is a coincidence between the three first terms in
Eq. (20) and those in Eq. (D11) of Ref.(3). It is worthy pointing Out
that notation here is different to that used inflRef. (3), The
agreement with the results in Ref. (2) is good, once E is changed by
eg . The differences are mainly due to a different way of going

from the complex to vectorial form. Here there are much more
drifts, which do not appear previously, because they were consider
of third or fourth order.

Conclusions:

Perpendicular drifts velocities up to second order have been found
in the general case of E~O(1). Very compact results have been
obtained which are gyroinvariant in the strict sense. No
secularities appear when E” is congidered of the same order than El
as it was previously presented. We strees that the results
presented here are very compact and it seems in agent/“rm: form to
be applied.
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Appendix:

The recurrence relations that helps to understanding the steps
leading to Eq. (19) is

< fit) 9(U) I:(Q) 3” > =

(is/n ) <[( a m t) g(u) + G f(t)( a g/ a u) 10 F(Q) (1-8“ )>

+ (is/n ) < f(t) g(u) [(D/Dt) +75 - v] (O F) (1-8” ) >
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Introduction
When micron-size particulates are introduced into a plasma, they acquire electric charges

that can modify, or even dominate, the plasma if their density is high enough.]'2 Theories

for “dusty plasmas” have been developed for space and astrophysical applications,2

including planetary rings, spacecraft-plasma interactions,1'3 and interstellar clouds,

Experiments in laboratory discharges reveal that micronasize dust grains can be easily

introduced into a lowwtemperature plasma, where they may be confined for hours at a time.4

In this paper, a theory is developed for a subtle but worrisome effect in the charging of

dust grains. Because the grain has a large negative charge, it can easily hold one or more

positive ions in confined orbits, as shown in Fig. 1. Trapped ions are important because

they, unlike untrapped ions, shield the grain’s charge from external electromagnetic fields.

This is similar to the way that electrons bound in an atom cancel the charge of the nucleus

within. Electromagnetic forces on the grain are thereby reduced, and other forces, such as

gravity and gas drag, will be comparatively stronger. The larger the number of trapped

ions, Nuap, the more effective the shielding. Trapping occurs when an incoming ion suffers

an inelastic collision within the grain‘s Debye sphere, losing energy at the same time that its

orbital angular momentum is scattered into a favorable direction.

Trapping has generally been ignored in dusty plasma theories, and indeed in their

antecedents in probe theory,5v6 presumably because there is no obvious easy analytic way to

quantify the effect. As a result, theorists have been unsure of the validity of their

calculations that ignore the effect. To remedy this dilemma, I have developed a model for

the most common case: u << kn << km“), where a is the grain radius, M) the Debye

length, and Lnfp the collisional mean-free—path.

The Standard Charging Model
The starting point for every theory of dusty plasmas is a charging model. The charge QD

is related to the grain’s floating potential ¢f by QD = C (bf, where C = 4 1: £0 a is the

grain's capacitance. A grain collects ion and electron currents from the plasma, which add

up to detemiine the steady-state charge, dQD / dt = 21C, (¢f) = 0. Due to the low electron

mass, (bf and QD will always be negative, unless the grain emits electrons. A sphere in a

thermalized hydrogen plasma will float to (Dr: -2.51 kT/e, where T is the ion and electron

temperature. This yields a charge QD = 4.7 X 104 e , for example, if kT = 1 eV and a =

10 ttm. This standard model ignores trapping.
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Model of Trapped Ions
Consider a positive ion, with charge q, , mass mi and angular momentum M, mOVlng

toward a negatively charged grain. The ion’s total energy is E, : mi r2/2 + Ucrdl'), Where
Us“ (r) = qi¢(r) +M2 /2mi r2. An ion is trapped if it is in a potential well, i.e., if it
satisfies three requirements: its Uen‘ has a minimum, Ei is less than the maximum of U0“
found at nonzero r, and the orbit does not strike the grain. An untrapped ion can bccome
trapped only if it undergoes an inelastic collision, scattering into a favorable direction and
losing enough energy. _

The rate of ion capture is Ncan : Ti (Sup , where Ti = “i Vi is the incident ion flux.
Here CSca is a capture cross section

cc.p= J:27[Pdcflp(p). <1)
and Pcap (p) is the probability for an incoming ion at impact parameter p to become captured

p

due to a collision.
What sort of collisions must be considered? Only those that result in sIOWer ions will

lead to capture. For neutral atoms and ions that are alike, chargeaexchange and elastic
collisions have comparable cross sections. But charge exchange yields the most ion energy
loss, provided that kTgm << E.

The loss process is also collisional. Eventually a collision will scatter an ion’s energy
and angular'momentum enough that it either escapes to infinity or strikes the grain. The
loss rate is N10“ = Nmp / Iconf, where twnf is a confinement time.

A steady state is achieved when the capture and loss rates balance,
dNtmp/dt = Ncap — Nloss = O. This yields N,mp = I] (soap twnf,

Two conclusions about the physics of trapping can be made from this result. Firstly, the
number NLIap of collisionally-trapped ions is independent of the collisional meaniree-path,
because the 1“p dependances of (reap and 17mm in Eq. (4) cancel. Provided that charge
exchange is the dominant collision process, it does not matter how low the gas density is.
Secondly, the dependence on Fi means that the number of trapped ions is M "i .
Consequently, more ions will be trapped by a grain in a laboratory plasma than in a less
dense astrophysical plasma.

Monte Carlo Calculation
The physical model described above is implemented in a Monte Carlo calculation. It is a

single~particle model, used with an ensemble of initial conditions. An ion’s equation of
motion, 5 = — (91 /mi) Vti) , is integrated in three dimensions with a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method. To determine if a collision took place in a time step At, the probability
1 — exp (—At I g I / mp) is compared to a random number.

I make the following simplifying assumptions. Only charge-exchange collisions are
included, and their cross section is constant. The incoming ions are monoenergetic. The
neutral gas does not drift with respect to the grain. The grain is spherical. Finally, the
electric potential is prescribed, rather than computed self-consistently:
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¢(r) = QD mi?) (2)
D41:20 r

which neglects any trapped orbits or wake effects. This (1) (r) is is valid only if: (a) the

number of trapped ions is small, Nu-ap << QD/e, which may be verified from the results,

(b) the Debye spheres of two grains do not overlap, (c) Kn is much smaller than the ion

gymradius, so that any magnetic field may be ignored, and ((1) there is no external potential

drop >¢f across the Debye sphere, as found for example in the electrode sheaths of a high-

voltage laboratory discharge.

The simulation has two stages. First, an incoming ion with Ei >0 is directed toward the

dust grain, at an impact parameter p. Its orbit is followed until it either undergoes a

collision 0r escapes from the simulation volume. A new ion is born at the collision site, and

its initial velocity is chosen from the gas thermal distribution The new ion is evaluated

against the three requirements to see if its orbit is trapped. This is repeated for 200 to 1000

test particles, all with the same p. The capture probability Pcap(p) is calculated as the

fraction of incoming ions that yielded a trapped ion. This first step is repeated for 40 impact

parameters. The integral in Eq. (1) is then computed, yielding (imp .

Second, the new trapped ion orbits are followed one at a time until, due to collisions,

they either strike the grain or escape the simulation space. A histogram of the trapped orbit

lifetimes is prepared, and it is fit to a decaying exponential, Nnap = N0 exp(—t/twnr) to

yield the confinement time Iconf.
The simulation was performed for hydrogen, with the parameters: a = 10 um, XI) =

100 um, hmfp = 3 m, E = 1 eV, Tg,ls : 406 K 0ccm = 0.035 eV). These parameters

satisfy the requirements a << 7H) << lmfp and kTgas << Ei . Figure 2 shows the final

result, Nmp-as a function of floating potential.
Figure 2 can be used to compute NImp , provided that the ion flux is low enough that Nuup

<< QD /e. For higher fluxes this will not be satisfied; N,_Yap will no longer increase linearly

with I] , but rather saturate at QD / e. A model with a self—consistent electric potential would

be required to treat the saturation regime. Figure 2 also allows an evaluation of the criterion

N,rap < 1, for the incoming ion flux to be small enough that ion trapping is negligible. For

example, Fig. 2 shows that Nmp /I‘-l = 10‘15 m2 s for or = -O.5 Volt; if ions are streaming

past the grain at V; = 1035m/s , then Nuap will be unity for n; = 1012 1113. In space plasmas

ni << 1012 m'3 , while in laboratory discharges ni >> 1012 m3. This shows that ion
trapping is negligible in space physics problems, a finding that is a confidence—builder for

extant space dusty-plasma models that neglect ion trapping. But trapping in laboratory

plasmas is so strong that it is often in the saturation regime.

Conclusion
Negatively charged dust grains in a plasma can trap positive ions in confined orbits, and

this shields the grain from external electromagnetic fields. The number of trapped ions is

determined by a balance between collisional trapping and detrapping. I find that ion

trapping is very significant in laboratory plasmas, but negligible in comparatively less dense
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FIG. l.Trzipped hydrogen ion orbiting a negatively—charged Gust grain. Parameters are Ei =

—0.1 eV, ‘31 = —2.5 V, a = 10 umflm = 100 umflemfpz 3 mm, Ei = leV.

Uctr (r) is shown in the inset.

1-)

1 10

Healing potential 70‘ 1V)

FIG. 2 Number of trapped ions N1mp per unit of incoming ion flux, 1} :n1 vi. These

results are valid im‘p << QD/e.
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Vlasov solution describing nonadiabatic plasma
heating by magnetic compression

Hans Persson* and Olov Agren

Group of theoretical electrotechnics, Uppsala university, Box 534, S—751 21 Sweden.

$Also with Studsvik AB.

Introduction. The aim in a nonadiabatic compression is to accelerate particles in a

fast impact, Where ideally the charges do not change their positions during the

Compression phase. An outcome of this study is a deeper understanding of how the

nonadiabatic heating depends on magnetic ramping profile and initial distribution of

particles. Intended applications concern heating experiments in (9 pinches and

related devices, but the study can also be of interest to Migma.
The plasma frotn a negative ion source can form the initial state in a

compression experiment This can be beneficial for supression of space charge, in

particular for toroidal configurations where line tying is not available. The negative

ions gradually split. but the ionization can be triggered by external arrangements

(negative ions is not useful for Migma however, as the radial focusing would be

destroyed). Triggered ionization can be a mean to control the compressed plasma

radius in 9 pinches .nd thereby improve wall stabilization.

Viasov description. It is well known that the harmonic oscillator with a time

dependent frequency describes the particle motion in a timevarying solenoidal field,

5+92<r>é = 0 (i)
l

where 5: tx+iy)expiiL 12(1) dr] and 9(t) = qB(t)/(2m) is the Larmor frequency.

Ideally, we may think of a compression heating where all particles initially are at

rest. Eq. (1) shows that each ion then would reach r : 0 in a infinitite number of

crossings. This occur at exactly the same instants for all ions, irrespektive of their

initial distance from the symmetry axis, as long as their initial velocity is zero [1,2].

The magnetic field increase thus generates a strong gyrophase correlation between

the particles. The resulting compressed state has a breathing oscillation at the gyro

frequency. The oscillations will eventually die out when the gyrophases become
decorrelated by various effects such as shielding and intrinsic stochasticity [2].

The configuration has 2 and 6 as cyclic coordinates, and vZ and P9 =

’71[[rV9 + rQQ(t)] are constants of motion. The equations of motion are gouverned by

Eq. (1) if space charge and diamagnetic fields are ignored. There is then a third

conserved quantity, i.e. the Lewis invariant,

_ A20)
_ 2

where M!) is a solution of

l {(v,vrfi;)2+(v9+rfl)2+j:‘} (2a)
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A'HftnA = A‘3 am
For adiabatic changes in the magnetic field, a WKB solution of (2b) is A(£r) :

|Q(8t)['”2, and (MI - qPB/mi)/2 can then be identified as the magnetic moment.
An evolution from a stationary state with a constant magnetic field B0 to a

compressed state with the magnetic field B] is considered. Although B1 is

constant, the compressed state will not be stationary due to gyrophase correlatiOn‘
The solution of (2b) at the initial and compressed state will approach the forms

Ar) = IQQiVl/Z , [SO

, A _ —1/2 2 —l/4 ‘..(z) 7|91| [1—K] tt+tmn(a+2.(21r),t21
where a is an arbitrary phase and the parameter K is obtained by solving (2b) for a

given evolution of BU). The parameter Kis zero for an adiabatic compression,

A(t) a

while K is close to unity if the compressed state has a strong gyrophase correlation.
We consider a time evolution of Ba) with a constant "nonadiabaticity"

parameter K during the whole compression cycle, i.e BU) fulfills the equation

dB/dt = K—IflgiB = 6071.107] 820 ), where K < l for strong ion nonadiabaticty; i.e.
8(1): {Bo/[l —(1*€)I/T], USI S 1

Bl , [2 T = K-(l — 8)(m,-/eBo)
where S 280/81. The equations for AU) and the parameter Kean for this profile be

solved exactly. With K < l, 3/:(1 —K2)1/i2 and x = 9422(31/80) the result is

(1 _ slll : coxltt~2K2 : Lag—UV
1—K 2Y2 30

Rigid rotor Maxwellians, identical for the positive and negative ions. are used
for the stationary initial state The time evolution can be described by expressing the
distribution functions in terms of P0 and the conserved Lewis invariant.

n” mdfloll 7 ((20 e tug/awe
F: = cxpl —

avg“, knTo

(vr—Mn‘i/A)2 + (Vojjoa)? Jn(r,l)
: i'fC-‘Y’l ‘ a 2J'L'U“(I)v,h_() 71‘(I)Vtt..o

where u+ = —u, u, : it and the integrals over V: are already canied out. The

confinement criterion is 2141M > 11 > O . The ratio ZalQQI/u = Arz/ri determines the
relative size of the ion gyro radius and the density efolding length at the initial state.

The density, the mean velocities V931 and the compression function 77(t) are

2 (2m .Q — 1.12)
n(r,t) = 1107720) expl , n20) Lid——2 2a Vlh,0

Vo.+:-;u‘{772(t)+%lIQ<I)I*tiUZ(t)l} ; V9_7=-V9.+T
and 712(1) : [l12ttlA2(t)]_1. The compression function is initially 1 and goes to

772(1) —> 71120) : Ll—K—Z BIA
1+ K‘sirt(0.’ + 201:) E
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in the final state. The largest radius of the oscillating density profile occurs when

771:”) assumes its minimum. After collective phenomena have damped the

Oscillations, the relaxed plasma radius may be close to the maximum radius during

precceding oscillations. This seems likely if primarily symmetric m : 0 non-

Co1lisional processes deeorrelate the gyrophases, since P9 then is conserved. The

"compression parameter" fi,

77:; 1+K 780
would in such a case determine the ratio of the initial plasma radius to the

compressed radius. Due to higher energies, the compression in plasma radius can,

for given field ratio, be much weaker than in adiabatic compressions. This is

beneficial for wallstabilization. Ideally, a compression of order unity can be obtained.

The average particle energy at the compressed state is

Bl (490i }kBT0x a 7 1 _no 7 { 1+( 1) u

The first term represents the energy increment in adiabatic compressions while the

. 2,2 31 1_K_)l(§i)(i—n/2_9(I;71)Kl4’ K~>0

BU VT_ K2

last term represents the nondiabatic heating. The adiabatic heating is proportional to

B, while a strongly nonadinbatic heating is proportional to 82, as also recognized

in Refl. This gives a possibility to obtain energies in the MeV range by compressing

with large magnetic field ratios, 81/80 z 103.

A fast compression of the plasma gives the nonadiabatie heating

§_1V)1+7(Ar2/r124)

30 4y2
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of compression parameter and average energy on

Etta = ( kBTO

compression time. The nonmonotonic dependencies on compression time is a

consequence of gyrophase correlation. Parameters are 80 = 3 mT, 31 = l T, kgTo =

2 eV and aiQol/u = 5. The density efolding length is 31 cm. A compression time of

about 12 its gives 10 keV energy and fi = 4, Le. the relaxed compressed radius is

predicted to decrease by a factor of 4 only.

For Migma an energy of 1 MeV can be obtained in a 5 its compression by

increasing B1 to 3 T. Fig. 2 shows the dependencies of the compression ratio and

the heating on compression time. A very high luminosity is obtained in this case.

Magnetic shielding. A fast compression increases the plasma [3 by the factor

(4901/14. Allowing in the model a ,6 up to 0.3 gives a shielding limit above which the
nonadiabatic heating becomes less efficient. For the Migma parameter case this

corresponds a stored particle number per unit length of 2- 1017 m’]. The Migma IV

experiment managed to store 3,21011 particles by trapping an accelerated beam. A

fast compression has the potential to exceed this particle number by orders of

magnitude, but instabilities presumably give less favourable B limits.

Additional results intrinsic stochasticity will also be presented.

[1 1 VP. Krivet and BF. Peregud, Soviet Phys.-chn. Phys. 16, 928 (1971).
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THE PADE APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS

IN PLASMA KINETIC THEORY

J‘R. Jasperse and B. Busu

Geophysics Directorate, Phillips Laboratory

Bedford, MA 01731, USA

The method of Fade Approximates has been a powerful tool in solving for the time

dependent propagator (Green function) in model quantum field theories. We have

developed a modified Pade method which we feel has promise for solving linearized

collisional and weakly nonlinear problems in plasma kinetic theory. In order to illustrate

the general applicability of the method, in this paper we discuss Pade solutions for the

linearized collisional propagator and the collisional dielectric function for a model

collisional problem.

The kinetic-Poisson equations for a collisional plasma are

a a qe , _B _ ,

Wrefilaélfi‘lfiolfll “avflivtttl—m , ‘1)

B 3 .
37 - E(r,t)=41t nqi+nqu d vf(t,v,t) , (2)

where fis the electron distn'bution function, J: is the nonlinear collision operator which llClS

on the velocityvspace coordinates of f, and the other quantities have their usual meanings.

The procedures given in /1/ may be used to find the formal solution of the linearized initial

value problem for f1, where f (r,v,t) —-> f0 (3:) +f1(r,x,t), E (r,t) -—> E1 (r,t) and :00 + f1) -

fife) :v1. The collisional propagation operator, U", obeys the equation

a + Ol )'%'L\I(Vl Uv(r,v’:t—t‘):0 3 (3)

(7r Wm M2+V'
at M M

where UV is subject to the usual causality and initial conditions. The equations in transform

space (k,v,0)) for the collisional propagator and dielectric function in condensed notation
,, ~

MCI
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fiv(m)=U(w)+[NJ(m)LVUv(cu) , (4)

(”132 3 v ‘9

Here, U (0)) is the transform of U (t-t') where U obeys (3) with L" set to zero.

In order to illustrate the Pade method, we choose a0 (v) = O and the simple Fokker
Planck collision operator to represent electron-ion collisions in an equilibrium plasma, In
dimensionless units

Luv) ‘9:v_-
M 3v (6)

In this case, the exact solution for UV (t-t') is given in /2/. For f0 Maxwellian, we find that

iwt.§tv:-1+exp(~vt>1 . <7)E(0))=1+J dt\17[1 -exp(-vt)] exp

The Pade method consists of finding a modified Pade Approximate for
UV (0)) k-afo/Bv E E (0)), where I? obeys the equation

Bay-1+glitm) , (8)
m .w wv

and evaluating (5) for the analytically continued 8, From the properties of (8), we seek a

Pade Approximate of the form

Ep (0-,) =W(#30 ex
QN (vi; L903)

2 7.V” +VJ.

‘T , (9)
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M

PM = 2 pm (19(0) V1“ ’
m=0 M

N

QN= Z qnqgmtvt
n=0

The coefficients pm and qn are found from (8) by a least squares optimization procedure

using a sufficiently large number of v” values on the interval from .00 to +00. The Pade

expression for E is

e (m)=1~i— {Milqkmu +is(kw)Lzlm11 (10)
P (Ehbox’: 1 n=1 “A, 21/2 2m 1’

Where the r/‘ , [5n and an are found from the pm and q“, It = ( X -1)!! for X even and zero

for Iodd, and Z is the Plasma Dispersion Function. The roots of the Pade and exact l

dispersion relations are compared below for v/(up = 10-3.

k/kD = 0.1

M = N : 1 1 l 2 | 3 ‘ 4 exact

(Dr/(0p 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02

031/ (01) X 103 -0.520 -0.520 —0.520 —0.521 70.521

k/kD = 0.3

M = N : l 1 ‘ 2 l 3 1 4 cm

(Dr/(Up 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16

obi/ospxlo2 -l.67 —1.35 —1.34 —1.34 .134
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In conclusion, we see that a low order Fade Approximate gives a very accurate
solution for the dispersion relation. We are now motivated to solve the linearized Balesw.
Lenard collisional problem by the Fade method and compare to the perturbation result gia
in /3/.

/1/ JR. Jasperse, Phys. Lett. 106A, 379 (1984).
/2/ S. Chandrasekhar, Rev. Mod. Phys. Q, 1 (1943).
/3/ JR. Jasperse and B. Basu, Phys. Fluids Q, 110 (1986).
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CoRRELATION THEORY OF PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION NEAR THE

PLASMA BOUNDARY IN THE PRESENCE OF STRONG ELECTRIC FIELD

G.M. Korchinsky, I.P. Yakimenko, A.G. Zagorodny

Institute for Theoretical Physics,

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine

The purpose of the present paper is to calculate the

equilibrium electron and ion distributions in bounded plasma

taking into account the self—correlation effects and the

presence of strong external electric field,

The basic set of equations. Consider a bounded plasma

system consisting of electrons and ions. The surface S

confining the Volume V in which the system under

consideration happens to be does not absorb incident

particles" It may be shown /l—3I that for such a system the

kinetic equation has the form

r’ a 1 a afpumt) a . u
._ + __ — —_'— 7 F :

flat Jar ea Br apr’okx't) lo (1)

where XE(r,p), Q(r,t) is the self—consistent potential which

satisfies the Poisson equation

AfiJ(Lt)=—4H§eanajdpfg(x,t) (2)

Ifl is the collision integral

a ' avkr r')
T = 2. _ e _—'K-0 lg 89 Jdkjp): 6,110, Br

, , l r , _ .\w
~[Gaa,ix,x ,t)+fi—EUU,6(x—x )fa(x,t}J (3)

c
GUU,(X,X’,t) is the pair correlation function, V(r.r’) is the

potential of the unite charge in the system under

consideration. In the equilibrium situation G00,(x,x’,t) can

be represented as, , [ Um, (rm)
Gm,(x,x ,t) = fw(p)fw, (p )LeXPi'T }—1], (4)
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where U30.(r,r’) is the effective energy of particle

interaction with the influence of the plasma and eXtErnal

medium taken into account,

For the case of small plasma parameter

"I . .'_" = e " ;twink”, eagwrx). (5)
where w(r,r’) is the screened potential of the unite Charge

This potential satisfies the equation

.\_2 A=_r ,Aw(r,r ; k(r.r ) 4na(r,r ) (Q

with the appropriate boundary conditions" Here,

P. a 2 2
= = 4 e , T

kD LkDU 2 TI UnU/ (7)
U 0

Using Eqsn (1)~(6) one can find the following
representation for the equilibrium value of collision term

._ wI ¥ _F ‘6fa(x, = BU€(r) 6f0(x)

U _ 0(r. 6p 8r 6p (8)

where
92

a . , ,Ugh?) = 2— 1,1111 [Mint )- wo(r,r )] (9)
r 4r

wc(r,r’) is the screened potential in the relevant unbounded
system.

Thus: the Eqs. (1), (2) are reduced to the following ones

{Iv—EL— ‘3 «mow ) f(\-O 10\ 5r EEEEU‘ air ]4 0 X: ' ( )

All)(r) = -4n§eanajdpfa(x) (11)
The last equation should be supplemented with the

boundary condition

ext<1>(r)= <I> (r)Js (12)
or

atl>(r) _ _"‘ extAEFI—fi — CE“ (r)|s (13)

Here. 5 is the dielectric constant of external medium.

Equilibrium profiles in semi—bounded plasma. Let us
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5’51

sider plasma—like medium occupying the half—space x<0 and

con
xposed to the electric field E=(E,OO). In the case of the

e
weak field IeE/kDT|«1 the solutions of the Eqs. (11), (12)

(13) are as follows

U (x)+e @(x)
U 0

= ex —-——————-————
14

{am 9{ T 1r ( )

EEk 1 2‘ k5(k) 20c- k-l
aux) =‘Te “‘Ezeaknajdk‘p’2'[_—e 12.8 j (15)

D U 4k'+3k a k
U D

where
e2 ~_ cr k6(k) 2(1x

UU(X) — «E—[dk—-E« e

5(k) =———°"Ek, ' a=¢k2+k:
a+ek

' the opposite case leE/kDT|:1 it is neCessary to solve
In

This can be done by the
nonlinear Poisson equation (11).

Let us introduce Ua(x)=aUU(x), where
iteration procedure.

0<d<1: and consider the equation

e0©(x)+aU0(x)

A¢(x) = —4n§e0naexp{-—-————Er————e}|a=0 (15) 1

with the boundary condition

(:9, (O) = ‘EE(S),

leUEb'/kDT|«l. For such boundary condition
where IEG)|«|EL

: D for the first
we can take the solution (15) at Zeokio

U

approximation. Then we introduce the perturbation of boundary

condition

of (0) = —E(E(S)+5E), (17)

This leads to the perturbation of @(x)
(18)

©(x) = §1(x)+5¢(x)n

Here ®1(k) is the solution of linear equation (16) at UU=O,

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (16) we obtain the equation

for 8®(x)c

So we have the following iteration procedure
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e 1:1

Aac1>1 (x) =§k§dexp{——g [cpl (x) +5251)! m] }esq>1 (x)
()7firm =-55E1, i=l,2,...k

k
where k is governed by the equation: L

i=2
5E‘+ SE = E,

In this manner we find the numerical solution of the Eq, (1Q
k

®2(x) = X 5¢‘(x)+®1(x)
1:2 '

By analogy one can construct the second cycle of the
iterations

1:1
A5§‘(X) = [kgaexp{-e0(¢2(x)+ I [é$j(x)+UU(x)5al])/T)., g . JF1

7: V, 1‘[5@l(x)+UU{x)5ad.

0;
L

where L is governed by Z 8a‘= 1”
1:2

After both cycles of iterations are performed, one finds
the solution of the problem

L
tux) = @2(x)+ [ wind.

1:2

Detail analysis of the numerical calculations for
different values of external field is presented in ref.4.

/l/ A.G. Zagorodny, A.S. Usenko, I.P. Yakimenko, Doklady
Academy of Sciences of Ukr.SSR. N03, 55 (1984).

/2/ A.G. Zagorodny, A.S. Usenko, I.P, Yakimenko, Fizika
Plasmy, 11, 714 (1985) (in Russian)“

/3/ ANS, Usenko, IBP. Yakimenko, A.G. Zagorodny, in: "Plasma
Theory and Nonlinear and Turbulent Processes
in Physics“ (World Scientific, Singapore, 1989), 2,
721.

/4/ G.M. Korchinsky, I.P. Yakimenko, A.G. Zagorodny,
Phys.Scr. 45, 380 (1992).
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Possible Changes of Temperature and Density Power Law Exponents

in Expressions for Plasma Transport Quantities under Many Particle
Interaction Conditions

R. W. Larenz
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Duesseldorf

D 4000 Duesseldorf, Germany

Abstract 1

For plasmas with 0:2 = JCT/82m >> 1 correlation effects of the ionic species and their

influence on the motion of electrons are considered. It is shown that plasma transport

quantities may be Changed markedly if compared with results of the usually applied

two body collision theory. To account for observational facts, introduction of such

correlatiOIi effects seems to be necessary.

Introduction
Observations, that electron transport quantities in hot and dilute plasmas do not follow

in an expected manner to theories existing up to now (see for instance remarks in /1/,

/2/, /3/), reveal the need to look for mechanisms and reasons to explain this fact and

to develop a better understanding by exploration of possibilities which are still given

within known plasma physics fields.

The basic quantity to be considered, when dealing with transport questions, is given

by the socalled “electron relaxation time T” or a reciprocal effective electron collision

frequency, where for the fully ionized plasmas considered here, collisions with ions

are essential, which lead to electron orbit deflections calculated hitherto from elec~

tron orbits around individual ions. However, under conditions of plasmas with large

particle numbers within a Debyeesphere, that means for the known plasma parameter

a? = kT/ezni > 1 (usual meaning of symbols), it may be questioned, whether inde—

pendent electron deflections caused by individual ions alone should be considered by

adding up these deflections in the known statistical manner as shown for instance by

Spitzer /4/. Under conditions a > 1 the Coulombian long range peculiarity should

be taken seriously by inclusion of ionic correlation effects. Three ways to do this are

proposed here with application to some important transport quantities like the elec-

tric and thermal conductivity of plasma electrons. It should be expected to arrive at

a markedly changed functional dependence of these quantities on temperature T and

density n, if experimental observations shall be explained.

First Method
As the ions are moving very slowly as compared to the electrons it may happen that

a number N of 2 or more ions at about the same distance of a collision parameter p

are acting together simultaneously on a test electron during its short transit time. To
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describe this ionic correlation, the distribution w,(N) as

w,(N):(s—1)N" for N21, 3)? with (N)=(s—1)/(s_2)
(1)

shall be introduced, which is sharply peaked at N = 1 to account for the still domi.
nating case of only one individual ion being effective. Noninteger N is allowed for to
represent more or less active Debye-shielding.

Now the usual procedure of adding up or integrating deflection angle 1/) sine Squires
with respect to the collision parameter p until to the usual Debyedength limit D is
performed and furthermore the averaging with w,(N) (this being open also to the
interpretation that the plasma contains a series of N = Z-fold ionic charges). Setting
the deflection sineesquare sum to 1 defines the momentum relaxation time 7(1)) of an
electron with velocity 1)

0e D
m) - 7(1)) -/1 A sin2 1b - 27rpdp - w,(N)dN :1, tan 1/1/2 : Neg/min;2 (2)

(m : electron mass). The N-integration may be done with help of the residue theorem.
At conditions a > 1 a little additional term, appearing at the integration, can be
neglected (as it is done usually too for N E 1). After averaging 7(1)) from eq. (2) With
Maxwell’s v—distribution the resulting mean relaxation time 7' may then be inserted
into the formula for the conductivity (7 by 0 ~ wzr with wp as plasma frequencyp
(a): = 47reZn/m). Neglecting numerical factors one has

0 ~ Mil—ml6 - Tr with 21 : 3s — 6 or a/wp ~ (13“6 (3)

written in a dimensionless form as a power of a and for the electron heat conductivity /\

A N n(3—2:)/6 _ Tz+1 = n(3-s)/2 . TBS—4N2 . (4)

For .5 2 3 the traditional (7 ~ T3/?,]aw appears (neglecting the Coulomb-logarithm
here). Later on one will see that I = 3/4, .9 = 5/2 has certain preference; 3 : 5/2
corresponds to an effective together acting ion number (N) : 3, a number which seems
not to be high; however, the slowly decaying tail of w,(N) is of importance for this
model.

Second Method
Simultaneously acting ions my be considered as an effective space charge, which natu~
rally grows with the volume dimensions involved by the magnitude of the collision
parameter. Therefore a direct relation among collision parameter p and the effective
number (N) of ionic charges may be written down in the following manner involving
the particle density n for dimensional reasons

(N) = A - (Tipsy! (5)
with A as appropriate numerical factor and q as suitable exponent. Now one has for
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action angle 7,1)
the defl tan lD/Z = Aeznqpsq—l/mvz . (6)

The integration of sinzr/J over the collision parameter p up to the Debye-length D is

easily performed revealing here in an even more accentuated manner the known fact,

that for o > 1 essentially large collision parameter are contributing to the deflections.

The relaxation time T(v), established analogously to eq. (2) and averaged with the

Maxwellian leads to the conductivity

6 N nq . T3[l—2q)/2 = ”(S—QIj/G _ Tr or 0/04, ~ OZ3(1—2q) (7)

written in the dimensionless form. Evidently there exists a relation for the exponents

$15 and q, if an equal result shall be obtained: 23: = 33 — 6 = 3 — 6q. Particularly for

I : 3/4, a : 5/2 one has q = 1/4, the latter value to be explained physically in the

next section.

There may some Variations be applied at the first and second method, consisting for

instance in a dependence of the Debye length limit on the ion number N resp. (N),

which lead to Certain modifications of x(s) or x(q); however, this has no essential con-

sequence for a : f(n,T,;r).

Third Method and Remarks

This method starts with the derivation of an ionic microfield correlation time as dev

scribed at the XX lCPlG /5/. This correlation time T,’ at a > 1 is given by the ratio

of the mean particle potential d) at a reference point in the plasma to the mean time

derivative c3

= (an/(rum ~ n-WT-m (a)
from

(452) = (mag/err” and (d2) :127rn;(kT)2/mg (9)

and can be obtained in the same way by the corresponding ionic fieldstrength or space

charge quantities. 7'; turns out to be proportional to the reciprocal conductivity 0 as

plausible because more persistent ionic fields yield enhanced electron orbit deflections.

As far as numerical factors are of interest, 7"- might be inserted into a Fokker-Planck-

type equation to derive such factors for a as it is suggested in /6/. Now here one

has
a N 711/4 - T3/4 and A ~ n1“ . T7“, (10)

that means the exponents 17,3 and q of the foregoing methods have to be fixed to

a: = 3/4, 3 = 5/2, q = 1/4 if all three ways shall yield a common equal power law.

The A-law might be compared to the classical T5/2-law and to a T2—law as proposed by

Minardi /8/. The value q : 1/4 is explained in the following way corresponding to /7/:

Any efiective ionic space charge in a sphere volume not transgressing a Debye—sphere

will be proportional to the 1/4 power of the plasma density because fluctuations of n,

proportional to n"2 for neutral gases, will be widely compensated by rapidly acting

electron shielding of ions, so that only the fluctuation of the shielding leads to an

effective ionic space charge being now proportidnal to n“ : 111/4.
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Generally it seems that the transport quantities at a > 1 appear now as Seome
mean of the derivations from a pure two body problem and a collective many Part'
cle plasma problem. Particularly the temperature power-law shows tendency to low 1.

exponents and exhibits a behaviour, which is more similar to that, what is found :-
conditions 01 g 1 in direction to the socalled “strongly coupled plasmas” (See for in
stance /9/). From the dimensionless Writing (7/q ~ a2I it is seen, that the diffEIen;
power laws, whatever the value of the exponents :r, s, q might be, will deliver the Same
result if 0'2 : kT/eznl/3 assumes values about a 2 1. 111 this Context it might be
mentioned that cr-measurements do exist only for or g 3. Finally, as mentioned in
/5/, on calculating electron relaxation lengths from the relaxation time 7- ~ (T/n)3/‘
according to the first and second method one finds an expression already derived by
D. Gabor /10/.

tricaj
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DYNA-\XIIC'AL SCREENING IN THE C'()I,'L().\IB RELAXATION ()F

AXISOTROI’IC' PLASXIAS

L_\Mf and H. Svlmmvl

Pllyfilkfllim‘llL‘S Instillit. Lvniwri‘sitiit Bit}"l't‘UTll

“7 8580 Buyi’mitli. l‘mzm)‘ FR.

Thy polarisation uflm‘t an MC intipLsqUH Ufa. lizagnrttmr‘zl HI?filalnlk‘lliun Pltlflfllfl Le:

I7v5tLglt‘d in the weak coupling approxinmtlon . Basal (In tlz‘r‘ RUSTOKER mllio‘mn

which '7'CzlLLL't‘s i7). thr’ ’17ulgnctmfizrltlfr'rt? (innit to NH? BALESCU—LENARD

upcl‘tlfm‘v Hu‘ equqmrtitiun fw‘L‘qucncy 1/ M (IUa/Hflft‘d numerically for B ~A. 0 (Hill (UP

ulytir‘ullll for B — a 0:. 7'c‘.<pwctiv€ly. Tim's fn'qm‘m‘y (terrain/inf] nmlltm‘arly (m E amt

B [Na-films fin: uqip'rum‘h to thcrmmlymlmM: L'quihbrimn. of the: (171.i.<r»tl'()},:y prumncttr

( E ii; um. % a (1 7 €)1/[€.B). It, is fmmrl that in both limits (lg/7Lu.711i4,wzl HI"!'CI"7LI“H_L/

nut/M‘s a wiry/I‘tr/Iljlr‘ (,‘untl‘lbutimi ta Hus I'rltu'ut:

3/" umu‘plo‘itcd w.)7l7'¢n~‘.~‘iun f()1'1'((-‘.B) ix [I‘I'r‘srntcrt Lu/m-h mun/«'8 t/uu zu'mjinwt'inns.

operator.

on p'rurjrjsx Fur finitt' B u w’mpllfiml.

As a spm'ifit‘ cxamplv Of a dynamical >ystvm far nun}; from l1101IllIlyHEHHlF C(llll’

lilll'iHIll we Consider tlll‘ isutl‘upisatir'xn of an initially anisoti‘npiv clrt'll’on Manna i111—

nm'sml in 2,1 humugmmns iiizignvtic tir'ld. Tl1i> :)'Hl(‘111 111113131115 tn bu of il'lTI‘I'l'hl nut

only lit‘CHLlSt‘ of its c’xpm’inwutnl arvvrrihilit)’ ,llfil/l lnit Hlfil) hwenw- nf its lilfii‘nfial

impact on genm‘al plasma transport in sitilntinns 0f Weak (“ullisiniinlity 'l‘hv vqimtiun

m: an? starting with in l,‘.\$~(’llll€\ll_\’ ROS‘TOKER'H t‘ollision opt'1‘atm'l/3A/ (lhsvriliiiig;

the Cmiluml) inrm‘m'timis in tlw weak ('uiipling ixlipi‘nxiiimtiuu:

<%?4>r , L,
<—> - ./ i/ L L L

1 1 , .
0x1) <1 {[u. # «115].» — * [ll'ylrl 7 L‘UI‘J) ll'r'mtllsl *1)+ Eula—l- i'UL'ulhllllllml1‘F

u.‘ 7&1“l s, v :2 [(L‘Illrj. ~ li‘nl'yl.) (voflflrlsl 7‘ 1) rl ("ill + ALE/$1,) hilllil‘: ll }>

. f1 p .u )ftv’ w l , , ,
i , (as i 05) 7: L”; lidfi' «Ix (mm/*1.- m
"‘ imlBi-Lii‘

.A r.

r—
——

‘

r

T
‘l
r

where 6;) means the (livlucti‘ic fnnclixim/Jc/‘i ln (1) (>110 illuuv‘rulintvl)’ i‘w‘ognizcs

tlu: undisturbed llL‘liK‘fll particle motion as \\‘«'11 as tlu‘ Llyuuiiiii‘nl M‘l'H‘lliHjl; wt‘l'm't

[ l‘7[J(B‘i:,w')l—) in the (l(,-1mminator).

\\'<- assume that the [list i ilmtiuiis aw LlL-srrilxnl by Bi’kl21X\V("lll}Illb/5/ HIHl Ilt'lilll‘ llll:

[\Fll'flllk'l energy

H.“ :t [griffin/”v. (3)
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\vlm'v H rufvrs m tlu- \lirwtion of flu: umgm-Ilc l'lL‘lLl. Using tlw Llcl‘inlfioll of th
V . . . ' L

(‘t’)ll1.\'l()[1 1)],H‘1‘Ell'01' :Illt'l llllt‘fll'illllig by 1'3” W“ E“

(”HI m a, l / / kit’ . a ,
7. : 7 . ‘ " a ’ 7h: T,l,~T1|~/\"Ld (hum;

11! 2 (33) , l A'llqfiBJnll‘ l ) (3)

In (‘3) the funvtlon fa, is (lt'finml by

fr: (1.71%. gay) 1!
» , r T ,

Q;1/: t/i: [2 i ”l :-§~l (U— ‘l 3115/) 2T1“ l\'-r [59.9) (all + (I) (‘Usly )sin(%)]

t‘\p{ u “71:” (—h/J + 1/) 72/)(krllx‘yl!) [1 winslyllms <%)] + Zia }(lydg'
DJ

(*1)

- A: 1 1 7 . -» k4 l.-’
whew u and I) am gum-11 by 1111.59) Hrrll- zuul (Allin/.82] : %J. 43:4. The

mngncriv field is in r; , ('llIY'TIlUIl mul l2 _ {1,111 is flu," the cyclotron frr'qllem'yl'sing
tlu- identity

0 F n ,, r, 1‘ L
:7 11x1) l~— (ll; ‘ +1/') + jln‘USlJ/ Nos (—) + 2‘,::;] :
dy -l ' S!

r (I A l U , ( - I
>7§y - b03511] )5“) (3)] wxp [7: (4g/‘+ Ir)—‘r Ebousw )cus (%) + Egg]

\\‘L"L“flll integrate by pzu't. By 111mm uf the sulwmtiun

, . y
r _ 3/ 7 E

, 1/
7 ll 'l 5

WP finally arrive at

< $1) /:x/: {l —~< val
[0(1)t (II: 471:1) + 'l’ (“05" ’l‘ ("U-V ll) l’l‘?‘(f +1 )]}1]H[I‘l (5)

l Immoral m'nlmiml ul' llw z111i>r,xr1‘u1)_\' 1)zll"<|lllf‘lt‘1' “771‘; is l'L'lilTl'Cl m (3‘) lyy

{Ir 1‘1 +251Hm‘“.
W ’ ‘n 31910 (H (G)

which {allows {10111 x-nurg)’ t‘K'II'lSCl‘YHTlOH[la/ll T2) in the final lbllll'Ul'DlF tm'l'lpu1'nm1‘c.
Nm malisiug timvan(lf1*r~qum1c_\‘ by . and 1/5“,“ ,7. \\'lw1‘<) 1'51”», has been defined

in 1'07. we arrive at Hm" l‘lnul qlflllOll

L16
*HlSZ‘FHl ic‘) (7)

(T
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n mi'i‘vspnntling mluipni‘titinn fivqiu-iicy V111») depending nnnliiwai‘ly (in this

field strength and on the Elllisflltl‘up}' pni'znnetm‘.

)ei‘ties we {ii'St [)(‘1‘1131‘111 lllt” magnetic field fi‘cr) limit aml timl
“'1111

ummlt‘fl‘f

Tovxti‘zict its p101

‘0 7‘ 7 4 (Heal/113]) Mull) /* fltfi-Jiqiiiyizi m
M .h — filnA — l0 1“ u [(+ll"511/21%‘0 DH“; gut/,1») -

\vlwl’fi [1 ie donuniinnmr rcpi'cgcnting (,lyi'iamirinl svrecning is given by

_ 1 1 + 26 , I I 1 1 + 26 , , I V
'1 1:1~7~7— , .1? Z <7) + ,7 7: Z ( >

91‘“ “ ’) 3A~EIE+117 Fm] 1 «2 GHF 111*61511 V6
(9)

Z is tht: plasma (lispcrsion function/U, Exl'u'wssion (8) l'L’pl'CSC'Ilt'S thc BALESCUA

r

LEN-\RD versimi of thv cquipai‘tition t'i'tslqunncy 1f DK is set equal to unity. 140‘!)

33 giwrn hy

1+ ‘2 -140,6) i i—Fjrly(€)(2+f)73] (10)
(1. 7 E)’

with

,ll—Jm'iunh ( (1:) 0 < e < 1

[If]?1L 7‘9]: SHE): 1 6:1 (11)

:fllfiuw'mn (\/:j) F >1

”1
W: The numerical mrnluation of (SMO) is

“1‘ shown in the figure, where u is plotted
as a function 01:6, A cmnpm‘ision with

” thc correspmMing, expression obtained

W without pn'ilai'is'rition effects

15] / t DK E 1 ). found in /5/ shows that

an) / (lynmnical st'rocning affrjc‘ts the 1'rlax-

u, // ntiun procvss by lt‘ss than (1.3 pm't‘ent.

’/ whivh has been checked for

“ fifr—rA-ffl‘ 2(l’l<€<siantiswisloumuwisu

Fig; Equipmtition frequency as fumv

tinn of the anisotropy parziznctm'

limit nf an infinite magnetit‘ field ( .cu << ISZI. \V'lll‘l‘P w” is 111!" LAN?

DAL" frequency) we obtain 1/1316) ——t \/ a“; 2—1;; whore A::4f'n,\%i Hen: we have

31' cutroft in I" — Spat‘b‘. This result coincides with the vorrcspond-
atir,ni/8,9/. Thus it is shown that also in this fornml limit

In thy opposite

used a pctpentlit‘ul
111;; one of vanishing polaris
polarisation can. be neglected.
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WIEDEMANN~FRANZ LAW FOR MAGNETIZED PLASMAS

E. Hensler

Klinik fiir Strahlentherapie, Universitiit Innsbruck

A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction
The electrical and the thermal conductivities of a plasma are transport coefficients of major in—

terest in magnetic confinement fusion research. In metals the ratio of the thermal conductivity,

,6) to the electrical conductivity, 0, is proportional to the temperature, T, (Wiedemann—Franz

law in the form given by Lorenz: see, e.g., [1]). in this paper we investigate the so-called

Lorenz number L 2 #51: in the case of a tWo-flnid plasma in a. uniform magnetic field, where

we have to distinguish the various directional fluxes and the electron and ion contributions.

The check of the validity of the Wiedemann—Franz law for a plasma has not received much

attention in the literature except in some plasma physics textbooks (see (Lg. [2]), which have

used simple collision terms. in the present paper we employ the full Fokker—Planck collision

term. .

Theory
The whole Study is restricted to classical transport. theory based on moments expansions of the

Fokker—Planck collision term (see Balescu, l3], whose notation is used throughout this paper).

Following ref. l3l We introduce dimensionless conductivities
'76'”: N ,

(TA * THATCUA(Z,’IC) A : ll,l,/\ (1)

SnaTL. ,
”ii ’7 E'mf'Tt’iiilzaflucl (2)

, Sn‘T‘ -- ,
K‘A 577171—il7i’9iti‘4imi) (3)

where TE and n are the electron and ion collisional relaxation times, 1rd:ce, 9:,- =Qim {25 and

Q,’ denoting the electron and ion gyrofrequencies, The dimensionless conductivities 6,1,1}; R‘A

exhibit only a parametric dependence on the magnetic field, B, and the charge number Z. We

define sets of Lorenz numbers for the electrons

h
L“ :7 ”‘7 4A HATE ( l

and for the ions _ r:
L‘ : 4L 5A M ( >

Inserting eqs. (ij-(B) into the definitions (4) and (:3) we have

. 5 l isLi. ,_. 7.; T" (6)
’ 2 c‘ 0A

and 5 l m T’ 11' F
L: :7fi—ci; LA 7

A 2 61 m,- rz ne 17A l )

with g
r,- m; T,-_. : -7 ._ 8
TE \/; (Te) 3'3 ( )
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For the electron Lorenz numbers we observe

Lfi : Li(Z)
L1 = Lilzamel
LeA : Lilzvrel

(9)
(10)
(11)

1.0. the parallel Lorenz number exhibits a parametric dependence on the charge number Z Only
but no dependence on the collision frequency at all, whereas the transverse Lorenz Dumber;
depend on Z and on the magnetic field through zai For the ion Lorenz numbers we deduCe
from eq. (7)

J

52R: Linfién“*Lulzmgnl — z'n;<2' Ll (12)
3i -n-T‘ iarE,LJ :LlL(Z;TTl:7T‘1$hIB) = En_x(y_f) lzflifle) (13)

I." 6 L‘ 2

fl.' - n‘Tr In- T,- 3 ‘rLA:L',\(z,n+T+z.-,mg) : ”fl—l?) LXMJauze) (14)
All ion Lorenz numbers contain a factor involving the ion~electron temperature ratio. The
parallel coellicient LT is a constant, but the transverse coefficients LE and L}:- depend on Z
and on the magnetic field. ln contrast to the electron case the Z dependence comes mainly
from the electrical conductivities. The above formulae, eqs. (9)—(11) and (12}(14), are exact
in the sense that they do not depend on the number of moments retained in their Calculation,
Using Balescu's [3] explicit results of the 13»rnornent expansion of the Fokker—Planck equation
we arrive at the following formulae for the Lorenz numbers

La 5. iii, 10
i 'l 7 2 c7 13 + 4\/§z”1 (15)

L” 7 gig) zofiz” + (65 rl;20\/§Z’1)z§ (16
i ‘ 2 e2 26 + 345524 +16Z’2 + 50x3 l

L5 5 i 1907+ 10013 p (17)
A 7 2 5-2 259 -Hu4\/iz-1+ 3zzigr|~100x§
{ 10 -l~ lofiZ—l
ll 2 C,- (—7—1‘ (18)13JZ + 82

L‘. 2 C,- 5 16 + 32\/§Z*1 + 322*2 + (449 + 104%il + 3224p: + 100$:4 (19)
i 8 + 2513 13fi+ 342-1 + tax/524 + 25\/§zg

L; : C.- zsmf 16 + 32\/§Z"1 322-2 + (449 + 104\/§Z"1 + 32Z‘2)zf + 100mg (20)
8 + 25x3 (259 + 104\/§Z"1 + 3224M. + 100mg

with
075:; Fn:n,-<T,-)i3:
l_262Z2 minu Tc
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ecial case of Vanishing magnetic field B :0 we have Lel : L1 and Ll, : Li. 1n the
the SP

.
In it of a very strong magnetic field 25,, >> 1, :13,- >> 1 the transverse Lorenz numbers take the

lim
{ollO‘Vmg form

{1113+ Mir]6, : in 10 (22)

LEA : 2617
(23)

7 A

Lil : 35121;};
(25)

These limiting Values of the transverse Lorenz numbers are exact universal values independent

of the level Of truncation of the moment expansion. This is a consequence of the universality

of the respective transport coefficients in the strong magnetic field limit proven in [3].

A comparison of the Lorenz numbers calculated from the 137 and the 21-moment expansion and

from BraginSkii’S transport coefficients [4] shows that the iii—moment expansion leads to smaller

values of the Lorenz numbers due to an underestimation of the thermal conductivities, whereas

the 21-moment expansion and Braginskii’s method give almost identical results. Kaneko et

al. [5] performed an expansion of the kinetic equation up to 50 Laguerre-Sonine polynomials

for the transverse fluxes. The Lorenz numbers derived from their transport coefficients are in

good agreement with those from the 21—moment expansion.

Conclusions
Wiedemann-Franz laws, Le. constancy of the corresponding Lorenz numbers, have been found

for the parallel electron fluxes, eq. (9), and the parallel ion fluxes, eq. (12). The equations

for the transverse Lorenz numbers, eqs. (10), (11), (13) and (14), still contain the collisional

relaxation times 11. and r, . Only in the special cases of either vanishing magnetic field or

very strong magnetic field, Wiedemann-Franz laws are valid for the transverse fluxes. The

Wiedemann-Franz laws for magnetized plasmas constitute useful relations between the re-

spective electrical and thermal conductivities Within the framework of classical transport

theory a generalization of the above calculations to anisotropic temperatures, partially ionized

gases and to transport theory based on the Balescu-Lenard equation may be of interest. An

extension to neoclassical transport theory may lead to a better understanding of the transport

processes in magnetic confinement devices.
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HE INFLUENCE OF TOROIDICITY, PRESSURE, AND LOCAL PROA

FILE GHANGES ON TEARING MODE STABILITY

1W. Connor. SC. Cowley‘. Rnl. Hastie and T..l. Martin

reiEA Fusion. C‘ulliam Laborator}. Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 0X11 3DB. lilv

iEuratoniC/UILAEA Fusion Association]
‘ rs Laboratory N's]. USS-H. l.S.—\.. Princeton Plasma Phy

Tearing modes appear to play a significant role in determining 1‘0liflllldli behaviour.

in high temperature plasmas realistic plasma models [or the response at the resonant

magnfilii‘“ surfaces necessitate the use of asymptotic matching methods (the _\' formu-

lationl in calculations of linear stability and non-linear saturation. These calculations

are complicated by toroidal and surface shape effects which cause coupling of dill‘erent

Doloidal harmonics in a tearing mode. This leads to coupling of tearing modes centred

on diliereul resonant surfaces. However. when diamagnetic effects and sheared equilil}

mm flows are taken into account theory predicts j'ly’ that tearing will occur at only

one surface iwhere the mode frequency at) 1 mail T i’lcll- ;\t all other surfaces the

Plasma response is (letermined bf: the ideal inertial equations. resulting in a value ol'

Mug“ 2 gifts, 2‘» l. :\s a first approximation we treat this as infinite. and calculate

;]1e scalar Ainr'n associated with one resonant surface at a time. in general A’m/u can be

represented as an expansion about the corresponding value in a cylindrical plasma in

the form:
A/m/n : X + 6211 + trig/6H) + Jun. illcyl

with c 2' off? and .30 : firm/BS the central value of beta. Table l shows the dependence
s

of A'..-.n.l). and e for the m : in : '2 mode. obtained using the '15) stabilitv code
“-H I i w L ‘

,"2/i- The equilibrium pressure prohle I5 p : pail — r‘/rr‘l'. while the girl prohle is

1‘]: (10 ‘l + Mill" ” and the values u : l,'3 and -l correspond to the ‘pealtedi. 'rounded‘

and ‘Hattened‘ profiles of Furth Rutherford and Sellierg [3/]

However. when (10 < l and coupling to the m : l harmonic is involved a much stronger
efiecl. appears due to the marginally stable nature of this harmonic. The ei‘fect is con-
tained in the dispersion relation for m : '3. and m : 1 tearing modes obtained lrv Bussnc
et al /l/ and later by Connor et al /5/ in the form

l :3 ill: , , FIVE
l——7-—# (Ag/llu‘l—Agfl) +tiL—gl' :0 iii

Amid; .5; .5;

With ideal inertial behaviour at q : 1 and assuming .‘Ju/uJA < 1:1: where it] —

r‘i/Ii0.5, : rlq’l‘ r1), the ellective A’ for tearing at q : ‘2 is i

_ ‘ in): , . w} . , .
A'(.'/I ’ ‘ 2/1T 6’” rz/Mil/T ml

0/ . - - . , .
Where Ai/ll has a regular expansron in G and :30 oi the form (l) due to ITOHIIlIIlg ol

9»
r)In : 3 to its upperx m : 3, sideliand. However the additional toroidal term in t l is no!
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small in c or .30 Expressions for the couplingr integral 611/13 and the ideal kink €11
6W]~ appear in refs (4) and (:3). Table '2 records the values of at”); and (SW'Ez/Myerfgy
pafabolic ph‘)‘ E : 0,1,(10 : O.75.qu = 32 and the SEUHC (1(7) profiles (IS 111 Table 1 T or

TABLEI TABLE2
qO qa 1/ .1 :11 a / 10 b/ 10 c/ 10 1/ 1'30 AB). 6 111/132 / 6W1“
0.75 :12 1 —.5.10 13 +152 33 1 0.0 133 030
0.75 3.2 '3 “1.40 <l.6 +8.1 -3.1 1 0.001 -1.37 195
0.75 3.2 1 6.30 ~1.4 +6.8 92.5 1 0.002 -1.33 4.60
0.75 5.2 1 76.30 .096 +118 4.8 ‘2 0.0 73.05 3420.7.5 5.2 2 7.5.20 13 +110 2.3 2 0.001 43.04 309
0.7-5 5.2 -l 6.90 71.2 +1532 3.2 ‘2 0.002 73.01 27.50
1.2 5.2 1 +0.49 -1.6 +416 +1.7 4 0.0 6.05 7.51
1.2 5.2 ‘3 +1040 ~22 +416 +2.9 1 0.001 6.03 20.291.2 5.2 .1 +2130 41.1 +304 1.? 1 0.0018 —5.01 127.50

Elliptic (and triangular or higher order) shaping is responsible for analogous effects for\ .7 i . ,. . .mg.) moues Thus. 101 example.

as“ : as?) + 51-11'53/00/T (4)

where

(SH/13 : iw [E __ Elrll] [4 + #3)] (5)
2 79300) C1 7‘151

with ElrJ/r : (H ~ 1)/(s + Ulla: elongation). 1113 the helical flux function for the
m : :5 cylindrical tearing rnodq bl3l : 3%“:3 = radial displacement) and «5WT the
ideal kink energy, modified to take account of shaping. Although strong elongation is
frequently encountered in Tokamak plasmas. the factor (E' 7 E/r) is typically rather
small (it vanishes for an equilibrium with flat current) so that ellipticity induced coupling
to n1 2 1 is less effective than toroidicity induced coupling.

Equations (3) and [1) imply that the stability of the m. 2 2.11 : 1 and m 2 3.n = 1
tearing modes cannot be calculated from cylindrical theory. even in the limit of large
aspect ratio. These tearing modes are significantly more unstable in this limit than
cylindrical theory would predict. However. although we have assumed qu < 1. no account
has been taken of perturbations to the q(7‘) profile which sawtoothing might generate
[and which are necessary if quiescence of the m : 1 mode during sawtooth ramp periods
is to be attributed to negative values of All/1 /6/].

We have calculated the effect. in a general toroidal equilibrium. of an arbitrary localised
current perturbation. Defining A; to be the value of Afin/n as calculated outside the
zone of influence of the current perturbation and A6 to be the corresponding value at
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) : m/n we have obtained the relation:

‘l—Eé‘t' L E/md #qz _L

A0! 530 ”‘3 i 735 -aa I q(x)2 122 (6)

: rq'/qi close to r"m and far from it (ie

{he surface ql rm”

being the values of the shear, s

localised perturbation)‘ 6(Aq) : q(r) — ni/n and .r : ("2““).

a generalisation of earlier ones /T,8/ to the case of perturbations which

gh to modify the q profile. and therefore the shear, locally. Applied Lo

1 mode it predicts modifications to AS711 similar to those found earlier

predicts that m = 1 stabilisation is possible. Takiug‘ for

1

“~t 50 and 5N

beyond the range of the

This formula is

are strong enou

the m = ‘3. n :

/T,S/ Howeven at q : 1‘ it

q .3 E and A20 I 71%: leqn. (jib e(illiition (‘6) takes the form

example Alllll‘i) : I [

52 7: .90 soc)
A, 1 7—D. —. (— 7

r

0 EIDWT 0 5m 50) m

and the m : l tearing mode is stabilised for

r q > 7 1/3
>

50 < [Ecxfiiél'lq‘l . [S]

Fig.2

:F-ovoidal

Cyimuncai
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Direct computation (again using the T3 code) of All/1 and A’z/l with a q(1‘) Profile of
the form . 2‘ 2 2

(1(1'):(10(l+/\ (IE) I)SC+A(%) eXp [_ (y-gp)] (9)

gives similar results. These are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for A : 10‘2,(6/a)2’: 2 X
10—3410 : 0.7, .\ 2 '25, 1/ : '2, e : 0.1, and the current location ,7 varying. In Fig.1A'

1
shows behaviour similar to that predicted by eq.(6)r but a value of A '1 9 x 104 is
necessary to obtain All/1 < (1. in Fig.2 the values .Of All/1 (toroidal and cylindrical)
are shown as p is varied. The toroidal value is slightly modified when the Current
perturbation is close to the q : 1 surface and this effect beronies more pronounced at
larger Values of the perturbation amplitude A.

Conclusions

When ([0 > l (or for tearing modes with 1132) toroidal coupling increases the stability.
of tearing ITIOClCS. while pressure driven coupling destabilises them. When ([0 < 1 ”1.0
In : 2.12 : 1 tearing mode is essentially toroidal in Character due to its coupling
to the In : l harmonic in the core. This ell‘ect renders it more unstable than in a
Cylindrical approximation. However due to this coupling its stability is now affected by
rurrent. perturbations close to q : 1, in addition to the well known sensitivity to Such
perturbations located at the q : ‘2 surface The role of sawtoothing in generating and
maintaining a particular current structure around (I : 1 must therefore be considered
before the stability of the m : ‘2 tearing mode (‘an be understood.
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1 Introduction

011 a number of tolrarnahs (eg. Text. Tore Supra. Tokoloshe. Tosca) auxiliary coils have been

fitted which generate either ergodic Held-structures at the plasma edge or relatively clean lon‘»

ordl’l‘ l‘W‘iurier modes which are resonant with the main helical tolraniak field somewhere within

the plasma. in this paper we present linear and non-liIn-ar calculations of magnetic islands and

the control of islands in a tokamak with resonant helical fields. Some of the calculations are

general. while others are associated particularly with Tokoloshe, which has it : i-lcm. r1, :

21cm. lp : 120 l{:\. I} 1 'J kCl and is fitted with resonant [ = 1.233 coils.

2 Newcomb equation

We assume a cylindrical model \\ lill rnrular crossesection erpnhbriuni. Truncating the pertuiz

[ration of the magnetic field and currents yields the Newcomb equation [1. ‘2. 35].

lll/[+2\[l')\l‘ to. (H

where .

mt t fig/JR” tr :I.
(in2 + kgrzll/2

t5;

' . . ' ‘r. ." '. _. , . _~.__ m] +krl
The term Ati) has an intcgiablc Singularity at r45, \\ here 1(1) _ fig“

integrate through the singularity we follow the Laurent expansion method Lot Robinson and

Ellis [2, 35]. However. we note that the region in which the expansion is used has to be very

narrow in order to restrict the truncation error ill: a consideration not discussed by Ellis ['3]

The integration procedure is thus as follows: The equation is integrated out from r20 to

f has a zero. To

r:r;. Two integrations are. then performed from rs to re. corresponding to two clitTerent

A’ttl) inatchings across the singularity at r=rs [5]. This yields two particular solutions which

allows us to specify the general solution in the form

Birtl‘l:(71tnitr)+flBntrl)t (3)

where the constants (,7; and o are determined by the boundary conditions and the subscripts

denote the two (liilerent. particular solutions.

3 Linear Solution

The above constants are delermined by matching the poloidal and radial holds at the liiniter

radius (rL) and coil radius (11.). Both the field between the limiter and the coil. and that

beyond the coil are assumed to be vacuum fields. We make use of the results of llahni S:

Kulsrud [ti] which show that a linear perturbation induced by resonant. non-homogeneous

boundary conditions will evolve towards the marginally stable perturbation (A’ttlt : 0). This
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will determine the constant It in (3). Once the coil current is specified. the other constants are
Ill”), we

vacuum fidd
determined from the boundary Conditions. Using the marginally stable solution as B
may gauge the plasma, response by comparing these results with those from the
approxi[nation (i.c, ignoring the presence of the plasma)‘ through the ratio

[ _ Kmtknjnntkni]
BE! 7 R I (m) turbolx‘ttkrti Ritr)
11W _ 3 “‘ ‘ I'mtkm I' k- ’ (4‘m ll‘ rittkridi'd mi 1) l

with n, In ‘1Bdr) (m‘ + i'rr) Hrtn.)R . : .31“; Rn, : —‘»,—.
1(1) Ullri.) " Jif]. Bitri.l+rtBi(TLl (5)

If the field is zero at any point inside the coil radius. then A’m) > 0 and hence the taking
mode is unstable. Thus, in addition to indicating; the degree to which the plasma response
enhances island size, (4) can be used to provide a. condition for stability, Ignoring the CDil,

Ellis [‘2] used as stability criterion Blrtrsl/lactrg) > 0. We now generalize that by including
the (.‘llit'cl of a. finite difference between plasma response and vacuum fields at the coil radius.
yielding .

Bll'(r5) Blrlrcl > 0

Emir.) Emu.) ' ‘51
This ccu'recticut is particularly significant fora machine for which the coil radius does not diller
inuch front the limiter radius, such as Tokoloshe (11: '24 CHI. rt: 29 cm). See Figure l,

4 Non-Linear Solution

To determine the ialand evolution We use the lhltherford equation

dW 7r A/(lV)a“ = 2 r. ‘ m
where

1/‘V Birth) qtr.) "\i :7 — .\ b mnntllrs) rill/(1's) (Q)
. n' (r5 + W/L’) 7 B’ (r. , W?);_\l \\, : _lr_____lr—_ 9l ’ Burr.) l l

The ellect of plasma rotation on stability is also simulated by regarding the rotation as that of
a solid body and using the hulk equation,

(12¢? .MRW : F2, (10)

where C‘) is the toroidal phase, M the total plasma mass, R the major radius. and l“Z the bulk
integrated (J x B): force arising from the perturbed fields and currents. From (T) we have
the following condition for island saturation:

Al(\\’)+§lle(o)’ ’Htwi:0. (11)

where the subscripts refer to the contribution from each particular solution in (15).
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4_1 Locked Modes

nd locking occurs for rotation frequency w : 0. In this limit, the boundary conditions yield
Isla

1cRefit) = on :l: was, (12)

where no and of are constants dependent on the system parameters and where the sign is

dam-mined by Whether the island locks in phase (95:0) or anti-phase (d) : 77) with the coil

l.espectively. (These are the only two phases allowed by the form of F2 obtained from (1) ).

Thus it is possible to determine the coil current required to produce a saturated, locked island

ofwidth VVa 2 I
_ w A,(W)

1“ ‘ i m: (Alter) M” ' “3)

5 Results

Figure ‘2 shows the effect of varying (1(0) and (1(r1,) in the linear approximation. The equilibria

arerlassified according to their values of R1 and R2 [4] Those equilibria numbered 1 and —l

are stable for all types of outer wall (i.e. ranging from superconducting to no wall at all),

those numbered ‘2 and 5 are unstable for all walls. Type 3 consists of equilibria which are

stable for a superconducting wall, but become unstable for linite wall resistivity. Although

the transition from Stability to instability is dependent primarily on (1(0) as found by other

authors [2, 3], the transition is not as sharp as reported previously [‘2]. For 0.6 5 (1(0) g 0.75,

there exist equilibria with similar (1 values but different stability properties. This may offer an

explanation for why it has proven difficult to model Tokoloshe’s ‘Low MHD’ operating, regime

( 0.7 5 (1(0) E 019,3 3 q(rL) g 4), since this regime falls in the transition region and hence

different types of equilibria are possible for very similar boundary conditions.

Figure 3 shows the current required to produce a stationary, locked mode with mode num»

bers 111:2, n:1. The behaviour shown here is in good qualitative agreement with experimental

results on the Tokoloshe tokamak [7], where the (2,1) island has been found to be insensitive

to the boundary conditions. Figure 3 is for a (3,1) perturbation and shows the solid curve

—A’I(W)/A'H(W). The dashed lines are the values of 0', (16:0) for the case of a superconduct-

ing wall (Corresponding to a rapidly rotating plasma , lower Line) and for the case of no wall

(corresponding to a stationary mode , upper line). Where the solid curve intersects a dashed

line, condition (11) is satisfied, and we have a Saturated island. It. can be seen that a rotating

plasma will saturate the island, while a stationary, locked plasma will contain (3.1) islands that

grow until they intersect the limiter, even for zero coil current. This is also in good qualitative

agreement with experimental observations of the minor disruption in Tokoloshe [7].
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Figure 1: Tokoloshe equilibria found to b
stable (0) or unstable(*) from a A’ calcu—
lation are separated by transitions in the
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RESISTIVE WALL INSTABILITIES FOR
AXISYMMETRIC SYSTEMS

. Ber e, Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Bergen, Norway

JP. Freidberg, P.F.C. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, USA

1 Introduction

Within the framework of MHD we study a confined plasma surrounded by a. vacuum

region and bounded by a resistive wall. We restrict ourselves to axisymmetric systems.

To be more specific, we are interested here in the case where the configuration is

stable in the presence of an infinitely conducting wall, but unstable without the wall.

For physical reasons an infinitely conducting wall cannot be made. It is therefore of

interest to study the effect of a resistive wall.

The results depend upon knowledge of the solution for the stability problem in the

two limiting cases which we refer to as

Problem 1. The wall and the conductors in the Vacuum region are not taken into

account (wall and conductors at infinity).

Problem 2. The wall and the conductors in the vacuum region are taken into account

as infinitely conducting elements in the proximity of the plasma.

2 A Variational Principle. The Lagrangian

We can SllOW that a proper Lagrangian £ for the resistive wall problem is given by

a : 5m + auc- + 61% + aww , (I)

where: For the fluid—region

[\J \_
/2Q +71J(V'€)2*€'JXQ-l-E‘VPV'Eld-S'» (‘

#0

15w = —/ dV{
‘2 VP

for the inner vacuum-region, with nn = 0.

e l n, 16m 2’ 3; f; 1%;d = — v - (twins,
2/10 v,

for the outer vacuunrregion, with Virgil, = O.

1
2H0

0 1wt) = —‘ ctDlZdS = — / qion . wads, (3)
lug VD sum

and for the resistive wall region

WW “'2 92¢? In x AwolzdS.
5w
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Notice that in the last integration over 5w, no distinction needs to be made bet
inner and outer wall surfaces, since only surface quantities are involved (the ”thin
approximation).

The governing equations of motion for the resistive wall instability may no
recovered variationally from the Lagrangian presented in eq. (1)

Ween

Wall”

Wbe

3 Trial Functions and Solutions

We shall now discuss functions that we shall use as a base for our trial functions. As
mentioned in the introduction, we consider two associated problems :

Problem 1: There is no conducting wall present. The corresponding solutions are given
by Em and om.

Problem 2: The wall is infinitely conducting and makes a closed surface in the vacuum
region. The corresponding solutions are given by 6,, and ob.

Assumption: VVe shall assume that the two solutions Em and {b coincide in the plasma.
region.

“’0 then make the following expansion, let

(I); = 61¢“; + C261?!” (4)
450 = 03(2593 7 (5)

with the boundary conditions

4530(00) = 0 and n - qflsb = 0, (6)

and let both solutions satisfy the same boundary condition at the plasma vacuum in—
terface (£00 : 15)), according to the assumption above. We shall use our Lagrangian as
given in eq.(1)

E = 6Wp + 6W,- + 61%, + 6Ww . (7)

Performing the calculation (determining an extremum), we obtain the following re-
sult, which we write in correspondence with the notations used by Haney and Freidberg
/1/ ,

611v“,
6m, ’'3‘TD =

with

To : #00d ,

and
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-a In x Awards (10)
6Wb - «SW0° ’

when? “Vac and 6Wb are related to 45W as defined by the Energy Principle for the two

roblems7 1 and 2.

One of the boundary conditions for the variational problem is a natural boundary

Condition. Therefore it does not have to be satisfied by the variation of the solution. This

boundary condition normally is satisfied only by the exact solution, which in general

is unkn0Wfl- However, the error made by assuming this condition satisfied also by the

variation must be small of first order. By making the assumption that the variations

satisfy this boundary condition we can derive a‘less accurate formula that may be simpler

1 use for the purpose of evaluating b,

i):

in practica

57 TL, fsb In >< AmulzdS g «swb — twee
awb — swm 1 fsb [nbdS'

2/40

(11)

where the last Step in the formula above rests on the assumptions made above. The

last expression for b in eq.(11) has the virtue of being independent of Am“, it depends

only on the solutions of Problem 1 and Problem 2 and the geometry ol‘ the conducting

surface.

4 The Screw Pinch with Resistive Wall

According to JP. Freidberg: Ideal Magnetohydrodynamics, /2/ (eq.(9.105)), we have

kW + m2 (SM/m _
7T4 : gran—fif—f‘ , (13)

A: b 1\b]b{1—(Iu[\b/1b[\u)} am

where rd : noadb.

4.1 The Basic Formula

We shall first test our basic formula eq.(8). We obtain

l) lczbi‘l+m2_ ,1; #1! (l3)
kZbYA’gI; {i , (MM/15KB} '4i

[4

We then proceed by computing l). According to the formula given in eq.(10) we

obtain after some algebra

3 Mb? 1' Kg
= —r~ l'!" 1 — a . l

b m2 + m)? b ”l 1mg} ( 4)

From eq.(13) we then Obtain the desired result

i=7, UM
which proves that our variational formulation gives exactly the same result as obtained

by standard methods.
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4.2 Alternative Formula

We shall now derive the growth rate using the alternative formula given by eq_(11
)i fromwhich we have

t _ 6W. — 6%,
b bi fsb mews '

Using eq.(9.37) in /‘2/ we find after some algebra

E) kzb2 , [1K5_ —‘ ” 1— .b n72+k7b21b1\b{ 15K; (16)
This is exactly the same result as obtained in eq.(111). We then conclude that the two
formulas given in eqs.(10) and (11) give exactly the same result for the case considered

5 Key Problems
\Ve emphasise that the present formulation relies on the solution of tWo classes of key
problems, formulated in the introduction as Problem 1 and Problem 2. By solving these
problems we obtain the information about fill/m and 6W5. Problem 1 has been discussed
at great detail over the last 30 years or so. Problem ‘2 has been given less interest. This
is also a much more complicated problem. it turns out7 however, to be tractable in quite
general terms by making extensive use of Green’s function techniques.

6 Discussion

From the results obtained in Sec, 4.1 and Sec. 4.2, we notice that two apparently
completely different formulas give exactly the same result. This could have the following
explanation. if the base functions used for our variational problem is complete, then this
result would be expected. Whether this could also be true for more general geometrises
is an open question. The more general problem of incorporating an arbitrary number of
resistive conductors has also been studied. Although elaborate mathematical procedures
are requiered, the results turn out to be formally simple generalisations of the results
presented here. A detailed account will be available /3/.

REFERENCES
/1/ S. W. Haney and .1, l). Freidberg, Variational Methods for Studying Tolx'amak
Stability in the Presence of a Thin Resistive Wall, Phys. Fluids B 1, 1637 (1989).
/‘2/ J. P. Freidberg, ideal Magnetohydrodynamics, Plenum Press 1987.
/3/ G. Berge and JP. Freidberg. Report in print at P.F.C. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, USA.
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Uokayama, Meguro, Tokyo 152. JAPAN ’
Electrot

equilibrium of forcesfree spheromakslike plasma with a

plasma flow inside and a massvf‘low outside is obtained. The plasma

translates in a neutral gas along the axisymmetric axis with a constant

velocity. When the outside mass fluid is at rest. Its stability is

discussed for internal modes and free boundary modes as Rosenbluth and I

BuSSaC did for the spheromak/l/ and Sudan for the cusp? shaped plasma with

plasma flowv'E‘. Further we use the sufficient stability condition of \

ith flow derived by Frieman and Rotenberg,"3/, Moreover we refer i

l

A stationary

plasmas W , ‘ , .

to the paper by Finn and Antonsen 415 in which the comparison of the

stability Conditions between the use of 5N for the ideal MHD state and

535' for the Taylor state,»’5/ is described.

STATIONARY SOLUTION

The equations used are those of the usual ideal MHD

041%Y—+ QXV)=——V(,p+l2[)ual+i.(Q= rot vi,

girarrotia. 13+ v=0, m

where /)= constant and j:0, 0:0‘ outside the plasma. The constants of

motion of eqwll are

E=1§f (pi,r2+ 133W, 1\'=% A~BLIV, 1I=f v-BdV. (2» ;
i

We get a stationary equilibrium by minimizing E with K and I! fixed i,ei

with 51§'=O. and a stability condition with 5*!530. where I'I’=E7NI\'—IJII, N

and [I are Lagrange multipliers for It and H, respectively. 51:":0 yields

rot 8:118; rot v:?\v‘ pv=pB, where i 0. QXVr—OJ’forcerfree field) and

P‘sx‘rliuvm. In terms of stream functions \l' for B and CD for v‘ the

stationary equilibrium equations can be reduced to

v*%i=-if%1l, Brut. v*'—‘rb=—i3c1>. 13p:F\¢. c1>:ci w. (33)

W 1 6 ” O 1 I3 - 6 1
Where V _:#n’—.(T"’ ——‘)+—,,—#—(751n0 #)—'7-—,,(.

r“ 0' m r“ sinU 00 00 1‘“ sin ‘0

We can easily get a stationary solution:
3

W :%j1(?\r)sin9. mu“ bé—airmfljmino, ¢=C,1\Il.
r‘

p + l2pu3=const along the stream line‘ (4)

law! - - :__V/=i_ iu
where Ba 3 m (a.the plasma radius), CA Bh/{T fi’ U0 [)Bu.

ixr‘): spherical Bessel function, Ru: the first zero ofjl.

B is given from

_ 1 .L » iiii ~ =B"rsin9 69(Sln0W), 39 T. NW). 3, Full,
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and v can be obtained with replacing x]; by d).
for stationary field quantity.

The characteristic feature of this stationary solution is that B and v
everywhere are parallel with each other and that they make forcerfree fieldIn the stationary state F. It and II relate each other: '

Hereafter we use B0 and Vo

'=]§IZ}:‘IJLTII=(] + C} )Alx‘[w

K 2—11] 133(IV:('(ms{ . . II:%f B‘ifl’q‘onxl‘. . RII=%%' rolls! . . (5:)
As Cyu/i/T) approaches unity. If tends to minimum: L'mi,.=fifll.

In Fig.1 Contours of \IJTOHS'I. 9,1" QTC‘UTlSi. are shown and in Fig.2
contours of jw=e v11! (Z‘OIINi. or Qé=v v‘®r(:on<l. are given. B and v at larger show uniform fields. We can consider that the plasma translatesjln aneutral gas along the axisymmetric axis with a constant velocity, When the
outside mass fluid is at rest.

F l..| i ALI

Fig.1
Surface of III const.
The exterior region is a vacuum
magnetic field for B and mass flow
for v. The inner region is a
plasma magenetic field for B and
plasma flow for v.

and (13- const. .
Fig.2

Surface of jw: const. and (lg: const‘.
The exterior region is a vacuum
magnetic field and flow without
vortex. The inner region is plasma
current. jg. and flow vortex due
to plasma. (20.

STABILITY CONDITION AGAINST INTERNAL MODES

We test stability for internal modes with the perturbed fields/I/ which
are supposed to be in a relaxed state by minimization of E with K and H
fixed. Further all perturbations of B, and U,— vanish at the plasma
surfacetfixed~boundary>: jmt/jtm(l):0. Taking into account above things, we
use the following perturbation which is deduced by replacing k in /1/ with
A".

58: Zlifie”“’{ [mum] )[3$(J‘)W]e,+[ in. P”' — sin 0N2" 1,; sin H "J”
(n 1 drjm
(11‘ Mr dr
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. (ll—EA in )n_1_dl‘.im \

+[ 51”“ m1” sinU’ ”m dr 6" ' “8)

where .1': cos I) in Witt).
On the other hand the perturbed fields in Eulerian coordinates/BAX are

\
given by

“533+ rot (EXVo) , 5B: rot (5m.
at

The expression of 5v is the same [rot]
where we have used diVE=0.

‘

formula as (SB except 65/ at. This makes the expression of 6th“ or old

symmetrical with respect to 5v and 6B. In addition the term of GE/ at

works for gyroscopic stabilization which is important in tilting modes.

Consideration over these things yields rotnéxVo) (um/0‘18”, that is

different from ideal MHD in which rottEXVni Wup‘pwm. Thus B‘E' for

internal modes are given:

Etef (1\"[D15VJ2+ (5BJ2>2116V . 513mm ~ 513]

(7)

,. 7

=(‘1—Cii‘ win—Pilf (NAM-BM, (An. $8,"). (8)

where we have used r0t(EXVO) alum/mam, 13:1,(2‘34‘43 ...... <Fxm. The

stability of internal modes is assured bywé“l£‘>0. We find that all the

modes n>1 and 11:1.m>l are stable with (77K Pup/l, while 11 1.111 1 mode, a

rotation of axis. is marginally stable. For this marginal state we use

the élfiAmethodr3‘4‘ where only the displacement of a pure rotation of axis,

6’0:e is allowed.

I} + new > 0. with 516:0. (9';

where

L=f LIVE‘! ipv- v E’) “’"f (lVSv‘ -B,"+. 6h? #14134; ‘Mfltmrlif (1\’A,,.- Bm,

Bm= rot Am, ’11, =f (IV {15' - 5. MO)

The special displacementw 50‘ yields by use of eq.(61
(1 K

x
(1h

I.:727ruf ) LII‘dOr“ sin GEL. - SmrfDB).
U (

Theintegral‘ ‘ Pg‘tm%0 with “H odd).
(I

is included in eq.(11). which makes internal tilting mode stable, since

Ii>0.

STABILITY CONDITION AGAIN SURFACE MODES

In order to study stability against surface modes we follow Rosenbluth

and Bussac/lg i.e, we test whether a pressure imbalance across the surface

reinforces or opposes the displacement. The surface displacement allows

the interior plasma to relax to a minimum energy state for the new surface

consistent with K and H being conserved. For all 11:1 modes except

11:1,m=1 we can use the result by Rosenbluth and Bussac, which shows that

spheromak with no flow is unstable without conducting shell. As SudanZ/

deduced from /1/‘. the stability condition with plasma flow against all

7121 modes except 11:1.11121 is
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an; =(‘1e Rifusrmss'” -B2“‘—Bb"-B§.”)> 0. (,2)
For tilting modes we rewrite eq.t10) to the form including surfacE
integrals:

L:’]Jf (”Sr/J (5X30) ' rot E] + Lgmhere [49:11 5m] (IS - E(E - Bo). (13)

The pure rotation, £0=rxiu leads to LSaO by using similar 0 integral as

eq.(]l). f sinhfldexo, with nrodd.
0

Therefore we would expect that the tilting mode is stabilized by a surfaCe
integral l.K in If. From eq. (12) and‘lf stabilization the stability conditicm
for all me] except 71:1«m:1 is 1<Cx including tilting mode.

Although nr'1.m'1 mode is marginal stable. it seems that the stability
is assured. As El is allowed by Bg, its r component. 613,. may vanish at
I‘:[I (jgtkgnPOl. by taking into account the conservation of It and H. Here
we can treat the problem as if the perturbation is fixed at a new S‘Urf‘aCe
such as fixedrboundary i.e. rot (EXVM :Lng/mBg. In order to make a
corresponding surface perturbation, we vary K under the conservation of K
and II. The variation on R makes free from divergence due to j2(Kgq):0.
Therefore eq.(12'1 is changed to

-,‘= _wi_ll;:u: ‘13..,‘, .3_j|(>:l:(1l>0 'th 3q71+7olu <1 ”13’—12r.|§‘| (h anal) rim) .wl .1 5n. (14)
It seems that the stability for n:1.nr1 is given by Ci<R:/K from eq.(]4)_

”:0 mode is special. First we consider a IrO mode_of fixedeboundary mode
of‘ which (SB, vanishes at the boundary: E:B()XA1,/(Bn){AFBL/M). And then
we vary A under the conservation of K and II that makes a corresponding
surface perturbation, Owing to A displacement we can use the perturbation
function with new :1 as if the perturbation is fixed at a new surface but
is connected to the exterior region at r a. We obtain due to above
consideration:

will“
21+1 ,,

For mode nrOJ 1 which corresponds to expansion or contraction. the
stability is assured with l<(1xfrom~eq.~(15)~. ye alsofiind from eq. (15; that
modes 15:0.122 are stable with Cx<rlinl if41=4l1<Ag ----- <11: and Rafi),
where ll::l+6/l.

As a conclusion the equilibrium obtained is stable with 1<C,q< Pig/ll.
We think that more precise examination is need for stability for modes
11:1.mrl and Il'O, The existence of the invariant of the cross helicity II
causes the stabilization for internal modes. Fux ther not only the plasma
,flow but also the exterior mass flow play an important role for the
stabilization of free boundary modes.

alas =<1—(:iKi—‘i2m mi.mjmilm>0. (15)
l

(1* MVNRosenbluth and M.N.Bussac. Nucl.Fusion 19,489Hg79).
N2“ R.N.Sudan,Pys.Rev.Lett.42.127W19795.
3 EFrieman and M.R0tenberg. Rev.Mod.Phys.32,898(\1%O}.

,w'4/ J.M.Finn and T.M.Antonsen. Phys.Fluids.26.3540(1983).
/5/ J.B.Taylor. in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion

Research<Proc.5th Int.Conf.Tokyo. 1974,)V0l.1, IAEA.Vienna(1975)161.
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INTERNAL DISRUPTION = CATASTROPHIC ERGODISATION

M.A. Dubois, P. Hennequin*, R. Nakach, R. Sabot.

Association Euratom-CEA, CE Cadarache, F-13108 Saint-Paul-lez—Durance (France).

* PMI, Ecole Polytechnique, F-91128 Palaiseau (France).

e been observed in tokamaks since 1973, and the best that
Internal disruptions hav

still no consensus. Four
one can say about their theoretical explanation is that there is

main possibilities exist (cf the review [1] and references therein)

a) Total reconnection, as proposed by Kadomtsev,

b) Microturbulence triggered by a current singularity as proposed by Samain

and Dubois.

c) Field line ergodisation due to toroidal efiects on the m = 1 mode as

proposed by Lichtenberg and Mercier.

rl‘; interchange as proposed by Wesson.

Theory a) is contradicted by experimental evidence (eg. postcursors).

Theory c) needs a very low central q value (q(0) S .7).
Theory cl) needs a very high central q value (q(0) re 1 — E).

Theory d) is incomplete and qualitative.

Some recent experimental [2] and theoretical [3] results throw a new light on the

problem. We will consider here only the simple sawteeth with an m = 1 precursor, and

present a more complete interpretation.

The wide shear plateau observed around q : 1 by pellet injection analysis, and

on some tokamaks by other methods, corroborate the theoretical result [3] that a re-

sistive phase of the m = 1 precursor to the internal disruptions can exist only for

non-monotonous shear profiles.

During the resistive evolution of this Tn = l precursor, the angle at the Xipoint

of the separatrix decreases, and eventually would go to zero if nothing else happened.

To the discontinuity of the helical field which would then appear, should correspond

a singular current layer highly unstable to resistive modes. This could create a self

propagating turbulence flattening profiles around q 2 1.

In fact, an other phenomenon takes place before that: as it has been shown in

the case of the two—waves problem in slab geometry [4], the shape of the separatrix

strongly influences the stochasticity onset. Namely, introducing anharrnonicity in the

perturbation lowers the threshold and increases the diffusion coefficent. To study this in
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toroidal geometry, we use a hamiltonian representation of the field lines configuratiOn
at MHD equilibrium, to which we add an m = 1 perturbation with an “harmonic
component: we are therefore able to adjust the separatrix shape of the m = 1 iSland,
and to vary continuously the angle at the X point. We compute by numerical integration
of the field flow, the stochatic zone extension and the stoehastic diffusion coefficient
This calculation is done for a continuously growing q~profile and also in presencgg of a
shear plateau on g : 1. We use the following set of equations:

the poloidal field is taken to be

0 BB 2 B30) + B;(r,9) (toroidal equilibrium as given by .1. Blum [7], in the first
order of the inverse aspect ratio a : 11/12)

0 plus an anharmonic perturbation of the form 111(r, 0) : 1\'f(r)cos(0+q$+a sin(0+
¢)) where a : 0 gives the usual harmonic perturbation while a 2 1 gives a nul
angle at the X point,

0 [or r > 1.5 r]with a radial dependence (fig. 1a) f(r) : { 3(r/r1)2 * ”(T/“)3 for 7‘ < 1 5r
- _ - 1

The equilibrium is calculated for the two following profiles (fig. 1b):
monotonous current profile: j(r) = ja(1 - (r/a)2)2

4U) = 110 T 1* — go) (“if — 2(313) f0? 7‘ 3 1'1
non monotonous q-profile: (r _ r1) 2

(1(7): 1+(qa71)((a 7‘ )) for r>r1
_ 1

1.0 3 F

2 — '
B 0.5 8'~ r:

l
_mUnUtOHUU5
-«--~lnflexion point at rq=l

0. I l I l l I
(8)0 0.2 0.4 0.6 (do 0.2 0.4 ' 0.6

mm r (m)
Fig 1 a: radial dependance 0f the Fig l b: monotonous (solid line) and
m = 1 perturbation. infiexion point (dotted) qiprofiles.

On figure 2 we show the 10111“ cases: finite angle and monotonous profile. null angle
and monotonous profile, finite angle and inflexion point at q = 1, null angle and an
inflexion point at q : 1, with the same amplitude of the perturbation; we clearly see
that both the shape of the separatrix (anharmonicity of the perturbation) and the shape
of the qiprofile (shear plateau at q = 1) have a strong effect on the stochasticity onset
(fig- 2)
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0.4 414i?

inflexion point at the q : 1 radius inflexion point at the q : l radius

and finite angle. and null angle.

Fig ‘2: The four cases shown correspond to the same amplitude of the perturbation

(K : 6 10—3), in a toroidal geometry with parameters close to those of Tore Supra:

R : 2.4 m, a = 0.75 In, rq=1 = 0.2 m, q(a) : 2.8, q(0) : 0.93.



We therefore suggest the following scheme for the sawtooth phenomenon (at least in
the simple cases): the crash of the internal disruption is due to the sudden appearance
of stochasticity in a roughly annular region, corresponding to the q = 1 surface. After
the crash this region is completely shearless. The remain of the m = 1 island decreases
as it is stable in those conditions [3]. Ohmic (and possibly additionnal) heating peak;
the profile, while resistive diffusion slowly erodes the shear plateau. At some Point,
non linear resistive growth of the m = 1 tearing becomes energetically favourable and
the precursor starts growing again. The angle at the X—point decreases slowly, While
the width of the island increases. Meanwhile, the resistive erosion of the shear plateau
tends to leave an inflexion point at q : 1, thus accelerating the growth rate of the
m = 1 island, and therefore the decrease of the angle at separatrix. These two effects
combine to yield an extremely fast transition to stochasticity, and as the crash is due
to the electron random walk in the ergodised region, it takes place in a time TC scaling
as RTe‘l/Z, thus being practically the same for small and large tokamaks. whereas the
sawtooth duration scales typically as a resistive time, i.e. with 122713”.

We thus retrieve a picture quite similar to the one initially suggested by A. Samain
in 1976. The main difference is that the field line ergodisation which yields enhanced
transport is intrinsic (hamiltonian chaos) while in the original suggestion it was Caused
by plasma microinstabilities. These may be present nevertheless due to the current
images forming at the edge of the stochastic region, thus helping it to expand faster.

'1 gs possible that additionnal phenomena can play a role in some cases, eg. en-
...ncement of the m = 1 perturbation growth rate [5]. Powerful numerical codes [6]

could be useful to analyse the details of the crash, even if they cannot give an overall
description of the complete sawtooth.

[1] J. Wesson. Review in Theory of Fusion Plasmas, Proceedings of the 87 Varenna
Workshop, A. Bondeson et al editors, 253 (1987).
[2] B. Pégourié and M. A. Dubois. In Nuclear Fusion, 30, 1575 (1990).
[3] M. A. Dubois, P. Hennequin. In Nuclear Fusion, 31, 1/109, (1991).
[4] P. Hennequin, M. A. Dubois, R. Nakach. accepted for publication in Physics Letters,
(1992).
[5] A. .l. Lichtenberg, K. Itoh, S. I. Itoh, A. Fukuyama. In Nuclear Fusion, 32, 495,
(1992).
[6] H. Baty, J. F. Luciani, M. N. Bussac. In Nuclear Fusion, 31, 2055 (1991).
[7] .l. Blum. These de Doctorat d'Etat, Paris VI (1985).
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Stability of Ideal Ballooning Modes
Near a Magnetic Island*

$2, gg, Hegna and J. D. Callen
University of Wisconsin, Madison. WI 53706-1687 USA

Abstract
The stability properties of ideal ballooning modes on toroidal flux surfaces near

a quasistatic magnetic island are examined. On these surfaces, magnetic field«line
trajectories tend to bunch on that part of the magnetic surface closest to the X-point of
the island where the effective magnetic shear is reduced. Eigenfunctions localized in
helical angle near the X-point and in poloidal angle on the bad curvature side of the
tokamak are more susceptible to ballooning instability than are modes in corresponding
equilibria without the magnetic island. These secondary ballooning instabilities may
play a part in the crash phase of sawtceth or macroscopic island dynamics.

i I. Introduction
Magnetic islands can appear in toroidal plasma confinement devices from a

variety of effects; inherent three-dimensionality, field errors, or nonlinearly growing

resistive instabilities. The appearance of macroscopic magnetic islands causes the

equilibria to three-dimensional and thus seriously complicates the issue of ideal stability

analysis for these "equilibria". In this paper, we examine the stability properties of

ideal ballooning modes on toroidal flux surfaces just outside the separatrix of a

magnetic island. It is assumed that the island is slowly growing on ideal

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) time scales, so that the magnetic island is considered to

be in MHD equilibria.
It has been suggested that secondary pressure driven instabilities may play a

role in the crash phase of sawteeth [1-2]. Previously, a two—step process for internal

disruptions has been put forth [1]. Initially, an m = 1 internal kink is excited and then

grows nonlinearly until a neighboring, helically kinked equilibria accessible from the

initial equilibrium is found [3]. This new equilibrium has an enhanced pressure

gradient which triggers the onset of ideal ballooning instabilities. More recently,

toroidal effects have been identified as being important in understanding the properties

of m = 1 phenomena [4-6].
In this work, a general formalism is introduced to treat the effects of a magnetic

island on large-n ballooning instabilities [7]. 0n toroidal surfaces near the island, the

magnetic field—lines tend to "spend more time" on the that part of the flux surface that is

nearest the X-point of the island, where the "effective magnetic shear" is smallest.

Thus. an eigenfunction that is localized in helical angle near the X-point and in poloidal

angle on the bad curvature side of the tokamak provides the most unstable (or least

stable) perturbation. A similar calculation was carried out to examine the effect of a

magnetic separatrix due to a magnetic divertor on ideal ballooning modes [8].

However, in the calculations of Ref. (8), the divertor was assumed to be axisymmetric

so that the two-dimensional nature of the equilibrium was retained. whereas we
examine inherently three-dimensional equilibria.

II. Equilibrium with a magnetic island
Consider the formation of an island at the surface q = q0 = mo/n0 caused by a

symmetry-breaking magnetic perturbation given by 131 : V6 x VA(¢.u), where 9 is
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the poloidal angle, the resonant angle is u = C — qOB, C is the toroidal angle angle and
(b is a radial-like variable that is a flux surface label in the limit that the magnetic island
disappears. The total equilibrium field is given2 by B = Vttt X V6 + Vu X VG), where

. xv=ldd>tqt¢)—qo wage—A. (1)
in which x = (I) — (Du, q((1>0) = q0, and qé = dq/d(I) is evaluated at (I) = (Do. We will use
the second form for W to describe the magnetic surfaces near the island. If we assume
that the radial variation of A is weak and that a single harmonic approximation is
sufficient, A = \usxcos(nou), where s is the value of w on thle separatrix. This form
ofA describes a magnetic island with half—width w = 2 lwsx/qél

The magnetic field in the vicinity of the rational surface satisfies B-Vw = 0. We
transform from the magnetic coordinates 0‘.) and u to a new set of coordinates given by

dwI drw = I ~ . 29W) ( )
9W):4: : El du l nodu 3¢W(¢*.U) . (3)

where (I>* = (NOV) serves as a label of the magnetic surfaces modified by the magnetic
island formation and u* is an angle-like variable on the modified surfaces. The
function .Q(CD*) serves as the rotational transform for the magnetic surfaces near the
magnetic island and is given by

1 -19W) = [9"L l . (4)2WD a¢w(¢*,u)
The magnetic island width is small compared to macroscopic length scales, so qéw
<<1. Since Q ~ 0(qéw) the value of Q is small; however, dQ/d<b* ~ 0(q(')) since d)* ~
O(w). In addition, the value of 9. goes to zero as the separatrix is approached. This
describes the fact that field~lines on the separatrix stagnate near the X—point.

Using these coordinates, the equilibrium magnetic field in the presence of the
magnetic island is given by

B = Vu* x VCIY“ + Q(<I>*) Vd>* >< V9 = Vd>* x V(QB 7 u*). (5)
We will use this form of the equilibrium B in the stability analysis. Finally, we note
that MHD equilibrium conditions require that the plasma pressure be constant on a
magnetic surface; therefore p : p(¢*).

III. Linear Stability of Ballooning Modes
Using standard linearizedNideal MHD equations and the usual eikonal

representation the perturbation £1 =§ exp(inS) for n tending to infinity and S = i (Q d6
— du*), the ballooning mode 5W is given by

41: d2 * *VS-V(D*~27 1| | , 6lV<I>*|d(D*(K" Kg B )E] H
where the curvature is decomposed into its normal and geodesic contributions, K =(iVKD + Kgbd>)/|V<D| = (g¢* + KEbXVCI)*)/IVCD*I. where q = x“ and x; = Kg

SW = I dr {IVSIZIVHEIZ +
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to leading order in qéw. The metric elements in SW that describe the magnetic island

can be described by the factor C = Q(d>*)/8¢w(d>*,u*) = Bu*(¢*,u)/8u. For constant-

“; islands, C = [x<x' >]‘ , where the bracket is defined as an average over the modified

surfaces. <A> = ‘f (du*/21t) A(cl>*,u*). Figure 1 plots C for different magnetic

surfaces and shows that C peaks on the point of the flux surface closest to the X-point

and the closer the magnetic surface is to the separatrix, the more peaked C is. In 8W,

the effect of the island is to change the shear parameter s = dlnq/dlnr to s<C >/C, so

that the effective shear is smallest at the point closest to the X-point of the island. Thus,

by localizing the eigenfunction in helical angle near the X-point, the stabilizing effect of

field-line bending can be reduced.
The pressure profile is constructed by constraining the magnitude of Vp to be

constant at the stagnation point of a magnetic surface as the island forms and evolves.

By using this assumption. the factor ct = >(dp/dr)(q2Ro/B§) of ballooning theory is

modified to CMOZ, where CM 2 Q/3¢w(<l)*,us) is the maximum value of C on a

modified magnetic surface and uS is the value of u* on the magnetic surface that

describes the X—point.
The ballooning mode 8W is now written

SW = ldl {(C2 + A2)|(ae + (2311082 — aCMtC c036 + Asin8)|E|2} , (7)
where

<C2> . .
C 5(9 — 90) ~ CMot(sm6 # smeo) . (8)

The last term in Eq. (8) describes the pressure modulation of the local shear that is

responsible for the second stability regime. In this paper. we are considering the first

stability boundary in s—ot space, so we will drop this term.
To construct an analytic solution of the first stability boundary, we use a trial

function for the quasimode: §(9,u*) = C(u*)(1+cose)®(n¢ 7 tel), where O is the

Heaviside step function. The trial function is localized in helical angle near the island

X-point and on the bad curvature side of the tokamak. Using this trial function. an

analytic solution for the critical 0t for the first stability regime is derived.

A:

1 0.5<c4> + 1.3952<C2>2
0‘c = F/f—rf— '

M <C > + 0.835<C ><C>
Assuming constant-V islands, Eq. (9) is plotted in Fig. 2 for different values of the

magnetic flux function. The magnetic surfaces are labeled by k = w /(w + xk),

w2here xk is the distance from the X—point to the closest point on the magnetic surface,
xk = (2q0/q6)(w — tysx). As shown in Fig.2, the surfaces that are closest to the island

are the one's most dramatically affected by the island through the mechanism of the

shear reduction described above.

(9)

IV. Discussion
Ideal ballooning stability of quasistatic MHD equilibria with a macroscopic

magnetic island has is developed analytically. This special feature of the island

provides a mechanism by which ballooning instabilities are more likely to occur in

equilibria with an island than the associated equilibria without the island. For slowly

growing magnetic islands, a growing region of flux surfaces located near the island



separatrix become more susceptible to instability, as long as the initial equilibrium is nottoo far from the first stability boundary.
The occurrence of secondary ballooning instabilities may be imp', rtant F0

understanding the nonlinear properties ofm = 1 resistive modes and SHWLUL '1 c . -.‘-..~.,.
A scenario reminiscent of earlier work by Bussac and Pellat [1] could be cox-sir.
whereby plasma pressure is released through the appearance of ideal instabilitiesfollowing a slow growth of a resistive mode. What is different between our work and
that of Ref. (1) is the suggestion that the presence of a magnetic island in the
equilibrium causes ballooning modes located near the X-point to be more unstable. We
do not try to give a complete explanation of the sawtooth crash phase, however many
of the elements of this theory are consistent with experimental observations ofsawteeth
on TFTR[5] and JET[6]. In addition, these secondary instabilities may also be
responsible for beta collapses near magnetic islands in high-beta tokamak discharges.

2 2.5

clu)

0 L
0

a \.I 2‘“ D g 2

Fig. 1 — The function C vs. at for the magnetic Fig. 2 — The first stability boundary
surfaces k2 = 0, 0.5, and 0.9. The line C :1 for the surfaces k = 0. 0.5.0.9. and,
corresponds to k = 0 (no island). The curve 0.99. The larger the value of k, the
peaks more prominently for larger k. smaller the critical (1 for instability.
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The poloidal flow at the edge of a tokamak plasma plays an important role in the

overall plasma confinement properties. In a turbulent plasma, poloidal flow can be

generated through the Reynolds stress [1,2]. At the same time, this poloidal flow controls

the level of fluctuations. Therefore, self-consistent calculations of plasma turbulence in the

presence of flows are needed to identify the mechanism of confinement improvement.

Here, we study the interaction between flows and turbulence for the case of resistive

pressure-gradient—driven turbulence [3]. The generation of flow trough the Reynolds

stress leads to a requirement for radial propagation of the modes. One way of produce this

is to have an external differential plasma rotation, which acts as “seed” flow. Another way

is to include electron diamagnetic effects. In both cases, the flow is selfeconsistently

calculated during the evolution.

POLOIDAL FLOW GENERATION
The poloidal flow generation equation is derived by taking the flux surface average

of the momentum balance equation. The resulting equation gives the conservation of

/ ‘ u
ah 0) : ’iUl—G‘fa) _'1—‘(§r80>]+ Hiilihfve»):

9: dr pmtto Br r a,-

where pm is the mass density, it is the viscosity, and the angular brackets, ( ) represent

average over a magnetic flux surface.

When the turbulence is electrostatic, (3,39) = O, and the Reynolds stress tensor is

given by (Wig) The electrostatic approximation is a good approximation for the resistive

pressure—gradientAdi-iven turbulence when neither flows nor diamagnetic effects are

included. However, this is not the case when the flows and/or the real frequency are large.

The most important difference is in the generated flow. Figure 1 compares the time

evolution of (V6) at the resonant surface for a numerical nonlinear calculation in the single-

helicity limit using the full set of equations with the time evolution using the electrostatic

momentum:

approximation.
We begin by studying the case of an initial poloidal flow with no diamagnetic effects

included. At t = 0, (V9) = V0(r). In the case of a sheared poloidal flow, V6 9t 0 at the

resonant surface. The linear eigenvalue problem can be solved analytically in the weak

shear flow limit, (Os/YO“ 1. Here a): = keV6A is the shearing rate, and 70 is the linear

growth rate of the resistive interchange mode. The linear eigenfunction of resistive
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interchange modes with no diamagnetic effects and with a weak (external shear flow is
(I)(x,6,C,t) = (PW, exp[— i0)! + t(mG + nC)Wexp[ (x + 15))2/2].

llere, we use the shear slab approximation with x = r — r,, where r; is the singular surface
of the mode considered The dispersion relation is such that 0:, and 5 are real Here

—-_2A and A is the radial width of the mode. The radial shift 15 proportional to the
gradient of the velocity, 8 = Amy/Y0.

Using the linear eigenfunction for modes with the same helicity, it is possible to
calculate the contribution of such modes to the Reynolds stress tensor. m this
contribution, we have the following evolution equation for the velocity shear:

a V’<9) __2k6 _I__(Dn/1 5&2 “V0,

3! x=0 m, n 0

and the evolution equation for the flow curvature (V5) is

30/67
3’ x=0

Since the shear flow is proportional to the initial shear, the effect of the turbulence is to
amplify the shear flow. In the electromagnetic case, we can only make an estimate of the
flow generation equation. The magnetic contribution can dominate, and the shear flow can
be reduced (Fig. I). In both cases, there is no flow curvature generation.

We have done nonlinear single— and multiple—helicity numerical calculations. Using
the nonlinear threerdimensional code KITE [4], we numerically solve the set of evolution
equations for the poloidal flux, stream function, and electron density [2]. The input

parameters are the same as in Ref. 3, for the helicity resonant at q = 3/2. The nonlinear
calculation was initialized with a small value of equilibrium shear flow to act as a seed.

Different values of the seed flow have been used in the nonlinear calculations. The
values of V6 at the resonant surface ranged from O to 5000 in units of resistive time IR.
The largest value used causes a reduction in the linear growth rate of the (m = 3; n = 2)

mode by a factor of 4, and the unstable linear spectrum is reduced to the lowest two
modes. In all cases considered, the seed flow slows down the evolution of the modes, as

it can be expected from the linear stability properties. However, the saturation level of
fluctuations is nor significantly affected by the shear flow (Fig. 2). The fluctuation

spectrum at saturation is dominated by the lowest k modes in the calculation, the m = 3

and m = 6 modes These modes are not affected by the shear flow. However, for larger

values of in, there is an effect. In Fig.2, at t2 0. 027111, the case with V0: 0 has a

shoulder that corresponds to the saturation of modes in the range m: 21 to m: 27. This
shoulder is not visible for V6 2 —5000, because these higher-m modes are suppressed.

DIAMAGN'ETIC EFFECTS
We can make a similar analysis when electron diamagnetic effects are included, and

there is no initial seed flow. In this case, the linear eigenfunction is

Cl)(x,9,C,t) = (l>,,,,, exp[—1‘mt + [(me + nC)]exp[—o_x2/2] .

The coefficient on = or, +icx, is complex, with on, : NZ and or; =ar(w: —c11C -m,)/y.
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Here (of = Luci: r5 , with r6 the radius of curvature of the field line and a) = a), + £7, The

imaginary part or,- induces the radial propagation of the mode.

Using this linear eigenfunction, it is possible to calculate the Reynolds stress tensor.

From this, we obtain an evolution equation for the shear flow at the resonance surface

3(v9') _ 0
a: $0

and for the flow curvature
’2

a V’ (p
_(TO,> :3 2 k9 "2m 0‘t _

I x:() Ill," 0

These equations show that there is flow curvature generation by the diamagnetic

effects, but no shear flow generation. Therefore, considering a seed flow and the

diamagnetic terms separately allows us to separate the effect of flow shear from flow

curvature in the nonlinear evolution of the resistive interchange modes.

Nonlinear single-helicity numerical calculations have been performed using the same

equilibrium parameters as in the cases of an initial seed flow. The numerical results

indicate that up to the deep nonlinear regime, the quasilinear calculation provides a good

description of the numerical results for the flow generation. A strong flow curvatures is

generated, as is apparent in the distortion of the flow patterns. In the saturation phase, the

eigenfunction structure is strongly modified and the quasilinear model is no longer valid.

The generated flow curvature is lower than predicted.

A small range of a): values was considered in the calculation. The electron

diamagnetic velocity was varied between zero and V; : 37.7a/IR , where a): : Rev: and

a is the minor radius. hi this way, the linear growth rate is weakly affected by the electron

diamagnctic effects. As a consequence, there is no slow—down in the nonlinear evolution

of the instability. In spite of the small effect in the linear growth rate, as the diamagnetic

effects increase, the nonlinear saturation level is substantially reduced (Fig. 3). This

reduction in the fluctuation level is correlated with the generation of a significant curvature

in the average poloidal flow.

CONCLUSIONS
Turbulence can generate flows through the Reynolds stress tensor. The radial

structure of these flows depends on the nature of the turbulence and on the symmetry-

breaking mechanism, which generates a nonzero Reynolds stress. In the case of resistive

interchange turbulence with self»generated flows, the effect of shear flow on the

turbulence saturation level is weak, although it can cause changes in the fluctuation

spectrum. However, the effect of flow curvature on the turbulence saturation is strong,

and produces a reduction of the fluctuation level.
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TRA “T
MW method for stabilizing MHD modes has been discovered experimentally on Tore

Supra (TS) by operating the Ergodic Divertor (ED). The stochastic layer induced at the plasma

boundary by the ED produces new equtlibrium current density profiles, which stabilizes tearing

modes at the current plateau, as well as surface kink modes during the current ramp up.

I-INTR D ‘TI N . . . ... .
It has been reported in [1;2J that the ED implemented in TS has a stabilizing influence on

the MHD activity. There is a priori two main possibilities for that stabilization: a thermal effect

in the islands or a A' effect. The first one involves the cun‘ent response around the islands [3;4].

If that response corresponds to an underhcating of the islands, it tends to destabilize the mode. It

may be thought that the presence of the ED decreases the radiated power around q=2 surface,

then reducing the underheating within the islands. Indeed, in the experiment with deuterium the

ED decreases the density and thereby the radiated power around (1:2 surface. However in the

helium case, density. temperature and Zeff are not significantly changed while the stabilization

occurs with the same characteristics. Then it may be concluded that the stabilization is not due to

the decrease of underlteating within the island. The other possibility to explain the stabilization is

a significant variation of A' with the ED. The ED produces a radial magnetic field perturbation

taking the form of a multihelical structure with poloidal mode numbers 15£m£22 and toroidal

mode number n=6 [5:6]. The created resonances are localized at the plasma edge within a thin

layer of 10cm with safety factor values between qw22.5 and 3.7. At an amplitude perturbation

fiBr/B of the order of 10—3. the produced magnetic islands overlap leading to a stochastic field

lines topology. The resulting magnetic structure is composed of open field lines connecting the

plasma to the wall. As a consequence we find that art anomalous high resistivity is produced,

which leads to the vanishing of the current density j(r) in the stochastic layer and to the

enhancement of the gradient dj/dr outside the (122 surface. Moreover following the A' analysis

we find that the new current profiles are stable against tearing modes. as it is observed on TS.
In this paper a model for the anomalous resistivity induced by the stochasticity and

ergodicity of the field lines and for the mode stabilization due to the subsequent current profile

shrinking is presented.

11 - MODEL OF STABILIZATION BY THE E!)

l) ANOMALOUS RESISTlVITY

. An essential feature of the ED is that the flux lines are no longer drawn on closed

magnetic surfaces but are connected to the wall. In fact two different adjacent regions are created

at the plasma edge by the ED [5;7]. A first region RW close to the wall contains field lines which

connect the wall after a few number of poloidal turns. In that region the parallel current which is

produced by the inductive voltage is limited by the electrostatic sheets at the junction of the field

lines with the wall.This imposes a considerable reduction of the current density. Beyond the

region RW. exists a second region Rp where the field lines are still connected to the wall, but on

a parallel distance which becomes larger and larger. Art inductive current may now flow along

the field lines by escaping the sheet junctions with the wall. Indeed field lilies such as

L1,L2,L3...(Fig.l) originating from an unperturbed magnetic surface r:const will intersect

ultimately the wall. However, before leaving this surface the lines pass very close to each other.
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A parallel current may then flow along the parallel lines L1,L2,L3..., in series With
currents across the thin paths from t0 L2, 14 to L3... The parallel currents l/l alon
and the transverse currents j_L beetwen Lland L2, 112 and L3... may be derived fromt
system of the non linear stationnary MHD equations [8;9] :

Eind ~V/IU =n//j//
. l

— V tUZTl .LlJ. ( )
mmirvi>2U+tvn2U=qmd (2)

where Eind is the inductive electric field, T1// is the classical resistivity and m the fine
transverse resistivity corresponding to the transverse diffusion of the field lines on alfve

transverse
3 L1,
he redq

malnus
nic time

scale: Tli=L10VA2TD , where VA is the Alfven velocity and ID the transverse diffusion lime
scale of the potential U.A dimensional analysis of (2) provides a first relation between the
parallel length L of the field lines and the minitnum transverse length d: d/Lzmll/nfll/Z (3)1
second relation between d and L is obtained by expressing the exponential divergence of the field
lines [10']: L/L0=ln(A/d) (4), where A is the radial extension of the region Rw or Rp and L0 is
the parallel scale length of the ergodic field lines (L0=21t). More precisely the width A is the
radial penetration of field lines of length L so that one may write A=(D0L)1/2 Where Do is the
radial diffusion coefficient. From (3) and (4) one finds the expression for the parallel length L;
L=Loln[A(nJ/n//)l/2/L0)] (5).In the case of TS one has L0=20m and D0=10‘4m2/m, Formula
(5) gives L=100m and A=10cm. We finally estimate that the current density is cancelled Within
a depth of~ lOcm from the wall (the region Rw) and then recovers over again ~ 10cm its
unperturbed value (region Rp).

2) §TABILITY ANALYSIS
The switching on of the ED induces two phases for the current profile

redistribution:
- A transient phase in which the current in region Rw is transferred instantaneously in the

region Rp to maintain constant the plasma current. The transient increase of the current in the
region Rp corresponds to a transient increase of the inductive voltage outside the plasma, which
is effectively observed (Fig.7.b).

-A slow phase, when the displaced current in region Rp diffuses towards the plasma
center. That current diffusion corresponds to an increase of the internal inductance which is also
observed (Fig.7.b).

The transient increase of the current density in region Rp produces an
enhancement of the gradient dj/dr in that region. To maintain constant the total current a
subsequent increase of that gradient is inducedjust outside the q:2 surface leading to more stable
profiles.The stability analysis is performed by using the "Step" profiles given in Fig.2. The
Current profile j(r) is a standard invariant profile inside the resonant surface r=r2 Where q=2.
Outside that surface the current density is taken constant up to a radius rD at a level which
maintains constant the total plasma current. The action of the ED is modelized by shrinking the
radius rD from the limiter radius r=a. It may be shown that if a step profile is stable, then any
other profile smoothly decreasing between r2 and ID is also stable (the jump dj/dr at r=r2 is not
accounted for in the A' calculation). As inside the q:2 surface the current density profile is not
changed, the perturbed flux profile does not change either, thus allowing to derive the
expression:

A'=A'0+(x\l/'/‘l’)+- (XW'0N0)+ (6)
where (XV/W)+ and (xW'o/Wo)+ are the slopes of the magnetic flux perturbation of the tearing

modejust outside the resonant position r2, with and without ED respectively and A‘o is the value
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.without ED (rD=a). The flat current profile outside the q=2 surface allows to calculate

Emlytically these slopes.We find;

(XW‘ONO)+=-2(l+x24)/(1_x24)
(7)

(WVM+='2(XD4+X24)/(xr>4exz4) (x:r/a) (8)
(7) and (8) we obtain the relation between rig and the stabilization effect A'O—A':

(9)Using (l 1 1/4
x1): x2. 1+f’li

[ (A'o-A')/4+x24/(1-X24i]
The line A on Fig.3 gives A' versus l-xD for the step profile of Fig.2. The critical value 1-

x 20.24 computed from (9) for which A' cancels gives an upper bound of the thickness of the

region from which the current is expelled. This value is quite consistent with the radial extension

Aof the stochastic region calculated from (4) and (5).

111- mm " L RE .1“
The proposed model has been validated by a stability computation of various

current density profiles using a A' code. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show two such profiles, with (dotted

line) and without ED (solid line) under the conditions that the current density cancels in the

interval (time) and the total current is maintained constant. The case of Fig.4 corresponds to the

transient phases where the deficit of current in the ergodic layer appears as a positive image just

inside this layer corresponding to the observed transient voltage spike outside the plasma. The

current density profile shown on Fig.5 corresponds to a steady state profile producing the

observed increase of the internal inductance given in Fig.6 in terms of the ergodic width 14xD=1—

(rD/a). The A' value for the two types of profiles are given on Fig.3. It must be stressed that the

necessary stochastic width for insuring the stability (A'=0) is smaller than for the step profile.

This necessary value falls in a range ~ 15cm compatible with the actual performance ofthe ED.

1V .1 ”NS LllSIQN
The mechanism we propose in this paper has been capable to explain the

stabilization of the MHD modes by the ED. It is based on two main processes:

-An anomalous resistivity is produced at the plasma edge in an ergodic layer of 15cm

Width, resulting in a sudden inward evacuation of the current from the layer and a redistribution

of the profile.
-The new profile first exhibits a stronger negative gradient just outside the q=2 surface,

obviously favourable to stability. The profile then diffuses towards the plasma center

maintaining stability.
The model allows to interpret the experimental observations on the stabilization of

the MHD activity as well as on the evolution of the equilibrium parameters, i.e increase of the

internal inductance and of the inductive voltage.
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Coherent non linear magnetic structures, such as magnetic islands, have been widely

studied in the limit of zero frequency. In this case the plasma current density distri»

bution is constant on magnetic surfaces. In high temperature plasmas however, small

amplitude magnetic perturbations, such as resistive instabilities, are found to propagate

with a finite frequency when diamagnetic and/0r finite gyro—radius effects are accounted

for. It is thus important to investigate the dynamics of propagating nonlinear magnetic

structures. Such structures are characterised by a current density distribution that is

no longer constant on magnetic surfaces and tend to develop large currents at mag—

nctiC separatrices. In the highly non-collisional regimes of interest, an important effect

limiting these large currents comes from the inertia of the electrons. In these regimes

the conservatiOn of the magnetic flux is replaced by the conservation of the generalized

electron fluid momentum. In this paper we derive a set of non—linear two—component

equations which describe single helicity perturbations and investigate the effect of elec-

tron inertia. A preliminary discussion is presented of the solutions in regimes where

the amplitude of the perturbations exhibit spatial variations on a scale which is small

compared to the ion gyro-radii. In the opposite limit, where the scale is large compared

to the ion»gyroradii, the electric potential maintains the same functional dependence on

the helical flux function (it.

A set of equations is presented that describe the nonlinear dynamics of magnetic

field structures, such as islands and current layers. We consider a periodic cylindrical

configuration with periodicity length 27rR. The magnetic field iS‘

1? : E + (Ii/R) >< w, (1)

where EU is the helical field with constant rotational transform L0 and 1,11 = $0.": AJ) is

the. helical flux function. Here, x is the toroidal flux, The unit vector ft is along helices

/\ : 0 — Lad) : constant, 9 and c5 being the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively. In

the low-[3 ordering adopted in this paper the fluctuations of B0 are neglected. Close to

the resonant surface, the helical flux function can be written as

11’:1/I(t)+(IAL/2)(X-xo)2+7l’(X,/\,t). (2)

where X0 is the toroidal flux function at the rational surface where the rotational trans-

form equals the rational value to : n/m. The. second term in (2) represents the flux of

the shear field, the last term represents a single helicity perturbation.

The set of dynamic equations consists of the electron momentum balance and cons

tinuity equation together with the ion response and the quasi-neutrality condition. We

assume that the electron temperature remains constant along field lines. The dominant

contribution to the inertia terms in the electron momentum equation Comes from the
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helical component 1);, of the electron fluid velocity. This contribution can be co. . . . . mbiWith the Lorentz force by introducmg the generallzed flux function Red

11%. = w + (ante/emu}. = 1/» - (lift (a)
where Llc : c/wpe is the inertial skin depth, 47rJ/CR is the helical current density, and

J : 2LOBD + V2113. (4)

The generalized magnetic field is 1i 2 3,, + E; where

fig : R4}: x we.

The component along; Dz of the electron momentum balance is

18]!" : £fi:.(v¢_£fl) + E]
cc at Ba 71 471' l (6)

Inserting the perpendicular component of the electron fluid velocity, as obtained from
the momentum balance, into the electron continuity equation one has

an. e ..a 7 v .1 W = —at + Bo " L X 4cBD
C _‘

B; - VJ, (7)

where (I? is the electrostatic potential. The nonlinearity in the helical flux is important
near the rational surface where the perturbed field becomes of the order of the Shear
field. The perturbed density however is assumed to remain small with respect to the
equilibrium density. This avoids the coupling to nonlinear electrostatic modes. The ion
density has the form

. . ni=n0+(x—X,,)n;+fi, (8)

Omitting ion temperature gradients, the linear ion response is

1 an 6) ed) 3 6 6(1)a52—TEF—i—(TE—w‘a) ?, (9)

where T = T/Tl- and w, : —(cT/e)n:,/no. The integral operator P represents the average
of the electric potential over the gyroeorbit. We look for fast oscillatory solutions that
depend on m(—wt + A) and evolve on a longer time scale If set by resistivity. After
substitution of (8), (6) becomes

1% l 62/}. I? Tfi. _ c1] 2
c at —c(w—w*) 6A _ Bu ><vibfllv(q)_fino)— 47"V d}, (10)

where we have omitted the equilibrium helical current. On the fast time—scale where
resistivity may be neglected, the solution of Eq. (10) is [1]

T“ l
- n =-(w—W-) [X’Xo_(em7 c

Mtg/1121.3 )1/2]‘
(11)
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This solution reproduces the linearised expression of the potential for large x - X0 where

, rtia is unimportant. The integration constant (I), and the sign of the square root in

mi) have to be chosen such that '13 is odd and 1/) is even in x # X0. For perturbations

(1.“! spatial variations on a scale that is large compared to the thermal ion gyro—radius

Ni z 1 + pgvz. In this limit Eqs. (6), (7) and the linear response (9) become the

“gnlinear incompressible MHD equations, modified by diamagnetic effects and including

ma1161 electron pressure effects in Ohm’s law. When the scale of the perturbations is

small Compared to the ion gyro-radius, P is negligible and the perturbed density is the

Bommann r65p0nse, 13/710 m —Te€I>/T, Here, we consider this latter case and combine

the Boltzmann response with (8) and substitute the result into (7). Thus we obtain

from (10) and (7), respectively

1 awe 1 311D: (1 + r) ~ c1] 2

‘F ’— ‘ . 1 — —- ’c- = -—-V , 2

c 85 Guy to) BA BB trl VQ 47r 1'0 (1)

and as or as Tic a 2
a T (w + :)a T — 47reQnR'lBo h X VIM V VV 1% (13)

011 the fast time—scale the solution of Eqs (12) and (13) are

dds # 1/1} 2(P=(J.1[X’Xo—( _L,/9 l” l (14)

and )5 g E _

V211} : QXDBOLIO + (110.2(1. —‘ (X — Xo)(d-L, 2": ) 1/2], (15)

0

11,2W619 wimt w+w‘/T

a] = ___4_(
(16)

on + r)’ “2 = Camri/maxdg/Rzy

An arbitrary function of 11),; may be added to (15). This current would represent the

currents inside the islands as well as the non uniformity of the shear current at large

distances. In what follows we take 1,!) in (2) to be approximately a single harmonic

1L : fix) cos mA, where 1172(X) is a weak function of X near the resonant surface.

In the absence of inertia, i.e. (ie ——> 0 so that 1/)»: = 1/), 11)., : —1b is the value of it on

the separatrices with the x—points on the resonant surface at X = X0. In this limit the

‘current density (15) becomes singular at the separatrices. Inside islands the square roots

have to be omitted in (14) and (15). The nonlinear dispersion relation of this single chain

of propagating islands is obtained by matching the first harmonic of the total perturbed

current outside the island I] : —(8/377)(a1a2/roBo)w where w = (411)5/L'a)1/2 is the

half—width of the islands in terms of x, to the boundary condition set by the standard

cylindical A'. One obtains [1]

ale; z (37T/16)raBaL'o(AI/2)w. (17)

In the derivation of (17) it has been assumed that the MHD boundary condition A’ may

be brought without change to distances of the order of the thermal ion gyro—radius. The

high—m modes considered here are stable and have A' : —2m/TD, so that (11 a; > 0 which
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is consistent with linear theory [2]. The perturbed current has the direction of the Sh
current. Ear

Since the current density is singular at the separatrices, electron inertia cannot b
eneglected and rte—lines become different from ib—lines. In the case (11 a; > 0’ 11’ 1i

. . 5’have symmetrical X—pomts at neg

. 1/2
XI. ‘ X0 : dE‘LIa2/[‘2[;(ws _ d’ull 3 (18)

where 1,031 is the value of 11’s at the x—points.
We choose the value of [(1/5 — ¢:C)/(-rg/2)]1/2 at the x-point to be (X: - Xa)/o

Where a is a function of de. Then. at the Xepoint, (I) : (11(XI — lo)” — 1/Q) and
V211, : a1a2(1— (1/) . In order to obtain regular y/Csurfaces such that (Xx ‘ Xol/a fl 0
for (1,: ~—) 0, we must require that cr_~ 0(dZ) , with 2/3 < 7 < 2. Thus We Obtain
¢'er~:1/35 — diam/2 a and L/Js : with) + a.a2df[1/(2a)71+ 0/2] - Both (1) and
VII/J change Sign along the. separatrix moving from the xipoint towards the belly of the
island. Since the potential <I> must be odd in x — X07 tbflsurfaccs have t0 be unconnected
in the region between the we and 1/) separatrices. The. most outward I/Jc —separatrix is
given by

X — 3",, = [n’nlan/(itgfll/z + [2(—l,Z7(XI)/I:))(1 + cos 771(\)]1/2. (19)

The first term represents the shift between r/Jc and ii! separatrices. Electron inertia
will redistribute the current, but the. first harmonic of the total perturbed current in
the layer will have approximately the same functional dependence on (L102 and on the
island width 10. Hence, disregarding the current between the separ‘atrices,the dispersion
relation (17) is reobtained.

If one assumes that the. leading terms, iie. the second and third term, in (12)
remain odd functions of m,\ on the resistive time scale, then an estimate for the resistive
evolution of the island width can be obtained by balancing the first term in (12) with
the resistive term. As long as the shift (18) of the x-point is smaller than the width of
the til-island, the familiar linear decay in time is obtained [3]

When alag < 0, the perturbed current has the opposite sign compared to the
shear current. In this case die-islands that correspond to Ill-islands do not exist. Hence
am; < 0 is not consistent with the assumed existence of “constantri/i” islands.

[1] BB. Kadomtsev, Nncl Fus, 31, 1301, 1991.
[2] F. Pegoraro and T.J. Schep, Plasma Phys Contr Fus, 28, G47, 1986
[3] P. H. Rutherford, Phys Fluids, 11, 1903, 1973
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MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN

ELECTRON-MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

s.v. BULANOV 11), F. PEGORARO b) and AS. SAKHAROV 3)

a) General Physics Institute Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow, USSR.

b) Dept. ofTheoretieal Physics, University of Turin, Turin, Italy

The magneticfield dynamics and reconnection processes in a highly conducting plasma

are investigated in regimes where Ohm’s law is dominated by the Hall term using a single

(electron) fluid description ( Electron-magnetohydrodynamics ). In these regimes, which

correspond to the frequency range of the so called whistler mode, the electromagneticfield is

nearlyfiirce-free.‘ (j x B )/c + eneE = 0.

Small scale magnetic reconnection occurs near surfaces where k'B = 0. and tearing

type modes can be unstable due to the effect of electron inertia. The evolution of the magnetic

field in the vicinity ofan X— line is discussed and the propagation of whistler waves is shown

to result in the steepening of their wave front and in the increase of the electric current density.

A class of exact self-similar solutions is obtained which describe, within the scope ofa local

approximation, the magnetic collapse of three—dimensional magnetic configurations leading to

the formation offlat electric current sheets. Finally, the rate of reconnection in the electron-

magnetohytlrodyizamic frequency range is estimated in a steady state approximation.

Electron-magnctohydrodynamics, EMHD for short, can be adopted1 to describe the

plasma behaviour in the frequency range between the ion and the electron cyclotron

frequencies, corresponding to the range of propagation of the whistler mode. In this

description the ions are assumed to remain at rest. and the plasma is quasi-neutral. An

important similarity between ordinary MHD and EMHD arises from the fact that both theories

lead to the conservation of the magnetic flux when resistive dissipation and/or electron inertia

effects are neglected. In MHD the magnetic field is frozen in the plasma flow, whereas in

EMHD it is frozen in the flow of the electrons. The EMHD equations are obtained from the

two—fluid system of equations by considering the limit of small scale lengths L, L<< di, where

di = c/mpi is the ion inertial skin depth, and of frequencies a) >> 9‘1, the ion cyclotron

frequency. In this limit vi << ve, so that the ions can be treated as an immobile neutralising
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background. and the current density J can be expressed in terms of the electmn Vebcii
through the relationship

Ve=—(J/ne)=—aB, (1)
where u=c/(4nne). If the plasma density is uniform, the electron flow is incompressible ( V'Ve
= O ) so as to maintain quasi-neutrality. Neglecting resistivity, we have

a(B-de7—AB)/at = - a Vx[ (vx B)x(B- dCZABfl, (2)
where dc : c/mpe is the electron inertial skin depth. The field B - dCQAB, which reduces to B
for scale lengths much larger than de, is frozen in the electron flow. Linearising Eq.(2) in a
uniform magnetic configuration gives the dispersion relation of small amplitude whistler modes
to = aBOkku/(l + kzdez).

First we investigate the onset of tearing modes with frequency in the range of the
whistler waves [tearing modes in this range were first derived in Ref.2]. We refer to the one-
dimensional equilibrium configuration Bo : Bozez + Boy(x/L) ey. with L>>de, Current density
Jo =(C/4rcL) B’oy, and constant particle density. We consider two-dimensional perturbations
B = b(x) exp(yt +iky), linearise Eq. (2) and obtain

d2 d2 (12130Yi‘+d62(“2 ‘32)l =‘“BOY(“2 Exiled mile“ (3)
2 2 d2 2y [1mc (k 'd—fx )b = otk Boy bz. (4)

We look for modes such that 'rrw «1 with Tw = L2/(a B‘oy) the whistler time. Then. a
quasi—static approximation holds in an external region, lxl>>5, 6<<L. In this region Eqs. (3,4)
reduce to the well-known equation

d7- _1 (1230(k2 -d7)bx + (Boy E?! )bx=o. (5)
with bz/y = bx/(akZBoy) playing the role of the x-component of the displacement in the MHD
equations. As in the MHD case, Eq.(5) defines a logarithmic jump parameter A'. In the internal
region k2<<dzldx2, and Eqs. (3,4) reduce, in the appropriate dimensionless variables, to

y[l— dela‘gflbz = xdixzj bx. y[l— “2%??l = xkz b2. (6)
Assuming k2~0(50), we obtain the "constant -ty" ordering dsldx2 -bx/fi, dzbrI/dx2 ~bz/52
which, in the case of the EMHD tearing modes, gives 8 ~y~ dez. Thus the first of Eqs. (6)
becomes - y dez dzsdx2 = xds/dx2 and Eqs. (6) are formally equivalent to the MED) layer
equations. An alternative formulation can be obtained3v4 in terms of a Fourier representation.
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This latter procedure can be conveniently extended to large values of A‘ where the "constant -

cring breaksThe resulting dispersion relation3 for A' > 0 is
\V“ 0rd

, 2 2
_ . 2 (1B 0 [kde ] I‘(1/4)

7 ‘ (A ) Til L 21:1“(3/4) ~ (7)

The magnetic islands thus produced differ from those found in resistive MHD and are twisted

("on rigidly) due to the freezing of the magnetic field in the electron motion along the z-axis.

The properties of the wave propagation in the neighbourhood of an X—line can illustrate

the type of phenomena that occur in non‘uniform fields. In the case of small MHD

perturbations it was found5 that singularities in the perturbed current density form either at the

X—linc or at the magnetic separatrices. These singularities are related to the formation of non-

linear current sheets and to magnetic field line reconnection. In the case of small amplitude

whistler waves. the singularities form in the neighbourhood of the separatrices. We refer to a

uniform plasma in a (current free) magnetic configuration of the form BO =BOZ ez +B0i(x,y),

where B“: h(xex -yey). and consider two—dimensional perturbations B(x,y,t). Then

I!“ Bz-d;[2ABZ) = _____#a(]7::e2"12 ) :ffii A (BOi>V )Bz. (8)

In terms of a Fourier representation, with C: kx ky and r : lkx/kyll/z, we obtain

4"’Z—a(Boi'V Hz.

a2 [1+d62 C(r2+l/r2)] ‘12
at2

The behaviour of 32(k.q,t) for kx, ky -v m determines the form of L in the neighbourhood of

= z;(r2+1/r2)r9—[t+de2r(r2 +1/r2)]-1r 2“12. (9)
Br ar

the separatrices. If electron inertia is neglected, a steepening of the mode amplitude occurs3

similar to that found5 for MHD modes. However, when the effect of electron inertia is

included, the perturbed current density distribution remains singular. This behaviour differs

from that of a finite electron conductivity which is sufficient to regularize MHD perturbations.

The phenomenon of magnetic collapse of three-dimensional configurations in EMHD

can be illustrated by considering self-similar solutions3v6a7. The electron flow is assumed to

consist of a uniform deformation and the magnetic field to be of the type

x10) = Mun) x3 + mitt). Brow) =Ci(0 +Bij(t) Xj + Aijku) Xj Xk- (10)
while the time evolution of the coefficients Aijk(t). Bij(t), Ci(t), Mij(t), and mi(t) is given by

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Aikta) = Mij Ajmnt0) Mmk Mni. Bike) = ( Mij( Bjm(0)Mmk - 2Ajmnt0) Mnk Mmll mi).
-1 .1 .1

Cid) = Mij(Cj(0) -de2Ajit(0)Bjm(0)amn +Ajmn(O)Mm2Mnkmimk) +de2AiM(t).
. .1 . -1

Mij = - 2mm Mt m Mnk Amnj(0)» mi = » ueiki Mi m 13mm) Mnk. (11)



For illustration we consider the two-dimensional configuration given by A123(0) ._. Al (0
32 l:

)0.
f1, A213(0) = A23l(0) = f2. with all other coefficients of Aijk(0) equal to Zero. If flf2
the field lines are hyperbolae. and we find that the angle between the separatrices tends to law
i.e., the configuration becomes onedimensmnal. If flfz < O the field lines are Ellipse; but
become circles in a finite time while IBlam, and the configuration becomes axially Symmetfic_

Singular distributions of the electric current occur naturally within the framerk of
EMHD in the neighbourhood of a hyperbolic magnetic structure with a zero line. Magnetic field
line reconnection occurs inside a thin current sheet. with thickness at and width b » a. The
electrons [low towards the current sheet with velocity Vin along the y-axis, together With the
frozen-in magnetic field. Due to the tension of the field lines the electrons are ejected from the
sheet with a velocity Vout along the x-axis. Inside the current sheet, electrons move also in the
z-direction with velocity vz, producing a current density along 1, displacing the field lines and
creating a z—component of B. The velocities V1“ and vent are connected by the partiCIe
conservation condition b vjn = a vent From Maxwell's equations we obtain Bx/as
(4nen/c)vz, and Bz/a ; (4nen/c)vx. Imposing the condition that the reconnection process is
stationary we have Ey = U. i.e. B2 Vout = Bx V; and finally Bz = Bx, and Vout : Vz. In
agreement with the conservation of the canonical electron momentum we have V; = eAZ/(me c)
.. a eBx/(mc c). where AZ is the z-component of the vector potential. Then it follows that

a N de = c/cupe, (12)

i.e., the thickness of the cun'ent layer in EMHD is determined by electron inertia. The strength
of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the hyperbolic zero-line is proportional to the distance r
from this line, IBI a hr, thus we obtain

Vin = Vout (a/b) a hc/(4iren) : 0th. (13)

The width b of'thc sheet is determined by the condition that the strength (ZI/hc) of the magnetic
field generated by the total current] flowing in the sheet be of the order of the background field
hb, which leads to b e (21/hc)1/2_
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1 Introduction

Energy confinement time in tokamaks exhibits a clear dependence on global plasma

pmmeters. This is not the case for transport coefficients of which dependence on local plasma

{catheters cannot be precisely established, The aim of the present paper is to give a possible

e,(ppmmion of this behaviour: turbulence propagates radially because of departure from

cylindrical geometry. This implies that the turbulence level at a given point and hence transport

coefficients are not only functions of local plasma parameters. A quantitative estimate of the

ropagation velocity is given derived from a Lagrangian fonnalism. Two cases are considered:

me effect of toroidicity (section 2) as already qualitatively discussed in [l] and the effect of non

linear mode-mode coupling (section 3). In the last section, the consequences of this model are

discussed. This process does not depend on the type of instability. For the sake of simplicity

only electrostatic perturbations will be considered in the present paper.

II Toroidal coupling

In cylindrical approximation, an electrostatic perturbation U(x,t) can be expressed as:

-i(ot+im6*in¢
U(x,t) = U0(r-rm) e (1)

111(1), 9 ((3)) is the poloidal (toroidal) angle, r is the minor radius and rm its value at the

resonant surface where the safety factor q is equal to m/n. The radial eigenfunction function U0

is assumed to be even. In toroidal geometry U(x) is described by a sum of modes:

2 —io)t+im9—inq‘) imB
U(x,t) = Um(r—rm) c with Um(r-rm) = f(rm) e U0(r—rm) (2)

m
The modes are assumed to have the same shape U0 and a phase mismatch 5 between modes is

allowed. Their amplitude is a slowly varying function f(r). If f is a constant, expression (2) is

equivalent to the ballooning representation. Lets p(U) be the plasma charge response to U. The

self consistenc (i.e. plasma quasineutrality) can be expressed by stating that the functional

L(UJ,U,U*) = fdr p(U) U* is extremum in U*. Note that at the extremum L must be equal to

zero. It can be shown that the energy balance of a mode is obtained developing L(co,U,U*)

around a zero growth rate state (y=Irn0)<<a)) and multiplying by to the imaginary part:

L.(u)+iy,U,U*)=0 then 7 (0 Bi ReL(m,U,U*) + mImL = 0 (3)w .
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The first term represents the growth of the energy content of the mode , W = (0 8i Re L
to a

the second one, P = wImL, is the power exchanged between the mode and the Particles T?
- e

functional is a sum over mode numbers m and particle species 3 (temperature Ts density
a: ' l'l _

and diamagnetic frequency ma)S ): s

L(m,U,U*) =§ g, (L335 (m,U,U*)+ Lfl‘djplingmyyfij (4)

We consider that part of the functional corresponding to a mode m characterized by its ICSCmam
surface rm. In the following p=r—rm, and d=r/ms is the distance between two adjacent l'eSOnam
surfaces, R the major radius and s the shear parameter. The "cylindrical" part reads:

it
to—mm 2

‘—15—_ iJoUoi > (5)
2Lg‘f = 5%fl(md) 41t2Rr dp Ui - <

y s co—pd' V///qR

The first term represents the adiabatic response, the second one the non adiabatic response
where the denominator is the standard Landau damping term. and Jo accounts for the cyclotron
motion. For the sake of simplicity trapped particle response is not expressed. The part related to

toroidal coupling is only significant for ions:

' 2 iefi
L‘npungrmbv"): -E§4+:1Tei‘f((m+8)d)f(md)e 115 (6)

come): a *
with 115: 41am dp<—-—-—1 A(v,,) [1»— -em]J U (p-ed)J0Uo(p)> (7)

WM V///ClR P 0 °

The coupling contains two terms e:+/-1 corresponding to the interaction of the mode In
with its two neighbours. The toroidal coupling strength is determined by the parameter A(v,,),
the horizontal shift of the trajectory normalized to the minor radius (A=qpmjV///2er). Since
U(p) is even and A(V//) is odd the two integrals lie in LEW“ng are equal. Hence:

1:a own—fl 2 5m (11 r +d'5df2(x)R 11 (8couplingw)’ , — Ti cos m) m 1 sm dx e 1 )

The mode is driven by a power source from the particles which exists in cylindrical
geometry P = 1m L31 and an additional term proportional to cosfi 1m 111 due to toroidicity.
When 59:0 a new term appears which can be expressed as the divergence of an energy flux:

q>(x) = {1—,n d sin5 mRell f2(x) (9)
Dividing (I) by the energy density W, a group velocity can be obtained, nup = (D/W-

It should be noted that one has also nup = d%Lm/%Lm as already found in [1]. Using
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expmssions (5- 7), a simplified expression of V2 can be found neglecting Larmor radius

effects and velocity dependancc of A(v;/) and of diamagnetic frequency.

wk - . ' 13 * 2 '1
WP: .gfltflsma J'dp Re (”k—9E) Uo(p—ed)U0(p) [jdp IJOUOI ] (10)

This velocity is a fraction of the diamagnetic one. It can be noted that modes with 5:0(1t), i.e.

ballooned on the equatorial plane do not propagate, and that the direction of propagation

depends on the sign of 5 i.e. whether the mode is ballooned at the top or the bottom of the

plasma- This can be understood arguing that energy is taken to the mode by particle escaping

from the larger amplitude zone by curvature drift

[11 Non linear coupling

The turbulence can be described as a superposition of modes localized around resonant

es r. Each mode is characterized by the triple index La=(ma,nu,vu) giving poloidal,
surfac

e, a "standard shape" is
toroidal wavenumber and frequency. By analogy with first cas

assumed, Uo(r-ru), multiplied by a complex amplitude ua the time average of which does not

depend on space. The gradient of the turbulence level is represented by the function f(ra):

i(mae(t)+na¢(t)—vumt)
U(X,t)= L [MU-fa) C Uu(l"ra) = firm) ua(T‘1'a) (11)

or

For a given mode Lu, the cylindrical part is given by (5) and the non linear part reads :

2
Lgouplinf'ifi: 11%“ firm) f(rl3) Wadi) uZufi “(x—B K0145 (12)

lied}:

il‘ (mp(Ka~Ka)-(marma)1<a) .
B

4u2Rr PP JdKadKfi< 0" U*(Ku)Uo(Ka-KB)UO(KB)> e‘lA(K°"KB)
41c2 vamr 0

a:

d A , = - . _ , _ d 1* :i_ _ (1‘ fl

a“ (“K”) “(IBM)“ KW“ Br“) a“ cab (03 (vs Va'VB]

Using an expansion of f around rcl in (12) one obtains a first term proportional to f3(r0) which

e at by coupling with is neighbours and a second one
gives the average power lost by the mod

which can be expressed as:
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(13)
n_e_2 d_f3E“a) 2 (M Im[][aall uZuBua_fi J

This equation is similar to equation (8) except that there is a sum over many mOdes. The main
difference 15 the phase between interacting modes is not so well defined as in toroidal Case
where it was +/— 8 The integral ll Bis slowly varying with modes and in a first aPPmXimatioH
can be taken constant. The term “Writ-B"2r0t)(u,kauguuag ) is the analog of d8 In section 2 If“
is constant in space, (13) 15 the divergence of an energy flux. Using the mixing length rule to
estimate the turbulence amplitude, a group velocity which is a fraction of the diamagnefic
velocity is found. Nevertheless the constant phase matching has not been proven in the Present
paper and one can also envisage that the "average phase" in (13) is random. In this case the
energy flux propagates by jumps of order of the turbulence scale Le. a few times the im
Larmor radius at £v* where E lies between -1 and +1. It is found that turbulence amplitude has a
diffusive behaviour with D2 lmzs‘l.

IV Discussion:

The profile of turbulence level in tokamaks appears to be controlled by two processes:
— The energy source which is approximatively given by its expression in cylindrical geometry.
- A radial propagation of energy contained in fluctuations at velocities scaling like the
diamagnetic velocity. It may be due to the toroidal coupling as well as non linear coupling of
modes localized on neighbouring magnetic surfaces. Toroidal coupling convects energy while
non linear coupling may create a convection or a diffusion since phase matching between
adjacent modes makes both behaviours possible. It should be noted that, as this is the case for
standard waves, propagation can be hampered by impedance mismatch due for example to
diamagnetic velocity shear.

Some practical consequences are expected. The heat conductivity may not depend on
local parameter but rather on a weighted stability of the whole profile. For instance the
turbulence level at the plasma edge could be dominated by the influence of turbulence
propagating from the SOL rather than local stability. As already discussed in [1] this model
explains some features of the turbulent front observed dun'ng pellet injection.
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The ion temperature gradient driven mode (”i—mode ni=dln Ti/dln n) is believed to

play a major role in affecting the energy transport in Tokamak devices. The ni—mode

dynamics near threshold is affected by several kinetic effects. In this paper an unified

picture of the rzi-mode dynamics is provided by using a model differential equations

and general explicit expressions for the threshold valid in all the parameter range of

intereSt for a tokamak are given. It is found that this result is in very good agreement

with that Of the numerical solutions of the full kinetic integral equation /l/.

The stability analysis is separated into two parts, short and long wavelength

limitS- The assumptions of a pure plasma with circular shape and low-[3 equilibrium are

used here and the electrostatic approximation is employed. Nevertheless the range of

validity of our results cover all the collisionality domain of interest, long and short

wavelengths, and moderately low and finite shear, peaked and flat density profiles. In

addition we fully account for the effects related to toroidal geometry.

In the short wavelength limit (kopi=r.rl"4), the mode has a moderate or strong

ballooning structure, hence the strong coupling approximation can be applied /2/.

Within this approximation the magnetic drift resonance can be replaced with the value

at 0:0, and the ion responses can be conveniently obtained by solving the gyrokinetic

equation in the real space, rather than in ballooning space. The quasineutrality

equation is then given by

b 1+5 b b 2
d d _ d

i32—B(z)—¢-[1+——I—ALz)+-—SB(z)——gsz—‘B(z)]cl>:0 (1)
dz dz 1 t 2t dzz

with

(0—0) co-m ,
“l‘i . ‘T

A(z)=fd3v F ——’_‘, B(Z)=Id3VF vl’; (2)

II M (0—0.) —(v /qR)z M H (n—w —IV 1a
Dai II Dni ii

and

2 I n f {IO—(l) 7 I

STU») : - —_ (.22)L2 dEEL2 ——__—‘Te—TT e E (3)

F! 0 (new +iv . E?“
De eeif
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Beijing, PR. China
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where (p is the electrostatic potential, w.fi=w.j[l+rzj(E—3/2)], wDOf—ZCksTj/(ejBR)

(vL2/2+v]‘2), m.j=—ck0Tj/(ejBLnj), the velocity is normalized to the thermal Valocity
vtj=(2Tj/mj)ll2’ E=v2 is the energy, ST is related to the trapped electron response, ”De is

the bounce averaged electron magnetic drift frequency. The term proportional to 5(2)
is associated to the finite Larmor radius correction. Note that in Eq. (1), the Parallel

ion dynamics, the magnetic drift resonance and the finite Larmor radius CDPFECtiOnS
are all taken into account. The trapped ion contribution is neglected here because
from the ordering scheme we have m=mfi :T‘l"4>wbi, and kLpbfikipie‘mr—ETLM E.1/2 >1.

So the trapped ions are expected to have a very weak effect on the mode.

It is convenient to neglect at first the effect of trapped electrons. The

numerical solutions of Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 1 in the r1i vs. an plane for 133:0.1, 1:1,
s=q=1 (curve c). We can see that for sn—>O, the threshold approaches an almoSt
constant value 12“: 1.2, while in the flat density limit a convenient representation for
the threshold is

ar=[£(l+l)(1+a 5H“ (4c 3 1', ’l‘ q l

with (1.1.22. For q——>°U Eq. (4) can readily recover the result from the local theory given

by Ref. 2 (curve a) and it is also qualitatively similar to that of Ref. 3 in the sheared

slab limit (s/q >1) shown in curve b. Moreover, this result is, within 10% in agreement

with the result of the full numerical solution presented in Ref. 2 (nic=4 for c=1, 5:05

and q=l.5 instead of qic=4.4 from Eq. (4)) where the effect of the modulation of the

parallel velocity along the magnetic field line was neglected. The result is also in
broad agreement with analysis of the full equation in Ref. 4 which found are“): /,lic=0'2

for r=l, s=0.5 and q=1.5, while Eq. (4) predicts 91.50225. In order to understand the

physical origin of the threshold, the full kinetic integral equation /1/ has been solved
10 in the flat density limit obtaining the

threshold value elrc=0.165 for adiabatic

’1' electrons and full (trapped and circula-

ting) ion responses. The value of the thres—

hold is insensitive to trapped ion dynamics,

as expected in the short wave length limit.

The numerical solution using only the

circulating ion response yields 2Tc=0.178

for b820.1, r=l, 5:1 and q=1.5, while for the

same parameters, according to our ex-

pression Eq. (4), we have arc=0.16. In Fig. 2

we compare the mode frequencies and
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Fig. 2.

growth rates between the two approaches where the solid points are the results from

Eq. (1), others are from the integral equation (1). The above results indicate that

trapped ion effects are negligible in the determining the threshold in the short wave—

length region. Meanwhile, the good agreement between the threshold obtained from

Eq. (1) and that obtained from the full kinetic equation shows that the strong coupling

approximation used in our analysis is well valid.

We now consider the effect of the trapped electron dynamics on the stability of

the mode. We can expect very little effect in the flat density limit because the

strongly stabilizing mechanism associated to the ion resonances cannot be overcome by

the destabilizing effect of the trapped electron dynamics /5/. This is indeed shown in

Fig. 1 where the results for s=0.l5, bB:O.1, s=q=r=l and ve‘=0 are plotted (curve d). This

conclusion is also consistent with that from integral equation in the flat density limit

which yield ETC=0.169 and 21.50.1651 for ve'=0 and ve'=1 respectively. For low an values

the mode propagates in the electron 'diamagnetic direction and it is not affected by

the ion magnetic drift resonance. However the ion Landau resonance still provides a

strong stabilizing mechanism and we can expect that, unless the trapped electron

response is large, the mode is stable. From Fig. 1 it is possible to see that for electron

collisionality sufficiently low the mode can be unstable below nice-1.2. For high values

of collisionality the trapped electron response is small and the mode is strongly stable.

In the long wavelength limit (kepi<eT1/4), the eigenfunction becomes broad and

the strong coupling approximation can no longer be applied. in this case, two branches

exist, a toroidal and slablike branch /6/. In present paper attention is focused on the
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slab like branch, which has the mode structure along the equilibrium magnetic “1
8ti

dominated by the secular scale, with superimposed small oscillations on the Connecti
on

length scale. It is convenient to employ two scale analysis to solve the EYFOkinet-
1c

equation for the iOn responses. Upon introducing as a smallness parameter 8:kBP but
i7

1/
, m“ hams and6=[eTL’2/(kepi)2]1l2=5_l- In this case the effect of parallel compressibility is imPOPtant

ordering eT=O(l), the following ordering is obtained: lm=(mpi*kep‘

on the secular scale, and the stability of the mode is determined by the Landau

resonance m=kHVW The quasineutrality equation is solved both numerically and
analytically /7/.

For collisionless ion dynamic we obtain the threshold expression in the flat density
limit

L214ETC:[¢1+1/v (29’ (5)

This expression is very similar to that obtained in the short wavelength regime When
parallel dynamics is neglected /2/. Below this thresholds the mode is destabilized by
the trapped ion effect.

For larger values of collisionality (Vieff>mdie_l/2) the trapped ion response can be

neglected everywhere. This limit is equivalent to the sheared slab case studied in Ref_

3 except that the finite Larmor radius correction are enhanced by a Pfirsch—Schluter

factor (1+2q2), which accounts for the finite radial excursion of a particle due to the
drift motion. The explicit expression for the threshold is

gr [05(b5)(l+1/'t) (s/q) (1+2q2132H-‘21’1 (6)C_

where the value of c1a depends on b5, for b3=0.02 0521.7 , and 52 is a constant with the

value around 1.5. In Fig. 1, curves e and f show the numerical solutions in the long

wave length limit for vi'=0 and vi'=m respectively, where the trapped electron response

is neglected. Other parameters are b3=0.01 s=q=r=1, r=0.15.
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Energy losses due to the presence of impurities in fusion plasmas is well

known. Also, the presence of ITG (ion temperature gradient) and trapped

electron modes in Tokamaks are probably important for the transport and

confinement properties [1.2]. These modes have been studied at our institute

using both a toroidal fluid model and kinetic descriptions /3.4/. Stability

properties have been mapped and energy and particle transport coefficients

have been derived using quasi-linear theory and numerical turbulence

simulations.

In this work a plasma with two ion species, background and impurities, is .

treated. Both species are described by a toroidal fluid model. The trapped

electrons are described kinetically by the Vlasov equation with an energy

dependent Krook collison term and an effective collision frequency ‘ ‘

Vcr=Vct/5 (E: inverse aspect ratio). The untrapped electrons are assumed to

follow a Maxwellian distribution at the perturbation potential ‘1). Assuming a

plasma in the dissipative regime the total electron density response to (1) will . E

be a Boltzmann function with a non-adiabatic modification due to the

dissipative trapped electron effect: Sne/nc=(l—iot)e¢/Tc,

The trapped electron effect is.in general. destabilizing. Trapped electron l

instabilities and an electron particle and heat transport are set up. It turns

out that a simple analytical condition for marginal stability may be derived.

It can be written as
2 10 5 m

”i=3‘?bti(1‘€nfl(1‘§biiT <1)
where index j refers to either the background (j:i) or the impurity 0:1) ion

species. Here na/Lq,en=2Ln/LB and b=l<2p2 where Ln,IJI‘ and LE are

the characteristic scale lengths (L1:1 = —(I /n) ( dn/dr) etc.) for density,
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temperature and magnetic field, k is the wave number and p is the Lafinor

radius. The stability boundaries. as given by (l). are illustrated in Fig_ 1,

in

Tit

unstable region

stable region

Fig. i Mugmli Iubihiy dugum to! zfllznxnI/n,=0.25 ,71=4, ts,=u I,

“-(9/léjhr, Dashed line H background mode. lull line H impurity inude

For the modes studied here we may assume a weak turbulence situation
(w=cur+iY ;Y<(u,). Then the quasi-linear approximation may be used to
derive the diffusion Ccoefficients. For the electrons we obtain

_ 2D- 2 Luca B—T |¢| (2)
kyce 2

Xe: 2 IJl‘e’;— a _YT_el¢| (3)

and for the ions we obtain
_ 1 L kyce I lzDJ"? n1 JB—T‘c ‘1’ <4)

1 kyce 2
Xj=§brj0j§il¢l (5)

where FJ- and Gj are functions of c0,ZI,En,T],1: and other parameters of the
two" ion species. An estimation of the saturation level of the potential may be
obtained by balancing the linear growth against the dominant convective
non-linearity in the continuity equation. This gives ¢=B‘{/(ckx). It turns
out that inward ion particle and heat transport may exist in certain
parameter regimes. The electron transport. however, is always outward. We
also note that De/xe=3nc/7 . We consider now the transport phenomena in
T]; -modc turbulence assuming that this turbulence is an ensemble of dipolar
vortices. Analytical properties of these vortices were described earlier /5/. It
is known. that the frequency
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Spectrum of the fluctuations depends on the velocity of the vortices which is

coupled to the amplitude. Accordingly larger amplitude vortices give a

broader spectrum in (i). It may become considerably broader than in the

wcakly nonlinear regime and therefore in better agreement with

experiment. Let us construct a UL 2 dimensional model in which we have N

vortices randomly distributed similar to gas molecules. Each vortex then

represents a separate degree of freedom of the system. We now introduce the

. . . 2
ordering E=OJ/Qci=t)/c5<<1. Then With distance between vortices rin=L2/N

and the radius R of the vortex we can form the dimensionless parameter

. 2 2 2 2 .
(packing parameter) tt=R /r-m=N/Nmax where Nmax=L /R is the

maximum number of vortices. We will assume that the energy density W of

the perturbation is constant in the time scale of interest and that we have

cquipartition of energy between the degrees of freedom (vortices). Denoting

the energy of each vortex by E, we have WL2=NEV=NT¢2, where I is a

constant. Introducing now the characteristic wave number k — IR and the

packing parameter pwe obtain

—1/2 1/2 —1/2 —1
¢=1 W t1 k (6)

We now introduce the probability AtN) for the system to be in the N vortex

state and furthermore assume these vortices to have random phases and

positions. We consider a simple model of turbulence dynamics. The vortiees

are spontaneously excited with a rate Vex determined by the linear instability

of the 111 -mode and decay due to mutual collisions after a time TD . In the

stationary case these processes have to be in balance. leading to the

formation of an inertial range with a stationary spectrum. We will now

derive the approximate power dependence of the spectrum of the turbulence

mentioned above. According to our previous ordering we have Vexzekpsflci.

. . . 2 . .
The decay time TD is given by TD=L /1)NO where O is the cross section for

vortex collisions which we can estimate to be of order R. Then we have

—t 12 12 «l
VDZTD =EtJ. I N/CSL . In the equilibrium state we then have VeX=A(N) VD

and the probability of the state is given by A(N)=VCXVD_1=H7U2N_W. In

order to obtain the k spectrum of the turbulence we have to know the

spectrum of the vortex solution and to take an ensemble average. Taking into

account that the localization of the vortices in real space corresponds to a

finite width in k space we can approximate the Fourier component of the

potential as ¢k=¢k—S where s is positive and of order 1 and k>1/R. We will
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keep 3 unspecified for the time being. We may now calculate the k Spectrum
as an ensemble average. Taking into account (6) and making the Ensemble
averaging we obtain

< l (pk | 2 > :1 i¢k l 2A (N) dN : const New” (7)
The energy is thus transferred from the region in k space where the
vortices are created to the large k where the dissipative processes become
important. We will now use the spectrum (7) to calculate the ion thermal
conductivity. We assume that due to collisions between vortices the stream
lines are reconnected and particles catt move in a random walk process from
one vortex to another and thereby cause anomalous transport. This
assumption has been verified by numerical simulations of drift vortices_
We will here consider a simple test particle diffusion picture to evaluate the
thermal conductivity. We note that this gives the same result as a calculation
using a fluid model in.the incompressible limit. For the thermal conductivity
we have

Xi = (2n)_2J-< vi > k'2 D“1 dk (8)
where < > denote ensemble average and k is the Fourier component of the
particle drift velocity. Assuming now that the main drift of the particles is E
x B drift we finally obtain

1/2
x.- = enrctEU |<t>tl2 dk) = u1’2‘s‘1’2)¢5'1’2 (9)

We now have to consider what is the most realistic value of s. This value may
be different under different circumstances. One possible way of obtaining s
is by comparison with experimental or numerical spectra. As an example we
may take the spectrum shown in Fig.7 of Ref.6. This corresponds to 4) k_1'5.
A comparison with (7) then gives s=l. This corresponds to the thermal
conductivity that is proportional to the square root of the potential of the
perturbation. Such a dependence was first obtained in numerical simulations
by Kleva and Drake. This result was confirmed by an estimate of the diffusion
coefficient in the plasma with vortex flow /7/.
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It is believed that electrostatic fluctuations in edge plasmas are usually triggered by

micro and macroscopic plasma instabilities /1/. The latter involve dissipative-drift waves

as well as tearing and rippling modes in nonuniform plasmas. However, if the plasma

edge contains impurity radiation, then the radiative condensation instability /2-5/ could

be the cause of nonthermal fluctuations. The radiative condensation instabilities have

been extensively investigated in a homogeneous plasma by many authors /24/. The

effect of equilibrium density and electron temperature inhomogeneites in the study of

radiative Condensation instabilities has been examined by Shukla and Yu /5/ They

found new drift—like modes driven by the combined effect of impurity radiation losss and

the equilibrium density and temperature gradients. The analyses of Shukla and Yu /5/

is, however, limited to low—freuency, long wavelength collisionless drift waves. Since the

edge plasma of toroidal devices is highly collisional /6/, the results of collisionless theories

cannot be directly applied to explain the origin of nonthermal fluctuations.

In this paper, we study the influence of impurity radiation on the dissipative, drift

wave instability in a collision-dominated nonuniform plasma embedded in a homogeneous

magnetic field.
We consider a nonuniform collisional electron-ion plasma in the presence of impurity

radiation and a homogeneous magnetic field Ba = Bui. The density and electron temper—

ature gradients are maintained by some external sources. In the presence of low-frequency

(] 8, l, I!“ << Lac, << wee, where wcj : eBo/mjc is the gyrofrcquency of the j-th species

(j 2 C(i) for the electrons(ions) ) electrostatic fluctuations, the electron and ion fluid

velocities are given by
C

\I’e mvEB — iXV(TLCTE)+UEZi, (l)

cBDnE

and C c

v,- mvE-BJF iXV(n;Ti)— (airtVi'VJVJflS‘l‘VH) (2)
830m awm‘

where VEB : (c/Bofixvqb is the EXB drift, the second term in (l) and (2) are the

respective diamagnetic drifts, the third term in (2) is the ion polarization drift, vn is

the drift associated with the collisionless viscosity tensor, (in is the electrostatic potential,

715(Tj) is the number density (temperature) of the j-th species, m, is the mass, 6 is the

magnitude of the electron charge, and c is the speed of light. For simplicity, we have

ignored the ion motion parallel to the external magnetic field.

The parallel component of the electron fluid velocity v” is determined by

Tea 6 1+ (Y Te(d: + m.) = gal 45 — J—l — Q4 . (3)
em, 6
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where d, = B: ’i'VEB - v+vflaz, 1/3 is the electron—ion collision frequency, a = 1.33,,
1.87125), 11,1 is the electron—neutral collision frequency, and the particle number de;/-(U"+
and the electron temperature Te have been expressed in terms of an equilibriummy 11,
perturbed part as: nj : nja(r) + ”1'1 and Te : Tw(z) + Tel The evolution of the (gland a
temperature perturbation is governed by the energy equation ect'FOn

3 l 2 2 3C *(5d. + ; , DrVr - D‘Iaz) 211— mzvww
(HATED)”cl C A 712,,—Teo (dz ”0 — svln nu ' V¢> + “Teoazvez = _nzo dTm Tel —‘ 7014 eo)TLcl, (4)

where 7' is the electron energy relaxation rate, and the perpendicular (Di) and
D diffusion coefficients for ye << Luce are iven by 3‘2Tw maye and 4. ParallelH g 7TcoVe/mcw2

respectively. The radiation cooling rate is modelled as nenzoIz(T;)/no, Where nm is t;
average impurity density. The radiation cooling rate terms are shown on the right~band
side of (4), where the electron temperature and the number density perturbatiOns are
considered.

Inserting (1) into the electron continuity equation we obtain

dtnel * éixvno ' ‘74) + 7106t; = 0- (5)

On the other hand, substitution of (2) into the ion continuity equation yields

C A(alum-mm -no/IEV1¢) — gzxwo'vafi: 0, (6)
0

where p? | V: |<< 1 has been assumed and the nonlinear ion diamagnetic drift con-
tribution in the polarization drift has been neglected. Here p.- is the ion Larmor radius,
p3 : cs/wcg, and c9 : (Tao/mi)1/2 is the ion sound velocity.

The system of equations (3), (4), (5) and (6) is closed with help of the quasineutrality
condition 7251 = n“, which is a good approximation for a. dense plasma in which the ion
plasma frequency is much larger than the ion gyrofrequency.

The local linear dispersion is now derived by assuming that the scale lengths of the
density and electron temperature inhomogeneities are much larger than the wavelength
of fluctuations which vary as e$p{i(k ~ 1‘ — wt)}, where k is the wave number and w
the frequency. Fourier transforming (3) and (5) and combining them, we obtain for the
electron number density perturbation

. . V17161 c 20.)“ (l + aficgjcl ZkZ’Utzc: _ k . ¥ —no [Babcn y+kz Va )QS l— meVe LU+ 1/5 1 (7)

Where vie = (Tm/me)”2 is the electron thermal velocity, ran : -dln na/dm, and 21g <<| w I
has been assumed. In a similar manner, from the energy equation (4) one obtains

. Te 2 _ ,3 2(w + iwx + 277071: : [#1 + (1)0.) — 17"] 77:: — [3(1Jr aha; — w‘T] it, (8)

where w; = ky/cnc/eBo ,w} : kyICTCTw/EBD with [CT = —d1n Tw(:r)/da:,ox = (2/3)[t'ipi + 1:110” + Bar = {mode/arm and 7.. : gnzoIZ(Tw)/Tw.
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Eliminating the electron temperature perturbation from (7) and (8), we have

k2 2 1 'k2 2 2 ,_.[(0) + mm + e&) +W(3(1 + an _ «in/N ”1
V5 1’9 no

_ (”651:c 1 + or [631%3 2 * , eqfi
= [(w+17Tl(ws*+T;—l—(——V)—L (5(1+alwe—wr>] ’77- (9)

For the ions, we obtain from (6)

"(1 W; 2 2 5‘25
g : — — k —. 1no (w Lps) Tea ( 0)

We now combine (9) and (10) assuming “c1 : nu. The resultant dispersion relation

reads
P, ‘kfvg 1 + o- 1931)::3 2 _(e; e Mei/23) [iw + wfllw + 7—- — Q—‘igu + eiw — well

we

tutelage: _ (1+ a)k3vfe[g=w [(w+i7r)(w; + 3<1+eiwee wed]. in)
wail/e Vs

Equation (11) is our local general dispersion relation for dissipative drift wave instability
including the impurity radiation loss and arbitrary values of kfvtzc/ua. When the latter is

much larger than | w I, then (11) takes the form

i 2 , to:
(1+ EIEU + a)“ — WulX'w— — 1910:)

1444* i .e 2 ‘
:(1H1k2v2 +;'_l+§(1+0')c1 (12)

2 In T

where : wme. For kip: >>l wz/w t (12) eivesw = (1+we/w’eiw;<1+eX)/(1+X2),
where X : (Vewz/kgvfc) 7 (wE/fiflf we express the frequency as w = a.)T + iv, with
|7 ]<< wr, then in the limit Iw L7” << '77, we obtain w, = Lug/(1+ kip'j), and

1 2 . , 1260.); V ,
7/wr= 77(1+a){§(1+a)we—WT}+W /(1 + 161103). (13)II M

Clearly, the growth rate of the dissipative drift wave instability is modified due to the

presence of impurity radiation.
We now present an estimate for fluctuation driven crossefield particle and electron

energy transports. From the quasilinear particle flux Fn = 2k nflkvfw + c.c. : —DndT"r‘l,
where the asterics and c.c stand for the complex conjugate7 we find

2112 Is kw‘ 645kDn : —‘e i; —— 2 . 14
LUBE ; K71 (at)? l TED l ( )

On the other hand, from the quasilinear heat flux Fm : g2]: Tumor“ + c.c. = —DT¥;¢,

we obtain

DT : 31.); k? yew: FY

cum 1: (1+a)/c«1‘ kfivfe w;
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g“ + alwr + %:(7 7 711)
€49}: [2#1 l T...§(1+ o)w; - w} (15)

The level of nonthermal potential fluctuation in (14) and (15) is estimated by mea
the mixing length hypothesis, together with (8). We find that l sot/Tea lg 7m

(Asian/2.
nS of

n/"1l1+

The dispersion relation (11) is solved for the following TEXT tokan'iak parameters-
Bo : 21'i = 15 5V, no : 5x1012 cm“), ago/no = 0.02, LT : a; = 7.0 cm, '
Lfl : 5;] = LT, [Z w 1x10”2“Jcma/s, and Jz/Tw % dTZ/dTm. We have taken it _
1.0x1065’1, and neglected electronsneutral collisions ( 1/,1 Z 0). \‘Ve have Studiedeth;
variation of the normalized growth rate 'y/wc, as a function of the propagation angle k./k
for three dill‘erent wave numbers. It is seen that 7 attains a maximum for an intermediate
A“ value. Furthermore, we observe that the maximum growth rate shifts to lower 1: Values
as the propagation angle (measured with respect to B0) decreases. For It‘s/k = 0.0001 and
la : 4U cm‘l, we use the growth rate and real frequency values to estimate D,, and DT

One finds D,l % 1.6X103CTr12/S : 0.3.5193, and DT z 6.9X1036'7712/5 : 1.5 DB, Where
DH is the Bohm-diffusion coefficient.

To summarize, we have studied the influence of the impurity radiation on the dissipative.
drift wave instability taking into account the electron temperature perturbation. For
parameters typical of the TEXT tokarnak, the instability is found to grow for wave num—
bers in the range 10 4 100 cm", with maximum growth shifting to lower k-values as the

propagation angle (with respect to B0) decreases. For illustrative purposes, we have also

presented estimates for the quasilinear particle (DH) and electron heat (UT) transports.
1t emerges that supratherrnal low-frequency electrostatic fluctuations in collsional plas»
mas can give rise to significant cross-field particle and electron energy dilfiisions. Thus,

the present results provide a clue to the understanding of electrostatic fluctuations and
anomalous particle and heat transports that are observed in tokamak edge plasmas, which
are dominated by charged particle collisions and the impurity radiation.
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Nonadiabaticity and toroidal mode coupling

in collisional drift waves

M. Schliiter and B. D. Scott

MaxePlanck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik

“/8046 Garching bei Miinchen, Germany

Based on Braginskii’s fluid equations, nonadiabatic collisional drift wave

equations in a sheared toroidal magnetic field are derived. The linearized

equations are solved for both the linear and the nonlinear regime, i.e.,

for linear and nonlinear slab mode widths. Thus recent results of non—

linear drift Wave theory in slab geometry are taken into account which

indicate a radical change of the mode structure by nonlinear processes.

On the other side, the model overcomes restrictions of present day com-

puters, which do not allow a fully self—consistent nonlinear treatment of

nonadiabaticity and toroidicity.

Introduction

With regard to the universal appearencc of anomalous transport in tokamalts, drift

wave instabilities in sheared magnetic fields have been studied intensively [1, 2, 3]. Con—

ventional models have failed to reproduce the observed levels, of turbulence as well as of

transport. Nevertheless, recent nonlinear numerical simulations of drift wave turbulence

[4], self-consistently treating nonadiabaticity and shear, showed qualitative agreement

with observed edge fluctuations. The geometry in these studies was sheared slab. Con—

sequently the question arises how the results are modified by the toroidal geometry of

the magnetic field in the tokamak. Unfortunately, a consistent nonlinear treatment of

nonadiabaticity and toroidicity is still beyond the capability of present day computers

[5]. In order to overcome this problem, the nonlinear toroidal situation is modelled by

linear equations, but with adjusted parameters. With toroidal terms absent, the coefr

ficients are varied to match linear mode widths to their nonlinear counterparts. The

effects of toroidicity are studied by then introducing the toroidal terms.

Model equations

In order to focus on nonadiabatic collisional electron dynamics, Braginskii’s fluid

equations [6] are taken for cold ions, with a parallel viscosity to take the place of ion

Landau damping. For simplicity, the isothermal case is considered, but the complete

dynamics are briefly considered for the fluctuation energetics. A standard large aspect

ratio expansion is taken for the toroidal (p,0,C) equilibrium. In an axisymmetric con—

figuration the poloidal Variation of B couples a mode m to its neighbours m :t 1 at the

same toroidal mode number n. With Am/m << 1, and mode widths small compared
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to equilibrium scale lengths by A/L << 1, the following two~dimensional (2D) Set
equations for the overall mode is generated: of

82 2 13:216
6156(6—1—2 K>¢m:—C_I hm —ZEn 717n—1+'n4m-+-1_I{—1 6—26 (”m—1*nm+1)

811m _ . a] 2 . . _1 8
W — sum—Cl a: hm+(7 — 04211—25“ (hm_1 + hm+1 — K a (hma _ hm+1)>

Lg: : iLIhm — pxzum

The normalizations are nm = fim/nu, ¢5m —- (“Em/Tu, um ———5.'um/Cs, c, : Pa/Q

h,,. = nm — (35m, K: kyp“ Icy :777./p,,0,—__(f1"/1VI.)1/Zc/(:Bg,t2m)”,L:1‘,n§/qR0
and 5' = p(0q/0p) is the shear parameter. The normalized distance from the m th
rational surface 1s :1: = (p — pm)/p_,, the 7 is an external drive, and the parameter
C' = 0.51 (yd/w”) (L5/Ln)? (me/Mi) controls the width of the nonadiabatic layer, AD,

as C E (AZD/pg).

Fluctuation energetics

The fluctuation ‘energy’ E is calculated from the 2D set of equations [4], with

E E % (ivm’ + n2 + 112 + [(3/2)T2]>
+00 +1Td+1r

)> = j (is: f”::/1r277d—C(-

Toroidal terms disappear in the mode growth rate P up to O (A/L):

r: i m a:ET'"=1“..+[r,]+r.,—rc—r.+0<%)

where 1"n and PT are the sources from V11, and VT, respectively, l‘c is collisional dis-
sipation, l", is parallel ion damping, and F7 is external driving. This suggests that
instability is not directly driven by toroidicity, but by changes in the mode structure.
Accordingly, localization by toroidal effects causes a reduction in the nonadiabatic radial
mode widths. This in turn reduces the rms k”, weakening the sinks (which are propor»
tional to kl2|,) and leaving the mode relatively more strongly driven by the sources.

One dimensional (1D) model
The above 2D drift wave equations can be simplified to a 1D set by assuming like

mode structure on neighboring (i. e. ,all) rational surfaces: ¢mij($)= q (:5 IFjAN)
where A,,—— 1/§K is the interrsurface spacing. (This 15 the first part of the standard
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l

ballooning treatments — a radial Fourier transform would be the second [7]. Note that

the phases must also be chosen — they are usually as here taken to be equal.) Omitting

the subscript m, there is

2
fl (—8— — {2) (15 = —C_]a:2h gien (m. + 11+ — K—lggfiu #n+))
at 69:2

@ziLmuiC_lw2h+(7—i)¢—ie h_+h+—K—13(h,—h+)
at '1 3:1:

91: = iL — pmzu

where, e.g., n = 71(3), and Hi = n($ 2;: A”). The overall mode is obtained by adding

a certain number Am of modes with a small spectral width, i.e., Am/m << 1. The

equations are solved numerically by a scheme which is explicit for all terms except

the nonadiabatic ones or C—l, for which an implicit scheme is used [5]. For typical

ASDEX OH edge parameters and for a, poloidal mode number m = 100, an unstable

eigenmode is found, with A}, < A4, ~ A”. (The A’s refer to the respective l/e-widths

of the fluctuations.) The destabilization is due to the narrow, but steep, profile of'the

nonacliabatic layer. This gives rise to a sharp compression in the electrons’ perpendicular

velocity, which contributes appreciatively to the density fluctuation. The overall poloidal

structure, With a bulk formation on the outside of the torus (ballooning), nevertheless

shows antiballooning for the averaged amplitude (the radially integrated squared of

45): maximum near the inside of the torus, in contrast to conventional expectation and

illustrating the lack of direct effect of tormdicity on the energetics.

Implications for the nonlinear regime

To address the possible consequences in the nonlinear regime, the parameters in

the equations are artificially chosen to reflect typical nonlinear (slab) mode widths by

the linear equations. The toroidal terms are first switched off by setting 6,, : 0. The

coefficients in the obtained linear slab equations then are adjusted such that A}, or Icy—U2,

A4, independent of Icy, with A}, < A45, as per results from turbulence computations [8].

Following experimental indications of peak activity near kyps = 0.3, the absolute values

of A}. are determined by setting Ah = An/Z, i.e., marginal overlap at the driven scales,

for 5 = 1.3 at that kypr Then the toroidal terms are switched on. A simple expectation

of the result might have been unchanged Ah for kyp, < 0.3 (slab widths) and for higher

kyp, a. reduction to Ah or kgl — space filling by neighbours. What actually takes

place is that the toroidal localization is stronger, due to a double effect. The toroidal

localization directly afiects both h and 45, but then the changed 45 in turn affects h (the

latter effect is that active for the strict linear modes, as above). Thus toroidicity has a

strong nonlocal influence on the mode shape of h.
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Conclusions and outlook

Study of the energetics in the toroidal collisional drift wave. equations SHggests th
‘ e
A/L)

at tomidicitvinduced’ instability is not the result of a new free energy source, but of Changes in the

absence of a. so-called ‘curvature drive”, since the toroidal terms disappear up to O(
. for arbitrary mode structure in the general. 2D case. This suggests th

mode structure. A direct consequence of this result is that in the isothermal Case, the
1D model gives rise to antiballooning in the (framplitude, in contrast to conventional
expectation. The h, on the other hand, is not in overlap and hence exhibits no balloon.
ing effects. When h is brought into overlap by considering mode widths commenSurate
with nonlinear calculations, a severe localization of the [nodes occurs, which removes
the nonlinear slab overlap. This suggests an enhanced instability £1150 in the menu“.
ear situation, caused by preferential reduction of the dissipation terms relative to the
sources. However, this effect has been presently obtained only for a linear situation7 not
only with like mode structure on the different rational surfaces but also With vanishing
relative phases. In the nonlinear, turbulent situation neither of these are tenable, and
the actual results could become rather complicated. As a first step towards resolving
this question, a slow, random de-phasing is being incorporated into the 1D compute
tions. Further, a 2D extension of this Work, allowing for general mode structure, is
planned.
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0“ THE "CAPTURED" ENERGY IN FREELY DECAYING TWO-DIMENSIONAL

HYDRODYNAMIC AND DRIFT-WAVE PLASMA TURBULENCE.

S.V.Bazdenkov, N.N.Kukharkin

I'v,Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow 123182, Russia.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The intriguing question of the features of freely decaying ‘

turbulence has been studied for a long time /1,2/. "Selective

decay" mechanisms have been proposed to describe these processes in

2—D turbulence in fluids and plasmas /3,4/. In 2—D turbulence large

scale motions treated as self—organized structures are known to

appear because of the inverse cascade of energy and direct cascade

of enstrophy (mean—square vorticity) /5/. Due to differences in

decay rates of various inviscid invariants, self—organization in

turbulent flows can be considered as a process with "survival" of

structures with minimal values of fast-decaying invariants and

constancy of long—lived ones. The central point of this approach is

the choice of invariants. The choice, of energy as a long—lived

invariant and enstrophy as fast—decaying one has already become

classical. However, the question arises: why is it enstrophy, and

not some other invariants connected with the vorticity of a flow,

that determines the self-organized state? While the choice of

long—lived invariant is more or less evident because it is always

possible to Choose the most conserved invariant, at the same time

it is very hard to justify the choice of the fast—decaying

invariant. Meanwhile the kind of self—organized state is crucially

dependent on this choice. What choice takes place in real decaying

turbulence? The present paper is devoted to the analysis of these

questions.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS.

We consider 2—D incompressible turbulent flow with boundary

conditions 2n-periodic in the (x,y) plane, described by the

Navier—Stokes (NS) equation

‘L (W) — ([lazl'VWZW — W‘w = o. (1)
at

where w is a stream function: §=[eZ,VW]. The drift—wave turbulence

in magnetized plasma is described by the Hasegawa—Mima (HM)
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equation for electrostatic potential» ()5, which is similar to (1)

6—' (Wot—c») — ([V¢,3ZJ'V)V2¢ — WW: = 0.
at (n

We present here expressions for NS equation and only PiCtures for
both equations. Details for HM equation will be published

elsewhere. In the absence of viscosity (12:0) the equation (1) has
the following invariants: energy E=l/2I(V¢)2dxdy, and any
functional of vorticity J(m) (w = A!!! = (rot?)z ), J=l/2J “Amdxdy
where F is an arbitrary function. In particular, integrals S

n

I

Of
the form Sn=1/2f(Aw)" dxdy (:32 is the enstrophy) are conserVQd.

In the viscid case (12:0) the decay rates of ideal invariants
are given by the expressions

E=-2vS
ZDa

lila
r1,

(3)

I]s = — vn(n-1) I(A¢)"'2(V Aw)2dx dy _ -2vn(n-1)RnnQI
Q

d,

The functional R2 is called palinstrophyf
One can see from (3) that the rate of decay of Sn increaSes

with growth of n. However, functions E(t) and Sn(t) can give poor

information on the structure of the decaying turbulence. Suggested
here "phase portraits" of the system in the form of functions of
normed rates of the decay of the ideal invariants versus normed

values of these invariants are more illustrative and allow to
discover new features of decaying turbulence. Let us introduce the
following variables:

0‘” = 5n(t)/Sn(0)i fin = Sn(t)/Sn(0) = Rn(t)/Rn(0), (4)

E = E(t)/Em); 77 = E(in/15(0) = SAW/52(0). (5)

The functions 8“ = Bum") and n = 71(5) are parametric (time t is
the parameter) curves, which begin at the point (1,1) and come to
the point (0,0) at t = m . In general it is hard to predict a
priori and to justify the form of these curves. However, from
numerical calculations, the form of these curves appears to be

universal. This result allows us to speak about the universal
character of turbulence decay.

3. "CAPTURE" OF ENERGY IN FREELY DECAYING TURBULENCE.

Equations (1) and (2) were solved numerically by fully

dealiased 128x128 spectral code /6/ for various initial conditions.
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figures 1a and 23 show the typical phase portraits of turbulence in

the form of the function "invariant vs invariant decay rate" for

the following initial conditions: v:0.0DO75, the microscale

Reynolds number ReA=E/(vs;/2)=74, and (for NS equation) E=O.12,

5255, 54:117, Sba3.7x103, 88:1.3x105. Markers are put at every ‘

”00th time step (At=3.9). Figures 1b and 2b show modal spectra

EU“ and Sz(k) and isovorticity lines at t=0, t=11.7, t=23.4.

All numerical experiments point to the existence of a certain

nmrzero value of "captured" energy to which the system evolves.

The curve n(E) consists of two parts. The first part, with roughly

constant slope, clearly points to a definite separated value of

awrgY: the "captured" energy, given by intersection of the mean

tmgent slope of this curve with the abscissae axis; the second

part occurs after quantitative changes in the system when the size

of vortices become comparable to the characteristic scale of the

system. Increase of viscosity leads to decrease of the slope of the

first part of n(€) toward the abscissae axis and to decrease of the i

value of the "captured“ energy. This behaviour may be treated in

the following way. Due to the energy cascade toward smaller

wavenumbers and the enstrophy cascade toward larger wavenumbers the ‘ i

initially localized spectrum spreads through all wavenumbers

because the dissipation is essentially at large k. It leads to the

"capture“ of part of the initial energy. The other, "non-captured" i

part of the energy is transferred together with enstrophy due to l

the relation S(k)=k2E(k) and is dissipated because of the viscosity

at shorter wavelengths. The enstrophy cascade to small scales leads ‘ i

to amplifiéation of the vorticity gradients, i.e palinstrophy RZ ‘

and other quantities Rn. The increase of the curves Bn(an) from ‘ l

(1,1) in Fig. 1a and 2a corresponds to this process. Later when

most of the enstrophy is concentrated at small scales, viscosity I

begins to play an essential role. It leads to dissipation of small ‘

"vortices and compensates for the rise of palinstrophy. As a result, ‘

the rate of increase of Rn is reduced and then Rn begin to \

decrease. More detailed analytical and numerical results will be i

presented in the near future. ‘
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Fig.1 Navicr-Stokes equation: (a) phase portraits of turbulence,
curves begin at the point (1,1) at t=0 and come to (0,0) at t:m
(b) modal spectra of energy (solid) and enstrophy (dashed), and
isovorticity lines.
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Fig.2 Hasegava-Mima equation: (a) phase portraits of turbulence,
curves begin at the point (1,1) at t=0 and come to (0,0) at t:m;
(b) medal spectra of energy (solid) and enstrnphy (dashed), and
isovorticity lines.
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Effect of parallel heat flows on electron heat conduction

losses due to electrostatic turbulence
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ygsTRACTi The contribution of fluctuating electric fields to the anomalous electron

thermal transport in hot. plasmas is investigated. It is shown that in the long mean free

path limit the electron heat conduction ”B and the associated dissipation are too small

to severei)‘ reduce the temperature fluctuations driven by electrostatic turbulence. Tc.

and the conductive electron heat loss qf‘. Parallel heat flows which are orders of

magnitude higher and cause a strong rcdpction of T3 and (1:? are only obtained when

the collisional Conductivity (HEX: e< Tau/2) is applied beyond its range of validity.

Electrostatic turbulence continues to be the likely cause of the anomalous particle and

electron energy fluxes in hot tokamaks. This result is supported by empirical transport

properties in various confinement regimes.

The important. question of Whether electrostatic or magnetic turbulence is responsible

{01' the anomalous electron heat conduction in tokaniaks is still not resolved One 0]}

jection to an electrostatic contribution often advanced is that in hot plasmas very high

electron heat flows “B occur The associated strong dissipation is supposed to suppress

marked temperature fluctuations and radial electron heat conduction. ln estimates of

the parallel heat flux. the Spitzerrfiarm conductivity [L'Zl is usually applied. Owing

to 17‘ \Slt :X Tia/'2‘ it can reach extremely high values in the inner plasma.

This Letter studies the contribution of the electrostatic turbulence to the anomalous

electron energy transport in hot plasmas. It deals with thc~dissipative effect of parallel

electron heat conduction on the temperature fluctuations T6 and on the radial eontlucr

tire electron heat loss. The radial fluxes induced by fluctuating electrostatic (E9) and

magnetic (Er) fields are

1 N
F —— E < Efific > (1)

3 ~ ~ fi
(,5 = 371,33}: < Egn > 7716\E(§:)\7Tg (2)

‘Onl‘ 3 W

Q; a 3191" (3)

where l" is the particle flux of electrons and ions; (1e and C Sm“ are the fluxes due to

electron heat conduction and convection, respectively. The angular brackets denote

averages over space and time, The particle flux 1" is due to electrostatic turbulence

because the E,— contribution is negligibly small. Results from heavy ion beam probe

measurements in the interior of TEXT ]3| Show that the particle flux induced by E0

can essentially account for the experimental flux. By contrast, the magnitudes of the

two terms in Eq.(2) cannot be experimentally delcrmined since. at present, neither Te
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1101- Br is a. measurable quantity in hot plasmas. A rough estimate of the Er/Bt lev 1
can only be obtained from the confinement of runaway electrons. e
ElectrOSt-atic turbulence due to low-frequency modes (to << wci) such as drift insta.
bilities excites TE at a rate of about w“ 2' 1.3 X 106.9” with w” being the ele. . . . . . _ Ctrodiamagnetic drift frequency. This exaltation competes With the dISSipation by I1

- ‘ Parallelectron heat conduction, which IS approxn‘nated by e1

1 3
_ (T n m ‘V 1His 211 cm "9 || (4)

where

Temn : emn(0)3i7l [VIII (5)

Here, In and n denote the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively, and kl
is the parallel wave number. In the collisionedominated case |2|7 the heat flow is 10Cal
and can be written as

get" Q: 7le;\:||kllTelnll (6)

yielding

1 2 2 ca % 3&1“q (7)

with

X§||(cmzs‘1) = 5-6 X1015TE(CV)Te(S) (8)
Typical parameters in H-mode plasmas of ASDEX (major radius Ru 2 1650711, minor
radius a. 2 40cm) taken in the middle of the confinement zone at r = 2a/3 are Te :
1.2/cel"1 718 = 3 x Iowan—3,2”; : 2,q : 1.5,R0q = 247.5072, dimensionless shear
s : (7'/q)Bq/0r = 0.95 and electronrelectron collision time T3 = 1.8 X 10—53. The
temperature and density values in L—mode plasmas are somewhat smaller. Setting the
parallel wave number of electrostatic modes k“ : (Rog/)71 = 4.04AX 10—3cm_1, we
obtain .\:|I = 1.2 x 101407125—1 and T8: 3 1.35 x 109571, which exceeds 0.)“ by three
orders of magnitude. \

The impact of such high parallel heat diffusivity and dissipation on Tam" and Ta will
be discussed in more detail. For given mode numbers m and n, the resonant surface at
r = r3 is defined by m = nq(rs). The value of 1:“ depends on the distance x : 1‘ —- T,
and is expressed by

m—nq m 1k: a - 9” Reg 7‘12q ()
At the resonant surface, it follows that k“ : 0 and A“ —> 00. The k" : (qfl used
above corresponds to m — T'Lq(1‘0) = 1 and |330l = l‘q — r5] = 0.9cm with m = 30 and
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,1 z 20. Approaching the resonant surface results in smaller values of k“ and 71;: At

171’ nq : 3.1 x 10’2 and a correspondingly reduced 1:" value 73;: m Wu is reached

With fa“ : 1.2 x 101‘1cn123’1. The distance from 7*, thus declines to 3.1 x 10‘Zlmgl.

Marked Tm“ amplitudes are only possible in a narrow range around the resonant

surface, Where, since It" is small, the dissipation rate is below the excitation rate of the

temperature fluctuations. This shrinkage of the radial mod~e width takes place at all

modC numbers and thus causes a strong reduction of the TE level. The electrostatic

component of the radial electron heat conduction (see Eq.(2)) can be written as

1~ _,~
E érmsk0Termsl’TTrbl3inés (10)3

q 2 —n ——
e 2 EB!

where "rm, and 6T4; are the coherence and phase angle between the temperature and

potential fluctuations, respectively. Reducing the radial mode width of Ten,“ means

increasing krT. Isotropic turbulence in the plane J.B implies that 123 rises together

with kg. This cannot, however, compensate the decrease of Tam”, since It; does not

enter into Eq.(10). The leg value there results from E9 and is thus connected with the

potential fluctuations; It is concluded that the very high parallel heat flux resulting

from x2” would keep Tarma at a low level and prevent a significant conductive electron

heat loss due to electrostatic turbulence.

The electron mean free path HE is defined by

/\e = ve‘rc (11)

with the mean velocity ve : (211/7116)? The temperature gradient length Hfi is

Tern 11 1

IL 2 fi— 2 ‘ 12
ll lVHTemnl kl ( )

It is not generally known that application of the collisional electron heat diffusivity

fill |1,2| is restricted to very small Ac/L” ratios (Ag/L" S 2 X 10‘3)|4,5|. The reason

for this is the energetic electrons in the tail of the distribution, which carry most of the

heat conduction flux and exhibit relatively large mean free paths. Using xi“ beyond

its range of validity always yields parallel heat flows and dissipation rates which are

too high |4|. Overestimation already occurs at the plasma edge and can become huge

in the interior.

Evaluating the mean free path at the above plasma parameters yields Ag : 3.76 X

10‘1cm. For k“ : (Ruq)_1, one obtains /\e/L” = 152, i.e. the local heat flow model is

not applicable. It is necessary to determine the parallel thermal flux in the long mean

free path limit. Kinetic Fokker—Planck calculations [4| have shown that for Ac/L" >>

1 the electron thermal conduction comes very close to the collisionless asymptotic

limit. It should be mentioned that in the simulations the velocity distributions of the

electrons injected at each boundary are Maxwellian. For long mean free paths, however,

non—Maxwellian distributions might be present, which can give rise to different heat

conduction. Thus, the following expression represents an estimate of the conductive

heat flux in the collisionless case:
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4(12,; z . n.L~.T..,..(0)cos k“!
3 (13)1

Thermal conduction here is a non-local process‘ with 11:“! only amounting to 0.3% of if
evaluated from Eq.(6) with it” : (Rql. Substitution of E<1.(13) into Eq.(=t) Yield:

1 8 1.7 z . ' 1;.
ds 371‘% l] , (14)

which comes close to the parallel collisionless dissipation rate w.- : ‘ul‘u with wt beiuu
. _ . ‘ othe transit frequency. For k“ : (Row—1, one obtains T“; m 4,0 x 10°57]. Wth exceedsto“ by only a factor of three. This means that nonslocal parallel heat conduction (ICES

not markedly affect the radial mode structure of Tum, and the temperature fluctuation
level. “7c conclude that a. substantial conductive electron heat loss due to Electrostaticturbulence is possible in hot plasmas. Parallel heat fluxes which are orders of magnitude
higher and result in a severe reduction of TE and (11:3 are only predicted when X2” is
incorrectly used in the case of long mean free paths.
The picture of both particle and energy fluxes being induced by electrostatic turbulea
agrees with empirical transport properties. cg. with the coupling between particle and
electron energy transport found in all confinement regimes and with \c/D m 3.3 |6| By
contrast, stochastic magnetic fields are expected to cause high electron heat conduction
but small mass transport, resulting“ in yC/D ratios considerably above three. Recently.
transport in ergodic magnetic fields has become questionable in the interior plasma. If
is supposed to yield positive radial electric fields. whereas negative fields are measured,
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The transition to the H-mode is a phenomenom that is not

well understood and its study provides a good opportunity for

aficidating the characteristics of the transport processes at

la in tokamaks, especially near de edge region. It is quite

clear now that the L—H transition takes place at the plasma edge

and that it is associated to a sheared poloidal rotation in this

region- Even though the H—mode is a regime that appears in

relation to auxiliary heated discharges, it has been possible to

roduce an improved confinement regime in Ohmic discharges,

Similar to the H—mode, when a poloidal edge rotation is induced

by means of electrodes that give rise to a radial current /1/.

This indicates that radial transport is strongly influenced by

ymar of the poloidal flow. It is not yet clear whether this

transport reduction is due to modification of particle orbits or

to a decrement in the fluctuation level due to velocity shear.

Some models have been proposed in relation to the latter explana—

tion /2/.
The L—H transition is basically initiated at the edge but

once the H—mode is established it influences the confinement

properties all over the plasma column, improving core confinement

by a factor of two. Experiments have found a number of features

that are characteristic of the H—mode, common to all the

different machines where it is observed. Edge conditioning is

determinant for the appearance of the H—mode, which is reflected

in the fact that it is usually observed in diverted configura—

tions; for limiter plasmas a careful wall treatment has to be

performed for this mode to be present. An important feature

commonly observed is the pedestal shape of the temperature

profiles, with a large edge temperature gradient. This is

normally associated to a thermal barrier formed near the border

of the column. According to this view, the increased edge

temperature is just the result of accumulation of energy flowing

from the center. Here we show that the pedestal temperature

profiles can also be obtained as the result of a transition to

a different equilibrium state, which would take place at the time

of the L—H transition. Although this is similar to state bifur—

cation theories commonly used to explain the transition, it is

rather a situation with double equilibria. The existance of

these states depends upon the type of energy transport produced

by the turbulence; only for some kind of models can we have a

transition of the sort described.

We shall be concerned with the energy balance in the edge

region and look for thermal equilibrium states. This region is

modeled by an annulus formed by the outer part of the plasma

column, which we approximate by a cylinder. A radial electric

field or current may be established across the annulus by a

certain mechanism which could be due to ion orbit losses /3/ or

non-ambipolar electron diffusion /4/. As a result, the annular

region experiences a poloidal rotation wheras the central part

stays without motion. Then, there is a slippage layer between
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the two regions that we assume to be very thin, where there-a large velocity shear. This has two effects on the eHEr“balance: on the one hand viscous dissipation becomes importangy
increasing the energy content of the annulus, while on the 0th;
hand the diffusive energy flux comming from the core region itquenched, producing a reduction of energy input to the Edge. 3will not deal with the mechanisms that inhibit the transport a:the boundary layer, and assume only that the anomalous dif.fusivity is reduced by an amount that implicitly depends on theshear. An important point is the kind of radial transport thatdominates in this region. Since there in no consensus about thedominant mechanism for edge transport, we try several models andchoose those that give rise to a transition of the edge tEmpera-ture within our treatment. In this way we can incline thebalance for a particular type of models.

The energy balance equation in steady state for the pregentcase can be written as,

E-J+PS+(—P:VV)7V‘ q=0 (1)

where E-J’is the Ohmic heating power, Psrepresents all the Otherpower sources, in particular, the one coming from any type ofauxiliary heating, P is the stress tensor which involves viscousstress when the fluid velocity V has a shear, and q is the total(ion plus electron) heat flux. Since the transport is asumed tobe primarily diffusive, the heat flux for each species isexpressed in terms of the correSponding thermal diffusivity Xjasqj=x;V(ajL Impurity radiation can also be included in the term
IQ as a negative source, but we ingore it in first approximationsince it is difficult to know its form theoretically. Now, weuse Eq.(1) for the edge region and integrate over the annularvolume assuming its width Ar is much smaller than the radius ofthe column a, obtaining,

_ Ar _ _ 7 _ _ iArz aqfqout—qm(1e?)_[a J+Ps P.VV](1 (1 73‘) )7 (2)

where the subscripts in and out refer to fluxes that enter andleave the annulus through the inner and outer borders, respec-tively. Solutions to this equation give the thermal equilibria.We are actually interested in the temperatures of these equili-bria, and thus we regard Eq.(2) as an equation for T. Thereforewe have to specify the temperature scaling of all terms in orderto study the properties of the solutions.
The Ohmic heating may scale differently with temperatuedepending on how the edge processes determine the variation ofJ’and E with T. If the electric field is weakly dependent on thetemperature then, in terms of the conductivity 0, one has OE2 -Ty], but for a situation where the current density does notchange with T the scaling would be inverse, JQ/o ~ 1*32. We willfirst analyze the former case. For the auxilary heating we mayassume that the temperature dependence is not relevant and so we
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regafd it as a constant. For the viscous dissipation, since the

only relevant component of the velocity gradient is dVL/dr, only

the term Pi = n t/dr is important, where the viscosity scales
y 7

~ T‘”. The velocity shear also depends on the temperature
51] ' . .

Enos the boundary layer, where it peaks, must have a Width of

flfi order of the ion gyroradius, which scales as pl ~ T”{
flmrefofe, using chfi/dr ~ EQ/pi we get that the viscous term

17—3/2.
556.185 as

'he scaling of the diffusivities is more delicate since it

fimeflds strongly on the process that produces the transport.

There is a great variety of models that produce different

scalings. An anlysis of the various possibilities shows that the

ymjLng that produces multiple equilibria within the present

conteKt is xv ~ T“7, which is obtained, for instance from models

based on magnetic fluctuations /5/. Ion transprt should also be

inCJUded, but this is usually smaller; it is of the order of the

neoclassical value which scales as xi~ T”'% so only for very low

tmwmratures can it dominate. In order to simulate the in—

hibition in the transport produced by the rotation, we divide the

electron flux coming from the center by a parameter u that we

vary externally as the rotation speed is Changed. with all this

scalings Eq.(2) can be represented graphically as in Fig. l,

ee the two sides of the equation, representing losses and

gains, are Shown as functions of temperature. The parameters

used are typical of a large tokamak such as JET or D—III. The

intersection points correspond to equilibriunistates, and in this

case there are two of them“ The curves without symbols are for

a case where rotation is weak or zero, while those with the

svmbols are obtained when rotation is important.

In the absence of rotation the
two equilibrium points have
vezy different temperatures
and consequently it is highly
unlikely to have a transition
from the low to the high tem—
perature state. Since the
high temperature in this case
is too large for the values
normally attained at the edge,
what one observes in the ex—
periment is the low temperam
ture, which we identify with
the L—mode. As rotation is
initiated the two points come Fig.1: Edge power balance in

closer, aided tOO bY the in— terms of temperature.
crement in injected power, so
that it will eventually be a
transition to the state with high temperature, for a certain

value of the rotation and the auxiliary heating. If rotation is

now slowed down a little the two points may again separate but

the edge is now in the high temperature state. This is iden—

tified with the H~mode, producing pedestal—type profiles. In

this way, the characteristic temperature profiles of the H—mode

will be the result of a transition in the energy balance“

Let us now turn to the case in which the current density is

not dependent on temperature, so 'that the Ohmic heating is

mm
-

mm
-.

gu
t-.3

:
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proportional to T”“{ The sca—
lings of the other terms will
not change, so this term adds .I
directly to the viscous fric— .
tion because the scaling is L:
the same. The right hand side 7
of Eq.(2) is then of the form 3 i»
constl + const2 T””. For the ‘“
heat fluxes we have a dif—
ferent situation, since for ,
obtaining double solutions the M
appropriate scaling is found .l
to be Xe ~ Td/i This is char~
acteristic, for instance, of
collisional drift modes with Fig.2: power balance for P _Tflh
circulating electrons /6/. W
Plotting again the losses and
gains in function of temperature we have the situation depicted
in Fig.2, Here the same process can be applied for the two
equilibria, so that a transition to the state with high edge
temperature can result as rotation and injected power increa5e_

The effect of impurity radiation has been investigated with
a crude model for the line radiation. Since the dependence with
temperature is of the form Tl“ it is important only in the Side
of lower temperatures, and, analogously to the ion heat fluxes,
does not alter the results significantly. However, the L—H
transition is a phenomenom that takes place essentially at the
edge, and all processes that take place there should be of
relevance. We have to include these effects in order to have
more reliable results, in particular, the recycling processes
ought to be important and have to be quantified in hte present
model. A possibility of this approach is that it allows a
correlation of transport models with the transition properties,
and thus can be a way of discriminating among the different
existing models. A similar effort on deciding for a certain
class of transport mpdels has been taken /7/ using a variational
principle that minimizes the entropy production, and the results
in favor of a scaling of the type 1”” agree with those reached
here in the first analysis.

/1/ R.J. Taylor el al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 2365 (1989)
/2/ e.g. Y.B. Kim el al., Phys. Fluids B 2, 2143 (1990)
/3/ K.C. Shaing et al., Phys. Fluids E 2, 1492 (1990)
/4/ 5.1. Itoh and K. Itch, Nucl. Fusion 29, 1031 (1989)
/5/ e.g. P.N. Guzdar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 2818 (1986)
/6/ R.R. Dominguez and R.E. Waltz, Nucl. Fusion 27, 65 (1987)
’7/ J.J. Martinell et al., Plasma Phys. Cont. Fusion 34 in press
(1992)
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Above a critical value of the current and temperature pedestals a

neighbouring bifurcating

confinement zone exists

density profile) which can be

transition accompanied by an

collective configuration /1/.

formation when the resis

current and constant magnetic ent

local heating associated with a

corresponding to the existence

and same magnetic flux correspond to the pos
contrary to

bifurcation concerns the bulk of the plasma rat

guments showing that the pedestal sustenance necessary
shown in the figure. Thus

following we give ar

for the formation of the bifurcated state,

state
[associated with a broader,

of the tokamak configuration in the
more convex current

with a magnetic flux—conserving

magnetic entropy of the

the current pedestal

reached
increase of the

The figure shows

tive axial electric field E decreases at constant

ropy. The decrease of E could be due to a

sawtooth crash. The values of the pedestal

of a bifurcated state with higher entropy

itive value of the parameter H

recent attempts /2,3,4/ the

her than the edgei In the

could be explained entirely in

the framework of the neoclassical behaviour of the ions.

We shall apply the results of Hirshman and Sigmar /5/ and use the same

notations, Our basic

equations for ions

<i§'~(v-ii.1)>

and the neoclassical expression

fiw
9 i

. [v.fi‘ +
1

where (we shall drop henceforth

(134753) = 3 <(fi-VB)?‘ > p1u9+ 2

equations are the steady-state parallel momentum

O (1)

for the ion heat flux

(2)

N|
m n VTil>

the subscript i referring to the ions)

qo
#2 p (3)
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—\ _ —> 2 g _(la-VS) — 3 (in VB) > u2u6+ 5 “3 p (4]

al-ve 31-ve «u : .— 1 q = ~ (5)
9 live ‘3 B-’ve

than}, , qlzafw (a)

a c g X Vp c E X g a S c g x VT

”.u=i2+—2—’ q zip—2 (7’
Zen E B V Z c B

All effects related to the ohmic axial electric field will be

neglected considering that the energy balance is dominated by high density
auxiliary power. Also we shall take T=’I'(I/I) and neglect terms of order
[Bpol/Btor) I Under these approximations one can verify that V'niii :0, v.31

:0, so that the parallel parts 3” , 3” are not needed for a vanishing
divergence of the particle and heat flows. In accordance with neoclassical
theory one has the equality

ail-v-E’ 1 ixwz-v-é’
>:—8 2H B2 > (8i

Thus the following expression for the radial heat flux is obtained from
(2):

.2 V’ cRB-v-E
f— : #21! < > (9)2 e B

From the parallel momentum equation [1) and from (3), neglecting d , a
[consistently with a vanishin§ divergence of the flows, as noted above)

and using the relation (7] for d1 , one arrives at the expression

u c dT
-> _ _ _2_ _(uLle— H1 ZeB dr (10)

where we Specialized to the Case of flux surfaces with circular cross
' section. Finally insertion of (10) into the first relation (7) gives

E
] (11)r 1 [dT[“2 ] T

= — fi+1+"
n

The coefficients ul and u? depend on the regime of collisionality at

(1
'0

.
”:1

:7

§7 2 e E dr #1

the edge, which, in a space average across the layer. can be reasonably
supposed to be in the region of the plateau. Thus p1 > 0, p2 > O and the

negative gradients give rise to a positive poloidal rotation [10) and a
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ive radial electric field (11).
We consider a narrow layer with thickness A in the outer neighbourhood

_<_ s+A of the surface qsm 2 across which the temperature drops to
negai

s i 1‘
Neglecting the radial dependance of all quantities except T(r) and

zef‘O- a 2 2 .

((n-VB) >/V (Be/R) , the radial heat flux can be written in the
noting that

form

'_ , 3/2 911
qr — G (T(r)/lS) dr (12)

where Tszlls) is a value of the temperature pedestal (related to the

Current density pedestal by Spitzer resistivity) which corresponds to a

positive H, so that the system is susceptible of an entropy increasing

transition. In the plateau regime G is given by the expression

TIM 1/2 c 2 q n 3/2

u[r] [ ] 5 ST (13)
6:? 2 ZeB R s

where nS is the density at r=s.

We write the equation for the energy balance in the layer simply in

the form

1 9‘— (rt = p (s<r<s+A) (14)
dr A r —

where
3/2

, Q _ Q _ ILL). fl .
Q[r)_r+qr_r G T dr(s§_rf_s+A) (lb)

S

The constant C is determined by a boundary condition on the surface rzs.

The heat flow per unit Surface Q(s) impinging from the plasma upon the

layer across the surface r=s is Q(s)=pAs/2 (neglecting the ohmic

contribution). This flow is essentially due to the anomalous thermal

conductivity of the electrons in the plasma bulk. Let us suppose that the

electron conductivity Ke becomes very large when r tends to s on the inner

side, while Ke dT/dr remains finite. In the limit of K8 tending to

infinity, dT/dr tends to zero and —Ke dT/dr tends to Q(s). Thus, the

continuity of Q(r) at r=s requires C=sQ(s) and (d'I/dr)S=O. Then the only

divergent Contribution to the heat flow in the layer is given by qr(r—s)

and describes a modification of the flow which builds up across the layer

and is entirely originated by the viscous neoclassical effects of‘ the ions

outlined above. THe flow (Mr) is continuous across the layer. as well as

the temperature and the (vanishing) temperature gradient.

The integration of (ill) gives up to second order in r-s
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5/2 5 pA
T[r 2Ti =1- 1 GT “"51 <16)

5 S

The boundary condition 'l‘(s+A)=O fixes the thickness of the bOHHdap
layer as follows y

0 nM 1/4 24 qsns
A = ZeB Ts _2 —5 pAR

1/2

(17)

Thus, according to the description above. the temperature Profile
exhibits a shoulder near r=s, corresponding to a vanishing of the
temperature gradient. For r>s, the temperature drops rapidly across a.
narrow layer whose thickness A is typically of‘ few centimeters.

The temperature gradient Lends to minus infinity for r a s + A, While
the heat flow remains finite.

It follows that the poloidal velocity (10] should also tend to
infinity, but a natural limit to the present theory is represented by the
sonic velocity, whose related compressional effects are not taken into
account in our treatment.

/1/ Minardi, E. [1882) Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion Si, 301.
/2/ Shaing, K.C., Crume, Jr. (1989) Phys. Rev, Lett. 5;, 2388,
/3/ llassan, A.N., Antonsen T.M. Jr., Drake, J.F. and Liu, (3.5. (1991)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 309.
/4/ Hinton, FIL. (1991) Phys. Fluids B2 (3). 898.
/5/ llirshman, SP. and Sigmar D.J. [1981) Nucl. Fusion 31,1079.
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r $131031. During intense lCRFeheating in JET, the resonating minority ions are often

accelerated up to energies in the MeV range. For such ions, the standard "banana" orbits are

distorted near the magnetic axis into "potato shaped" orbits, with a characteristic width

5 : (eqL/QRF‘GR. For a 1 MeV hydrogen ion in a JET-like environment, 8p~ 30cm. Since, in

JET, the width of the ICFtF absorption region is typically of the order of or less than 80cm, most

minority ions acquire non-standard potato orbits during on—axis high power lCRF-heating.

We present an analytic solution of the Fokkert’lanck equation for perpendicular neutral

gniection of very energetic ions. lons accelerated by ICRF can be expected to behave in a similar

manner) The fast ions pressure profiles and a non standard fast ion current are discussed here.

Furthermore, the stabilising influence of fast ions with large orbit widths on internal kink modes is also

investigated. It is found that the maximum stabilising effect can be obtained by iocusing the ICRF field

as much as possible on the magnetic axis.

DID" Analysis. The orbit followed by a particle in a tokamak can be derived from the three invariants

of the motion, E = rnv2/2 (energy), _u = mvf/ZB (magnetic momentum). and PD : ‘t‘ + Rave/QC

(toroidal angular momentum), where ‘t’ is the poloidal flux function. In this work we consider only

trapped particles. We can therefore use the radius at the turning point of an orbit, r1, defined such

that Pit» = ‘t' (r1), as an invariant instead of Pd. For the sake of analytic simplicity we consider an

equilibrium where the departure from concentric magnetic surfaces is 0(a) and the safety factor q is

constant. To leading order in it, the orbits are then described by [‘l]

i(te A + r c050)“ 2 2 {1(52 , r12) (1)

where. i\ ; pBC/E. s .7 r/R. B r 8,,(1— y cost?) and A : 2n MQLR).

Bounce averages can be expressed as (A): Ib’l §(dt/dE)AdE,with Tb the orbit

bounce time. The time along the orbit is d: : i'tdt/vDr where the radial component of the magnetic

drift velocity is given by VD, : v00 sinO, v00: uB/(QCR). Eq. (1) can be used to obtain sintt as a

function of e and an analytic expression for dt/dE can be found.

Fokker-Planck Equation for Neutral Beam tniectlon ot‘ Energetic lgms. Here we

consider perpendicular injection of energetic ions with v>>vc, where vc is the critical velocity for which

ion and electron collisions become equally important. A simplified bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck

equation for such ions can be written, in the variables v, A , r, r, as (cf. [2]),

if 1 t a 3 r27 r? BF .
— : e -.—v F J. v——‘— _. 5 2

Bl <r>>v1 Dv(v ) < I. >8r,2 F <> ( )

The first two terms on the r.h.s. of eq. (3) represents electron drag. Since the drag changes

the velocity of an ion, including the parallel velocity, Po is also changed. This leads to a vertical drift of

the turning point position, which is described by the second term on the rhs. of eq. (3).
We consider injection in the poloidal plane and ionisation in a layer symmetric around the

magnetic axis. The bounce averaged source is then given by,

(s) 05(V.i/,,)s,,(r,)[tg‘ sixth—e) + 1,4 6(A—f + 9)] (3)



where C : 2q2/(ntlcaov'02),vo is the injection velocity a0 is A for v = v0 and SO gives ti. . . . .. .. is “Umberot
particles injemed per unit volume and unit time.

We introducethe tollowing norn’ralisations:1 : t/T... x 2 WV 2 : r25 “’N‘N; Li‘

<r2 — r12> = Spixmug (z, x) with the orbit averaged potato width given by:

Spa = WIIZ/aM‘B’aRE / l‘(1/6). If we assume Is to be independent ol r the solution to Eq. (3) with
the source term Eq. (4) can be written as

xgnrHtt—x) l-l(t—e">80(5po \E.) [EN/tit + V2.8» F’. 1)Hfl 5(i\»-1 7J2. 593R")! (4)

where H is the unit step lunction z, = Zt (2,1) is the initial value which gives 2 when the equation below
is integrated lrom 1' = O to t' = t,

dZ/dr' : 9(2, x(z‘)) + 42/3 X(t) : 61' (5)

We have used this solution to analyse injection in the MeV range into a JET-likt— plasmaThe
following test case has been used: Ernj : t/2rnv02 : tMeV, PNBI = 10MW, Te : ttJKeV_ nE

3.10"9m 3 and a constant source between r: O and r/S Q” = 0.15. Fig. 1 shows the stead 5P Y tale
distribution for different velocities. In Fig. 2 the evolution of the orbit of an ion injected at the low field
side oi the magnetic axis is shown. Figs. 3 and 4 show the steady state pressure and toroidal current
profiles. respectively. The toroidal fast ion current is a consequence of the linite orbit width. in the

_ 2
zero banana width limit the pressure profile would be constant for (r/ 5,“) = O to 0.15 and zero for

(r/Bpu) >015. As can be seen In Fig. 1 the zero banana WlOth limit would give a very poor

representation of the actual profile. The toroidal current scales as

j" (r/SPO):().3cnt 3W1’3R“”2 t (r/SPOJWhere nh is the fast ion density and i is a louni tactorot
order unity, see Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that the total fast ion current is about 0.3MA and that it is
concentrated to a narrow central region. Thus, it should play an important role for the current profile in
the centre ot the plasma for cases where the electron back current cannot compensate it.

internal Kink fitabilizatign. We consrder low frequency (tu/<(r)[)> —> 0) m = n : i perturbations.
where <(!)D> is the bounce averaged magnetic drilt frequency. With the ordering (5p~-r'), the solution
to the drift-kinetic equation roads [3]

llB a: r , cxp(ip(r)hr) 015.W , E L \ptiofiytli— , . 6
4p <mD>+pmb JRJ H

where YP(P¢, E, ti) : t?—:(El.‘2'B)expl-i((mo)+ DU’DH- rub = Zii/Ib and the perpendicular

displacement is related to the perturbed magnetic field through 85 : V x (EL x F) The perturbed

iast particle energy is [3]

7 ’ +- W - 3 2
awhm = éjd3x§l (V133, j: zit-mt dPQdEdAIh i—EL— A 7. s 7at)Q nzhnn) )’ ( )
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v w 2

where A : [Rzg(mn)/Ei\]<i§,|‘(e/q)cos e) and S: E P[(CDD)/(<(DD>+ pionjl lRY P/Bl .

Eu. (7) is valid for arbitary F and it includes circulating orbits (provided one interprets <wD> as 43>),

For potato orbits, (m0)~mb. so that enough terms ot the series 8 have to be retained to obtain

<7emergence. Note that A78 vanishes tor a constant

e 1,
q Analytic progress in the evaluation of BWhoi is possible it we assume the simpliiied distribution

function . being a function of E, A and PC, = \i‘ir1),

F(r1, E, A) = cat“) trig—qisis—Eh) 8(Aei), (8)

with C : const, which represents trapped particles with orbits tangent to a vertical layer going through

the magnetic axis up to a distance r.. This choice mocks up the case of oneaxis ICRF heating, with r. is

the width oi the RF absorption layer. In iigure 3 we present a graph oi swim vs mm, for a model q

profile such that (r/q) (dq/dr) << 1 tor r g r max = max (Sp. r,), and do = 0.7, From this result it may be

concluded that the thin banana approximation yields roughly the correct numerical value oi swhm

rovided one does not allow the radial width of the test ion distribution to become smaller than the

average orbit width. The situation, however, becomes more complex it the q proiile varies significantly

along the particle orbit. Results tor a parabolic q protile are shown in figure 4. Realistic JET parameters

tororraxis, high power (P9,: _>_ tOMW) lCRF discharges are rs~30-500m, 6p~20-30cm, r.~15720cm, qo

~ 0.7 with rS the q:t radius. in this case, when 6p becomes a sizeable traction oi r5, there is a

signiiicant quantitative difference between the predictions oi the thin banana theory and those of the

lull orbit theory, the latter being more pessimistic, One interesting consequence that may be checked

experimentally is the existence ol an optimum ICRF heating power to produce maximum stabilisation.

Exceedingly large values of P95: may result in orbits whose size is too large to produce eiiective

stabilization.

Relerences:

[1] T. Stringer, Plasma Physics 1Q (1974) 651,

[2] V.Ya. Goloborod'ko et al. Nucl. Fusion 23 (1983) 399.

[3] F, Porcelli et al. submitted to Phys, Fluids B (1992).
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Fig. 1 Distribution function. Fig. 2 Evolution ul‘ an ion orbit.
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1111919 11-911a used 1119 191.1110n dn/rjx: 11/11 and the 1131119111 1‘ I: R quantHy

in ,hgi D911 x11 15 the i1nw ve1oci1y of tn? £1ux TX. When 1he 11rs1 1erm
5.

1n 1he numerator of Pq.-41 1s dommanti 1heva1ne 01 D hecnmeg 1he wel1-

“awn P18951681 d1111191nn Cn9111c1en1 Wt 1'=L. Howeve , 1h? 1h1rd ferm

1hp numeyafnr 01 90 111 19 1yp1PH11y much largpr 1han 1hP 11191 and

10 > ' ‘ “ w

ad 191m R1nPe 11 1R lyp,cally observed experlmentally 95/ 1ha1 1nU/n1

:7-3 1 1 1. 1 .

=y1 and mfv“ 1H» 50. we oh1a1n 1hP ornas 11eld rad1a1 d111n910n 009111—

KTP .

pn1 101 1hP nnrmn] nlaqmn $1319 39. D , :D_= L _ q1nnp 1m/n111> 1

9!- ’ ' ' ' ‘ ' ' P11 5 Y on ' " ’

2 -1
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ANIBIPOLAR TRANSPORT IN A MAGNETICALLY

PERTURBED TOKAMAK EDGE-REGION

R.\\". \\’lttr3nl.wrg. M. A. llpllhurp. W. Fenvherg‘

P1341112) Physics llcsuardi lnstilnte. Depanmmlmf’hfiics, linivorsity ofNutnl. AlUlll lrllll'llflll.

South Alrira

'Ml’l l‘iir Plflfilllflpllyslk. EURATOM Association. DaSlllll Clurrhing. (lvrmany

1 Intro duction

Tillnguwlii: porturlmlinn ul' [ha plasma Pi’lqurrcgion of :i tolgmnnl; nmy lw mnaml h) u numlwr

ol‘ lilll‘l‘l'fflll smm'vs. 50m“ lflliillllilh'fi (9.5;. ’l'orrv Supra. Tnxl) arr: lillvd with :inrillniy mils

' Ming ma: ll‘lll‘ llé‘ldS \vllii‘h may giw' rise in orgodii‘ity or may he resonant with thr’ Innin

iMirnl mlunnuli liuhl somewhere within the plasma. lingiiuvcring flaws mnl Imirinp; iimnhilillns

may similarly iwrtnrh tho? InngnPLn~ (‘Lmlignrutiom

ln this pniwr \\'C oxmninv (‘ollisirmal elliu‘lx on parlirle and unergy lluxos in a weakly stm'hns‘»

m; inugniliil; llt‘ltl in :i Inkainuk Gdgi-J‘vgion. An lJCl-t'il'LJ, we use the (lril‘tikinvtir “(inalion with

tvnl llt'lK collision term and apply a Chapman Finslmg‘ r-xlmnsinn. (.‘yliinlriml llnx
wlllron
«url'un‘cs are perturlwtl hr 21 Morhnstic field having 21 rzulial ruminant-1'11. nncl rzulinl lrnnwnrl i:

ll'Jllllllilllj‘d hj.’ llm parallel mntrilmtimr

\VU now F‘Xll‘llll ilw r-zirlior Rlurlicsl h)‘ allowingr for an {lllllllpfllal' (-lm'trir. llf‘hl. inclullin;

purlnrl,»:it.ions in potential on the flux SHI‘ffit‘L‘ and rarrying out :L pnrnnwlw snrvfly.

2 Collisional Transport Equations

\\'0 cousidar u Wonk stochnslir nmgnelic lichl‘ whose radial (:mnnn’mont It, may he nxnnnrlml us

[1,. : Z Z Z bunm'fiI')0Xplil;:i + ml? — no.0). [ ll

ln nrinciplr} the l'roquenr'y w could he (luv to inStHbilitics. but in our applications we shull

normally (‘onsidr‘r only ihv (linnmgnelir (lrilt l‘rvqln’ncy “:13 Supvi’iinposml on slnliv llr‘lllh (luv

m the rotation at tlm plusnm relative in auxiliary Coils.

The particle llux purpmnlicnlnr to lho unporturhed r‘ylinx’lrirnl llux surl’ures in tlmninutvll

hi ilill'nsiun along ihe inclined livhl lines, given by

1",. :z: h,. /fl'Hrilli‘ 7». {'1}

when) r: .. 3 represents u tilnouVemge over the magnolir snrl'zu'oa in over 9i and l. and f

is the total \‘nlocity distribution function. A similar relation (learrilws [he ratlial lhcrinul llux

(Jr,
“'13 find [i for lln: two species by Solving; the linoariznd drift kinctic equations with BCEK

[or Krookll collision terms. using a. (’Thapman-Enskole; expansion. The electron (*quution is

UL, (1(B.V(_
HI.+<rn‘3+vm.w - i 2! am- v...<r,:",{ -- m m

llrjrv thP h‘leixwollinn f3! (inscrihing the I'lortron-vlertron rollisions is chmun lo hnvo sell

consi5tnnt values nl' nlnnsity n5, drift 11,. illltl lmnpvraturo ’[L of Llw total (Imrtnrlwl l (lis-

tribulion. in. particle nlllnlmr, momentum and energy zm‘ C(msurvml in the (‘Qllisiansz "l‘hv

term describing olm‘trnniion collisions (Hf) ronsorvos parlirlcs and 011mg): hut nunnentum



transfer is allowed. representing electron~i0n friction. In the ion equation ion-ion (LillisiQ'N Onl
are consulered‘ ustng a fully self-conststent BGh term. Ihe perturbed distrihutznm ianmml f

' ' 1is represented by a series similar to that lor 1),. Having found the perturbations f1 10 the m0
distrihntion functions, one may calculate the particle and heat fluxes.

Previously in considering each species separately and assuming that the potential \fit'ied
radially only tie. (it is constant on a magnetic surface). we found1 that both our-[tag and
heat ilux for a given species may be expressed in terms of two contributimis. \7; on
{till/n) :t (Still/Tl} and one LV {Tl/TL Where the radial density and temperature a
are those for the particular species under consideration. We also evaluated the fort“

ts
fat‘lgfs

(coefficients of these different. terms) near the resonance. ic. for the parallel »-..-u.nm.\bnr
ls” : (m 7 run/[fig : 0. where m and n are the usual poloidal and toroidal mode ”Ht-ll“ m R
the major radius and q the safety factor. The form factors are functions of I.“ 9.”;

In this paper we now include the effect of an anthipolar electric field. and who Mtg“ 11...;
potential to vary on the magnetic surface. Le. it has both a radially varying (53‘ and ;- FUNK“;
component (15%”. The amhipolarity condition provides an equation for lbw". ln t’VHltmiip: the
fluxes. we find the following relations for their Fmtrier modes tsuhecript ,r = 2m a):

rt" =rt’ = —n.;l.,|1r,.le{D1[Ti‘,r..r 121'
n’ n,-+ Tm#t —! D215, + Dali}. (1)nu. 1r ' ':0

(21.1.: 7T t. P out.“ + T... (3)
I: " ( “l; “‘l’ ' f v ~r

e- : _”L0Tw l (’1‘ l‘ {rll[T£U~l +n.i]‘i‘ -l§Tm+ "l-xjml- (0-)
' Hm 77m

we note that in principle all four gradients now all'ect all the fluxes evaluated and that. the
terms involving density gradients in each case have a coupled form. linking the dpllfilla gradient:
of the two species.

The coefficients Dnt A;
parameters [l7 : It'llt’r1!._,/L'_,' and 7}, = (.u + umpl/zg. where j : LC. and 1c, i~ tlw tttllinion
frequency.

and A; are all cmnpllcated functions of the four (li:-s1():-h__.h

3 Results

“le have explored how the fluxes vary in the Vicinity of the resonant surfaces by tiitiltg out
al evaluations of the coefficients as a function all it. We assume denterons \x'il l‘ T; : 1.numer

and thus use 7, : (307,. and ti 335 : r]. In addition to considering typical parameters for the
Tore Supra edgeregion. we also consider a range of values so as to study scaling v.i;l- 7.. We
present graphs for 7', : 18‘ 7,; : 03.

3.1 Particle Flux

In Figure l we present the coefficients for the common particle flux. As expected. a
losses are dominated by the ion behaviour and the behaviour is rer'ninisrent of that ff)t't"l uarlier

whinolar

for the ions in dealing with the separate speciesli
(iloeflicients D] and D3 have similar lilagnitudes. i.e. not only the density gradients. hm P‘l‘éO

the ion temperature gradient plays a. significant role in the particle flux. Both lhesn tot-{Itcients
vanish at. the magnetic resonance Us” : U) and peak at almut rt N t). m. We notn ilmz. it : 7,
is equivalent to the wave-particle resonance to; + mean) : l‘illll’hi' By v
the width of the peak in D1 scales as All ~ 0.457,: while that of D3 varies as A43 w [1,233. ‘1 he
height of both peaks varies as x 7‘71, 1.0. x l/g. Thus the ion collision frequency dorm the

ring; 7 we film Hing.

amhipolar radial particle loss rate due to flux along the inclined llC‘ld'llllL‘S.
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NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT WITH SURFACE VARIATION
OF THE MACROSCOPIC QUANTITIES

W. Feneberg MaxAPlancleInstitut fiir Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM—IPP Ass, 8046 Garching. Germany

INTRODUCTION:
The inclusion of poloidal variations of temperature, flow velocity and density into the

neoclassical theory is possible, if one investigates solutions of a linearized kinetic equa»

tion obtained from the FokkerrPlanck equation by gyroradius ordering. Complementary

to the usual drift kinetic theory where radial transport is described by the gyro center

motion only, here the losses are also based on the drift terms arising from the fast gyro-

motion in conjunction with surface variations of the macroscopic quantities. While the

effects of the gyrocenter motion are completely present Within this theory7 the radial

transport due to the drift terms also included here exists even if the gyrocenter is in

a fixed position. From this calculation one finds the poloidal variation of the parallel

viscous forces and the parallel heat fluxes in the banana collisionality regime. This

approach provides a bridge between the two usual extreme plasma descriptions, namely

the collisional fluid Braginskii equations and collisionless kinetic descriptions by includ—

ing the collisions directly via momentum approach. Such moment expansions using an

orthonormal sequence of functions should work for all collisionalities, but the number

of terms necessary for an accurate answer is large in the long mean free path regime as

it is shown below.

A. THE TREATMENT OF THE COMPLETE KINETIC EQUATION:

Starting from the Fokker~Planck equation for the distribution function the ansatz f :

fM +f, iS appropriate, where fM is a local Maxwellian with two temperatures T” and Ti.

f, is chosen to satisfy the conditions I f,53w : fw,,f,63w : fwfifniaw : j wifuis w :

0, therefore it does not contribute to the moments of density, flow and temperature,

defined already by the Maxwellian. (‘13 is the particle random velocity.) f, is separated

in f: = fMt‘Pr + #02), with cpl describing that part of the distribution function which is

independent from the gyrophase. The equation for (,0, is correct to first oder in 6, the

usual gyroradius parameter. All phase dependent parts of f, are contained within Lpg.

It is that quantity from which the radial transport can be computed in second order

62 being composed by a lot of pieces coming from the solution for 4P1 which enters the

equation for (p2. In first order 6 the solution for (pg des'cribes the well known poloidal

heat flow VT x g, with VT here the radial gradient of the temperature.

The equation for an : cp1(w,., wi, :3) reads (for the electrons):

ma .
LI‘PI 't‘ 112802 i LSfM : Ie(f) _‘ fiwu/wuhéd‘w + 0(62) (1)

E II

The left hand side consists of 3 parts:
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a) The homogeneous part:

_. V 173 -v . .,Llcpi : wubV'UMsm) + [gtv ~ 11(0(f.‘\‘1tpr)/8w,, — 2‘11'Ha(fMSoil/0W1)

(V' means the. derivation at fixed in”, mi)
This expression is consistent with that given liy the work of Hinton and Wong '1!
It contains the curvature of the magnetic field (I) 2 unit vektor of B) which becomes
comparable with the collision term 1,.(f) on the right side at the transition from plateau
to the banana region. in the paper published last year |2| this term was omitted.
Therefore these results are only valid in the plateau region. In addition one finds t
driving terms:

b) L292 : fwlmz+ ’ i) QUTVTd? xii). It coritniswith VTO the, radial gradient
of the zero order temperature Tm VVllH‘ll is a. flux iunction. (DC is the electmn gyro
frequency.) This term stands for the divergence of the poloidal heat flow (.leterminig the
surface variation of the. temperature.

c) All surface varying (piantities coming from the local lVlaxwellian are part of Ln;

> > ., _, T L! 3 ' _. ’ E 2 ‘

Ln.” : tuflbvru (m “"' i 7) + Minubvnt’” ”i — 1)
TH ET” 2 7:]. ZTL

., . .,, W “’1 .. mu p E — fl _ a 7 , 7 17181111
" fruit“ 2 Vb< T” TL) fill Tu (Tu THY”) i LUV - l (711— — 1)

in ~77J_ .ZTL
a a w I q 111.? .. m.

'l- f bUIV l/(w‘; — ‘ L >A] l u T”

Here Twill, l7 are the parallel— and perpendicular temperature. l7 the mean velocity,
(The same equation for 991 exists by the way for the ions, replacing ml. with m,- and
$28 with 7 91.) All quantities in the equation above are considered to be of first order
in 6. Therefore one. is restricted here to small mean velocities fi/rn/l R3 (5,1)”, being the
thermal velocity.

Beside this equation for (,9, there exist the two moment equations for particle— and
momemtum conservation which had been used to eleminate the density variation and
the parallel electric field from the FokltenPlauck equation:

vein?) : u (2)

(p,, 7 pi)Vl7+ 3V1)“ 1|— 61:15.5 : fnipnlnfdfigw (3)

Here the equation for to] (equ. 1) is much simpler than the recast kinetic, equation given
by Wang I3], but the. physical content is the same.

B. MOMENT EXPANSIONS FOR A l-d KINETIC EQUATION.

Using the. model collision operator of Clemmow and Daugherty ICU) : i/fiflluuf -l-
L Ofm a") ) which preserves particles, momentum and energy, one can study a solutione u
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for-s91 which depends only from the parallel velocity 1' : Linn/u”, making the ansatz
N ‘

‘P’ g E: (L,,(®)Hn(;r). (Here U1), : (TH/nu)”: is the thermal Velouty, 1/ the coll1s1on

12:3
frequwn')’ and HH is the 77. -— th Hermite polynomial.)

Multiplying the kin. equ, with 1—1,,(93) one gets by integration :1 system of linear moment

Equations fOr the coefficients (1.", This model is very similar to the work of Stevens and

Weirzncl‘ |4 dealing with the same problem of moment approximation methods. One has

to lool»: for solutions of the system which are. periodic with respect to the poloidal angle

9‘ This condition of periodicity was studied extensively by Stevens and \Veitzner. Here

the simple nnsatz is made a.“ 2 an”, + amasinf) «I- (immense. neglecting higher Fourier

components.
This ansatz is consistent with an expansion in e : 7/13. \We are using here and in the

following chapter circular magnetic surfaces with V - E : esinQ/Rq and VT0( VB” x 1)) =

~Tésin9/R. (I: is the derivation to 7‘.)
In analogy to on for the parallel temperature T" also the ansatz is made TH : TH‘UU +

fldsinfi) + TIM-€059). For the special case of Rq/egA : 0.1, which is a realistic value

for JET, one obtains for T,“ the following results using N Hermite polynomials within

the expailsionttA being the mean free path, Rq the poloidal rotation connection legth,

179'), : lbw/Um, with 1/91,, the poloidal rotation velocity of the electrons. 9,, the electron

gyrorhdius) V k

N :- 20 :T,,”, : ().79Rq/52,\(fl1i/s,0 + ygflq/TD)

N = 30 .T,, = (item/shop‘s” + ygTéq/TD)

Low order approximations give the following analytic results in the limit Rq/ /\ >> 1:

N : 3 2'1t : 9Rq//\(—ql7eln + 5/EQnq/TD) (Grad’s 13 # moment method)

N = 4-21,, = SHq/62A(—qffe,o + mtg/Ta)
N : 5 2T”,s : rag/,\(—14/3i76,, + 23/3gyq/TU)

The pure cmivergence observed does not depend from the existence of the magnetic

curvature respectively the trapped particles. In the calculation last year |2| omitting

the curvature term V - b from the kinetic equation the same number N was needed.

C. THE LORENTZ GAS MODEL:

This model is considered to give the neoclassical transport coefficients for the electrons

correct up to a factor of 2. It is more appropriate here to work with the pitch angle

variable 7] defined with ’11)” = inn and w the amount of the particle velocity, such that

4,9, : (701(77,w,.i’). Following Braginskii the e 7 i collision operator for a pure plasma with

Z:lis:

, ., 27rii’nAe‘im 1 3 , 6f, 1] m,C ,
». : ——’L if -‘ A i 2 E I. g.) ' ' c 'i

ILUL) TILE (103 811((1 7/ )a‘l])'f"fdll'(1’“ Tl) T [)(m /77? )

((1,, is here the e 7 i drift velocity parallel to the magnetic field.)
The homogeneous part Lap, of equ. (1) now reads:

—a ‘l a .

LAP: = nwUMsm) + ntl - T12)0(fi\m)/9‘II
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N
Expanding <23, in a. series of Legendre polynomials (p‘, : 2 (1,119,107) one Obtains for

11:0
an 2 a,l(w,(~)) a system of linear equations which can easily be solved with the F011rie1-ansatz of chapter B. The conditions on 59, (see p. 1) must be fulfilled for each FOHIier
component of the moments of (lg,(t,,az. Together with the moment equatiofls (2 3
for particles and momentum one arrives at the end at 5 conditions from which thesurface variation of the temperature is Completely determined as function Of the poloida]rotation velocity, the radial temp. gradient and the drift velocity. The parallel viscositynow reads:

(fl/,3 "' Thy : Nil/$73. + -N29yT:/Te ‘I’ Arli‘illm : (PIA.q 7 Pi,a)/nc

T,, — T1,, : Mfg? +11JggyTé/TC + Mari“,0 = (PM s Pimp,u

The quantities N,,Ng, N3, llr'I,,flIg,J\/Ig are integrals over the velocity 1!). This work isstill in progress.

Ill FL. Hinton, ELK. Wong, Phys. Fluids E (10), 1985
[2] W. Feneberg, 'W, Kerner, EPS Berlin

[3| JP. Wang, Report University of Wisconsin, UVV-CPTC 91~l
[4| DC. Stevens, H. “’eitzner and D. Pfirsch, New York University, PACS Nos: 51_10

'l-y, 52.25 Dg, 52.25 Fi

I would like to acknowledge the numerical calculations made by G. Fuflmann and helpful
discussions with H. VVeil;z11er.
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Time-dependent Neutron Rate Interpretation for
Deuterium Injection into Deuterium Plasmas

B. Wolle, L.—Gr Er'iksson+, K. Hiibner, RD. Morgan", G. Sadlerfi

LN. Tsintsadzei and M.G, von Hellermann+

Institut fur Angewandte Physik, Universitat Heidelberg, D—fi‘JOO Heidelberg,

*JET joint Undertaking, Abingdon Oxon. 0X14. BEA, UK.

*Institute of Physics, Georgian Academy of Science, Tbilisi 77, Georgia.

ABSTRACT[—4
We present a comparatively fast, time—dependent code for neutron rate interpre—

tation of neutral beam heated tokamak plasmas which is based on a Fokkerel’lanck

model for injected ions. Results from the code for test cases illustrate the time

scales involved in neutron production. Finally, first results of timeedependent

interpretation calculations for JET hot-ion mode discharges are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron diagnostics offer one of the most direct ways to obtain information about

the deuteron characteristics in fusion plasmas such as densities and temperatures.

Thus, neutron diagnostics are of increasing importance for future fusion devices

and efforts are being made to improve the present methods for interpreting

neutron signals. Using the measured fusion reaction rate, e.g. measured neutron

rates, it is possible to carry out interpretation calculations by modelling of the

ion velocity distribution and extract plasma parameters such as densities and

temperatures For Maxwellian plasmas this is a straightforward procedure,

However, during neutral beam injection the velocity distribution of the injected

ions becomes non—Maxwellian, leading to a strong enhancement of the fusion

reaction rate above the thermal level. Thus, it is important to use models which

describe the non—Maxwellian velocity distributions in neutral beam heated plasmas

with sufficient accuracy. Sophisticated but time-consuming codes, such as

TRANSP, are commonly used to obtain information about the plasma deuterons.

However, these codes are not practicable for routine analysis, i.e. for more than

a very small sample of experimental conditions.

INTERPRETATION CODE

The input data to our interpretation code NR-FPS (Eeutron—Bate Eokker-Blanck

§olverl are whenever possible, measured plasma data. The neutral beam deposition

profile is calculated through deposition codes which are using the measured data

as well. For our reactivity calculations, we use newly available cross—section data

/2/. The code includes tail—tail fusion reaction rates, which are important but
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often had to be neglected since the) are difficult to calculate. The value- of the
plasma parameters of interest. for e\ainple on, is obtained by using Ian llifil'dtion
technique. There. the evolution of the. distribution function and the iiisim‘
reactivity from the previous timoopoint is calculated by varying the plziSm;4
parameter oi‘ interest in such a we) that the measured and calculated neiitrgn
rates i‘inall} agree. This agreement is after 3* iterations typically better than i"/..‘
The output of an interpretation calculation comprises the composition of the
measured neutron rate with respect to thermal, beanrthermal and beenr‘nram
components of origin and the iterated value ol' the plasma parameten Oi" coilrsg
our code also allows prediction of neutron rates and neutron emission profiles.
Here the arerage um'ertaint) can be less than IUV... provided the input (lain, are
Ineasuied with sufficient accuracy /]/.

The Code is based on the time—dependent Fokker-Planck equation including Fvlew

ent source and loss terms. In order to make the Computation time surl'icieiitly
short for routine analysis, the 2D FlixC‘l"PlaHCl-{ equation is solved by expanding
the. distribution in the eigenfunctions ol‘ the pitch angle scattering operator 'Ihuh
the problem is reduced [0 a set of ID parabolic differential equations. Usually.
onl) the first few orders (typit‘all) ~i-i3) need to be calculated to obtain a lLLiSOn“
able accuracy we solve the iD equations with a finite element method, Fiiither

details tbout our code and the numerical schemes are given in /l/.

""SUL'XS

' aiiC‘{alI1Pl€.\VH considered a plasma with T = 71e z 5 keV, Iie = “D = 2-1015Ciii“"
and EU hull D”~injecrtion with a source rate of 50 2 2' 1013(‘i1173s’1. The injection
angle was set to +5” and source and loss term have been balanced. In this

403 example, the slowingcdown timeXi .— , - , ,,
jivr the ions on elections is

r. R1 125 s. Spitzei"s ethical
,__—j l'b' energy E1, below which collisions
[If/J on ions are more important than
in O collisions or. electrons, is about

92 ()3 c. The time needed to
g establish the velocity distribution
g 0.5, below the injection velocii). 15‘,

Le. the time it takes for a

J; m ,7 7 __ particle to slow down from
(3":"":7fi ' l , ~ Sivady'VSlaiE-l the injection velocity to the

O '100 200 300 400 . .
Time [msec] thermal region. can be estimated

HG, 1: Thermal “Jul Bealn-fher‘inaHt} from the tiIIIE’dEPUHdCIIt Fokker-

aiid bean—beam ib) neuu‘on rates for Planck equation. Using the high
the test case data as functions oi" time. energy uppi'oxnnatlon ntgluctlng
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diffusive terms. we obtain;

_ T5 1303/5
[st—3' lIi(l+ (E) l

(I)

where EC is the injection energy, With the values given above, fist is approximately

0315 s. In Fig. l, the neutron rates due to thermal, beam—thermal and beam-beam

nyllU‘DI‘l production are plotted vs. time. Since the beam-thermal neutron pro-

duction is mostly affected by slowing-down processes. more than qOVn of the

studd)”5ta‘:€ level is reached after [his time, For the beam—beam neutron pro-

duction however. the much slower diffusive time scale is relevant and thus quasi

steady-state conditions are reached much later in this example. The expression

for I“, Eq, (1). gives a criterion for deciding when steadyestate calculations are

mlid. In order to resolve the evolution of the neutron rate on time scales shorter

than the one given b) tst, timeedependent calculations are necessary

‘. FulseNo:18757 ‘

l
HAL (Hurizoniai)

\_\

Pulse No:

i /ml \r ill/J \f/f‘\//Tpial l1

l
B thermal \/\

/ t VA
71‘ \ \h‘easuredl
A \ \ |

\
- /

Ne
utr
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s
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5‘
)
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,. \-
HAL (Vertical)

1 3 l 4 l 5 13 4 1 5

Time (5) Time (8)

FIG. 2: Measured neutron rate together EIG. 3: Calculated dilution ratio ”ID/"e

nith the results (total, thermal. beam- as a function of time after 3 iterations

thermal and beam—beam neutron rates) together with measured data from the

of the interpertation calculation after3 CX-(liagnostic (CXRS) and the visible

iterations. bremsstrahlung Zel'f (HAL).

NEUTRON RATE INTERPRETATION

To demonstrate the applicability of our method, we present calculations for JET

discharges with intense 80 keV deuterium injection into a plasma with rather low

electron density. The neutron rate thus is very sensitive to small changes of the

deuteron density and interpretation calculations to determine nD/ne—ratios can be

carried out with good accuracy /3/A We follow the deuteron velocity distribution

in time for ll flux surfaces and iteratively calculate the dilution ratio ”D/"e from

the measured neutron rates for typically 10-20 time points of interest during the
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neutral beam injection phase. Fora single time and radius point. the calculation of
the deuteron distribution and the reactivity calculation takes approximately 0_15 s '

CPU time on the IBM BO‘IO.
in the cases discussed here, the calculated neutron rate using the ObtaiHEd dilution
ratio is matching the measured neutron rates after 3 iterations rather accurate1y_

This is shown in Fig. 2, where the calculated total neutron rate corresponding
to the 3rd iteration step to obtain the dilution ratio for the discharge 2313757 is
plotted in time together with the measurement. Clearly, the agreement between
calculation and measurement is sufficient to end the iteration process. The
calculated composition of the total neutron rate with respect to thermal, beam-
thermal and beam—beam production is plotted in Fig. 2 as well, Fig. 3 shows the
obtained nD/‘nerxalues for discharge 1118757 as a function of time together with
the measured data from the CXRS—diagnostics and the values obtained from the

visible bremsstrahlung ZPH- assuming carbon as impurity ion species. The different
nD/nE-traces agree well which demonstrates the potential of our methods for
future plasma diagnostics,
Due to the low density at the beginning of the injection phase, the slowing—down
time scale is relatively long, which leads to a comparatively large fraction of fast
ions. t) picall) more than 10% of the total deuteron density. Thus the non-thermal
neutron production and in particular the beam—beam neutron production
dominates. For slightly later times, with increasing thermal density, the beam—
thermal neutron production starts to contribute significantly to the total neutron
production, while the beam—beam production however still remains dominating.
Then, with rising electron density, the slowingcdown times become shorter which
leads to a decrease of the fast particle density to Values of 20-40% of the deuteron
density. The beam—beam neutron production is therefore decreasing and most of
the neutrons originate from beamcthermal production, in these cases between 60
and 70%.
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h‘lllLTlDlMENSlONAL VVKB SOLUTION OF A WAVE EQUATION

G.V. Perei’erzcv‘

LV. Kurchatnv Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow‘ Russia

An asymptotic method of solving the wave equation for electrostatic waves in inhomogeneous

anisotropic plasmas is developed. This method is an extension of the VVKB method to a

multidimeHSional case [1,2]. It reduces the general wave equation to a. set of ordinary differential

Equalions Similar to that of the eikonal approach and includes the latter as a particular case.

However, the VVKB method makes use of another kind of asymptotic expansion and unlike the

eikonal approach describes the wave properties, i,e. diffraction and interference. Recently the

WKB method was used to show that diffraction plays a considerable role in lower hybrid wave

spectrum broadening and filling of the spectral gap [3‘11].
We consider the equation for electrostatic waves in plasmas:

LCM-fl
HI} L [lLL‘l‘

: 0. (l)

Summation from one to three is implied for the repeating indexes. An asymptotic solution of

EM 1} is sought in the form

(NF) : rigid Isuv)t;u(\IL‘uu)exp(il.‘OH). {2)

Here ANT), SKY]. NFL “(77) are unknown functions to be determined. 33,,(5‘) is the function of

the parabolic cylinder.
The solution (2) makes use of the asymptotic expansion with respect. to the large parameter

kn : L/A > i.

where I. : minIV ln |£Jk||_1 is a characteristic medium inhomogeneily scale and /\ is the wave

length. All unknown functions are assumed to have the same characteristic size of spatial

variation as the medium inhomogeneity length L:

L m mialn IAN—1 z mialn |S||>1 z inirlIVlnlulli1 z mialuluH’l. (3)

Substitution of l‘lq.(2) in the wave equation (1) results in

'kgxltputcpf” [53.51. 7 112e, vk — uzujuk]

lea-3M lemme + s“ We + ago” + 5k} lint-l (ii

+ikmw {(s” + 5"] Hist- + Atetsoj + 114:4“ [(211 i- liw +(2u-Iv1hw1l
1/2annotate“ + Ek'ilnlill; + Opt-U ): 0.

Here the Roman subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to the correspondent spatial

coordinates7 i.e. fj = (“If/Eh]. The. next property of the function of the parabolic cylinder

90,,(E) was used in the derivation of Eq.(r»l):

who + (21» + limo , {lento : 0.

This also shows that “ is of the same order as a“ with res met to the lar 'e )arameter la“.
90;; Lr’ l g l

50 all dependences on the large parameter of expansion kg in Bali!) are shown explicitly To
w—f—d

lPrt‘Sently at Max-PInnck—lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, Gnrching, Germany
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satisfy Eq.(~l), it is suflicient to satisfy the following set of equations

H 50' , (5)
vii") : 0. nl : 0‘ (ti)

l51k+5k1ll‘jltk :0, (T)

Lilt'i + f:l(E]l‘5ic)J — Al‘Zi/ + ”51%;k 7 A(‘2;i + l)€jkn1nk : U_ (8)

where the notations

def . , q a 7 V . tit-i
H : sll‘SJbt h ii‘EJl‘vji‘k -— u‘sjlujui.‘ l'} : (51* + s“ is; = 0 H fits;

are used \Ve now have the set of equations (5)»(8) for the 4 unknown functions 5 : 5(5)

1' : i-(F’), n : ulf') and _-l : Alf“). The wave amplitude :l is'inclnded in EMS) solely. It Will

he found afterwards 'l‘herefore consider the set of equations (5)7(7).
First of all note that it has a solution

_,~ ; (flirt 5.:1ntr). ctr") E Ht?) ”« (9)

where the functions q‘(r) and ilrfT) are determined by the llainiltoninn equations

rlq' _ UHO (111. ? [ll/0
(i.— ‘ 05.9 dr ‘ m-i‘ (10)

[In being the Hamiltonian of the eikonal approximation for the wave equation (1)

[iii i 7‘ ,110 : elksjsk. (11)

Consequently, the solution (10) coincides with the solution of l‘lq.( l) in the eiltoiieil approxjnia.

Lion. in the general case. Lit?) ,Dé 0 and In?) gé 0 and Bus”) do not give a solution of System

(:3) (7) any longer. lloweyer‘ the first two of Eqs.(9) still represent an approximate solution of

linslfil—(Tl in the \'l(‘lIllL_V of the spatial curve iii") : iitfl : 0. It is Clear that this curve is

a trajectory (ray) of Fiqll), So each i'ziy generates a family of solutions such that ii : u : t)

on the ray, but it 7£ 0 and n 7% 0 outside this my. Such solutions with nonzero i: and n will be

sought. The expression

curl : v [titgvrt/Etitpflimin] : JEIAI [gm +£i + (inf/“i

shows that Vv and Vii are the directions of the fastest decay of the Wilt“) amplitude hill. As

follows from liqs.(6), lioth vectors are orthogonal to the direction of the group velocity l7

Thus, as expected, the wave solution is located in the vicinity of the ray UH“) : 0, M?) = 0

and the wave energy propagates along this ray. We call this ray the i‘efH'ac my and denote

it as 1?.
The functions of the parabolic cylinder can he OXIH‘QSSL‘IJ in terms of the Hermite polynoniL

als Hptf): puff) : 6‘52/21L,(E)/VWl/Z‘EWIL This shows that an exponential factor is present

ll\ all terms of liqtl) and allows one to seek an approximate solution of this equation in the

vicinity of the reference ray elf) : (it?) : (J in the form of power series involving the powers

of n and u. The estimation

(W), exp (ikol u? -i- 112V?) 3 (aka/[YUI

shows; that increasing the power of v by unity is equivalent. to transition to the next approxima-
. . i 2 . . . . .

tion With respect to Ico/ . This means that in Eq.(-1) in leading order, we need to retain terms
0 0t i r , 3 2 . .

including v‘)‘ no. Lil, 13,112, u2, and Hit, and in the next (160/ )ordcr, those including ‘U 411,“

. . , . t . 1 '2 . . . l

and ill. Finally, 11] the second approxunatioii oftlie expansmn With respect to k0] it is sufiitient

IO ‘
(1 ll‘

an
m'

—
-».

1
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pill zero order terms of the expansion with respect to powers of 1' and u only. Conse-

ueltllV- it is sufficient to satisfy Eq.(5) with an accuracy of 1‘”. 110,111. 11'. 1'2, 112.111. qiti) with
‘1 ‘.,,1~,on.11.H: ~q,~),. .,.0)' ,1.)-.-.,
in accuracy 0 1) . u .11 ,n .1111 A]s.( l )‘(L) \11t1 an accuracy 1 . H , Le. \\ 1e11t1l [11111 llDllb are

m-uluitit’tl at the reference ray If. The first two retpnrements can be written in the followmg

rut-m:

10 ret

111R:D.,Ht,):DuH)R:0, (12)

(cji'j)R:(ujiiJ)lH:ll. (13)

D,,(1)Ji'j)t,l : I)u(t)Jl'j)lR : pvtult’lttn -: nut ”1“t : 0. (11)

PM!“ = Diufltn : Ditn : 0‘ (15)

fl“- operators D1. and D" used above denote the derivatives which are calculated with air

lowmtre for both explicit. and implicit dependences of Hit" n,.r‘(r. e. 11). SAT. 1-. u). tuft: 1" ill.

“It: 1‘. 11)] and other functions of e 21nd 71. respectively. We shall define the unknown functions

f : 1':(Trl‘.ll)‘H,‘:S‘(T‘l"ll)as solutions of the set of equations

(7.1" OS“ t? II (10’)

Hr It 07' It _ 0r“ [‘1‘ ‘

:in'ilat‘ to Eqs.( 10). As far as (NI/05'; : 0110/05,- a11dU/f/U.‘:"ln : UHU/Ur'llg are valid, the

only difference between flqs.(lU) and Eqs.(16) is that the former define a variety of characteris-

tics of Pot l ), while the latter determine a single. ruyr namely the ray passing through the point

,1 71’l : 11(Ftlx : t) on the surface St at which the initial conditions for l‘lq.(1) are given. The

qtlisfflt‘tlflll of l3qs.(i'2) follows from the relations H R : HUI}; : 0. DUI/l” : 01.110”) : O,

U-Jlln : I)u]][)l]( = 0 and the statement that the reference my is the solution of liqst 10) as

well as Bust). This ray can now be defined either as the crosesection of the two surfaces

11(7) : “(Fl : O or by the parametric equations 1" : q‘(r),

in the fti>llowing all equations will he considered alone, the reference ray solely, and so the

subscript 11’. will be omitted. Consider a new coordinate system {1177). t‘fflr etF‘J} related to

the reference ray. For such a coordinate system the vector er : Elf/HT is a basis vector. it

coincides with the vector i7 of the group velocity and shows the direction along the ray. The

vectors VP and V11. are reciprocal vectors perpendicular to FT. The satisfaction of Eqsrtlfi) is

ensured by the relations Vii-r7, : 0 and VII-E, = O, which are valid for any coordinate system.

The condition that the functions {7—, 1). 1L} produce 21 coordinate system is the only condition

inmoserl on the functions 1' : 1-H”). u : tit?) so far. At the beginning; of the reference ray.

l.e. on the surface E. these functions may be given arbitrarily. 'l'hen their evolution along

the ray is determined by Eqsilsittlfi). [11 order to define these functions, note that l‘iqs.(l~ll

are valid for any r. It. follows that Dr(tljl”) : (l. 'l'ogether with 37115114) this means that

1),..(ujl'l) : O. The latter rcntls

0 (PHD 02H.) ,
— 1: 7 r. V f. 7.. .5} H 1”
Or” _0J:’()b} + (lbjdbk l “J l r)

The same operations on Eqs.(15) give

()5,e _ {12H0 02H” ,_ 01110 _ WHO 5. 9‘ (m
or ” awn-i 01-105).“ arias). “‘ r).s‘la.s").""‘*'*' ’

+25Hektni + Qaklnk 11111.11].

An equation for n; similar to B(|.(17) for u. can easily be ohtained, hut the particular case

of the electrostatic wave equation (1) enables considerable simplification. As follows from the

dispersion relation for this Case,

65‘ 1 1
——:,'iy":7 :0,
0r 5 2110
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the phase .5' does not change along, the R: 5(1’) : S); = 5'0. So the vector of the p],
velocity V5 is orthogonal to the vector of the group velocity V, and the COOTdinate vecise
VT may be chosen as collinear to the vector VS: Vv : 7V5. It is not difficult to Show (hmunder this condition Eqsllil) are satisfied identically for arbitrary 7 : 7(1), u). The relatiat
Vii : 7(u,u)V5 as well as Eq.(7) may now be considered as initial conditions and, beiiln
satisfied once on the surface 3, they will be satisfied all along the reference ray 1%. Mel-QQVeS
SJ}: L'J‘l'k : r2H0 : 0 and the correspondent terms drop out of Eqs.(8) and (18). For the “if,
of simplicity we assume 7 2 an E Const and 5'0 : 0, yielding v : 70.9. H e

By taking Eqs.(10) and (13) into account the first term of Eq.(8) may be written as fall/0r
The amplitude A is then obtained by integration along; the reference ray. Finally, ‘a SOlutienthe equation (1) reads of

MT, 5 11) : 2W, (1,, H.,(\/E7(,S)H,.(mu) exp {— 15kg (735'? + 112) +ilcnS+ip(1-)}, (,9)
Here a small correction to the phase 93(7') : for [i(ejl"b'k)j — (271+ l)(€jl'1tj 1%)] (11' deserflms
the plasma gyrotropy (the first term) and the fraction of waves having wave vectors different
from the, carrier wave vector of the wave envelope 1: : L‘OVSIR = {k()p.(7'r)}. Equation (19)gives a general solution of the wave. equation (1). Actually, the functions 0f the paraboliccylinder form a complete set of basis functions, and so with the appropriate choice of the
constants (7,,“ it is possible to match any field distribution on the boundary surface 3 The
solution (19) should be completed with the relation between the two coordinate systems usedabove. Within the required accuracy this relation reads 27‘ : q‘(T) “raw/awn; So)a.”Bl/DS
+55 7 S'U)2<')2m‘/OSZ. The transition from the quantities (1,-(7'), 11,-(1'), luff), SrjfT), which
are determined by Eqs.(lO), (17) and (18), to the unknown quantities Owl/Bu, Elsi/83 andWIVBS‘Z is realized by the general rules

The main characteristic feature of the approach developed above is the appearance of the
new intermediate space scale A such that ,\ < A < L. A is the length of the exponential
decay of the wave amplitude across the direction of the group velocity 17. As distinct from the
conventional theory of geometric optics, our approach retains the wave description across the
direction of the reference ray. Along the ray the usual eikonal approach is used. The method
developed therefore includes the conventional theory of geometric optics as a particular case.
The wave properties are described by the second string in Eq.(l8) and by the last two terms in
Eq.(7). These terms become significant when the beam width, which is inversely proportional
to (Va) + (V11) , decreases. This takes place, for example, in the vicinity of a caustic or
focus. Physically it is clear that the behaviour of the wave beam width is coupled with the
curvature of the wave front. In agreement with this, the second derivatives 50 representing
the curvature and the beam width term appear in the same qlB). A close description of the
Gaussian wave beam propagation is provided by the method of geometric. optics with complex
phase [5]. The latter method was used in [6] for the case of EC wave propagation.

In conclusion, note that the approach developed, in spite of its broader applicability, is
simpler for numerical treatment than the eikonal approach because the number of equations
to be solved in the WKB method is less than that in the eikonal approximation. The method
developed may be used for calculating wave fields in problems of RF heating, current drive and
plasma diagnostics with [microwave beams.
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ELECTRON CYCLOTRON EMISSION AND ABSORPTION FOR A TWO-
, DIMENSIONAL MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION

M.Bornatici

Physics Department, University of Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, and Physics Department

_Volta" ,University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

MAnalytic expressions for the electron Cyclotron emissivity of a two—dimensional

(2.1)) momentum distribution, i.e. for u Ego—distribution in the cosine of the pitch angle

, are obtained for both low and high frequencies.For the high—frequency range for

\giiliCh the Carlini approximation to the Bessel function is used, the 24D emissivity of the

‘ 2 ' (l) ”2
pgrpendicular extraordinary mode is a factor (7:13;) (>1) larger than the

TC _ c ,

corresponding emissivity averaged with respect to an isotropic pitch angle distribution,

. . . . , i , 1/2
such a result being consistent With a Gaussian shape in tt of wrdth (me/0)) ,

The emission coefficient, i.e. the emissivity integrated over the energy distribution, and

the absorption coefficient are evaluated for the case of a 2-D relativistic Maxwelltan. In

particular, for frequencies such that XLE(9/2)(m/mc)(Ti/mc2)>>1 , the 2—D absorption

i, . . , l .
coetltcrent ts a tactor x16 larger than the corrrespondtng 3-D result

Introduction For an electron momentum distribution F (p, t1) which is a separable function of

momentum p and the cosine of the pitch angle LL: pn/p, i.e. F(p,tt):f(p)<p(tt) , the coefficient of

electron cyclotron (spontaneous) emission is (1,2)

11(i)((t),e):41[(nlc)3no dMYZ—l)1/2f(p)n(i)(m,9,v) (l)
I

where “(i)((l),ey'Y) is the emissivity from the single electron, referred to the ith mode

and averaged over the pitch angle distribution (PW) ,

2 w ~
, N 2 +~' 2 nor. "

t.) r e u) 1 (Lou e L
((0,6), )= (—j cos —— —— —

Tl Y N B 47t NsinZG 29 E 0)

n0).
1 EX—iEy (r) p EZ b 2 ( p L)

____ __ __ '_ _. _._ D ’)
J_1dtt(p(p)i[ Ey +n CNin ”Ey )Ja Jmi 5 7 Nil p (-)

where N=N(i) and eNl-(i), i=X;O, are, respectively, the (cold) refractive and ray

refractive index of the extraordinary (X) and ordinary (0) mode, with

Ni=Nsin9 and N":Ncos6,9 being the angle between the equilibrium magnetic field

Bo =Bo Q and the wave vector l_<_=ki§+ kn'z“, the angle [3 is such that B =§(k,S), with S

the electromagnetic power flux density, which, in the cold plasma limit, reduces to the

Poynting vector so that 475 i § i/C i Ey i2 =(N/COSB) (ED/(p 1“ Sinze» , the plus (minus)
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sign referring to the X mode (0 mode) with

patsin'8+4ltm/(ochlPROP/(11)"!2 eos"8) " . Funhennore‘ JVEJVlb) is the Bessel
_ . . . . 7 1'3 1tttnctton 01 order v and argument bath/0%.) N Lip/IncKl—tt') I , and “Fl Hip/titcl’l
is the relativistic energy factor. The effect of the mode polarization in 12) is t‘VPllttiit‘tl 1:1
the cold-plasma limit (1.2), which is. in general, accurate for all the harmonies except

1 w

the first harmonic of the X—mode near the resonance (11:01. [1] .

The absorption coefficient 01“} ((0,0) is obtained from (1) along with (2) with We
replacement (1.3)

‘ if N
Hp) (p(11)~> ~ 81:3 C 111/ [(pipl—( (B.___H )ttp) 512] (3)N “(1)2 p d p p mm! dtt
Emission and absorption in two dimensions. For a two —tli111er1sioal (2—D) (llSli'lllllllOn.
i.e. (Pill) 22501), the integration in (2) is straigti‘orwmrl‘ with the result

1 (1) (incl) 13“ dlnp
1 2 7- H

II C n (mCZ) Y (“MP0 7—1101]C u)
with the absorption coefficient at the n th harmonic given by

Whoa):N at‘ltta 9) (It)

()12 i ~° 11(1)C : 1“") 21111.19): 2fl_9 [(—1 it] i «b tiwi (itwe N 2p m n ’1 hll

[elitimcfi—Y— 112] (75:)
_ D d l) “Fntufm

"1 .where A“to),9)21Ex/EvantlbnEnNil] (cu/no) ) JU‘(0<11(1)_
For the specific case of a 2—D relativistic Mnxweliinn disnihtttion. the quantity Within,

1 . " 1 ,s _the square brackets 1n (4)13 (Ti/me“) , whereas the last t’actor on the r.h.s. or (7»)
(1101‘. X

2 —11 ———l ‘ ~ 2 Vequals 21 u 16 i (it With (11:11I/(tt,+1) andpfmc [1.
By making use oi the series representation of the Bessel tunetions, one can mite (5) is

' ml ' “H T r1772

"(Ween—P dmtmtt) 2—" tN‘t‘r“ l :1 l(DCC n
n,72 2 nl me“

:1» ‘ L k

2 Cn.k tiNiko))(nNU))Z Tl] Gti+k (6)

1:11 mc

where dli)((1),BJEsin9(cosB/Nllipirsin26V2p] [1+A‘i’m,ei]2 and

211773 it » time 2 . q time I

(311:4: [ (D ) [gm—L) 4]] c'l‘llT—ll,(1)<ntoc (7)
(1! 11(1)” 2 x, , (1) , V

cmk and {Oink are connected with the series representation of the Bessel functions :mtl
are both equal to l for k=0 (2). Note that with

TtaT, CilwkaGnJrkH/Z and azaafifit/Qttlm eiu/Kjti) ,(6) and (7) reduce to the
result [011134) relativism: Maxwellian (2).
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Expression (6) is particularly convenient when the individuzd titljttcent lines (lo not

overlap significantly lei i.()I‘A(I)n(-=”Vrfi113D(T_t_/IUCZ)(t)‘_i<(t)u.Ft)l‘ Aton>mw i.e. ion
mines of the lilLt‘mOIt number much greater thnn unity such tltitt the ahsoiption

(emission) profile mods to it continuum, it is mot if appropriate to nitrite use of
ysvniptotic approximations to the Russel functions whic :trc valid for lnrge :ugttnient

mid order; One such approximation is the lini HDDTCNiliifttlL which yields for the

NemOLlC ( in the tenuous plasma limit)
‘1

~ to“ " 'l‘. ‘h n0). ‘ n 2
ix) T __ - u e ,

u ((0.6):n3 —*-— E t 1] gi1<»-;, tti)e 7r“ fin)
(DCL I mc‘ to

“>(Ijlttir

with the profile function
( nO),_. ‘1 . :

7 ————v , t l

t not. i i at ’ 3:: _ (i) hit 11,] l i
L7 H 70— ll l E E- r?)— e (t) lrll,_——"‘— C ‘ tr) ’ Hit) It

(' no)C ) ‘i

'(T "1 l
It is instructive to note thttt for (I):l1(t)citntl n>>l. result [811] is thc snnie 21$ (6) to

. V .. . . .

lowcst order in both cos'G and the tttiite liitrnior radius corrections t only the lt:(l-tert'.i

in (6)), since
‘a

o ‘: n (In (_ 10) l

2 n!
its it follows from the comparison of (7) 11nd (Utt) along with Stirling's fornitilit

l—r n

it! Z‘w'ZTIlt tit/e) ‘
For the continuous pitrt of the spectrum, it is :tpproprittte to replace ll‘tt' SL'TIittll‘,liOtt over it in

' . ‘T‘ m L
tfitt) by an integration ovcr I n:(0)/(DL‘)Y‘ ‘0 ”“11 42,46“ ‘W ‘Wiili the result tltnt

t n i t ,

(i) 3 a
i l ) ’ au. ‘ ((0.9): tun’ till-ct“ tuneup (Rh) 1

- 1A.
with the profile function.

3/: (TDD—cusli'i) cc .Tv
ill 6 ' ’ “(—1 “t _.t u m

(‘ (5.t 2 -~— —— Ll" (—j :W, 2— (9b
J 1 LL) 2 (5 .1 {Ur/+1 ‘ ‘ tr)C )

lti temis of the single-particle emissivity 11“” ((0.850 . cf (3) , result (8h) and Nb) amounts to g

7‘ x P ‘7

m” 9 , may“ (1011)
1 , (Y s

\i C (I) Ygl ‘ ( Giilecos‘e)
( —— el, w # = is) I” E

n (t),9.{)— “(+11 ,nL ((1,!) t.
247: c7

re. the angular distribution is :1 Gaussian centered at Ozn/z Lind o1 Width (Ox/(U) . As :1 ll

consequence. for perpendicular propagation the absorption coefficient (tilt) is lnigei‘ by (l

_ 2 o) ‘ 1/l . .
izictor (—7; X F] (>1) than the corresponding quantity ztvetnged DVt/i' Q (3). On the

\' it , ' c
other hand, referring to perpendicular pi't’tpzigntion, tlic emissivity (l():*) is nlso litrger than
the corresponding quantity nverttgcd ovcr the isotropic pitch tinglc distribution t l ) lw the
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2 1) ”2 1
same fuctor (7:1?) (>1) . The latter result follows from the fact thztt. for

It ' c

(0»mthe relevant pitch-angledcpendence of the emissivity is also :1 Gaussian of width

(toelf/(o) (4) 1L
1/2

ni“(w,,=yu) ni‘)(my)e117mlE(—>\FE(%]1].(X)(m,,715(tl)for——>0] (11)

In the limit of highly-relativistic energies, i,e. for y>>l, (10:1) yields

113‘)(cu,y>>1)=
2 (1) 1 3

6.73% P 3) (10c)
41r'cy °

und, consequently, from (91)) one gets,

3 3? _ ,GLlfiLHL): 7 XS/be “101% 9 9 1r):0 1/3‘J» X E——>>1 (12)X i 2 111
obtained by cttrrying out the relevant yAintegrution in (91)) by the method of steepest
descent. With respect to the absorption coefficient of the X—mode for a 3—D reltttivistic

Maxwelliun result (8b) (12) with T_,L—>T is ltrger by a fuctor (113/12) x“ (>1)
Instead of using (l)- (3). the absorption coefficient can be obtained in terms of the anti—
llcrmitizm part of the dielectric tensor((1.) In particular, for perpendicular propagation

one gets (8b) with the profile function GL( (15,111) given by

l 111) _,\/T11i3/2 Re{J‘0dr[cosrl<(, 3911—-11(1) )+ 65 212(1-COST K[%\lm)]}

with 1((V,Z)EZAV KVCL), and KV(Z) denoting the modified Bessel function of the second kind,

11(17): (ui — imt)2+2m2(l—cosr)

One can now proceed to an asymptotic evaluation of the integral in Gi by the method of
steepest descent, along the same line as for the 3-D Mnxwellian distribution (1), and
one obtains exactly the result (12).
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OBLIQUE PROPAGATION OF ELECTRON-CYCLOTRON—WAVES IN

NON-MAXWELLIAN, WEAKLY RELATIVISTIC VLASOV-PLASMAS

F. MOSER
Institut fiir Plasmaforschung der Universitét Stuttgart

D-7000 Stuttgart-80, Pfafl’enwaldfing 31, Fed. Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT
Electron distribution functions and drift motions of the electrons parallel to

a constant magnetic field determine the propagation of electromagnetic and

electrostatic waves oblique to the magnetic field especially in the frequency

rangc of the electron—c_vclotron I‘csonanccs. Thc dielectric tcnsor due to

Oreflce ill, Shkarofsky (3), Ki'lvenski ct all (M and Moser ct al. 14) is

used to investigate thc dispcrsion and absorption of electrostatic and cloc—

tromagnctic waves propagating obliquely to the constant magnetic field in Ll

weakly relativistic \I‘lasov»Plasma. in calculating: the dielectric tensor elt—
merits isotropic distribution functions (Mamvelliana drifting Maxt‘v'cllianeand

losswonc—distribution functions) and Finite-Larinor-Radius development to ar~
bitrary order are considered.

THE DIELECTRIC. TENSOR:
The plasma is assumed to be homogeneous in a constantexternal magnetic

field E; . Due to Oreficc (ll. Shkarofsky ( 3 l. lxrivenski et al. ( 3) and Moscr

et al. (—1) the diclcctric tensor for a weakly relativistic plasma is given by:

u) for a Maxwellian distribution function fl with an electron drift Tin ' Bo:

. 7 “i i- , l 2 ,2
fllpz'l‘i) — 211‘ CXp_--3;:lli" + Pit-pin Jl (I)

is:

m 3' w +:‘ 1N+k>1 ‘
_:._.+-—I£ .172” V Yc,.ls‘kl1—" h+l~llsl+l\l!(')(hl+n p31:
I] I] mi Sl—kfi] L] ‘lll 'n ‘ 'l o Lt

(2)

bl for a loss—cone distribution function f1 with a loss—cone index in

f.,(pL‘phl=n p“miexp[~l;tqlp’+p?ll (3)

With J m
_ l iUZFHLZ‘ ' h"‘

no “1—31?! i-Q—l ELIE 13‘

u 2] 2%“? W 7 lsl+k71 ‘ 1
:3 __l1§\,_ A V . «Li .fi, . _,

U {U i m l 'mts:ZUk€7)Ci‘J(”’k)l’l (lsl+l\+mii,Q(h) li.jJ'

(4)
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F: pi‘éwp e is the electron momentum in units of m er1c, meO is the
electron rest mass. c is the speed of light in vacuum. l-J e. ”es and o are
the electron plasma frequency. the electron cyclotron Frequency and the
frequency of the electromagnetic wave field. The indices . and ii refer to_.
the direction petpmtlicular and parallel to the magnetic field ‘ Ff:
”it" 1]. and "In : i+pg . The relativistic parameters Up are definet to:

‘ " i 1 . 3 _ .::U— c /Vthl‘flth \[h1: l\ Tslém

isotropic electron temperatures TC and Te ,1 .

co the electron thermal Velocities for the

The coefficients ci- ls.kl and the functions Q( h l and Ql h i are descri-
hed and discussed in l l i and (3 l.

The WAVE—EQUATION and the DISPERSION—RELATION:
If the dielectric tensor .: lo. k i is known. the wave equation for the elec-
tric “are field E is given by:

f‘k.\,.-E.+(if-‘JizlmjflflEPZfI [5)

, a c . a _ ‘ . ‘ a _ k,
\\ith n : 7“ l\‘ l n: ltomplex index ol retraction, k:\\a\'e rector J and hi = m

there results from l Fl the dispersion equation:

Dctijl=lL (tial

\\'Ith \iJZHJItl—tj -v-ij)+sij(r,i,F). lob)

\lLTMERICAL SOLUTION and RESLITS:
The dispersion equation l ha i and the wave equation (Si are solved nu-
merically Using the method of complex residual calculation in the root fin~
ding code, In the numerical calculation of the tensor elements the recursion
formulae for the generalized relativistic dispersion functions due to Shkarofs—
ky l3) and Robinson (ii are Used.
Two characteristic examples are shown in the figures 1 l and 3 J. In Fig.1 )
the anomalous dispersion and damping rate for the fast OW. is shown for a
propagation ohlique to the magnetic field in an isotropic. weakly relativistic.
Maxwellian plasma without electron drift in the fiftiuency range around ow.
In Fig.3) the influence of the lossAcone index m on the dispersion and ah-
sorption for the fast OW. is shown propagating perpendicularly to the mag-
netic field in a weakly relativistic plasma with an electron loss-cone distri-
hution function without drift in the frequency range around to CC.
REFERENCES:
l l i A. Orefice. J. Plasma Physics 39, l 1988 l 61.

i l. P. Shkarofsky, J. Plasma Physics 35. ( 1986 i 319.
i V. Kn’venski et al., J. Plasma Physics 30, l 1983 l [25.
) F. Moser et al.. Proc, 18th Europ. Conf, on Controlled Fusion

and Plasma Physics, Berlin, 1991, Vol. IV. 121.
S l P. A. Robinson, J. Plasma Physics 37. ( 1987i 435.
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VL‘I‘NUh the normalized frequency :)L‘C: "’cc7'” for a propagatinn

with H : Hi)” to the astant magnetic field B“.

l plax‘ma pm‘zunetei's: m]: = (N, T : 1 keV} l\‘l£L\'WClllLu‘l with pU : ll 1
e «3

, Iii" FHa I

Fig 1 bl Damping rate n i: 1min) for the fast ordinaiy wave in the fre-

quency ranggm -’<: to De propagating obliquely to the constant mag—

netic field B0 with E) = 800 t0 the magnetic field versus thenmv

malized Frequency 7» Set
(plasma parameters as in Figlal
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PARTIALLY TRANSIENT PLASMA RESPONSE NEAR AN ATTAINABLE HARMONIC STATE

Lim Chee-Sengfi and Kurt Suchy

lnstitut for Theoretische Physik 11 der Universitat DUSseldorf,

W-hOOO Dusseldorf l, Federal Republic of Germany

A warm collisionless plasma with slowly varying space-time

dependent inhomogeneities is responding to the unsteady and partially

timeeharmonic source current

{03) : ypexw-iwt)
which, after being switched—on at Zero instant, acts from a timer

independent bounded region R abouL the origin and eventually becomes

fully time-harmonic at the real frequency w:

1(X) E 9 when t < 0,

l(§) E 9 beyond R (t > O),

l(§) 4% 1(5) é 9 over R as t #9 m.

§ : (§,t) denotes the space-time A-vector. The response to a spatially

anisotropic source function of this kind has been investigated for a

general homogeneous isotropic medium [1]. It differs significantly

from transient response, which has been studied for the ‘multiple water,

bag' plasma [2].

The plasma response is governed by

8. i -1 6 7 n
§E~ e E: X l + qm 53p a qm pE,

"(—3 =_CLB‘1 at? 8\J—'
B 6

B—AXE—l+‘l+iatg’

8 6
LEE—saw!

>‘Permanent Address:
Department of Mathematics

National University of Singapore
Singapore 0511, Republic of Singapore



m and q being particle. mass and particle charge. The charge (16‘1i

p = p(;j{), electron cyclotron frequency w = 'K), adiabatic Sollxd

speed c = c(;}«'.) are slowlyT Varying unlike the ulectric and liliiETlL‘IlC

fields E and H, induced electrical current of density j and electnm

pressure p which are fast—and-slow varying wiLh X. The electcon
. . 7 2A , —1 . _
15 given by em 7\) 7' qm p(;}\)‘D _plasma frequency L.‘, p

The problem is treated h‘w‘ technique [3] - [6] of geonctllc

An asymptotic resoluciou yiel (is the long-range and laughaiqt

(El!) ~
which, provided '>: < Lc(;X) and involves the

x-zavefunctione

LL‘ . . ‘ - .
U (] m -v‘-iwi )p S ,
~31 "H Mn “’11 ”T1 11

C itw n/Q)
I] [All

where e 7 .S V 1/2, 2 z '
n " ;A) l) (o) 7w )

m: ~ nn1::

i
~n COS *‘ws COS /\

T V,O)51n(1‘3 (is e l 81(3’,s)/as sln()L'Vl-; —.L.u )
fin Ill L4]

for n = 1,2 and

*1 A‘i/\ :7. 72
3 = ' O (a 'X L'Li a (>MIL3) ptjun,

,1:
= c \l

v V , , z
w1‘— ml ('1 /C;}x) : Cw (;x)ck:};)[L ,

l -i ~ 1'! — ~

. .7 , -1/;t. 2 71
wvz : u) ;( K /t;)\) : tw (2)0(6/1) [t (Lfl‘) 7 ,

a (’4 ~ '~ 1; ~

. ‘ 7 . 71 , 2 2 , 2 ~1 2With 1‘ ek“(4\|/t;)« \w(;x)c (;}«)[tc(;I\)—l |j ’,l p ~ _ h. l

>7 k22<|§ /t;}’_1) 7 LOP<;I:L)(€]L)1/2[C2(E;J)Ilill

wl(k;X) = [wzmxwkzczgxnl’iN p l l

w,(k;X) = [w2<;x)-+»k‘~’(g,1)’1‘1/2_
2 ~,. p ~

/\ 1 . , . ,
Here, x : X while 13 and 03 denote the 3 X .5 Ldentlty and zero
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IE‘1303

{unsors‘ The response also includes, when lwl > w (,X), the partiallyP l ,

time-harmonic wavefunctions

w 3( X)l(k x,t)Q1

—2444s———/44~—( @lo )8xp[i(l{ lx|ewtrgn)]

ewczmfi)

provided 15‘ < tc<;§>nw:(:§>/wzr”,

i(k 42,0
9:!) : :__r‘_/.:"§ (334:9 (13~oy|k2m<1)exp[i(kZ IXI—wfiéfifl

provided {.31 < mm [min 50/31”2

and where k1 : 61mg)[alwgqnl/zsgnw.

k = (Eu) M[w 4w:(;§)]Unnw.

33s: : Md? Mum-ire-

The wavefunction U:r represents transient plasmavacoustic (n:l)

and plasmaeoptic (n:2) waves propagating behind, respectively, an almost

spherical acoustic slower-front and a completely spherical optic

faster»front‘ Those waves suffer fast spherical-andetemporai

attenuations, Their spectrum is fast varying with IEi/C and slow

varying with E. They are superposed upon partially time-harmonic waves

represented by U:p, viz., partially time-harmonic plasma-acoustic (n=1)

and plasma-optic (n:2) waves. These progagate behind, respectively, an

almost spherical plasma- acoustic slower-front (preceded by the acoustic

front enclosing the transient plasma- acoustic wave U: ) and an almost

spherical plasma-optic faster-front (preceded by the optic front

enclosing the transient plasma-optic wave U:r). Amp].itudes of UEP are

spatially fast attenuated and execute source current induced fast

variations with direction and time as well as plasma imparted slow

variations in space-time.

Actually, the asymptotic magnetic field response H exhibits

neither transient nor partially timevharmonic plasmasacoustic

behaviours, It is a purely plasma-optic field.

Let us finally consider the response development at some fixed
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long—range location when t >> lfl» assuming [w[ > wp(;§). First, all

four fronts are far remote to an observer. With regard to the transient

modes, each wave frequency wml— wp(;§) and wavenumber knn — O. In

particular, each transient wavefunction 9:: ~ g. The response is

therefore almost time—harmonic:

(E15) ~ 2 If”,
fl n:1,2 n

. . . . . " A
and may ultimately attain a time-harmonic state wherein 1(k x,t) becomes~ “a

102,900) = [[[daz Mam—115:»
R
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Mode Coupling Of The Ordinary And Extraordinary Waves In A

Cylindrical Plasma

My
E.W.Laing

ABSTRACT

We use the cold plasma, two fluid model to study waves in a non—uniform,

cylindrical magnetic equilibrium. Firstly, a condition for a self-consistent helical

equilibrium is derived and used to identify some useful special cases. The method of

finding full wave equations, in the approximation of linear waves, is outlined, fol-

lowed by a simplified set of equations for Lhe coupled modes in the plasma.

1. The Cold Plasma Model

We use the following model:

8”” V- , A0 1a! + 0190- . ()

DV‘ — E B 2m: D1 -q,( +vi>< ). ()

BB
. VXEri—a-t— i, (3)

4 i213.VxB—WHCZ) 3!. (4)

J : 2mm . (S)

. . . D . . , . a
where, s, r : l ,e , denotes particle speeies and E 15 the convective derivative Ei—(vJ-V).

2. Helical Equilibria
We wish to study the consequences of imposing a helical equilibrium magnetic field on a plasma.

It is convenient to use cylindrical polar coordinates. and to put

Be=Bo(0yf.8)v (6)

We also assume that all quanLities in (l)-(6). can only be functions of r. This ensures that a sys-

tem of odes, rather than [ides is obtained. To specify the form of Do further, we must solve (l)v(5) with

—% :0. For simplicity. set n0=EOIlStam, E0=O, and,
f

- — -£vu . (7)
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This last condition ensures zero net momentum in the plasma. Overall neutrality is obtained by putting

n0,» :n0, :no, and Qt :e ,qt ire, These assumptions allow (1)-(6) to be re-expressetl in terms of a

condition On BU, viz:

[gr = % [Igg'nrflrfl']. (8)

1 to; ml 2 nae _
where, —— : —— 1 + —— , and (up 2 defines the electron plasma frequency.

L2 (:2 mI syn:

lt cun be shown that the more common "force-free field" assumption often used in constructing
equilibria is equivalent to the rhs of (10) being zero.

By prescribing the additional condition

f “‘8 . (9)
the field components can be found explicitly in terms of the two settle lengths L and K, which are, at

present. :trbitrury:
r v I"

nrV]V(—K-)+Br YV(?), ‘10)

r . f
=»A ”JV- — *B‘YV, - ,f r 1(K) r 1(K) (11)

L2
where Jv denotes the Bessel function of order v ,v : 73- .

K

This analytic solution includes as special cases,
I

2 7 r
: A — co: — ,g [If ] %( K ) (11)

I ‘_
2 1 t r= —A — —— ,f H smt K >

1
f v = ——0r 2,

g = constant , f = 0 , (13)

for K—) co, with L remaining arbitrary, and

r r
g:AJo(—_)tf:Aft<-7), (14)

l\ l\

for L —)0, with K remaining arbitrary.

3. Wave Solutions: Fourth Order Differential System

We now look for wave solutions, using the standard technique of assuming small perturbations to

an equilibrium situation. Assuming hnmtonic time dependence, taking the motion of the ions to be

negligible, and considering only waves with radial wave vector, we find:

—io)n +nDV~v+Vn-vu :0, (15)

m, [-ituv + (vs-V)v + (v-Vm] = -e [E + VDXB + vo] , (16)

VXE=itDB, (l7)
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m = up — 523E (18)
c

J:—c(rtDv+nv,,), (19)

where the subscript 0 denotes an equilibrium quantity.

The procedure now followed is to obtain all quantities in terms of E. Although straightforward,

the complexity of the resulting algebra can be formidable and dealing with Ihese equations by hand is a

daunting task. The use of computer algebra makes this process much less tedious and error—prone. In

this case REDUCE 3.3 was used to obtain the final formulation of the problem. The equations obtained

have the form:

alts; M25; +aJEn+aJ3J+a5£g+a6L :0, (:0)

17,5; H7255 +b3Ee+b4E,"+[)513,'-:vb6E, =0,

(1 . , . . . . .. . ,
when: E? , and a, ,1],- depend on equtlibrium veloctties and magnetic ltelds and their gradients ( the

r

lull expressions are very complex and we do not reproduce them here).

The fourth order differential system seems to be a common theme in all problems of non-uniform

wave propagation where dependence on only one coordinate is assumed. Diver, Laing and Sellar 0089)

obtain an exactly analogous system, this time for E, and E, with 2 as independent variable. This SLrucA

ture corresponds physically to two independent wave solutions to the problem.

4. .-\ Uniform Equilibrium
It is instructive to consider the special case of field (13'), corresponding to a uniform magnetic

spine, The waves admissible in such a medium are well known {Stix 1062). but are usually calculated

in Cartesian coordinates. In cylindrical polar coordinates, the normal modes of the plasma separate

more naturally into equivalents of the ordinary and extraordinary waves. The spatial part of the electric

field then becomes. for standing waves, in the notation of SLix:

Ee:A littprl. (21)
E, = A 10(qr) , (22)

£22_R_L £124
to _S' e) '

in order to obtain a more tractable system of equations, suppose that the terms involving equili»

brittm velocities are negligible, then:

S. An Approximate Approach

l , K2 1 2 K2
30359) «LFWWBA’ +Yf )Ee=?5nz. (23)

i [913'] + “—101 + Bf2+ igoE — “—35n 04)
p l L2 2 L2 9 s M

where,

(1)2002 ~ 07‘ — (0,?” l3 : at); $102
(9:092 7 (27') ’ (m2 — (Fidel — (22 — (n5) '

$201 at?
Y: (00270.2) ’ = (ml—Qz—e)})'
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almwhgz), B=Bo<0.f(f).g(%)). afi. ':—
e80

and £20 : . Note that the electron cyclotron frequency here is Q, rather than (10, so mm, for :1
mt

given choice of u), there may be a value of r for which the coefficients in (23) and (24) are resonant,
unless (1(r ) is bounded. In contrast to the uniform case, where resonances affect the whole plasma, or
none of it, we have a situation where, unless special choices of Ba are made, the effects of resonanCes
have to be included in all attempts to solve (23) and (24).

We consider first one such special choice, the field (12). This avoids the resonance problem, and
corresponds to choosing K:L. We then have:

+ (a +bcoszp)Ee = bSinP 0059 E: - (25)
l ,3 (PE 9)

~27 [pEl'] + (a ibsinzp)Ez : bsinp cosp E, , (25)

where a :uiy, tmd b :B=]3—y.

6. Boundary Conditions

To be consistent with the choice of coordinate system, we must have E6(0)=0, while the choice
of only r dependence means that E,'(O)=0. To produce the two further conditions necessary for a 00m.
pletc solution of (25) and (26), we can either set values of E9 and E, at the origin for an initial Value
problem. or at some nonvzero value of r, giving a boundary value problem. The later approach can be
used to join our helical field onto a uniform one at some appropriate point. (Compare this with the pro-
cedure in Diver at al (1989), where a uniform field is joined onto a spatially rotating field ).

Numeric-til solutions of (25) and (26) are currently being sought.

7. References

DIVER, 1).. LAlNG, E.W., SELLAR, CC. 1989 Journal Of Plasma Physics ,42, 153

REDUCE 3.3 Users Manual . High Level Hardware Ltd, Oxi‘ord,U.K.

STlX, T., 1962 The Theory Of Plasma Waves. McGraw-Hill
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HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA INSTABILITIES AND

TURBULENCE IN THE LOWER IONOSPHERE

B. Basu, 1R. Jasperse and IM. Retterer

Geophysics Directorate, Phillips Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA, USA

D.T. Decker

Institute for Space Research, Boston College

Chestnut Hill, MA, USA

T. Chang

Center for Space Research, MIT

Cambridge, MA, USA

It has been known for some time that calculations of the collisional electron

distribution function in the 2 to 4 eV energy range which neglect waveAparticle interactions

disagree with rocket measurements in both the auroral and sunlit, midlatitude lower

ionospheres. The latter show a filling-in of the 2 to 5 eV valley in the isotropic distribution

function predicted by the zero-order calculations. Recently, a rocket experiment in the

auroral zone recorded intense plasma waves near upper hybrid frequency in the altitude

range of 130-170 km; separate incoherent scatter radar experiments at Sondrestrom also

showed strong backseattered signals from plasma waves with wavelengths ~ 11 cm. We

can tic all these observations together by invoking the existence of electron cyclotron and

upper hybrid plasma instabilities driven by the suprathermal bump in the electron energy

distribution around 5 eV III. In this paper, we review the solutions for the electron

distribution function including collisions but neglecting waveAparticle effects, the

observations, and the linear stability analysis. We also present quasilinear calculations and

particle simulations which we have carried out in our study of this problem.

The basic equations are

IS’
WQ

J

+£-<3
l
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a .5? _E_ : 47E nqi+nqC dxt . (7)

Here S is a known source function, L represents the linear Boltzmann integrals tor elastic
and inelastic electronmeutral collisions as well as the electron—ion recombination colligjmgv
and J is the nonlinear Fokker-Planck electron-cluu'ged particle collision integral /3/, The
other quantities have their usual meanings. The steady state, isotropic solutions of Eq_ (1)
have been obtained numerically for E = 0 and for the photoelectron source at midlatitndcg

and the precipitating electron source at auroral latitudes. The results for vfu ('v') {tom 1 to
10 eV in the case of a photoelectron source are shown in the left panel of Fig. l.
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Fig. 1. Measured and calculated photoelectt'on energy spectra

at various altitudes in km.

The dip in the calculated electron distribution function near 2 eV is caused by a peak in the

e—N2 vibrational excitation cross section. In the right panel, experimental data show flatter
distributions than that predicted by the calculations. Similar disagreements between
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t-gtlt‘ulntious and observations are also found at Iturornl latitnclus with the precipitming

t‘l‘ tron source.

In order to study thc stability of (ll and (El to small amplitude, high {1&1il

electrostatic perturbations, we may neglect the ion dynamics and seek n solution of the form

t : {n (V) + f] (112,0. In the linearized equation for {1, we may show that below about 170

km demon-electron collisions may be neglected in favor of electron-nutttrnl collisions and

that elastic electron—neutral collisions dominate the inclnstic ones with regard to the (lumping;

of the waves. The Boltzmann electron—neutral elastic collision integral in tlu; limit (18 [hr

t ltCU’Oll'K‘FnCUU‘al mass ratio is zero is /2/:

‘_ - Wt! ”-5lv‘v'l‘
Lit¥rVniVl114E—y d; *(s lliLLwll . ( "u v

lrlcrc VO (v) is the elastic electron-neutral collision frequency for it nearly isotiopic

ditt‘erentinl Cross section. Using standard methods, we obtain the dispersion tEll‘t‘lnTi in the

presence of electron-neutral elastic collisions as:

\' Jlllkivi/ (0°) ”m“ a i l' a )fi) (V) (‘l
I 'f If —'_'i " \vt — . . :

71 (oi-1v0 -ti(1)c luvu Vi av L rlvu

where the ln functions are

R ,7 .
i , J“ l' vs1nG/(n. _
1n(vl : d8 Sine #144; llf . (Di

0 m+ivo - mac -l~:H v cost)

llure, (i)C = lco/mgcl and other quantities have their usual meanings. li czin he shown

that (4‘) is approximately equivalent to the BGK result obtained in /I/t
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The dispersion relation has been studied for a Maxwellian thermal population and a

suprathemial bump near 5 eV for the following three situations: the daytime midlntitude

ionosphere; the diffuse atu‘ora; and a stable auroral arc. In each case, two types of unstable

plasma modes have been identified: the resonant upper hybrid mode from about 125 to 170

km, and the non-resonant electron cyclotron modes from about 100 to 130 km. In the latter

case, the instabilities occur in several narrow layers a few kilometers thick.

Using standard procedures, we find that the selfvconsistent quasilinear equation for

f0 (Vila V11 ”'15

we a .
31+;ucuxfl") ' a f0=So+Llfol+JU0l

6 a
E. _ e E f0(v".vJ_,t) + :

In (6) D is a second order tensor operator which produces a diffusion-like term and E is a

second order tensor integral operator which produces a nondiffusion-like term and both

depend on V0 (v). From an H-theorem that may be demonstrated from (6), it is possible to

show that the effect of the Q and E terms is to produce a flattening in f0 from 2 to 6 eV.

Numerical simulations show such flattening as well as the heating of the Maxwellian

electrons.

/1/ B. Basu, T. Chang, and JR. Jasperse, Geophys. Res. Lett. 2, 68 (1982).

/2/ LR. Jasperse, in msics of Space Plasmas, Ed. by TS. Chang, B. Coppi and

LR. Jasperse, SP1 Conference Proceedings and Reprint Series (Scientific Publishers,

Cambridge. MA, 1981), vol 4.
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Numerical Calculation Based on Multipole Expansions

was used to study The Linear Instability in a DP

Machine.
C. Cereceda, J. Ruiz, J. Puerta

Universidad Simon Bolivar
Depto de Fisica, Apdo.89000, Caracas—Venezuela

ABSTRACT .
arperiments to excite ion acustic instabilit‘ in ion beam plasma

5v5tem have been carried out during the last years. Numerical stuQies to

characterize this phenomena based on the wavelenghts and growth rates of

the linear instability are in good agreement with the observations. In

:his paper we report the effect produced by addition of impurities in

system and analy:ing this Via the solution of the dispersion relation

of the electrostatic mode with the impurity term. .0 solve the resulting

equation we use the multipole expansion for the disperSion relation of

Martin and GonsalezEl] to get an expreSion eaSie: to work numericallv.

in order to follow the evolution of this region versus the concent-

of :he impurity as parameter and obserVing the change of the growth ra

(Im(Q)) of the most unstable mode. In the case of no impurity we compare

our results With those obtained by G. Bonhommo et al.[2].

:.- INTRODUCTION
The characteristic modes of propagation of ion acustic waves in

multiespocies plasmas [3],[4] and the instability in ion beam—plasma

ystems are in accordance With the prediction of solutions of the linear

aispertion relation[5]. For the ion acustic shock wave generated through

the injection of a tranSient ion beam in the plasma target of a double

plasma (DP) machine, G. Bonhome et al.[2],have shown the relation between

the potential dip observed behind the shook front and the nonlinear

solitary wave. They explain the occurrence of instability at velOCitie:

lower than the usual beam plasma instability[6] by the iscal aceleration

of the ion beam in the potential well.

In this paper we introduce a new method for the ca

mode growth rate as a funtion of beam velOCity and

i
m

' the tWo-pole approximation for the Z dispertion

ery accurate in the whole range. The expreSion that we obtained for

sperSion relation is easy to solve With this method as well ‘

of no impurity as in the multispeCies case. In this way We can

evolution of the instability with very high accuracy.

(I
if

I:.— LINEAR THECRX OF INSTABILITIES IN ION AC IC PLASMA WAVES l

For an ion beam in a two speCies system, it is well known that t

idimcnsional dispeSion relation of the electrostatic mooe can be written

as:
‘

m 1 + n + seen/K2 + £1 + tutu—din[Te-uLl/Tllfill v i
+

n: E.

( [l h C .3:13Cl 1* £131.17. :bl)}[Te.(ll/Tbl.K]

[3. + Ebo-3(:‘D2)][TE.\12/Tb2.h ] = Q

Where K = k/kDe , fl = m/mpl , a] = nbj/no , n13 = nlj/no , and 3 define

a subindex for each species.
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The pl?sma dasperSLCn qCtlgn :3: be ettcn ;n the standard farm_

‘0',

<2) my) : <1/fi)J‘[cm(—s3)ms 7:
—-:r

where the arguments of ChlS functlon are given by

r3) ::6 = (1/ J3 u (mpl/m?e>.(Q/KJ , i; = (1/ 43—) Jig/T; .(o/x)

3.0 = “Te/3Tb [Q/K * Uh] , ibsTe/HbJ JmiE/mll (Q/K * 35)]

:12: mil Te/ElTL2 (EEK)

Since q = Jmil/q Ub and ab = Vb/cS are the beam ve;oc1t;es normalized

by the Lon acoustlc veLOCLty cs.

The two—pole approx1mataon for the plasma dlSFEISIOn functLQn 3(5) obtalned

by 9., Martin and A., Gonzales EL], by modi'ylng the Fade method lflcludlnq

Ln addltlon to the power serles. one term of :he asymptotic oxpansaon. —

Thls apprOXLmatLon for the Z functlon LS better than that of -rled and

Comte {3], and leads to 1 polynomial equat;on for the dLsperSLOH relat;on_

This approxamatlon 1s:

(a) E<:)~b/<a — g) — b*/<a* — m

with a ”0.5138 — 1.03241
b m0.5000 + 1.2891;

U51ng thlS apptOXLmant, the disper510n relation becomes simply a quot;ent

of two polynomes of ten degree in Q:

(5) ran + AWQ + ......... - Aaqglo : 0
E30 + 310 e ......... e 3100”

with complex coeff;c;ents which are funCtlons of the beam veloc1ty Ub, the

wave number K and the impurity concentration “iZ'

Numerlcal calculation[7] of the numerator polynom roots glves the frequency

values KM, provaded that this roots are daffcrent to those of the denomina—

tor polynom.
For the lon beam plasma system without murltles the last two terms of the

disper510n :elatlon (eq.L) do not appear and its :atlonal expresion

obtained with the dlpole approx1matlou as one of Slxth degree in am

(6) CG + n + ..... + c§g6 :0
DO «L D15) + ..... + D605

m
r

4
of

)1.
.
0

|
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since 1.11 the Lunar Lheory the electrostatic waves are assumed to have

:he farm E 2-:,t)=EQ.e:C_D[;L(K}:‘(0t)] ,for real K :hose complex values fox: oJ

741.5“ :m(m)> 0 lead to the unstable mode of g: ulng waves.

when 3 :ran31ent Stay; of potential 1.5 appl;ed between the source and target

:he DP—machlne, the Lon beam 9.1.3s system :5 perturbed. It has
Changers of

ported [2] the erasaence of 1 potentzsd. weL‘. behind the shocr; from:

been I . , .

where the 1.011 beam can Lnouce a local. Lon JCUSCLC Lnscanll;:~;.

U}— ESUL'E AND CONCLUSIONS

The A:;sg:ersw_on rel;c;on(Eq.l) has been ELL-st solved _ 4.

915.5513 with mere 1m_u:r::_l:‘{ concentration, and beamsglasma Parameters:

1. \1.=0.l and T ”T“ =20. The branch 31' the roots and”: the Largest

.)> O and. Re(f2\ :- -3 (Le. :Lght Propagatzng waves) represe_.ts the most

mode. The 'ralues of the normsl;:ed wavelength Mk!) for: 3. grren

w veLOCLU; are shown :1 E_g._.

.LO
1‘ I 0.21:
i J

:04 | “0.203

3 2 J S
A 1 I $0.203
\401 i >,/ C
A i / E1193

:0 ’—
1 0.193

3 $0.05
WWW ____._..——-___..._

3.5 0.7 0.5 Hut: 1.: L5 1.: [11850.4 as (1.8 1.0 1,:
UD

V,‘ ‘ .‘ mm. Nam or THE MO T NS’AB F1 .2. GROWTH RATE vs. BEAM VELOCHY FOR
“9 uouEE ‘I‘ERSUS saw ‘EELDUCH'YI. LE 3%?‘50VA$E§EL&E,WPU5'?fiommmm”

a u t :5 I. .

canes for values _ been velac;

:hls CUSTIQ LS LU. agreement '41 fl

curres diverge for beam Veloc;:;es large: “31:3:

beam :ode beau

A . }
131;: e _:.::ges: growth race 1.5 ‘ ways ECHO 1

, — v — a:
. e ’ " < '1 , - «a n ._

aenlcved -31: bat). .cs, 2: __ .03: «gr: on > \Q

canc:1c‘_ons as Q 05 $50305

= i \n

0.20 ____— __.‘._..
c3x00 o. 0.64 0.0501 0.02 003

RELAINE supumw CONCENIRAHON

fiqj. MAXIMUM GROWTH RATE \raRem)
)5 A FUNCTION OF IMPURflY CONCENTRATION
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DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN BIPOLAR [m = ii) ‘

MODES TRAVELLING ALONG A MAGNETIZED PLASMA COLUMN

Department of Physics, Institute for Foreign Students,

BGelill Sofia, Bulgaria

* Faculty of Physics, Sofia University, BG-1126 Sofia, Bulgaria

The modelling of isotropic plasma columns sustained by travelling elec—

tromagnetic waves in the dipolar mode (angular dependence exp imw, m = :1)

shows that the m = :1 modes have identical dispersion characteristics /]/

In the presence of an external static magnetic field, however, the modes

E. Benova, I. Ghanashev* and I. Zhelyazkov5i

structures of magnetized plasma columns surrounded by vacuum and produced by ‘

travelling electromagnetic waves in the dipolar modes /Z/.

behave rather differently. This observation arose in studying the axial

We examine the propagation of electromagnetic waves along a homogeneous

cold plasma column of radius R and electron number density n immersed in an ‘

axial constant magnetic field BO : 50%. The time dependence is assumed to

be m expt—iwt) and the axial wave number is k. Starting from Maxwell‘s 1

equations and following the method used in Ref. 3, a dispersion relation of i i

the kind
i

Dm(w.k,n,R,BO) = 0 {1) i:

has been obtained /2/. In studying the axial distributions of plasma and 1

wave characteristics in the case when the plasma is produced by the wave i

itself, [1) is considered as a phase diagram (n as a function of k at w, R

and Bo being constant). Introducing the variable x = kR and parameters ‘

o : wR/c, Q : wC/m the phase diagrams can be plotted in dimensionless form H

(w/w versus x at a and Q being constants). Here we 2 eBO/mec and it

wp = (4nne2/mei1/2 are the electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies. An

example of such diagrams for e = 0.5 and different magnetic fields is shown

in Fig. i for both m = +1 and m = *1 modes. The behavior of the m = +1 mode i

is regular -— the corresponding phase curves change their form continuously

from the Q : O to the Q a w curve as increasing the magnetic field. This is

not the case for the m = —1 mode. For strong magnetic fields (Q > 1) the

phase curves continuously approach the Q a m curve remaining below it. A

peculiarity of these curves is the appearance of a "turning point”, where
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rm. 1. Phase. diaqramfi for the: “mi mode (7,) at 020.5 and Qro.i,0,3

and 0.5. Thu: phase curves for Um m=-1 mode (-———) are Culcillated at Q

:O.1,0.3,0.6,2.5 and 5, The 1arqe»dashed Curves correspond to the Case

Of an lsntrnpic plasma (Q=0) and an infinite marine-tic. fizz-1d (9900).

the slope changes its Sign, Another peculiarity of the Q ‘2 1 case is the

existence of a second solution to (l) plotted as an almost vertical line at

x ’~‘ (T = 0.5. We note that in this case the solutions for all 5? > i are so

Close to the x = 0‘ line that they are scarcely distinguishable from it and

from each other. For weak magnetic fields ((2 x '1] the phase diagrams lie

entirely above the Q 2 0 curve and there is no continuous transition from

the f2 2 l to the Q < 1 case. It is the purpose of this communication, to

find the source of this strange behavior in the phase diagrams of the m = ‘1

waves.

In order to do this we compute the pure dispersion curves instead of

phase diagrams. This means that now we assume that there exists a homoga

ncous magnetized plasma column with electron number density n (normalized

through s : mpR/c), along which a dipolar wave travels. The dispersion

curves are obtained from (1) as dependencies x versus m/wp assuming s and

BO constants. A family of dispersion curves for s = 0.188 (n = 1010 Chi—3,
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[“iq. 2. Dispersion relation of the m=—1 mode at 5:0.188 and

9310 w) =o,o.25,o.5.1,1.75,2.5 and w.
c n

R : 1 Cm) for different magnetic fields are presented in Fig. 2. One can

see two sets of curves with rather different courses, which explain all

ooserved peculiarities in the corresponding phase diagrams. The first set

of curves (continuous lines) correspond to the Q < 1 solutions and to the

vertical lines at 9‘2 1. For small normalized frequencies w/w the

dimensionless wave numbers x follow the straight line x s s > (Lu/LOP), l7which

corresponds to the vertical lines X to in the phase diagrams. With

increasing x w tends to wc at strong magnetic fields (we/m >> 1) and to a

frequency slightly exceeding mph/é at weak magnetic fielrds (ms/mJ << 1).

These solutions are not interesting for practical purposes sine; they

correspond to either backward waves or loosely bound to the plasma waves.

The other set of solutions (dashed lines in Fig, 2) describe forward waves

and might be of interest for experiments. They exist in the frequency

domain from zero to wc at weak magnetic fields and from zero to w at strong

magnetic fields. They are well localized for all frequencies in that

domain. These solutions correspond to the "turning—point" curves in the
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phase diagrams for 9 > 1.

be obtained from a set of dispersion curves with different normalized densi—

LD

Figure 3 shows how such a turning point CUrve Can

11-1520
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Flat 3. Dispersion curves of the m=—1 mode at different values of the

parameter s and a fixed magnetic Held 0.) R/c=‘i.25.
c

densities s at the same magnetic field. It is worth noting that

negativesslope—part of the phase curve does not correspond

wave and we must be cautious in the interpretation of the phase diagrams.
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CYCLOTRON AUTORESONANCE CURRENT DRIVE IN TOKAMAKS

A.Yu.Kuyanov, A.A.Skovoroda, A.V.Timofeev, A.V.7vonkov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russian Federation

The possibility' of current drive (CD) in. a tohamak by

dgctromagnetic waves under electron. cyclotron autcresonance

UMR) conditions is analysed.
CAR effect consists in almost unlimited accel ration of

electrons by a monochromatic electromagnetic wave with the

parallel (along the magnetic field) refraction index Nuri.

During the heating in CAR regime the parallel momentum of

electrons grows substantially along with the energy. These

circumstances make the use of CAR for current drive very

attractive.

The possibility of continuous acceleration of electrons by

the wave with Nngt in inlx gPIPHUc m.agnetir fi ld was noted in([1

[1 3}. For N r1 the relativistic Lecrease of cyclotro

frequency as a result of heating is compensit: d by the shift of

the resonance point to the: higher magnetic fielcl region. By the

with energies 0.1 11.4 MeY, escaped thrctgh one end of

mirror machine during the gyrotron pulse, was explained L3]. In

these experiments ECR waves were launched into the trap along

the mgnetic field and the flow of enenic electrons had the

same direction as the wave.

ln a tokamah the compensation of the relativistic dezn ease

of cyclotron frequency is more djf1icult because of smaller

magnetic field variation. along the electron, trajectory. But

requirements to the magnetic field inhomogeneity become wealier

near OAR regime(N Hal). One can hope that with the aid of waves

with NH=1 it will be possible to generate the directed flow of

high energy electrons in a tokamak, that is to drive an

electric current with high efficiency.

HE1wtmn

l 2 qu 4' To
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i coincides with tlie equation oi’ lines of QUBSilineap

ECR diffusion in themmommentum space
qn AT : W + const, (a)

H
here q : p/mc, 7 ~ relativis tic factor, n e harmonic number

!

mfifl e cold electron cyclotron frequency. From (3) one can see,

that for q “ 1 electrons gain substantial parallel Hmmentum
from the wave. Thus, CD under OAR condition has much in DOHmon

with low hy brid CD.
cold plasma dispersion function allows us to define

parameters for which the inequality NHZi is possible_ On Figj

the de ience <1£ the angle; 9 (Nnei, NLrtanB) on [mp/m)d at

(we /m)t=1.oe for extraordinary wave is shown. It is seen thatC:

in a tokamak CAR condition max be fulfilled on the fundamental

harmonic of cyclotron freq leniy for launching of the

extragruiniry have i“ m the high field side at small angles to

For Jaunohing of such waves there are some ohstacles, but

they can be overcome. At first, small launching angle does not

prevent the wave from penetration into the plas a core, because

group velocity of the wave is inclined steeper to the magnetic

axis then phase velocity. This fact is illustrated by the

>—;j ig.2, where the dependence of the value

G : V /" l V( 1| \glv ( )Us t '/ Vphl

O/m)i:i.05 for the extraordinary' wave withon (db/mJE at (me

N”:1 is shown.

Another obstacle results from the conservation of the

product NtR along the ray due to toroidal symmetry, here Nt is

a toroidal projection of the refraction index, R is the

distance from the torus axis. If CAR condition is fulfilled on

the magnetic axis R0, then at the plaSma—vaouum boundary for

launching from the high field side (R1<RO) the inequality

Nt:RO/R1>1 must be valid. But such waves in vacuum are

impossible. Hence, the only possibility is vertical launching

from the top ("r bottonfl of a tokamak. An example of ray

d
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tyacjflg and absorption calculations for TmlO tokamak (RQ:1500m,

azgsom, quadratic profile of density neQ=1O1jom'j(LwJ/mgt:o.g)

and temperature TeuleV, launching angles ECP h: the

horizontal plane and 00,100,200 inside the tohamak,

WLm/W>E:1'3) is shown. Note, that for preferential absorption

Lufwthe wsve in the plasma core (not the periphery} it is

the EOE zone outside the launohing radius

For estimation of the efficiency of “AR GD model

galoulations were made with the aid of high energy relativistic

FMHKET’PLENK equation

q‘; ",v of 'l M +7. l a: .77, [if
‘4 re l ]+ —~:e— 7— (Wep‘l —— +

u do o' cfll <flL

A! q '1 Nfiq d ,

—— 1 or! H‘w [q ._ (we -eu w- J f .
do iii ; wt

Votive ohargu, nzqu*qy D , normalized EUR

ssuming q+=U.1 and nonzero value D:fl.i

,’n r 1 V74 ‘
'3'»), w - Jl A J -

tho distribution function with the aooount of trapped partiolesii a narrow zone near the rcsonanoe curve {1) (m

:6) wes oaloulated for two variants: l e NPZU'BA’

:1, A:fl.04. AESultS r1 calculations shown on Fig.4

the effective aooeleration electrons under UAR3

ions. In the second variant CD appears to we

substantially more effective for large enough, values of L.

Note, that the obvious shortooming of this scheme is the

etistenoe of oountereurrent that Gan reduce total C‘

eiiioienoy.
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Application of a reconstructive MHD code based on the
formalism of the toroidal multipoles t0 the ITER Tokamak

F. Alladio,‘ P. Lalousis ‘, P. Micozzi

ENEA. CRE Frascati‘ Via E.Fcrnii 27, C.P. 65 @0044 Fi‘ascath Rome. ltaly

1 . Introduction

One of the most important diagnostics both for the present toltamak experiments

as well as for the future devices. aimed at achieving ignited plasmas is the MHD

equilibrium reconstruction. The reconstruction of the MHD equilibrium. is obtained

from the data of magnetic probes which measure magnetic fields and fluxes on a contour

that encloses the plasma column.

The aim of this work is to generalize the reconstructive equilibrium code ODIN

/1/ to fulfill the following requirements:

1) the capability to treat. any possible magnetic probe set;

ii) a fast identification of plasma boundary cl’iaracteristics (such as elongation and

shape of the outermost magnetic surface. X—point positions limiter contact point.

etc.]:

the possibility to provide global plasma, quantities such as the poloidal beta fly. the

internal self-inductance In the diamagnctism p, and the total plasma current 1,.

in addition with some local plasma quantities such as the shape of the magnetic

iii)

surfaces and the position of the magnetic axis;

the ability to obtain quantitative information about local equilibrium quantities

such as the safety factor and toroidal current density profiles.

In order to simulate the ITER equilibria, the reconstructive code ODIN has been

interfaced with the Finite Element predictive equilibrium code PROTEUS /4/ that

provides the values of the fluxes and of the magnetic fields at the probe positions for

the current ITER reference scenarios.

Hi ’2

2 — Characteristics of the Code

The method of solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation used in the ODIN code is

based on a. particular coordinate system (the full toroidal (Quid) ) /’2/) that is the most

ows to reduce the full two~dimensional problem of
natural for a toroidal device. It all

and greatly shortens
the magnetostatic plasma equilibrium to a one-dimensional one,

the computer time needed for the solution.
In fact. by adopting this coordinate system the scalar, magnetic flux. function \11 can

‘ The NET Team. c/o Max-Planck lPP, Boltzmannstr. 2, 8046 Garching, Germany
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be expanded in the following; 11111ltipolar form:
mm,

[1/1 <—,,,11 (ht—1 +1/,, , clL—J usnu + t- wWWW; ”‘l l l l ‘f” ’ lml ) l""” 1””‘l 111

where [mp-[16)] and gm(t-I1(E)) are special functions (Foch functions /2/). and MW Dre the

toroidal multipolar moments. Such an expression is truncated /1/ at mm,r :

The flux Iunt, tion e\prcessed in such a ft,)1‘iiiisf11ll_\' analytical in the poloidal Coordinate
(.ul. so that all the physical inforinations about the current density distribution inside
the plasma are included in the radial (H) behaviour of the Inultipolar moments ;\[,,,((—))
that are constant outside the plasma region.

The values of the multipolar moments on a circle (at constant (4)) that does not
cross the last magnetir surface ol- the plasma are the l,n,)1,111rlary conditions of the prolr
lem. If the spectrum of the multipolar 111onients is ltnown (fitting the experimental

data measured by the ma :netic probe set) then it is possible to reconstruct the MHD

equilibriunL

3 - The Problem of the Best Fit of the h‘lagnetic Data

The main difficulty that has been solved in order to generalize the ODIN code to
treat Very elriingated plasmas (such as in the ITER case] is the choice of the method

of best fitting the magnetic probes data. This difficulty arises because the magnetic

probes are not placed on a (-1 : constant surface but spread in a range (t:),,,,,,,(?),,,,,_,]

(tigt 1)). ln fact the chosen toroidal ccmrdinate system on which the integration 111esh
is built has to fullil two main rerptirements:
a; the minimum 0 spanned frOm the magnetic p1obes must not err

l'le ld toils;
b) the maximum (-) must not cross a significant amount of the plasma current distriA

the poloidal

bution.
The necessity for these two requirements is discussed in rel} 'ence /l/. The first

constraint can be relaxed by subtracting; the ‘1' produced by the coils internal to the.

mesh during the equilibrium iterations, but the second one is absolutely compulsory.

As one can see in 1310511(1'1‘1311 case), a realistic picleup coil set (surface 1 figi(1)) for

an elonuated machine cannot ag1ee with requirement (b).

The Solution that has been adopted is to transfer the boundary conditions (the

values of the iintltipolar momentsl coming from the 111agnetic measurements to a con,

tour that fulfills the requirement (b).
Therefore the fluxes and fields have to be propagated in the vacuum rt, V‘ion enclosed
between the two contours (surface 1 and surface 2 ligit 1 Hi

The solution to the 111athcmatical problem of calculating fluxes and fields on Surface
2 from measurements on surface 1 is based on the application of the vector Green's
theorem /3/
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4 - Reconstruction of ITER Equilibria

The reconstructive ODIN Code has been applied to ITER equilibria calculated by

the predictive code PROTEUS for the current ITER magnetic configurations and open

ating scenarios. Both limiter and double null configurations1 with Lip—down symmetry,

have been successfully reproduced.

Two representative examples of comparisons between configurations calculated by

PROTEUS and the reconstructed ones by ODIN are shown in Table 1.

The relative precision on the estimate of the global plasma parameters as [5,, and 1.’ is

of the order of 5% (for non-circular plasmas), also for low values of E, + l,/2; the preci—

sion on the total plasma current is better than 1%; that of magnetic axis and eoint

positions, elongation and triangularity spans from 1 to 3%. Correct information is also

obtained about the safety factor and toroidal current profiles.

Results calculated Results calculated

Position of the X-Point(r.z)
Plasma Position

(4.72.478)

by PROTEUS by ODIN

(a) Double null configuration

Plasma Current 2200 MA 22.02 MA

Flux at the Magnetic axis 55.03 VVb 54.13 “"13

Flux at the boundary 40.95 VVb A 41.74 W’b

fix, , 1,72 0.454, 0.340 0.472, 0.330

Position of Magnetic axis 6.26 m 6.36 m
(4.76.470)

minimum r 3 844 m 3.893 m

maximum r S 176 m 8.074 m

minimum 2 -4.78 m 4.70 in

maximum Z 4.78 m 4.70 m

(b) Limiter configuration

Plasma Current 10.00 MA 1003 MA

Flux at the Magnetic: axis 126.47 \Vb 127.67 \Vb

Flux at the boundary 79.75 VVb 79.63 W'b

5P ,1,»/2 0.061, 0.369 0.062, 0.391

Position of Magnetic axis 5.97 m 5.96 in

Plasma Position
minimum r 3.714 m 3.712 m

maximum r 7.984 m 7.912 In

minimum 2 —3.002 m —2.947 in

maximum Z 3001 m 2.947 m

Table 1
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Fig. 1

Schematic representation of the ITER poloidal field system and a
tentative set of magnetic measurements located behind the first
wall of the machine. Surface 1 is the probe measurement contour.
surface ‘2 is the contour upon which the toroidal multipole ino—
ments are constant. The [0,,m.,6m“) spanned by surface ‘2 fulfills
the requirement (1)) of Chapt.3.
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MHD THEORY WITH INDUCED SURFACE CURRENT EFFECTS

g. Lehnert

Alfvén Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology
S 100A4 Stockholm, Sweden

Introduction

This paper reconsiders the dynamics of a plasma body of fini—

te size, immersed in a magnetic field Eco generated by steady

currents in fixed external conductors. In equilibrium the plas—

ma is confined by the magnetic field E0 = E‘o + Eco where

Qjo is due to a current density 10 = curlEjO/po. the equili—

brium is perturbed by a plasma displacement g(r,t) where

r : (x,y,z). Free—boundary modes in an inhomogeneous external

Yield Boo have earlier been shown to generate electromagneti»

cally ihduced surface current effects which influence the dyna—

mics of the plasma /1/. These effects will be further investi—

gated here, in particular their impact on the energy principle

/2/ and on ideal MHD theory in general.

Ihe Induced Surface Current Effects

The analysis is restricted to equilibria where no surface

currents are driven by a pressure jump at the boundary, even if

such currents could in principle be included. For an observer

following the local boundary motion of an ideal ("superconduc—

ting") plasma, the inhomogeneity of the external field Bco is

experienced as a time variation of Eco at the vacuum side of

the plasma boundary, whereas the frozen—in part of Eco on the

plasma side remains unaffected in first order. The Corresponi

ding field jump generates an induced surface current.

For a small displacement E the induced surface current

density thus becomes /1/

N A ~
JSH = (”vole % E'Ylflco] (1)

where n is the outward directed normal of the surface. The

work offithe force EB x E0 results in a contribution to the

potential energy which can be cast into the forms

MB 2 (wank-Eds : (1/2uO)Hds = (1/2uo)IHdS (2)
S S V

where S a V are the surface and volume of the plasma

body, A : g x 90 and

WE : E-fil go-ttfi-yecoi} bogus-ea (3)

WE : div(Ex§C) ? EC = “[(E'y)]§co (A)
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The transition from the second to the third member of eq. (3)
has been performed by means of the vector identity

a-Q-WE =9-E'YE +94§xcuflg) (m
combined with the conditions curl_BCO = 0 and fi-EO = 0. Here
Go and 0 denote unperturbed and small perturbed parts of any
quantity 0. As shown elsewhere /1/, 5W3 of eq. (2) sometimes
yields an important stabilizing contribution.

The question now arises how a finite force EB x E0 on an
infinitely thin boundary layer becomes reconcilable with the
pressure balance. The answer is that the displacement should be
considered to grow slowly from zero at time t = 0 to its
final value, i.e. on a long time scale as compared to the time
for MHD signals to traverse the plasma body. The surface force
is then transferred into a volume force, as for any physical
system where a body is pushed at its surface by a surface
force, and is kept together by internal binding forces. The
equivalent volume force effect is here given by WB in eqs.
(2) and (A). The pressure boundary condition of conventional
theory /2/ thereby becomes preserved /1/.

If, on the other hand, the plasma body is "pushed" violently
by a rapidly growing displacement, strong induced surface cur—
rents arise which produce large inertial forces on the utmost
layers, thereby leading to shock—like signals propagating into
the plasma interior.

The non—linear case of large displacements yields an expres—

sion for the induced surface current being analogous to eq.

(1), and to a plasma behaviour which becomes similar to that
just described for small displacements.

Ihe Conventional Plasma Volume Force

Conventional theory is based on the equilibrium condition
and the momentum balance equation, i.e.

in x Bo = Vpo (6)

06929912) = Ev 3 3% + 10x5 + Ytipodivi + gypo) (7)

where E = curlg, E : curlE/uo, 00 is the mass density, and
Y stands for the ratio between the specific heats. The change

in potential energy due to the plasma volume force EV becomes

swv = —(1/2)jff g-Evdv s (1/2po)jjj dV (a)
V V

This contribution and eq. (7) form the basis of the conven—
tional theory /2/. All reformulations of the integral (8) into

surface integrals and volume integrals in vacuo are due to
deductions containing no additional assumptions or constraints,
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except the imposed boundary conditions. Eqs. (7) and (8) also

represent the real forces acting on the plasma.

Any arbitrary displacement can be written as

N N N

§(:,t) = §c(t) + D(:,t) (9)
r-’

N _ _ ‘

where gc is a constant(rigid) part and D 15 the remaining

inhomogeneous part.Introducing the operator

E = [(afi/ax>-y, (afi/ay)-y, (BE/az)-y] (10)

the volume force EV of eq. (7) can be written as

EV : [(gc T i).y](ypo'ioxgg) T

+ {CUVIE(Eo'y)5“§odivfi]'§XEo}x§o/Uo +

+ 10X[(§0'y)fi-Eodivfi]+Y(Yp0diV§)+§po (11)

where the first term of the right—hand member vanishes accor—

ding to the equilibrium condition (6).

A Test Case of Conventional Theory

N We~are now free to consider a special case where 5 E 0 and

g = EC, i.e. rigid body displacement of a plasma confined in

closed field line geometry. Such a displacement obviously

causes induced surface currents and forces on the plasma. This

is easily seen in a frame where the plasma is at rest. In this

frame all field quantities are time—independent, except the

inhomogeneous field Eco which is then experienced as the

result of a translatory motion of the current—carrying exters

nal conductors. In this case eqs. (8)—(ll) yield “V = 0 and

SWV = 0, as expected when a rigid displacement mOVes the

entire Blasma such as to produce no internal work by its volume

force EV“ The remaining work is then due to the induced sure

face current effects.

When neglecting these effects and using relations (6)-(8) (H

the conventional theory, the rigid displacement would Jvdvb 1hr

plasma unaffected by the motion. This is an incorrect Iosnlt.

Extended Theory including IngEEEQASUV£9E979U5f9EI Ejlcrls

From expressions (2)—(5), the total change in potent;

energy can now be written in the extended form

5w = éwv + 5W5 = (1/2uo)jfj(wv+wB)dv _
V

= —(1/2JIII i-(Ev + fu)dv
V
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EB : {CUF1[(§'Y)§COJ}XEo/Uo + {LCUFI(EXEO)].Y} Eco/“o (13)

Here EB is an equivalent volume force due to the induced

surface current effects.

For slow global modes the dynamics could be approximated by

an eguatign equivalent to eq. (7) in which EV is replaced
by EV + EB and integrated over the plasma volume. For arbi—

trary time scales, however, the dynamic behaviour of the

plasma and its eigenmodes should become more complicated.

According to expressions (ll) and (13) the induced surface

current effects can become as important to free—boundary
modes as any other effect of the plasma forces. For an exter—

nal field Eco which is comparable to PjT or Stronger, this
= 8applies when L8c : IEcol/lyBcol é LBj jo|/yBjo|-

The importance of induced surface current effects to variouS

cgnfinement schemes can be estimated in terms of the ratio

lLBl/IEVI and the lengths LBc and LBj- For tokamaks and
similar schemes the weak radial (horizontal) inhomogeneity

of Eco results in comparatively weak induced surface current

effects, and axial (vertical) displacements become uninflu—
enced by such effects. In contrast to this, the strongly

inhomogeneous field Eco of Extrap /1/ gives rise to sub—

stantial induced surface current effects on freeeboundary

modes, for displacements in most spatial directions.

Conclusions

For free—boundary modes conventional MHD theory holds true

in a strict sense only in a homogeneous externally imposed

magnetic field. Modifications due to induced surface current

effects become necessary, in particular in a strongly inhomo—

geneous external field.

/1/ B. Lehnert, Plasma Phys.Contr.Fusion g}, 1757(1991).

/2/ 1.8. Bernstein, E.A. Frieman, M.D. Kruskal, R.M. Kulsrud,
Proc.Roy.SoC.A Effl’ 17(1958).
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EXACT SURFACE WAVES ON SPEERES AND CYLINDERS

M.Y. Yu11 and L. Stemflo
Department ofPlasma Physics

Umea University
3-90187 Umea, Sweden

Low-temperature (less than 10 to 20 eV) plasmas are of importance in space physics as well

as in many technological applications of plasma physics, such as high-power beam and

microwave generation, surface processing of materials, cutting and Welding of various metals,

etc. In contrast to the con-fining magnetic fields ofhot plasmas, the geometries of cold plasmas

are fixed and do not depend on its properties, except in the presence of chemical reactions such

as sputtering, etc. It is thus of interest to study the eflect of the configuration on the behavior of

the plasma inside and at the interface. Here, such effects on electrostatic electron plasma waves

is investigated using the cold-fluid theory. We first determine the appropriate spatial structures

of the waves, such that the governing equations can be reduced to a set of nonlinear ordinary

differential equations, with only the time coordinate as the variable. The latter are then inte-

grated numerically to yield periodic solutions. The method is similar to that used by Lorenfll/

for studying deterministic chaos, except that here no truncation or approximation of any kind is

made, so that the method is mathematically exact. In special cases, exact analytical solutions

can also be obtained

The cold-fluid equations for the electron dynamics are

i1+V-(nv)=0,
(1)

v+v-Vv=-'§I-V¢ ,
(2)

and the Poisson's equation is

EOVZ¢=—q(n—n0) ,
(3)

where no is the constant density ofthe stationary ions, the dot denotes 6,, and the other notations

are standard. The boundary condition is the continuity of the perpendicular component of the

current density across the interaface, namely

J,=qnv,-€oa,q§_
(4)

Let us first consider the case ofa cold plasma. confined by a spherical linear dielectric (with

dielectric constant 6) container of radius R /2/. We shall show that for r < R the physical

quantities can behave like
(5)

:1 =11“) .

v=(.ti+yy)um(t}/R +ziuclll/R .
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—'2 Z9 ()+ i2-—1 (n——}F(l—3cos Mm! R1 95; . (7)

For r > R, one has fiom the Poisson's equation (3) the linear vacuum solution

R3 2=—(1—3 cos 6) MU),H i o)
It is easily verified that when (5) - (7) are substimted into (1) - (3), and the 5(1d

condition (4) is applied, one obtains the following ordinaiy difi‘erential equations in t:

zi>=fiN(W—V), (9)

Jil=-—N(2W+ V), um
i'V=— W1-2¢+t(N—1),

(11)

i/=—V2+4¢+§(N—1), (12)

where we have normalized t by (up—1 and definedN= rz/rzo, W=vm /w, ¢=q¢m /mw‘2,R 2,
V= uc MFR , respectively. Note that no approximation has been made in deriving (9) - (12).

Typical results ofnumerical integration of(9) - (12) are shown in Figs. (1) and (2). That is,
nonlinear waves, or periodic solutions with the spatial structures given by (5) - (7), exist In
flint, Fig 2 represents a special, yet still exact, case in which CD= 0 and V = W, so that the
equations can be reduced to

3f+f=f’1, as
where f=N'I/3_ (13) conesponds to Vg= 0, and admits analytic solutions in terms of elliptic
integrals. '

Now we consider the case of a plasma confined by an infinitely long cylindrical dielectric
/3/ with radius R. In this case, we make the Ansatze

v = {[112 + 11; cos (29)]? — v1 sin(26)é}r/R, (14)

n=nUL
(16)(ma/Wm: = [97m COS (29) + «MR/Iii2 — we ,

(15)
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The governing equations then reduce to

h+27w2/R = 0, (17)

- 2 2112+ (111 +v2)/R= -2npc/R , (18)

,
F

vi + 2viv2/R = -2<pm/R, (19) l?
l:

2

L

4wc/R = —w§(n — ni)/no_ (20)

The solution of the Poisson’s equation in the dielectric container is

WHO/771)»); = (pm(R/7')2 cos(2t9). (21)

From the boundary condition, one then obtains the nonlinear ordinary differential equations

.. 3 . 2 , 2
N/N — 3(N/N) — (@/N) = 1 — N, (22)

£§+NQ/1=2§1V/N, '1 = 1+6, (23)

where (b =23/2(1 + chum/R2 a): Typical numerical solutions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The

latter corresponds to the case 6 —> no , which is of interest to energy-storage and high-power

pulse research. One can also obtain analytical solutions here.

Our approach can be extended to include multi-species as well as warm plasmas. For

example, in the cylindrical case for a multi-component plasma, one can make the same Ansntze

(14) and (15) for each species, together with the Ansatz

equations, one can again make the Ansatze (14) - (16), together with the Ansatz

T = [ Tmfi‘) cos {2g + Tam] rZ/RZ — Ten), (25)

for the temperature T. In fetch a multi-component warm plasma can also be treated in the same

manner. One can also include the efl'ects of dissipation by means of simple transport models. In

all these cases, nonlinear ordinary differential equations describing the time behavior of the

I

915 = l M) 605 (2 5) + m} ”2/132 - MI), (24) i

for the potential. For a warm single-component plasma governed by the warm adiabatic fluid

physical quantities can be derived and solved numerically for physical solutions. Due to the
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mamematical exactness of the resulting equations, our problems are especially Valuable in
testing analytical as well as numerical approximation procedures.
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Ist AND 11nd ELLIPTIC SOLUTIONS

TO THE EXTENDED GRAD—SHAFRANOV-SCHLUTER EQUATION

FOR ASYMMETRIC TOKAMAK PLASMA WITH STATIONARY FLOWS

R.Zelazny, R Stankiewicz, A Galkowski, and S Potempski

RCC CYFRONET of the Institute of Atomic Energy

05—400 OTWOCK—SHIERK, POLAND

l. Introduction

The existence of poloidal flow transforms the elliptic

Gradeshafranov—Schiuter equation into a system of mixed type partial

differential equation (EGSS equation) and an algebraic Bernoulli

equation. The computer program for solving EGSS equations using inverse

method and Fourier decomposition has been prepared. The specific test

solutions in the first and second ellipticity regions have been found.

2, Physical problem

Assuming axisymmetric, toroidal geometry, the MHD equations (in the

cylindrical coordinate system R.Z,¢ ) can be written in the form [ll

PW)‘ .JJ’ ,3‘
{2.1) v - [[ 1 » 77%,, J 2:7 ] + 47:4 + pH; e C p A! +

p R R' 3, ,1

+ 1! [lb' lvlp|2+JL]np"~l,cI>“:o,
2 H H

pR

2
, tw’l r ,« 3—1

(2.2) H 771— [|v¢|2+J“]—L+§ limit“; :0,
n 2 2 2 2

R p 3-1

where w”. ¢, C, HH and JM depend only on ¢. Symbols w and w” denote the

poloidal fluxes of the magnetic induction 3 and of the flow field

momentum p1 respectively, Q is the electric potential and C denotes the

entropy of the Fluid. The prime denotes the differentiation with respect

to W-

Denoting by A E ”Hp-U2 the Alfven Mach number of the poloida]

flow, by B ’ eggs: the speed of the trailing cusp of the slow wave and

WP+BL
by As and Af the speeds of the slow and fast compressive,

magnet07accoustic waves in MHD, we find that the E688 equation becomes of

the elliptic type over intervals: 0 s A2 < B (1st elliptic region), A2 <

2 _
A < 1 (llnd elliptic region) and 1 < A2 < A: (Illrd elliptic regiont

elsewhere the equation is hyperbolic.
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3. Method of solving the E085 equation

The method we have used to solve (2.1-2.2) is based on the inverse

method and the Fourier decomposition. The coordinates R,Z are expanded in

a truncated Fourier series in 8 namely:
N

R

R0 — Ricose + Z (RfcosiQ—Rfsinial,
I Ii=2

(3.1) NR

205,9) = 20 + ERlsine + EZlcose + E Z (Riscosieflfsiniel.
1

1:2

R(6,Gl

This form does not assume any symmetry.

At outer boundary 6 = 1: we have fixed 2(NR+1)+1 conditions:

R:R,R=R,R?=R?,E:E,z=z,z=2,R?=R5.1:2,.,N_
O Ob 1 it: i )b b 0 Ob 1 1b 1 lb R

The shooting method applied for solving resulting nonlinear ODE should

allow to find possible multiple solutions for different characteristic

profiles.

4. Results of numerical calculations

In our test calculations we have used the following profiles

p = p (1-1.60452+O.21154+O.39368) ,
O

J J (1+0,00882 — 0.0045“),0

p = p (1—0.252~0.754).
1)

Flow and other profiles have been selected in the following way:

, _ , A 2 , = , _ 2
d: —Ad>o(16),l/JM AlpHoHé).

(we ,
J = [1e J‘— ]J + fRQw‘ r1>‘(l—62) ,

p 0 Ho 0

3—1
H :WCP_____ '7

H 7 — 1 '.C=pp

The A parameter has been used for scaling the magnitude of flows.

The test case N3 I (symmetric) is characterized by (cf(3.1)):

R :1.43,R =0,42,E=1.2,R?:R?:z =2 =0.
1 l l 0o 1

The test case Ni ll (asymmetric) is characterized by:

cR = 1.43, R = 0.42, E = 1.2, R : 0.03, z = 0.3, 2 = 0.03
o 1 2 o 1

R5 = 0.01. RC : R5 = 0.0, for i 2 3.
2 l 1

Numerical calculations have been performed for the lst and 2nd
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ellipticity regions. Figures 1 to 8 show results for the symmetric case

while Figs.9 to 18 show results for the asymmetric case. In both cases

magnitude of the flow was chosen to be A = O.L

Comparing the lst (Figs.1—4 and 9712) and 2nd (Figs.5*8 and 13e16)

ellipticity solutions one can see that the magnetic configurations,

characterized roughly by wmax and AR”, are different: the value of wmax

is higher in case of the lst ellipticity solution. Plasma configurations,

characterized by the position of density axis and by density itself, are

completely different in both cases: plasma column is markedly shifted

inward in case of the 2nd ellipticity solution, while it is only

slightly shifted outward (with respect to the geometrical axis) in case

of the lst ellipticity solution. The density maximum pmax is smaller

(more than one order of magnitude) for the 2nd ellipticity solution. The

2nd ellipticity solution is much more sensitive to the magnitude of

flow: E , w
m max max

p , lARp' increase markedly with the magnitude of flow

increasing, opposite to the lst ellipticity solution. Note that the 2nd

elliptioity solutions correspond to the more elongated plasma

cross—sections (elongation increases with A increasing).

5. Conclusion

Numerical results obtained as yet show that multiple solutions

corresponding to different Bernoulli branches of solutions exist with

distinct physical properties. This fact gives possibility to explore an

idea of sudden jumps from one branch to another one as a mechanism

responsible for some relaxation phenomena like L/H transition. Radial

electric field does change at the lst/a eliptic transition, this

obserwation being in line with the theories by Itoh & Itoh [2] and by

Shaing er a1 [3], exploiting the idea of electric field influence on edge

plasma transport and thereby, on the improvement of energy and particle

confinement. Some refinement of the code should allow us to study

bifurcation processes corresponding to the nonlinearity of the E685

equation connected with characteristic profiles.

This work has been partly supported by the Grant No 20183 91 01 from KBN

in Poland and JET Contract No JAB/00518.

[1] R.Zelazny et a1, JET Report JET—R(91)05; and references cited herein

[2] S.I.ltoh and K.ltoh. Nuclear Fusion gg,5(1989)1031

[3] K.C.Shaing, W.A.Houlberg,and E.C.Crume, IAEA Conference, Nice, 1988
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A New Fast 2-d MHD—Equilibrium Solver

G. Hiibner, Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Bayreuth, W-BSBO Bayreuth, Germany

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the tokamak device is regarded as a first candidate for a fusion reactor. In this device, as

is well known, the toroidal magnetic field is by an order of magnitude larger than the poloidal field.

In addition, the radial component of the poloidal field is usually small compared with the azimuthal

component. This is also true for small aspect ratio (fat) tokamaks,

Therefore, it seems natural to make an expansion of the governing equations of plasma dynamics in

these small quantities, an expansion that should be valid for arbitrary aspect ratio.

To be concrete, we shall use the following description of the magnetic field vector

E : B(sinflér+sinozcosflé9 +cosacosfiéc)

ér, £9, éc being orthogonal unit vectors of the standard toroidal coordinate system.

piasma boundary

Fig 1: Magnetic field description via B, or, fi

The magnetic field is, thus, characterized through three quantities B, 0:, fi, which are functions of r

and 9 for the axisymmetric static case, considered here.
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a and f] are regarded as small being of order 6 = c/q(Fb) where c is the inverse aspect ratio and 40‘?)
is the safety factor at the plasma boundary

q = (270-! f" dSr/(Rtan a)
(the integral has to be performed over a flux surface boundary 1' = rb(9)).

2. MHD—Model
A widely accepted model for calculating plasma equilibria in tokamaks is the ideal MHD—Model [1]
HereI the governing equations are used in the following form

V-§=o (1)
(v x sh = “OB-215 x Vp (2). (3)

V-3r=V-(B"1§><VP) = —#o‘lV-(V><§)u=-V'5‘n (4)
é-Vp = O (5)

J. (H) means the components perpendicular (parallel) to E.

3. Perturbation expansion
The magnetic field is expanded in the smallness parameter 6 and, furthermore, the low-beta—case is
assumed (map/(B5)2 = C(62)), where 85 is the external magnetic field at r = 0.

Cr 2 G1+0(6a)

[7 = fir + C(63) (6)
B = Bo + H2 +0(54)

' p = pa + 0(5“)
Substitution into (l)-(5) yields to lowest order in 6

(1) ‘V' 0(5): 5,051) + 5001 = 0 (7)
(2), (3) V 0(52) = 30 = HERO/R (8)

0(53) ? TariRBz/(HoBfil — (“i + flail/23 = ‘RflliariTUi/R) — eater/3)]—
-#oR’/(RoBfi)2r<9rp2 (9)

(4) M C(62): [fllrar + Chas - B1Ro/R — alrsin 0/R][ar(ral/R) — 89(fi1/Rj] :

ZpOr/(ROBE)2(7' sin 98,- + cos 969)}72 (10)
(5) M 0(53) 1 (firrar + 62159l = 0 (11)

From (7),(10) and (11) on , fir and 1.72 are calculated with the following ansatz with up-down symmetry
of the flux surfaces

01,036) = cR/rZZg‘ zgg‘aficosnMr/afi

mm?) = eR/r Zzz‘ziza'btsinnov/a)“ (12)
me) = (Bar/(2m) :25: trawzcosnewar

The coefficients as (k = 2,3, . . ) and p5 (k = 0,23,...) can be specified arbitrarily conform with
zeroth order pressure and q-profiles po(r), ao(r). The remaining coefficients are now calculated as
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bkma"(’g}pk (forn=1,...,nmazandk=2,...,kmu,
n n n

It turns out that the coefficients a: = b: (s = 2,3, . . t) can be chosen arbitrarily. They are chosen here

to match a prescribed plasma boundary as good as possible (least—squares-fit).

Having calculated al,[31,p2, 12 = (REC); = R82 —— RoBfi(a¥ + fif)/2 is calculated from (9) up to a

constant which is determined from the requirement 12(1‘5) = O.

The poloidal flux 1,0,, is calculated from m

111,,(1‘, 6) = QWRQBE/ dr’ a1(r’, 6) +0053)
0

4. The relation between B, 01, 13 and the conventional magnetic field description

The conventional magnetic field description of the axisymmetric tokamsk field is (cg, [2])

g = (2w)-1Vc x W + I(¢,.)V< = Ea + E7:
where VC = R'léc, §P(§,) is the poloidal (toroidal) component of E.

5 is characterized through two scalar functions W = wp(r, 6) and I = [(1247). This description of a

3d-vector field E via two scalar functions is guaranteed because of the incompressibility of E: V-B = O

[2].
Within the new, alternative description three scalar functions B(r.9). (2(1‘, 9) and B(r, 0) characterize

5. They are subjected to the nonholonomic constraint

v - a = o H smegma) +8.;(RBsinacosfi) = 0

note that this constraint is used to calculate a (to lowest order) from o (bf1 Q afi).

Nevertheless, there is a unique relation between Lb,“ I and B, a, ,8

B = (21rR)'1\/471'212+67%)2
¢p(r,0) = 27r f; dr RB sinacosfl

tano = (21rI)“5,-1/Jp
I(r,0) = RBcosacosfi —r—1(4rr212 +(v)2)-1/269¢psin 6

where (VIIJP)2 = (6,415)” + r‘2(69¢p)2.

5. Comparison with Grad—Schliiter-Shafranov-equation
As is well known, for the function w i (2W)'1(1,bp — ¢F(Fb)) the GSS-equation can be derived [1]

any = —IB¢I — #0122644: (13)

The flux functions I (11;) = RB, and the pressure p0») have to be specified a priori rather than ao(r)

and po(r) from above. The advantage of the new approach is, of course, that (10(7') and po(r) can

be taken directly from experiment and/or stability considerations, whereas lab) and p(w) are usually

taken as simple algebraic functions of 1b. Note also that the lowest order I (a) is calculated a posteriori

with the new method. Furthermore, the solution of the GSS—equation requires a more elaborate and

sophisticated treatment than the numerical calculations based on the above approach,
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6. Test of the new method with analytic Solov’ev equilibria

A famous solution of (13) is (see [3])

MAR) _W — c1 (z/aruR/Ror + c21+ cam/Ra)? — 112 + .1325
with z = rsinG and R: Ro+rcosi9.

For this solution p(t[}) and H111) are given by

2mm) 2 w ‘5=- 4 _(ESP 4(c‘+ E 63ls w
‘2' .

101)) _ I!) i
FOE—d: 1—401C2RTBE 9 W) l.‘ C

" or. {3‘ ,‘ l
i) .

Qfi’ ‘i ., Q _ _-
0,: ii i ,i i gixx/ ""'\

0» l‘ “ ll M-‘z/ fiki )L i‘ . «a , ,,.l with inf.- , \\.‘
7'5 44 42 sis 705—06 {”702 0.0 0.2 6.4 0.6 03 LC

(R/Rcr 0/?
Fig 2: Solov'ev separatrix equilibrium
5 : 0.5,61: 0.08, C2 = —0.1,ca = 0.12

In (12) nmfl = 4 and km“ : 4 is chosen and (1%, :13 are fitted to the prescribed boundary condition

1.001(9), 9) = 0, where 73(6) is the plasma surface.

Several values have been chosen for the parameters c1, c2 and 03, the residuum (wflact— wnum)/w(r =

0)) is always found to be smaller than 0.1 ‘70 at the boundary and even smaller in the interior plasma.

This corresponds to an accuracy of the order of 1mm for the plasma boundary when the plasma radius

is about lml 10 iterations were chosen for the equilibrium solver yielding good convergence. Even

elongated. and separatrix equilibria can be calculated with the same accuracy.

During the test runs it was noticed that the numerical solution converges to the analytical one for a

certain set of parameters, namely, if 1(w) =const. was chosen (ie, purely toroidal plasma current).

Indeed, it can be shown that the perturbation equations (7)-(11) are equivalent to the exact MHD-

equations in the case I =const., if one makes the following identifications

01 —~ RB/(RoBg)sinacos Li 5 —. RB/(RgBfi) sin 5

7. Further possible applications and extensions of the method

One can think of using the new method also for profile shape optimization, MHD stability calculations,

transport codes or on line feedback control of plasma discharges.

Further extensions could be the calculation of 3-d (Stellarator) equilibria1 equilibria with flow and/or

anisotropic pressure, or non up-down symmetric equilibria.

[1] Freidberg J.P., Rev, of Mod, Phys. 54, 801 (1982)

[2] Hirschman SP. and Sigma: D.J., Nucl. Fusion 21, 1079 (1981).

[3] Solov'ev L.S., Sov. Phys. JETP 26, 400 (1968).

ii
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A CIVIL ENGINEERING APPROACH TO IDEAL MHD

VAO. Jensen
Association Euratoeiso National Laboratory

Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department, Riso National Laboratory

DK-4OOU Roskilde, Denmark

Introduction
It is well known that a magnetic field can be conceived as a medium where an

isotropic compressive stress, Bil/2p”, is superimposed on a tensile stress, BZ/po,

parallel to the lines offorce. When a stationary ideal MHD plasma is present in the

magnetic field, the particle pressure adds to the magnetic stresses to form a

combined stress tensor. Calculations ofplasma equilibria based on this concept are

very similar to calculations in civil engineering of static structures based on

compressive, tensile, and shear stresses. Therefore the very simple physical

pictures known from civil engineering when used in plasma physics provide simple

physical understanding and facilitate the physical interpretation of the results.

In an earlier paper“ the concept was used to derive and discuss the

equilibrium equations for (is, ZA, and screw pinches and the GradeShafranov shift

in a tokamak plasma with circular cross sections of the flux surfaces. Here the

concept is used to discuss the virial theorem and to obtain a simple physical

interpretation of this theorem. We also reconsider the Grad-Shafranov shift in a

tokamak plasma and show that a situation where all flux surfaces have circular

cross sections cannot be an exact solution to the ideal MHD equations.

The concept ofmagnetic stresses

Combining the time independent equations ofideal MHD
jx B : Vp‘ V A’ B : puj, and V- R T 0

leads to the well known expression
B” BB

Vp:-v +vv—zvr7' (1)
2H 11 "‘u n

The physical interpretation oq. (1) is that any differential volumen element, dV,

in a region with plasma and/or magnetic field is acted upon by a resulting force

dK : (V -Tm-Vp)dV. Equilibrium requires dK = 0.

The form of the magnetic stress tensor, Tm, in (1) also shows that a magnetic

field can be conceived as a medium acting with an isotropic magnetic pressure,

33/2110, superimposed by a tensile stress. BQ/po, acting along the field lines. Thus

the stresses acting on a volumen through a surface element crossed by magnetic

field lines (see Fig. 1) are:
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— an isotropic magnetic pressure, Biz/2p”, acting perpendicularly to the element,

— a tensile magnetic stress, Bgi/p“, acting perpendicularly to the element,

, a magnetic shear stress, BuBi/po. acting parallel to the surface element, in the

Bn-direction,
- a particle pressure (ifpresent) acting perpendicularly to the element.

Equilibrium requires that the sum of all the corresponding forces acting on

all surface elements of the volumen should be zero.

In practical use it often pays to consider volumen elements shaped as flux

tubes with plane end plates cut perpendicularly to the field lines. For such Shapes

all surface forces caused by shear stresses disappear.

The virial theorem
By using this concept it is easy to show the virial theorem for an axisym_

metric toroidal plasma. The virial theorem states that a plasma cannot be confined

by magnetic fields generated solely by currents running in the plasma.

Let us consider an axisymmetric toroidal plasma as shown in Fig. 2. Becausg

of the particle pressure the plasma tends to expand in the It as well as in the r-

direction. To obtain equilibrium the plasma pressure must be balanced by

magnetic stresses. Currents in an axisymmetric plasma can generate toroidal and

poloidal magnetic fields. The toroidal field is confined to the plasma, while the

poloidal field can occupy the plasma as well as the vacuum outside where it takes

the well-known shape ofthe magnetic field around a single turn coil.

Let us consider a flux tube segment of the plasma expanding 180“ in the (1).

direction as shown shaded in Fig. 2. The tendency to expand in the r»direction can

be balanced only by a poloidal magnetic field, which is therefore needed. Being

stronger at the inner side of the torus for 90“ < (-J < 270” than at the outer side for

—90u < 6 < 90", the poloidal field will act upon the plasma with a resulting force

tending to expand it in the R-direction. As a result the segment will be acted upon

by a magnetic force in the ysdirection which adds to the particle pressure force

acting at the plane end plates.
The segment can only be kept in balance by introducing a toroidal magnetic

field in the plasma. This field will act on the end plates with tensile forces in the

ry-direction. Such a toroidal field in the plasma will in turn add to the particle

pressure and thereby increase the tendency to expansion in the redirection. To

compensate for this a still stronger poloidal field is needed. This increased poloidal

field will in turn give rise to an increased force on the segment in the y-direction

which again can only be compensated by an increased toroidal field, and so forth.

Simple calculations based on conservative approximations show that it is not

possible to obtain balance between the forces on the plasma segment. It is clear

that a poloidal field inside the plasma will only give rise to a force in the y-

l
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direction as it will act on the two end plates with a magnetic pressure. We

therefore assume that the poloidal field is present only outside the plasma.

Further we will assume that the poloidal field has an R‘l—dependence and will

neglect that it is further weakened at the outer side of the plasma as is known from

fields around single coils. It is clear that the toroidal field is more efficient in

providing a strong force in the -y4direction if it takes the same high strength over

the whole plasma. We therefore assume the toroidal field to be constant over the

entireplasma cross section except for the R’ 1edependence.

Based on these simplifying assumptions it is easy to show that the sum of the y-

components of all magnetic forces acting on the segment can just cancel, There is

no way to compensate for the forces in the y-direction caused by the particle

pressures at the end plates. Therefore the segment cannot be in equilibrium. As a

relaxation of any of the simplifying assumptions into a more realistic physical

situation only leads to an increased resulting force in the y—direction, it is clear

that the virial theorem holds good for an axisymmetric toroidal plasma.

The nonexistence ofonlv circular cross sections

The concept of magnetic stresses was used to derive the external Grad-

Shafranov shift in a axisymmetric tokamak where all flux tube cross sections were

assumed to be circular". Fig. 3 shows the geometry and defines the shift as Wr) :

Riel-RU).
Using VB 2 0 leads to

RM Itir)
13 (I30) = B (r) r— and B (Mil : 8(1‘)

L L Rm trcose P P dAlI‘)
lt(r) + rms O l — cos 0

dr

where BL(r) and Bp(r) are the values of toroidal and poloidal fields, respectively,

for t) : i 1-1/2. Straightforward calculations based on force balance on the flux tube

segments as a whole lead to the well»known expression for the external shift3‘3’.

1,_i a?- )
(pI)+T)(1—;)+ini;l[

indicating that the same approximations are used in the two kinds ofderivations.

-)
b

A :
9“ 2 R10)

By inspecting the magnetic forces it is easy to show that although the segments

as a whole are in equilibrium when acted upon by the fields mentioned above,

small differential volumen ofthe segments are not in equilibrium. This shows that

the assumption of circular cross sections of all segments is not a physical

possibility. In mathematical terms the reason is that the poloidal field Bp(r,6)

given above violates the Maxwell equation V X Bp : 0.
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Conclusion
The virial theorem for a axisymmetric toroidal plasma has been demonstrated

by means of the concept of magnetic stresses. The same concept was used to
demonstrate that f'lux tubes around a toroidal plasma cannot all have circular
cross sections

Active
Stressescol

Volume B“ B' /2u.,

B'J/p.

BIBIA% f

Sees P e We)
Fig.11 Magnetic stresses active on
a surface element

Circular flux tube
Z cross—section Perfectly con—

k ductln wall
Plasma boundary

an axisymmetric toroidal plasma

Fig. 3. Tokarnak flux tubes cannot all

ll
l
l
l

l

l
l
l

a r
l

\W G ‘R Fig. 2. The virial theorem for l

have circular crossections
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A GENERAL FORMULATION OF NONLINEAR PLASMA THEORIES
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1. Introduction and summary. The dynamics of any plasma system are generally gov—

erned by (i) evolution equations (fluid or kinetic) with related boundary conditions for

the plasma, (ii) Maxwell’s equations with related boundary conditions for the electro-

magnetic fields, and (iii) ”external—circuit equations" for the external%ircflt currents.

These "complete" systems are usually very complex, and experience shows that it is

extremely difficult to obtain detailed solutions for any but the very simplest cases.

On the other hand, the systems in question share a common nonlinear structure,

and in the present paper we propose a general formalism exhibiting and making use of

just this basic structure. The usefulness of this formalism, whose general features are

outlined in Sec, 2, lies in the fact that it permits one to study dynamic problems in all

generality, having to specialize the results to a particular system only as the last step.

In Sec. 3, our formalism is specialized to the case of periodic nonlinear oscillations, and

a general formula connecting the nonlinear frequency shift and the saturation ampli—

tude of small—amplitude steady—state oscillations about a given time-independent

state is derived. In Sec. 4, this formula is evaluated for 1d collisionless electron plasma

waves in a thermal plasma.

2. Basic equations in Operator notation. To reduce the general plasma problem to its

basic structure, we first introduce the acronyms E for the independent variables (except

time) and n(§,t) for the dependent ones. In a fluid theory we have Q E x and (e.g.)

n(§,t) = {n;(x,t), p1(x,t), n2(x,t), ..., E(x,t), B(x,t), ...}, while in a kinetic theory 5

E {x,v} and (e.g.) n(§,t) E {f1(x,v,t), f2(x,v,t) ..., E(x,t), B(x,t), ....} Then, for kine—

tic theories (and some restricted classes of fluid theories) the closed system of evolution

equations and related boundary conditions of the plasma system in question can be

symbolically written in the form

Adm + Br} + C7177 = r, (2.1)

where (it E 6/dt, A, B and C are given operators with (A and B linear and C bilinear)

acting only on 5, and r(§,t) represents the "driving" terms. (Extensions to systems

with other kinds of nonlinearities are easily possible.) In the present paper these opera—

tors will be assumed to be time—independent. In general, Eq. (2.1) must be solved with

the initial condition n(§,t=0) = 7/0 , with n0(f) given,
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3. Dc—ac decomposition. To conveniently study deviations item a given time—indepen.
dent (dc) state, we decompose n and r in the form n(§,t) = F105) + 7](£,t) and l'(§,t)
= f(§) + f(§,t), where i](5) and f(§) are the respective d.c. components and fi(§,t) and
i(€,t) are some time—dependent deviations therefrom. Assuming f and f to be known,
the equations for T) and fl read

Bil + C717) = f: (3.1)
AMI + [B + 205W) = f— 07777, (3.2)

where C5 is the symmetrical part of C.

4. Linearized evolution equation and linear eigenmodes. For sufficiently small perturba—
tions 77, Eq. (3.2) can be linearized by neglecting the term C7777. In what follows we will
need to consider real linear ‘eigenmodes of the form

721mm) = fi““exp(—iw““ t) + [7‘1““J*exp(i[w“"]*t) (4.1)
where 1'7““(5) is the (unnormalized) linear eigenmode profile and mu“ = a)?“ + in)?" is
the linear eigenfrequency. Inserting (4.2) into the linearized version of Eq. (3.2) we
readily find that film“) satisfies the equation

we) 57““ = o, (4.2)
where $62) E ADA + (B + 2057/), and that the eigenfrequency is given by setting the
determinant of .3’ equal to zero. For convenience, we also define a "normalized" linear
eigenmode profile i) by

7‘7”"(€;a,wli“,wli“) E a t(£,wli“.wl‘“) . (43)
where we have explicitly indicated the dependencies on the parameters a (real ampli—
tude constant), a)?“ and all“. Both a and i7 can be specified by some appropriate ini—
tial conditions and the decomposition (4.2) is by no means unique.

5. Periodic nonlinear oscillations. Looking now for a nonlinear final state with periodic
time dependence and a well—defined spectrum of harmonics, we expand any perturba-
tion fiin a Fourier series with respect to time:

77(636) = fio(€)+ :{MQGXM-int [fin(§)]*exp(inwt)} (5-1)
where fig and w are real and i7“ is the complex spatial profile of the nth harmonic. Since
we agree to consider only real perturbations, we have 7'7.n : hm so that we can write
the Fourier expansions as

no on

7'7(f,t)= 2 fin(§)exp(—inwt) and f(§,t)=§: in(§)exp(—inwt). (52,3)
“2—01 n=—ru

Inserting these expansions into (3.2) and collecting terms belonging to each harmonic
order n. the fully nonlinear n—th order equation is obtained in the form
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m

£(nw)?]n + C 2 am (71m = fn ~ (5.4)
mZ—m

In general, this symbolic equation represents a complicated nonlinear system of

coupled integro—differential equations, and solving it in practice requires truncation of

the series at some value )nl : N ("N—harmonic approximation") which must be

chosen so as to still recover the physical phenomena one is interested in. In particular,

oscillations of this kind occurring in the Pierce diode"? have been treated in a

3—harmonic approm‘mation3 and a 1—harmonic approximation," cf. below.

6. The 2—harrnonjc approximation. As a first step, we assume the perturbation to be so

small that it can reasonably well be described in the 2—harmonic approximation (N

: 2), so that in (5.2) only the terms with n = —2, —1, 0, +1, +2 must be kept formal—

ly. Also, from now on we consider only undriven Systems, i.e., we assume in , r, and f;

to vanish identically. Then, neglecting fourthwrder terms, the full system (5.4) redu—

ces to the following set of equations for the unknowns $70, in, fig and w:

5(0)?)0 + mutual} = 0, (n : 0) (6.1)

jWWH’ QCsifiofii + their} = 0 . (n =1) (6.2)

_ 414%)?” + Clfifin} = 0. (n 2 2) (6.3)

The situation described by the 2—harmonic approximation is that of a single linear

eigenmode with tall“ 2 0 having saturated at a small—amplitude steady state. Hence, it

is appropriate to assume that the profile 57, and the fundamental frequency w are close

to the corresponding linear quantities: '

i],(§;w) = a i;(§;w) + mg) and w = mm + M, (6.4,5)

where 6'?) and 6a) are the “profile shift” and the ”frequency shift", respectively, and 6%

must be equal to do)”. Inserting (6,4) and (6.5) into Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3), keeping only

the leading terms and combining the ensuing equations, we find that in this approxi—

mation 6?] equals zero while 6m, and a are related through the formula

[[agm + 6mg?) (Jami... + 2C5[570i7 + at") = 0. (6.6)
where

57,, 2 , 2az[ 1(0)] -I{c5;m*} and m = — 2a2[ Joplin] *{Cim} . (6.7,8)

7. Example of application: 1d collisionless electron plasma wave in a warm plasma.

The basic equations are”5

gg+§i<nv>=m %+v%vg+%E+%Cna&-i=0= (7-13)
mg 4- e,—n : (inc , (7-3)
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where we have assumed the adiabatic law pn'3 = C, and in vectorial form

1 0 0 0 0 0 n 6X(nv)
0 l 0 0 0 e/m v +

e/sn 0 ax E
+ Vv + (3C/m)n6xn

0

This means that 7}(§,t) E [n(x,t), v(x,t), E(x,t)] t, and comparing this with our general

= 0 . (7.4)

vector equation (2.1) readily yields the explicit forms of the operators A, B, and C fer
the special case under consideration.

Before being able to use Eq. (6.6), we have to determine the dc solution 7), the
operator .2”, the linear eigenfrequency run“, and the normalized eigenmode profile h.
For the dc state we choose 7] = [n,v,0] ‘, and the linear eigenfrequency is given by mu“
2 1+3k2/\2 i + kv. Choosing a. sin 1e travelin wave with initial condition E x t=0D g g .

= a. and 6tE(x,t=0) : 0 we find the normalized eigenmode profile in the form
keg/Zia

;, = e(1+3k2AB)/[2im(wn“—k3)] exp(ikx). (7.5)
1/2

While the firstwrder profile is given by i], = of], the zero— and second—order profiles

are obtained as ho: 0 and fig 2 a2[h1, hg, h3]‘, with h] =—(2ik'eu/e)h3, h'},
= (keg/fine)a2(1 + figflz), and h;, : (kED/4mI—10Jp)aa(1 + fi3n2). Here n E kAD, R 2

kv/wp, and the (1’5 and fi’s are fairly simple rational functions, such as 013 = 1/(5 + 4R
— 4R2) and fig = (—19 — 2R 7 4R2)/(5 + 4H — 4R2). Inserting these results into (6.6) and
taking the long—wavelength limit (K (< 1, R (< 1) we find, after lengthy but straightfor—
ward calculations, the frequency shift

e2a2k2[ 57 4]
6w:—m 1+fiH2—Sk (7.6)

Note that even in the cold—plasma case (H —a 0) 6w does not vanish if V at 0. Also, the
kiscaling of (7.6) is different from that given in Ref. 5, which might be related to the
multiple—time—scale formalism used there. In any case, further study is necessary to
locate the source of this discrepancy.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (Con-
tracts P7005 and P8405), the Austrian Academic Exchange Service (CAD), and the
Brazilian Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologico (CNPq).
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‘ Uniqueness of solution to a stationary
.3 boundary kinetic problem.

‘ Zhykharsky AV.

1 Scientific~technical Centre “Kinctika”,

P.O.Box 36, 630078, Novosibirsk, Russia

The paper treats the question of uniqueness of solution to the boundary kinetic problem. This

analysis is based on the accurate solutions to the stationary oneedimensional boundary kinetic

1‘ problem obtained in /1/ for the limited plasma system. in the paper a simplified problem statement

is used (no account is taken of the external magnetic field, a simplicst form of boundary conditions

is accepted) which, however, covers all features of the problem considered. Omitting the details of

the conclusion (they can be found in the work /1/) we'll write a set of Vlztsov stationary kinetic

equations for the cases of plane, Cylindrical and spherical geometry of the problem

afk aUk afk
r «3r 7 ar aVrm ’ (l)

where Uk = {3] (D — is a plane case;
m k

M2 I \Uk 2 -—2 + LEJ (D - is a cylindrical case;
In

2r k

Ut; = i2 -l- [%) CD ~ is a spherical case;
2r

CD is electric potential; M and S are independent variables (angular moments of particles).

Index ”k" denotes k—component of the plasma.

The boundary conditions for the system (1) will be written as

IV I IV 1
fl; (R1) IVr>0 = girl 2 l, fktRz) IVr<0 = gal 2 ] (2)

Index "1" relates to the boundary surface (plane, cylinder or sphere) with the coordinate

r : Rt , index "2" relates to the boundary surface with the coordinate r = R2 ,with R2 > R1 .

The solution to the stationary boundary kinetic problem (1) ,(2), obtained in /1/ has the form

2 2
fk=H(}.k)-glk[lvzl +[%]~[<D~CD1] +H(-lk)'82k[|v2l + [i] -l(I)ethzl]

k k

where A; = Vr , sign(r — Figv [2 (Uk ~ Uk)l . (3)

Elk = max (Ur) , Uk(Fk) = 6k .
RI 5 r 5R2
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For analysis of the uniqueness of solution (3) to the boundary kinetic problem (1), (2)

we’ll consider the functions as

fk : Hak) , g1k(E1k) , Flk(E1k) + H("/1k) ~ nzk) ' stEZk) , (4)
IVIZ e lwith EkzO

where Emk = T + [—] - [(13 — $1.2] , Fk (Eh) = arbitrary
m k function with ER < 0

We can show that the functions (4) are a solution to the boundary kinetic problem (1), (2) since

the equations of the system (1) are linear and the functions Ex are the particular solutions to the

equations of this system (see theorems 1 and 2 in work /l/). Thus there has been found a class of
the functions which are the solutions to the boundary kinetic problem (1). (2). Thereby it is proved

that the solution (3) is not unique.
There arises a question: what is the cause of absence of the uniqueness of a solution to the

boundary kinetic problem (1), (2) and is it possible to formulate a boundary problem so as to

exclude arbitrariness from determining the functions Fk in the expressions (4)?

To provide an answer to this question we’ll calculate the values of the functions ii at the

system boundary. From determination of the functions 1k (see expression (3)) it follows that

MR1) = Vr + V I2 (fit — Ual : Vr + 3k , (5)

“(R3 = Vr 7 V [2 (m — Uk(R2))] : Vr « bk , where ak,bk > 0

Consequetly, taking account of the expression (4)

2
. gik WT‘ with Vr > —ak ,

fk(Rt) = 2 2
IV I IV |

g2k 2 + (i) ‘ “Di—(D21) - Bk 2 + %] - [EDI—(1)21] ,Vr< —£tk
k k

(6)

IV I2 IV 12
‘ gtk[ 2 + #1) - [$241311] -Ftk 2 + [£1 - liDz—GJI] ,Vr> bk

fk(R2) = k k2
gzk IVZI with Vr < bk

According to definition the function Fk are different from unity when E < 0. Let's estimate

Ek taking account of the restrictions imposed on Vr. Let’s consider the case of spherical geometry

(plane and cylindrical geometry are treated similarly). Here we have

2
WI

2

N
N

~|<

S S e+—2, Uk=—2+(—]'(D.
2r 2r “‘k
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Consequetly, taking account of the definitions ak (see (5)) we‘ll obtain

E2kiRl) >
2

37“ + —55 + [fi] [mi—(D21
2R1 k

S e e
—2+[E] -(D2—[E) '®2]>0,

2 k k

since according to definition Ch; 2 Uk(ro) , where r0 7 is any point of the interval [R1 ,R2 ].

=fik~[—:-1] (1322
k

Likewise we can show that EmRz) > 0 withVr > bk . Thus it is established that at the system

boundary the function Fk are always equal to unity and, consequently, we can draw the

conclusion that it is impossible to formulate the boundary conditions for the stationary kinetic

problem so as to exclude arbitrariness when determing the functions Fk in the expressions (4). At

first sight it may seem that the result obtained is the consequence of the kinetic problem statement

accepted

indeed the statement (1). (2) implies dependence of the distribution functions (DF) of

particles on the potential (D. However, the potential (13 also in its turn depends on the

distribution functions of particles (it is a self—matched problem). The appropriate relation is

established through the Poisson equation

snACD = -— 2 Ck If); - dV . (7)

k it)
However a closer examination makes it clear that the equation (7) cannot serve to indentify the

) functions ii. Moreover, it is impossible to do even with the predetermined potential Cl) since the

right side of the equation (7) contains not the functions ti but only their first moments. In the case

where the potential (D is not determined one should bear in mind that the equation acquires

physical sense only after calculating (or if such calculation is feasible in principle) the integral

on the right side of the equation Thus we come to the conclusion that uncertainty when

i determining the functions (4). i.e. the absence of uniqueness of the solution to the boundary kinetic

problem (1), (2) is a fundamental property inherent in the stationary boundary kinetic problem.

The results obtained for the trapped particles to be available in the system necessitate

revaluating the role and the plase of the stationary kinetic problem in a general kinetic approach.

The point of the problem is that, on the one hand, one of the fundamental postulates of

statistical physics is an assertion that between the system state and the DF of particles forming

this system there exists a rigorous one—to—one correspondence. That is the DF of particles

describes fully and uniquely the system state. On the other hand. the results obtained permit

drawing the conclusion that there exist physical situations where the solutions to the stationary

kinetic problem can be represented by quite a set of BF with different DF of trapped particles

which, nevertheless, produce at the area boundaries cosiderred equal flows of substance, energy

etc. It is evident that the very fact of equality of the flows produced by different DF implies that
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there exists no experimental way of discriminating these states of the physical system, m”

establishing a one—to-one correspondence between the state and the DF of particles forming this
system.

Consequently. one has either to abandon the existing formulation postulatingaone—toronc
correspondens between the DF of particles and the sysytem state or to seriously revise the notion
“stationary kinetic problem".

The results obtained in the work serve as evidence for drawing the conclusion that the cause
of the absence of solution uniqueness for the boundary problem (1), (2) is the accepted
formulation of the stationary problem.

indeed when formulating the stationary boundary kinetic problem in the work /1/ the

condition of stationarity (% = ti) was accepted as an initial condition of stating the problem Yet such.t

an approach implicitly implies that the DF of particles of the system obtained as a result of solving

this problem must be invariable on the infinite time interval 16 l7 x, 2:: I. It is evident that such

a situation is not physically feasible. Thus, we come to the conclusion that the basic feature of the
accepted statement of the stationary problem is completely ignoring the prehistory of transition of

the system front some initial state to a final stationary state. Consequently, one can advance the
following hypothesis: ‘

a one-to—one correspondens between a stationary state of the system and the DF of particles
forming this system can be obtained only as a result of treating a trasition process of the system
from a prc»set initial state to a final stationary state.|t is evident that a rigorous verification
in this hypothesis is possible only if based on an accurate solution to the non»stationary boundary

nettt problem.

However it the hypothesis is assumed to be true one can formulate two significant

onscquenccs'
(a) since a statinnar) state of the system should be considered as some final state arising

as .1 result of limiting transition tl .. x. i from the preset initial state then also the formulation of
”it" stationar} kinetic problem ntust correspond to this conception:

tbt if the attahsis of the non-stationar} kinetic problem indicates that a stattonar} state of

the system depends on the transition method of the system to this state one should conclude

that the concept "non-rcwrstbiltt} " arises implicitly JUSI in determining lllL‘ notion "Distribution
function".

Consequently there \‘l‘lll arise prerequisites for asserting that "noniret‘crsihility" is one of the
fundamental concepts oistattstical plttsics.

I‘l/. Zhykharsky A.\", l’hysica Scripta. 44. t). (300.
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Solution to the Boundary Kinetic Problem Presenting the
Interaction of the Plasma Flows with a Solid

Zhykharsky A.V,, Shmykov V.N.

Scientific—technical Centre “Kinetika”,

P.O.Box 36. 630078,Novosibirsk, Russia

The paper treats the stationary one-dimensional statement of the boundary kinetic problem

presenting the interaction of the plasma flows with a solid. The cases of planer, cylindrical and

spherical geometry have been investigated for which all physical situations confined to the

one-dimensional problem have been considered. The diagrams of statements are presented in the

Table. When formulating the boundary kinetic problem statement we assume that plane, cylinder

or sphere with the coordinate Rt denotes the solid surface and the R2 7 coordinate surface denotes

the plasma boundary. The notion "plasma boundary” implies that outside this boundary (i.e. with

r > R2 ) the plasma is in a equlibrium state, the distribution functions for plasma

components with r > R2 being described by the Maxwell distribution functions with a space

velocity shift by the quantity "Volt" (here and further index "k" denotes k—component of the

plasma). It is evident that inside the plasma there exist no surfaces to be identified with the plasma

boundary. Yet in case of obtaining an accurate analytical solution to the boundary kinetic problem

statement considered and effecting a lintitatransition R2 a on of the distribution functions

obtained for the plasma components we will have a description of plasma flow-solid interaction

when the “equilibrium” plasma flow is preset at infinity. A plasma motion as a whole with respect

to the solid surface is simulated by a special type of boundary conditions for the distribution

functions of the plasma components. It is intplied that all particles of the plasma krcomponent

entering the area considered in addition to the thermal velocity have the velocity "Vuk". The

external magnetic field is assumed to be equal to zero. However one should bear in mind that in the

cases where the plasma flow moves along the solid boundary (see in the Table the relative cases

for planer and cylindrical geometry). in the system there may be available an inherent, different

front zero, magnetic field of currents. This factor should be taken into account when solving

the boundary kinetic problem.

We’ll formulate the boundary problem statement taking account of the assumptions made.

Omitting the details of the conclusion (they can be found in the work /l/) we‘ll write a set of kinetic

equations for the plasma components as

atomr' M ar a—Vr=0; (l)

The boundary conditions for distribution functions will be written as
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Spherical casePlane case

Z \/a Z

V m y “’2 . ‘
q) CDl

r 051 (D2

CylindricaI case

(DI (112 (D1 (D2 (DI @2

fig
V0

Table. The diagrams of st

fMRI) lVr > o= glk[

where glk and m are arbitrary functions. The expression for the generalized potential Uk

depending on the direction

, planar case

a) VollVr:

b) V0||V,:

- cylindrical case

a) VollVr:

b) VOIIVK:

c) VollV¢1

7 spherical case

alionary one — dimensional statements of the boundary kinetic problem.

2 2
] r l V—Vo | 1V lI fk(R2)l vr < 0= ml 2 )2 (2)

of the vector "VDk" (see Table) have the following for

e
Uk: [EL‘D .

uk=lrsi E A-(r)]2+ E (13'
2 m L m 'k k

M2
Uk=—2+ [:3] (D .

2r k

M2 l 2e e .
Uk = 3:5 +3 [5 — (ELAZUH + [E}k¢ , (3)

l M e 2 e .
Uk , 5 [7 — (ELMO)! + (EL? .
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VollVr: Ut=iz+[3]cb.m
21' k

In these expressions the quantities M and S are independent variables (see /1/). The electric

l field is presented.through the potential "(l)" and the magbetic field through the appropriate

components of the vector potential "A".

The solution to the boundary kinetic problem (1), (2) is the functions of the form /1/

fk = Hak) ' glk(Elk) + H(—lk) - gzk(E2k) ,

where A = V; — sign(r — 1:11) V [2 (6k - Uk)l . (4)

fix: max (Uk) . Ufifi) = 6k .
Rlsrs

and H is the Heaviside function. The functions Elk , En must be expressed through the motion

integrals (Le. through solutions of kinetic equations). Herewith these expressions must satisfy the

conditions (2).
We’ll write expressions for Ezk satifying these equations. The variables M and S, the expressions

(3) have been used in writing

- planar case

2 2 2
2 V V

a) VollVr: E2k=%(v [Vr+2[Uk—Ux(Rz)]—Vnk}+—2’-+TI,

l v2 v2 1 2 ‘
t b) Vo II V1: E2k= —2—r + Uk — Uk(R2) + _2)L +§ls - (iLAARz) — Vok] ;

- cylindrical case

2 2 2
‘ 1 ‘l 2 M Vz.

3) V0 || Vr: E2k=§ lVr +2[Uk—Uk(R2)l ‘Vuk +iz+71
2R2

V: M2 1 e 2
b) Vo II V1: E2k=‘2— + Uk — Uk(R2) +——2+E[S — (E) Az(R2) - Vokl ;

2R2 k l l

c)Vol|V- 12:1]: U—U li—i — ZV—z-‘5. 2k 2 + k k(R2)+2[R2 [m]kA¢(R2) Vok1+ 2 ,

- spherical case

2
2v0 H v,: E2k=‘;‘[v [Vr + ZlUt— Uk(R2)] Wm} +i2;

2R2
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The expressions for Elk can be obtained from the expression for Ezk, assuming V0k= 0 and

making a substitution: R7, .. Rt .

By making a substitution in the equations it is easy to make sure that the functions (4) with

the expressions obtained above for Elk and Ezk are the solutions to the boundary kinetic problem

(1), (2). It should be noted that the expressions for the function Ezk are the generalized solution

obtained by H.Schamel in the work /2/. However, unlike the results of the work /2/ in our cage

the boundary conditions /2/ are satisfied by the functions (4) not only through pro—setting a special

kind of functions Ezk but also through employing the function H( i A). The latter is significant in

principle since it is this factor that permits obtaining a mathematically rigorous solution to the

boundary kinetic problem (1), (2). When solving specific applied problems on the basis of the

distribution functions obtained (4) one should mind the following. When treating plasma motion

along the solid surface one is required to numerically solvea set of self—matched equations. It is

equations for determining the electric potential of the system and the appropriate component

of the inherent magnetic field.

For example, for the problem of a two—component plasma flow (plasma consists of electrons

and one kind ions) along the axis of an infinite cylindrical solid the system of field equations takes

the form

1 a 30:) erah?) = — 23““ “ "6) 1
1 BA . .
Fifi—Ml) = - WOUM — 12.6) ,

ne,i= ffej dV i jz(e.i)= {I V fed dV }1 ,

(“7) (m)

where “as is density of electrons and ions; jz(e,t) is components of the density of the electrons and

ions flows.
(1), A2 is the scalar and vectorial potentials accordingly. It is evident that this system of

equations can be solved only on pre-setting a specific kind of the functions glc.i(EIg‘i) and

gze,i(Eze,t) in the expressions (4).

The results presented in the paper complete the consideration of the one-dimensional stationary

boundary kinetic problem since the paper together with the work / 1/ present all the physical

statements investigated which are reducible to a one-dimensional problem due to geometric

symmetry. Yet the question of uniqueness of the solutions obtained to the boundary kinetic problem

remains still open.

/l/. Zhykharsky A.V. Physica Scripta. v.4426, p.606.

/2/. Schamel H., Physics Reports (review section of Phys. Lett) 140, 161 (1986).
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A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR TRANSIENT CATAPHDRETIC SEGREGATIDN ‘

Nicoleta Dumitrascu, D.Berhece, Gh.Pops ‘

Faculty of Physics. ”Alulvfluza” Unlversity

P-SBDO Romania X

CaLaphuves' is the term used to describe the ‘

establishment of differences in the om(tial pressures of the

ma; constituents 1n 3 positive plasma column between the

anode and the cathode ends of the disuharge. Q systemakic

empe”imenta1 skudy meg measuvements of the axial density

distributions for different ion specxes and The effiCiency

of cataphoietiv iredation like deJendenLe on fiom1mgitign. ,, F

of the mtUrG, discharge pardme and discharge tube

Lflfiflgufat}fifll /1,£/u A theoretica] model on this phenomenon

has to +ake into account both the melhuhism h; whiuh

:arious gas pavtjclee are CDHVEV -d into ions and [he

trensport phenomena due to selective momentum :ransfer to

fiku neutrals of electronu end ions”

Till now the fovmer mc’hanism was parhwmiJg neoiected and

‘ Shair and anctormm X4,5f wave pvuoused 5 mode] [UV

‘ timefi andent La;aohofemis erned hy s diffueion equation

with a supplementc*y ”m For the LVfiI4:H o( inns in the
‘ . .

amifil electric field“ "ckornm give an

analytical and numerL-al solution using aDDFflHTLfl injtia!

fiHd boundary conditions at the elevtrndes and at the ends 0?

the device" On obtain the admixture density nfmt as a

function of plar; 1 and time t following the ignition of Lhe

discharge.

A Comparison between expevimental resuiLn Concern1ng

transient cataphoretic separation and theoretical data 1OWE

considerable discrepancies at the cathode side of the

discharge tube and at the first moments of the ignition of

the discharge /4/.

We propose a more general equation using thermodynamic

considerations. The conservation equation for the size Y is:
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_4>

Lay/eta —- V-J + 3 (1;.
—v —»V

where 8 16 the eource term and J = (n1, ... n.3,Vn1 ...

t9 ,
..Vl’lp, E, tJ.

For irreversible pvoceeeee near equilibrium (like

cataphoretic segregation), the flux depende linear with

thermodynamit forces:
,+
J,

wheve L1; are phenomenologima] uoefficiente.

It Y Le the deneity of particlee, then their traneport

15 due to both the drift in 31 electric field and the

oer ,L; gradlente. eq.V‘) give in the matrix form

J = D Vri + p n U E. (53

where
_3 “Jo no 301k... 0

J 1 i, ; n = : ; u 3 , .

In !np U ." «yup

It 13 r: eonahle to aeeume that ione are produced and

dleappear in regione near electrodee and the traneport pro~

’23 (superpoeed on the dynamica. equilibrium which i5 EEH

tahliehed Ln fhe ignition momenta of the dischavge) pve~

Jail in the poeitive plasma column Lthe source—terms are

newan

Now the eq. fljh and (3) can be written for eevera] gas

mltfflfi. Hlth the known ,5umptione on obtain the equation

uged by Sancinrum l4,S/. If Several type of lone (or even

neutralel are preeeni in the diecharge olaema then they

:houlu he talen into ount to the uataphoretic

eegre‘ation. There are experimental provee that cluster

moleculee are preeent in a rather large number in the

diecharge /6,7/ and a theoretical model have to consider

them.

Coneequently, if we have another Speciee impovtant in

the transfer momentum proteee, from C1) and (3) on obtain

the following eyetem of equations :

(angfla t) = Dai32nO/‘9m23 + DCJZn1/2m2) + enfia nD/am)
C4]

Glii/B t) : Diaznu/amzfi + D1C32n1/a xi) + e1Ca nlham)
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i1
It deecvibee time dependence of axial dietribution of the

two SPECiLS no and n1, which we have considered important in

955 of momentum tranefev.From (4) an obtain:

azfio adno

+ fe0+e13 ~“fiw
3 Mat

H KDT—DoDlfi

which deeuribe: time dependence for axial dietrihution

of no.

Mr are “.arrhing the 501utihn far 5%! in the lmvm

1 fimin,tl Ingix,WWI m Wn'ti
‘ ,: 4 E (9311:] E '.' "l i: .m,‘ HT! i/L ) ,1. E 7 '5 5:} '1
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